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GREWAL IS SAD PICK FROM LUDHIANA
shortstories
MISSING ₹6.65 CR:
FIR AGAINST 2
COPS, INFORMER
JALANDHAR/CHANDIGARH :
Following directions of the Punjab
DGP, the crime branch in
Mohali booked two assistant
sub-inspectors (ASIs) Joginder
Singh and Rajpreet Singh and an
informer, Surinder Singh of
Pathankot, on Friday , days after
₹6.65 crore allegedly went missing
after the Khanna police raid on
the premises of Father Anthony
Madasserry at Partappura
village in Jalandhar on
March 29.
››P3

Canada drops reference to
Sikh extremism, India fumes
TORONTO: The Canadian government has bowed to domestic
political compulsions and completely scrubbed all references to
Sikh and Khalistani extremism in
its 2018 report on terrorist threats,
much to the chagrin of India.
Indian officials are aghast at the
perceived capitulation to pressure
from some community groups in
Canada, and described the
updated version of the “2018
Public Report on the Terrorist
Threat to Canada” as a “full
››P8
retreat” by Ottawa.

Former IL&FS Fin Services
CEO Bawa arrested
NEW DELHI: The Serious Fraud
Investigation Office on Saturday
arrested former MD and CEO of
IL&FS Financial Services, Ramesh C
Bawa, in the second major arrest
in the ongoing investigations
into the affairs of the group. Bawa
has been arrested “on the grounds
of abusing his powers” through
his fraudulent conduct and
granting loans to entities which
were “not creditworthy” that
caused “wrongful loss to the firm
and its creditors, an official
HTC
said.
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SIDHU KICKSTARTS CAMPAIGN, CREATES FLUTTER ON FB
HARYANA: CONG
ANNOUNCES
6 LOK SABHA
CANDIDATES

Modi, Rahul trade
barbs on Nyay
scheme promise

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

n

PM Narendra Modi and Congress president Rahul Gandhi.

PTI

‘ALI, BAJRANG BALI ARE OURS’
BADAUN (UP): BSP chief Mayawati said on Saturday that
“both Ali and Bajrang Bali
are ours”, doubling
down on a figure
of speech that she
and rival BJP
leader Adityanath have used to
refer to the Muslim and Hindu

fighter purchase in which the latter’s Reliance Defence has won an
offset deal from the plane maker
Dassault Aviation.
Gandhi has alleged corruption
in the deal. The Bharatiya Janata
Party-led National Democratic
Alliance government and
Ambani’s company have denied
any wrongdoing.
The prime minister was in
Tamil Nadu to campaign for the
upcoming elections on April 18,
when polling for 39 Lok Sabha

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Congress on

ON RALLY SPREE PM, Cong chief raise poll pitch in southern states
KOLAR/THENI: Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Congress president Rahul Gandhi on Saturday
exchanged words around Nyay
(Nyuntam Aay Yojana) scheme,
the opposition party’s poll promise of a minimum annual income
of ₹72,000 to India’s poorest people, at their election rallies in the
southern states on Saturday.
The tagline of the Congress
poll campaign is Ab Hoga Nyay,
or now there will be justice.
At a rally in Theni in Tamil
Nadu on Saturday, Modi said,
“Even if they did not intend to,
they have admitted that all they
have done so far is “an-nyay”
[injustice]. It means they agree
that they did injustice to the
nation for 60 long years.”
“Congress and dishonesty are
best friends but sometimes, by
mistake, they end up speaking
the truth,” said PM Narendra
Modi, who was campaigning in
Tamil Nadu, where his Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has tied
up with the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam .
In turn, campaigning in Karnataka, Gandhi said that the 2019
Lok Sabha election was a fight
between industrialist Anil
Ambani and the ordinary people
and between thieves and honest
people. He said that money for
the NYAY scheme will come
from “[PM Modi’s] friend, Anil
Ambani”.
Gandhi has targeted Anil
Ambani over the Rafale jet

SOMBRE CEREMONY AT JALLIANWALA

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent
n

>>ht punjab p4

communities, which has
earned both of them notices
from the election commission. She made the remark
at a joint rally with Samajwadi Party chief Akhilesh Yadav. The two
leaders have come
together for an alliance
in the politically cru››P10
cial state.

seats and 22 assembly seats
(by-elections) is scheduled.
Gandhi, who visited the Jallianwala Bagh memorial in
Amritsar on Saturday, held rallies in Karnataka later in the
day.
Congress is in alliance with
the Janata Dal (Secular) for the
upcoming polls in Karnataka.
This is also the ruling coalition of
Karnataka, which won the
assembly elections held in May
last year.

Saturday announced its first list
of six candidates for the Lok
Sabha polls in Haryana which
includes sitting MP Deepender
Hooda and Rajya Sabha member
Kumari Selja.
Former chief minister Bhupinder Singh Hooda’s son Deepinder Singh, who is sitting MP,
has been renominated from Rohtak.
State Congress chief Ashok
Tanwar will contest from the
Sirsa (Reserved) seat. CLP
leader Kiran Choudhary’s
daughter Shruti has been named
from the Bhiwani-Mahendragarh seat. She contested unsuccessfully from this seat in the
2014 Lok Sabha polls.
The Congress has reposed
faith in Rajya Sabha MP Kumari
Selja and nominated her from
the Ambala (Reserved) seat, sixtime MLA Capt Ajay Singh
Yadav will contest from Gurgaon and Lalit Nagar will contest
from the Faridabad seat, according to the list. The Congress is yet
to announce candidates for Karnal, Sonipat, Hisar and Kuruk››P6
shetra seats.

n

100 YEARS OF MASSACRE: Vice-president M Venkaiah Naidu (second from left) with Punjab
governor VP Singh Badnore, state school education minister OP Soni and state BJP chief Shwait
SAMEER SEHGAL/HT
Malik after paying tribute to the martyrs at Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar. >>P4

AAP moots tie-up with Cong on 18 seats
Sweta Goswami
n

sweta.goswami@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: The Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) on Saturday once again
reached out to the Congress for
an alliance in Delhi, Haryana
and Chandigarh in the ongoing
Lok Sabha polls, but the latter
insisted that any tie-up be limited to the national capital, prolonging the suspense over their
on again-off again efforts to forge

a united front against the Bharatiya Janta Party (BJP).
In his first remarks on the
issue, Delhi deputy chief minister Manish Sisodia said the Congress should consider joining
hands with the AAP in at least 18
parliamentary seats, if not 33 as
had been initially proposed by
his party.
Sisodia’s comments came a
day after the Congress said it had
been “compelled” to go it alone

in Delhi because of AAP’s insistence on extending an alliance to
other states..
“In the last one week, meetings were held between the AAP
and the Congress and we proposed alliance on 33 seats in
Delhi, Goa, Chandigarh, Haryana and Punjab. We understood
when they (Congress) said joining hands in Punjab was not possible because AAP is in-principle
opposition there. Goa, it is too

late now, as the last date of withdrawal of nomination is also
gone,” he said.
“But, there is still time to
defeat the Modi-Shah duo on 18
seats – seven in Delhi, 10 in Haryana and one in Chandigarh,”
Sisodia said, referring to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
BJP chief Amit Shah.
“The Congress should realize
there is no point of an alliance in
Delhi alone,” he said.
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THE MISSING CASH CASE INVOLVING FATHER ANTHONY MADASSERRY
WILL BE SOLVED SOON AND CULPRITS WILL BE PUT BEHIND BARS.

> CAPT AMARINDER SINGH, CM

Missing ₹6.65 cr: 2 ASIs, informer booked
ANOTHER PROBE 4-member SIT formed
to investigate the role of senior police officials
HT Correspondents
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JALANDHAR/CHANDIGARH : Follow-

ing directions of the Punjab DGP,
the crime branch in Mohali
booked two assistant sub-inspectors (ASIs) Joginder Singh and
Rajpreet Singh and an informer,
Surinder Singh of Pathankot, on
Friday , days after ₹6.65 crore
allegedly went missing after the
Khanna police raid on the premises of Father Anthony Madasserry at Partappura village in
Jalandhar on March 29.
Officials privy to the development said the role of Khanna
DSP and counter intelligence
DSP is also under the scanner
even as three accused are
untraceable. The case has been
registered under Sections 406
(criminal breach of trust), 34
(acts done by several persons of
common intention) of IPC and
13(1) and 13 (2) of the Prevention
of Corruption Act at the state
crime branch, Mohali.
The FIR was registered a day

after the one-member SIT of IG
Praveen Sinha submitted a
report to the DGP, pointing to
fair chances of money being pilfered during the raid.
The DGP also constituted
another SIT headed by Sinha
with Jalandhar commissioner,
Patiala SSP and AIG (crime) as
its member to probe the case.
“This SIT will look into the
modus operandi adopted in the
operation and the role of senior
police,” said DGP Dinkar Gupta.
A day after the raid, Khanna
SSP Dhruv Dahiya said Father
Anthony and his aides were
arrested from a checkpoint in
Doraha with unaccounted cash
worth ₹ 9.66 crore . But, on March
31, Anthony, accused the cops of
showing just ₹9.66 crore of the
total seizure of ₹16.65 crore.
After the raid on March 29, a
police party left the priest’s
house with the boxes of cash.
This team reached Khanna.
However, the three
accused remained at Anthony’s
house.

Chinks in SIT probe exposed
Ravinder Vasudeva
n

ravinder.vasudeva@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Questions are being
raised over the manner in which
the probe was carried out by the
SIT led by IG Praveen Sinha into
the alleged pilferage of ₹6.65
crore by the police during a raid
at Jalandhar priest’s residence.
Two ASIs, Jaswant Singh and
Rajpreet Singh, who are
“untraceable” and had allegedly
walked away with the cash, were
made part of the raiding team by
Khanna senior SSP Dhruv
Dahiya on a DSP’s request.
The ASIs, who were posted in
Patiala, joined the raiding party
on March 27, two days before the
police seized the cash. The SIT
has failed to explain why the two
ASIs were roped in for the opera-

03

UNANSWERED
QUESTIONS
n When priest was taken into

custody, why his version
was not recorded
n Why money was not

counted in front of him
n When there was specific

lead about unaccounted
cash, why no senior official
accompanied the team

tion when they didn’t have
expertise to carry out such a
task. After the SIT was formed on
March 31, it took 12 days to submit the report even as senior officials said it was clear from the
day one that the money has been

siphoned off after the SIT
recorded statement of the bank
employees present at the house
of priest when raid was conducted. Even after the formation
of the SIT, no effort was made to
detain the ASIs.
Also, the CCTV footage and
statements of eyewitnesses had
proved wrong the police theory
of confiscating the money from a
Doraha naka. “There was
enough evidence to prove that
money was confiscated from
Anthony’s house and this
prompted the DGP to form the
SIT,” a senior official said.
However, the SIT made no
effort to find out whereabouts of
the cops. The delay in reaching
any conclusion by the SIT gave
ample time to the ASIs to go
underground.

Baisakhi celebrated at Frankfurt
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : The consulate gen-

eral of India, Frankfurt, Germany, organised an event to celebrate the harvest festival of Bai-

sakhi on Friday in Frankfurt and
commemorate the 550th birth
anniversary of Guru Nanak.
The event was organised in
collaboration with the members
of Indian community living in
Germany.

In her address, consul general
Pratibha Parkar extended her
greetings to the Indian community.
The celebration attended by
over 600 persons from the Indian
community.
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Paincarnagecausedcontinues
torankleeveryIndian:Naidu
REMEMBRANCE Releases commemorative coin, a postage stamp to mark the centenary event
The state and central governmentsorganisedseparateevents,
spoiling the commemoration
function to a great extent. The
main event, organised by the
Union ministry of culture, was
relativelysmall.Morethan70per
cent pandals remained empty
evenwhenvice-presidentMVenkaiah Naidu was there. Naidu
spentonlyhalfanhouratJallianwala Bagh.
Also, chaotic scenes were witnessedduringthefunction.Many
of the visitors did not bother to
attendthefunction.Therelatives
ofthemartyrsweredisappointed
as there was no seating arrangement for them.
“There were few chairs in the
pandal for sitting of families of
freedom fighters. So, many of us
hadtositontheground.Actually,
thiswasnotanofficialfunction,it
wasapartyfunction,”saidRajinderSinghBhullar,sonoffreedom
fighter Bhan Singh.

jallianwala
centenary
100 years of carnage
Surjit Singh
n

surjit.singh@htlive.com

AMRITSAR:Vice-president M Ven-

kaiahNaiduonSaturdaysaidthe
paincausedbymassacreofinnocentciviliansatJallianwalaBagh
inAmritsaronApril13,1919,continues to rankle every Indian.
Naidu, who paid tributes to
those killed in the massacre by
placingawreathatthememorial
during a ceremony organised by
the Union ministry of culture,
released a commemorative coin
and a postage stamp to mark the
centenary of the black day.
In thevisitor’sbook,he wrote,
“IfeelextremelyhumbledasIpay
my homage to the martyrs who
sacrificed their lives fighting the
evil hegemony of the oppressive
British rule. This place and the
centenarycommemorationceremonyevokeinmeadeepsenseof
sadness at the tragic loss of
human lives and also a profound
prideatconvictionandcourageof
these brave soldiers of Indian
freedom movement.”
Later, he tweeted that the carnage is a reminder of our hardwonfreedom.“Itisanoccasionto
shed a silent tear for every innocent Indian who lost life on that
Baisakhi day and is a poignant
moment of reflection on colonial
cruelty.Thepainandagonycontinue to rankle every Indian,”he
tweeted.

n

Vice-president M Venkaiah Naidu and Punjab governor VP
Singh Badnore releasing a postal stamp on the occasion of the
100th anniversary of the Jallianwala Bagh massacre in Amritsar
on Saturday.
SAMEER SEHGAL/HT

He was apprised of the plan to
give Jallianwala Bagh a facelift.
Accompanied by Punjab governor VP Singh Badnore, state
BJP chief Shwait Malik, school
education minister OP Soni,
Naidualsovisitedaphotoexhibition at Jallianwala Bagh. The
exhibition comprised 45 panels
dedicated totheincident, includingexcerptsfromthenewspapers
of the time, letters of Mahatma
Gandhi, Rabindra Nath Tagore

and other prominent leaders.
ONE-UPMANSHIP
MARS FUNCTION
The massacre centenary commemorationeventremainedlowkey and drew poor public
responseonSaturday,withpoliticalone-upmanshipbetweenthe
Congress, the ruling party in the
state, and the BJP-led central
government, dominating the
occasion.

PM MODI PAYS
TRIBUTES TO MARTYRS
NEWDELHI: The memory of those
killed in the Jallianwala Bagh
massacreservesasaninspiration
toworkforanIndiatheywouldbe
proud of, Prime Minister NarendraModisaidonSaturdayonthe
centenary of the tragic event.
“Today, when we observe 100
years of the horrific Jallianwala
Bagh massacre, India pays tributestoallthosemartyred...Their
valourandsacrificewillneverbe
forgotten.Theirmemoryinspires
ustoworkevenhardertobuildan
India they would be proud of,”
Modi tweeted.
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP)
president Mayawati, in a tweet,

›

Today, when we
observe 100 years of
the massacre, India pays
tributes to martyrs ... Their
sacrifice will never be
forgotten. Their memory
inspires us to work harder
to build an India they would
be proud of
NARENDRA MODI, PM on Twitter

›

It is an occasion to
shed a silent tear for
every innocent Indian who
lost life that Baisakhi day
and is a moment of
reflection on colonial
cruelty. It evokes in me a
deep sense of sadness.
M VENKAIAH NAIDU, vice-prez in
visitor’s book at Jallianwala Bagh

also paid homage to those killed
in the massacre 100 years back
and sought an apology from the
British. “On the centenaryof the
Jallianwalatragedy,ourhomage
to martyrs & sympathy to the
family members who sacrificed
their lives for the country. It
wouldhavebeenmostgratifying
hadtheIndiangovt.succeededin
extracting an apology from the
British forthisgruesome massacre,” she wrote on Twitter.

n

Congress president Rahul Gandhi laying a wreath at the martyrs’ memorial in Jallianwala Bagh,
Amritsar, on Saturday.
SAMEER SEHGAL/HT

Cost of freedom must not
be forgotten, says Rahul
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR: Congress president
Rahul Gandhi, who visited the
Jallianwala Bagh memorial in
Amritsar on Saturday morning
to mark the 100 years of the massacre, said the cost of freedom
must not be forgotten.
After paying floral tributes to
martyrs along with Punjab chief
minister Captain Amarinder
Singh, Congress Punjab affairs
in-charge Asha Kumari, local
bodies minister Navjot Singh
Sidhu and state party president
SunilJakhar, Rahul wroteinthe
visitors’ book: “The cost of freedom must never ever be forgotten.We salutethe people ofIndia
whogaveeverythingtheyhadfor
it. Jai Hind.” He did not interact
with the media.
After his visit, Rahul tweeted:
“Today is the centenary of the
brutal Jallianwala Bagh massa-

n

Congress president Rahul Gandhi and Punjab CM Capt Amarinder
Singh at the Akal Takht on Friday night.
ANI

cre, a day of infamy that stunned
theentireworldandchangedthe
course of the Indian freedom
struggle.”
Both Rahul and Amarinder
offeredprayersandremembered
those killed by General Dyer-led
British forces on April 13, 1919.

Personnel of Punjab Police also
conducted a ceremony in their
presence to commemorate the
day. Rahul, who reached the
Holy City on Friday night, paid
obeisance at the Akal Takht.
Amarinderalsoaccompaniedthe
Congress president.

UK envoy skirts apology question 22-day exhibition kicks off at British
Surjit Singh
n

surjit.singh@htlive.com

AMRITSAR: The British high com-

missioner to India, Dominic
Asquith, on Saturday termed the
firing by troops led by Colonel
Reginald Dyer on peaceful protesters at Jallianwala Bagh on
April 13, 1919, “a shameful act”,
but skirted the question on a formal apology by his country.
Asquith laid a wreath at the
memorial to pay homage to those
killed in the firing in the backdrop of emerging voices seeking
formal apology from Britain on
the centenary of the carnage.
Asked as why an apology was
not tendered by their government, Asquith said, “I know this
is a really important question. I
will just ask you to respect for
what I came here to do, which is
to express the sorrow of the British government and of the British people. Also, commemoration is personally important to
me. But it comes with the full
support of my government and
people.”
“The events of Jallianwala
Bagh 100 years ago reflect a
shameful act in British-Indian
history. We deeply regret what
happened and the suffering

›

I know this is a really
important question
(apology). I want you to
respect for what I came
here to do —- to express
the sorrow of the British
govt and of our people.
DOMINIC ASQUITH, British high
commissioner to India

caused. In am pleased today that
the UK and India have and
remain committed to developing
further a thriving 21 century
partnership,” he wrote in the visitor’s book.
Earlier this week, British PM
Theresa May expressed “regret”
over the killing of innocent people 100 years ago but stopped
short of tendering a formal apology, a long-pending demand.
Later, interacting with the
media, Asquith said their PM
earlier this week termed the
massacre a “shameful scar” on
the British-Indian history, adding that the issue is being
debated in Parliament again.
y p
predeHe recalled that May’s

CONVENTIONS, MARCHES TO
PAY TRIBUTE TO MARTYRS
AMRITSAR: The holy city on

Saturday erupted in conventions and marches to
pay tributes to the martyrs
of the Jallianwala Bagh
massacre.
Left-wing outfits—comprising various farmer
unions, labour unions and
student unions—held a
huge convention at Ranjit
Avenue here.
The leaders passed resolutions demanding immediate scrapping of economic
reforms, cessation of
repression of Kashmiri people, withdrawal of Armed
Forces Special Powers Act
(AFSPA) from Jammu and

cessor David Cameron during
his visit to India had also
expressed regret over the massacre. He added that Queen Elizabeth II had spoken of the incident
as a distressing incident during
her visit to Amritsar in 1997.
“We might not rewrite the history but as Queen (Elizabeth II)

Kashmir and north eastern
states, repeal of all ‘black
laws’ and immediate
release of intellectuals
arrested under these laws.
The conference called
upon the government to
desist from observing military victories of the British
Raj and stop the efforts to
transform Jallianwala
Bagh into merely a place of
tourism. Similarly, student
unions from across the
country under the banner
of Punjab Student Union
(PSU) and Naujawan Bharat Sabha thronged to Company Bagh here and led a
HTC
march to the bagh.

said we can learn a lesson from
it. My great grandfather HH
Asquith, who was prime minister of Britain from 1908 to 1916,
had referred to the massacre as
outrageous. The revulsion we
felt at the time is still strong
today. It tarnished our reputation,” he said.

museum to mark 100 years of tragedy

Press Trust of India
n

LONDON:A museum in the UK has

launched an exhibition on Jallianwala Bagh in collaboration
with the Partition Museum
in Amritsar to mark the centenary of the British colonial era
massacre.
“Jallianwala Bagh 1919: Punjab Under Siege” opened at
Manchester Museum for Saturday’s 100th anniversary of
the tragedy that affected thousands. The exhibition is conceived as a “lived experience”
creation, based on work with
descendants and communities to
collect stories related to the Jallianwala Bagh massacre on April
13, 1919.
“Revisiting the event, its
causes and aftermath, the
nuanced exhibition explores
what we remember, how we
remember it, and what we have
forgotten, in India and the
United Kingdom,” Manchester
Museum said in a statement.
“Protestors had gathered to
challenge British rule before
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5m views & counting, Sidhu’s first
day, first show creates flutter on FB

›
›
›

Sukhdeep Kaur

Maheshinder Singh Grewal

Grewal is SAD
pick from Ludhiana
LUDHIANA: The Shiromani Akali

Dal (SAD) on Saturday
announced Maheshinder Singh
Grewal as the party candidate
from the Ludhiana parliamentaryseat. Withthis,theconstituencyissettowitnessatriangular
fightbetweenGrewal,sittingMP
andCongresscandidateRavneet
Bittu and Punjab Democratic
Alliance (PDA) nominee SimarjeetSinghBains,presidentofthe
Lok Insaaf Party (LIP).
Thanking the party high command, Grewal, a former cabinet
minister and adviser to ex-chief
minister Parkash Singh Badal,
said,“Iambornandbroughtupin
Ludhianaandhavebeenactively
associatedwithpeoplehere.Iam
confident that the voters will
shower their love on me and the
Akali Dal will win the seat.”
“My family has been serving
people for a long time. My father
AvtarGrewalwasthefirstacting
presidentofLudhianamunicipal
committee,” he said.
HTC

n

Chowkidar ki khul gayi
pol; beech bazaar
mein mach gaya shor;
chor, chor, chor,
chowkidar chor

sukhdeep.kaur@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: On his first day, first

showatChhattisgarh,Congress’
starcampaignerandPunjabministerNavjotSinghSidhuhitoutat
BJP’s ‘mein bhi chowkidar’ slogan.Thevideoofthepressconference bagged nearly 5 million
views in just two days on Sidhu’s
official Facebook page.
Sidhukickedoffhiswhirlwind
40-day campaign from the state
addressing three rallies and a
press conference (after the rally
wascancelled)onThursday.The
otherwise sleepy Facebook page
of the minister is buzzing, and so
is the social media war-room of
the Congress. “The response is
phenomenal. Facebook data
shows it is all organic and not
bought likes. Sidhu is the hottest
selling politician on social
media,”saysVaibhavWalia,who
headsthesocialmediateamofthe
Indian Youth Congress.
Some of the lines he spoke
were: Chowkidar ka khul gaya
pol; beech bazaar mein mach
gaya shor; chor, chor, chor,
chowkidarchor;Baatkaroronki,
dukaan pakoron ki, aur sangat
bhagoron ki and Rafale ka plane
urrana tha, par file hi urra
di...phurrr!

n

The exhibition opened at
Manchester Museum on
Thursday.
HT PHOTO

they were set upon by Colonel
Reginald Dyer and his troops.
Confinedwithin an enclosed barren ground called Jallianwala
Bagh in the Indian city of Amritsar, hundreds of Indians were

British government to offer an
apology to India,” Manjit Singh
GK, patron-in-chief of the
JBCCC, said.
“Both secretary of state for
war Sir Winston Churchill and
former prime minister HH
Asquith openly condemned the
attack at the time, referring to it
as monstrous and one of the
worst outrages in the whole of
our history,” added Vikramjit S
Sahney, patron of JBCC.
There have been widespread
calls for a formal apology to
mark the 100th anniversary of
the massacre this week, with the
UK government earlier indicating that it was “reflecting” on the
demand. British prime minister
Theresa May made a statement
in the House of Commons earlier
this week to say the UK “deeply
regrets” the tragedy, which she
described as a “shameful scar”
on British Indian history.
The statement faced criticism
for not going far enough, with the
opposition Labour Party leader
Jeremy Corbyn demanding a
“full, clear and unequivocal
apology”.

killed and thousands injured.
This was a defining moment in
the fight for Indian independence and led to the eventual
demise of the British Empire in
South Asia,” it adds.
The exhibition, supported by
the Jallianwala Bagh Centenary
Commemoration Committee
(JBCCC), comprising prominent
Indians and non-resident Indians (NRIs), is aimed at raising
awareness around the peaceful
protest to mark Baisakhi, the
divergent British and Indian
inquiry findings, and the ongoing social, political, and cultural
response.
“It is an apt moment for the
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EXHIBIT IS CONCEIVED
AS A ‘LIVED EXPERIENCE’
CREATION BASED ON
THE WORK WITH
DESCENDANTS AND
COMMUNITIES TO
COLLECT STORIES
RELATED TO MASSACRE

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

Baat karoron ki,
dukaan pakoron ki,
aur sangat bhagoron ki
Rafale ka plane urrana
tha, par file hi urra
di...phurrr!

Walia adds that PM Modi’s
views of the Silchar rally in
Assam, on the same day clocked
3.6 lakh views and his rally at
Ahmednagar the next day garnered9.1lakhviews.Onthesame
day, the press conference of the
AamAadmiParty(AAP)atDelhi
barely touched 12,000 views.
Atthepressconference,Sidhu
took on PM Modi and UP chief
minister YogiAdityanath. “This
is the Indian Army, Yogiji, not
your election tool, and not your

NAVJOT SINGH SIDHU, Punjab local
bodies minister

PM’s sena (army). You have
destroyedeveryinstitutioninthe
country, only the army was left.
Nowyouwanttowinelectionsby
using the army? Chowkidar
amiro ke ghar hote hai ya gareebon ke? China sumundra ke
neechepulbanarahahai.Russia
robotskiarmybanarahahaiaur
aapchowkidarbanaraheho,woh
bhi chor (Who employs chowkidar,therichorthepoor?Chinais

constructing a bridge under the
seaandRussiaismakinganarmy
of robots, while you are creating
chowkidars,thosetoo,thieves),”
Sidhu says in the video. The clip
went viral after it was uploaded
by a news website on Facebook;
laterSidhu’s team uploadedit on
his official Facebook page.
Treating his followers and
trolls with his daily dose of Sidhuisms on Twitter, the Punjab
ministersayshedebutedonFacebook onlyrecently. “I hardlyuse
it, but the response has been tremendous,”Sidhusays.Thecricketer-turned-politician’s Twitter
followingcrossed5lakhinMarch
afterhisaccountwasreactivated
bytheIYCteaminarun-uptolast
year’s polls in five states. Sidhu
hadclaimedastrikerateof80%in
the rallies addressed by him in
the Hindi heartland in terms of
seats won by Congress.
In the video, Sidhu attacks his
trollstoo,saying,“Aapneloktantra ko trolltantra bana diya hai.”
Andendsitonaquestion,asking,
“Which chowkidar was on duty
when Vijay Mallaya and Nirav
Modiranawayfromthecountry?
Anyone who questions Modi is
branded an anti-national. Even
LK Advaniji is questioning
it now. Chowkidar ki khul
gayi pol...”

‘Ghajini’ reminds electors to vote
With an aim to ensure 100%
voter participation in the Lok
Sabha polls, the Sangrur district electoral officer has
installed hoardings of Aamir
Khan’s Ghajini movie,
reminding the electors to cast
their vote. As in the movie, the
actor, who develops anterograde amnesia had made tattoos on his body to recover his
memory to remind himself of
his mission to avenge the killing of his girlfriend, the poster
in the Sangrur district administration complex shows tattoos of May 19, 2019, as the polling day in Punjab, all over
Aamir’s body. “Will not forget
to cast vote this time,” reads a

n

A Ghajini hoarding at Sangrur DC office, asking people not to
forget May 19, the date when Punjab goes to polls.
HT

slogan written in Punjabi on
the hoarding. “Soon, we will
install a cut out of Superman,
asking people to exercise their

politicalcrossfire

›

Pb CM @capt_amarinder took
@RahulGandhi to Akal Takht but
lacked courage to ask him admit
@INCIndia’s sin of demolishing Sikhs’
highest religio-temporal seat
with tanks. What a contrast
with demand for British
apology for massacre!
HARSIMRAT KAUR BADAL,
Union minister

franchise,” said Ghanshyam
Thori deputy commissionercum-district electoral officer,
Sangrur.

›

Did you, your husband or his
father Parkash Singh Badal ever
apologise for your great grandfather
Sunder Singh Majithia’s dinner to
General Dyer on the day of
Jallianwala carnage?
He was knighted for
his loyalty.
CAPT AMARINDER
SINGH, Punjab CM
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BATTLEFIELD HARYANA

STATEOFPARTY:INLD

SPLIT, EXODUS OF LEADERS LEAVE INLD IN DIRE STRAITS
Out of power for almost 15 years, this is a make-or-break election for INLD. Adversities for the party continue unabated. Its supremo Om Prakash Chautala is in jail
and the party has split into two. Four of its MLAs have sided with its splinter outfit JJP and two have joined BJP. It now pins its hope on Chautala’s release.

KEY LEADERS

REPORT CARD: PERFORMANCE
IN THE LAST FIVE LS POLLS

OM PRAKASH CHAUTALA, 84

ABHAY CHAUTALA, 56

FORMER CM AND PARTY SUPREMO
Former five-time CM Om Prakash
Chautala has been serving 10-year
sentence in the JBT recruitment case
along with his elder son Ajay since 2013.
The party founded by him 21 years ago
has split into two after he expelled Ajay
and both his grandsons, Dushyant and
Digvijay, for indulging in anti-party
activities. Ajay and Dushyant, Hisar MP,
have floated Jannayak Janata Party (JJP).
If he is released or given parole in near
future, the octogenarian Jat leader, who
has been eight-time MLA, is expected to
invigorate INLD.

BY
TS WON THE INLD
SEA
IN

SENIOR LEADER AND ELLENABAD MLA
Abhay Chautala, the younger son of
Om Prakash Chautala, is under pressure
like never before. With the INLD
suffering a vertical split, he has lost his
status as the leader of opposition in
the state assembly. As he has been
steering the party since his father and
elder brother were jailed, he needs to
check the exodus and keep workers’
morale high. From 47 MLAs in 2000 to
nine in 2005, 32 in 2010, 19 in 2014, the
INLD’s count now stands at 11. The
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) has parted
ways with the INLD and joined hands
with Loktantra Suraksha Party (LSP) led
by party’s bete noire Raj Kumar Saini,
BJP rebel MP from Kurukshetra. Abhay
faces a formidable challenge to save
the party.

20
14

ASHOK ARORA, 60

Total Lok Sabha
constituencies

10

Seat

NORTH
HARYANA
(3 SEATS)

HARYANA

2

STATE PRESIDENT
A close confidant of Chautala Senior
as well as Abhay, Ashok Arora, has
been heading the state unit of INLD
for the past 14 years. The Punjabi face
of the INLD, Arora was elected from
Thanesar assembly seat in 1990, 1996,
2000 and 2009, Arora has served as a
minister and speaker. He also fought
Karnal Lok Sabha seat in 2009, but
was defeated by Congress’ Naveen
Jindal by around 1.18 lakh votes.
Coming from a business family, Arora
joined the erstwhile Lok Dal of former
deputy prime minister late Devi Lal
and actively participated in its ‘Nyay
Yudh’ against the agreement between
Punjab and Haryana on the issue of
river water sharing in mid-80s. Devi
Lal gave him the party ticket from
Thanesar in 1990 when he was 29 and
he never looked back since then.

0

0

Seat

Seat

NORTH WEST
(2 SEATS)

CENTRAL
(2 SEATS)

0

Seat

SOUTH
(3 SEATS)

In 1998, the party, which was then named as Haryana Lok Dal
(Rashtriya), had won four seats in alliance with BSP. In 1999,
the INLD-BJP alliance had won 5 seats each. It ended up with
naught in 2004 and 2009. In 2014, the INLD won two seats –
Dushyant Chautala from Hisar and Charanjit Rori from Sirsa.
Vote share %age
Seats

28.72

25.9

24.43

22.43
15.68

4*

5**

0

0

2

1999
2004
2009
2014
1998 HLD(R)
*HLD had an alliance (7-3) with BSP which also won one seat.
**INLD had an alliance (5-5) with BJP which had also won 5 seats

PRESENT SEAT POSITION

2seats

7seats

INLD

BJP

1seat

10
Total seats

CONGRESS

HARYANA VOTES ON

MAY 12
RESULTS ON MAY 23

WHERE PARTY
STANDS IN
THESE POLLS
WHAT WORKS
The INLD is known for its
cadre base, specially in rural
areas. In 2000, it came to
power with 47 MLAs, though
its tally fell to nine in 2005
polls. In 2010, Abhay led the
party in absence of his father and brother
and raised its count to 32. In 2014, it could
manage only 19 seats. The party now pins its
hopes on Chautala’s release for its revival.

WHAT DOESN'T
The INLD has more
enemies than ever
before. It lacks grip in
urban areas and JJP can
dent its base further.
Besides the Congress,
the LSP-BSP can also eat into its vote
bank of Dalits and backward classes. The
BJP offers a clear-cut choice to urban and
non-Jat voters.

WHAT NEXT?
Having been out of power
for 15 years, the party is
hoping for the release of
Om Prakash Chautala whose
presence can boost the
morale of its cadre. He still
is a trusted leader for many in the rural areas
of the state. Under his command, the party
also desperately hopes to bring back leaders
who have sided with JJP.

WHAT ARE THEY UP AGAINST
While the party chief is in
jail, the split has led to
exodus of some of its MLAs
to the JJP and the ruling
BJP. As the LSP-BSP alliance
eyes on the collective vote
bank of Dalits and backward classes and the
JJP-AAP alliance can cause a major dent into
their urban vote share, the INLD will have to
toil hard on these fronts as well.

JJP-AAP, LSP-BSP POTENTIAL VOTE SPOILERS
JJP-AAP ALLIANCE

LSP-BSP ALLIANCE

The Jannayak Janata Party (JPP) was floated in December last year after INLD supremo Om Prakash Chautala expelled his elder son and former MP Ajay Chautala and both his
(Ajay’s) sons Dushyant and Digvijay. This caused a vertical split in INLD with Ajay along with his sons floating JJP. On April 12, the JJP forged an alliance with the AAP. The AAP has
been active in Haryana since 2014, when it fought all the 10 Lok Sabha seats, though all its candidates lost their deposits.

Decrying BJP for what he describes as its yielding stance to the quota demand by Jats, BJP MP
from Kurukshetra, Raj Kumar Saini, turned a rebel and floated Loktantra Suraksha Party (LSP) in
September last year and has struck an alliance with Bahujan Samaj Party. With the support of
Saini community as well as Dalits, he can disrupt plans of all major parties.

DUSHYANT CHAUTALA, 31

NAVEEN JAIHIND, 38

JJP LEADER AND HISAR MP

The US-educated Dushyant Chautala, who became
the youngest MP in 2014 Lok Sabha polls, is seen as
a thorn in the flesh of his jailed grandfather Om
Prakash Chautala as Dushyant is perceived to be
behind the split in the INLD. In his first election as
INLD candidate, Dushyant defeated erstwhile
Haryana Janhit Congress (HJC) candidate Kuldeep
Bishnoi. He heads JJP while his father and former
MP Ajay Chautala is in jail. In the recent Jind bypoll,
his younger brother Digvijay finished second,
pushing the INLD to the poor fifth position and
trouncing Congress’ national spokesman Randeep
Surjewala. Besides retaining his father’s followers,
he has mustered support of students and
youth as well.

AAP STATE PRESIDENT

RAJ KUMAR SAINI, 66

Formerly a student leader, Naveen Jaihind, a
native of Rohtak, is chief of the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) in Haryana. He is considered to
be a close confidant of Delhi chief minister
Arvind Kejriwal who too hails from Haryana.
Apart from Delhi and Punjab, AAP is also
focusing on Haryana. Jaihind worked with
Kejriwal in Anna Hazare’s India Against
Corruption movement and was made
convener of party’s Haryana unit in 2016. He
was also party candidate from Rohtak in
2014 general elections and had finished
fourth. All the candidates of AAP, including
Naveen, fared poorly and lost their deposits.

BJP rebel MP from Kurukshetra Raj Kumar Saini revels in
the politics of other backward classes (OBCs). He spits
venom against the Jat community for its quota
demand and spares no political party supporting it.
The first-time MP, Saini has floated Loktantra
Suraksha Party (LSP) which forged alliance with the
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) after the latter parted ways
with INLD. The LSP-BSP alliance has a potential to spoil
the caste equations of all major parties as it can
influence voters from scheduled castes (16%) and Sainis
(12%), besides non-Jat votes. While the LSP is in its
infancy, the BSP won one assembly seat each in 1991,
2000, 2004, 2009 and 2014, and a Lok Sabha seat in 1998.

LSP CHIEF AND KURUKSHETRA MP

WHERE THE ALLIANCE STANDS
The LSP had fought the mayoral polls and
Jind byelection alone, though it failed to
make any mark. However, in alliance
with the BSP, the party can spoil the
game plans of all main parties.

WHERE THE ALLIANCE STANDS
The JJP is building up its strength by breaking the INLD ranks and attracting youth to its fold. While two INLD MLAs — Ranbir Singh Gangwa from Nalwa assembly segment and Kehar
Singh Rawat from Hathin — have joined the ruling BJP, four other MLAs — Naina Chautala (Ajay Chautala’s wife and Dabwali MLA), Anoop Dhanak (Uklana), Rajdeep Phogat (Dadri) and
Prithi Singh (Narwana) — have openly sided with the JJP. The AAP, which supported JJP candidate Digvijay Chautala in Jind bypoll, has now entered into a formal alliance with the JJP.
The alliance has a potential to be vote spoiler.

Cong names 6 candidates for Haryana
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CANDIDATES’PROFILE

HERE COME THE ‘JANNAYAKS’

HT Correspondent

CHANDIGARH: The Congress on

Saturday declared the names of
six candidates for the ensuing
Lok Sabha polls in Haryana. The
names of the remaining four candidates are likely to be declared
in a day or two.
While sitting Rajya Sabha
member Kumari Selja will contest from Ambala (reserved), the
party’s state chief, Ashok Tanwar has been fielded from Sirsa
(reserved). Selja faces BJP’s sitting MP Rattan Lal Kataria in
Ambala while Tanwar will fight
against
BJP’s
Sunita
Duggal.
Sitting MP from Rohtak,
Deepender Singh Hooda has
again been fielded from the same
seat, while former MP Shruti
Choudhary would be contesting
from the Bhiwani-Mahendergarh seat. She faces BJP’s sitting
MPDharambirSingh.TheBJPis
yet to name its candidate from
Rohtak.
Senior party leader Capt Ajay
Yadav has been named as the
candidate from Gurugram while
Lalit Nagar has been fielded
from Faridabad. Yadav faces
BJP sitting MP Rao Inderjit in
Gurugram while Nagar has BJP
sitting MP Krishan Pal Gurjar as
his rival in Faridabad.

INLD LIST TO
COME OUT ON
APRIL 15: ABHAY

TEXT: RAJESH MOUDGIL; ILLUSTRATION: BISWAJIT DEBNATH

n

KUMARI SELJA, Ambala
(reserved)

ASHOK TANWAR, Sirsa
(reserved)

DEEPENDER HOODA,
Rohtak

Kumari Selja, 56, a prominent Dalit
leader in Haryana, is currently a Rajya
Sabha member. She has been elected
to Lok Sabha four times and has been
Union minister twice. She was first
elected as an MP in 1991 and again in
1996 from Sirsa, twice from Ambala.

Tanwar, 43, also a Dalit leader, has
been national president of the Youth
Congress and National Students
Union of India. He was elected an MP
from Sirsa in 2009. He again fought in
2014 from the same seat but was
defeated by INLD’s Charanjit Rori.

Deepender, 41, the sitting MP from
Rohtak, has won Lok Sabha polls
thrice in a row since 2005 from the
same constituency. Son of former
chief minister Bhupinder Singh
Hooda, he was the youngest parliamentarian in 2005.

SHRUTI CHOUDHARY,
Bhiwani-Mahendergarh
Shruti Choudhary, 43, was elected as
an MP from Bhiwani-Mahendergarh,
in 2009. She is the granddaughter of
former chief minister Bansi Lal and
daughter of late Surender Singh
and Tosham MLA Kiran
Chaudhary.

CAPT AJAY YADAV, Gurugram

LALIT NAGAR, Faridabad

Capt Ajay Yadav, 61, has been an
member of legislative assembly six
times and has handled various
departments including finance,
irrigation and PWD, as minister in the
state. He is a tall leader from Ahirwal.
Yadav faces BJP sitting MP Rao
Inderjit

Lalit Nagar, 54, who is the sitting MLA
from, Tigaon, Faridabad, is one of the
Gurjar faces of the Congress. Nagar
has recently been in news after he
openly alleged that several illegal
activities were being carried out in
Faridabad with full knowledge of BJP
MP Krishan Pal Gurjar.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

HISAR: Indian National Lok Dal
(INLD) will announce its candidates for the 10 Lok Sabha seats
in Haryana by April 15, INLD
leaderand former leaderof opposition Abhay Chautala said
while addressing a press conference at his residence in Sirsa.
Talking to mediapersons,
Abhay Chautala said the recent
alliances between Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) and Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD), and Jannayak Janta Party (JJP) and
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) has
proved that they are fearing
defeat in the state.
“Both the parties are against
the Sutlej-Yamuna Link (SYL)
canal in Haryana and our main
focus will be SYL canal water
which will benefit the farmers in
the state,” Abhay added.
He said that AAP and JJP are
in alliance only so they can stop
INLD supremo and former chief
minister Om Prakash Chautala
from coming out of the jail.
Replying to a question on seeking the votes of Dera supporters,
Abhay said he will surely meet
the dera followers and seek their
support.

n

Jannayak Janta Party leader Dushyant Chautala taking out a bike rally in Adampur area of Hisar
district on Saturday.
HT PHOTO

BSP-LSP announces candidates
for Kurukshetra, Sirsa seats
KURUKSHETRA:TheLoktantraSuraksha Party (LSP) and Bahujan
Samaj Party (BSP) alliance on
Saturdaydeclaredcandidatesfor
the Kurukshetra and Sirsa Lok
Sabha constituencies.
Addressing a joint press conference in Kurukshetra, LSP
supremoRajKumariSaini,Haryana BSP in-charge Meghraj and

BSP’s state president Prakash
Bharti said Shashi Saini of BSP
will fight from Kurukshetra
while advocate Janak Raj Atwal
has been selected for the Sirsa
(reserved) seat.
As per the seat sharing agreement,BSPwillcontesteightseats
whiletheLSPhasbeengiventwo
seats. Shashi Saini, 59, who hails

from Umri village of Kurukshetra, had contested the 2009
assembly elections from Ladwa
seat on a BSP ticket, unsuccessfully.
Janak Raj Atwal, 48, a postgraduate and LLB holder, is a
former advocate and journalist.
Hewillbecontestinghisfirstelection this time.
HTC
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Decomposed body of minor girl
recovered in Karnal, one held
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL: Police on Saturday recov-

ered the decomposed body of a
minor girl at Gheer village in Karnal district.
The police said a 24-year-old
man had been arrested on the
charge of killing the girl after raping her. He had confessed to the
crime, the police added.
Investigation officer Rajesh
Kumar said the Class 5 student
was adopted by her uncle after
the death of her parents.
The nine-year-old girl had

come to her grandparents’ home
about five days ago and was missing since April 9. Her body was
recovered after a garbage collector noticed it near a garbage box
and informed the police.
The body was stuffed in a sack
and covered under the lid of a garbage box, the police officer said.
Karnal superintendent of
police (SP) Surender Singh Bhoria said on the basis of preliminary investigation, the police
arrested a man identified as Ravi
Kumar. During interrogation, he
admitted that he took the girl to
his place on April 9 and murdered

her after rape.
The accused later dumped the
body in the garbage box, the SP
said.
Kumar had been booked under
relevant sections of the Prevention of Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act and Indian
Penal Code, the SP said.
According to the police, the
family members of the girl had
filed a complaint on the day she
went missing. The police had
then registered an FIR under section 365 (kidnapping or abducting
with intent secretly and wrongfully to confine person).
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STUDENT-POLICE CLASH IN KARNAL

Oppn condemns lathicharge, CM assures action
HT Correspondent
n

HT Correspondent

punjab/haryana

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH/KARNAL/ HISAR: The
opposition parties on Saturday
condemned the police lathicharge on protesting students in
Karnal and sought a high-level
probe into the incident.
Chief minister Manohar Lal
Khattar, while stating that a magisterial inquiry and police investigation
have
been
ordered into the incident, promised strict action against those
responsible for the violence.
Khattar also condemned the
death of the ITI student,
who was crushed under a

roadways bus on Thursday following which the protests
started.
NOT POSSIBLE WITHOUT
ORDERS FROM
HIGHER-UPS: HOODA
Former chief minister Bhupinder
Singh Hooda said such a brutal
lathicharge was not possible
without the orders of top authorities. Congress president Ashok
Tanwar also said it was shocking
that the students who were peacefully demonstrating against the
death of a student in a road mishap, were brutally caned by cops.
“The incident has once again
exposed the failure of the govern-

ment on all fronts,” Tanwar
added.
ACTION UNCALLED
FOR: DUSHYANT
Jannayak Janata Party’s youth
leader Digvijay Chautala also
flayed the lathicharge, adding
that their party’s student wing
Indian National Students Organisation (INSO) will hold demonstrations across the state on Monday.
His brother and Hisar MP
Dushyant Chautala said firing
and lathicharge has become a
routine task for chief minister
(CM) Manohar Lal Khattar.
Dushyant, while addressing

gathering in Balsamand village
in Adampur assembly segment of
Hisar, said, “Most of the firing
cases took place during the BJP
regime and more than 80 persons
have lost their lives in police firing in the last four-and-a-half
years.
POLICE MISUSED ITS
POWER: ARJUN
Indian National Lok Dal leader
Arjun Chautala, who reached
Karnal, said the police misusing
its power. He threatened to
launch statewide protests if the
cases against the 104 students
booked under various sections
were not withdrawn.
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Canada drops reference to
Sikh extremism, India upset

IT’S HARVEST TIME

TERROR THREAT REPORT Removal of reference to Khalistani extremism comes after
reports of pressure groups threatening Canada’s ruling party with dire consequences
Anirudh Bhattacharyya and
Rezaul H Laskar
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

TORONTO/NEW DELHI : The Cana-

dian government has bowed to
domestic political compulsions
and completely scrubbed all references to Sikh and Khalistani
extremism in its 2018 report on
terrorist threats, much to the
chagrin of India.
Indian officials are aghast at
the perceived capitulation to
pressure from some community
groups in Canada, and
described the updated version of
the “2018 Public Report on the
Terrorist Threat to Canada” as
a “full retreat” by Ottawa.
The updated version was
released on Friday, about 24
hours before Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau was scheduled
to attend a Vaisakhi parade,
organised in Vancouver by the
Khalsa Diwan Society, with
national defence minister Harjit
Sajjan.
The erasure of eight references to Sikh extremism and organisations and six references to
Khalistan, the so-called homeland sought by some radical
groups, came against the backdrop of reports that pressure
groups in the Sikh community
had threatened Canada’s ruling
Liberal Party with dire consequences in an election year.
‘REPORT IS OUTCOME
OF POLITICAL
COMPULSIONS’
Officials from both countries
familiar with developments
acknowledged the new version
of the report is the outcome of
domestic political compulsions
in Canada, especially efforts by
political parties to woo the influential Indian and Sikh communities. The officials, who
declined to be named as they

›

Canada appears to be
treading a fine line as
it wants to maintain ties
with India but some
sections continue to woo
Khalistanis.

›

The Canadian govt
realised their mistake
and eliminated the word
‘Sikh (Khalistani)’. I
am satisfied over the
move.

AN INDIAN GOVERNMENT
OFFICIAL

SUKHMINDER SINGH HANSRA,
SAD(Amritsar) chapter chief

weren’t authorised to speak to
the media, acknowledged counter-terror and security cooperation at the level of officials is
robust, but there is a gap as far
as the higher level of Canada’s
political leadership is concerned. They traced the problem to several Indian-origin
ministers in Canada.
“This is why we are seeing
this dichotomy, of having cooperation at the level of officials
that is not seen at the higher levels,” said an Indian official.

ism, including from...Sikh (Khalistani) extremists”. It added
attacks by Khalistanis in
Canada were extremely limited,
but “some Canadians continue
to support these extremist
groups, including through
financing”.

REFERENCE FIRST
MADE IN 2018 PUBLIC
SAFETY REPORT
Sikh and Khalistani extremism
figured in a meeting of the bilateral joint working group on
counter-terrorism in Ottawa
during March 26-27. A joint
statement issued after the meeting said the two sides “discussed
the reference for the first time to
the threat from Khalistani
extremism in Public
Safety Canada’s 2018 annual
report”.
Sikh and Khalistani extremism had figured for the first time
in the report issued by Public
Safety Canada in December
2018. The original report said
Canada continues to face
threats from “individuals
inspired to commit violence
based on other forms of extrem-

‘GOVT TO SELECT
TERMINOLOGY THAT
FOCUSES ON IDEOLOGY’
The updated report has a note
which states that while “outlining a threat, it must be clearly
linked to an ideology rather
than a community”.
It adds: “The Government
will carefully select terminology that focuses on the intent or
ideology. For example, as a first
step, the Government will use
the term: Extremists who support violent means to establish
an independent state within
India; rather than terminology
that unintentionally impugns
an entire religion.”
However, references to other
religious groups remain in the
amended report, including to
Sunni and Shia extremism. The
changes are restricted to the
section originally titled Sikh/
Khalistani extremism, now
called “Extremists who Support
Violent Means to Establish an
Independent State Within
India”.
Those who campaigned for

deleting references to Sikh and
Khalistani extremism reacted
with satisfaction.
Sukhminder Singh Hansra,
who is openly pro-Khalistan and
heads a chapter of Shiromani
Akali Dal (Amritsar), said he
thanked the Canadian Sikh
community for raising its “collective voice against the derogatory words” in the report.
“As a result, the government
of Canada realised their mistake
and eliminated the words ‘Sikh
(Khalistani)’. Though I express
satisfaction over the change,
concern remains under what
circumstances did the Trudeau
government include these defamatory, derogatory and hurtful
words in the report...as they do
not reflect Canadian values,” he
said.
The officials cited above said
matters hadn’t been helped by
the lack of high-level visits
between the two sides, especially after Trudeau’s controversial trip to India in February
2018. Despite the impact of that
visit, New Delhi has been determined to push forward the bilateral relationship, Indian officials said.

School students celebrating Baisakhi by harvesting wheat crop at Baran village near Patiala; and (below) a man taking a dip in a holy
BHARAT BHUSHAN/SANJEEV KUMAR/ HT
pond at Takht Damdama Sahib in Bathinda.

‘CANADA’S LEADERSHIP
APPEARS TO BE
TREADING A FINE LINE’
Canada’s leadership appears to
be “treading a fine line” as, on
one hand, it wants to maintain
ties with a growing economy
such as India but, on the other
hand, some sections continue
wooing Khalistanis, who make
up a minor segment of the overall Sikh community, Indian officials said.
India has also pointed to the
presence of Canadian leaders at
“pro-Khalistan events” but the
other side “has not been forthcoming” on this issue, the officials added.

Patti MLA holds rally in support of
Cong Khadoor Sahib candidate Dimpa
HT Correspondent
n

n

Congress ensured
50% women
representation in
panchayats: Preneet

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: Congress candidate
AMRITSAR :Harminder Singh Gill,

Patti legislator, on Saturday held
a rally in favour of Congress candidate from Khadoor Sahib Lok
Sabha seat, Jasbir Singh Dimpa,
claiming it as a show of strength.
The rally was attended by five
of the total nine Member of Legislative Assemblies (MLAs)
—Harminder Singh Gill from
Patti, Sukhpal Singh Bhullar
from Khemkaran, Santokh
Singh Bhalaipur from Baba Bakala, Dr Dharambir Agnihotri
from Tarn Taran and Navtej
Singh Cheema from Sultanpur
Lodhi— of the segment. During
the rally, all the MLAs cornered
SAD over the issues of drugs,
sand mining and party’s control
over SGPC.
While addressing the rally,
Dimpa said, “People of Punjab

n

Congress legislators at the rally at Patti on Saturday.

have suffered for 10 years in the
last two tenures of the SAD government. It was Bharatiya Janta
Party (BJP)’s government—alliance of SAD—in the Centre

for last five years, but the SAD
leaders did not pay any heed to
bring any special project in the
state, including industries in
border areas to tackle unemploy-

4 arrested, cop suspended as
Moga man tortured in Bikaner
BIKANER: Four people were
arrested and a head constable
was suspended after a resident of
Moga district in Punjab was allegedly abducted and tonsured in the
Purani Abadi police station area
of Sri Ganganagar, police said on
Saturday. The case came to light
after images of the incident went
viral on social media, following
which the DSP ordered a probe.
The victim’s head and eyebrows were reportedly shaved
and he was forced to drink urine.
The four accused were identified
as Gulabchand, Vishal, Rahul,
Rajia , all residents of Sansi
Muhalla in the Purani Abadi
police station area.
“The victim, Mahavir Sansi,
had come to his sister’s house in

THE VICTIM’S HEAD AND
EYEBROWS WERE
REPORTEDLY SHAVED
AND HE WAS FORCED TO
DRINK URINE
Sri Ganganagar on Friday. He
was kidnapped by the accused on
his way to Ganeshgarh,” said
Hemant Sharma, the superintendent of police (SP), Sri Ganganagar. “He was taken to an
unknown place, where he was
tortured and the accused shaved
his head and eye brows at gunpoint,” he added.According to the
first information report (FIR)
filed by the victim’s father, at the
Purani Abadi police station, the

accused allegedly forced his son
to drink urine and took away Rs
45,000, two mobile phones and a
bag of clothes. The accused also
took him to their house and allegedly beat him up. When the victim reached the police station to
seek help, the police allegedly
arrested him under section 151 of
the CrPC. The SP has suspended
a head constable, Subhash, of the
Purani Abadi police for negligence and ordered an inquiry.
Deputy SP Ismail Khan said the
victim and the accused belong to
the same Sansi community. A
woman from the accused’s family
belongs to the victim’s village. An
old affair between the woman and
the victim seems to be the reason
HTC
behind the incident.

HT PHOTO

ment.”
He said, “If Congress is voted
to power in Centre, I will make
all efforts to bring new industries in the border areas.”.

from Patiala Lok Sabha constituency and former Union minister Preneet Kaur, on Saturday,
said that the Congress-led Punjab government has assured
50% reservation for women in
zila parishad, block samiti,
panchayat and municipal elections.
She added that this step will
go a long way in ensuring equality and respect for women and
for their empowerment. She
addressed public meetings at
Devigarh and Sanaur blocks.
“This has enabled women to
bring positive change at grassroots level,” she said.“Crores
have been allocated for major
development projects that are
underway.On completion, these
will change the face of rural
HTC
Punjab.”

S U L K I N G K AY P E E

CM says not possible
to accommodate
all ticket aspirants
JALANDHAR : Brushing aside
reports of resentment among
party leaders who were denied
tickets, Punjab chief minister
(CM) Amarinder Singh on Saturday said with only 13 Lok Sabha
seats in the state, it was impossible to accommodate all 177 aspirants.
He said the decision to allot
tickets was taken by the Congress
high command based on candidates’ winnability. “Tickets were
allotted to balance youth with
experience,” Singh told media
persons after welcoming former
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) leader
Chandan Garewal into the Congress. Grewal is president of the
Punjab Safai Mazdoor Federation and a prominent Valmiki
leader. He had quit AAP in Octo-

Punjab parties’ joint delegation to meet
election commissioner over IG transfer
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA : A joint delegation of

representatives of political parties of Punjab will meet the Chief
Election Commissioner on April
16 against the transfer of inspector general of police Kunwar
Vijay Pratap Singh from special
investigation team probing the
2015 police firing on anti–sacrilege protesters at Kotkapura and
Behbal Kalan.

Dakha MLA Harvinder Singh
Phoolka has organised the delegation, which comprises Punjab
rural development and panchayats minister Tript Rajinder
Singh Bajwa, leader of opposition
in Punjab Vidhan Sabha Harpal
Singh Cheema and Mansa MLA
Nazar Singh Manshahia .
Phoolka has written to the ECI
that the transfer of the IG will
hamper investigation and that it
appears that EC has not been
apprised of complete facts.

DAKHA MLA HARVINDER
SINGH PHOOLKA HAS
WRITTEN TO THE ECI
THAT THE TRANSFER OF
THE IG WILL HAMPER
INVESTIGATION
“In 2015, when sacrilege incidents and killing of two youth
took place, the emotions of people
of Punjab were aroused to the

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL:Members of the Haryana
State Anaj Mandi Arhtiya Association (HSAMAA) ended their
indefinite strike on Saturday
after the government assured to
fulfil their demands.
The members, who were
demanding the withdrawal of
e-trading and direct payment
system for rabi procurement
season, met Haryana minister of
state for food and supplies Karan

AGENTS WERE SEEKING
WITHDRAWAL OF
E-TRADING AND
DIRECT PAYMENT
SYSTEM FOR RABI
PROCUREMENT SEASON
Dev Kamboj in Karnal and Kurukshetra MLA Subhash Sudha.
Interacting with mediapersons, HSAMAA president Ashok
Gupta said they decided to end

the strike as the government has
accepted their demands and the
e-trading and direct payment
will not be implemented in the
wheat procurement season.
Karan Dev Kamboj said that
the government has accepted the
demands of the commission
agents, who had raised objections on the changes made in the
procurement system. He said
wheat procurement will be done
as per the old system and the J
forms will not be procured
online.

extent that for almost a month,
more than half of Punjab was virtually under siege. After debating
over a report by a commission of
inquiry by the Punjab legislative
assembly, an SIT was constituted
to investigate these cases.”
“With IGP Kunwar Vijay
Pratap Singh as key member, SIT
has made substantial progress,
and at this stage, on SAD’s complaint, ECI transferred the key
investigator,” reads Phoolka’s
letter.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL : Two traffic sub-inspec-

tors of Haryana transport
department were arrested after
the chief minister’s flying squad
recovered ₹30 lakh from their
possession.
The cops, identified as Jasvir
Singh and Rajesh Narang,
posted at road transport authority office in Jhajjar district,
were held under the prevention
of corruption act.
As per the FIR, Ajit Singh,
deputy superintendent of police
posted in the CM’s flying squad,
Rohtak, filed a police complaint
alleging that his team had a tipoff that Jasvir and Rajesh have
taken some secret documents of
the RTA department, which
were part of an ongoing investigation.
Following the tip-off, Ajit
and his team chased the duo’s
vehicle and managed to stop
them at Panipat toll
plaza.
Upon checking, ₹30 lakh cash
along with some officials documents and a laptop was recovered from their possession.
During interrogation, they
confessed that they extort
money from the transporters in
lieu of allowing passes of their
overloaded trucks.
The Panipat police said that
on the complaint of the DSP, CM
flying squad the accused have
been booked under Section 13 (1)
and 13 (d) of the Prevention of
Corruption Act. They were produced in the court and sent to
two days’ police remand for further interrogation, the police
said.

BR AMBEDKAR BIRTH ANNIV

Malwa activists break barriers, go for inter-caste marriage
Avtar Singh

Hry commission agents end
strike as govt accepts demands

ber 2017, just months after he
unsuccessfully contested the
assembly polls on AAP’s ticket
from Kartarpur.
About reports of MP Mohinder
Singh Kaypee forming a separate
Congress Taksali party, the CM
said, “Kaypee has unsuccessfully
contested the polls thrice. His
wife was also given an opportunity to contest elections but she
too lost. If this time the party has
chosen another candidate, Kaypee should support him.”
The idea of forming a Congress
Taksali party will be raised by
Kaypee at a meeting in Chandigarh on Sunday. Besides him,veteran leaders Shamsher Singh
Dullo and Santosh Choudhary,have also been sulking over
being denied a ticket . HTC/PTI

2 TRAFFIC COPS
HELD FOR GRAFT
IN PANIPAT

n

avtar.singh1@htlive.com

SANGRUR :Young social activ-

ists — Mukesh Sharma alias
Malaudh, Amandeep Kaur,
Bhupinder Singh Longowal
and Paramjit Kaur — have
deliberately chosen to marry
inter-caste with an aim at
demolishing caste taboo in the
Malwa region where Dalits
have been fighting for 33%
share of common land amidst
sharp opposition from upper
caste landlords.
Born a Brahmin, 32 year-old
Malaudh has been fighting for
Dalit rights in the region for a
decade. He married Amandeep, 31, in 2016, who belongs
to a backward caste and has
been advocating womens’ lib-

n

(From right) Mukesh Sharma, Amandeep Kaur, Paramjit Kaur
and Bhupinder Singh at Sangrur.
HT PHOTO

eration.“My parents asked me
to marry anyone except a Dalit
or a lower caste, but when they
saw my stand they initially
opposed it, but agreed later,”
said Malaudh.
President of a Dalit rights’

group, Zameen Prapti Sangarsh Committee (ZPCS),
Malaudh encouraged friends
and even helped many couples
to marry inter-caste.
He said, “The caste system
is a social division of people

belonging to the same race.
This can be eradicated
through inter-caste marriages, and new generations will
have a new genome.” Interestingly, the couple have named
their 2-year-old daughter
–Raavi– without a surname.
“My daughter is neither a
Sikh nor a Brahmin, and will
live without religious and
caste taboos,” said Amandeep,
who is M.Phil from Punjabi
University Patiala in Punjabi.
Similarly, 34-yr-old Bhupinder Longowal, a Jat Sikh
from Longowal town, is a
farmer activist, who tied the
nuptial knot with Paramjit
Kaur, 32, a Dalit from Patran
in 2014. Kaur works with ZPSC
and spends most of her time in
activism, while her husband

looks after their 4-yr-old
daughter Sachinder Kaur.
“I decided during graduation that I wouldn’t marry
within caste. Though there
was a little attraction between
us, the ideological affinity
played a strong role, as we
wanted to break caste system
with a revolutionary step,”
said Paramjit, who is a post
graduate in political science.
Longowal said, “Sikhism is
against casteism, but these
boys have faced a tough time
for their decisions.”
Mukal Bawa, district welfare officer Sangrur, said the
department has received 29
applications in the past two
years, for financial assistance
as the government gives them
₹30,000 assistance.
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Two Jaish militants killed in Shopian encounter
GUNFIGHT Slain JeM operatives were involved in killing of many civilians, police
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR: Two Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) militants, involved in
the killing of many civilians and
police personnel, were killed in
an encounter in south Kashmir’s
Shopian district on Saturday.
Officials said a joint team of
Army, police and CRPF, acting on
a credible input about the presence of militants in an apple
orchard in Gahand area of Shopian district, launched a cordon
and search operation. As the
operation was underway, militants fired on security forces
resulting in an encounter in
which two militants were killed,
the officials added.
An Army spokesman said two
bodies were retrieved from the
site of the encounter and incriminating material, including arms
and ammunition, were seized.
A police spokesman said it was
a “clean operation” and no collateral damage happened during the
encounter. He said the slain militants were identified as Abid
Wagay and Shahjahan Mir.
“They (militants) were
involved in the abduction and
subsequent killings of civilians
Firdous Ahmad of Batgund, Nissar Ahmad of Kapran and policeman Balwant Singh of Batgund
last year. They were also
involved in the killing of woman
police officer Khusboo Jan at Viel
in Shopian earlier this year,” he
said.

513 ceasefire violations by Pak
after Balakot strike: Army
Press Trust of India
n

n

An encounter broke out in Shopian district during a cordon and search operation.

The police spokesman also
blamed the two militants for killing of a civilian Tanveer Ahmad
of Bemnipora at Kachdoora in
Shopian.
“They were also involved in
arson and setting ablaze of panchayat ghars at Kanjiullar and
Ramnagar,” he added.
The spokesman said Mir was
also involved in snatching of
weapons and killing of four police
personnel at Arhama Shopian in
2018. “He was also involved in the
attack on the police station in
Shopian in which a policeman
Saqib Mohi-ud-Din was killed

and his rifle was snatched. He
was involved in the abduction
and killing of a young boy Huzaif
Ashraf Kuttay of Manzgam,” the
spokesman said.Clashes erupted
close to the encounter site soon
after the gunbattle ended. Police
used teargas shells and pellets to
disperse the protestors. Six people were injured in the clashes.
Earlier on April 6, two militants of Hizbul Mujahedeen were
killed in Sopian district after a
brief encounter, also in an apple
orchard.
The slain militants were both
locals. One of them, Rashid

ANI FILE

Sheikh of Nuner Ganderbal, was
an M Tech student and had joined
Hizbul Mujahedeen three days
before he was killed in the operation. The other militant was identified as Bilal of Keller.Since the
Pulwama terror attack on February 14, security forces have killed
40 militants in 18 encounters
across the Kashmir valley.
So far, 67 militants have been
killed in various operations by
security forces this year. As
many as 57 personnel of security
forces have also lost their lives in
various encounters and militants
attacks this year.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JAMMU: As many as 513 ceasefire
violations by Pakistan have
taken place along the Line of Control in Jammu and Kashmir in the
past one-and-a-half month and
the Pakistan Army has suffered
five to six times more casualties
than the Indian Army in the retaliatory action, a senior army officer said on Saturday.
The Pakistan Army also used
heavy weaponry like mortars and
artillery guns in over 100 times
during these violations and targeted civilian areas but was given
a befitting response by the Indian
Army, General Officer Commanding (GOC) of White Knight
Corps Lt Gen Paramjit Singh told
reporters in Rajouri.
“Almost 513 ceasefire violations happened in the past oneand-a-half month and over 100
times during these violations, the
Pakistan Army used heavy weapons like mortars and artillery
guns and targeted civilian areas.
Only yesterday (Friday), four
civilians, including two girls,
were injured in Poonch,” the
GOC said.
However, he said the Pakistan
Army is being given a befitting
response by the Indian Army.
Responding to a question
about the casualties suffered by

MODI TO
ADDRESS RALLY
IN J&K’S
KATHUA TODAY

BJP leaders ask Anil to quit
party on moral grounds

Congress to
launch Hamirpur
campaign today

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

SHIMLA:: A day after he quit the

n
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JAMMU : Prime Minister Naren-

dra Modi will address a rally in
Kathua town of Jammu and
Kashmir on Sunday.
State Bharatiya Janata Party
president Ravinder Raina said,
“The Prime Minister will be
visiting Kathua on Sunday to
address a rally at around 11am.”
Following March 28 rally in
Akhnoor’s Dummi village, it will
be the PM’s second rally in
Jammu region in over two
weeks. Modi will be campaigning
for union minister and sitting
BJP MP Jitendra Singh from the
Udhampur-Doda Lok Sabha constituency, which has Congress
leader and Dogra scion Vikramaditya Singh and Panthers Party
leader Harsh Dev Singh in the
fray.
Udhampur Lok Sabha constituency with 17 assembly constituencies spans over six districts of Kishtwar, Ramban,
Kathua, Doda, Reasi, and
Udhampur. It will go to polls in
the second phase of Lok Sabha
election on April 18.Riding high
on Modi wave in 2014 parliamentary elections, Dr Singh in
his maiden debut had defeated
the Congress stalwart and
former chief minister Ghulam
Nabi Azad by a margin of over
60,000 votes.
The BJP had won 25 seats out
of 37 assembly seats of the
Jammu region in 2014.

n
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Himachal Pradesh cabinet, the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) on
Saturday mounted pressure on
Anil Sharma to resign from the
party and the legislative assembly on “moral grounds”.
“If there is an iota of morality
left in Anil Sharma, he should
immediately resign from the
party and the assembly,” said
state BJP general secretary
Chander Mohan Thakur.
“One cannot be a half Congressman and half BJP man,”
Thakur told reporters in Shimla.
“Anil Sharma should decide if
he wants to be with the BJP or the
Congress,” said state BJP vicepresident Ganesh Dutt. “It is not
possible that that the son contests
election on Congress ticket and
father remains a BJP MLA,” said
Ganesh Dutt , adding that Anil
Sharma was elected on the BJP
ticket from Mandi in 2017 assembly elections. “He has betrayed
the voters,” Dutt said.
Anil Sharma’s father Sukh
Ram and son Aashray Sharma
had recently joined the Congress.
Later, the Congress fielded Aashray as its Lok Sabha candidate

n

Anil Sharma

from Mandi.
Thakur said Anil Sharma
would have to campaign for the
BJP candidate in Mandi if he
remained in the party.
“If Anil Sharma is so confidante about his popularity, he
should resign from the legislative
assembly and seek fresh election
from Mandi,” said Thakur.
Meanwhile, chief minister Jai
Ram Thakur on Saturday forwarded the resignation letter of
Anil Sharma to governor
Acharya Dev Vrat. The governor
has accepted the resignation.

power minister Anil Sharma
accusing him of violating the
principles of the party by giving
statements against BJP candidates in fray for the Lok Sabha
election.
Satti said Anil Sharma has
hurt the sentiments of party
workers by violating the principle of ‘Nation First, Party Next,
Self Last’.
He said, “He has no right to
stay in the BJP and should resign
from the membership of the party
on moral grounds.”
Satti added that Sharma
should also resign as the MLA,
which he was chosen because of
the BJP.The people of Mandi had
chosen Anil as their MLA
because they trusted the BJP. He
was given the charge of power
minister by the chief minister as
a gesture of love towards the people of Mandi but Anil has
betrayed the people by involving
himself in nepotism.
Satti also accused former telecom minister Sukh Ram’s family
of being opportunists and using
politics for their own benefits.

n
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HAMIRPUR : The Congress will be

launching its election campaign
for the Hamirpur Lok Sabha seat
on Sunday.
The party has finalised Ram
Lal Thakur, MLA from Kotkehloor area of Bilaspur district as
its candidate from Hamirpur
parliamentary constituency.
“The party will hold a meeting
of its functionaries from all 17
assembly segments that fall
under the Hamirpur seat
on April 14,” said district Congress chief, Naresh Thakur.
He said that senior party functionaries including state party
chief Kuldeep Singh Rathore and
in-charge of state party affairs,
Rajni Patil will be present to discuss the election strategy.
Meanwhile, MLA’s Sukhvinder Singh Sukhoo and Rajinder
Rana on Saturday launched
their campaign for the Hamirpur
seat from their respective constituencies of Nadaun and
Sujanpur.

A SENIOR ARMY OFFICER
SAID THAT THE PAKISTAN
ARMY HAS SUFFERED
FIVE TO SIX TIMES MORE
CASUALTIES THAN
THE INDIAN ARMY
Pakistan in the retaliatory action,
he said unlike the Indian Army,
Pakistan does not announce the
number of its casualties.
Ten people, including four
security personnel, have been
killed and nearly 45 others,
mostly civilians, injured in the
twin districts since India’s preemptive air strike on a Jaish-eMohammad terror camp in Pakistan’s Balakot on February 26 in
response to the February 14 Pulwama terror attack in which 40
CRPF personnel were killed.
On the sniping incidents from
across the border, Lt Gen Singh
said such incidents had come to a
naught over the past several
months, especially after the Balakot strike.
“Some incidents of sniping
took place earlier and accordingly we have taken some measures to strengthen our defence.
As per the data this year, only
three incidents of sniping by the
Pakistan Army were reported
from January to February 26 in

which one of the fatalities include
a civilian porter,” he said.
“There was no sniping incident from February 27 till date,
which means the steps taken by
us have been successful,” the officer said.
He said the morale of the
troops is very high and as long as
they are deployed on the borders,
the people of the country need not
worry.
“They have every kind of
weaponry and explosives with
them and their resolve is rock
solid and always prepared for any
challenge. As long as they are on
the border, you are safe,” he said.
Singh said the security forces
in J&K will not allow revival of
militancy in Kishtwar district,
which witnessed killing of four
persons including two senior
leaders of BJP and RSS since
November last year.
CURFEW CONTINUES FOR
FIFTH DAY IN KISHTWAR
Curfew remained in force in Kishtwar town of Jammu and Kashmir for the fifth day on Saturday.
Internet services continued to
be suspended, but it was restored
in nearby Doda and Ramban districts on Friday night, the officials said.
Army columns are assisting
the CRPF and the police, the official said.

‘BJP beating drums
in name of Balakot’
KHANYAR (JAMMU AND KASHMIR):

National Conference leader
Farooq Abdullah on Saturday
claimed that the incumbent ruling government is merely “beating the drums” in the name of the
Balakot air strike.Addressing an
election rally here, he remarked:
“PM Modi is fooling people by
showing ‘fake’ war with Pakistan. They are beating the drums
in the name of Balakot strike.”
The NC leader scoffed at the
BJP’s claim of killing hundreds of
Pakistani soldiers across the LoC
and called it “fake”.

Abdullah said: “Amit Shah
threatened us and said Article 370
and 35A will be abrogated. Amit
Shah, if you have guts then visit
Kashmir and face the people,”
Abdullah went on to equate
PM Modi to Hitler and said: “PM
Modi looks like Hitler. This Hitler
has banned media portals from
showcasing the truth to the people.”The National Conference
leader also mocked Indian media
for never showing the truth to the
masses, and requested people of
Kashmir to vote for a “perfect”
ANI
government.

SATTI ACCUSES ANIL OF
VIOLATING PRINCIPLES
OF THE PARTY
State party chief Satpal Singh
Satti lashed out at former state
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election2019
BothAli,BajrangBaliare
ours:MayaonYogi’sbarb
COUNTER ATTACK Targeting UP CM, Akhilesh says gods are not happy with these people
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

RALLY ROUND-UP

BADAUN(UP):BahujanSamajParty

chiefMayawatisaidonSaturday
that “both Ali and Bajrang Bali
areours”,doublingdownonafigure of speech that she and rival
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
leader Adityanath have used to
refer to Muslim and Hindu communities,whichhasearnedboth
ofthemnoticesfromtheElection
Commission.
Mayawatimadethecomments
at an election campaign rally
alongwithSamajwadiPartychief
Akhilesh Yadav, during what
was the second joint rally
between the two leaders who
have come together for an alliance that many see as the ruling
BJP’s biggest challenge in the
state.“Iwanttotellhimthatboth
Ali and Bajrang Bali are ours....
SowewantbothAliaswellasBajrangBali,”shesaid,purportedly
referringtochiefministerAdityanath, who had previously
accusedtheoppositionpartiesof
focusing their campaign only on
Ali.
AliisareveredfigureinIslam,
while Bajrang Bali refers to the
Hindu god Hanuman.
“We particularly want Bajrang Bali because he is linked to
my own Dalit caste,” said Mayawati, who is a Dalit community
leader. Adityanath had last year
described Hanuman as a forest
dweller and a Dalit. “I am very
thankful to Yogi ji that he has
given us an important information about our ancestors. So, it is
averyhappymomenttonotethat
we have both Ali and Bajrang
Bali, and their coming together
will give us very good results in
these elections,” she added.
Yadav, too, targeted the UP
chief minister over the issue.
“Mayawatiji had said that our
‘babamukhyamantri’(chiefminister)hastalkedaboutthecasteof
God. This time, the gods are not
happywiththesepeople,”hesaid.
The EC had on Thursday

Badaun

Uttar Pradesh

Amethi

Uttar Pradesh

NEW DELHI: Two days after

the Election Commission
directed that all recorded
programmes displayed on
NaMo TV be pre-certified,
the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) on Saturday wrote to
the Delhi poll body that
“documentary content”
has been removed from the
channel, officials said.
An official of the Delhi
chief electoral office said
the BJP has assured it that
it will not run any content
that was “not certified” or
“returned” by the media
certification and monitoring committee (MCMC).

Chitradurga
Karnataka

Krishnarajanagara

n
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Fifty six-year-old TTV DhinakaranisthebigdisruptorinTamil
politics that had for long settled
into the easy rhythm of a twoparty system. Dhinakaran, a
nephewofVKSasikala,thelongtimeaideoflateTamilNaduchief
minister J Jayalalithaa, can
potentially help the opposition
allianceled by the Dravida MunnetraKazhagam(DMK)withnot
onlyabigsliceofthe39LokSabha
(LS) seats, but also the chance to
form a new government in the
state.
In the All India Anna Dravida
MunnetraKazhagam(AIADMK)
family-feud post Jayalalithaa’s
death,DhinakaranandSasikala,
who is currently serving a jail
sentence,wereejected.CourtrulingsconfirmedtheElectionCommission’s decision to allot the
AIADMK’s two leaves symbol to
the faction led by chief minister
Edappadi Palaniswami (known
as EPS) and his deputy, O Panneerselvam (known as OPS).
Now, with his new outfit Amma
Makkal Munnetra Kazhagam
(AMMK)andhisownpollsymbol
of a “gift box,” the EPS-OPS-led
AIADMKgovernmentisinDhinakaran’s crosshairs. If he can

Kolar

Karnataka

Karnataka

Mangalore

Theni

Karnataka

Bangalore
Karnataka

Tamil Nadu

Ramanathapuram
Tamil Nadu
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I am very thankful to Yogi ji that he has given us an
important information about our ancestors...
we have both Ali and Bajrang Bali, and their coming
together will give us very good results in these elections
MAYAWATI, Bahujan Samaj Party chief

issued notices to Adityanath as
well as Mayawati for their “Ali”
and “Bajrang Bali” references,
which complainants to the commission said were attempts at
using religion for campaigning.
Both have responded and the
EC said late on Friday that the
responseswerebeinglookedinto.
This is Adityanath’s second
run-inwiththeEC;hewasearlier
toldtobecarefulafterheusedthe
phrase “Modiji ki sena” while
referring to the Indian army, a
comment that virtually
amounted to using the India
armed forces in campaigning.
On Saturday, Mayawati and

In Goa rally,
Kejriwal hits
out at BJP

YadavalsotargetedPrimeMinister Narendra Modi.
“Intheseelections,noamount
of drama or ‘jumlebaazi’ (rhetoric) is going to help the BJP.
Even the new drama of ‘chowkidari’isnotgoingtosavethemthis
time,” Mayawati said.
“LasttimeModicameasa‘chai
wallah’andthistimehehascome
as‘chowkidar’.However,hedoes
not know that the people have
recognised him and his ‘jumlas’,
and will be voting the alliance to
power,” Yadav added.
Meanwhile, BJP’s national
spokesperson Shahnawaz Hussain hit out at SP leader Azam

AMIT SHAH , BJP president

and AAP convenor said on
Saturday that if BJP was
re-elected at Centre, Amit
Shah will be the next home
minister and lynching incidents will take place across
the country.
Addressingapublicrally
in Goa, Kejriwal said, “If
Modi becomes the PM
(again) ... just think what
willhappentothecountryif
Amit Shah (BJP president)
becomes the next home
minister.”

restricttheAIADMKtolessthan
eight seats in the 22 assembly
bypolls to be held alongside the
LSelectionsonApril18,achange
inthestategovernmentwouldbe
inevitable.
THEVAR POWER
Dhinakaran is a Thevar, one of
Tamil Nadu’s most influential
backwardclasses,thatisnumericallyconcentratedinthecentral,
eastern (the Cauvery delta) and
southern parts of the state. If
Dhinakaran can prise away
about 10% of AIADMK votes in
these parts, it would make life
easy for the DMK-led alliance. If
hemakesabiggerdentacrossthe
state, the AIADMK-led National
DemocraticAlliancecouldfacea
rout. The AIADMK under both
founderMGRamachandranand
successorJayalalithaahadassiduouslycultivatedtheThevarvote
bank. Of the 36 assembly seats
dominated by Thevars in the
southern districts of Madurai,
Theni,Dindugal,Sivaganga,Virudhunagar and Ramanathapuram,theAIADMKwon23in2016.
OPS, also a Thevar, was trusted
by Jayalalithaa enough to be
appointed chief minister twice
when she had to step down on
account of court convictions in
corruption cases.

This election is
between Anil
Ambani and the
common citizens, five
years of ‘Anyay’
(injustice) and NYAY...
false promises and truth
RAHUL GANDHI, Congress chief

Khan for his “Bajrang Ali”
remark on Friday, accusing
Khanoftryingtoflareupcommunal tension.
Khanhadwadedintoacontroversy on Friday by saying, “In
place of Ali and Bajrang Bali, it
should be Bajrang Ali. Bajrang
Ali todh day dushman ki neli
(BajrangAliwilldestroyourenemies’ bones).”
Khan’s remark was in the
backdrop of Adityanath’s statement that 2019 Lok Sabha elections were a contest between Ali
and Bajrang Bali.
Reacting to Khan’s remark,
Hussainsaid,“Withhis‘Bajrang
Ali’ comment, he has insulted
both Hinduism and Islam. The
only suggestion I have for him is
‘zuban sambhal ke’ (mind your
language). BothAkhileshYadav
andMulayamSinghYadavhave
been taught lessons for his comments in the past,” he said at a
press conference.

HARSH VARDHAN
ATTACKS
AAP OVER
‘REPORT CARD’

R A M N AVA M I

HT Correspondent

KOLKATA: WestBengalchiefminis-

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

PANAJI: Delhi chief minister

TTV Dhinakaran, the
X-factor, may upend
TN’s bipolar fights
TR Vivek

›
›

POLLDIARY
BJP replies to
EC on NaMo
TV content

Narendra Modi
Amit Shah
Smriti Irani
Rahul Gandhi
Akhilesh Yadav
Mayawati

The BJP wants to
take the intruders
out (of the country) but
the BSP-SP and the
Congress do not want
this as they consider
them their vote bank

NEWDELHI: Days after AAP came

out with a “report card” on
Chandni Chowk MP and union
environment minister Harsh
Vardhan, the BJP leader
Saturday dared the Delhi government to make its report card
public.
The AAP had alleged that
Vardhan did not help tackle pollution in Delhi. Vardhan said, “I
helped set up a state-of -the-art
Air Quality and Weather
Forecast System at Chandni
Chowk. It was the first of its
kind initiative in the country. I
had also helped to install WAYU
(Wind Augmentation Purifying
Unit).”
Reacting on AAP’s allegations of failing to get full statehood status for Delhi as promised in 2014, the union minister
said, “The Delhi chief minister
claims himself to be an anarchist. In that situation, would it
be right to handover all powers
to Arvind Kejriwal by granting
statehood to Delhi.”

Calls for Priyanka’s entry
in poll fray grow stronger
Aurangzeb Naqshbandi
n

Arun Jaitley

Opposition has no
leader, alliance or
real issue: Jaitley
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: There is no leader, no
gathbandhan (alliance), no common minimum programme, no
issue against Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and, not many
takers for a failed Opposition
campaign,financeministerArun
Jaitley said on Saturday.
In a Facebook post titled
“India’sOppositionisona‘Renta
Cause’ Campaign”, the senior
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
leadersaidafterthefirstphaseof
voting, the “Modi factor” was
writ large across the country.
“Amit Shah’s challenge to the
BJPworkerstopreparefora50%
voting target in the BJP strongholdstates,evenwherethereare
opposition alliances, seems to be
coming through,” he wrote.
JaitleyclaimedtheOpposition
wasindisarrayinmanystatesas
many of its proposed alliances
hadnotworkedout—therewere
verbal battles between the Left
parties, Trinamool Congress
(TMC) and the Congress, and of
late between the Aam Aadmi
Party and the Congress.
Asfortheleadershipissue,the
situation was gloomier than
expected, he said, adding that
BahujanSamajParty(BSP)chief
MayawatiandWestBengalchief
minister Mamata Banerjee
(TMC) were leaving no stone
unturned in running down Congress president Rahul Gandhi.
Tooustapopulargovernment
and Prime Minister, the Opposition needed some real issues, he
said. The Opposition wasted the
past two years “manufacturing
issues”thatdidnotexist,hesaid,
referring to its charges on the
Rafalefighterjetdeal, loanwaiverstoindustrialistsandriggingof
electronic voting machines.
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BHOPAL: The Congress candidate

from Bhopal, Digvijaya Singh,
saidon Saturdaythat the party’s
Bhopal district unit would give
upitsclaimonthelandalongside
an ancient Ram temple near the
city’s Hamidia Road, so that the
temple trust could build a grand
shrine of the Hindu deity.
TheBJPtermedtheannouncement as an election stunt. The
BJP has been at the forefront of a
campaign fortheconstructionof
aRamtempleonadisputedsitein
Ayodhya, which certain rightwing Hindu groups say, is Ram’s
birthplace.
“TheBhopaldistrictCongress
isgoingtogiveupitsclaimonthe
land as over the years, there has
beenanincreaseinthenumberof
followers at the Ram temple.
There is space constraint. With
this land, the Ram temple trust

gress urging Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra, party general secretary
foreast UttarPradesh,to contest
the ongoing Lok Sabha elections
fromthestatehavegrownlouder.
While the final decision rests
with Congress president Rahul
Gandhi and Priyanka Gandhi
herself, party leaders and workersfromUttarPradesharguethe
move will enhance the Congress’s poll prospects across the
country.
“It is important for all Congress persons that Priyankaji
comesinto electoralpolitics.She
should contest the Lok Sabha
elections from any seat in the
state,” said Pradeep Mathur,
former UP Congress Legislature
Party (CLP) leader. “It will boost
the morale of Congress workers
and leaders and also the public
who see her as the next Indira
GandhiduetoherstrikingresemblancewiththelatePrimeMinister,” he added.
SeniorUPCongressleaderand
former Lok Sabha member from
Varanasi,RajeshMishra,echoed
hisviews.“Congressrequiresher
servicesineverynookandcorner
of UP. If she contests, the party
will benefit a lot and it will have
significant impact across UP.”
A Congress functionary said
on condition of anonymity that
Priyanka Gandhi may contest
from Varanasi against Prime
MinisterNarendraModiorfrom
Allahabad.“Bothareconstituencies steeped in religion. If she
decides to contest from either of

n

would be able to construct a
grand Ram temple,” said Singh.
Bhopal Congress unit chief
Kailash Mishra agreed with
Singh, saying, “Digvijaya Singh
resolved the issue and we have
givenupourclaimontheland...”
BJPlegislatorVishwasSarang
said,“Thisdisputehasbeengoing
on for decades. Why this change
of heart now? Digvijaya Singh is
doing it due to the compulsion of
the elections and trying to show
that he is a devout Hindu...”
Congresswasallottedtheland
around2003,butthetempletrust
has claimed ownership. A court
case ensued that the Congress
won. “What Digvijaya Singh did
todaywaspartoftheongoingsoftHindutva approach that started
from the assembly elections...,”
said political analyst LS Hardenia.MPchief electoralofficerVL
KanthaRaosaid,“Wehavecalled
forthevideoofDigvijayaSingh’s
statement and will examine it.”

›

It is important for all
Congress persons
that Priyankaji comes into
electoral politics. She
should contest the Lok
Sabha elections from
any seat in the state (UP)
PRADEEP MATHUR, former UP
Congress Legislature Party leader

the two seats, it will have a huge
andpositiveimpactontheparty’s
prospects in the ongoing elections,” he said.
The Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP)hasalreadyfieldedUPministerandformerCongressleader,
Rita Bahuguna Joshi, from Allahabad. The functionary said the
onlyhurdlewaswhethertheCongresshighcommandwouldagree
to three members of the Gandhi
family contesting the elections.

Mishra said even if Priyanka
Gandhi decided not to contest,
hercampaigningforpartycandidates across the country would
give a substantive push to the
CongressbidtoousttheBJPfrom
power at the Centre.
Priyanka Gandhi will be campaigning extensively across the
country. She will be holding a
road show in Silchar Lok Sabha
constituency from where All
India Mahila Congress chief
Sushmita Dev is seeking re-election. On April 17, Priyanka Gandhi is expected to address a rally
at Banaskantha in Gujarat.
Asked at a news conference
aboutthe possibilityofPriyanka
Gandhi contesting from Varanasi, Congress chief spokesperson Randeep Singh Surjewala
saidhewouldnotliketocomment
on hypothetical questions.
“Thereisnosuchdecisionyet.
Wheneveranysuchdecisionwill
be taken, we will inform you
accordingly,” he told reporters.

‘BJP manifesto addressed fears,
apprehensions on citizenship bill’
GUWAHATI: In the midst of campaigning in Assam for the
crucial 14 Lok Sabha seats,
chief minister Sarbananda
Sonowal of the Bharatiya
Janata Party party spoke to
Sadiq Naqvi on a range of
issues, from the Citizenship
Amendment Bill (CAB) to the
recent incident of violence
when a mob beat up and then
forced a Muslim man to eat
pork. Edited excerpts:

Assam is under the Armed
Forces Special Powers Act
(AFSPA). Would you advocate a
re-look now that peace has
largely returned?
n

UP cadre says the entry of Priyanka Gandhi Vadra into poll fray will
enhance the Congress’s prospects across nation. DEEPAK GUPTA / HT FILE

facetoface
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terMamataBanerjeeappearedto
target Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP)leadersonSaturdayfordisplaying weapons during Ram
Navami rallies and allegedly
using religion to mislead the
people.
CampaigninginDarjeelingfor
TrinamoolCongress (TMC)candidate Amar Singh Rai, she
claimed, “The BJP is misleading
thepeopleinthenameofreligion.
Aheadofelections,theyareusing
it as a tool to divide the masses in
Bengal...Theyaretakingoutrallies with swords and mace.
Whose throat do you want to slit
withswords?Whoseheaddoyou
want to smash with the mace?”
Although Banerjee did not
name anyone, her target
appearedtobeBengalBJPpresident Dilip Ghosh, who walked
with a sword in a procession at
Kharagpur in Midnapore from
where he is contesting.
“If weapons cause violence,
our armed forces should be disarmed as well. Weapons are
meanttoprotectourmothersand
sisters. All Hindu gods carry

n

SARBANANDA SONOWAL, Assam chief minister

HT Correspondent

Of course, there is peace and
that is why ~50,000 crore
worth of investments were
made after Advantage Assam
— the global investors summit [held last year]. We have
to always be alert in this
region for the security of the
country... It is a different matter that it (AFSPA) could be
withdrawn also strategically…

Mamata Banerjee

weapons,” he said.
According to Election Commission rules, civilians cannot
carry weapons once the polls
have been notified.
The Vishwa Hindu Parishad,
anaffiliateoftheRashtriyaSwayamsewak Sangh, has planned as
many as 700 processions across
West Bengal to celebrate Ram’s
birthday.TMCcouncillorsIndrajitGhoshandSubrataMukherjee
led processions at Uttarpara in
Hooghly, but without weapons.
In East Midnapore district,
Tamluk TMC candidate Dibyendu Adhikari took part in the
puja.
Political
commentator
SuvashsisMoitrasaid,“TMChas
startedcelebratingRamNavami
essentially to send a message to
votersthatBJPisnotthesolecustodian of Hinduism.”
(With PTI inputs)

As chief minister, do you have a
message on the attack on a man
in the state who was waylaid by
a mob recently and thrashed
(and forced to eat pork)?
Six persons have been picked
up. We will not leave any culprit. This is a secular nation.
Principle of secularism will
be strictly followed… That is
the order of our Prime Minister Narendra Modi…We condemn this kind of incident.

People see the Citizenship

Modiji cares about Assam
and the North-east.

Don’t the National Register of
Citizens (NRC) and the CAB
contradict each other?

(Amendment) Bill as an attack
on the diversity and identity of
the region. Is it an issue in these
elections?
Our manifesto has clarified
the apprehensions and fears
in the minds of the people in
Assam and the North-east…
We will take everyone into
confidence. We will discuss
[this important issue] with all
stakeholders. After thorough
consultation we will arrive at
a consensus… [On Thursday]
Modiji again said [that the
party will implement] Clause
6 [of the Assam Accord of
1985, which provides constitutional and administrative
safeguards for the cultural,
linguistic, social identity of
Assamese people] . A high
level committee with clear
terms of reference has been
formed the first time. Congress did not do anything
for 40 years.

Were you happy when the Citizenship Amendment Bill (CAB)
was introduced in Parliament
given your stand on foreigners?
What is the chief minister’s
dharma? To ensure security
of the people, their self pride.
When I saw that I can ensure
this, then what is the worry?

No, they don’t [contradict
each other]. The NRC’s main
purpose is to detect illegal
migrants in the state of
Assam. So, the NRC will complete the first D of Clause 5 (of
the Assam Accord), detection. If there is any government which has given importance to Assam Accord it is
the Modi government. In a
small state like ours, out of
five lakh government
employees, 55,000 devoted
night and day to update the
NRC… It disturbed other
work in villages.
The Assam government
and the government of India
will complete the NRC under
the supervision and deadline
of the Supreme Court. Earlier, Congress, Left (parties),
and intellectuals spread misinformation because of
which people came out on
streets.

What will happen to those who
are out of the NRC?
Let us complete the first
D,detection. Then we will
think about the other two Ds,
deletion (from electoral rolls)
and deportation. They will be
discussed by Government of
India at an appropriate time.
The Assam chief secretary
recently accepted in Supreme
Court of the failure to deport
people.

A N I N FO R M E D D EC I S I O N

South Mumbai residents call LS hopefuls for a talk
Eeshanpriya MS
n

n
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NEWDELHI: Voiceswithinthe Con-

Mamata slams BJP
for ‘armed’ rallies

Digvijaya promises
temple on Cong land
HT Correspondents

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI:With a little over two
weeks to go for polling and the
campaign in full swing, residents of South Mumbai have
invited candidates for a chat
on the major issues that will
play a role in this election so
that they can make an
informed choice before they
cast their votes.
Four resident associations
— the Napean Sea Road Citizens’ Forum,Carmichael
Road Citizens’ Committee,
Altamount Road Area Citizens’ Committee and Peddar
Road Residents’ Association
— have organised the meeting
with candidates for the Mumbai South seat in the last week
of April, just before Mumbai
goes to the polls on April 29.
“We are trying to accommodate as many candidates as
possible. We are very clear

n

Shiv Sena’s Arvind Sawant (left) and Congress’ Milind Deora
are two strong contenders for the South Mumbai LS seat.

about the agenda of the meeting. It will not be political. It is
not a platform where candidates can flaunt their achievements or point fingers at their
opponents. We want the conversation to be truly educational,” said Ashok Batra of
Altamount Road Area Citizens’ Committee.
At least 400 residents will
attend the meeting. The residents’ associations have prepared a list of five or six topics
on which they want to hear
the views of the candidates.

Topics such as the contestant’s plan for South Mumbai,
the coastal road project
(which is being opposed by
some groups of residents), the
role of a Member of Parliament and pension to MPs, are
some of the issues on the
agenda.
Batra said, “We want to
hear their views and their
plans for the constituency.
This will be a platform for all
voters to actually see their
candidate, and interact with
them. It goes beyond the cam-

paign of all politicians.”
Residents of the area have
been organizing such meetings with candidates before
every election for over 10
years now.
Mumbai South is set for a
tough contest between two
contenders — sitting MP Arvind Sawant of the Shiv Sena,
and city Congress chief Milind Deora, who has represented the constituency twice.
“I enjoy discussing issues
around elections with residents. Sometimes the opponents also join and it leads to
very healthy debate,” Deora
said. “This will be a good
chance to connect with residents. When I receive the invitation formally, I will attend
the event,” Sawant said.
The real test for both candidates will be in the affluent
areas of South Mumbai, such
as Malabar Hill, Peddar Road,
and Breach Candy.
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Maoists eye safer regions to
revive ops, says CRPF study
Neeraj Chauhan
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: The Communist Party
of India ( Maoist), mired in its
worst leadership crisis and confronting a slump in its influence
in states such as Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand and Odisha where it
once held sway, may shift to safer
locations to revive the movement, according to a study conducted by the Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) to mark the
golden jubilee of left-wing
extremism in India.
CRPF, the leading internal
security force of the country, has
noticed the Maoists beginning to
expand to new areas such as the
Maharashtra-Madhya PradeshChhattisgarh (MMC) tri-junction
and the Kerala-Karnataka-Tamil
Nadu tri-junction, said the study,
titled Countering Maoism—Way
Ahead. The group’s future plans

THE GROUP’S PLANS
INCLUDE CREATING A
BASE AT THE SIMPLIPAL
SANCTUARY NEAR THE
BENGAL-JHARKHANDODISHA TRI-JUNCTION
include creating a base at the
Simplipal sanctuary near the
West Bengal-Jharkhand-Odisha
tri-junction, the study added.
“... there are probabilities that
it may again shift its location to
lesser combative locations as perceived in their documents including central committee meetings’
minutes,” said the CRPF analysis, a copy of which has been
reviewed by Hindustan Times. To
the surprise of intelligence and
security agencies, there are some
“undocumented activities (of
Maoists) in Uttarakhand” as well,

according to the analysis.
“It’s true that Maoists have
been trying to find new places for
their activities but all their efforts
are being thwarted through coordinated efforts. The Maoists are
feeling the pressure as the area
under their influence is shrinking every day,” CRPF director
general Rajeev Rai Bhatnagar
said. CPI (Maoist) was formed in
2004 through a merger of the
Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist), the People’s War
Group and the Maoist Communist Centre of India (MCCI). In
India, left-wing insurgency,
inspired by Mao Zedong and his
slogan, “political power grows
out of the barrel of a gun,” dates
back to the late 1960s. Known as
the “Naxalite” movement, it
takes its name from the West Bengal village of Naxalbari, where a
peasant uprising broke out in
1967.
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Election Commission has a mixed track
record in checking poll code violations
UNDER SCANNER In some cases, the watchdog has stopped short of taking stringent action
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The Ali-Bajrangbali
controversy was revived on Saturday, with Samajwadi Party
leader Azam Khan and Bahujan
Samaj Party chief Mayawati
jumping into the fray.
The latter said she wants both
“Ali” and “Bajrangbali”, a retort
to Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath’s comment earlier in the week that while the
Opposition believes in Ali, his
party believes in Bajrangbali. Ali
is a revered figure among Muslims while Bajrangbali is a name
for Hanuman, a Hindu deity.
Adityanath’s
comments
earned him a notice from the
Election Commission of India, his
second this season. Mayawati’s
comments on Thursday that
Muslims should come together
and vote for the BSP-SP alliance
earned her one from the body too.
But Mayawati and Yogi Adityanath are not the only ones to
breach the model code of conduct
(MCC). The MCC forbids candi-

election commission that ask
candidates to be watchful of their
speeches and at best censure
them for violations failed to prove
a deterrent? A former chief election commissioner, requesting
anonymity said, the commission
needs to take “stringent and
timely” steps to check violations.
“Adityanath has twice flouted
the norms this election season;
there are others too who have not
adhered to the poll panel’s
instruction on avoiding references to the armed forces; so it
seems there is no deterrent,” he
said. The former CEC said the
commission should look at the
decisions taken in 2014, when BJP
president Amit Shah and SP
leader Azam Khan were barred
from campaigning for the
remaining duration of the election after they failed to stick to the
MCC. This was the first time that
the EC had taken such stringent
measures, invoking provisions
under Article 324 of the Constitution, which gives it vast powers to
ensure a free and fair election.
“The commission then felt that
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Public Notice
The public in general, students and esteemed clients of
National Institute of Electronics and Information Technology,
(NIELIT) Chandigarh are hereby informed that all the activities
including training and IT enabled services operating from
C-134, Industrial Area, Phase VIII, Mohali have been shifted to
its Permanent Campus at Birla Farms, Bada Phull, Rupnagar
(Ropar) - 140001 (Punjab) with its Corporate Ofﬁce at NIELIT
Chandigarh, Plot No. M925, IETE Building, Sector 30-B,
Chandigarh. The important contact details are available on our
website: nielit.gov.in/chandigarh. The training programmes
are also available at NIELIT Chandigarh, Plot No. M925, IETE
Building, Sector 30-B, Chandigarh.
Reception: Chandigarh - 0172-2650121
Ropar - 91-8264098112

NOTICE FOR INVITING e-TENDERS FOR ALLOTMENT OF ZONES OF RETAIL LIQUOR LICENSES OF LIQUOR VENDS OF SEVEN (07)
DISTRICTS FROM THE GENERAL PUBLIC FOR THE YEAR 2019-20 IN THE STATE OF HARYANA.
It is hereby notified for the information of general public that e-TENDERS for ALLOTMENT of zones of retail liquor licenses of liquor
vends of the districts against which these zones are mentioned below, are invited for the year 2019-2020. The reserve prices of these
zones shall be reduced in the slab of 5% of the original reserve price in case reserve price of the Zone is less than Rs.5.00 crore and in
the slab of 3% of the original reserve price in case reserve price of the Zone is more than Rs.5.00 crore.
Sr. No.
Name of Distt.
1
Faridabad
2
3
4
5
6
7

1.

2.
3.
4.

Director

Gurugram (East)
Gurugram (West)
Karnal
Panipat
Rewari
Sirsa

Zone Code
ZFBD08
ZFBD12
ZFBD15
ZFBD16 ZFBD22
ZFBD25
ZFBD28
ZFBD32
ZFBD33
ZFBD35 ZFBD40
ZFBD44
ZGRE04 ZGRE07
ZGRE08
ZGRW08 ZGRW16
ZKNL02
ZPNP05 ZPNP09
ZPNP12
ZPNP13
ZRWR02 ZRWR04
ZSRS02 ZSRS07
ZSRS09
ZSRS13 ZSRS18
ZSRS20
ZSRS22 ZSRS23
ZSRS26
Schedule for invitation and evaluation for e-Tenders for
un-allotted Zones of retail liquor vends

1 Starting date and time for placing e-tenders.
2 Closing Date and time for placing e-tenders.
3 Evaluation of e-tenders.

5.

davp 06141/11/0001/1920

dates from canvassing on the
basis of religion; a Supreme Court
order also bars candidates from
making appeals for votes on communal lines; yet there are over 75
complaints listed on the EC’s
website against leaders making
speeches with content that is prohibited.
Apart from Adityanath and
Mayawati, the body issued notices this week to Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh leader Indresh
Kumar who said in Hardoi that
Opposition leaders have mental
health issues; and sought details
of the statement made by BJP’s
Unnao candidate, Sakshi Maharaj, who allegedly told voters that
he is a “saint” and if they do not
vote for him then we would curse
them with his sins.
Cabinet minister Maneka
Gandhi was also issued a notice
by the district magistrate of Sultanpur, from where she is a BJP
contestant, on Friday for telling
Muslims that if they do not vote
for her she will not help them find
jobs.
Have the notices issued by the

ZFBD27
ZFBD45

ZSRS21

From 15th April, 2019 (09:00 A.M.)
Till 15th April, 2019 (05:00 P.M.)
15th April, 2019 (06:00 P.M.)

These e-Tenders will be submitted online as per public notice issued by the Department (published on 09th March, 2019) in the
leading newspapers inviting e-Tenders for allotment of retail liquor licenses of Zones of vends for the year 2019-20. The public
notice is available on the departmental website i.e. www.haryanatax.gov.in.
The list of remaining Zones of vends in the Districts and venue for evaluation of e-Tenders shall be conspicuously displayed in the office
of DETC (Excise) & DETC (ST) concerned. The list shall also be available on the departmental website i.e. www.haryanatax.gov.in.
The e-Tenders shall be received and the Zones of vends shall be allotted in the manner prescribed in the Excise Policy for the year
2019-20 and the Punjab Excise Act, 1914 (as applicable to the State of Haryana), the rules framed thereunder.
The relevant provisions contained in the previous Public Notices issued for allotment of vends for the year 2019-2020 shall hold
good and are not reiterated.
The allotment shall be subject to the approval of the Excise and Taxation Commissioner, Haryana. He may reject, without assigning
any reason, any allotment in public interest as the case may be within 10 days of the date of allotment.
Excise & Taxation Commissioner, Haryana

76106

both leaders were recalcitrant
and had continued to make provocative speeches” the former
CEC said.
Shah, who recently stoked a
controversy for declaring that
the party “will remove every single infiltrator from the country,
except Buddha (Buddhists) , Hindus and Sikhs,” had in 2014 asked
voters to seek revenge from those
who were responsible for the
Muzaffarnagar riots.
He was later allowed to campaign after he gave an undertaking that he would be mindful of
his utterances. “Since Khan (who
said it was Muslims who helped
win the Kargil war) did not show
any remorse, the commission did
not lift the ban on his rallies,” the
former CEC said.
Political analysts say that the
prevailing impression is that the
current EC isn’t doing enough. At
best, they say, this could be
because of its ineptness. At worst,
it could be favouritism and bias.
Chief Election Commissioner
Sunil Arora did not respond to
HT’s requests for an interview,

but parties across the political
spectrum have criticised the
body for either turning a blind
eye to violations of the MCC to
being too slow to react.
After Prime Minister Narendra Modi addressed the nation
about the success of Mission
Shakti, the launch of India’s first
anti-satellite weapon (ASAT), by
the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), a
group of 66 former bureaucrats
wrote to President Ramnath
Kovind complaining that the poll
panel was suffering from “a crisis
of credibility”, thereby “endangering the integrity of the electoral process.”
While the EC said the address
did not need its sanction, the
bureaucrats disagreed and said
the announcement should have
been left to the DRDO.
The EC is also yet to announce
its decision on whether the PM
flouted the MCC norms by referring to the Balakot strikes during
a speech on April 9 in Maharashtra while addressing first-time
voters.

First BP reading may
not be accurate: Study
Rhythma Kaul
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Repeated blood pres-

sure (BP) measurements are
more representative of the true
BP status of an individual as
compared to a single reading
that is usually taken and can
actually show higher disease
prevalence, a new study has said.
Titled “Impact of Repeated
Blood Pressure Measurement on
Blood Pressure Categorisation
in a Population-Based Study
from India”, the study that
appeared in Nature’s Journal of
Human Hypertension on Friday
found 63% higher prevalence of
hypertension when only the first
reading was considered for diagnosis in comparison to the mean
of the second and third readings.
The information was analysed
from BP readings taken to generate data for the National Family
Health Survey (NFHS-4), a
nationwide survey conducted in
India in 2015-2016. Although the
general consensus is that there
should be multiple readings,

there are no clear-cut guidelines
on how many readings are good
enough. Most doctors rely on a
single reading primarily due to
time constraints.
“Most people take one reading
but, ideally, there should be at
least three as usually the first
reading is always on the higher
side because when a patient
walks in, he or she is usually a bit
anxious. The later readings are
likely to be lower,” said Dr D
Prabhakaran, researcher from
Public Health Foundation of
India (PHFI) and one of the
authors of the study.
The data was analysed for
over three months, revised in
March and accepted for publication on April 1. Researchers from
the PHFI, All India Institute of
Medical Sciences, New Delhi,
and the Economics and Planning
Unit of the Indian Statistical
Institute, collaborated to analyse the data.
The researchers believe the
findings will benefit both
patients as well as the health
care system.
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US senators push for
delay in India’s trade
benefits review
GSP RELOOK Say LS poll may serve as hindrance in negotiations
Yashwant Raj
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: Two senior US senators, who head the bipartisan
India Caucus in the upper chamber of Congress, joined Friday a
growing demand for the US trade
representative (USTR) to delay a
presidential proclamation terminating duty-free benefits for some
imports from India by at least 30
days.
The proclamation is due in a
fortnight on May 4, at the end of a
60-day notice period that started
March 4 when the White House
notified US Congress of the
Trump administration’s intention to terminate India’s eligibility for the duty-free programme
called the Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP).
Senators John Cornyn, Republican, and Mark Warner, Democrat, urged the USTR, Robert
Lighthizer, in a joint letter to
delay the presidential proclamation for “at least 30 days” in order
to “move the negotiations beyond
India’s elections”.
They added, “We believe that
the election season may serve as
a hindrance for our Indian counterparts in negotiating and concluding a deal on difficult political issues.If another round of
negotiations during the election
season does not address the outstanding issues, we would ask
you to consider delaying the issuance of the presidential proclamation.”
Representative George Hold-

n

The senators have sought a delay of at least 30 days in reviewing
HT FILE
India’s GSP eligibility in view of national elections.

ing, the Republican co-chair of
the India Caucus in the House of
Representatives, made a similar
appeal to the USTR in an earlier
letter for delaying the proclamation till after the elections. “It is
important that we have a non-political conversation about our differences and how we can best
move forward, and I am concerned that this is not the right
time to address India’s GSP eligibility,” he wrote.
Other US lawmakers have
weighed in as well. “My hope is
that we can delay the termination
of these GSP preferences until
after the elections in India so that
we can have a non-political conversation that is very focused on
how we collectively can move forward together,” said Representative Tulsi Gabbard, former India
Caucus co-chair who is running

5-yr-old falls in bore
well, rescue ops on
AGRA:A five-year-old boy fell into
a bore well while playing in
Agaryala village Mathura district in Uttar Pradesh on Saturday afternoon.
Rescue operations began after
the district administration and
Mathura police were informed.
The boy, Praveen, who accom-

for the Democratic presidential
nomination.
To be clear, the lawmakers
have only sought more time for
negotiations, but not a mitigation
of the Trump administration’s
demands and efforts to address
market access issues, which, Cornyn and Warner wrote, “we fully
appreciate and support”.
In the notification to Congress,
the White House had cited one
reason for terminating the GSP
benefits — India had “not assured
the United States that it will provide equitable and reasonable
access to” its markets for, not
naming them, American
dairy products and medical devices.
India is the largest beneficiary
of the GSP and exported $5.6 billion worth of goods under the
duty-free programme in 2017.

IL&FS case: Ex-MD
Bawa arrested for
’abuse of power’
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The Serious Fraud
Investigation Office (SFIO) on
Saturday arrested former managing director and chief executive officer of IL&FS Financial
Services, Ramesh C Bawa, in the
second major arrest in the ongoing investigations into the
affairs of Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services
(IL&FS) group, government
officials said.
On April 1, SFIO had arrested
Hari Sankaran, former
vice-chairman and MD of
IL&FS, for “abusing” his powers by granting loans to noncreditworthy entities. Bawa has
been arrested “on the grounds
of abusing his powers in IL&FS
Financial Services Ltd through
his fraudulent conduct and in
granting loans to entities which
were not creditworthy” that
caused “wrongful loss to the
firm and its creditors,” an official said on anonymity.

IL&FS Financial Services Ltd
had borrowings of about ₹17,500
crore from debt instruments
and bank loans.
The alleged financial irregularities at the IL&FS group came
to light last year after some of
the group companies defaulted
on repaying loans. Reacting fast
to save the non-banking
financial institution, the government superseded the company’s board in October last
year.
While the government is
making efforts to revive the
company through a resolution
plan, its agency, SFIO, is
probing the IL&FS case
that involves a series of
defaultsby the group, which has
a debt burden of over ₹91,000
crore.
IL&FS started defaulting in
repaying its loans since August
last year that made the financial
markets panicky and it faced a
serious credit squeeze. Besides
SFIO, ED is also probing the
affairs of the group.

CISF to finalise security
structure for bullet train
HT Correspondent
n
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NEWDELHI:When should a passen-

ger travelling by the bullet train
report to the station? What can’t
be carried on the train? These are
some of the questions which the
Central Industrial Security Force
(CISF) is helping the National
High Speed Rail Corporation

(NHSRCL) answer.
The first bullet train service in
India, between Mumbai and
Ahmedabad is to be launched in
August 2022.
Since the bullet train will compete with flights, NHSRCL would
like to score over airlines by
allowing passengers to literally
walk in just before the train
departs.

13

UP woman set on fire
for resisting rape bid
HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

nation

n
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GORAKHPUR: A 35-year-old widow

was set on fire after she foiled an
alleged rape bid by a local youth
in Bhatni area of Deoria on Saturday morning, police said.
The woman had gone to attend
nature’s call along with her two
minor children when a local from
the same village allegedly tried to
rape her. When she offered resistance and tried to shout for help,
he allegedly poured petrol on her
and set her on fire. Locals rushed
to help her following which she
was rushed to district hospital.
The accused, identified as Dilip
Rajbhar alias Tarzon, meanwhile
managed to flee.
She suffered 90% burns and
her condition was critical. Both
her children, who suffered burns
while trying to douse the flames,
were also given treatment.
After her statement before the
magistrate, the district superintendent of police ordered registration of a case. Police have
launched a hunt after registering
a First Information Report.
The victim told the police that
the accused tried to molest her in
the past also, but her complaint
was not taken seriously by the
police.

MAN ARRESTED FOR RAPE AND
MURDER OF SEVEN-YEAR-OLD
KANPUR: Five days after the
body of a seven-year-old
rape victim was recovered
from Kannauj’s Kali river,
police have arrested a man
on charges of rape and murder. The minor’s autopsy
report confirmed rape, and
strangling as cause of her
death.It also revealed that 12
of her bones were found broken, officials familiar with
the matter said.
Kannauj superintendent
of police Amarendra Prasad
said accused Devendra alias
Lalman killed the girl as she
had identified him. He has

“A case under sections 376
(punishment for rape), 511 (punishment for attempting to commit
offences punishable with imprisonment for life or other imprisonment) and 326 (voluntarily causing grievous hurt by dangerous
weapons or means) of the IPC
(Indian Penal Code) has been
lodged and two teams have been
formed to find the accused,” said
senior superintendent of police

been sent to jail.
The girl had gone missing
on April 8 when she left for
nearby Kherapati temple in
Kotwali during Navratra.
As she did not come home
till late night, her parents
started looking for her.
The next day the clothes
of the girl were found on the
banks of Kali. The body was
found on late Friday noon
and Devendra was arrested
because of the shawl he left
near the pond. He told police
he had picked up the girl just
few metres away from the
HTC
temple.

Shishyapal Singh.
Later in the evening, she was
referred to Baba Raghav Das
Medical College in Gorakhpur as
she showed no signs of improvement. “Her condition continues
to be critical with 90% burn which
is serious. Next 24 hours are critical,” said a doctor treating her.
“We don’t know if she would
survive,” said her brother.
(With inputs from Agencies)

POSTGRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION
& RESEARCH CHANDIGARH
TENDER NOTICE-2019/11
ALLOTMENT OF SHOPS/SITES
Sealed tenders are invited for licensing out following Shops/sites at PGI, Sector 12, Chandigarh.
Sr.
No.
1.

2.

Shops/sites

Last date for downloading
Date for submission of
of tender forms from PGI
tenders
Website
Built up Chemist Shop No. 6, New Shopping 07.05.2019 (Tuesday) upto 08.05.2019 (Wednesday)
Complex for sale of medicines, drugs and
04.00 P.M.
upto 11.00 A.M.
surgical items PGIMER, Chandigarh.
Built up Grocery Shop No. 03, Advance
07.05.2019 (Tuesday) upto 08.05.2019 (Wednesday)
Paediatric Centre (Basement), PGIMER,
04.00 P.M.
upto 11.00 A.M.
Sector 12, Chandigarh.

Tender document/Technical Bid
and Price shall be opened
08.05.2019 (Wednesday)
Technical Bid at 12.00 (Noon)
and Price Bid at 04:00 P.M.
08.05.2019 (Wednesday)
Technical Bid at 12.00 (Noon)
and Price Bid at 04:00 P.M.

Tender form containing terms and conditions can be downloaded from PGI website and same can be submit personally in the office
of Administrative Officer (Estate), PGIMER, Chandigarh along with Demand Draft/Banker Cheque of Rs. 500/- payable at Chandigarh
drawn in favour of Director, PGIMER, Chandigarh along with other documents. The Director, PGI, Chandigarh reserves the right to accept
or reject any or all the tenders without assigning any reason whatsoever without prior notice to the tenderers.
Website: http//pgimer.edu.in
DIRECTOR
000264

panied his mother, Surjo, a farm
labourer, to harvest the farm
owned by Hukum Singh. “The
borewell had been dug earlier and
they covered it with a sack. However, when the children were
playing near the borewell, the
sack allegedly shifted and Praveen fell inside,” police said. HTC
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world
photooftheday

CHINA, RUSSIA… WILL SPREAD DISORDER IN YOUR HOME.

> MIKE POMPEO, US secretary of state, accusing Beijing and
Moscow of supporting certain regimes in Latin America

Sudan’smilitaryleadersteps
down,justadayaftercoup
POWER VACUUM Angry protesters force Ibn Auf to give up leadership role; stray firing leaves 16 dead
Agencies
n

n

GLOBAL MARCH: A Samburu woman in Kenya takes part in a
demonstration in Nairobi, calling upon governments around the
world to crack down on the poaching of endangered wildlife. AFP

shortstories
DUTCH DOCTOR FATHERED AT LEAST 49
CHILDREN IN DISTURBING IVF SCANDAL
THE HAGUE:A Dutch doctor at the centre of an IVF scandal fathered at least
49 children, the organisation Defence for Children said on Friday. Jan Karbaat, who died in 2017, is the father of 49 children born after women visited
his Rotterdam clinic where he used his own sperm instead of sperm from a
chosen donor to inseminate then. Results of DNA tests conducted on Friday
“showed that 49 children in the case are direct descendants of the late
Karbaat”, the organisation said in a statement. Before his death, aged 89,
Karbaat reportedly admitted to having fathered about 60 “Karbaat chilAFP
dren”.

Palestinian president
swears in new government

Trump threatens to send
immigrants to Dem cities

RAMALLAH:Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas has sworn in a
new government which is led by a
longtime ally, Mohammed
Ishtayeh, who is known to be
critical of Gaza’s Hamas rulers and
a proponent of continuing peace
AP
talks with Israel.

WASHINGTON:US President
Donald Trump said he is strongly
considering releasing “illegal
immigrants” into Democratic
strongholds to punish Congressional foes for inaction on the
AP
border.

Fisher-Price recalls faulty
sleepers after 30 deaths

Chinese woman at Trump’s
Florida resort indicted

NEW YORK:Fisher-Price recalled
nearly 5 million infant sleepers on
Friday after more than 30 babies
died in them over a 10-year
period. The sleepers are soft
padded cradles that vibrate. AP

WEST PALMBEACH:The Chinese
woman Yujing Zhang, 32, arrested
at US President Donald Trump’s
Mar-a-Lago club in Florida, was
charged on Friday with unlawful
entry of restricted buildings and
AP
making false statements.

UK stand-up comedian dies
onstage during show

Pope Francis kisses feet of
South Sudan leaders

LONDON:British stand-up
comedian Ian Cognito has died on
stage during a gig at a club in
Bicester, England. Organiser
Andrew Bird said when Cognito
sat down and fell silent, “everyone thought he was joking”. AP

JUBA,SOUTH SUDAN:At a retreat
at the Vatican on Thursday, Pope
Francis knelt and kissed the feet
of South Sudan’s rival leaders to
encourage them to strengthen
the African country’s faltering
AGENCIES
peace process.

inthenews
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KHARTOUM:Sudan’s defence minister has stepped down abruptly
as the head of the country’s transitional ruling military council
afteronlyadayinthepost,asprotestersdemandedquickerpolitical change following President
Omar al-Bashir’s ouster by the
armed forces.
The move was followed by
newsthatstraybulletswerefired
by the police on Saturday morning at protestors who were stagingasit-in,killing16andinjuring
over 20 others.
Hours afterthe militarycouncilsoughttocalmpublicangerby
promisinganewciviliangovernment,defenceministerAwadIbn
Auf said in a televised speech on
Friday that he was quitting as
head of the council.
Abdel Fattah al-Burhan
Abdelrahman will be the head of
the council, Ibn Auf said. He also
said chief of staff Kamal Abdelmarouf al-Mahi was relieved of
hispositionasdeputyheadofthe
transitional military council.
“In order to ensure the cohesion of the security system, and
the armed forces in particular,
from cracks and strife, and relyingongod,letusbeginthispathof
change,” Ibn Auf said.
News of the change sparked
joyfulcelebrationsbymanythousands in the streets of Khartoum
as people chanted, “The second
has fallen!” in reference to
Bashir, witnesses said.
“Whathappenedisastepinthe
rightdirectionandisabowtothe
will of the masses, and we have

1

He breached a four-movie deal with the online
giant by making “public comments that were
insensitive to the #MeToo movement”, an
Amazon lawyer told a court on Friday

2
3

At the hearing related to a lawsuit the director had filed in February
seeking $68mn in damages, an Amazon lawyer said Allen “failed to
grasp the gravity of the issues or the implications for his own career”
In his February lawsuit, Allen had charged Amazon of snapping a
2017 contract in June last year without ever releasing the completed
film A Rainy Day in New York.

27 Taliban fighters
killed in encounter
with Afghan
security forces

becomeclosertovictory,”Rashid
Saeed,a spokesmanfor themain
protestgroup,theSudaneseProfessionalsAssociation(SPA),told
Reuters.
“We are committed to our
demandsthatwesubmittedtothe
army,” he said. “We call on the
massestostayonthestreetsuntil
all the demands are met.”
The military council said earlierthatitexpectedapre-election
transition to last two years at
mostor much less if chaos can be
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WASHINGTON:NorthKoreanleader
Kim Jong Un said he’s willing to
hold a third summit with PresidentDonaldTrumpaslongasthe
USoffersacceptabletermsforan
agreementbytheendoftheyear.
In remarks carried by the official Korean Central News
Agency (KCNA) on Saturday,
Kim said he wouldn’t welcome a
repeat of the Hanoi summit in
February, when Trump walked
out without securing a nuclear
disarmament deal.
“Wewillwaitwithpatiencefor
the a courageous decision from

theUSbytheendofthisyear,but
it will be tough to get such a good
opportunity like the last time,”
Kim said in a speech at North
Korea’s legislature, according to
the KCNA report.
Kim’s remarks suggest an
attempt to breathe new life into
thestallednegotiations.InaleadershipshuffleannouncedonFriday, Kim consolidated his power
and granted new legitimacy to
officialsinvolvedinthetalkswith
the US.
“TheywanttoseetheUSmake
thenextmove-thatthestepsthat
they took, such as returning war
remains and shutting down missile sites, are even more grounds

letters@hindustantimes.com

NANGARHAR/KABUL:Atleast27Tali-

ban fighters were killed in an
encounter with Afghan security
forces in Shirzad district in
Afghanistan’s Nangarhar province on Friday evening, TOLO
News reported.
Hours after announcing its
annualspringoffensive,theTalibanattemptedanattacknearthe
district governor’s office. But
they were “pushed back and
defeated”bysecurityforces,said
the government in a statement.
Thestatementelaboratedthat
the Taliban planted two car
bombs followed by a gunfight
with the security forces.
However,twoAfghansecurity
personnel were also killed in the
ensuing gun battle.
Taliban,in astatementon Friday,said,“OperationFath,which
means victory in Arabic, will be
conducted across Afghanistan
with the aim of eradicatingoccupationandcleansingourMuslim
homelandfrominvasionandcorruption.”
The announcement comes
despite US efforts to end two decades of war in Afghanistan. Several rounds of negotiations were
conducted by the US in Doha,
Qatar’s capital city.
SHADOW GOVERNOR
FOR HELMAND DIES
SharafuddinTaqi,shadowgovernor of Taliban for Afghanistan’s
Helmand province, has died of
injuries,sustainedinanairstrike
earlier this month.
Taqi was wounded in the air
strikeclosetotheMusaQalamarket on April 1.

n

A lone protester gestures to police officers during clashes at a demonstration against Algeria’s
leadership in Algiers. Heavy police deployment and repeated clashes hasn’t deterred masses of
AP
Algerians from packing the streets of the capital every day, seeking better governance.

TAC K L I N G T E R R O R I S M

No evidence of Pak dismantling
terror infrastructure: Haqqani
Imtiaz Ahmad
n
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ISLAMABAD:Husain Haqqani, Pak-

istan’s former ambassador to the
US, said Prime Minister Imran
Khan’s statements promising
the end of support for militant
groups are motivated only by the
fear of getting blacklisted by the
Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) and they don’t reflect a
real change in policy.
Speaking in Washington,
Haqqani said there’s no evidence
that the government or the military are dismantling terrorist
support infrastructure.

todemandtheUStorelievesanctions,” said Kim Hyun Wook, a
professorattheKoreanNational
DiplomaticAcademy.“However,
theUShastakenamorehard-line
stance since the Hanoi summit.”
Kim said he doesn’t have to be
fixated on a summit to obtain
sanctions relief, and he wouldn’t
hesitate to reach an agreement if
the US brings up an idea that is
acceptable to both sides, KCNA
reported.
“What is clear is that if the US
clings to the current political
reckoning,theoutlookforresolving problems will be dark and
very risky,” the North Korean
leader warned.

Pak panel seeks
report on action
against terrorists
as IS claims attack

DEFIANCE!

Agencies
n

avoided.Theheadofthemilitary
council’s political committee,
Omar Zain al-Abideen, said the
council would hold a dialogue
with political entities.
Theannouncementofafuture
civilian government appeared
aimed at reassuring demonstrators who hadpressed for months
for Bashir’s departure and
quicklyresumedprotestsagainst
army rule after his ouster on
Thursday,callingforquickerand
more substantial change.

BURHAN: WILL UPROOT
FORMER REGIME
Sudan’s new military ruler Burhan vowed on Saturday to
“uproot” the regime of ousted
presidentBashiranditssymbols,
in a televised address to the
nation.
“Iannouncetherestructuring
of state institutions according to
the law and pledge to fight corruption and uproot the regime
and its symbols,” Burhan, the
country’s new leader, said.

SUDAN INTELLIGENCE
CHIEF RESIGNS
The head of Sudan’s National
IntelligenceandSecurityService
(NISS),SalihGhosh,hasresigned
from his post.
“The chief of the transitional
military council, Abdel Fattah
al-Burhan, has accepted the resignation of... the chief of NISS,”
the transitional military council
said. Ghosh had overseen a
sweepingcrackdownledbyNISS
agents against protesters.

n
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WASHINGTON:Facebookmorethan
doubled the moneyit spent on its
CEOMarkZuckerberg’ssecurity
in 2018 to $22.6 million, a regulatory filing showed on Friday.
Zuckerberg has drawn a base
salary of $1 for the past three
years,andhis“other”compensation was listed at $22.6 million,
most of which was for his personal security.
Nearly $20 million went
towardssecurity forZuckerberg
and his family, up from about $9
million the year prior. Zuckerbergalsoreceived$2.6millionfor
personal use of private jets,
whichthecompanysaidwaspart
of his overall security programme.
Facebook has in the past few
yearsfacedpublicoutcryoverits
roleinRussia’sallegedinfluence
on the 2016 US presidential election and has come under fire following revelations that Cambridge Analytica obtained personal data from millions of
Facebook profiles without consent.
COO Sheryl Sandberg took
home $23.7 million in 2018 compared to $25.2 million last year.
Separately,FacebooksaidNetflix CEO Reed Hastings would
vacate his seat on the social
media company’s board.
Hastings’ departure comes as
the Menlo Park-based company
beefsupitspushintovideos.Hastings has served on Facebook’s
board since 2011.
The company also said it
wouldnominatePayPal’ssenior
vice-president of core markets,
PeggyAlford,toitsboardinplace
of Erskine Bowles, who will also
not be re-nominated.

W H AT ’ S N E X T F O R A S S A N G E ?

n

American director’s ‘insensitive’ #MeToo remarks
wrecked movie deal, alleges Amazon in court

REVOLUTION! Sudanese demonstrators protest against the army's announcement that President Omar al-Bashir would be replaced by a
REUTERS
military-led transitional council, near the defence ministry headquarters in Khartoum.

Reuters

Relations with US: Kim warns
against ‘dark and risky’ outlook US has 2 months to submit
Bloomberg

WOODY ALLEN

n

FACEBOOK SPENT
$22.6 MN ON
ZUCKERBERG’S
SAFETY IN 2018

“There is little change in Pakistan’s attitude towards militancy, particularly the one
directed against Afghanistan
and India,” Haqqani said, pointing out that Pakistan failed to initiate any action against Jaish-eMohammed or its leader Masood
Azhar after the Pulwama terror
attack on February 14.
Meanwhile, finance minister
Asad Umar said a fair decision
can’t be expected from the FATF
as long as India co-chairs the
proceedings. Speaking to the
media in Washington, Umar
remarked, “Are we going to be
judged by a rigged (FATF) jury?”

GOVERNMENT AND IMF
NEAR BAILOUT DEAL
Pakistan and the IMF have
somewhat “reached an understanding” on a package for bailing out the country’s ailing economy, finance minister Asad
Umar said.
IMF: SHARE DETAILS OF
LOANS FROM CHINA
Amid bailout package talks, the
IMF asked the Pakistan government to “share details of loans”
that it has received from China,
according to an Express Tribune
report.
(With inputs from agencies)

KARACHI:A Pakistani senate panel
on Saturday sought a report
from the interior ministry on the
action taken against terrorists
and banned outfits involved in
the killing of Hazaras, a day after
an Islamic State (IS) blast targeting the minority community
killed 21 people in Balochistan.
A meeting of the senate standing committee on interior took
serious notice of the two deadly
terror attacks in Balochistan
province on Friday.
In the first attack, an IS terrorist attacked the Hazarganj fruits
and vegetable market in the provincial capital Quetta, killing 21
people and injuring 60 others,
mostly Hazaras.
Those killed included 10 members of the Hazara community,
two children and security personnel.
In the second attack in the
evening in Chaman city, two
civilians were killed and 10 others injured when militants
planted an IED on a motorcycle
parked on Mall Road. The blast
occurred when a Frontier Corps
(FC) vehicle carrying troops was
passing through.
The IS on Saturday released a
photograph of the suicide
attacker along with his name
and said the attack targeted Shia
Muslims, according to the Site
Intelligence Group, which monitors jihadist activities.
“The Islamic State’s Khorasan Province (ISKP) claimed
killing and wounding 70 Hazara
Shias and Pakistani soldiers in a
suicide bombing in Quetta,” it
said.
The Pakistani officials have
repeatedly denied the presence
of the IS in the country.
PTI

extradition request to UK
Agencies
n

Meanwhile, an Ecuadorean
judge ordered Swedish citizen
Ola Bini, who according to the
country’s government was
linkedtoWikiLeaks,jailedpending trial for alleged involvement
inhackinggovernmentcomputer
systems, the prosecutor’s office
said on Saturday.

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON:USprosecutorshave
justundertwomonthstopresent
British authorities with a final
anddetailed criminalcaseto justify the possible extradition of
WikiLeaks founder Julian
Assange, a US government official said on Friday.
Theofficial,whoaskedforanonymitywhendiscussingthecase,
said US authorities had already
sent Britain a provisional arrest
warrant regarding Assange’s
extradition to the US.
Butwithin60daysfromThursday,whenBritishpolicebundled
Assange out of the Ecuadorean
embassyinLondonwherehehad
takenrefugesevenyearsago,US
authoritiesmustsubmitaformal
request outlining all the legal
chargesAssangewouldfaceifhe
is transferred into US custody.
Accordingtoacriminalindictment against Assange which
prosecutors in Virginia secretly
obtainedmorethanayearagobut
only unsealed after Assange’s
arrest, Assange is charged with
conspiring with ex-army intelligence analyst Chelsea Manning

‘ASSANGE SHOULD FACE
JUSTICE IN SWEDEN’
LONDON:More than 70 British legislators urged the UK governmenttomakesureAssangefaces
Swedish justice if prosecutors
there reopen a rape case.
The UK lawmakers sent a
signed letter late on Friday to
home secretary Sajid Javid.
n

A June 15, 2011, photo of
Julian Assange near Bungay,
AP/FILE
England.

to gain unauthorised access to a
government computer.
The US indictment filed in
March 2018 said Assange, in
March2010,engagedinaconspiracytohelpManningcrackapassword stored on US defence
department computers connectedtotheSecretInternetProtocol Network (SIPRNet).

VIDAL BOOK BECOMES
OVERNIGHT SENSATION
NEWYORK:The arrest of Assange
has made a book of interviews
with Gore Vidal an unexpected
best-seller.Assangewascarrying
a copy of Gore Vidal: History of
the National Security State &
Vidal on America when he was
arrested.
By Friday afternoon, the 2014
publication shot up to No. 35 on
Amazon.com.

PA S T T E N S E , F U T U R E P E R F E C T
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BETTER TIMES: People enjoy a sunny day at the Esplanade in Helsinki, Finland.

REUTERS/FILE

A happy Finnish for a country that
was once a suicide hot spot
Agence France-Presse
n
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VANTAA,FINLAND:When the UN
crowned Finland the world’s
happiest nation last month
for the second year running,
there were still quite a few
eyebrows raised. How could
this Nordic country, better
known for its harsh weather
and high suicide rate, be the
world’s happiest?
In 1990, statistics indicated
that Finland’s suicide rate
was the second highest in the
world, behind Hungary.
But Timo Partonen at Finland’s National Institute for

Health and Welfare, warns
against the tendency to blame
the problem on Finland’s
dark, cold climate. “If you are
depressed in any place in the
world, you bear a similar risk
of suicide,” Partonen argued.
Suicides in Finland have
now fallen to less than half of
1990 levels - thanks largely to
a decade-long public health
drive to improve treatment
and support for those at risk,
as well as to make media
reporting of the issue more
responsible.
These days, it is also much
more socially acceptable for
Finns, especially men, to

open up about their feelings,
says Partonen.
“Now it’s easier to talk
about it if you are depressed
for example, and it’s easier to
get treated and have adequate treatment as well.”
According to the World
Health Organization, Finland’s suicide rate is now
22nd highest in the world,
lower than the US and one
spot higher than Australia.
Finland’s residents today
enjoy a high quality of life,
security and public services,
with rates of inequality and
poverty among the lowest of
all OECD countries.
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WITH EVERY FRESH CHALLENGE, THE
AVENGERS WERE FORCED TO WIDEN THEIR
WORLDVIEW AND INCLUDE OTHERS. INSTEAD
OF A CULT OF THE INDIVIDUAL, THE INFINITY
SAGA HAS MADE THEM A DIVERSE COLLECTIVE

Flawless. White. Indestructible.
You used to know where you stood with a
hero. Ahead of the release of Avengers:
Endgame, a look at the delicious
ways in which all that has changed

Deepanjana Pal
n

deepanjana.pal@hindustantimes.com

n the beginning — by which we mean
2008 — there was Iron Man and he
was good. Much like any other superhero, Tony Stark was rich, strong
and White. That he had an electromagnet for a heart and a metallic suit
didn’t feel like a compelling superpower, which may be why four studios and 30 writers had toyed with the
idea of making an Iron Man movie
between 1990 and 2006, only to abandon it.
Enter director Jon Favreau who cast
Robert Downey Jr in the title role. As Iron
Man chucked missiles and wisecracks at
enemies at home and abroad, he let audiences imagine that a little bit of the actor’s
own arrogance and drug-addled, partyhard past was at play. Still, for all the irreverence that Downey Jr and Favreau
brought to Iron Man, the plot was formulaic and the hero as alpha male as ever.
Eleven years and 21 films later, the
poster for Avengers: Endgame includes
two Black people, four women and a cybernetically modified raccoon. Sure the White
men are front and centre, but, finally,
there’s more than one shade of superhero.
Traditionally, the superhero’s story has
taken its cue from classical epics and been
about one man against many evils. Marvel
Studios’ decision to create one of the most
elaborate fictional universes in film has
meant reimagining that construct. Heroes
have been built up and broken down over
the 21 films of the Infinity Saga; forced to
concede defeat and seek help.
Slowly but steadily, a collective has
formed, of heroes from various cultures
who weathered terrible odds to become the
best versions of themselves. They have
survived because of their community and
with every challenge, they’ve been forced
to widen their worldview and include others. Instead of a cult of the individual, the
Infinity Saga is about a gathering.

I

***
In comic books, it was a given that the
hero would be a White male stronger than
all the men around him, and when these
stories were translated to film and TV, the
stereotype became a physical reality with
a little help from the costume department.
Before synthetic materials like spandex,
lycra and polyester became popular,
superheroes dressed like athletes.
Christopher Reeves’s Superman
changed all that in the 1970s, with his skintight onesie. The early moulded-plastic
suits ranged from disastrous — remember
George Clooney’s Batman suit; yes, the
one with the nipples — to clumsy, but with
characters like Hulk and Wolverine in the
early 2000s, the hyper-fit male body gained
ground. Rippling muscles signified something freakish, flaunted as they were by
feral heroes who couldn’t be tamed.
Then came the suits of today, which
have created and fetishised an abnormal
male shape into an on-screen norm — massive shoulders; upper arms that look like

bowling balls have been surgically
inserted below the epidermis; pectorals
that seem to have been inflated using a
bicycle pump; corrugated sheets for abs.
Redeeming this cult of the Caucasian,
cookie-cutter muscleman are the stories
that have emphasised the heroes’ vulnerabilities. After the first 10 films in the Infinity Saga brought in millions of dollars and
effectively revived tent-pole filmmaking,
Marvel Studios started making tentative
tweaks to the mainframe of the hero — like
giving Peter Quill of Guardians of the Galaxy and Ant-Man’s Scott Lang criminal
backgrounds and a support team arguably
more accomplished than them.
Neither Quill nor Lang is the strongest
or the savviest. Both need back-up and get
it from characters who are collaborators
rather than sidekicks (the Wasp and
Rocket respectively). Next to gods like
Thor, billionaires like Iron Man, scientific
miracles like Captain America and freaks
like the Hulk, Ant-Man and Star-Lord are
practically average.
As the audience cheered for them, Tony
Stark was revealed to be plagued by anxiety. Captain America struggled to keep up.
Thor lost his hair, an eye, a brother and his
hammer. After a long time, heroes started
to fail. Their spirits were broken again and
again. Sometimes, this was to teach the
men lessons. Often, the heroes struggled to
redeem themselves, as at the end of Captain America: Civil War, when friends and
allies fight viciously between themselves.
***
While the White men were being beaten
up by their new circumstances, Marvel
Studios broke with tradition and gave
Black Panther and Captain Marvel their
own movies. Here, stereotypes were firmly
in place. T’Challa and Carol Danvers are
mighty and flawless, and that’s fine. The
fact that a person of colour and a woman
are leaders in a superhero pantheon is the
radical bit. Captain Marvel has no domestic side, nor a romantic interest as a subplot. Black Panther took Afro-futurism
mainstream, and did it with strikingly
beautiful production design and costumes.
Provided directors Anthony and Joe
Russo get their act together, Avengers:
Endgame could be the first time we see
the entire collective in action:
Heroes and heroines, sidekicks
and collaborators. The
prospect of seeing the interplay
of their different
heroisms is partly
what makes this
such a highly anticipated release. That
and the fact that, this
time, the villain is the
solo act, and seemingly
unbeatable; while the good
guys are flawed, broken and
fighting to get it together.

There’s less than a week to go before the
Avengers, or what’s left of them, return
to the big screen to try and set things
straight with Thanos, who snapped and
wiped out half the universe the last time
we saw him.
That was a year ago. But it’s been a
decade and over 20 movies since we first
met Iron Man, the first of this Avengers

gang to make it to film. He would later
join forces with Hulk, Captain America,
Black Widow, Thor and Hawkeye. Each of
them had a complex backstory, so it was
confusing enough as it was.
Then came …Infinity War, called the
greatest crossover of all time. In addition
to the Avengers, there was Dr Strange,
Spider-Man, Black Panther and the

Guardians of the Galaxy brigade, among
others. It was immense fun, hugely
expensive and absurdly successful.
It was also a bit confusing. So, ahead of
the release of …Endgame, here’s a look
back with a bit more clarity, at the
relevant bits of the Marvel Cinematic
Universe (MCU) and how they fit
together.

A long time ago, somewhere in the
universe, six stones are created. Apart
from standing for things like Soul, Time,
Space, etc, they stand for Franchise
Material. They will eventually be revealed
as the thread running through the MCU.

Also in 2016, Benedict Cumberbatch enters
the MCU, as Dr Strange and, incidentally,
the custodian of the Time stone.
Also 2018: We get …Infinity War.
Thanos, it turns out, was behind Loki’s stab
at Earth. He wants the stones, and tired of

Back on Earth, during World War II, we
get our first super-steroid. A scrawny
soldier volunteers for a super serum
experiment, gets all bulked up, and
becomes... Captain America! In a suit of
red, white and blue, with a shield of
near-indestructible vibranium that also
serves as a rather obvious note to the
world that only America can save it.
Cut to the ’90s. A fighter pilot named
Carol Danvers becomes Captain Marvel
(right), a badass superhero and apparently
inspiration for the Avengers Initiative.
This is where Iron Man enters the
timeline. It’s 2008 and Tony Stark, genius,
billionaire and playboy, is abducted. Near
death, he decides to build himself a robotic
suit that can fly. He escapes, heads home,
is a changed man — is, in fact, Iron Man.
His suits will give the MCU multiple
get-out-of-jail-free cards and help save the
world over and over. They also helped save
Robert Downey Jr, who battled addictions
and made a comeback with Iron Man that
almost rivalled the superhero tale itself.
It is in the post-credits scenes of this
film that we first meet Nick Fury. He
hints at the Avengers Initiative; we say hi
to Thor; and Captain America is awakened
in modern-day America, and recruited.
It’s now 2012 and time for the first
Avengers film. Mark Ruffalo’s Hulk meets
Downey Jr’s now-mega-grossing Iron Man
and the Science Bros are born.
The world falls in love with Ruffalo as this
vulnerable, indestructible, rage-filled nice
guy. (Many fans are still hoping Ruffalo will
get his own spinoff films). There’s also

Black Widow and Hawkeye. Fury needs
the whole set because the villain, this
time, is Loki (right), the witty, lithe,
immensely resentful half-brother of Thor.
He leads an army of chittering alien
invaders to Earth, which has become a sort
of Thor protectorate.
The Avengers save the day, and we meet
the blue cube called the Tesseract, which
turns out to be the Space stone.
Meanwhile, far, far away, the
Guardians of the Galaxy are an instant hit
— particularly Chris Pratt as the space
pirate with the groovy moves, and the
adorable tree-like creature Groot.
Back on Earth, the Science Bros think
they’re saving the world again, but end
up giving it a super-high-tech baddie
named Ultron. Trying to fix that mess,
they give human form to Stark’s AI system
Jarvis, and end up with Vision. Embedded
in his forehead? Another infinity stone.

waiting, heads here to get them. As
Thanos places each one in his gauntlet
(below), he gets harder to beat. When he
has them all, he snaps, and half of all life
disintegrates.
Captain Marvel has returned to Earth.
Black Widow, Thor, Hulk, Cap and Hawkeye
are still around and Iron Man is floating
about with a slim chance he’ll make it.
They’ve all tried to beat
Thanos and failed, so the
theory is that Ant-Man
(featured in the trailer)
will use his skills in the
quantum realm to set
things right. Will he?
Can he? …Endgame is out
on April 26.

the big story

THE HEROES
WE DESERVE

WHO’S WHO: A QUICK GUIDE TO THE INFINITY SAGA

TEXT: ABHIJEET KINI

The same year, Ant-Man gets his
first film, and a year later comes Captain
America: Civil War, which gave us a young
Spider-Man eager to join the Avengers.

INDIA’S AVENGERS: WHO WOULD YOU CAST?
Krishna Udayasankar, comic book enthusiast, Avengers fan, and author of The
Aryavarta Chronicles, a modern retelling of the Mahabharata, draws up her list of
who could be whom, if there were an Indian version of The Avengers.

2018:

We are
introduced to an Africa that
was never colonised. It’s called
Wakanda; it leads the world in tech
and equity; it protects itself from the
mess outside with a shield that
renders it invisible. And it is led by the
Black Panther (inset) and the
all-woman army of the Dora
Milaje (above). It is also the
home of Captain America’s
vibranium.

IRON MAN: Dronacharya, the master
of weaponry, gadgets and strategy.
CAPTAIN AMERICA: A hero from
another time, one with great sorrow in
his heart, come back to fight for justice.
That’s Amba, through and through.
HULK: Most people see Hulk as brute
strength, but to me he’s a man in
conflict with himself and his tremendous
multiple potentials. For that reason, I see
him as Mahabali, or even Ravana.

THOR: This is
i by
b far
f the
h
easiest, for evven mythological
parallels wou
uld suggest that
our Thor is Indra, with his
thunderbolt.
NICK FURY
Y
(right): Vishwamitra, who ralliees
Rama and thee
brothers to fiight
against evil.
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FINESSING FORECASTS
OF INDIAN ELECTIONS
he first phase of the Lok Sabha elections was held on April 11, setting off
the process for electing the 17th Lok
Sabha.
The last phase of polling is scheduled for May 19. The evening of that
day will also see the release of a rash
of exit polls. We have already seen,
before the beginning of the first
phase, a clutch of opinion polls on the
number of seats various political parties and
groupings can be expected to get.
Opinion polls and exit polls in India get a bad
rap, and that’s not entirely unwarranted. Most
exit polls — there are exceptions — are based
on fairly simplistic statistical techniques.
Using these, they arrive at a vote share, and
then, using a black box (which means an undisclosed algorithm or formula) convert this vote
share into the number of seats a party can hope
to win. In a few cases, it’s entirely possible that
the black box is replaced by opinions and judgements.
The perils of following this approach in a
first-past-the-post system are all too evident.
For instance, in such a system, where the candidate who secures the most votes wins, irrespective of the vote share, it becomes very difficult to convert votes into seats, especially in
multi-cornered contests.

T

A far better approach would be to predict the
number of seats a party can be expected to win
using a Bayesian model. Complex as this may
sound (and it is, to some extent), all this means
is to factor probability into the entire polling
exercise. For instance, ahead of last year’s
assembly elections in the Hindi heartland
states of Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, and
Rajasthan, this column said that there was a
probability (however small) that the Congress
would win all three states. A Bayesian model
would have assigned this event a probability,
based on science and judgement (the best ways
to assign probabilities for elections).
Such a model would probably throw up numbers and probabilities, which can then be
aggregated into one single number (or a range)
using straightforward mathematics. Not too
many polling companies in India do this.
How does this work?
Information on how a particular population
has historically voted is easily available in
India. This could include information for just
the previous election or several previous elections. This information can be used to construct what is called a prior distribution. But
what happened last time need not necessarily
happen again; there could be a new alliance;
something that wasn’t a big election issue last
time (say, the agrarian crisis or unemployment

CAN BAYESIAN MODELS BE ADOPTED
TO PREDICT ELECTION RESULTS IN AS
VAST AND DIVERSE A COUNTRY AS
INDIA? YES, AND THEY WILL PERHAPS
COST LOWER THAN ALL OTHER
SURVEYS THAT DEPEND ON BRUTE
SAMPLE SIZE FOR ACCURACY DO. IT IS
SURPRISING, THEN, THAT NO POLLING
AGENCY HAS DONE SO

n

Opinion polls and exit polls get a bad rap, and that’s not entirely unwarranted

or national security), may have become one
now. This means the distribution needs updating. This updating can be done using a scientific opinion poll on a small sample. The updated
distribution is called a posterior distribution.
What this helps us do is to calculate what is
called the posterior probability. This is done by
revising the prior probability with a factor
called “likelihood”, which is based on new
information (in math, we simply say it has been
updated using Bayes Theorem)
Given that there is a probabilistic function
influencing the conversion of vote share into
seat share, it’s easy to see how using Bayesian

sundaysentiments
KARAN THAPAR

UNDERSTANDING THE
INDIA WE’VE CREATED
t’s only to be expected in a democracy that a country will be divided
between those who passionately
support the ruling party and others who are firmly loyal to the
opposition. However, a recent survey
by the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS) suggests two further divisions in India that are deeply
disturbing.
First, a few details about this survey. It was conducted in the last week
of March and covered 10,000 people in
101 constituencies located in 19 states.
It is, therefore, a pretty comprehensive assessment of the state of the
country. Second, CSDS is a reputable
organisation with unimpeachable credentials.
One of the questions the survey
asked was do you believe the country
is heading in the right direction or in
the wrong direction? An astonishing
45% of the respondents from south

I

India said it was heading in the wrong
direction. The percentage of those
who voted similarly in the east, west/
central and north was just 21, 23 and 22
respectively. So, in percentage terms,
more than double the number of people in the south, compared to the rest
of the country, believe we are heading
in the wrong direction.
To my mind, that suggests a sharp
divide between the southern states
and all the others. No doubt this
reflects the way they view the Narendra Modi government and its impact
on the country and, without doubt,
this reveals their political preference.
But such a sharp divide between the
states to the north and south of the
Narmada is more revealing. It suggests we have become two countries.
A second question asked by the
CSDS survey unmasks an even more
disturbing picture. Hindus, Muslims,
Christians and Sikhs were asked

ISRAEL ELECTION: A VOTE FOR
MAINTAINING THE STATUS QUO
PINAK RANJAN
CHAKRAVARTY

enjamin “Bibi” Netanyahu is a
whisker away from becoming
prime minister for the fifth time,
a record no Israeli politician has
ever achieved. It was not a cakewalk and his opponent, Benny Gantz, a
former army chief and the leader of the
Blue and White Alliance, put up a creditable challenge, winning almost an
equal number of seats in the 120-member Knesset, the Israeli Parliament.
What will tilt the balance in favour of
Netanyahu’s right-wing Likud Party
are the other right-wing and ultra-orthodox Jewish parties that are allied
with the Likud. These allies are likely
to give the Likud coalition the majority
in the Knesset with 65 seats.
Leading the charge on Twitter in
congratulating Netanyahu were Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and
US President Donald Trump. “My dear
friend Bibi, Congratulations! You are a
great friend of India, and I look forward

B

to continuing to work with you to take
our bilateral partnership to new
heights,” Modi said. Echoing Modi’s
“Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas”, Netanyahu claimed in his victory speech that
he will be the prime minister for all citizens regardless of their political affiliation or their religion.
Netanyahu fought the election on
his time-tested platform of security
and being the flag-bearer of protecting
Israel from internal and external
threats. On the campaign trail, he
accused his opponent of allying with
Israeli Arab parties and preparing to
create an independent Palestinian
State. With a helping hand from President Trump, Netanyahu also flaunted
his foreign policy success. Trump permitted the shifting of the US embassy
from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, a move
criticised by the international community as against United Nations Security
Council resolutions. Just before the
election, Trump also stated that the US
would recognise Israeli sovereignty
over the occupied Golan Heights, giving Netanyahu another boost. This
again led to international criticism but
both the Trump administration and
Israel brushed it off.
Durable peace in the region has been
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BJP’s supporters and opponents seem
to be divided along religious lines AFP

whether the Modi government should
be given another chance or denied
one. Fifty-one per cent of Hindus were
in favour of a second chance. However, 56% of Muslims, 62% of Christians
and 68% of Sikhs were against it. This
time, it seems, the Modi government’s
supporters and opponents are divided
along religious lines. Even if it’s only
by a minimal majority, India’s Hindus
are Modi supporters. India’s minorities are not. Once again, this suggests
we have become two countries.

ISRAEL WILL CONTINUE TO
REMAIN A STRONG DEFENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY PARTNER
FOR INDIA. GIVEN THE HISTORY
OF INDIA-ISRAEL TIES, NOT
MUCH WILL CHANGE
set back by the Netanyahu government but blame must also be shared by
the Palestinian leadership, divided
between the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO)/Palestinian
Authority in the West Bank and the
Hamas-ruled Gaza. Between Trump
and Netanyahu, we may well see a proposal for a new peace plan, backed by
important Arab states, which have
slowly drifted towards Israel in their
anxiety to get the upper hand in their
regional struggle for supremacy with
Iran. Not too many details of this plan
are available but speculation has it
that it will fall short of the “two-state
solution” with pre-war 1967 borders for
Israel and Palestine, as per the UN resolutions.
Netanyahu has already declared
that he plans to annex the Jewish settlements in the West Bank, a move
which will also directly challenge
international opinion and UN resolutions. There is little hope that Israel
will respect international opinion as
long as the US backs the country. Saeb
Erakat, secretary-general of the PLO,

thisweekthatera
atera
PICTURE OF
THE WEEK
APRIL 19: Apollo-13

astronauts who
returned to earth on
Friday (April 17) night
Fred Haise, James Lovell
and John Swigert
appear in good spirits
as they emerge from
the recovery helicopter

There’s one other aspect of the
CSDS survey that struck my attention. It’s not disturbing but it is, nonetheless, revealing. It seems that in the
last one year, from May 2018 till the
end of March 2019, the greatest gain in
support for the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has come from the young voters, that is, voters aged between 18 and
25. A CSDS survey in May suggested
that 33% would vote for the BJP. By
the end of March that had jumped to
40%. No other age group has shown
such a sizeable increase although in
every age group there’s been some
enhancement of support. So, clearly,
the young are attracted to the BJP
and, I suspect, in particular, to Modi.
Will that continue as they grow older? Do we have in this result the foundation of a support base that will, with
time, enlarge? And could this enhance
or exaggerate the regional and religious divisions we’ve already discussed? Those are interesting questions. As yet we can only guess at the
answers.
However, if we bear these concerns
in mind as the election campaign
unfolds and gathers momentum over
the next six weeks, it might help
understand what’s happening to our
country and what sort of nation we’re
becoming.
Karan Thapar is the author of
Devil’s Advocate: The Untold Story
The views expressed are personal

has commented bitterly that Israeli
voters have elected Netanyahu to continue the endless occupation of the Palestinian people.
It may not be all smooth sailing for
Netanyahu. In February this year, the
Israeli attorney general decided to
indict him on charges of bribery, fraud
and breach of trust in three cases. Netanyahu is accused of accepting expensive gifts from businessmen and handing out favours to media in return for
favourable publicity. These cases will
now become active after the election.
Netanyahu has denied any wrongdoing. If he is charged in court, the Israeli
supreme court may direct him to
resign. This Damocles’ sword could be
a potential game changer.
For India, Modi’s tweet indicates
continuity in bilateral ties, which have
been strengthened under the National
Democratic Alliance government.
India has successfully navigated its
relationships with all countries in
West Asia, insulating ties with individual countries and de-hyphenating Israel from Palestine. Israel will continue
to remain a strong defence and technology partner for India. Given the history of India-Israel ties, not much will
change regardless of which government is in power in New Delhi.
Pinak Ranjan Chakravarty served as deputy chief
of mission at the Indian embassy in Israel,
and is currently a visiting fellow at the
Observer Research Foundation
The views expressed are personal
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NAXALITES STRIKE
AGAIN

WORLD

APRIL 19: Naxalites struck again
today, burning a tram car in central
Calcutta. According to police, the
tram was stopped by a group of
about 20 youths shouting "Mao
Tse-tung Zindabad." They burst two
or three bombs as the passengers
tumbled out and fled a panic

SAUMYA KHANDELWAL/HT

forecasting techniques can help improve the
quality of forecasts. While no Indian agency
has so far claimed to be using such a model —
most forecasting agencies, and the media companies they work for, are notoriously reticent
about sharing the material aspects of the methodology — Karthik Shashidhar, a quantitative
specialist, has previously said in a column in
Mint that some could be. Specifically, he
named Today’s Chanakya for some of its 2013
and 2014 work and said it looked like the agency
was using a Bayesian model.
Nate Silver, who correctly called 49 of the 50
US states in the 2008 US presidential election, is

KING HEADS NEW
NINE-MEMBER NEPAL MINISTRY
APRIL 14: A nine-member Council
of Ministers under the Chairmanship of King Mahendra assumed
office today following the
resignation of Prime Minister Kirti
Nidhi Bishta on the expiry of his
membership of the Rashtriya
Panchayat

a big proponent of Bayesian models.
Can they be adopted to as vast and diverse a
country as India?
Yes, and they will perhaps cost lower than
surveys that depend on brute sample size for
accuracy do. It is surprising, then, that no one
has done so. After all, Bayesian models have
been used in politics, sport, weather, even to
predict the winner of Big Brother (although the
last was more in the nature of an academic
exercise).
To be sure, Bayesian models are not without
their failings. Since the prior model is built
based on past information and assumptions, it
may be wrong in itself. And clearly, a posterior
probability calculated on the basis of an incorrect prior model is not going to be accurate.
India’s parliamentary elections are gigantic
affairs, complex in terms of their underlying
competitive factors, and hugely expensive, to
contest as well as conduct. It would be appropriate for the world’s biggest exercise in democracy to have sophisticated predicting techniques — even if they go wrong in the end.
n
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engender
LALITA PANICKER

WOMEN MUST CHOOSE
MERIT OVER QUOTAS
he Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) and the Congress take
great pride in pointing out to the
electorate how they are like
chalk and cheese, with totally
different views on just about every
issue. But clearly, the Women’s Reservation Bill is an exception. Both have
vigorously talked about how they will
implement the bill almost on the spot
when elected to office in a short while.
As far as bills hanging fire go, this one
surely takes the cake, the plate and
the trimmings. It has been in the
works for over 20 years and is no closer to implementation, with only the
Rajya Sabha assenting to it so far.
The decent thing to do for all political parties is to give up the pretence
and just ask women to compete on
their own steam. The draft bill held
out the promise of 33% reservation in
state assemblies and the Lok Sabha
with the reserved seat being rotated. It
was meant to be in force for a period of
15 years by which time it was believed
women would have got the leg up that
they needed.
Time and again, the bill was introduced only to fall by the wayside and
there is nothing to suggest that, whoever comes to power in May will get it
through this time. The arguments
against it are ingenious. Some politicians, male of course, argue that this
will only benefit the female relatives
of powerful male Members of Parliament. Fair enough, it probably would.
The truth is that there is no great
momentum for this bill from politicians of either gender. And honestly,
in a society governed by merit, there
should not be. The 30% reservation at
the panchayat level should be enough
to create that trickle up effect, pushing meritorious women who have
earned their spurs in public life to the
next level. That it has not is a reflection on political indifference to this
issue and the fact that women are not
organised enough to push for greater

T

political representation.
It is not a priority, and will not be so.
This is evident from the fact that apart
from expressing support, powerful
women in political parties have never
really thrown their weight behind this
bill.
Mayawati, Mamata Banerjee and
the late J Jayalalithaa could easily
have implemented this reservation
when giving out party tickets, but
they did not, demonstrating again that
this sort of affirmative action based on
gender has few takers.
Rather than perpetuating the myth
that the bill will soon be passed and a
gender equitable political order will
come about, it is better to aim much
lower and push for political parties to
at least chose some worthy candidates
from the panchayati raj system and
get them elected to state assemblies. It
may not be an unqualified success but
with the backing of the party, some of
the women candidates are bound to
win. From there it could move to the
next level, the Lok Sabha. It would be
a gradual process, but the results
would be far more lasting and meritorious than just handing out seats. As
things stand, there are far too many
extraneous considerations in giving
out tickets ranging from caste to
dynastic considerations. Why add
gender to the mix?
When the new Lok Sabha comes in,
nothing will have changed on the bill.
It will be taken out and aired once in a
while and put away. But the illusion
that there is great political will to promote women’s rights will be perpetuated. I think women who are now coming into their own in many professions
could do without this tokenism at best
and condescension at worst. The difficult and more painful route to empowerment is far better, more enduring
and more equitable. The bill will continue to be a conversation piece and
that is what it should remain as.
n

lalita.panicker@hindustantimes.com

sundayletters
POLITICAL PARTIES SHOULD STOP BLAMING EVMS
Karan Thapar has rightly highlighted the issue of poor confidence among opposition parties in electronic voting machines (EVMs) through his article “Increase
confidence in our voting system“(April 7). The political parties, mainly from the
opposition, should stop blaming EVMs for their dismal electoral performances. But
at the same time, I would agree with the writer that the appointment of the Election Commission must be made by a collegium comprising the leader of opposition
and the Chief Justice of India and not just by the ruling government alone.
SANJAY CHOPRA, MOHALI

Politicians don’t care for citizens

We need to learn from Gandhi

This refers to “Politicians’ carelessness
has cost India big time” (April 7) by
Mark Tully. It is true that our politicians
are mostly self-centered and care only
for themselves. They amass as much
wealth as possible and never bother
about the welfare of people. After
winning the election, they forget that
they are public servants. And it is
unfortunate that the nature loving
Indian is being overpowered by the
Western tradition of subduing nature.

In his column “Gandhi’s satyagraha of
1919 still matters” (April 7), Ramchandra
Guha has aptly described the 1919
movement as an epitome of HinduMuslim solidarity. It is high time politicians of the largest democracy realised
the selfless services rendered by
Gandhi to the nation and followed in
his footsteps.
VIJAY SINGH ADHIKARI, NAINITAL

SUBHASH VAID (VIA EMAIL)
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MANY CLOWNS TALK ABOUT THE GET-UP, ESPECIALLY
THE NOSE, AS A SHIELD RATHER THAN A COSTUME

NO NEED
TO JUGGLE

SALTY, BUT WITH A
DISTINCT FLAVOUR
Pahadi coloured salts, an ancient
tradition, are finding takers in cities

Natasha Rego
n

Aishwarya Iyer

natasha.rego@htlive.com

ukhmani Kohli says she always
struggled to fit in. At the age of
18, she met a clown. “It was at a
workshop in Chandigarh,” she
says. “The moment I put on that
red nose, it gave me the licence to
be anyone I wanted to be.”
Kohli eventually dropped out
of college, switched from jeans to
loud floral prints, multi-coloured stockings and polka-dot neckties,
and became Nana Bacana, a happy clown
— warm, boisterous, bossy, attentionseeking, red-nosed. Ten years on, she loves
her job. “As a clown I can be my quirky self
and people accept things about me that
they normally wouldn’t,” she says.
The clown’s has always been a nuanced
role — from the jesters that spoke truth to
power in royal courts around the world to
the tramp that took on a dictator via Charlie Chaplin, and was then mirrored by our
most memorable joker, Raj Kapoor.
Today’s clowns are finding new doors
open for them (with no pie flying in their
face). They’re finding full-time work as
theatre artistes in special clown production troupes; as ‘clownsellors’ in hospitals;
and of course in today’s big tents — event
management companies.
MadHatters in Mumbai has about 100
clowns on their roster. “These include
interactive clowns as well as circus
troupes of five to ten clowns who put on
private shows,” says proprietor Martin

S

ALL SMILES : CLOWNS TO KNOW
There are three types of clowns
Whiteface, the oldest type,
often portrayed as the
intelligent, sophisticated
leader of the troupe. White
makeup covers the face and
head. Ronald McDonald is
perhaps the most famous
example.
Auguste, the most common
type, silly and goofy. Their
clothes are usually
mismatched, their shoes too
big for their feet, their hair an
odd red or yellow. They wear
minimal white makeup on the
face. Most clowns in India are
a combination of Whiteface
and Auguste.
Character clowns infuse an
otherwise typical occupation
with a clown personality,
and the characters
can include tramps,
doctors, babies
and policemen.
Charlie Chaplin’s
Tramp is one
example.

JOSEPH GRIMALDI (1778-1837)
is considered the father of
modern clowning. He painted
his face white and plastered on
an exaggerated red smile.
Every year, clowns get together
for a Grimaldi Memorial Service
to honour and remember this
king of clowns.
The exact origin of the
signature red nose is not
known. Some accounts
attribute it to the three
Fratellini circus brothers from
the early 20th century, while
others credit American clown
Lou Jacobs for making it
famous.

The flip side of clowning is coulrophobia, an extreme fear of
clowns. Do you believe you have it? Many clowns in India
don’t believe it actually exists.

VAriety

It’s now possible to be a
professional clown and find a
job in theatre or as a medical
‘clownsellor’. But who’s behind
the masks and red noses, and
why did they pick this life?

n

n

aishwarya.iyer@htlive.com

he list of coloured salts found in
nature is a long one. There is the pink
salt from the Himalayas, there’s
another pink found only in and
named after the marshes of Camargue in France, a blue salt in Iran, a black
lava salt and a grey variety from Brittany.
When it comes to man-made varieties,
there’s no end to the colours and flavours
you can try. Some types have been popular
in the West for decades — garlic, bacon,
ginger-lemon. In India, you don’t have to
pick at random. We actually have an
ancient tradition of flavoured salts.
They’re called pisyu loon (ground salt,
in Garhwali and Kumaoni), and are typically made in flavours of mint, mustard,
ginger, coriander, garlic, cumin and three
types of chilli (yellow, red and green). In
the Pahadi cuisine of Uttarakhand, when
villages get snowed in, it’s sometimes the
only thing left to be eaten with roti.
Now, this flavoured salt is finding takers in cities too. Over the past two years,
women from Dehradun, Nainital, Haldwani and Khakhrighat in Uttarakhand
have begun selling the salts online, via
platforms such as Instagram and e- stores
like EjaaFoods and PahariViraasat.
Typically, the women work within selfhelp groups or with NGOs. Some are using
direct channels to keep prices down.
Rekha Kothari and the NGO Mahila Navjagran Samiti, for instance, sell flavoured
salts via direct message on her Instagram
handle, @namakwaali.
“It’s used as an exotic seasoning on salads, fruits or dishes like dal and aloo sabzi.
Some salts are also used to liven up raitas,
chutneys and lassi, or in marinades for
meat,” says Birendra Matiyali, founder of
Ejaa Foods. “Yellow chilli, pepper and garlic salt are our bestsellers. The yellow
chilli is native to Uttarakhand and has a
uniquely pungent flavour.”
Most demand comes from Delhi-NCR,
Mumbai, Bengaluru, Amritsar, Pune,

T
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(Above) Pravin Tulpule aka Happy likes to make children feel smarter than him. (Top) Martin
D’Souza aka Flubber with a visiting delegate at the International Clown Festival held in
Mumbai. (Below) Under all that makeup, Sparkles aka Dhruvil Shah is a shy guy.

›

I have some costumes stitched
by local tailors, but only after a
lot of grumbling and confusion. My
main issue today is my shoes, which I
still have to import.
PRAVIN TULPULE AKA HAPPY THE CARING CLOWN

D’Souza, 50, aka Flubber the Clown.
Bulk orders, as it were, come from malls
and hotels in Delhi, Bengaluru, Chennai
and Pune, where clowns liven up parties,
interact with guests, feature in carnivals.
“We have done parades and carnivals in
the malls where at least ten clowns put on a
show and then go around and interact with
the audience. Customers enjoy it,” says
Lijin Thomas Varghese, centre director
for the RMZ Mall in Bengaluru and formerly head of marketing at Phoenix Market City, Chennai.
Meanwhile, groups set up between three
and five years ago such as Agarwal’s
Clownselors in Delhi, Docteur Clown and
Compassionate Clowns in Bengaluru and
the Little Theatre in Chennai provide
‘clownsellors’ to engage with the lonely,
sick or convalescing, including at hospitals, orphanages and homes for the aged.
Clownselling works a little differently.
“We’re not performers,” says Sheetal
Agarwal, 33, who quit her job as a professor of sociology to become a clownsellor in
Delhi. “We engage with the patients with
the aim of forming a connection.”
These clowns typically keep the red
nose and rainbow wig, but the comedy is
calmer and more inclusive.
“Agarwal’s Clownselors started visiting
the Chacha Nehru Bal Chikitsalaya three
years ago, and have been invited back
every week since then. We have found that
having them around reduces stress for
patients, and for doctors,” says Dr Mamta
Sengar, head of the paediatric department
at this children’s hospital in Delhi. “We’ve
seen severely sick children start to speak
to us and laugh and even have an appetite
for food.”

TRICK OR TREAT
So, what makes someone pick clowning as
a profession? Sometimes it’s a reflection of
who you are, and other times, who you’d
(sometimes) like to be.
Agarwal remembers putting on the nose
for the first time, and feeling free. Many
clowns talk about the get-up, especially the
nose, as shield rather than costume.
“It’s as if we’re not afraid of people judg-

ing us anymore,” Agarwal says.
Timothy Thomas, 22, a rather talkative
clown from Bengaluru, says he picked
clowning because it felt like a fun extension of who he was. “Many clowns spend
years discovering their clowning personalities. Mine is just me,” says Thomas.
Through the week, he runs his NGO,
Youth Brigade. On weekends, he is the
goofy, cheerful Tim, earning between
₹15,000 and ₹50,000 a month performing at
Sunday brunches at a five-star hotel and
the odd birthday party.
There is no formal path to becoming a
clown in India. Established clowns conduct workshops, offer apprenticeships.
Many of India’s clowns are self-taught.
Some event management companies,
like MadHatters, offer on-the-job training
that can go on for one to three years. “We
teach everything from magic to mime, unicycling, gags, balloon modelling and how
to blow giant bubbles, of course,” says
D’Souza, who studied clownology at University of Wisconsin, La-Crosse, in the US.
Pravin Tulpule specialises in failed
tricks. Also known as Happy the Caring
Clown, he starts off by getting the names of
colours wrong. Then proceeds to his opening act, a trick with a hanky and stick. He
puts the hanky on the stick, waves it
around and promises it’ll change
colour. Nothing happens.
So he calls on children from
the audience to help. They say
the magic words, but instead
of the hanky changing colours,
the stick does. He asks the audience to repeat the magic words.
Now the stick becomes a
string of hankies.

POPULAR FLAVOURS
AROUND THE WORLD
Rosemary and
lavender / lemon:
Used in pasta, soups,
salad dressings, as
marinades for steaks
and pork.

ROLE PLAY
When it comes to the
outfits, improvisation is key. Over
the 20 years
that Tulpule
has been
clowning, he
has pieced
together some 20 outfits, a
mix-and-match of oversized shirts and jackets,
Capri pants and colourful pyjamas in vibrant prints, collected
over the years.
“I have some costumes
stitched by local tailors, but
only after a lot of grumbling
and confusion,” he says,
laughing. “My only issue
today is my shoes, which I
still have to import.”

Espresso: Used
in chocolatebased desserts,
cakes and cognac
reduction sauces

Chilli lime: Can be sprinkled on fries,
tacos, nachos, roasted vegetables. Can
also be mixed in chipotle mayo.
Vanilla: Can be
served with
strawberries or
sprinkled on chocolate
-covered desserts.

Bacon: Ideal
for popcorn,
mashed potato,
eggs.

(Clockwise from top) Popular flavours
include the white citrusy Himalayan pink
salt with orange zest; brown peppercorngarlic mix; Italian herbs and aged balsamic;
and the yellow Lakhori mirch salt.
HT PHOTOS: HEMANSHI KAMANI

TRY IT AT HOME

GARLIC PEPPERCO
RN SALT

Ingredients: 7 to
8 cloves garlic
2 to 3 red chillies
2 tsp of rock salt
or sea salt 3 tsp
asafoetida (hing)
3 to 4 tsp cumin see
ds 10 whole
peppercorns hal
f a nub of ginger
Method: Roast pep
percorns. Put all
ingredients except
salt into the
blender and grind.
Add rock salt and
mix. (Add more salt
to taste, if
necessary). This coa
rse salt can be used
to marinate meat or
temper dal and
starchy vegetables
like potato.
Chandigarh and Jammu.

ROOT FLAVOURS
Delhi ad executive Pankaj Singh, 43, says
he likes the salts most in dals. “They
change the entire flavour. I use black pepper-garlic salt most. I also sprinkle the
salts on boiled eggs and use them in
mashed potato,” he says.
Shubhangi Parmar, 28, an HR executive
from Pune, who has been using the salts
for three months, says they could be less
salty. “I absolutely love the citrusy flavour
of yellow chill salts on my chopped fruit. I
keep trying new recipes and I have begun
to include pisyu loon in my sabzis,” she
says. “But I wish they weren’t quite so
salty.” We tried four varieties and found
her criticism to be well-founded.
The use of rock salt is the reason for the
strong salty flavour, says Deepa Khanayak
of Himalayan Flavoured Salts, which
retails via Ejaa. “Himalayan pink salt is
not as salty as the sea salt. But it is much
more expensive.”
For Puneet Dewli, 30, an ad executive in
Mumbai, it is a way to stay connected to his
roots. “I’m originally from Uttarakhand.
Lived all my life in Mumbai, but we speak
of this tradition even today,” he says.
This is what distinguishes the salts from
the food fads that come and go, says culinary anthropologist Kurush Dalal. “It’s
not a gimmick or an experiment. It’s a
rediscovery of something with deep roots
in our culture.”

CHANGING MENUS
Meanwhile in Khakhrighat, Khanayak
and a dozen other women are making and
packing 18 varieties. Their most popular is
the hing-jeera-pepper mix. Marketing and
logistics are challenges, Khanayak says.
“Some ingredients, like Timur [Sichuan
peppercorn], are seasonal. We can’t provide it in summer,” she adds.
Customers in the cities aren’t used to
seasonality and changing menus. To reach
out to more potential customers, Ejaa, for
instance, is posting targeted ads on Google,
Facebook and Instagram.
“Depending on how that works, we will
rope in more women,” says Matiyali.

DIFFERENTSTROKES THE OTHER LIVES OF POLITICIANS
NARESH GUJRAL, MP, SHIROMANI AKALI DAL

GUJRAL STARTED OUT AS A SOLO
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT WITH A
ONE-ROOM OFFICE, AN AC THAT
DIDN’T WORK AND A PHONE THAT
NEVER RANG. ‘THE PROPS WERE
IMPORTANT TO GIVE THE
IMPRESSION THAT WE WERE IN
BUSINESS,’ HE SAYS

DRESSING PRINCESS DIANA
Kumkum Chadha
n

kumkum.chadha@hindustantimes.com

ad it not been for Princess Diana,
Naresh Gujral’s garment export
firm would, perhaps, have remained
just one of many. But a pattern of
Scottish checks caught Diana’s
fancy and she wore a Gujral dress on a visit
to Australia.
With that she broke a golden rule — that
the British royal family, when travelling
abroad, would only wear clothes made in
the UK. This dress had been designed and
made in India by SPAN, a company that
Gujral founded when he, as he puts it, had
“nothing better to do”.
Diana’s choice sparked controversy but
it helped Gujral’s label immensely. SPAN
became the Indian brand that once dressed

H

Princess Diana.
Counted among India’s better-known
politicians, Gujral was hell bent on making his millions before settling down in politics: “I wanted to make money: lots of it. It
was a dream I was chasing,” he says. It
took a few years, but when he actually gave
his mother wads of currency notes to buy a
new car, she got suspicious.
“She told my father to check what I
was actually doing and where I got the
money,” he says. “It took her quite a while
to believe that that kind of money could be
earned.”
Naresh was not born with a silver spoon
in his mouth. In fact, he had seen his family
struggle, as many post-Partition refugees
then did. He started out as a solo chartered
accountant with a one-room office, where
he installed an air-conditioner that did not

work and a phone that never rang.
“It was actually a dummy phone
because it was not easy to get a phone connection in those days,” he says. “But these
props were important to give the impression that we were in business.” The truth is
the ramshackle office was more of an adda,

n

Naresh Gujral
at his Delhi
home.
SANCHIT KHANNA /
HT PHOTO

or den, for his friends.
Had it not been for an income-tax raid at
a friend’s house, Naresh would perhaps
have remained an accountant without
work. He was roped in to check the books
and that is where his first few hundreds
came from, until of course he took a detour
and partnered with a garment exporter.
“I knew nothing about clothes except
that I was good with colours and instinctively knew what would work. More
importantly, I knew that in the clothes

business, you could make it big,” he says.
And he did. Within three years, he made
his first million rupees. It was his yuppie
moment. The day his finance officer said
they had a surplus of ₹2 lakh in the bank,
Naresh bought a first-class ticket around
the world and took a two-month break. He
wasn’t yet 30.
Naresh, currently a Rajya Sabha MP, is
perhaps the least-known in a family of
well-known people: his father, Inder
Kumar Gujral, was former Prime Minister
of India; his uncle Satish Gujral is an eminent painter; and his grandfather, Avtar
Narain Gujral, was member of the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan.
Naresh knew that it would be politics for
him too, but not before he made his millions. Today, he is easily among the richest
politicians in India and lives in a posh
home in Lutyens’ Delhi.
Politics taught him to give up fancy
shoes, trendy clothes and branded ties. All
that went to his staff. “As a politician I
learnt to dress down,” he says, “so now I
dress very simply.”
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CLASSIFIEDS
TO BOOK YOUR AD CALL SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

>> 0172-5050683

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT>>

8872502111

GROOMS WANTED
KHATRI
SM4 B'FUL khatri A.Mglik girl 5'4"/

SUITABLE MATCH for Beautiful PB

SUITABLE MATCH for beautiful,

PQM 4 PB B'ful fair slim veg girl,5'4"/

13.1.89 / 2:54PM Delhi B.Sc (H.Sci)
B.Ed, Call: 7838832459, 01204903217 Email: vksk2010@gmail.com

fair, slim Himachli khatri girl 5'-4"
19.11.88, 4:10am Cochin. Working
MNC Chandigarh 13 Lac per annum.
Preferably Tricity. 8054744987,
8699412777.

LNKG FOR Tall, H'some, Prof. Del bsd
boy from Sophisticated family for a
CA, 25yr old b'ful smart well brought
up girl, 5'9", Wkg in Big 4, from
Affluent Prof. Family of South Delhi.
Contact : 9560416202, 9310075535.

STATUS CHD family invites
Alliance for their Prof Qlfd in
Guidance and Counseling, Bful,
Slim wkg Daughter 28.08.1991,
5'-6". 9816648599.

SM4 B'FUL Khatri (Khanna) girl
from well edu fmly 88 born 5'-4½"
MA, B.Ed Teacher in Delhi Dowry
seekers excuse. 9210652101.

Girl July 80/5'3", PGDBA/ Eco. (Hons.)
Delhi MNC/12.3 LPA/ Working as a
Lead Manager. Contact: 9818705550
Email: bwalia1@ymail.com

4.9.91,B.Tech,Wkg in MNC as Sr. S/W
Engr.11.72Lpa,khatri hormone Prblm
Del bsd fmly.Prfrs Ttlr IT/Govt. Serv.
well stld C'ltrd dcnt boy 9810371889

SM4 B'FUL Punjabi Khatri Girl Fair
17.09.93, 9:15am Rupnagar 5'-5"
B.Tech, Computer Science Wkg I.T
Company Delhi 8.LPA Father Retd.
Govt. Officer Mob. 9417167526,
wtsp. 9729804847.

PQM4 SMART/FAIR Punjabi
Khatri Girl/Sep.84/5'-2" Edu. B.Com,
CS,CMA,CA(Inter).Running her own
office/Firm at Delhi.Preff.CA/MBA/CS/Medico/Govt.Emp. 7087448888.

FAIR, SLIM Khatri girl, B.Tech./
MBA, Software Engineer USA, H1B
Visa, 24.2.86, 10:27am, Chd, 5'-4".
78140-34420, 95010-73888.
amitnayyar22@gmail.com

AGARWAL
Aggarwal Girl, 5'1", 22-06-1980, 2:30
PM Ferozepur B.Sc. And Fashion
Designer From NIFT, Presently
working at Chandigarh. Looking For.
Multinational Company's
Employees/ Businessmen. Caste No
Bar. 9812013300.

PB NM girl Oct'88/5'6" slim fair B.Sc.

fair looking Tyagi girl, June 88/ 5'4"
3-yr textile dip/ wrkg. Pref qualfd
service class/settled business.
M. 9868137676, 9013012636.

(H) Comp.Sc.(D.U.) M.C.A (I.P.)U wkg
T.C.S S.S.Engg 11+ LPA, Delhi family.
required #9560259888,9654031002
Email: 72.krishna@gmail.com

LONDON BASED b'ful slim girl

B'ful, Fair, Tall 5'5" Feb. 84
Highly Edu. Brahmin Girl. All
brahmin acceptable #09795029580
biodat.matrimonial1@gmail.com

.A WELL established family inviting

proposal for their b'ful, cultured,very
fair, highly qualified daughter (1983
born).Seeks a well Edu. boy form a
business fmly or a prof.# 9810405553

SUITABLE MATCH for Brahmin

PQ 4 Conv. Edu NM Khatri Girl 16.8.91
4:38 PM/ Delhi/ 5'2", BA(H) Pol. Sc.,
Pursuing MA, wrkg Nursery Teacher
in Public School. Call: 9717730300
Email: sethineeru3@gmail.com

Contact:8851569620
Email:
bbtransfer60@gmail.com

PQM4 PB Khatri Homely Girl 5'2"/ 311-88/ 7:25 am/ Durg, Chattisgarh,
GNIIT, BSc(IT), Caste no bar. S.Delhi
based. W'app/Cont: 9811613259,
Email: pkm3891@gmail.com

MATCH FOR Punjabi Arora fair
slim 5'2"/ 1976 Delhi Central Govt
Girl MA M.Lib 12 LPA (looks 32)
never married Mobile-8851424890
Em- amit_gandhi2007@yahoo.com

INDST FMLY lvng in Jorbgh bglw hvg

girl Age-32 years, height-5'5",
M.Sc. Physics Ph.D, Asst. Professor
Ph: 9811588529, 9811588549.
Email: sbala1957@yahoo.in

WANTED GROOM for Kaushik
Brahmin girl, 21/01/1990,12:28 pm,
5' 2.5"/Meerut. Bachelor from Delhi
Uni., M.A., M.Phil. Ph.D.(JNU Delhi).
Taking remedial Classes in Delhi Uni.
as guest lecturer & B.Ed College.
Preferably professor, Govt. Officer
or working professional. Contact9412204111, 9837423008

PQM4 CONVENTED slim Nov 83,
5'-2", Assistant Professor Govt.
College Contractual, Pursuing Ph.D
aks1950@gmail.com

PQM4 BRAHMIN. Manglik

Aug'90/5'7" Delhi M.Sc Wkng as Sr.
SW Engineer. Send BHP to
8368349827 or Email to:
rp.kalia@yahoo.com

GAUR BRAHMIN Anshik Manglik
wheatish slim 27/ 5'4"/ 1992/ MBA
12 Lacs, Parent Govt. Employee.
respectable family. M: 9717822344.
Email: scbd1965@yahoo.co.in

SPB SAVARNA Gotra girl 29/5'5"

B'ful. NM Convt., MBBS RMO(Lko)
Seeks IAS/IRS/IPS/PCS/Dr./MD/MS,
Prefd. Ballia/Vns & Del stld. Parent
wkg Del/Lko apextoolsgauges@
gmail.com, Whatsapp #9450314430

PQM4 SPBR Delhi based Girl
78/5'2" Never Married, Veg., working in US MNC as Manager IT, seeks
Vegetarian Teetotaler, Non Smoker
only. Email: 1729kalyan@gmail.com

PUNJABI SARASWAT Brahmin
Non-Manglik fair beautiful
slim girl MBA NIT Diploma Jan
1993/5'4". Contact: 9971191145.
Email: krishansunil88@gmail.com

SM4 BEAUTIFUL slim, Punjabi
Saraswat Brahmin girl 5'/ 24.12.85/
11:55 pm/ Delhi, BA working MNC/
3.50 LPA. Contact: 9910032219.
Email: madhurishi11@gmail.com

PQSM FOR Delhi based Brahmin
Girl 5'3"/ 90 MA(Eng) B.Ed non
wkg boy should well settled from
Brahmin/ Khatri family Contact 9711139420, 9831156676.

SUITABLE MATCH for Brahmin
Jul'82/5'2", MCA girl working MNC,
17.8 LPA. Ph No.: 9560272998,
9810074189, 0120- 4262124.
Email: harekrishan2019@gmail.com
5'-6", Business Analyst MNC
Chennai. 10 LPA. 09877991595,
08360085362.

Gursikh Match for Candian Citizen
Highly Qualified, Well Placed, 27,
Good Looking, 5'7"
matchperfect809@gmail.com

SM4 B'FUL Slim Khatri convt Edu.

Girl 25/5'6"/ Asst Prof in DU seeks
Well Edu/wrkg/ND Gursikh boy from
Del based reputed fmly#8587949417
Em:- chawla.blessings@gmail.com

SUITABLE GURSIKH match

preferably Delhi / NCR for Girl Dec'87
born , MA , B.Ed,Teacher 5 feet.
Contact :- 9899382582 or Em:
kaur.navin16@ gmail.com

PQM 4 Del Bsd Tonk Kshatriya Sikh
Girl 39/ 5'4", Never Married (looks
young), CA, wkg Top Global IT MNC.
Caste no bar. Call: 9717657740
Email: gsrakhra1940@gmail.com

REQ SIKH /Pb(Clean Shaven/Cutsird
/Trimmer prfd) for S.Delhi bsd B'ful
Sikh girl CA/5'4"/Sep'90 wkg in
1 of big 4's in GGN 15Lpa. H'scope
matchers pl excuse 9810077448

AGARWAL
BORN AT Chandigarh 1.55pm / 3 July
89 / 5'4" Convent Educaed,
Commerce Graduate Garg Girl
pursuing Art of Paintings. Seeking
alliance, Caste no bar. Decent
Marriage. Contact : 9876594856

SM 4 Delhi Based Pb. khatri slim b'ful

veg. girl 5'3" / 26.01.88/12:25pm Del,
Post Grd. wkg MNC GGN 10LPA, well
sttld Edu. Pb. Fmly. W/A 9810262283.
email: makangp56@gmail.com

QUALIFIED , Settled, Businessman

boy of High Status family Required
for Very Fair Charming MBA 29/5'5"
Punjabi girl of Businessclass High
Status family. Contact : 9313186091

PQM FOR B'ful Punjabi Slim Fair,

5'4"/31, PG(LSE) U.K, Wrkng MNC
Gurgaon, 28 LPA, Edu. Status Family
Well Sttld South Delhi.# 9999337121,
Email: mrnv101@gmail.com

Pretty, Slim girl MA, B.Ed wkg as
Eng Teacher in Rptd School 5'2"/
23.3.90/7:27pm/Delhi PB KH fmly,
vijay.gujral1960@gmail.com

04-04-88/7.39am,Del,B.Com(H), MBA
MNC, GGN (IT), 11 Lpa, Elder Brother
married & stld in AUS. # 9958824659
Email: veenitachadha@gmail.com

Delhi Based well
established Punjabi
Brahmin Family invites
alliance form
professionally qualified
and well placed boy
from cultured family
for their smart,
fair, good looking,
sweet natured, family
oriented daughter,
28/160cms,
presently managing
her own Make-Up
studio in Dubai.

ALLIANCE INVITED for 5'5", "80
SM 4 slim fair 26/5'3.5" S.Delhi based
girl PGDM from Pearl Academy wkg
as Asst. Mgr. with Global Footwear
brand Ggn.Father B'nesman, Mother
Govt Job.#9810241998/9810368294

PQ WS Dli Based Punjabi boy required

for tall fair slim girl MDS Orthodontist
having Own Clinic DOB- 22.07.81 TOB
15.58 Dli early marriage,Emailmdswed81@gmail.com

for smart, charming only daughter
(20/5'1") of an IAS officer studying
in a prestigious college of Delhi.
Mail to: radhisu1955@gmail.com

JAT
S/M REQ for V.b'ful High Status
5'6" Sep 96 Jat Girl. Pref High
status family. Tel: 9871591853
bd3450@gmail.com

medalist, b'ful,slim,simple, cultured,
Oct. 89 born/ 5'9", only child, highly
edu. fmly of Doctors & Engineers.
Seeks Jat Sikh Prof'nal MDS, MD,
Businessman match settled in USA/
India(Metro City) frm edu. fmly only.
Agents excuse. Send details & photo.
9810120312/ jawaharjit@gmail.com

SM 4 PB Khatri, NM / B'ful girl, 5'3''/

9999357786

SM (IAS/IPS/IIT/IIM only)

born, Edu., Fair, B'ful girl. Boy from
high Status Business family. Send
BHP on: satguru2015@rediffmail.
com

PQM 4 fair beautiful Arora Girl,

25.03.1980,5'3, M.Com, MBA,LLB
WKNG as DIR. COMM. IN A REPTD
ComE-shri_ganesh@yahoo.com,
09910502618 NCR,South delhi prfd.

SM4 B'FUL Pb. Khatri Girl 5'8"

BEAUTIFUL MATCH for Jat Sikh
Boy 175CM/ 25 Yrs Convent Educated. Own Family Business with
High Seven Figure Income Per
Annum. Mobile:- 8437851910.

SM4 FAIR,B'FUL 33Yrs/5'4"
Divorcee Jatsikh-Girl(P.G-History)
CANADIAN-CITIZEN, Looking for
Jatsikh-Boy Settled in USA.
+91-7626931525, +1-7783785365

ARORA
B'FUL CHARMING Fair Punjabi
Girl Status Family/ 5'7"/9-2-88/
9:05 AM/Delhi/ Spl. Educator/
working CBSE Global School 9LPA
# 9311657678, 9811257678

RAJPUT

21/06/1991 B.Tech MBA(IIM) Wkg
MNC At Mumbai 18Lpa+ Seeks Pb.
Match Exp. Tfr. Dl/NCR #9654656271
Em:anilmehan1958@Gmail.com

RAJPUT DELHI Girl FM Reputed
Family. Smart, Cultured, Good
Looking, MBA working, well to do,
26/5'7"/ 5 Lac, Cont: 9899455915,
Email: prachi15singh@gmail.com

PB GRADUATE/ 35, 5'3, I'less /
Div. Wrkg off Asst in Central
Govt on Contract basis. Bro.
Central Govt. Officer. Email:
malra.rakesh@gmail.com

SM FOR Rajput girl,South Delhi Jun

87/ 5"1 MBA Ast Mgr Sales In Ltd Co
12 Lpa Mob 9810307213 email
anushka.xiss@gmail.com

PUNJABI KHATRI Fair, Tall,
Homely 42+ / 166 / B.A. + F.D.
Girl. Boy must be well settled.
Caste No Bar. Early & Simple
Marriage. Contact # 9891496677.

SM FOR Beautiful Punjabi Girl 26 yrs

SM 4 high status Punjabi family girl

5'2", M.Tech - IIT Kanpur, working in
MNC, Delhi based Family of Doctors
& Engineers. Contact: 8368805959
Email: rchopra2008@yahoo.com

5'6" B.Tech /M.S/ UK/1988 Born
working as a Manager in MNC
Gurgaon Seeks well placed
professional/ Businessman. Em:
sasonmee@gmail.com, 9811071755

SM 4 Punjabi Khatri Suri,Beautiful girl

5'4",14.10.90/00:05AM/Delhi,wrking
Graduate in Spanish & English (Hons.)
Father-Business man. # 9810823855
Email: dmwaterrakesh@hotmail.com

PQM 4 B’ful, Punjabi, Dec ‘89 Born,
5’4” girl, MBA (IIM), Wkg MNC-Ggn,
25+ LPA, South Delhi based family.
Seeks Delhi/NCR based settled boy.
9891416551 rkgk1986@gmail.com

S.DEL BSD Punjabi Ar. Bus.Fmly.

Invite Alliance for there B'ful,
Fair,Well edu daughter wrkg in MNC
25/10/1984,Ht. 5'1. Cont: 9818782322,
groverpradeep54@yahoo.com

DOCTOR

09-1988 (3.30 pm) Delhi. 5'1" /
B.Tech, 20 Lac PA, Working MNC
Pune. Contact : # 9811293814, E-mail:
akgoel2013@gmail.com

PQM FOR Beautiful V.Fair girl, MBA,

Wrkng Noida, Goel NM, 5ft/ 05-03-89.
Father Retd. AGM PSU. Status family.
Cont : 9810979021, Email:
pkgupta22155@gmail.com

SEEKS PROFESSIONALLY
Qualified Boy (IIT/ IIM) For 28/5'-4",
MBA IIM Lucknow, Working MNC.
98884-88852, guptaak729@gmail.com

REQD PROF. Qualified Match for
very fair slim b'ful sharp features
5.2'/27yrs Girl B.Tech Delhi wkg in
MNC, package@40Lpa B’ness family
frm Delhi. Whatsapp 9810109817
Email: docsinghals@ gmail.com

ALLIANCE FOR Rajput beautiful &
fair Girl 31/5'7" LL B (5 Yrs) NLU, 26
LPA, US Consulting, Gurgaon, Father
CMD CPSU, Rajput, Bhumihar,
Kayastha, Agrawal welcome. Vinod
Singh, 9650922231,
vksnhpc@yahoo.co.in

PQM VEG Boy Govt / Bank / MNC for

NM, B.A., Homely, 9.15 pm 11 Aug,
92 Faridabad seeks well settled boy
in FBD/Delhi/NCR # 9319709239
Email: suren29farid@rediffmail.com

SM4 FAIR, b'ful,Khatri,girl Feb'90

5'5'' Ph.D Psychology,Astt. Prof,in
University,5.0 lpa,seeks alli edu, sttld
boy. magana.0290@gmail.com
Contact-9818744419,9650991263

PQM 4 NM Pb Sr. Br. slim smart girl,

B.E. (ECE),MBA(Rglr), 5'6"/ 29-11-87,
Delhi, 15 LPA, Sr.Consultant in a Big4
Co. in Delhi. Ph : 9873767138, Email :
harishbhanot1955@gmail.com

SM4 ARORA working girl
slim, fair, graduate 5'/11Dec 1973.
Caste no bar. Contact:
9899212224, 9899898991
Email: spdhingra45@gmail.com

Issueless Divorcee 29 Years Beautiful, Slim and Charming Girl 5'-4" MA
English, Saini Family Own House in
Chandigarh Father Retired Engineer
and Businessman. Caste No Bar.
Dowry Seekers Please Excuse. Contact: 9779978403.

37 YRS Sikh(F), Looks much Younger
Divorced Medico, DNB,25LPA,1yrs
son,L'king for a Medico/Profess.
Settled, Groom below 40yrs. Preferred in Delhi -NCR Upper Caste.
Em:janaksinghc1985@gmail.com

5'4" Sr Professional in UK Caste no
bar Only UK settled mail
saxenarajen@gmail.com

SM FOR Pbi Arora girl with Indian

values based in uk.18-2-82 fair,
bful,professionally qualified.Living
with parents.Ht 5'5. Looking for
professional boy from status family.
Email: cookiearora@btinternet.com
0044 7779 923855

SM FOR Roman Catholic, 45yrs/5'6",

G.Lkg, Wrkg in Melbourne, Wheatish
Loving, Caring, Edud., Div. I' less girl.
Aus. citizen Seeks Sincere, Roman
Catholic compatible match (age 45 to
50). Call or W'app +61-0451105123,
Em:- angelaanthony0000@gmail.com

MANGLIK
SEEKING PQM Earning 20 LPA &
above for B.Tech Hindu/ Khatri Slim
Manglik girl. 5'5", 18.11.88, 2:45PM
Chd. Earning 20LPA, MNC-NCR
8288002361, 8288002362.

SM FOR Brahmin, Mglk,V.b'ful, Slim

28yrs/5'2",Wkg Mumbai,12 Lpa,Father
Sr. Army Officer.Pref. Defence bckgrd
Upper caste no bar. Ph: 9463840380
Email: nawnit16@yahoo.in

SM 4 Punjabi Postgraduate, Healthy,
fair Manglik Teacher girl,erng. 5 Lpa,
Delhi born 6'Feb'1982, 00:30, 5'9",
110 kg. Caste no bar. M:9818087065,
Email: rkbahl3872@gmail.com

PQM FOR BE(DCE)- MBA (IIM-Cal)

Mnglk Rajak Rajput Girl, 30+LPA;
5'6", 8-oct-90, 7:39 AM, Delhi,
#9810476472, #9872433958, JVS
ZTUS4221

SC/ST

B'FUL, PB Khatri 33/5'5', MNC,
Gurgaon, 13L, divorcee, seeks
match from NCR # 9871014348,
Email: deipanwit@gmail.com

Sikh Girl 1985/ 5, M.Sc., Sister
married, Brother married (USA)
preferred match at least graduate.
7508326167.

MD/ MS match for MD(Radio)
Ravidasia Girl 29/ 5'-3" Father Govt.
job. Phone: 9517702129.

1982/5'9" Delhi, 12th pass. Own
Business/Shop, Income 5 LPA Seeks
Punjabi/Sikh B'ful Homely/ working
Girl pref. #9213525547, 9213525546

SEEKING SUITABLE Bride for
South Delhi based MBA 32 yrs/ 5'8"
handsome cultured well settled boy
of an affluent family income 5 Lacs
per month. WhatsApp-92679 46329.

MATCH FOR Hindu Arora Boy
10.01.1987, 10:01 p.m. Panchkula
5'-5" B.Com, MBA, well settled
business. Preferred beautiful
qualified employed girl. 9855103636

HINDU KHATRI Boy, 6'-1", 29
Years, Master in Engineering Management from Canada, Job in Canada. Wanted Engineer (IT, CS),
Khatri Arora, NRI Also Preferred.
Whatsapp: 78374-11509.

M4 H'SOME very fair Pbi Khatri
(Trehan) Delhi boy Dec. 84, 5'-11".
Manager MNC/ IT salary- 6 figure.
caste no bar. 9899058453.

V, V H'SOME Khatri,Dr.Dental&

Aesthetic Surgeon sept 88/6 ft
wrking Uk, high income. Renowned
fmly from Chandigarh seeking B'Ful
Dentist/Medico/IT match. Visiting
India soon caste no bar
.Biodata/Photos to
rmmdoc28@gmail.com. Whatsapp
447890260942

REQUIRED MATHUR Medico P.G.
pfr D.M, M.C.H good looking Boy for
a Pretty looking fair Mathur Medico
MD( Pedia) 27 years 5ft 4'. Very
Rptd fmly. 8171904004,
9897247366

MD DOCTOR 5'-7", Age 40 legally
divorced, 6 years female child,
Father Doctor Upper caste welcome.
98726-22889,
gargpdass@gmail.com

M4 ARORA Punjabi Khatri MBBS,
DNB. 5'4"/31 yrs. Delhi based wkng
in a reputed Coaching Inst. Annual
Income 50 Lakhs. Caste no bar. Send
bio data. 9811903149, 9971066868.

MUSLIM
SYED, SUNNI Muslim B'ful Girl BAMS

MBA-HHM (Sr. Ex. Hosp Adm in Jpr.)
33/5'3" Father Retd GOI Offcr, Seeks
allince, Profl Qlfd Muslim well to do
Fmly boy. Em: syed.bpl24@gmail.com

SUNNI MUSLIM beautiful girl 24/

5.7"/ BA (Eng.Lit) PO in Bank at
Lucknow. Reply with biodata & photo.
Email : mushir05@rediff.com

VAISH
Girl 30 Yrs, 5'3", M.Tech, Part-time
Asst. Prof. In Delhi, Only Upper
Gupta Caste. Watsapp-9999183948,
Email : gruhaa@outlook.com

4:43pm/New Delhi, B.Tech, MBA Wkg
Ggn, 10 Lpa, Army bckgrd. Seeks wkg,
Slim girl Delhi NCR. Cont: 9671124852
Em: karansehgal198850@gmail.com

PQ V.B'FUL Never Married Match 4
V. Smart, V.Fair, UP Khatri boy, 5'8"/
17 Jan 1980/ 11:55pm/ Dehradun,
MCA - Thapar, Wkg as AVP in Invst
Bank Noida, 35 LPA. # 9899879459,
Email: aaroranoida@gmail.com

PQM 4 Khatri Mglk boy, 6'/24.05.92,

13:19 / Yamuna Nagar, B.Tech, Wkg in
reputed Ltd Co.in Ggn. Seeks Fair,
extremely b'ful girl from upper
middle class family. Cont: 9996116011

WORKING MATCH for a 5.10ft.
Hindu Khatri boy working in an
MNC. Looking for a match from
family in Chandigarh only. Birth
details 06.08.1988, 4.30 PM,
Chandigarh. Contact: 9888999746,
7508714430 Whatsapp.

GAUR BR. 29, 5'3" B.Tech (Civil)
JE Delhi Govt (Cont) Pref B'ful Girl
Govt/MNC Delhi/NCR well settled
family 9213098652, 9810725868
Email: 16kaushik1962@gmail.com

GAUR BRAHMIN Kaushik Boy 33/
5'10", veg. TT, M.Tech, LLB DU, wkg
top Law Firm 13 LPA, Own house,
Only son. Seeks well educated wrkg
girl. WhatsApp: 9868203280

SM 4 Br.Boy fair slim 15-8-90/17:27

Delhi.6ft B-Tech,own business,seeks
beautiful,fair, slim, educated
Girl,caste no bar call/whatsapp
9958541414,smatty.rk@gmail.com

B.Tech/CSE working MNC Noida, 8LPA
Family settled Working Delhi/NCR
Prefer Contact: 9773685554 Email:
apsaha3101@gmail.com

TYAGI BRAHMIN boy, Ph.D
(pursuing), MS(Engr) from USA.
B.Tech from top notch college in
India. 29 / 5'7" Family in Delhi.
W.App 9818311219
Manglik Kanyakubjya Brahmin Boy
(29 yrs, 5'8"), Working in HCL,
Lucknow. Contact: 7379120888

PQM 4 Brahmin Ansh M'nglk B.Tech
(In) MIS (Aus) well setl'd 5'8" PR
(Australia) boy 3-3-87 / 10:50 AM/
Patiala 4m well Educt'd f'ly.
9888116977

SM4 BRAHMIN boy 5’6” i’less

PQ MANGLIK Saraswat Brahmin Dec
88/167, Nakodar Born,03:05PM,
Handsome Pure
Veg,teetotaller,MTech. Asstt.
Manager in Nationalised Bank in
Chandigarh. Beautiful working bride
reqd. WhatsApp 9416300070;
8860913800

M4 BRHMN boy Wkg with MNC

SM4 PB 5'4" NM Slim fit fair Nov'78
(looks much yngr) B'ful I'less div.
MBA Wkg in MNC/13LPA. Seeks
edu w'stld tall pref Del/ NCR. WAp
9205674210/9654162810

SM FOR 79 born/5'1",PGT in Convent
School,Div. with 14 yrs old daughter.
2 brothers settled, elder in Australia.
Father Retd. Prof. Call: 9868086837
Email: skrkn1234@gmail.com

MATCH FOR pretty Sikh Rajput
Urban based Dentist, 164 cm, 1981
born, looks younger, issueless
divorcee, D/o Senior Defence
Officer, Religion/Caste no bar.
Call: 82849-82052, 76528-39905.
Fair, Beautiful, Innocent Issueless
Divorcee Arora Sikh Girl, 39, 5'-4",
MA, B.Ed, Belonging to Well to do
and Educated family. Religion No
Consideration. Contact 9872796045. Please Send Biodata of the
boy in Question on this Whatsapp
Number.

Gurugram as software engr 28/5'-11"
prefd to girl in Job 9814577137.

Divorcee, 75 born, looks younger,
B.Com LLB, 6 LPA, own house
Noida, seeks i’less girl. WhatsApp:
7982508817, arrssha@gmail.com

Graduate, Smart Cut Sikh boy wkg in
MNC IGI Airport Delhi (Team Leader)
25,000/- PM, own DDA Flat in Delhi.
Caste no bar. JS ID: YXAW3369,
# 9936648024 Send Biodata & Pic
Email: rishtadelhi2018@gmail.com

SM 4 Sikh Khtri boy 5'10'',May'86,own

business of transport & mobile shop,
Own house Delhi. Income more than
1Lac p/m.# 9999918689, 9811308745
Email: gurvindergg@yahoo.co.in

SUITABLE MATCH for Sikh
Khatri 34 years, 5'10" MS (Illinois,
USA) Salary $77K Per Annum,
Turban wearing. Email:
virander15@yahoo.com

30, 5'-10", Working Gurgaon, Salary
30,000/- Educated Family, Own
House. 9034241641.

JAIN
SM4 JAIN Boy T.T. Own House Buss.

(Wholesale electrical goods) East Dli,
6.03.78/5'6"/8pm Dli,Qual.High Schol
Seeks homely Girl.CNB #9810683409,
Email: vinodjain19500@gmail.com

Green Park
(South Delhi) based
Digambar Jain
Well Settled Family,
Invite Proposals
for their Son,
Age 28 Year, 5'8"
Very Handsome,
Dynamic, brought
up with values,
Commerce
Graduate (D.U)
MBA (S.P. Jain
Bombay) Working
in Family Managed
Export Business
Seeks Alliance from
Parents of Cultured,
Educated very ethical,
Soft-Spoken, Homely,
Girl, Well Settled,
Religious Jain/Aggarwal
Business Family

Call: +91-7290094798
Email With Recent Photo
& Full Details to :

director.vinyl@gmail.com
ALLIANCE INVITED for Jain,
B.Tech., Fair, Gud lkng, Manglik, 28/
5'8'' boy managing infra, hotels &
construction business with 8 fig income at Delhi & Uttkhnd from well
edu., gud lkng, prof qulfd girl from
respectable jain/ bania family. E:
arpitjn1010@gmail.com Mobile:
9412052259

NIGAM, HANDSOME/ April 85/
5'4" / Post Graduate/ Business/
Delhi Based. # 9953290621,
8750067291

KAYASTHA BOY 31/5'10" fair
handsome B.E. BITS PILANI MS USA
working top MNC USA highly edu
status fmly CNB. Cont: 9827224439
Em: drnmshrivastava@gmail.com.

ARORA

M 4 Del bsd NM Pb Brahmin boy 5'11", PQM 4 H’some Non Manglik Arora
29.12.83, slim, smart, Wkg Noida
12 LPA,all gneral caste Hindi Punjabi
accpted. 9871820456,9868905147.
Homely & elder plz excuse.

BRAHMIN 32/5'8" Boy Working in

Civil Services UPSC (IDAS) Prefferred
Class- I,2 Or Judicial Services.Caste
No Bar # 9131244369, 9200555556
Email: tiwari.anand1771@gmail.com,

Boy 5’-10”/25.4.82/ 12.05 pm/ Delhi
B.Sc (Phy) MCA (DU) Wrk Ggn
18 LPA. # 7703831152 Email:
ukw1149@gmail.com

SUITABLE MATCH for Handsome,
fair Punjabi Hindu Arora boy 34/5'7"
MBBS, MD Doctor, Wkg in Reputed
Delhi Hosp. Ph: 8826006681,
9810312250 rkparora@yahoo.com

SMART, PB. boy 5'5",6.3.83/10:37am

SIKH
SM 4 Unmarried 45/6ft, Wheatish,

SIKH KHATRI Handsome BA Boy

KAYASHTHA

SUITABLE MATCH for Smart

girl.DOB 15.2.79 / ht. 5"9" , MBA ,
professional . Father Retired. Mech.
Eng. seeks educated liberal minded
well settled suitable match in early
40's . E -ssmmatharoo@gmail.com
with photo. Caste no bar.

WANTED SUITABLE Match for
PQSM4 GUPTA (Kaushal), V.B'ful

SM 4 Khatri, Ansk.Mglk 5'9", 25.10.88/

working in Cent. Govt. Delhi 8.4 LPA,
Seeks only Govt. Employee Veg.
well qualified. # 8527688048.
Email: bhp20768@gmail.com

SM 4 SAHU-TELI B'ful Girl 28/5'3",

SM4, KAYASTHA B'ful Girl, Age 30/

match for MD(Radiation Oncology)
April 90 Aggarwal girl 5'1. Currently
SR in a reputed hospital. Belongs to a
reputed business family of Punjab. Ph
no 9855121115, 9814015929

27.7.88/12:40pm/Delhi.Seeks homely
girl from good fmly of Delhi/ Punjab/
North India. 9873903909,8510033351
Email: veena.sachar.pv@gmail.com

SM 4 Gzb boy 31/ 5'11" B.Pharma

SAHU−TELI

SM 4 fair Del. bsd rep. fmly advocate 24/5'1"/24.10.94/4.40am.
Del. non mngk girl (F) Advocate (M)
tchr. pref. legal prof 9810456472
praveen.bhatnagar@gmail.com

SEEKING SUITABLE MD/MS/MCH

SM 4 Pb. Khatri,well stld humble boy,

BRAHMIN

Kashyap Rajput Girl, Born 29 May 84,
04.25 AM Hoshiarpur (PB), Height
4'11", MBA, UGC Net, Diploma in a
foreign language. Cast No Bar.
Preference to Delhi NCR
Groom.Contact 9773601843.
admin@bgkrishnan.com

KAYASHTHA

5'6"/ CA Final & Working, Unable to
conceive due to congenital absence of
uterus. Divorcee/Widower accepted
Caste No Bar. Contact 9456211600.

boy 80 born, 5'9", never married
working in MNC Gurgaon, Package
23 Lakhs. Mobile: 9971777014.
Email: tikku_singh@yahoo.com

KHATRI

MATCH FOR Delhi Based Beautiful

PQM FOR Delhi Based beautiful fair

Rajput Mnglk Kangra (HP) born 2-380/ 4:55AM/5'3"/ MA(Hin&Eng.), Ph.D
(Edn) b'ful slim girl Wkg as Asstt Prof.
(Guest) in DU College.# 9868105726

34/6'2'' boy from a South Delhi
based business family. Email
profile & pictures to:
thegoodmatch7@gmail.com

SUITABLE MATCH for Sikh

ÁA Æ A

DLI BSD Well Edu/Stld SM for Thakur

SIKH GIRL for a well educated,

SM4 H'SOME Pb Khatri Sikh boy

BRIDES WANTED

26 Year's 5'-4", M.A, B.Ed, Preferably Brahmin. Manglik Businessman
Boy. 7508126513.

DIVORCEE/WIDOW

Amritdhari Sikh Boy (Khatri). April
1983/5'9, M.SC, Senior Business
Strategist Working in Reputed MNC.
Never Married. US, UK, Canada
Citizen/ PR Preferred But Flexible.
Contact WhatsApp/ Mobile 9814008886 WhatsApp only 4164145096
singhdarshanb@hotmail.com

LUDHIANA BASED slim Ravidasia

SM4 B'FUL Sikh girl US Citizen 43/

Canadian PR Prof qlfd Pb Khatri
girl Sep. '89/5'1". Girl visiting Delhi
soon. 9818180507, 9811389666.
Email: chander_2247@yahoo.com

PROFESSIONALLY QUALIFIED Match for Canadian Citizen

REMARRIAGE

3:2 am siwan Hindu, OBC, Del/ NCR
seeks. w stld / Qlfd boy. Cast no
bar. SC/ST no aply 8750057648:
shaadimatriads@gmail.com

unmarried London settled boy, for a
34 yrs./ 5'-3" beautiful, smart
unmarried UK Citizen Sikh girl. Send
Biodata with Pics on Whatsapp:
9041410995, email:
harbirkaur2014@gmail.com

NRI/ WILLING to sttle Canada for

June 1985, 5'9" Divorced (Mutual
Consent Brief Marriage ) St. Delhi
F'mly. # 9811025921 9582454582
Email: Jagdeepbakshi@yahoo.co.in

MA B.ED girl 35/ 5'6" 13.3.84,

LOOKING, WELL educated

5'3" divorcee (daughter 11yrs) highly
qualified, managment cadre job in
US. Caste no bar # 9899373333
E:manjeet_bajwa@hotmail.com.

SIKH
SM4 KHATRI Sikh Advocate Boy

OTHER

Dec'89 / 5'6''/ BBA & MS( USA) WkgIn
NY On H1B /Delhi Fmly/ 9312967744/
ng261289@gmail.com Caste No Bar

Height 5'3", Parmanent Job in Delhi
Gotra Chandila, Poswal Faridabad.
M: 9311853005

SM 4 Manglik Punjabi fair and

SM4 B'FUL, Fair, 5'3" Punjabi girl

SUITABLE MATCH for Innocent

SLIM FAIR MBA (HR) Girl age 29

Pb. B'ful, Fair, Mglk Girl 32 yrs./ 5'8"
Dli Born, Bank Astt. Manager, Father
Retd SBI, Mother Lect. Govt. School.
W/P : 9711227768, 011-47517617

beautiful girl 5'2'' 9-11-1981,
MPT, issueless legally divorcee
working as a Manager #
8368471526 / 9873912426

5'3" divorcee (daughter 11yrs) highly
qualified, managment cadre job in
US. Caste no bar # 9899373333
E:manjeet_bajwa@hotmail.com.

SM4 V'FAIR / B'ful/ Slim/ Gupta/

HIMACHALI

GUJJAR

charming, conv. edu. having own
Digital set up in South Delhi.
Prefd. South Delhi based families.
# 8826865448, 9818930375

PQM FOR Manglik. Goel Girl, DOB: 09-

MA B.ed slim Hindu (Passi)
Delhi based girl. Caste No Bar.
Mob. No: 9810260622, 9650302418.

31.07.85,6:20am/5' BCom (H)/ CA (F)
Gp1Pass, wkg Asstt. Mgr MNC Noida.
# 7683004963 Email:
ravjian@gmail.com

SM4 HINDU Pbi. 1991 / 5'6"

MBBS, MD/ Garg/ Fair/ B'ful Girl/
5'3"/ 25.11.90/ Delhi.
# 9810175199, 9871286720
E-mail: manojgarg87@gmail.com

MATCH FOR beautiful 5'3½"/30 yrs

JAIN,FAIR, SLIM, Con.edu. S.Dli,

b'ful girl 30.9.85/9:54am Del /5'4"
MA (Pol Sc) PGDBA (HR). Father CA
Retd. Exec. Director Oil PSU. Caste no
bar. em: sambandh10@gmail.com

30/5'2" M.A., B.Ed. Public School
Teacher 8 LPA South Delhi. WhatsApp
/ Call: 9810165289, 9899238860.
Email: wedruf@gmail.com

PQM4 DR. (Sr. Pediatrician)

HINDU

JAIN

DELHI PITAMPURA based PSB

girl, MBA-Fin. from UK belongs to a
simple, cltrd & high status Pb. Sikh
family. Any Cast # 09810352690,
Email: balbirsinghgill@gmail.com

Girl 32 / 5'2" Wrkg. as Medical
Professional in Govt. Hospital,
Australia Citizen, Visiting India
in April. Call: 9999960136

MATCH FOR Brahmin Manglik Girl,

5'2" / 4.40am Delhi, Educated,
Beautiful Girl M.Com, B.Ed. Mother
Class - I Officer. # 9873750755. email
: smrjack08@gmail.com

PQM4 B'FUL, 1990/5'5", Non-Mglk

BEAUTIFUL SLIM Fair Gupta

B'ful BA,Diploma Textile-Desg,Divorcee without Issue.Well -Settled,
Decent,suitable,Match-Preferred.
9815553528,
rk.sharma6974@yahoo.com

DIVORCEE/WIDOW
SM4 B'FUL Sikh girl US Citizen 43/

JAT SIKH MDS (Endodontist) Gold

SM4 PB Arora V.fair Veg. Girl 31/05/

Seeks alliance for daughter, NonManglik, 30 yrs, 5'1", Slim, Good
Looking, Well educated and Cultured.
Caste no bar. Contact : 9871799839
Email: neptunedk9@gmail.com

bridegrooms from IAS/ IPS/IRS
Service Officers for 27 yr young
beautiful Doctor Daughter ENT
Surgeon,(Gold Medalist), Father is
senior IAS Officer holding the rank of
Principal Secretary in the State Govt.
We belong to Dalits but Non-Dalit
Families believing & practicing the
principles of social equality are also
welcome.M.9991924999, E:jpverma49@yahoo.com

JAT SIKH

edu., Pb girl, 5'3"/16-5- 81, 4.01pm
Delhi. Grad, PG Dip Mass Com, Asst
Editor, father retd sr. Def Offr sttled
S.Delhi. dhawansc@gmail.com

BUSINESS FAMILY of South Delhi,

ALLIANCE INVITED from

5'2"/ 27. 3. 1993/ 3.58 pm/ Delhi. BBA
girl with top MNC in Singapore from
Professional family.Reply with photo,
time of birth. WA# 7838117090
emmkay101@gmail.com.

PQM 4 V b'ful fair Delhi girl 31 slim

PQM FOR fair slim pretty convent

84, 5'2"BA/DU. Delhi bsd upper class
Business Fmly.Pref Service/Business
class fmly. 9810089084,9350811872
Email: dbabbar@rediffmail.com

DIVORCEE/WIDOW
SM4 CHRISTIAN Girl-33/5'4"Fair,

PUNJABI KHATRI beautiful 25/

IAS/ALLIED SERVICES

(PRT) pvt School Delhi.1989 / 158.
Avoid Agha and Dagur Gotra.
Contact 9312322484.
nchaudhary11@gmail.com

Girl 28.1.91, 5'4", 3.44am, Delhi,
M.A., M.Ed, Teacher in School of
Central Delhi. 9990750770,
sunlight201163@gmail.com

NRI
NRI JAT sikh girl 1989/ 5'5 Nursing in
Canada, 9914331433
kuldeepsingh8813@gmail.com

PQM FOR Fair B.ED MCom Teacher

PQM4 FAIR & b'ful Pb, Khatri girl

SM4 DEC 92 born, 5'2" BCA MCA Self

Match for 35/5'4", M.A Agarwal Div.
Working Girl. Mob. 9810007376
Send Photo, Bio-data Email:
s_singhal123@yahoo.co.in

MNC Gurgaon 22 LPA/ Nov'79 Looks
ynger # 9899961653, Email:
ravinder.abrol2012@gmail.com

,for B.Sc nursing PB Arora girl 35, 5'2"
US citizen, living with parents never
married Early simple marriage cast
no bar. Em: vkukrejas@yahoo.com,
Contact : 7351623464, 9999993822.

4.10PM Delhi 5'2 1/2" MBA (HR)
From SMU. Try for Job. Only non
smoker/drinker # 9650250785,
Email: jcbhalla.3d@rediffmail.com

Eye Doctor Goel Girl PG Ophtha,
Fbd Bsd Edu.Fmly,Wkg Central govt.
UCNB # 9971026367, Email:
gupta.manisha20884@gmail.com

SUITABLE PROFESSIONAL

WANTED B.SC nursing boy Pref. PB

PQM 4 PB Khatri Fair Girl 4.7.88,

SM4 B'FUL July 84/5'7" V.Fair NM

trialist match for MBA, 29yr/5'5",
b'ful smart, cultrd aggarwal girl.
Father industrialist 9362233556
Email: vksingla60@gmail.com

Univ. 28-4-85/5'3"/ from business
family seeks well settled match from
affluent business family #
9582350990

SM 4 Punjabi Khatri working girl 155cm

PQM 4 Slim B'ful Arora/ Khatri

gbab2019@gmail.com

31/5'6", B'ful girl MBA, MNC Wrkng
H'some Salary, Delhi Sttld Educated
family. Seeks Employed/ Well Settled
boy. Mob/WhatsApp: 9650990171

EDUCTD WELL estd bus./indus-

SM4 FOR b'ful girl grad. Cardiff

B.Ed, Teacher, 6.5 LPA, 5'5"/
26.8.89/8:12pm, Delhi # 9312630947,
sudhirberry@Yahoo.co.in

SM 4 Punjabi Self Employed, 17.9.90 /

PROFESSIONALLY QM for Sikh,

Aircraft Engg, MBA, Wkg in Airlines at
GGN, Looking for Suitable Salary class
boy. Mob-9313903492 / 9999412435,
Email : mekamal.gupta@gmail.com

Khatri NM Girl 19.6.82/ 6:00pm/ 5'6"
Delhi Wkg. as Exec. Manager in MNC
GGN. Pkg. 30Lac. # 9818767656,
Email:matrimatch1906@gmail.com

BUSINESSWOMAN

pl send Biodata with photo to :-

SUITABLE MATCH for Beautiful

B'FUL & Slim Girl, NonMnglk, 29/5'4",

PQM 4 MBA Slim Beautiful Punjabi

SR BR B'ful Girl 8.1.91, 10:58 AM, Asr, PROF. QLFD. well Stld Match for

PROFESSIONALLY QUALIFIED

29/5'3" Garg Beautiful Working
Girl. Business Calibre & Smart.
Professional/ NRI Match. Father
Senior Corporate Executive from
IIT based Delhi/ Mumbai. Brother
Engineer from BITS. Good Marriage.
WhatsApp: 93548 32667 Email:
srdynamic07@gmail.com

SM FOR Punjabi Khatri Fair, M.A,

WELL SETTLED Delhi based M4

Gursikh girl of Highly status affluent
Businessclass fmly Req Qualified Stld
Businessman High Paid Professional
boy of Delhi/NCR. Con: 9810286091

COMPANY SECRETARY, LLB

MBA(HR), Dip IT, B.Com, 20 March,
1981, 12:40 PM, Delhi. Wkg MNC Ggn.
14.5 LPA. WhatsApp: 9811294053
Email: soodrp44@gmail.com

Beautiful, 40, Non Manglik, B.Com
MBA, working in HR in recruitment
firm in Delhi. Contact: 9910193838,
9250002502

VERY FAIR, Convented MBA 24/5'6"

Empl. fair, NM only child, father CA.
Service/businss. class.
M - 9412234725, 9759007346
E-amitcambd@yahoo.co.in

PQM 4 B'ful tall Sood Khatri Girl, 5'9"

SM FOR Gaur Brahmin girl, 5'3",

SIKH

1989 Born/5'1" Ramgarhia Sikh
Working Girl MBA. Contact:
8826261515, 9711106569.

2 girls 93/5'7",94/5'6''sc DPS(RK),BBA
UK,Fthr Bldr,hvg7hotels in Ind./abrod
many more prop,rental income in Crs.
Sks sm sts bns fmly only. 9910322354

match for 27/5'-4" Fair, Slim,
Beautiful daughter Software Engg.
in MNC. Contact (M)-8979313901,
7060021120

Veg, aadi, Vatsa, GB, Teacher in
Govt Aided School,10/9/89,7:45 am
Delhi/5'3.5"/63,000 # 9213-892744,
Whatsapp 9654556950

PUNJABI

Highly
reputed Delhi
based family running
their own Hospital in Delhi
seek alliance for their fair
beautiful intelligent
Doctor Daughter 88 born
Issue less divorcee
(marriage lasted 5 months)
Looking for high status
well qualiﬁed
Business Or Professional
match.

'86/5'6" wkg Big-4 MNC, masters
top B-School UK from professional
Delhi PB Sikh Family.Seek matching
profile edu from Premium Instts.
Caste No Bar. # +919810043510
aark3427@gmail.com

GAUR BRAHMIN Parents seeking

SEEKS BRAHMIN boy for

Readers are advised to make appropriate thorough enquiries before
acting upon any advertisement. This newspaper does not vouch or
subscribe to the claims and representations made by advertisers
regarding particulars of status, age income of the bride/bridgegroom

PUNJABI

BRAHMIN
TYAGI SUITABLE Match reqd for

ADVICE

SUITABLE MATCH for Beautiful

Abohar, Netwrkg consultant in GBM
(Dubai),56 Lpa. Seeks PQ girl, ready
to relocate in Dubai. Ph: 9910473878,
Email: sham.sidana@gmail.com

GURSIKH, HANDSOME, MBA
31/5'6" Highly Paid working boy of
Businessclass Educated family
Required Charming Slim Educated
girl of Delhi. Contact : 9310086091

SEEKING SIKH match for fair,
teetotaller, 5'9'' from renowned
Business family based in South
Delhi. He is MBA from world's
top B school. Email profile and
photos at sikhmatri13@gmail.com

H'SOME GURSIKH Arora CA, Veg,

ND-NT 5'8"/1992 Australian PR wkg in
MNC seeks PQ B'ful girl residing in
Australia/willing to settle there #91
8860676808

JAT SIKH
PQM FOR Jat Sikh Clean Haven
B.Tech 29, 5'-8" Working with Reputed
MNC Noida. Govt. Bank or MNC
Employed Girl 5'-4" Preferred.
Whatsapp Photos & Details to
8288992236.

RAMGARHIA
MATCH FOR Ramgarhia Bhamra,
Matharu Boy March 1990 (Ludhiana)
5'-10", B.Sc (IT), Presently in Canada
on Work Permit. Contact on
Whatsapp Number +61490053585.
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BRIDES WANTED
AGARWAL
MATCH 4 H'some Delhite Bansal

LOOKING FOR a bride for a well

Boy 23/5'6" BBA from Amity/Singapore/UK/Australia, Highly Qlfd Business fmly,involve in family Business.
Email: kbansal94@gmail.com

settled lawyer running a law firm
in Delhi, 31 yrs/ 5'11. Caste no bar.
Call at 9810391166 or mail at
sagrikaprashar11@gmail.com

PQM 4 Punjabi Khatri Manglik

H'SOME FAIR slim well

H'some Boy 31/5'9" B.Tech
MBA (Premium College) wkg
MNC Noida # 9717373114
Em: drvkmalhotra@gmail.com

established Aggarwal boy,
30 Yrs, 5'8", Seeks beautiful and
slim girl. # 9811788214 Email:
satishgupta869333@gmail.com

SM4 UNMARRIED 45 /5'8'

HSME JAIN/GOEL boy 21.5.74

own business well settled income
in six figures early marriage
caste no bar Contact: 8076366730.
Email: arorasanju1972@gmail.com

/4pm/Panipat 5’7” BE (E&C) /
50Lpa. Wkg as Engg. Manager for
a large US MNC in Noida.
Email: jain1974s@gmail.com

PQM FOR Smart H'some Punjabi boy,

SM4 BANSAL H'some Boy 5'8" /

51/ 5'7", Highly Qualified Engineer in
Delhi, 35LPA, Issueless legal divorcee,
Very short marriage.Ph: 9599770315,
Email : var2567@gmail.com

8.04.86 /Ph.D, Scientist Fellow at
CSIR - CEERI , Pilani . Pref. B'ful
Qualified Girl. Contact No:
9839289797,9670455999

32/5'7" NURSING Officer Delhi

PROFESSIONALLY QUALIFIED for MDS Aggarwal Boy

Govt. Hospital, 8.74 LPA, Seeks Girl
Govt. Nursing Officer, Teacher Govt.
Job, Cast No Bar East Delhi-110092
Cont. 9213231622

13-2-89 / 10:45am / Delhi Born /
5'6" having own Clinic, Father a
reputed Dental Surgeon in Delhi.
Pref Smart, Beautiful, Working
Girl. Caste no Bar. 9818293593.
info@smilebydesign.in

B'FUL M4 H'some Del based A.mglk

veg t'totlar boy 30-08-88/ 4:10am/
Del 5'8" MBE, FRM wkg MNC GGN 16
Lpa. Br., jains, banias welcome.Con:
9868008747, rlbhatiaadv@gmail.com

HANDSOME, 5'8" 14/05/90 Rastogi

M4 PB/BR N/M 07/79 5'7" MBA

MD(Medicine) Boy. Working as SR,
Belongs to South Delhi based reputed
family of Doctors. Looking for Smart,
Professional Girl, Preferably MD/MS
or CA. E-m: sanadeep10@yahoo.com

Aus. Citizen own house. Looks young
never married. Seeks Edu. beautiful
girl. Divorcee excuse. # 8076232375.
Email: match.rampal@yahoo.com

SM4 PUNJABI mglk boy 6ft/18

SUITABLE MATCH for Panchkula
based B.Tech Business Jindal boy
29/5"7 of well educated family, Send
photograph with profile at
guptasukhdarshan@gmail.com,
9216911734

SUITABLE MATCH for Aggarwal
B.E Industrialist 5'-11"/ 30.08.1991/
06:05 AM, Pathankot Born. Reputed
Family. Whatsapp: 9814563516,
Email: bb_agg@rediffmail.com

ISSUELESS PROFESSIONAL
Match for Software Engg. 38 NM
5'-6" Fifty Lacs, One Daughter, no
Liability. kantasinghal@ymail.com
9872244668.

BISA AGARWAL
SM4 NM fair smart 32/5'7"/BE,MBA

boy working in reputed MNC in GGN
15.7+LPA. South Delhi bsd Reptd fmly.
Parents doctors. Contact 9810116641
Email : delhi.gupta.123@gmail.com

QUALIFIED GIRL for handsome goel
PQM FOR handsome Garg Boy 28
years, 5'-9" B.Tech. PGP From IIT/
IIM. Working in MNC At Gurgaon.
Handsome Salary. Status,
Educated and Respectable family of
Ludhiana. Contact whatsapp/
telephone. 9876300107 Mail:ashwaniaggarwal47@gmail.com

manglik boy 29 years 5'8" B.Tech
MBA(IIM) doing business in Delhi
Email: pkg011244@gmail.com
9811143628

BANSAL ENGINEER Noida Package
36 Lacs Tall 6' Very Fair Extremely
Handsome Vegetarian 12.10.1989.
02AM Kurukshetra Whatsapp
9560020949

PQSM AGG. CA, 24yrs., 5'10"
Manglik, Own Practice 2 yrs.
Ph.: 9810300291, 9810800291,
Email: meenugdelhi@gmail.com

MEDICO/ CA /Architect/Lawyer M4 H'some, 5'11"/Agrwal Boy
87 born MCh(Neurosurgery AIIMS
Delhi) Presently Wkg in PGI Chd.
High status Dr's fmly,9417000742
Email : drmatri66@gmail.com

CHRISTIAN
BEAUTIFUL AND Qualified Match
for Christian Bachelor Boy. 31/5'-9",
MBA/ B.Sc Finance from USA. USA
Citizen Since 20 Years. Father RN in
Operation Theatre USA. Mother:
Nurses Manager in Army Hospital
USA. sahotradeepak126@gmail.com,
9815660540

SM 4 Garg boy,V.fair, 5'9", 16.03.1990

(12:40pm) Delhi,12 LPA, B.Tech (ECE),
MBA, MNC Gurgaon Seeking wrkg girl
frm Delhi/NCR,Haryana. 9717787667
Email: tushargarg1990@gmail.com

SM4 GUPTA boy 5'9"/ 28 BTech
CDAC working in top MNC Gurgaon
9L+PA. Wrkg girl. Email Id:
upmaanil@gmail.com

PUNJABI

MUSLIM
DELHI BASED Sunni Muslim

extremely handsome PhD (Mgmt),
35/5'8" boy seeks beautiful well qual.
bride.
Email:mrjentleman1@gmail.com.

March 86, 6:48pm, knp, M.Com, 4.8
Lpa Seeks edu girl upto 32yrs. Caste
no bar. #Whatapp: 8178815595, Call9211424310, rm180386@gmail.com

WELL STLD Lucknow BSD PB B'ness
fmly boy March91/5'11"/MBA/timber
N Hotel B'ness Income 6 Fig. LKG 4
H'mly/Wkg 5'3"Above Girl #9899403413. Em: chhabras802@gmail.com

HINDU PUNJABI H'some slim boy
Manish 6', 16-9-1990, 20:45, Delhi
MBA,own business-Fashion & Events
Co, Father Builder, 2 sisters married.
WhatsApp: 9650393939 (Vinod)

SM 4 h'some Punjabi MBA Manglik
boy 26.11.1988/1:40 AM/ Delhi/ 5'6",
Own Business good income. Pref.
non working girl. Call: 9310670218,
9013306276, 011-22610218.

PQM FOR Handsome Manglik
Arora Boy 5'11", 8.10.84, 11.22 pm,
Delhi, C.A., Own Business Income
7 Digit. Contact - 9868710101

SM4 FAIR Slim Clean Shaven Arora
Sikh Boy Mar 87/5’6” MS Comp Sc.
Software Engr in US on HIB Caste No
bar Mob- 9758039354,
Email- gurvinder11@gmail.com

RPTD FMLY lvng Sundar Ngr bglw 2

Sons 91/5'8",92/6'1''Mastrs USA,BSc
cardiff,Fthr mfg,indstrl fastners,Boys
in Sales/Mkt,many more b'nss,income
in crs. Sks sm sts girls. 9810027362

ARORA KHATRI H'some boy, B.A,
11/03/1982/5'4", 11:15am Delhi, Running own bus in Chd, Seeks b'ful girl
33 below, Send BPH Whtpp: 9316746600 marriage Bureau Excuse

PQM4 H'SOME Arora boy
5'8''/30 MBA Symbiosis W'kg Delhi
15 lpa+ Edu & status Family frm
S. Delhi mail: yka6009@gmail.com

HANDSOME, TALL, Convented
MBA 27/5'11" Businessman Punjabi
boy of affluent High Status family
Req Well Qualified, Charming girl of
status family.Con: 9810286091

SM 4 Arora Khatri 1985/5'9",B.Tech
+MBA (FMS Delhi), wkg MNC, 35Lpa,
Parents retd class-1 officer, Stld
Delhi. Caste no bar. # 9971446491
Email: raj.arora54543@gmail.com

SM FOR Khatri B.Tech Fair / 6'2"/

22.07.1987/ 05:55pm/ Delhi/ working
MNC CTC 12 LPA Seeks well educated
girl. Contact: 9643348432 Email:
vsud81@yahoo.com

SM4PB KHATRI Unmarried Boy

M.Com,LLB Advocate Dec72/165/own
Practices 20lac Pa Seeks Del/NCR
Wkg/nonwkg Girl. Whatsapp Contact
9899491995 /penguinask@gmail.com

PQM FOR Arora Boy 08-Oct-87 /

9:45am, 5'5.5'' BBS- International
Hotel Mgmt- Ireland, Working in
Australia ,Well Edu. / Stld fmly. Own
House in Delhi. Ph.: 9310542037,
Email : sarika.vermani@gmail.com

SM4 PUNJABI Arora boy,Apr
1991/6ft, B.Tech/MBA,Own manufacturing unit of Automobile components in faridabad. Looking for
educated homely girl from good
family background.# 9811087859
E: nimit0304@gmail.com
SM4 FAIR, Punjabi Arora Boy, CS
Engineer by Education, Managing
Established Family Business, Well
Settled, Nov.90/5'11" Lucknow
Seeks Veg. , Educated & tall Girl.
9511001494 chawlaashok66@gmail.com

HANDSOME ARORA Boy
B.Tech & MBA (IIT/IIM) 34/5’11,
Wkg - MNC-30LPA , Settled-Delhi
C-9267945534 9625500852
arorara996@gmail.com

DELHI/ NCR PQ Wkg M4 Pb.
Mahajan N/M B.Tech H'some Boy
23 July 89/10:26AM/ Delhi/ 5'9"
wkg MNC/ 11+LPA, own house in
Delhi. Call 9643460067

SM 4 NM PB Mahajan boy B.Arch.&

PGDCM, 12.9.84/9am/Delhi, 5'6",wkg
With MNC in Ggn,18 Lpa, Lkg for B'ful
wkg girl from Del/NCR. #9810506689
Em: matrimony.am1984@gmail.com

PUNJABI

NRI

HIMACHALI

SM4 RAVIDAS Hindu boy 28 yrs/ 6

SM4 P'B Khatri H'some Boy
06.11.89 Jodh.2.34PM 5'.11" B.Tech.
CSE 20LPA Seeks Wrkg. Girl Dli/Ncr
5'.3"-5'.6" Khatri/Arora Veg.
9810983864

feet. Wrkng in NZ. Caste/Religion no
bar. Preferred B.Sc.Nursing /
Teacher. Call +916280859484

SM FOR Brahmin boy 9/7/1985
(12:50) PM Del 5'11" well stld own
B'nss wkg/non wkg prefer Himachali
/Punjabi girl 22772784, 7042715699
Email: sharmarakeshvs@gmail.com

JATAV
SM4 5'7" Jatav Kashyap Wheatish
wkg MNC PG Boy,Fr.DU,Dec 02/1984
/05:02pm/ Del. Prf. Wkg Qlfd girl
Del,NCR, Caste no bar & No Demand.
# 9213505915 W/App 9818124519

MANGLIK
DOCTOR

SUITABLE MATCH for well

MEDICO / Non Medico M4
Pb. MBBS (MAMC.DLI) wkg in PSU.
31.8.88/2:04am/6’/Dli, smart
Dli/NCR pfrd. w/app. 9958096129
E: madhuad33@gmail.com

SM 4 Pb Brhmn boy 29.3.86/5'10",MD
(Skin),wkg Sr Del.Govt, seeks Del bsd
PQM (Skin, Med, Paed, Gynae, etc.)
erly mrg. 9999692531, 7827324620
Email: botanist2010@gmail.com

MEDICO MATCH for 43/5'8"

settled Punjabi born 18-08-1989
19.33 pm Ambala 5'6" Sr manager
PSB bank boy of status family
of Noida Contact: 9811261919

SM4 MANGLIK Punjabi Khatri Boy
30.07.1990/2:30 AM Delhi/ 5'11"
own Business. Send Complete Biodata with Photograph,9811929319
or Mail- ak.arora575@gmail.com

REMARRIAGE

SC/ST

M4 PB. Agwl/60/175 widwr look yu-

SM 4 Chamar H'some 5'10"/ 33, Ortho

ngr & H'sme w.estd Del B'man seeks
B'ful,Edu hmly bride with no liability
Age arnd 50 cast no bar #9899173615, guptadelhi0608@gmail.com

Surgeon practicing in family owned
hospital.Divorc. Seeks b'ful kind Dr./
Hospital Admin girl. Caste no bar.
nskishor@gmail.com #8178000652.

SC/ST

COSMOPOLITAN

SM FOR Khatik boy 30 yrs/5'7".

Graduate, working in a reputed MNC.
Seeks simple, decent, educated/
working girl. Contact: 8882688818
Email: mohitgpa02@gmail.com

SUITABLE MATCH for Manglik SC
Ravidasia March 89/5'11" MBA,
working at Abu Dhabi on work
Permit. Preference B.Tech/MBA. Tall
Beautiful Girl. Whatsapp
9888852790

ALLIANCE INVITED for Smart
Athletic Son 29/5'9" S/W Engr,
settled in Pittsburgh USA, by Delhi
based Retd Army Officer, (Christian
from Kerala) & Spouse (Jat Sikh
from Punjab) from an Educated
family with Cosmopolitan Values #
8800299296 blisskaur@yahoo.co.in

MARRIAGE BUREAU

CANADA PR Hindu Nai Manglik
boy, 1992, 5'-8", B.Tech, PGD study
in Canada. Mobile: 83606-85596.

SM 4 PB Sarswat Br(Mglk)boy,27-12-87

Varanasi based (own hospital)
divorced Gupta Surgeon- whatsap
Bio/recent pics to 6392388960

/5'10"/4:15am/Del, MBA wkg in MNC
GGN,8Lpa, Pref. Edu wkg mglk girl in
Delhi/NCR. (Whatsapp):9999104955
Em: sureshkumar.rcsn@gmail.com

MBA PROFESSIONAL
PROF. QLFD Match for 29 yrs/ 5'6"
MBA working in New Zealand. Delhi
Family seeks working girl/ studying
in New Zealand. Caste No Bar.
Send BHP to: sslsaini@gmail.com

MATRIMONIAL CONSULTANTS

INDIA - OVERSEAS

DIVORCEE/WIDOWER
SM 4 38Y, 5'10" (Luks Young), M.S.
(U.S), H'sm, Fnanclly Sttld, Divcd,
Lukng 4 Qlfd. Fmly Orntd Girl.
Cast No Bar Whtsap-9811545888,
Email: nehakhattar@gmail.com

SUITABLE MATCH for Punjabi

CA/ICWA.CS
ALLIANCE INVITED for CA
well settled Punjabi handsome boy,
31 yrs/ 5'10, 24 LPA. Caste no bar.
Call at 9599937337 or mail at
c.a.akhil@hotmail.com

NRI

Hindu Khatri divorcee boy 34/5'11
working as Manager Finance in
Canada on PR 80000 CADPA ,parents
settled Delhi whatsapp 9982236639
kapur1084@gmail.com

SM 4 Sydney bsd fair h'some Khatri
legally div boy, 27.01.79/ 5'8", Chef,
one kid not living together. Seeking
issueless girl. Caste no bar. Contact:
9871322809, 9810226809 Email:
dheerajmalhotra2019@hotmail.com

SM FOR div well settle punjabi

SM FOR Pb Arora NM boy 4.6.91/

graduate businessman 40/5.8 seeks
beautiful educated girl from reputed
family 9711566049 mailkhannasumit41@yahoo.com

5'8",M.Tech(BITS-Pilani),wkg IT MNC
Pune 12 LPA, slight vitiligo below
right eye, respectable educated
family. WhatsApp: 8588910270
Email: nanochawla@gmail.com

DEHRADUN FAMILY seeks b'ful
educated working girl for h'some
PB. boy, currently wrkg in USA
4.9.84 / 5'11", I'less divorcee. Cont:
9897523280, 9897544752

MATCH 4 Punjabi Hindu Boy H'some

5'8", 26.9.87, BBA, MNC, 15 LPA,
working in Delhi.Father businessman,
own house, seeks beautiful qualified
wrkg. girl. Caste no Bar. 9899556231

USA CITIZEN* S/W Engr wkg US,
Issueless divorcee,41/5' 9".Doctors
fmly of Chd.Seeks B'ful Edu girl below 38 yrs.CNB,#7009065728, Wapp
99885 52144 match4vc@gmail.com

B'FUL WELL edu girl 4 Pbi H'some

boy 9.3.78/2PM/Del/5'6", MBA, 40
Lpa, wkg Fin Co. in Mumbai. upp- mid
class, edu & cltrd Fbd. fmly. Mail:
matrisud@gmail.com # 8178423326

NON WKG/WKG Sm Age below
35 for punjabi Arora N/M boy
Ht 5’8" DOB Delhi 12.9.80 5/12am
Res GGN Resort Buisness Caste no
bar Ph 7065394207/9718361266.

SM4, PUNJABI Mehra, Rajput,
boy, 35/ 5'6", P. G. Sr. Assistant in
Central Govt, Own house, 7 Lpa,
prefered only Govt. Employee,
Caste no bar. # 8527054824

PQM 4 MCA Wkg Noida 7.5 Lpa,
14-11-83 , 20:50 DL 5'9" JS: ID : Yuxs
5489 Em: kavihanda@yahoo.co.in,
WhatsApp - 9560031166, Mobile9717179936 / 9891247934

SM4 PB Khatri Manglik boy 29, 5' 10" ,
Professional Baker (from Australia),
settled in Delhi , Own B'ness in Ggn.
Looking for status and well settled
family. E:vkunj9494@gmail.com

SM4 HANDSOME boy 36 Year
5'3" Punjabi, B.Com Business
in Chawri Bazar. Preferred
Homely or Teacher. Mobile.
(whatsapp) 9250102164

BRIDE WANTED for 5'8" Smart,
Dec 77 Born boy from High Status
Family. No dowry. Send Pic & BioData on wedding2018@rediffmail.
com

AUSTRALIA PR cleanshaven Arora
sikh boy 6' June 85, B.Tech, MBA, Sr.
Manager MNC. Girl settled Australia.
Contact: ajitsinghmakkar12@
gmail.com, +919855053208.

TRUE RISHTE True Service all
upper caste status families,
Agarwal, Khatri, Arora, Punjabi,
IAS, Doctor, CA, Engineer, MBA,
Bus’man. Call/WA: 7814665123

HINDU PUNJABI H'some slim boy
Manish 6', 16-9-1990, 20:45, Delhi
MBA,own business-Fashion & Events
Co, Father Builder, 2 sisters married.
WhatsApp: 9650393939 (Vinod)

M4 PBI SR. Brahmin H'some Boy
July 82 5'-10" B.Tech ME (USA). Wkg
Reputed Coy. (USA), Boy Curntly in
India. sharmas09@yahoo.com

NRI CASTE no Bar match for
Germany Bluecard holder Hindu
Punjabi engineer boy 26/11/87
2.35pm,Jalandhar 5'11" seeks Girl
working in Germany or in India
ready to relocate.Contact: 7838125445. Em: skshervan@gmail.com

BRIDE FOR handsome (37/5'9") Sikh
(cleanshaven)MBA, BE Comp Sc wrkg
in Sydney Australia. Email:
ipsa47@hotmail.com

MOHALI

PANCHKULA

CABINS AVAILABLE

HALF FLOOR Available for rent at

ON SUNDAY
TO BOOK YOUR AD CALL SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT>> PARVEEN - 8872502111 AMARPREET - 9888935409

OTHERS

MOHALI

FLATS FOR SALE

MOHALI

RESIDENTIAL HOUSE Sector-

IMMEDIATELY WANTED all
sizes plots, kothies villas, flats, SCF
in sector 123, 124, 125 sunny enclave, kharar. Buyers ready. M/s
R.K. estates, 1051, opp. Arista Hotel,
new sunny enclave, Kharar9878003848, 9872220440

pendent Building basement, Ground,
First, Second Chandigarh Ambala
Highway Zirakpur. 9814007777

18C, Chandigarh 190 SQ Yards. Free
Hold, Facing 45 FT. Road, 1700
SQ.FT. (Approx) Constructed.
9115987083

PROPERTY RELATED
MATTER
PROPERTY WANTED

flats/ floors ( two bedrooms to four
bedrooms) Chandigarh, Mohali. KK
Associates 98141-38383, 9914108383

RENTED 60000 per month Inde-

ARCHITECT/BUILDER/
CONTRACTOR
A-CLASS CONSTRUCTION
structure work with material with
qualified engineer (kothi's/ baungalows/ showroom with interiors)
Bansal- 9417483183, 9781278033

TRICITY'S CONSTRUCTION expert in showrooms, villas, institutions, industry, group housing (turn
key basis) contact 7380011225.

150 SQ yds., Last corner, fully
marbled, double storey, 4 bedrooms, 4 bathroom, 2 drawingroom,
2 kitchen modular, shivalik avenue
sector 125, Mohali. 65 Lakh. Mobile:
98880-11659, 70870-23100

8 MARLAS first / second floor 46-A.
5 marla freehold/ 46 C. Three / two
bedrooms 43-B, 44, 47-C, 51-A, 63.
Contact 98786-51125.

sector 33 @1.65 also 8 marla ground
sector 20. 9815186915

2+1 BHK 1431 sqft. ready to move
skygarden sector 66A mohali Airport road. 9888268882

BUILT UP 1st & 2nd floor of SCF in
Grain Market, Sector 26,
Chandigarh. Prime location, Hot
Deal, Contact owner:- Jogesh9815001614

3+1 BHK 1850 sq. ft facing park 2nd
floor in suncity Parikrama sector 20,
Panchkula. Contact- 9876166800,
8195000365

3+1 BHK 1850 sq.ft flat available in

MOHALI

suncity Parikrama sector 20,
Panchkula. Contact- Kush Mahajan:
9878979454, 7814929454

3BHK-110SQ.YARD NEWVILLA for sale in Sector-117 near

LUXURY 3BHK + Servant room

airport-Rd next to TDI for-sale
please call-7347215285/8427773399

independent Apartment with lift and
covered car parking in heart of
Mohali. Price starting 70 Lac Call
98150-29454

MOHALI: SHOWROOM 50%
share (1st, 2nd & 3rd floors) first
floor rented out at 60,000/- rest
vacant Sector-67 Contact Satya
Estates. 9814663320

CHANDIGARH HIG category II, 2
BHK, ground floor sector-38A, contact 9592923777. Genuine buyer
only

INDUSTRIAL PLOT triple storey

SUSHMA DHAKOLI Studio Apart-

500 square yard facing east and
park in 8-B, Near Airport Road,
Mohali five stories and IT approved
98150-08924

ment:- One Room, Kitchen, Washroom, Balcony, Ground floor, Corner
Flat, Zirakpur 9876922333.

on main Road in Punjab. Prime Land
for commercial purpose also.
Contact 9888840075

KOTHI 10.5 Marla for Sale at 1538
Phase 10, Mohali. Excellent
Location, Direct Deal. Call:
9876151770

AVAILABLE 300 sq. yard, Newly
Built-up Super Luxury Fully
Furnished Villa in OMAXE New
Chandigarh with ultra modern
amenities like home theatre, Gym,
Swimming Pool, Snooker Table, Bar,
Modular Kitchen, Diakin Air
Conditioning (VRV) Security System
with all inbuilt Electronic Appliances
and Home Automation System.
Contact: 9872866600

3 BHK corner floor for sale Rs. 29/-

PANCHKULA
CONTACT FOR sale/ purchase of
All types of properties at below market rates. 9803451786, 8725951978

DLF VALLEY Panchkula 3 Bedroom
Set Area 2000 Sqft Ground Floor,
Wealth Multiplier 09876955966.

PROPERTY
ZIRAKPUR

lacs in Kishan pura another tricity
homes 1st floor Rs. 42/- in peer
Muchalla adj. sector-20, Panchkula.
Contact:- 8195000365

3 BHK 1720 sq feet fourth floor flat,
quality construction, well-established housing society Ghazipur,
Zirakpur. Power back up, piped gas,
club house, swimming pool, children
play area. 8975070674

HOUSEFED BANUR Three BHK,
Immediate Sale, Lift Facility, Third
Floor, Owner: 9888893492.

2/3 BHK Available Floors in Shiva

NEWLY BUILT 3BHK flat in shivalik

Enclave Patiala Road Zirakpur
Ready to Move (Going Cheap)
9988312266.

enclave (mittal paradise) sector 127, mohali for sale/ rent.
9876397345

Washroom Common Kitchen, Lobby
With One Male Executive. 1376/68,
9872801376.

BRAND NEW independent PG for
girls in Wave Estates sector 99
Mohali call 9023199199

INDEPENDENT FURNISHED
AC Room attached bathroom, Semi
Kitchen SF Govt./ MNC employee
preferred. 4050/68. Contact:
8558854050.

ONE ROOM independent Set 2nd
floor Executive Preferred, 3/5
Chowk Sector 60. Contact
9876825626.

TOP FLOOR, DD, Three, Bedrooms

TO-LET

attached WC Newly kanal House
2726, 69, Mohali. 9814608424

TWO BEDROOM set 2nd floor
2018 Sector 71, Small family, Employee preferred. 9417889131.

FLATS FOR SALE

CHANDIGARH 10 marla new first

4 KANAL land in NayaGaon in NAC

INDEPENDENT FLOOR fully furnished AC two rooms Bath/ kitchen
kanal 3A, Executives/ Girls Students:
9888192525.
ONE AC Room Attached Dressing

>> 0172-5050683

AVAILABLE/ WANTED kothies/

CHANDIGARH

2nd floor Phase-3B2, Mohali Contact
99151-56365.

CHANDIGARH
PLOT FOR SALE
MOHALI AEROCITY plot 500 yd
1039 Block-B North East facing registry case owner: 98562-37000

SHOWROOM PLOT 13.9' x 130' in
Zirakpur Maps Approved By Punjab
Government Adjoining Hotel Dream
(Patiala Road) Owner 9988099090.

ONE BEDROOM with washroom,
ground floor, working girl, without
kitchen, sector 51, Contact: 8528544148

SINGLE FULLY furnished room
with kitchen bath fridge 1609
Sector 34D, Chandigarh girl
Students preferred Contact:- 01724612822, 9876181609

FULLY FURNISHED Studio Ac-

Plot Shivalik Enclave Kharar (Punjab) For Sale, Wealth Multiplier
09876955966.

commodation Independent floor, 2
kanal House, attached Toilet,
kitchen, all amenities provided.
#1042/27B, Chandigarh.
9915498110

DLF HYDE Park new Chandigarh:-

ONE KANAL fully furnished 2 BHK

SHIVALIK ENCLAVE:- 14 Marla

350 Sqyds Plot East Facing, and 350
Sqyds Plot Park Facing, Meeting
with Owner 9877985433.

OMAXE NEW Chandigarh 300
Sqyds Plot Phase-3, Ready Possession, Meeting with Owner
09876955966.

ALL SIZES 112, 130, 150, 200, 250,
300 above plots, kothies, villas,
flats, SCF, sites available genuine
rates sunny enclave, kharar. M/s
R.K. estates, 1051, opp. Arista hotel,
new sunny enclave. Kharar9878003848, 9872220440

PLOT/ KOTHI 5, 6, 8, 10 marla
Sector 78, 79, 80 Mohali. Contact:
7229912655.

DLF HYDE Park New Chandigarh,
350 Sqyds Plot, Near Park, Wealth
Multiplier 09876955966.

LAND FOR SALE
L'KG FOR MNC & Educational institute 12 Bigha agriculture land with
boundary walls built in Patiala (PB)
near NH, prime location. M:
+919417072303

house first floor sector 36 Chandigarh. Only for MNC and Doctors.
9501338260

MIG DUPLEX two bedroom drawing dining, first, second floor, park
facing, freehold, sector 41-A, Chandigarh. 94178-71888

INDEPENDENT FURNISHED
One Room/attached kitchen/Bath/
2Kanal Kothi.157/38A, Chandigarh.
96469-34688, 98881-77199

FULLY FURNISHED one room
with Toilet without kitchen.
preferred Govt. Employee/ Dorctor.
Sector 48 advocate society :
9357710521.

TWO BEDROOM DD two bathrooms store kitchen first floor, small
family or couple, #3108, 35-D, Chandigarh.

FURNISHED AC Room Bath
Kitchen Varanda House 1542/33-D
GF Allen, Helix Student / Executive
9996119202.

FURNISHED ROOM with kitchen,
sector 37, only for one girl. Rent
5000/-. Contact: 80548-82507

CHANDIGARH
FLATS FLOORS one, two, three,
four bedroom families/ executives
sector 32, 46 to 51, 61, 63 furnished
unfurnished. 98760-73969 Sohal
Real Deal

2BHK NEWLY constructed,all
modern fittings, fully furnished with
ACs, parking,facing market, Sec20A,Chandigarh. +91-9815255755.

INDEPENDENT TWO room annexe first floor, kitchen, toilet,
beautiful location, Ideal for working
couple 613/33-B.

ONE KANAL house having six bed

rooms fully furnished available in
Mohali for lease rent to MNCs, Banks
and Government departments etc.
Contact Mobile 7986605173

PANCHKULA
ONE ROOM set Bathroom kitchen
furnished T.V Fridge Cooler Beds 216
Sector-6, Panchkula. 9888143895.

3+1, BHK 1850 sq. ft. available for
rent in Suncity Parikrama, sector 20,
Panchkula. Contact:- Kush Mahajan:
9878979454, 7814929454

TO-LET
ZIRAKPUR

EMPLOYMENT

2 BHK 4th floor maya garden, zirakpur, contact: 97790-97422

OTHERS
2 BHK 4th floor maya garden, Zirakpur. Contact: 97790-97422

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
SCF 16, Ground floor, Sector 27-C,
Chandigarh, Place for M-Tower
available. 9779901469.

1700 SQFT 1st 2nd floor showroom
17 phase-6 mohali insurance/
pharma/ education/ companies
98153-74314

BESTECH MOHALI. Plug and Play
Unit 1360 Sqft. Sale/ Rent/ Lease.
Owner:- 0172-2212774.

SECOND FLOOR, 2/3 Bedrooms,
Attached Toilets, Dining/Drawing,
Kitchen, Store, Dressing, OpenTerrace, Sector-68. 9888940501

WANTED/ AVAILABLE 2/3 bedrooms house / flat & commercial
properties for rent in mohali phase7, 9, 10, 11, 3B1, 3B2, sector-68, 69,
70, 71. Rajan 9915600888

INDEPENDENT FURNISHED
room second floor, terrace attached
bath, Geyser, Cooler, kitchenette for
Male executives Single/ Double
Sharing basis, 9888084049

10 MARLA Corner Kothi 1st Floor,
Fully Furnished 2 BHK, Phase-10,
Mohali. 9876414403.

16 MARLA F/F Two Bedrooms Two
bathrooms, Drawing/ Dining, Store,
Modular Kitchen Govt./ MNC
employee preferred. 4050/68.
Contact: 8558854050.

FURNISHED INDEPENDENT
ground floor 2BHK set for family and
2nd floor two rooms set for
Executives/ Students preferred on
one kanal house. 9464087840.

fans, lights Rs. 15000/- in sector 20,
Panchkula contact:- 8195000365

TOLET SERVICE room/ flat/ PG
and independent house available in
panchkula. Satyam properties:
9316972600, 9779184319.

INDEPENDENT FURNISHED
one BHK, One/ Two/ Three Room
sets, first/ Second floor, 402/8,
9888154848

INDEPENDENT TWO rooms set

experience in Construction Industry
for sale of building materials in
District Mohali. Incentive based
salary package. 9872001027.
fairmont.acc@gmai.com

EDUCATION
MÂÁÄÆAÀ
AÁMÄCCÄBNC
MINIMUM FEES CMS (Allopathy)
BAMS BUMS BHMS MBBS BNYS DNYS
BEMS MD BA MA Ph.D BPT ANM GNM
DMLT D.Pharma CMO/Council Registration Agent Welcome- 7042111699

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, MRS. Randeep Arora W/o Sh.

SPACE FOR ATM
ATM/ ENTRY/ MNC Heart of main
Market- 37C, Chandigarh 8289090133. also many Saleable House
hold items.

Inderjit Singh Arora R/o #1168,
Sector 44- B, Chandigarh had lost
the Original Receipt No. 878705,
006758, 006756, 007738 of Plot No.
108-PG-300-5, 300 Sq. yd. Emaar
MGF, The Villas at Mohali Hills.

I, NEELAM W/o Rakesh Kumar VPO

3 BHK flat available for rent with

MOHALI

WANTED SALESMEN with

Pharala Teh Banga Distt. SBS Nagar,
I have changed my name Neelam to
Neelam Rani. All concerned note
please.

PAYING GUEST
PG FOR Boys in Just Rs 5500/Sharing, Rs-6500/- Independent
room with facility TV/LED Three
time meals attached bathroom and
coolers Bidg. SBI, Near ISBT Sector
52, Chandigarh. 9815545815,
9876874998.

I NARINDER Kaur W/o Jagdish
Singh Ubhi R/o 10977, Sreet # 9
Partap Nagar Ludhiana have
changed my name to Narinder Kaur
Ubhi.

BUSINESS OFFER

(Kanal House) first floor for small
family 998 Sector 4, Panchkula.
9814434998, 2560974

ONE BEDROOM, Drawing /
Dining, Kitchen, Bathroom Second
Floor 964/4, Panchkula. Lease
Preferred. 0172-2563923.

2BHK FIRST floor of 14 marla
house in sector 17. Bank / corp.
lease preferred. Contact
9872500984

INDEPENDENT FIRST floor 16
marla 3 Bedrooms corner house
#514 sector 21 panchkula.
9876191478.

6.5 MARLA independent, renovated
full first floor, 2 Bathrooms. Small
family, sector 18, panchkula.
9041214121
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MS Dhoni.

AP

DHONI IS A GREAT
INSPIRATION FOR
MANY: TAHIR

PAIN IS A FUNNY THING, IT GOES UP AND DOWN, AND
EVERYBODY’S PAIN THRESHOLD IS DIFFERENT.

> JASON DAY, World No 14 after braving severe back pain to emerge joint leader at Masters

CityholdedgeasRedsbid
totaketitleracetotheend
HOME STRETCH Liverpool are two points ahead but face
formidable Chelsea while holders City have a game in hand

CRUNCH TIME FOR LIVERPOOL

With the title race against Manchester City heating up, Liverpool face
a crucial match against Chelsea and cannot afford any slip-ups. Here
are some talking points for the all-important clash tonight.

KOLKATA: MS Dhoni may have
been in the eye of criticism for his
on-field behaviour recently but
for his Chennai Super Kings
teammate Imran Tahir, the former
India captain remains “a great
inspiration”. In their last match
against Rajasthan Royals, Dhoni
lost his cool and rushed on to the
field to challenge umpire Ulhas
Gandhe’s flip-flop on a no ball.
“He is a great inspiration for
everyone, a great leader and a
human being. He is always there
to help. That’s what motivates me
to join the academy to help the
kids,” Tahir said.

Liverpool haven’t beaten Chelsea at home once in the last
five seasons
LIVERPOOL VS THE 'BIG SIX' (win % at Anfield since 2013-14)

0
vs Chelsea

Meena clinches gold at
boxing World Cup
NEW DELHI: Meena Kumari
Maisnam continued her fine run
to win the gold medal in the 54 kg
at the Boxing World Cup in
Cologne on Saturday. Sakshi
(57kg) and Pwilao Basumatary
(64kg) lost their final bouts and
had to settle for the silver while
Pinki Rani (51kg) and Parveen
(60kg) won bronze as India
finished with five medals. Meena,
the 2014 Asian Championships
bronze medallist, edged Thailand’s Machai Bunyanut on points
in the summit clash. India had
sent a seven-member team to
this tournament this time
following a healthy haul of six
medals from the erstwhile
Chemistry Cup at Halle last year.

todayontv
CRICKET
IPL

4.00pm: Kolkata Knight
Riders v Chennai Super
Kings; 8.00pm: Sunrisers
v Delhi Capitals; live on
Star Sports 1 & HD 1

FOOTBALL
PREMIER LEAGUE

6.35pm: Crystal Palace v
Manchester City;
9.00pm: Liverpool v
Chelsea; live on Star
Sports Select 2 & SHD 2

GOLF
AUGUSTA

10.30pm: Day 4, Live on
DSport

MOTORSPORT
FORMULA ONE

11.30am: Chinese GP; live
on Star Sports Select 2 &
SHD 2
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Mohamed Salah

KOLKATA:Delhi Capitals advisor
Sourav Ganguly once again
heaped praises on Rishabh Pant
after their team successfully
registered a seven-wicket win
over Kolkata Knight Riders on
Friday. “He (Rishabh) played
according to the situation; we
pushed him up at four to give him
more opportunity to bat. He is a
great talent, he is an absolutely
terrific player and he is only going
to get better,” the former India
captain said.

BHUBANESWAR: FC Goa emerged
champions of the 2019 Super Cup
after they beat Chennaiyin FC 2-1
in the final at the Kalinga Stadium
in Bhubaneswar on Saturday. For
Goa, Ferran Corominas opened
the scoring in the 51st minute
with a simple tap-in. Chennaiyin
FC restored parity with a strike by
Raphael Augusto. But in the 64th
minute Brandon Fernandes scored
the winner for Goa.

66.7

Liverpool’s fullbacks* have played a critical role in creating
goals this season, providing 16 assists between them.

Sourav Ganguly all praise
for Rishabh Pant

FC Goa defeat Chennaiyin
FC to win Super Cup

33.3

Trent Alexander-Arnold*
Roberto Firmino
James Milner

What will Chelsea do without Eden Hazard? He’s scored more
for Chelsea this season than at any time in the past.
% of Chelsea goals by Hazard

19.7

19.2

n

Liverpool would hope Mohamed Salah hits top form against Chelsea.

Agence France-Presse
n
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LONDON: Manchester City and
Liverpool resume their epic battle for the Premier League title
on Sunday after a midweek of
contrasting Champions League
fortunes, with both sides facing
perilous fixtures.
City travel to Crystal Palace
trailing Jurgen Klopp’s men by
two points, but still with the title
in their hands thanks to a game
in hand. However, the visit to
Selhurst Park kicks off a tough
run of fixtures in which Pep
Guardiola’s men host Tottenham twice, play Manchester
United at Old Trafford and face a
tricky trip to Burnley.
The 1-0 defeat at Spurs in
Tuesday’s first leg of their Champions League quarter-final
snapped a 14-game winning
streak and means Guardiola has
huge calls to make with his team

selection this weekend.
If he has one eye on Wednesday’s second leg on home soil,
Palace could hurt City and hand
Liverpool a title boost.
Roy Hodgson’s men inflicted
City’s only home defeat of the
campaign in December and also
ended the champions’ record
18-game winning run in the Premier League last season.
CHELSEA CHALLENGE
Victory for City to go back on top
would flip the pressure onto Liverpool’s shoulders just minutes
before they kick off against Chelsea at Anfield.
Chelsea are the only visiting
side to have won at Anfield this
season thanks to a wonderful
Eden Hazard solo goal that
sealed a 2-1 victory in the League
Cup back in September.
Ominously for Liverpool, the
Belgian was back to his best on
Monday, scoring both goals —

AFP

including another incredible
individual effort — in a 2-0 win
over West Ham.
SPURS MOVE TO THIRD
Tottenham shrugged off the loss
of Harry Kane as Lucas Moura’s
hat-trick moved Spurs up to
third in the Premier League with
a 4-0 win over Huddersfield,
while Cardiff slipped closer to
relegation after going down 2-0 at
Burnley on Saturday.
Kane is expected to miss the
rest of the season due to ankle
ligament damage suffered during Spurs’ 1-0 win over Manchester City 1-0 in the first leg of their
Champions League quarter-final. Dele Alli was also sidelined
by a broken hand, while coach
Mauricio Pochettino took the
chance to rest some other key
personnel such as Son Heungmin ahead of the second leg
against City on Wednesday.
Tottenham move a point clear
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MUMBAI : He froze under pres-

sure in last year’s Nidahas
Trophy T20 series final win in
Colombo, on India debut.
However, since then allrounder Vijay Shankar has
proved his mettle with bat and
ball in tight situations to come
into World Cup contention.
The Sunrisers Hyderabad
player looks back and ahead in
this interview. Excerpts:

Are you ready to bat at No 4 for
India if you get the chance?
The best thing to happen is (an
earlier chance) to bat at No 3
for India. I am batting at No 3
at Sunrisers also. When I
played my first ODI innings,
we (India) were 18/4. As a

2017-18

Club

Passes per goal ratio in EPL

394.7
298.4
271.6

Chelsea
Tottenham Hotspur
Liverpool

271.5
267.8
267.5

Manchester City
Arsenal
Manchester United
Text: SHIJITH P KUNHITTY

of Chelsea while fifth-placed
Arsenal are now four points
adrift of their north London
rivals but have a game in hand at
Watford on Monday.
While the title and fight for
Champions League places look
set to go down to the wire, the relegation battle could be all but
over should Brighton beat Cardiff on Tuesday.
The Welsh side are still five

Bottas pips Hamilton to take pole
Agence France-Presse
n
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SHANGHAI: Valtteri Bottas pipped

Lewis Hamilton to pole position
for Sunday’s milestone Chinese
Grand Prix in a dominant Mercedes front-row lockout.
Sebastian Vettel was thirdfastest for Mercedes’ arch-rivals
Ferrari for the race in Shanghai,
the 1,000th GP in Formula One.
Bottas, who leads the world
championshipbyapointaheadof
title-holder Hamilton after two
races, scorched to a best time of
one minute 31.547 seconds.
That was just 0.023 secs ahead
of Hamilton, the Briton who has
beenwrestlingwithhisMercedes
and has voiced concern about
Ferrari’s superior straight-line
speed. Mercedes though appear
to have the edge on the corners.
“The car has been really good
this weekend and Lewis also
improved a lot in qualifying, it
was super close,” said the flying
Finn Bottas, who is beginning to
climb out of the shadow of his
more famous teammate.

n

Toro Rosso driver Alexander Albon crashed during the third and
final practice session. The 23-year-old Thai-Briton, in his first
season in F1, escaped unhurt but missed the qualifying.

Vettel, the four-time world
champion who has been in the
spotlight after a series of
unforced errors stretching back
to last season, was 0.301 seconds
off Bottas. The German this time
got the better of his decadeyounger Ferrari teammate
CharlesLeclerc,whoisfourthon
thegridandfailedtosofarmatch

AP

his performance last time out in
Bahrain. Fifth was Red Bull’s
Max Verstappen and sixth his
team-mate Pierre Gasly.
The young Dutchman Verstappenwasinfuriatedaftertrafficpreventedhimfromclockinga
final, flying lap, and made his
anger clear in an expletive-filled
message over his radio.

Did the 46 at Nagpur bring out
the real batsman in you?

cricketer, it is important to be
prepared for all situations.

In both innings – 46 vs Australia and 45 vs New Zealand at
Wellington -- the way I got out
was a little disappointing. The
first innings (vs NZ) was more
satisfying, from being 18/4. At
Nagpur, I was timing the ball
beautifully on that slow
wicket. I only think of doing
my work, give 100 per cent in
what I do, gym or practice.

How has playing with Williamson, Warner and Bairstow
helped?
I look to observe the cricketers
I am spending time with.
When I was here in 2016 and
2017, I was not regular in the
eleven. As I sat out, I watched
all these people prepare and
adapt to different situations.

From being a back-up to Hardik
Pandya, you are in World Cup
contention…
I do not know whether you
people will believe this (or
not), I am not even one per
cent thinking about it. All I am
thinking is IPL and the need to
do well for the team... If I do
well here, it will happen.

n

Vijay Shankar.

PTI

How much have you worked on
your bowling?
I might not have bowled much
in IPL but I believe in doing my
work. The best example is the
last over I bowled in the Nagpur ODI (two wickets in three
deliveries).

Manjrekar recently said you are
no Pant to throw the bat at everything…
The way I got out (holing out
leg-spinner Adam Zampa in
the Delhi ODI) could have
been different. If it had come
out better, things would have
been different. In the earlier
matches, he (Manjrekar) had

2018-19*

Chelsea find it hard to turn possession into goal, that is, until
Hazard picks up the ball and runs through the opposition. No
side in the 'Big Six' has needed more passes per goal.

Seventh and eighth were the
Renault duo of Daniel Ricciardo
— last year’s victor in China —
and Nico Hulkenberg.
Bottas though is the man in
form, going fastestinthe lasttwo
practice sessions after Vettel
topped thetimesinfirstpractice.
Bottas had also gone quickest
in Q1, but five-time world champion Hamilton was marginally
faster in Q2. Hamilton, who
snatchedvictoryinBahrainafter
Leclerc’sFerrarifailed,saidthat
he hadbeen “struggling with the
car so I was just battling the
thing”, despite joining Bottas on
thefrontrow.“Valtteriwasquick
in the first sector so I was experimenting throughout the session,” saidthe34-year-old, afivetime winner in Shanghai.
A notable casualty in Q2 was
former world champion Kimi
Raikkonen, the Alfa Romeo veteran who is a crowd favourite in
China. Earlier, Toro Rosso’s
AlexanderAlbonlostcontroland
smashed at high speed towards
theendoffinalpractice,sodidnot
take part in qualifying.

Have learnt to stay neutral, don’t think of World Cup at all
devarchit.varma@htlive.com

2016-17

28.1

6.8

facetoface
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19.4
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VIJAYSHANKAR, India and SRH all-rounder

Devarchit Varma

18.8

spoken good things about me.
The best thing I learned with
the (Indian) team is to stay
neutral… I don’t go really high
when I am doing well or go into
a shell when I don’t.

How much did that Mustafizur
Rahman’s over (in Nidahas)
affect you?
It did, for a week. I was attending about 50 phone calls the
next two days when I got
home. I faced extreme criticism, which I never had
before.
It made me stronger. I had
sleepless nights… I felt when
you play for your country
there are expectations. Anyone could have gone through
this, but for me it happened in
the first game. Now I know
how to handle things.

Source: WHOSCORED.COM

points adrift of safety after a controversial defeat at Turf Moor.
Chris Wood gave the hosts a
deserved half-time lead, but Cardiff were left furious after referee
Mike Dean overruled his assistant’s decision to award a penalty
to the visitors after the break.
Another big Cardiff penalty
appeal was turned down before
Wood sealed the win in stoppage
time.

n

Vasiliy Lomachenko corners Anthony Crolla in Round 3.

AFP

Vasiliy knocks
out Crolla for title
Agence France-Presse
n
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LOS ANGELES: Southpaw Vasiliy
Lomachenko brutally knocked
out former title holder Anthony
CrollainthefourthroundonFriday to retain his World Boxing
Association and World Boxing
Organization lightweight titles.
The 31-year-old Lomachenko
delivered a devastating right
hook to the temple that sent the
Englishmancrashingfacefirstto
thecanvasjust58secondsintothe
fourth round. The Ukrainian
pound-for-pound king had his
complete arsenal at his disposal,
including blazing hand speed,
devastatingpunchingpowerand
a superior ring IQ.
It turns out he didn’t need it as
intheendhebarelybrokeasweat
toretainhisWBOtitleforthesecond time.

“I want to unify all the titles,”
said Lomachenko, adding he
wantstofightMikeyGarcia,who
holds the WBC lightweight title.
“I want to thank all the fans who
came to support me.”
The knockout came just one
round after Lomachenko scored
the first knockdown of the fight
when he landed a barrage of
rightsandleftswhilethechallenger was pinned on the ropes.
Lomachenko initially thought
the fight had been stopped.
Crolla survived, only to be
knockedoutinthenextroundby
a punch so loud it could be heard
by those sitting outside the ring.
Crolla remained face first on the
canvasuntilhistrainercameinto
theringandhelpedhimrollover.
Lomachenko, a two time
Olympic gold medallist,
improved to 13-1 with 10 knockouts.

Juve upset by SPAL,
title wait continues
Agence France-Presse
n
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MILAN: Teenager Moise Kean
scored his sixth goal in as many
league games but champions
Juventus slumped to a shock 2-1
defeat at lowly SPAL on Saturday to put their Serie A title celebrations on hold.
Massimiliano Allegri’s side
had needed just a point to claim a
35th Scudetto with a record six
games to spare and Napoli a distant second. Kean opened the
scoring for the seven-time reigning champions when the 19-yearold stuck his foot out to direct a
Joao Cancelo effort home after
half an hour in Ferrara.
But Kevin Bonifazi (49) and
Sergio Floccari (74) responded

with goals which eased SPAL’s
fight for top-flight football next
season. “Making records is difficult, it takes energy and there is
also Europe to concentrate on,”
said Allegri, who rested key
players including Cristiano
Ronaldo ahead of next week’s
Champions League decider
against Ajax. “If we had put all
our regulars in it would have
been easier, but there is also the
goal to obtain on Tuesday.”
Juventus have a 20-point
advantageonNapoliand canstill
seal the title in record time on
Sunday if Carlo Ancelotti’s side
fail to win at bottom club Chievo.
Otherwise, they could win
their eighth consecutive Scudetto next Saturday at home
against Fiorentina.

Weather, bowling will
dictate this World Cup
IAN-STINCT

IAN CHAPPELL
In checking past World Cup
scorecards of games played in
the UK to try and gain a clue who
might win this time, one thing
stands out – the teams with the
best attack generally make the
final.
The one exception was in 1983
when India upset the shortpriced favourites West Indies to
set off a revolution in the One
Day game.
However, it should be noted
that India did have a wily seam
attack that cleverly exploited the
helpful conditions.
And therein lies a clue to
likely success in an England ODI
tournament – the conditions. If
it’s a damp summer then the
team with the best seam attack
will start with a huge advantage
as batting will be a challenge. If,
on the other hand it’s a dry summer, the batsmen will have the
upper hand and it’ll be the
attacks with plenty of variety –
the accent on genuine pace and
spin – that are likely to make the
final.
Barring injuries, the teams
most likely to fit these criteria
are Australia, England, India,
New Zealand and South Africa.
That’s five possible winners
out of nine teams and I wouldn’t
totally discount the suddenly
much-improved West Indies and
the highly unpredictable Pakistan. The 2019 World Cup promises to be the most openly contested in the UK, and it may well
be hardest to predict of all the
premier ODI tournaments that
have been played.
In breaking down those five
teams most likely to feature the
best attacks, it’s worth noting
they all have wrist-spinners who
have been highly effective. India
with two are probably best
served, but Imran Tahir and Adil

n

The explosive Jasprit Bumrah will spearhead India’s attack.

Rashid are both very successful,
with Adam Zampa and Ish Sodhi
the most under-rated.
If the pitches are well worn
near tournament end, India with
Kuldeep Yadav and Yuzvendra
Chahal will be licking their lips.
AUSSIE, SA PACE
In looking at genuine pace bowlers, Australia and South Africa
are prominent. Australia could
have three in that category and
South Africa, with Dale Steyn’s
re-emergence, are also well situated. India are also well-placed
with the explosive Jasprit Bumrah and the indefatigable
Mohammed Shami leading the
way.
They, along with the New Zealand pair of Trent Boult and Tim
Southee, are probably best
equipped to exploit any seaming
conditions.
It’ll be interesting to see if
England select Jofra Archer. His
inclusion would mean a pacey
trio of Mark Wood, Liam Plunkett and Archer, but that could
also be at the expense of David
Willey’s swing.
Whatever the conditions damp or dry - it’ll be the teams
that are able to claim wickets
regularly, particularly in the
middle overs, which will prevail.
That puts the onus on the batsmen to provide their team with
enough runs to clinch victory.

GETTY

INDIA’S TOP 3
If the pitches are generally flat
then England’s power laden
line-up has displayed the ability
to intimidate opposing attacks
and post huge targets. India has
a top three to match any team
with the emphasis on Virat
Kohli’s incredible ability to
score big and take his team to victory in a chase. A lot will depend
on how much the middle order
contributes but Hardik Pandya’s
return would bolster the late hitting power.
The much-anticipated return
of David Warner and Steve
Smith from suspension will substantially boost Australia’s rungetting ability.
The big question mark for the
defending champions is how
Aaron Finch and Usman Khawaja will cope against the stronger
attacks, especially if there is
encouragement for the pace
bowlers.
Of the top teams, the batting
side that will be most challenged
is South Africa. They are heavily
reliant on Quinton de Kock and
Faf du Plessis, and with their
reputation for regular World
Cup brain fades still lingering,
they have a lot to prove.
With so many ifs and buts surrounding both teams and conditions, the 2019 World Cup is a prediction minefield; exactly as an
elite tournament should be.
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MI’slatefightbackgoesin
vainafterButtlerblitzkrieg
AWAY POINTS Englishman’s 87-run partnership with Samson gives Rajasthan victory at Wankhede
scorecard

Devarchit Varma
n

devarchit.varma@htlive.com

n

MUMBAI: An in-form all-rounder
is an asset going into the World
Cup. And with the squad
announcement due on Monday,
the Indian think-tank would be
pleasedwithhowHardikPandya
is shaping up following a period
of uncertainty when he was
injured. If KL Rahul has got his
act together to put up strong
numbers in the IPL 2019, Pandya
is not far behind. While Rahul
has impressive numbers batting
at the top for Kings XI Punjab,
only those who bat lower in the
order know how challenging
their job is. This is where Pandya
has excelled.
Having hit more sixes (11)
than fours (9), Pandya is only
second to the marauding Jamaican Andre Russell in terms of
strike rate. He has scored 149
runs in seven outings at 183.95,
averaging more than 37. These
numbers are pretty impressive
given that they have been garnered in the death overs.
On Saturday, Pandya was in
his elements once again, jabbing
Rajasthan Royals’ Dhawal Kulkarni over mid-wicket for six and
displaying his own version of the
helicopter shot — with comparatively less bat-lift — off Jofra
Archer for another maximum.
Pandya, who has six doubledigit scores in seven innings so
far, thus powered a faltering
Mumbai Indians innings to 187
for five. His 11-ball 28 not out
included three sixes and one
four.
But Pandya’s effort could not
get Mumbai the desired result.
Jos Buttler’s onslaught — 43-ball
89 (8x4s, 7x6s) — inspired Rajasthan Royals to a four-wicket win.

Mumbai Indians

R Sharma c Buttler b Archer
47 (32)
Q de Kock c Buttler b Archer
81 (52)
S Yadav b Kulkarni

16 (10)

K Pollard c Gopal b Archer 6 (12)
H Pandya not out

28 (11)

I Kishan c Buttler b Unadkat
5 (3)
K Pandya not out

0 (0)
4
n Total (for 5 wkts, 20 overs)
187
n FoW: 1-96, 2-117, 3-136, 4-163,
5-175.
n Bowling: K Gowtham
3-0-39-0, D Kulkarni 4-0-38-1, J
Archer 4-0-39-3, J Unadkat
4-0-36-1, S Gopal 4-0-21-0, L
Livingstone 1-0-13-0.
n Extras (lb-1, w-3)

n

n

Jos Buttler faced just one rare moment of uncertainty during his cruise to 43-ball 89.

The Englishman scored his third
half-century of this IPL, adding
60 runs with Ajinkya Rahane (37)
and another 87 with Sanju Samson (31) for the first and the second wickets respectively.
CRICKETING SHOTS
Buttler ended Mumbai’s winning spree with a splendid
knock, replete with proper cricketing shots.
He was particularly severe on
Alzarri Joseph, denying him a
third straight memorable outing
at Wankhede.The wicketkeeperbatsman smacked him for 28
runs in the 13th over — hitting
four boundaries and two sixes —
which put Royals in the driver’s

seat.
Mumbai fought till the end.
Krunal Pandya claimed two
wickets in the 17th over and
Rajasthan slipped from 170 for
two to 174 for six. But Shreyas
Gopal showed no nerves in scoring the required six runs in Hardik’s final over, sealing a win
with three balls to spare.
ROHIT, DE KOCK SET
PLATFORM
Mumbai’s regular captain was
back in action on Saturday and
looked set for his first half-century of the season, but a mishit
had Rohit walking back for 47 off
32 balls with one six and six
fours. He added 96 runs with the

Rajasthan Royals

A Rahane c Yadav b K Pandya
37 (21)

SATISH BATE / HT

J Buttler c Yadav b Chahar
89 (43)

innings top-scorer Quinton de
Kock (52-ball 81, 6x4s, 4x6s), setting up Mumbai for a score in
excess of 200. But Rohit’s dismissal set Mumbai back on multiple fronts. The scoring rate
slumped, boundaries dried up
and both batsmen who came
after Rohit failed. Suryakumar
Yadav perished for 16 that
included one six, and Kieron Pollard — fresh from his 83-run
knock — lacked rhythm.
Rajasthan found it difficult to
take wickets at the start. But
Archer took three wickets in the
second half of Mumbai’s innings
and Gopal did a terrific job,
including a catch to dismiss Pollard, returning 4-0-21-0.

S Samson lbw Bumrah 31 (26)
Smith c Kishan b Bumrah 12 (15)
R Tripathi c H Pandya b K
Pandya
1 (2)
L Livingstone b K Pandya 1 (2)
S Gopal not out

13 (7)

K Gowtham not out
0 (1)
n Extras (lb-2, w-2)
4
n Total (6 wkts; 19.3 overs) 188
n FoW: 1-60, 2-147, 3-170, 4-171,
5-174, 6-174.
n Bowling: J Behrendorff
3-0-31-0; A Joseph 3-0-53-0; R
Chahar 4-0-34-1; J Bumrah
4-0-23-2; K Pandya 4-0-34-3; H
Pandya 1.3-0-11-0.
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Kolkata Knight Riders up
against men in yellow, fever
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HYDERABAD: The last year hasn’t
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been good for Bhuvneshwar
Kumar.Abackinjurykepthimin
andoutoftheIndianteam,affecting the rhythm of the swing
bowler, and though he is playing
regularly for Sunrisers Hyderabad in IPL, the 29-year-old is
struggling for rhythm.
Bhuvneshwar now is a far cry
fromthedeath-oversexpert,who
made Sunrisers Hyderabad’s
attack potent in earlier editions.
He claimed 23 wickets in 2016
when SRH won the title and 26
when they reached the playoffs
the next year.
This season, Bhuvneshwar
has started on a subdued note,
though he is confident he can
turn things around. “I am not
worriedaboutitasIamnotmissingthoseyorkersbyabigmargin.
I am confident about getting
wicketsinonematchandturning
aroundthe rhythm,”he hadsaid
after Sunrisers beat Rajasthan
Royals, where he returned 0/55.
Bhuvneshwar has taken just
three wickets in six matches this
season. His economy rate of 8.22
and strike rate of 46 is well over
his IPL career numbers of 7.25
and19.47respectively.Afterrich
hauls for three seasons in a row,
Bhuvi,weigheddownbytheback
injury, took only nine wickets
last season.
Sunrisers’ coach Tom Moody
backed his premier bowler to
bounce back. “Last year, Bhuvi
played nearly 70 per cent of the
games injured with us. He had a
lowerbackinjuryandhecarried
that throughout the season. So,
no one is going to be very best
whenyoucarryaninjury.Bhuvi
is no different from any other

RCB

7 1 6 2 -1.202
Updated till KXIP vs RCB match

shortstories
DHONI SHOULD’VE
BEEN BANNED FOR
2-3 GAMES: VIRU
NEW DELHI: Former India opener
Virender Sehwag feels MS Dhoni
was let off easily for his angry
outburst on umpire Ulhas Gandhe
and he should have been “banned
for two to three games” to set a
proper example. Dhoni was
docked only 50% of his match
fees for entering the field of play
to confront Gandhe for backtracking on a waist high no-ball.
He has been criticised by one and
all but Sehwag is the first A list
former India cricketer to demand
suspension for his one-time
teammate. “I feel Dhoni was let
off easy and should have been
banned for at least 2-3 games.
Because if he did this, tomorrow
another captain can do the same.
Then what is the value of an
umpire,” Sehwag told a website.
“I feel he should have been
banned for a few games by IPL to
set an example. He should have
stayed outside and instead have
talked to the fourth umpire with
the walkie talkie,” said the former
India opener. “I feel he shouldn’t
have come to the ground when
there are two CSK members
already and they were equally
inquisitive regarding the no-ball,”
he added.

n

KOLKATA: Sunday’s early game
against defending champions
Chennai Super Kings (CSK) is
biggerthanitotherwisewouldbe
forKolkataKnight Riders(KKR)
because they have hit an air
pocket after a smooth takeoff.
The Knights aren’t battleready due to injuries and illness.
At the midnight hour after being
humbled by Delhi Capitals (DC),
KKRskipperDineshKarthiksaid
he played on Friday despite feelingfeverish.SunilNarinehadsat
out to protect a hamstring, Chris
Lynn had caught the flu and
Andre Russell was nursing
bruises,saidKarthik.“Thereisa
virusrunningthroughthegroup,
including the coaching staff,”
saidKKR assistant-coach Simon
Katich on Saturday.
NarineandLynnbattedatnets
onSaturdayandthoughDwayne
Bravowasputthroughthepaces,
CSK batting coach Mike Hussey
saidthe all-rounder’s hamstring
may still be dodgy. If the tabletoppers have coped without
Bravo, it is because of MS Dhoni
continuing to making optimum
useofresources.KatichsaidKKR
should take lessons from the
Dhoniplaybookthathasalready
fetched a century of IPL wins,
twice referring to the CSK skipper on his own.
“It’llbeinterestingtoseewhat
the master in Dhoni goes with
tomorrow. He seems to pull the
right strings at the right time.
HarbhajanSinghhas beenbowling beautifully (he has the best
economy of 5.12 and the best
bowling average of 11.71) but

n

KKR’s Sunil Narine missed the last match due to injury.

HEAD TO HEAD
Chennai
Super Kings

Kolkata
Knight Riders

12

7
Total matches

19

Dhoni didn’t play him in the last
gamebecausetheyhadfiverighthanders in the top order. He
brought in (Mitchell) Santner
(left-armspinner)whodidagood
job.He’sverycleverinthewayhe
usesbowlersandfieldpositions,”
said Katich.
Katichattributedthedefeatin
ChennaitoDhoni’s‘fantasticcaptaincy’. Following Katich, Hussey spoke about the variety of
rolesDhonicanplayandthecalm
withwhichheapproachescrises.
ThequestiononDhonibeinganythingbutcalmfollowedandHus-

ht20

Virat, De Villiers take
RCB to season’s 1st win
Shalini Gupta
n

shalini.gupta@htlive.com

MOHALI:Virat Kohli is the master

of chase, but as his Royal Challengers Bangalore lost six
games in a row this IPL season
ahead of Saturday’s tie against
Kings XI Punjab, only two
matches had the team going
after a target. The inability to
put up a good total had also
played a huge role in the defeats.
The skipper produced
another classy effort, top-scoring with 67 (53b, 8x4) and AB de
Villiers finished on 59 not out
(38b, 5x4, 2x6) as RCB finally
ended the sequence of losses by
posting their first win of the season at the PCA stadium.
RCB reached 174/2 with four
balls to spare, having restricted
Kings XI to 173/4 after winning
a good toss and electing to bowl.
Chris Gayle finished
unbeaten on 99, after a last-ball
boundary, but Punjab could
only manage a fighting total that
didn’t look like a winning one
considering the dew that set in
during the second innings and
hampered the Punjab spinners’
ability to grip the ball.
RELAX AND ENJOY
Kohli won the toss and elected to
field, joking at that time that his
team could now relax and play
its natural game. He was as good
as his word.
He began with a flourish, hitting those lovely drives either
side off the wicket, and even
though Parthiv Patel (19) fell to
KXIP skipper Ravichandran
Ashwin, Kohli didn’t let go of the
golden opportunity.
AB de Villiers, going through
a relatively moderate tournament by his standards, played
second fiddle but opened up
towards the end to steer the side
home.
Kings XI lost their second
game in a row, after the reverse
against Mumbai Indians. Ashwin would be concerned about
the inability of his players to

n

Kohli hit his second half-century of the tournament.

RAVI KUMAR / HT

scorecard
n

Kings XI Punjab

n

KL Rahul st Patel b Chahal 18 (15)

Royal Challengers Bangalore

P Patel c Agarwal b R Ashwin

99 (64)

19 (9)

M Agarwal b Chahal

15 (9)

V Kohli c M Ashwin b Shami 67 (53)

S Khan c Patel b Siraj

15 (13)

AB de Villiers not out

C Gayle not out

S Curran lbw Ali

1 (3)

Mandeep Singh not out
18 (16)
n Extras (lb-2, w-5)
7
n Total (for 4 wkts, 20 overs) 173
n FoW: 1-66, 2-86, 3-110, 4-113.
n Bowling: U Yadav 4-0-42-0, N
Saini 4-0-23-0, M Siraj 4-0-54-1, Y
Chahal 4-0-33-2, M Ali 4-0-19-1.

show the intensity they had at
the start of the season.
Gayle saw off a few deliveries
before he got going, hitting fours
and sixes at will. KL Rahul too
looked in form before being
stumped while attempting to
step out and hit leg-spinner Yuzvendra Chahal.
His dismissal in the seventh
over hit Kings XI as Mayank
Agarwal, Sarfaraz Khan and
Sam Curran also fell cheaply,

59 (38)

M Stoinis not out
28 (16)
n Extras (w-1)
1
n Total (for 2 wkts, 19.2 overs) 174
n FoW: 1-43, 2-128.
n Bowling: S Curran 3-0-31-0; M
Shami 4-0-43-1; R Ashwin 4-030-1; M Ashwin 4-0-24-0; A Tye
4-0-40-0; S Khan 0.2-0-6-0.

leaving it to Gayle to steer the
innings.
The Jamaican changed gears,
and the run rate dipped sharply.
He hit a few lusty blows in the
end, but missed the century by a
run. Gayle, 39, had been hampered by a bad back, but stayed
on to ensure a decent total. But
KXIP would be disappointed to
miss out by not cashing in on a
solid start than the missed landmark.

SRH wait on Bhuvi to find rhythm

CSK

standings
Team

21

Rajesh Pansare
n

ARIJIT SEN / HT

sey,citingthegame-travel-game
whirl that IPL is, said the team
has moved on.
Earlier, Sourav Ganguly,
advisor to Delhi Capitals, said
Dhoni being an argumentative
Indian in Jaipur showed that he
was human. A competitive one,
he said. Having hosted game on
strips where spin is king could
mean CSK having to adjust with
batandball.“Quite a few ofthem
haveplayedhereattheEdenGardens so they will know what to
expect and let’s hope they can
maketheadjustmentsasquickly
as possible,” said Hussey.
ProblemforKKR,guiltyofnot
bowlingtherightlinesonFriday,
is spinners being rendered ineffective doesn’t help them either.
In seven games, KKR’s potent
spin trio of Narine, Piyush
ChawlaandKuldeepYadavhave
taken 10 wickets. In three home
games,thattallyreadsthree;two
to Chawla and one to part-time
off-spinner Nitish Rana.

rajesh.pansare@htlive.com

HEAD TO HEAD
Sunrisers
Hyderabad

Delhi
Capitals

9

4
Total matches

13

n

Bhuvneshwar hasn’t impressed in the death overs.

player.Whenyouarenotplaying
consistentcricket, theylackthat
rhythm. When you are on the
sidelines, not getting match conditions, you do lose that rhythm.
Bowlingat the netsis differentto

PTI

bowling in the middle. Bhuvi is
going to get better and better as
thistournamentunfolds,andit’s
good news for India as well,” he
said on Saturday.
“Heisaworldclassbowler--in

both red-ball and white-ball
cricket. He has shown over long
periods of time that he is deadly
withthewhiteballandinEnglish
conditions you will be brave to
leave him out.”
Bhuvneshwar will be heartenedthathisbestfiguresthisseason,2/27,cameinthefive-wicket
win over Capitals in New Delhi.
TheUttarPradeshseamerhas
been under scrutiny time and
again,buthasbouncedbackeach
time. An ankle injury hampered
him during the 2015 World Cup,
but he worked hard for fitness.
When he started out, he was
one of India’s finest swing bowlersbutnotpossessingsheerpace
meant he could not be effective
once the ball got old and stopped
moving. He didn’t get bogged
down, going back to work on
increasing his pace. Then his
ability to stifle batsmen in the
death overs was questioned by
some experts. He added variations to become India’s leading
pacer in limited-overs cricket.
Based on IPL performances,
Bhuvneshwar sealed his India
spot and was among the prolific
bowlersintheleaguefrom2014to
2017. At the World Cup, he is
likely to compete with MohammedShamiforaplaceintheplaying eleven. With the squad to be
named on Monday, a good haul
will be what the doctor ordered.
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Mary Kom has competition, finally
BIG
NUMBER

$1,000,000,000 (6,918.15 crore approx)
Dream11, a fantasy sports gaming platform which has more than a
million users betting on fantasy teams during the Indian Premier League
(IPL), is now valued at over $1 billion.

CONTENDER As the six-time world champion makes a
final bid for Olympic glory, she’ll have to go through a
young challenger who believes her time has come
Avishek Roy
n

›

avishek.roy@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: Nikhat Zareen sweated her
shadow work, watching herself in a
large mirror.
Punjabi music blared out from a bluetooth speaker.
When Mohammed Ali Qamar, the
Indian women’s boxing coach, asked
the national campers to move from the
boxing hall to the larger badminton
arena at the Indira Gandhi Indoor
Sports Complex in New Delhi, Nikhat
plugged her earplugs into her phone
and followed. For the next 30 minutes
the boxers warmed up, jogging and
sprinting, and Nikhat, like Mary Kom,
did it to the beat of her own music.
If at 36, Mary Kom still rules her
weight class, 22-year-old Nikhat has
been building herself up to disrupt her
reign.
The 51kg category is the hottest contest in women’s boxing in India. Mary
won the sixth of her World Championship titles in New Delhi last year
(45-48kg), and is gunning for yet another
Olympic medal.
But moving up from her preferred
light flyweight (45-48), since that class
was not included in the Olympics, has
been a struggle for Mary. Nikhat, who
has always been a 51kg fighter, will be
hoping to use that to her advantage.
Mary and Nikhat’s fight for an Olympic spot will begin at home, with the
experienced Pinki Jangra, who has
spent almost all of her career in Mary’s
shadow, being the third challenger.
The first opportunity to book an
Olympic berth will be at the World
Championships in Russia in September,
but before that, the Boxing Federation
of India will hold trials for every category in July.
Nikhat has already topped Pinki at

I was ready to take trials in 51kg but my
coach told me you can qualify for India
in Rio only if you can knock Mary Kom down.
I then decided to give trials in 54kg.
NIKHAT ZAREEN, India woman boxer

the recent trials for the Asian Championships in Bangkok from April 16.
“I know that in every competition I
have to prove myself,” Nikhat, who is a
former world junior champion, says. “I
am not a big name and if I have to play at
the Olympics, I have to keep performing. At the moment my focus is the
Asian Championships.”
Nikhat has once shied away from facing Mary in the trials. In the lead up to
the 2016 Rio Olympics, she, Mary, and
Pinki were all set to face off in the trials,
before she moved up to the 54kg class.
“I was ready to take trials in 51kg but
my coach told me you can qualify for
India in Rio only if you can knock Mary
Kom down,” Nikhat says. “I then
decided to give trials in 54kg.”
At just 19, she got picked for the
World Championship in 2016, but 54kg
was not an Olympic category.
Mary could not qualify for Rio either,
losing in the 2nd round at the World
Championships. The trial she won
against Pinki to earn her spot at the
World Championships turned into a
controversy after Pinki alleged that
there was biased judging.
Since that eventful year, Nikhat’s life
slowed down after an injury. It took her
almost two years to make her way back
to the top level, and she has no plans to
move away from 51kg.
“This has been the toughest category
in the country because Mary Kom competes,” she says. “But I want to prove
myself. I came into this category as a
junior, and I have the confidence.”
COMEBACK WITH GOLD
Nikhat announced her comeback with
a gold at the Strandja Boxing Championships in February.
“I got lucky that I even played in
Strandja,” she says. “I had lost to Pinki
in the Senior National finals but then
the federation decided to send both
finalists in Olympic categories.
“I was the second option. Everyone
was hoping for a medal from Pinki but it
was a great opportunity for me. When I
reached the final after three tough
rounds I told myself I cannot mess up
here. The girl I was meeting in the final
(Magno Irish of Philippines) had beaten
Pinki in the first round. If I had lost, peo-

n

Nikhat Zareen during a practice session in New Delhi ahead of the Asian Championships that will begin on April 16 in Bangkok.

ple would have said both of us lost to the
same boxer,” says Nikhat. She blanked
Magno out 5-0 in the final.
Her next big test was facing Pinki in
the trials for the upcoming Asian Championships. Nikhat had to fight her own
demons.
“I took a week’s break, and worked on
my weak points,” she says, “but before
the match I was getting the same feeling
like when I lost to her in the Nationals.

Tiger roars at Masters but
follows five co-leaders
Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

Press Trust of India

AUGUSTA (USA): Tiger Woods

thrilled Augusta National by
leaping into contention in second
round of the Masters, firmly putting himself in the hunt for a historic 15th Major and fifth green
jacket.
The 43-year-old American
fired a dramatic four-under par
68 to share sixth on six-under 138
through 36 holes, one stroke
behind a record Masters lead logjam of five co-leaders — all of
them Major winners — on sevenunder 137.
“It was fun,” Woods said. “I felt
like I left a few shots out there. It
was a solid day. I tried to grind it
out there.”
Reigning British Open champion Francesco Molinari, last
year’s British Open and PGA
Championship winner Brooks
Koepka, Australians Jason Day
and Adam Scott and South African Louis Oosthuizen all shared
the midway lead.
But their feats were all
eclipsed by Woods, who signalled
he would be a threat to capture
his first Major since the 2008 US
Open and first Masters title since
2005 — astonishing after years of
knee and back injuries that made
him doubt if he would ever play
competitively again. “After three
knee and four back surgeries, I’m
great,” Woods said.
Woods returned from spinal
fusion surgery last year and contended at the British Open and
PGA Championship then
snapped a five-year US PGA Tour
win drought at the Tour Championship and stretched his comeback story again on Friday with
no health issues after great play
on one of golf’s biggest stages.
“The last two Major championships I’ve been right there,”
Woods said. “All of a sudden I’m
here at the Masters.”
While Woods settled for being
in a pack one adrift with secondranked Dustin Johnson, fellow
American Xander Schauffele and
South African Justin Harding,
there was no doubt he was the
star to crowds glued to his every
move.
After two early birdies and a
bogey, Woods missed an eightfoot par putt at the par-5 eighth
hole and seemed destined for an
unspectacular round. What followed was vintage Woods and
brought back chilling roars harkening to his 1997 “Tigermania”

SINDHU LOSES TO
OKUHARA IN
SEMIS, INDIAN
CAMPAIGN ENDS
n

n

LEADERBOARD
137: Francesco Molinari (Ita)
70-67, Jason Day (Aus) 70-67,
Brooks Koepka (USA) 66-71,
Adam Scott (Aus) 69-68, Louis
Oosthuizen (Rsa) 71-66;
138: Dustin Johnson (USA)
68-70, Justin Harding (Rsa)
69-69, Xander Schauffele
(USA) 73-65, Tiger Woods
(USA) 70-68; 139: Ian Poulter
(Eng) 68-71, Jon Rahm (Esp)
69-70; 140: Patton Kizzire
(USA) 70-70, Matt Kuchar
(USA) 71-69, Phil Mickelson
(USA) 67-73, Charles Howell
(USA) 73-67; 141: Kiradech
Aphibarnrat (Tha) 69-72,
Bryson DeChambeau (USA)
66-75, Justin Thomas (USA)
73-68, Corey Conners (Can)
70-71, Tony Finau (USA) 71-70,
Gary Woodland (USA) 70-71,
Rickie Fowler (USA) 70-71.
(End of Day 2)

first Major win.
Woods sank a 37-foot birdie
putt at the ninth, dropped in a
13-footer for birdie at 11, then
lipped out a birdie chance at the
par-3 12th after a storm delay. At
14, Woods escaped trees left of the
fairway, put his approach to 28
feet and holed the testy putt to
reach five-under.
After Woods hit his second
shot, a security guard slipped on
muddy ground and slid into
Woods’s right foot, causing a few

Tiger Woods celebrates after
making a birdie on the 15th
hole in the second round of the
AFP
Augusta Masters.

fearful moments before the
superstar tested his ankle and
walked on unharmed. “It is what
it is,” Woods said. “Accidents
happen. We move on. I’m good.”
At the par-5 15th, Woods curled
in a 30-footer for birdie, punctuated with a right fist pump to put
himself one stroke off the lead.
His five putts made from beyond
20 feet over two days are two more
than any rival.
Woods missed an eight-foot
birdie putt to par 17 and missed a
14-footer for birdie at 18. That left
him just shy of the biggest
co-leader pack ever after 36 holes
at the Masters, the five one more
than in 2017 and 1973 — each time
the eventual winner coming from
the top foursome.
OOSTY FIRES 66, DAY 67
Oosthuizen made seven birdies in
shooting a 66. Day fired 67 after
tweaking his back on Thursday.
Seventh-ranked Molinari fired
a bogey-free 67, the lowest score of
his 26 career rounds at Augusta
National where his best finish
was a share of 19th in 2012.
“It was a solid day off the tee,
hit the ball well,” Molinari said.
“Hit some quality iron shots and
when I missed I missed them in
the right spot.”

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

SINGAPORE:PV Sindhu looked out
of form as she surrendered without a fight to former world
champion Nozomi Okuhara of
Japan in the women’s singles
semi-finals to draw curtains on
India’s campaign at the Singapore Open here on Saturday.
The Rio Olympics silver medallist lost 7-21, 11-21 to world No
3 Okuhara in a lopsided contest.
Sindhu had won the last two
times they played each other
and enjoyed a 7-6 advantage in
head-to-head. The duo had
played an epic final at the 2017
World Championships that had
clocked 110 minutes. Since that
marathon match, Sindhu and
Okuhara have played each
other six times and the Indian
won four times.
But on Saturday, Sindhu
looked out of sorts; just 15 minutes into the match she surrendered the first game following a
heap of unforced errors, mainly
at the net and sidelines.
While in-form Okuhara
showed great control, Sindhu
looked low in confidence and
lacked the patience to engage
her rival in long rallies.
After the change of sides,
Sindhu lagged 1-3 but she recovered to made it 4-4. Okuhara
then changed the pace of the rallies and gathered six straight
points, which included two precise lifts at the backline and also
a prompt net return. The Japanese reached 11-5 at the interval.
With Sindhu continuing to
commit simple errors, which
included missing the lines and
finding the net too often, Okuhara dominated the proceedings, gathering points at will.
Okuhara kept the pressure on
Sindhu and eventually a cross
court return took her to 18-8.
Four wide shots delayed the
inevitable before Okuhara grabbed nine match points with
another superb cross court
smash. Another cross court
return and she sealed her place
in the final where she will face
world No 1 Tai Tzu Ying of Chinese Taipei, who saved five
match points to take the match
against Akane Yamaguchi to
the decider and then won 15-21,
24-22, 21-19 in 57 minutes.

I felt I will lose again. But this time I had
sparred with her in the camp and was
better prepared. I went with a strategy
and I stuck to it.” She won the bout by
unanimous decision.
The victory over Pinki has made
Nikhat India’s first-choice boxer in the
category, at least till trials are held
again.
The girl from Nizamabad was considered India’s big find when she won the

junior World Championship in 2011. A
silver medal at the 2014 World Youth
Championships followed but then there
was a lull as she made the transition to
the senior level.
Surgery on her dislocated right
shoulder kept her out of the national
camp in 2017.
“I learnt a lot when I was injured,”
she says. “Injuries make a sportsperson
strong—mentally and physically. When

RAJ K RAJ/HT PHOTO

you are performing, people will take
note of it and if you don’t perform you
are out of sight. It has made me strong.”
It needed plenty of strength for her to
come into boxing in the first place. Her
father, a local cricketer and athlete,
introduced her to the sport when she
was 12, and trained her at a local boxing
gym where there were no other girls.
“I practised with boys and that has
made my basics strong,” she says.

WIN WIN
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Forget the usual masala. An engrossing story is
what makes a crime thriller click, say experts

‘Ididnotinitiate
anycomplaint
againstthe
photographers’

FRILLSDON’T

Pooja Sharma
e know that Taimur Ali
Khan happens to be the
most photographed star
kid in Bollywood. While Saif
Ali Khan and Kareena Kapoor
Khan have always said that
nothing can be done about
photographers wanting to take
their child’s picture, a couple
of days ago, Saif reprimanded
photographers at the airport.
He was overheard saying,
“Bas karo yaar, bachcha
andha ho jaayega.” (Stop it, the
child will go blind). Fresh off
that incident, another report
says that a police complaint
was apparently filed against
the photographers for creating
a ruckus outside Saif’s
apartment in Bandra.
Apparently, one of their
neighbours complained to the
authorities after seeing the

W

photographers.
While Saif did come out to
clear the confusion when the
cops landed up, he has now
issued a formal statement to
say that he did not file a
complaint. “I did not initiate
any police complaint against
the photographers. Kareena
and I live in a respectful
residential area and are a part
of the larger community,
thereby we do also have a
responsibility to emotionally
support our neighbours when
they feel a disturbance to them
is being caused and to be fair,
their sentiments are
understandable.” He added
that he has always been ‘more
than understanding’ when
pictures of Taimur are clicked,
but he insists that some
restraint has to be ensured.

‘They told
me, tu toh
TV actor
hai, tera
kuch nahi
hone wala’

“We have always shared a very
respectful relationship with
the paparazzi. We understand
that it’s their livelihood.
However, it’s important to
understand that kids should
enjoy the basic right of
growing up in a normal
atmosphere out of and
away from constant
media glare. I believe I
am well within my right
as a father to choose to
not pose for the
cameras when I have
my son with me or to
inform the
photographers that the
constant flashes can hurt his
eyes. As media figures, we have
to live with the attention and
we accept that. But our kids
shouldn’t be subjected to it.”

Sneha Mahadevan

one are the days when a
Bollywood crime
thriller would heavily
rely on the so-called
commercial frills instead of a
strong, engrossing story. In
the past couple of years,
filmmakers have been able to
dish out some gripping stories,
promising every ingredient
that makes for a nail-biting
crime drama. Here’s a look at
recent hits that have struck a
chord with audiences, and
those that are yet to come in
2019.

G

THE GUESSING GAME

Saif Ali Khan was overheard
reprimanding photographers
clicking his son Taimur

Last year, Andhadhun was
declared one of the biggest
sleeper hits of the year. Not
only was it the critic’s
favourite but it was also a
winner at the box office. With a

collection of ₹74.59 crore and
total business of ₹240.71 crore
worldwide, it proved that a
solid script goes a long way.
“It’s because it’s a lesser seen
genre. If it’s interesting, it’s a
huge advantage. Crime
thrillers engage audiences and
make them participants in the
story. It’s exciting to watch a
film with an unpredictable
ending,” says actor Tabu.
This year Badla stands
strong at the box office. It has
earned ₹86.06 crore at the
ticket counters. Trade analyst
Komal Nahta credits its
success to strong subject.
“There’s an audience for good
thrillers. If the audience can be
engaged in the guessing game,
chances are that the film will
click,” he says. Trade expert

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

(Top) Still from India’s
Most Wanted; Behind the
scenes from Badla
Amul Vikas Mohan says,
“Both, Andhadhun and Badla
were like a breath of fresh air.
They were a success overseas
as well. It shows that the
Indian diaspora enjoy a good
thriller and there is global
recognition for the genre. ”

WORTH THE RISK
What makes a thriller work is
a story that keeps the audience
on tenterhooks, trying to solve
the mystery through mazelike plots. Unless the audience
are not gripped by its climax,
not even the best of
performances can save the
day. “One important thing in
any storytelling is
identification. To invest in a
story, there has to be

something to identify. If one
can do that then that’s a lot of
work done,” says filmmaker
Sujoy Ghosh. A great script
laced with intriguing
performances is a must-have
to make a thriller, as films
these days are devoid of any
commercial elements, which
makes it a challenging genre to
crack, he says. With the
success of the genre, 2019
further has films such as
India’s Most Wanted, which
also marks Arjun Kapoor’s
maiden attempt at the genre,
and Batla House starring John
Abraham, in the pipeline.
n

pooja.sharma@htlive.com
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L to R : Stills from Andhadhun
and Batla House

STOP PRESS

Fashion forwards give a
thumbs up to ruffle saris

Actor
Mrunal
Thakur

PHOTO: FOTOCORP

Sangeeta Yadav
or actor Mrunal
Thakur, the tag of being
a TV actor proved to be
the biggest hurdle in getting
her the ticket to Bollywood.
“I remember standing in
the queue for the audition
and before my take, the
casting people said, ‘yeh toh
TV se hai, TV ka ek alag
folder banao aur usme iska
naam daal do’ (She is from
TV, make a separate folder
for TV and put her name
there),” recalls the actor,
who has worked in shows
such as Mujhse Kuchh
Kehti...Yeh Khamoshiyaan,
and Yug Mein Ayega Ek
Arjun.
She says that her struggle
became difficult when some
people from the industry
looked down upon her. “I
crossed paths with a few
negative people. They said,
‘Tu toh TV actor hai, tera
kuch nahi hone wala
yahan’. Stick to TV, do a
couple of shows, earn
money and live your life’,”
Mrunal recalls. However,
the 26-year-old actor didn’t

F

give up.“People will try to
pull you down. Have faith in
yourself,” she says.
The actor, who is busy
with her two big releases –
Super 30 opposite Hrithik
Roshan and Batla House costarring John Abraham,
shares that all this
happened when she was
jobless for three years in
between 2014 to 2017. “My
struggle started with my
international project, Love
Sonia (2018), which took two
years to release on the big
screen. During that phase, I
was giving auditions,
working on my craft and
travelling,” she says. The
actor struggled to make
ends meet, and adds, “I
thought twice before
spending money. I thought
of taking up roles just to
have some money coming
and make my presence felt
on screen.”
But things changed after
the success of Love Sonia.
“Those who pulled me
down, now ask me to meet
over a cup of coffee,”
Mrunal laughs.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

(L-R) Alia
Bhatt, Shilpa
Shetty
Kundra,
Sonakshi
Sinha and
Isha Ambani
Piramal
make a case
for ruffle
saris

Akshay Kaushal
ove over pre-stitched
saris. With their
romantic, fairytale
perfect vibe, ruffle saris are
having a moment in the
fashion world. They are equal
parts elegant and dramatic.
The frontrunners of this trend
are Bollywood’s fashion
forwards — Alia Bhatt, Shilpa
Shetty Kundra, and Sonakshi
Sinha.
Designer Suneet Verma,
who has created some
gorgeous ruffle saris as part of
his collection says, “Though
ruffle saris have a Bollywood
influence from the 60s, I would
like to call it the modern
version of sari. For me, sari is
six yards of mystique. Team it
with a corset or layer it with a
trench coat and it will have its
own uniqueness in every look.
That’s the beauty of saris.”
When making ruffle sari,
the choice of the fabric has to
be wise. You can’t make a
ruffle sari from silk. “Ruffle
saris have a very romantic
vibe. They are mostly made in
georgette, satin
and chiffon.
Pick printed
ruffle saris for a
day event.

M

Solids will look best for an
evening soiree. Saris are being
reimagined in various
styles. Traditional saris
are getting a modern
update which will
encourage more
youngsters to
wear the
outfit,” says
designer
Vaishali
Shadangule.
Ruffle saris
hug your
body in all the
right places and
flatter most
body types.
“Select a
blouse which
is not too
dramatic
because it
will make it
over the top.
Go strapless
or
sleeveless,”
says designer
Jenjum Gadi.
n

akshay.kaushal
@htlive.com
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#METOO: ALLEN LOSES
MOVIE DEAL
Woody Allen breached his
four-movie deal with an
online streaming platform
by making statements
about the #MeToo
movement that damaged
prospects for promoting his
films. According to AP,
Allen’s lawyer told the
judge that the deal was
ending because of the
allegations made against
Allen and not because of his
statement.
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TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

APRIL 14-20, 2019

Lady Gaga

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
Truth is another name for
bliss. Untruth brings misery.
If you live in lies, you will
live in misery. And if you are
living in misery, remember
and find out on what lies
you have based your life.
Withdraw yourself from
those lies. Don’t waste time
and don’t postpone.
Immediately withdraw, says
Osho, the Zen master.

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last 15 years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sam Smith

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Kanye West

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Perrie Edwards

The Tree of Life, an ancient Egyptian hieroglyph,
brings satiety and pleasure to your life as family and
personal relationships come together happily. Some
changes are on the cards as you expand your business
and connections. Old friends and family gather to
celebrate. A sentimental journey down memory lane
takes you back to your childhood. Beware of over
indulgence and habits like smoking and drinking.
Buying or selling a property is gainful at present.
Laziness or delay in dealing with important matters
may mean partial loss in a financial deal. Be total when
making a professional decision or taking a stand.
Lucky number: 10 Good colour: Saffron

LEO

Personal relationships are integrated and flowering
into lasting and loving commitments. A business
partnership or professional collaboration is lucrative.
Good planning and management lead to progressive
and productive ventures. You may take a short break
before starting on a new project to renew your
energy. Good luck in finances and opportunities is
encouraging. A person close to you is in a celebratory
mood but has ambitions etched clearly in his mind.
You still have time to change your mind or clear
doubts about a person who wants to work with you. A
little bit of introspection brings light into darkness.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Cherry red

VIRGO

You are ambitious and ready to achieve professional
goals and targets at any cost this week! You can be
moody and swing to extremes, be aware and remain
balanced. A light and playful rather than heavy and
serious attitude brings success and goodwill. Negative
forces and destructive people can block creative
ventures so keep them at bay with tact. An old work
associate can be too demanding and autocratic in the
work area. Your social life can be busy and scintillating
if you are receptive to new people and connections.
You grow and transform as you pass through a
touching emotional experience.
Lucky number: 15 Good colour: Chocolate brown

LIBRA

This week you are blessed with perfect equilibrium in
Yin and Yang energies that lead you towards
transformation. You are earthy, practical and strong in
professional and business matters. You are generous
and kind to friends and family, diligent at work,
benevolent to staff and preserving in financial and
earthy matters this week. A daughter is ready to make
independent decisions and seeks your blessings. You
are spiritual and earthy, all at once, full of creativity
and cosmic lore. A trip overseas is on the cards. Visitors
and news from far off lands open horizons and new
vistas for business expansion.
Lucky number: 9 Good colours: Forest greens

SCORPIO

MOVIES IN TRICITY
PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:05AM
12:35PM 01:15PM 03:05PM 03:45PM
05:35PM 06:15PM 08:05PM 08:40PM
10:35PM
11:15 M
Kesari 10:25AM 05:45AM
Hellboy (A) Hindi 10:35AM 03:25
PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 12:55PM
11:05PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 08:35 M

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:30AM
12:00PM 02:45PM 05:30PM 08:15PM
10:10PM 11:00PM
Hellboy (A) English 10:00AM
03:20PM 08:15PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:20AM
04:25PM
Shazam! English 12:30PM
Kesari 01:20PM
Pet Sematary (A) English 06:00PM
10:55PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 07:25PM

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:00AM
10:55AM 11:50AM 12:45PM 01:40PM
02:35PM 03:30PM 04:25PM 05:20PM
06:15PM 07:10PM 08:05PM 09:00PM
09:55PM 10:50PM 11:45PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:00AM
04:05PM 11:50PM
Hellboy (A) English 10:05AM
06:25PM 11:55PM

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1117 Shaolin Soccer
1300 Desperado
1448 Annabelle: Creation
1642 Mission
Impossible – Ghost
Protocol
1900 Rampage
2100 Zathura: A Space
Adventure
STAR MOVIES
1123 Big Hero 6
1320 Cars
1536 Inspector
Gadget
1707 Ice Age
1852 Commando
2050 Titanic
WB
1039 Van Wilder: Freshman
Year
1321 Troy

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SUN DAY, A P R I L 14, 20 1 9

Guddiyan Patole Punjabi 11:00AM
Paharganj (A) 11:20AM
Dumbo (3D) English 12:50PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 01:05PM
03:35PM
Albert Pinto Ko Gussa Kyun Aata
Hai? (A) 01:50PM 09:35PM
Kesari 01:50 PM 10:45PM
The Tashkent Files 03:55PM
09:30PM
Shazam! English 05:05PM
Five Feet Apart English 07:00PM
Free Solo English 07:10PM
Badla 08:05PM
Pet Sematary (A) English 09:10PM

PVR: ELANTE 4DX CHANDIGARH
Pet Sematary (A) (4DX) English
10:00AM 06:10PM
Hellboy (A) (4DX) English 12:25PM
08:35PM
Shazam! (4DX) English 03:10PM
11:20PM

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:30AM
11:00AM 12:15PM 01:45PM 03:00PM
04:30PM 05:45PM 07:15PM 08:30PM
10:00PM 11:15PM
Hellboy (A) Hindi 09:40AM 03:15PM
08:50PM 11:35PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 10:30AM
06:00PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi 12:25PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 01:20PM
10:40PM
Kesari 04:25PM
Shazam! English 07:40PM

WAVE: CITY EMPORIUM MALL

1606 Euro Trip
1728 Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles II: The
Secret of
the Ooze
1858 Blended
2100 Once Upon
A Time
in China II
SONY PIX
1101 Jurassic Park 3
1300 The Man from
U.N.C.L.E
1546 Final
Destination 5
1724 Battleship
2017 The Mummy
Returns
& PICTURES
1120 Batti Gul Meter
Chalu
1431 Dhadak
1725 Dayaalu
2034 Bruce Lee - The
Fighter
STAR GOLD
1210 Thor: Ragnarok
1550 IPL 2019
1915 Super
Funday
1950 IPL 2019
ZEE CINEMA
1132 Hum Saath Saath Hain
1517 Pad Man
1806 Businessman 2
2100 Satyameva
Jayate

Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:30AM
10:00AM 11:45AM 12:05PM 12:35PM
02:40PM 03:10PM 05:15PM 05:45PM
07:50PM 08:20PM 10:30PM 11:05PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 10:00AM
05:10PM 10:40PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 07:40 PM

PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:45AM
04:15PM 09:45PM
Hellboy (A) English 01:30PM
07:00PM

VR: PUNJAB, MOHALI
Hellboy (A) English 09:00AM
02:50PM 05:35PM 08:20PM 11:05PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:00AM
09:50AM 10:40AM 11:45AM 12:35PM
01:25PM 02:30PM 03:20PM 05:15PM
06:05PM 06:55PM 08:00PM 08:50PM
10:45PM 11:35PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 09:00AM
03:05PM 08:35PM 11:25PM
Pet Sematary (A) English 9:20AM
02:40PM
08:05PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:45AM
04:45PM 10:55PM
The Tashkent Files 11:45AM 07:50PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi 11:50AM
Kesari 11:50AM 09:40PM
Blackboard VS Whiteboard
01:50PM
Paharganj (A) 04:10PM
Shazam! English 05:05PM 10:30PM
Badla 05:55PM

VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:15AM
11:15AM 01:00PM 02:00PM 03:45PM
04:45PM 06:30PM 07:30PM09:15PM
10:15PM

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Jennifer Lopez

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Beyonce Knowles

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Eminem

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Katy Perry

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, MOHALI
Kesari 09:00AM 08:00PM
Hellboy (A) English 09:10AM
02:20PM 05:25PM 11:05PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:30AM
10:30AM 11:40AM 12:00PM 01:15PM
02:45PM 04:00PM 05:30PM 06:45PM
08:15PM 09:30PM 11:00PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 09:40AM
02:40PM 08:20PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi 11:55AM
Romeo Akbar Walter 12:15PM
11:05PM
Shazam! English 03:15PM
The Tashkent Files 05:00PM
08:05PM
Pet Sematary (A) English 06:05PM
11:05PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:00AM
09:30AM 10:00AM 11:30AM 12:30PM
02:00PM 03:00PM 04:30PM 05:00PM
05:30PM 07:00PM 08:00PM 09:30PM
10:30PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 09:40AM
05:00PM
Paharganj (A) 12:00PM
Hellboy (A) Hindi 12:10PM 02:30PM
07:30PM 10:00PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 02:15PM
10:25PM
Kesari 07:30PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:30AM
10:20AM 12:00PM 01:35PM 02:45PM
04:10PM 05:30PM 07:00PM 08:15PM
09:55PM 11:00PM
The Tashkent Files 10:10AM

You tend to go over the top this week as you overreact
emotionally and indulge in excesses. Others also
overreact as they mirror your reactions. It is time to
come back to your inner centre to regain physical
strength, mental balance, emotional harmony and
spiritual awareness. Your projections are confused by
your emotions and you create hazy images of people
and situations, preventing yourself from seeing
reality or the truth. Deep personal relationships are
supportive and understanding, providing you with
the affirmation you need. The arts are inviting and
involving as you channelise your creative energy!
Lucky number: 7 Good colour: Surf white

SAGITTARIUS

You make important changes in personal and
professional situations by integrating contrasting
elements. You can be solitary and courageous, also
docile and diplomatic when you need to be. You are
ready to face professional competition or rivalry and
go to war, so to say. Victory and success are on the
cards after a short period of strife. You are original,
energetic and ambitious instilling a personal style and
vitality in whatever you do. Beware of over-weaning
pride, rashness and ill-temper. A bit of introspection
challenges you to be courageous and take
responsibility for who you are and to live your truth.
Lucky number: 4 Good colour: Gold

CAPRICORN

It is best not to encounter people, blocks or
situations at work, but rather go around them and
beyond them. Legalities and regulations need to be
attended to now or they become stressful at a later
date. Your social life is busy, interesting but
exhausting. Health and finances need to be
conserved for now. You realise that there is no point
in fighting with the challenges of life or trying to
avoid or deny them. They are there to go through
for the seed to become a flower. Have the courage
to grow into the flower you are meant to be.
Lucky number: 8 Good colours: Blues and pinks

AQUARIUS

A time of endings and beginnings can be exciting and
rejuvenating this week! Redecorating office space,
spring cleaning and moving things around at home
changes ambience and energy. A need for change in
routines and schedules allows you to reassess
situations, targets and responsibilities. You also look
at dark corners and cobwebs within the mind to
uproot old ideas and judgments that are obsolete
now. Priorities need to be kept in mind when making
major changes! You meet new people and make
friends easily. You make fresh business connections
and liaison with important people in your field.
Lucky number: 6 Good colours: Rainbow pastels

PISCES

01:05PM 06:50PM
Kesari 10:30AM 07:05PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 01:15PM
09:40PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 04:15PM
Shazam! Hindi 04:15PM 10:10PM

INOX: DHILLON
PLAZA, ZIRAKPUR
Hellboy (A) Hindi 09:20AM 02:35PM
08:10PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:20AM
10:00AM 12:00PM 12:45PM 02:40PM
03:30PM 05:25PM 06:15PM 08:10PM
09:00PM 10:00PM 10:55PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:05AM
07:00PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 11:55AM
Shazam! Hindi 01:05PM
Kesari 03:55PM 10:45PM
Madhuraraja Malayalam 05:10PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:00AM
11:05AM 12:30PM 01:30PM 03:00PM
04:00PM 05:35PM 06:30PM 08:10PM
09:00PM 10:45PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:35AM
04:15PM 10:00PM
Kesari 01:20PM 07:05PM

RAJHANS CINEMAS: PANCHKULA
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:00AM
12:30PM 02:00PM 03:00PM 04:30PM
05:30PM 07:00PM 08:00PM 10:00PM
Pet Sematary (A) English 10:15AM
07:50PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 11:00AM
09:30PM
The Tashkent Files 12:15PM
Hellboy (A) English 03:00PM
10:15PM
Kesari 05:15PM

Meeting a good astrologer is fate

here is always a constant
debate around the
authenticity of
astrological sciences. People
who have experienced its
miracles believe in it, and
those who are dependent on
karma and are yet to suffer
the negativity discard the
theory altogether. In my
astrological journey spanning
over two-and-a-half decades, I
have seen many non-believers
queuing up in my office when
their karma bears no fruit.
So, the belief of the
staunchest of the nonbelievers gets shaken up in
the times of non-fruitfulness.
The search for a good
astrologer lands up many
people in front of amateurs,
who are still in their study
and experiment mode. Even
some self-styled astrologers,
who have invested a good 10
years, fall short of experience.
I say so because without
gazing enough horoscopes
(about thousands of them),
how could one read-predict
and cure the client? I
remember a verse, in which
Lord Vishnu preaches that to
become an able astrologer and
be able to read God’s
directives along with
providing remedial measures,
one must analyse 30,000
horoscopes and 3,000

PHOTO: HTCS

T

horoscopes in each category
(marriage, job, business,
ailments, etc). Now if one
reads ten horoscopes a day,
then he or she would need
3,000 days or 10 years to go
through those many
horoscopes. The further catch
is to have those many unique
horoscopes to view, which
again is an uphill task. And
that’s why sometimes
different astrologers hold
different opinions about the
same horoscope.
For a comprehensive
reading, a well-experienced
astrologer should know about
all the techniques or modes
such as the Bhrighu, the
Parashari, the
Krishnamoorthy, the Jamini,
the Asthakvarga, the
Prashana and the South
Indian Nadis. Although all
styles are comprehensive in
giving a precise reading,

amalgamating all for
validating the predictions
gives a definite edge to the
astrologers using these.
Mastering these techniques
require a lot of time and is
known as ‘Sadhna’. Whether
you will find the right
astrologer or not, depends on
the stars in the horoscope and
the current transiting stars. A
glimpse of my involvement
with each subject of the
human domain along with my
methodology of approach can
be read on my blog (www.
vinaybajrangi.com/blog).
The author of this article, Dr
Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology. Website:
www.vinaybajrangi.com, call:
9278665588, 9278555588.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

Taylor Swift

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Justin Timberlake

Youthful energy take you towards professional
success and meaningful relationships this week. You
are looked upon as a leader and gain respect of people
around you. You can be passionate and total in
promoting a cause or actualizing a plan and nothing
better come in your way! You manage to make
mundane situations look exciting and interesting! This
ability works like a magic charm in personal and
professional aspects. Travel plans are in the pipeline.
Whatever you undertake now with your creative
energy brings gain to you and to the lives of others. A
work opportunity comes as a happy surprise.
Lucky number: 7 Good colour: Orange

You might feel shaky as though the earth were
rocking beneath your feet this week as there is
destruction followed by restructuring in professional
and personal situations. Your sense of security is being
challenged as changes look imminent and its best to
flow into them. Allow important inner and outer
transformation and move into new situations. Health
and energy need to be replenished with planned diets
and fitness routines. A short trip is on the cards! Work
collaborations, priorities, plans and relationships go
through transformation. A new person or opportunity
leads to renewed interest in creative fields.
Lucky number: 16 Good colour: Fiery red

This is a good time to tackle difficult tasks that need
your expertise, time and energy! You make an impact
on people and situations this week. You make swift
changes and decisions as you are in a great hurry to
achieve targets. Beware of making rash judgments
and impetuous commitments. There is intensity and
passion in personal relationships. You can say more
than you mean to friends and take on more than you
can handle in the work area, be aware! It’s best to
conserve energy and finances for important projects
and priorities. Relaxed evenings with family and
friends are rejuvenating.
Lucky number: 14 Good colour: Dark brown

You are enthused with youthful energy in professional
matters and passion in relationships. Since you have
an elusive and elastic mind you can be unstable of
purpose and support various and contradictory
opinions, people and situations at the same time.
Don’t allow your mind to dictate the heart in
emotional matters and personal relationships or you
stand to lose love and trust of people who count. A
logical but clear approach, however, is best when
resolving conflicts at work. Future plans and financial
budgets should be drafted so you are ready for action
when you get the green signal or order from a client.
Lucky number: 5 Good colour: Turquoise

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

DAILY HOROSCOPE
Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898, 26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You can become
oversensitive to wasteful
expenditure and keep a track
of the money you waste
iin impulsive buying.
There is a likelihood
of reshuffling at
work, which might
affect you. You can
get enamoured with
g
someone you have been
som
meeting regularly. A long
standing property dispute is
likely to get sorted.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Rose

Finding ways to enhance
income will help you gain
some extra cash. Keep your
sup
pporters close to
sstrengthen your
position at work.
Spending time with
your lover after a
long time will be
fruitful. Getting
involved in someone
invo
else’s turbulent marital
affair might get the worst of
it for you.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Cream

It’s time to stop wasteful
expenditure if you want
stability. You will be able to
coordinate teamwork
tto get a project on
the tracks on the
professional front.
Keep your jealous
nature under leash or
itt might ruin your
relationship with your
rela
lover. Participating in special
occasion at home cannot be
ruled out for some.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Lemon

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Impulse buying can hit you
hard on your budget. Efforts
on the fitness front will bear
positive results. Your
performance at work
is likely to be lauded
and rewarded.
Romance will prove
fulfilling. Constant
travelling for work will
ble
make you uncomfortable
now. Don’t plan any property
dealing for today as it is not
a very good day for it.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Violet

Some additional financial
options not just make you
monetarily strong, but also
recharge your vigour.
Not according an
important
assignment due
urgency can put you
in the dock. You will
do much to bring
n
peace and harmony on
the home front. Someone
can ease your commuting
problems by offering a ride.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Sky Blue

Meeting family friends after
a long break is likely to make
the day perfect for some. It
is likely to be a bad daay
for some on the
romantic front. Total
satisfaction is in
store for those who
have purchased any
property. It is better iff
you shelve your travell
plans for the moment.
Difficulties faced on the
work front are likely to end.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Beige

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

You are likely to offend
someone today by your
speech or action at work. You
might have to wait
ssome more for your
romance to blossom.
You are likely to be
game for planning a
party at home and
in
nviting your near and
dear ones. A property
dispute is likely to get
sorted. Some can lag on the
academic front.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Peach

You will be at ease with your
current financial situation.
Your recent achievements
are
e likely to add to your
ccareer profile. Being
impatient with lover
might get you into
trouble. Don’t travel
without adequate
preparation. Health of
p
a fa
family elder might be
of concern today. It is likely
not a good day to make any
travel plans.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Orange

Money saved will come in
handy now. Some of you can
remain too busy in
com
mpleting a task given
on the professional
o
front. There are
times when you
want the clock to
stop on the romantic
front; today may be
that day. You need to be
patient to keep family
happy. Your holiday plan
might not serve you well.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Money coming from a
number of sources is likely to
raise your spirits. This is the
time to wait and watch
h
on the professional
front, if you want to
make your mark.
Romance is likely to
bloom for
newlyweds. A drive for
fun can land you into
unwanted stress due to a car
breakdown. A good day to
purchase a property.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: White

Financial hardship might
stay for some more time.
You may not be involved in
an important project
on the professional
front, but may be
asked for advice.
Lonely hearts can
feel a bit frustrated.
Mixing work with
in
pleasure is likely to ruin
both today. A business trip is
likely to bag you a good
deal.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Financial situation may
become worrisome for
some. Going on the
professional will be
easy today and give
you time to clear
the backlog. Lover
can get extra cosy.
Something you want
to do on the home
he
front might not get the
approval of your family.
Travelling for fun is on the
cards for some.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown
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WHEN GOLDSMITH
CALLEDMANDY
BRAVEST,BESTEST
Taylor Goldsmith
wrote a birthday
message for wife
Mandy Moore

andy Moore’s husband
Taylor Goldsmith has
described the singeractor as the “bravest and
baddest” wife.
The singer paid tribute to
his wife with a romantic
message on her 35th birthday,
which was on April 10.
“Happy Birthday to the
bravest, baddest, bestest wife
a guy could ever dream of,” the
Dawes lead singer said in a
post shared on Instagram.
“I love you more and more
with each moment I get to
spend in your presence.
Thanks for showing me (and

M
Dikshant International School, Zirakpur, director Mitul Dixit will cover the distance in 50 days.
anchkula resident Mitul
Dikshit has dreams to
explore the world and
that dream seems to be
coming true.
Mitul is also the owner of
Dikshant International
School, Zirakpur, and has
planned to complete the
journey from India to
London via road.
The road trip, of 16,000-km
will take around 50 days to
complete and will be
completed by passing
through 16 countries.
Mitul will start his road
trip from Imphal in Manipur
on April 14, and end it in
London on June 2.
He will complete the
journey in his car. Major
general KP Singh will flag off
the trip from Imphal.

P

8 MEN, 4 WOMEN
AND 7 CARS
A total of 12 people and seven
cars will be involved in the
trip. These include eight men
and four women. Mitul is the
only one from tricity. Rest of
the participants are from
Delhi, Gurugram, Chennai,
Hyderabad, Mumbai and the
UK, all aged between 32 and
55 years.
Mitul will carry just one
backpack and there will be
only one bag of clothes. He
will carry drone, cameras
and GoPro to cover the
adventures while on trip. He
has fulfilled his dream of
exploring seven continents.
But now, he intends to see the
world via roads as the earlier
journey was completed by the

ship. He says that he was
waiting since past two years
for this adventure trip.

ABOUT THE TRIP
The team is set to travel from
Imphal to London in an epic
self-driven road expedition
spanning 50 days. The
expedition will consist of
scenic location and lasting
memories.
The journey will be
flagged off by Major general
KP Singh, of IGAR (South).
The trip will begin from
Imphal and a distance of
16,000-km crossing 18
countries. The convoy is
expected to reach London on
June 2, 2019.

THE ROUTE
The participants will drive

PHOTO: HTCS

through challenging terrain,
off beat tracks, mountain
passes and expressways to
reach London. The group
includes enthusiasts from
Delhi, Gurugram, Chennai,
Hyderabad, Zirakpur,
Mumbai and the UK.
On the way, the team will
be visiting the 11th and 12th
century temples and pagodas
in Myanmar, the Great Wall
of China at the Jiayuguan
Pass, and historic cities of
Tashkent and Samarkand in
Uzbekistan.
From the ancient Silk
Route in Central Asia to the
futuristic Autobahn in
Germany, the convoy will be
steering their way through
long stretches of road, before
crossing the English Channel
to reach London.

anyone else who knows you)
what it looks like to step into
every day committed to being
the best version of yourself at
all times. And you do it so
gracefully too,” he added.
Goldsmith said Moore’s
“kindness and wisdom truly
know no bounds”.
“I’m so stoked I get to know
you forever. Thanks for
hanging out with me,” he
added in the post.
Moore, getting applause for
the drama series This Is Us,
and Goldsmith exchanged
vows in 2018.

IANS

Peter correctly guessed his character’s fate
eter Dinklage used to
jump to the end of a
Game Of Thrones script
to find out whether his
character, Tyrion Lannister,
survived the axe of
showrunners David
Benioff and Dan B Weiss
or not.
But the actor, who
shot to international fame
with the hit series, said he
did not follow this ritual with
the script of the final season
as he was “probably
terrified”.
“This is the first time
ever that I didn’t skip to the
end,” Dinklage said in an
interview.
“Why? I was probably
terrified. We all feel we’re the
leads of our own show. As the

P

seasons have gone on, we’ve
all thought how it’s going to
end.”
“Who’s going to be alive? If
you die, how do you die? Ten
years we’ve been doing this
and it can drive you mad,
because (Benioff and Weiss)
don’t tell us and sometimes
they change their mind,” he
added.
“I had all these ideas in my
head and a version of one of
them is how it ends up (for
Tyrion). David and Dan have
a brilliant version of what I
had,” he said.
Dinklage said it is
“beautiful” how Benioff
and Weiss had turned the
standard formula of “bad
guys dying and good guys
living” on its head”.

“If I use any adjectives it
will give it away. But I love
how it ended up. And how it
ends up for everybody," he
— ANI
added.

Peter Dinklage

PHOTO: AFP
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THE INDIAN
APPRAISAL
LEAGUE
Here’s explaining
appraisals in the
language our
nation understands
best — cricket!

he period when human
beings at the workplace
exhibit scientifically
documented, yet
unexplained, traits of extreme
weird behaviour is formally
known as ‘appraisals’ in
several English-speaking
nations of the world.
There is something in the
term itself that makes our
blood pressure fluctuate, being
high or low, depending on
whether you are the one ‘doing
it’ or ‘giving it’. Sorry if that
sounded inappropriate but
then, sane, sensible stuff isn’t
exactly the forte of this
column. Especially, when half
the people around me are
walking like zombies taking
printouts of their appraisal
forms, as I write this. With an
expression more dead than
Urmila Matondkar’s acting
career.
And the other half,
interestingly, are gathered
around the TV screen in the
newsroom, watching a cricket
match with more interest than
what they collectively showed
towards work in the past 364
days. What is it with cricket,
man, that death-by-appraisal
looming large in the near

T

A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
future is also not a deterrent? I
got more clarity on this
evidently and eminently
ponderable thought when
Abhishek Duggal — the
colleague who can survive
longer without speaking a
word than any other human
being I know — dropped by.
In his inimitable shy style,
Abhishek mumbled a few
words about the similarity
between appraisals and
cricket. And I could only
marvel at the genius of his
thought. Here’s the thing —
there’s such a common thread
between the game and what I
would also like to call ‘the
game’ at workplace, this time
every year. A bit of picking the
brains of Samarth, Aditya,
Medha, and Abhinav in my
team gave me such an insight
into terms used in cricket that
could be applied as well to
appraisals. Tell me if you
agree.
Final over slogging:
Saara saal toh kaam kiya
nahi, appraisal se two weeks
pehle some people start to slog,
or rather show, as if they are
the only saviours left of the
Hard Workers Inc. I don’t
know if you’d get the connect
but it’s like Ravi Shastri going
excruciatingly slow — tip-tiptip — through the innings and

1

then hitting a six in the last
over, to then sit on the
teammates’ shoulder and go
roaring around the stadium.
The final over-sloggers are
smart enough to smell the
March-April air, and suddenly
their good-mornings to the
boss start to sound sweeter
than the cuckoo in a barren
land. The forgetful, Godfearing creatures that bosses
are, they get so enamoured by
the last month mehnat that
they forget and forgive the
slogger who would be back to
vella-giri right from Labour
Day onwards.
Doosra: All those who
have the hidden gene for a
split personality disorder turn
into a doosra before appraisals
and change their game to
surprise not just the boss, but
those colleagues who have
been observing their
chaalupanti all through the
year. People who specialise in
the working strategy of ‘we
shall deliver only what we are
supposed to’ all through the
year suddenly become
proactive and start
volunteering to take
responsibility for more work.
Itne proactive? September
mein kahan the?
Sledging: Directly toh
kuchh keh nahi sakte but,

2
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‘I had a complete breakdown’
Actor Zoa
MoraniI talks
about how she
dealt with a
failed start in
Bollywood
Juhi Chakraborty

I swear, the kind of underhand
sledging that the poor HR
department has to bear after
the letters are handed out! It’s
worse than Dhoni’s angry
stares and Virat Kohli’s
colourful MC-BC tributes to
the bowlers. It’s as if the HR is
responsible for not just the
measly raise, but everything
that’s wrong in the world!
Appeal: This phase starts
when the appraisal letter
comes in hand and the khoon
in the veins starts to boil. Itna
kam? For a person like me who
gave her best to the
organisation, I did not even go
to the toilet sometimes to
finish reports and projects.
How could this umpire be so
heartless? I will cry, I will
scream, I will sulk, I will
threaten to leave. There has to
be God existing in the form of a
third-umpire somewhere.
Insaaf milega yah I shall resort
to raising slogans against the
gross injustice of the boss, the
company, the society, the
capitalists. Who else?
Googly: I love this one.
For all the sledging, this
could be HR’s way of serving
you aam papad in the
packaging of Ferrero Rochers
if you’ve messed through the
year and not done justice to
your job. The appraisal could
show a hike, in a big font size,
with stars dazzling next to the
big numbers. What the stars
indicate, however, is the
googly. Go to the bottom of the
page and borrow the reading
glasses from mummy. The fine

4
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print might just show the
break-up of the ‘conditional’
hike. If the economy of the
country will be good and there
will be rain every single day in
April, you will get the hike.
What? Who said rain at night
will be counted? Bahut dukh
diya na boss aur HR ko? Ab ye
lo. Vaise you’re still better off
facing a googly than those who
sometimes get out for a duck.
For them, zeroes don’t get
added in the salary figure, the
word zero comes and sits
before the word appraisal.
Count your blessings, and
work hard this year.
Howzzat: The way a
bowler who is confident of
having got the batsman out
keeps screaming howzzat in all
directions with hopeful eyes,
some people keep looking at all
their colleagues to know how
their appraisal went. Mujhe
prasaad mein six toffees mili,
tumhe kya mila? The
colleagues, like the heartless
umpire, keep shaking their
heads till the howzzat guy
stops asking and makes peace
with destiny. Till next
appraisal season. Howzzat?
Sonal Kalra disclaims
having written any of the
above, as she has no
knowledge about cricket and
genuinely loves the appraisal
season. Please don’t make her
face the chin music. Mail her
at sonal.kalra
@hindustantimes.com or
facebook.com/
sonalkalraofficial. Follow
on Twitter @sonalkalra
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I am ready to go the extra mile to make my
characters connect with audience: Karan
Shreya Mukherjee
he web space is becoming a
huge platform for talents
and Karan Wahi is one
such actor who is dabbling with
the medium. He says that the
web has become “huge” these
days and the reason is the kind
of content being generated.
The actor currently has
three web series in the pipeline
and is considering more offers.
Talking about his upcoming
web shows, the actor says, “I
am glad to have come across
such roles where I can be
experimental with my
approach. Every role demands
something new and expects a
different version of me, web as
a platform, expects you to be on
your feet all the time. The
results are quick and organic. I
am glad I have got some of the
good projects and can’t wait for
my fans to see them.”
The actor further adds that
times have changed and the
actors now need to put in
“every bit of that extra effort
that is required”. Karan shares
that he, too, is ready to go the
extra mile to make his
characters connect with the
audience in every aspect.
Given that he has done a lot
of TV shows, such as Remix
and Dill Mill Gayye, how does
he approach his roles? “TV is

T

Actor Karan Wahi says the web is now huge

I am glad to have come
across such roles in
this stage of my career
where I can be
experimental with my
approach with each
one of them. Every
role demands
something new.
KARAN WAHI ACTOR
an everyday medium where
prepping time is very less. In
most cases, scripts come to us
at the last minute. Even minute
changes can be done depending
on what one is portraying. For
me, I haven’t ever got
something drastically different
on TV so didn’t get the
opportunity to experiment
much,” he says.
When asked whether he will
take up less work on TV given
his commitments, Karan says,
“I never left TV. I have just
finished anchoring one show
and have been approached
for a few others. Let’s hope we
roll them soon,” signs off the
actor.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

WHAT ‘CAPTAIN’
BRIE LARSON
FINDS BOGUS

er entry into Bollywood
with Always Kabhi
Kabhi (2011) was a
dream debut on
paper, as she was launched
in a Shah Rukh Khan
production.
However, actor Zoa
Morani’s career took a sad
turn when her first film failed,
which was followed
by the debacle of her second
film, Bhaag Johnny (2015).
And Zoa admits that
she was devastated
after the back-to-back
failures.
“When I was making my
debut, I had a feeling that I
have arrived. And when it
didn’t work out, it was such a
big dhamaka in my life. It was
very difficult to deal with
failure. It was the lowest
phase of my life. I had a
complete breakdown. I did
not expect a result like that at
all,” shares the actor.
But she used the time for
some self-introspection in
order to deal with the “dark
period in her life” and also
started doing theatre with
Salim Arif.
“There was an entire
phase where I was not
getting any good roles. I
decided to take a back seat
and started doing yoga and
working on myself. I started
doing theatre to work on my
own craft because acting is
my love. Salim sir’s plays
were very much like
Bollywood films and I
enjoyed doing that. It made
me a very confident actor,”
she adds.
And it was after
three years of doing
theatre that she
realised she wanted
to get back to films
and face the camera
again. “I didn’t want
to lose touch with the
camera, and decided
to move on; randomly
I got a web series,
Akoori and another
one. Things just fell
into place for me,”
says Zoa, who is also
part of an upcoming
Sanjay Leela Bhansali
film, which marks the
debut of Poonam
Dhillon’s son Anmol
Thakeria.

H

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

The actor turned to theatre to deal with her dark phase; (inset) Still
from Always Kabhi Kabhi
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ZOAMORANI

aptain Marvel star Brie
Larson has said it is
amusing to her that some
people are not able to
comprehend that her film has
crossed over $1bn at the global
box office. The 29-year-old
actor said she initially felt the
pressure to deliver when she
started shooting for the project
but believes the notion that
women-fronted films cannot
get good openings at the ticket
window is “bogus”. “We put
unnecessary pressure on
ourselves. I understand film
history. I know that the film
industry started with a
majority of women,” she said.
“I don’t know why that was so
hard to comprehend in the
first place. It’s just like we’re
human, whatever. If people
needed this to be another
reminder this decade (that
minority groups can open
movies and make a billion
dollars) then great, I’m here, I
PTI
did it,” she added.

C

‘Playing a much older lead was difficult’
Sangeeta Yadav
very now and then, fresh
faces get launched on the
small screen and many
make their debut at quite a
young age.
Such was the case with
actor Helly Shah who had her
first tryst with acting back in
2010 at the age of 15. But she
got the lead role in the TV
show Zindagi Ka Har
Rang...Gulaal.
“When I started acting, I
was 15 years old and studying
in Class 9. There were no
plans of acting in my head
back then and I only aspired
to be a doctor. I call myself
actor by chance and since
then there was no looking
back,” Helly says.
For Helly, playing
characters eight-to-10years older than herself made

E

her feel out of place.
“It would often get
confusing to understand the
mindset of a 22-year-old. But
there were people on the set
who would explain to me why
that character is like this. In
some places, I used to get
confused because I wasn’t in
that age zone.”
“But then, slowly and
gradually picked up
everything and eventually,
everything fell in place.
It wasn’t that difficult,”
Helly says.
The biggest challenge for
her was to manage her studies
and work.
“Since I had opted for
Science in school, I used to
travel a lot back and forth
from Ahmedabad to Mumbai
to give my exams and attend
school whenever I was not
shooting.”

“Even while doing
Bachelor’s in Chemistry, it
was challenging to make
time for studies back then. All
this happened because of
immense support I got from
school,” the 23-year-old actor
says, adding she made sincere
efforts to fare well in studies
as well.
By starting off her career at
such an early age, Helly feels
she learned a lot and it helped
to strengthen her base.
“I learned about managing
time and keeping a balance
between work and studies.
Eventually when you grow
and do shows, your realise
that there is much more you
want.”
“I got this clarity and
worked on moulding myself
according to the industry
needs and requirements,”
Helly signs off.
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WEATHER
Sun 14
Cloudy

Mon 15

Tue 16

Cloudy

Rain

Max

Max

35°c

35°c

Max

Min

Min

Min

21°c

22°c

Sunset
Sunday at
6:49pm
Sunrise
Monday at
5:56am

33°c
Humidity
Max: 69%
Min: 33%

19°c

TRICITY BUZZ

HT REPORTERS’ TRACKER ON ALL THOSE
MAKING, OR FAKING, NEWS — FROM
‘WHATSAPPENING’ WITH VC RAJ KUMAR TO
POLICE COORDINATION ON TWITTER, FROM
CONGRESS WANTING KIRRON TO FIGHT
>>p4
ELECTIONS TO POLL KA TOLL

RELIVE THE MOMENTS WITH A PHOTO
FEATURE ON RC BANGALORE’S IPL
WIN OVER KINGS XI PUNJAB >>p6

sundayread

Yesterday’s temp: Max 33.5°C Min 20.1°C

shortstories
NO DECREASE IN
POLLUTION LEVEL
IN 3 RIVULETS
CHANDIGARH:The latest inspection by the Chandigarh Pollution
Control Committee (CPCC) at
city’s three seasonal rivulets —
Sukhna Choe, N Choe and Patiala
Ki Rao — revealed that there is no
decrease in the biochemical
oxygen demand (BoD) or pollution level in these rivulets. Sukhna
Choe, with has over 200 mg/l
BOD level, is the most polluted of
all the three, said an official. ››P2

Chandigarh, again No. 1:
Bansal’s slogan jibe at BJP
CHANDIGARH :Slogans define
politics and add to the spice of
electioneering. Intelligent,
thoughtfully-crafted slogans can
hit the opponent where it hurts
the most and also catch him/her
off-balance. Congress candidate
Pawan Bansal is certainly playing
mind-games with the BJP, even
taking a jibe at it.
››P3

debate of
the week
VOTER TURNOUT

WHY CAN’T
CHANDIGARH
DO BETTER?
Chandigarh registered a 74% in
the 2014 polls, which was not
as impressive as that of, say
Nagaland, with 88.6%. What
will it take to achieve 100%
polling this time around?
Send in your inputs in more
than 150 words to
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com by April 19.
OUR TAKE ››P2

Headconstable
beatentodeathin
Ambala,7booked
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

AMBALA: Seven men have been

booked for beating a 31-year-old
head constable of Haryana
Police to death in Ambala City
late on Friday night.
The victim has been identified
as Avtar Singh of Panjokhra village, around 10km from the district headquarters. He was
posted at the office of inspector
general of police in Ambala Cantonment.
In his complaint to police,
Avtar’s cousin Amandeep Singh
said they along with two others
had gone to a restaurant near the
Naraingarh turn for dinner
around 8:30pm on Friday.
“When we finished our dinner, we saw Narender Singh of
Tundli village was sitting on
another table in the restaurant.
Narender and Avtar had been
involved in a heated argument
during a wedding couple of years
ago,” he said.
As the group left the restaurant around 10:30pm, Narender
and his six accomplices allegedly
attacked Avtar with sticks.
When Amandeep intervened,

n

Avtar Singh was posted at the
IGP’s office in Ambala Cantt

even he was thrashed, stated
the FIR.
However,asAmandeepraised
the alarm, the assailants fled, following which Avtar was rushed
to a government hospital in
Ambala City. He was later
referred to Government Medical
College and Hospital (GMCH),
Sector 32, Chandigarh, where
doctors declared him brought
dead.
FATAL HEAD INJURIES
Sources said Avtar’s postmortem was conducted. Preliminary
report revealed that he had
received fatal head injuries. The

Security personnel inspecting the live mortar bombs after cordoning off the area at the vegetable
PHOTOS: SANJEEV SHARMA/HT
market in Ram Darbar, Chandigarh, on Saturday.

3 live mortar bombs found
dumped in Ram Darbar

cop’s body had not reached his
village at the time of filing of this
report on Saturday evening.
Sub-inspector (SI) Subhash
Chand of the Baldev Nagar
police station said Narender, his
brother Kamaljeet Singh and
their five unidentified accomplices have been booked under Sections 302 (murder), 148 (rioting,
armed with deadly weapon) and
149 (every member of unlawful
assembly guilty of offence committedinprosecutionofcommon
object) of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC).
Ambala superintendent of
police (SP) Mohit Handa said two
more accused have been identified, though he did not reveal
their names. “We have positive
leads in this case and all the
assailants will be behind the bars
soon,” he said.
In another case of an assault
on a cop, in the last week of
March, three youths were
arrested for attacking a head
constable in Ambala Cantonment after he asked them to
show documents of the twowheelerthey were riding on. The
accused had even torn the cop’s
uniform.

CHANDIGARH : Strong winds blowing at 25 kilometre per hour and
traces of rainfall cooled down the
city towards the evening on Saturday evening.
Winds are expected to continue in the coming days while
light rain is likely on Tuesday,
said officials of the India Meteorological Department (IMD),
Chandigarh.
“Dust storm is expected in the
city in the next two days. Light
rain is likely on Tuesday and will
continue for a couple of days
because of western disturbances,” said the weatherman.
Meanwhile, maximum temperature came down to 33.5°C on
Saturday from the previous
day’s 34.4°C, a notch below normal. Minimum temperature
dropped to 20.1°C from 21.8°C,
two degrees above normal.
In the next three days, maximum temperature is likely to
drop to 33°C and minimum to
19°C.
HTC

FACES OF JOY

n

Girls all smiles after Kanjak Poojan on the eighth day of Navratras in Chandigarh on Saturday. Nine young girls representing the nine
RAVI KUMAR/HT
forms of Goddess Durga are worshipped on the day.

Gang of burglars busted,
4 juveniles among 8 held
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : The UT police on

Saturday solved eight cases of
burglary with the arrest of a
gang of eight, including four
juveniles and a scrap dealer.
All the crimes were committed at the Industrial Area, Chandigarh.
The accused have been identified as Deepak, alias Balgali, 19,
who has eight cases registered
against his name; Raj Kumar
alias Napali, 19, an ice-cream
vendor named in nine cases; and
Pardeep, alias Bihari, 19, who is
already booked in 10 cases.
Besides the four juveniles, police
have also arrested a scrap
dealer, Vikas Vakeel, who used
to buy the stolen items from
them.
Police said they received a tipoff on Friday that the seven
youths were playing cards in the
ground near Research Centre
Building at the 3BRD Gate.
Following this, cops from the
Sector 31 police station raided
the area and apprehended them.
Upon stringent questioning,
they confessed to have committed a theft at a factory in the
Industrial Area, Phase 2, on the
night of March 23.
They had fled with 40kg
bronze, 15kg bronze scrap and
around 300 plated handles after
breaking the factory wall. All the
items were recovered from the

20-YR-OLD, TWO MINORS HELD
FOR THREE VEHICLE THEFTS
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :A 20-year-old
youth and two juveniles
have been arrested for
three vehicle thefts in Manimajra, police said on Saturday.
One of the thefts dates
back to 2017 while the other
two were committed on
Thursday night. The three
accused are not linked to
each other.
Narinder Pal Singh of
Modern Housing Complex
(MHC) had lost his scooter,
parked near his house, in
2017. It was recovered while
checking at a naka near the
Manimajra sports complex
following a tip-off on Friday
night.
The accused has been
identified as Lalit Soni, 20, a
resident of Shanti Nagar,

forest area in Ram Darbar.
Probing officials said the
accused went on to confess their
involvement in seven more burglaries at different plots in the
Industrial Area.
Police said after the thefts, the
accused used to keep the stolen

Manimajra. Police said he
has completed Class 12 and
was currently unemployed.
He was using the scooter for
personal use.
Meanwhile, Mithai Lal,
38, of Manimajra, complained hat he had parked
his scooter near the Shivalik Garden community centre on Thursday night.
However, it was missing the
next day. Police apprehended a juvenile and
recovered the scooter on
Friday.
Another juvenile was
apprehended with a stolen
auto-rickshaw near the
Sheetla Mata Mandir on
Friday. Mohammad Sahabaj, 28, of Mariwala town,
Manimajra, had parked his
three-wheeler at the MHC
auto stand on Thursday
night, from where it was
stolen, said police.

articles in the nearby jungle area
for some time and ultimately
sold them to Vikas Vakeel.
The four minors have been
sent to the juvenile home in
Sector 25 while a local court sent
the remaining four to judicial
remand.

SUFI PREACHER
HELD WITH 13
LIVE CARTRIDGES
AT AIRPORT
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : A sufi preacher was

arrested for carrying 13 live cartridges of a .32 bore pistol at
Chandigarh International Airport on Saturday.
Identified as Gulam Haider
Ali Kadri, he belongs to Barnala.
Hewascaughtwhilescreeningof
his baggage.
Kadri was to travel to Kolkata
on an Indigo flight scheduled to
depart at 7:55am.
During screening at the airport, Central Industrial Security
Force (CISF) personnel staff
noticed something suspicious in
his hang baggage. As many as 13
live cartridges were recovered
during physical checking.
As Kadri could not produce
any licence, the CISF lodged a
police complaint and Kadri was
handed over to cops. A case
under the Arms Act has been
registered at the airport police
station.
Kadri told police that he had
deposited his licensed .32 bore
pistol with the district authorities in compliance with the election commission’s directives
ahead of the Lok Sabha elections.
Sources said even though the
presence of cartridges in the baggage seems to be an oversight on
his part, Kadri was produced in
court, which sent him to judicial
custody.

N O D E A RT H O F EXC U S E S

HT Correspondent
n

CONG’S TEWARI, SHERGILL OF AAP AND BIR
DEVINDER TO CHALLENGE ANANDPUR SAHIB
>>p3
SITTING AKALI MP CHANDUMAJRA

OLD GRUDGE Main accused had heated argument with cop
at a wedding couple of years ago; all assailants absconding

Windy days will
continue in city,
mercury to drop

n
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STAGE SET FOR
4-CORNERED
CONTEST

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

Mohali govt employees will do anything to avoid poll duty

CHANDIGARH :The vegetable mar-

ket area in Ram Darbar was cordoned off after three live mortar
bombs were found at a garbage
dump in the market on Saturday
morning.ThemarketisnearHallomajra village and the incident
led to panic among residents.
A villager, Pawan Kumar,
spotted the bombs in the dump
about 7am.
Fornow,thethreebombshave
been taken away from the
crowded area and cordoned off
withsandbags;guardshavebeen
stationedtoensurethatmembers
of the public do not get access. A
daily diary report has been
lodged.
Police have also written to the
armytohelpitprobethecaseand
defuse the bombs. “A basic army
unitvisitedthespot,butcouldnot
tellusmuchaboutthebombs.We
have written to the army to help
us with the probe and defuse the
bombs,”apoliceofficialinvolved
in the investigation said.
He added that as soon as the
report of bombs being found was

election
2019

ALL THE DRAMA
Shailee Dogra
n

n

A villager spotted the bombs in a garbage dump.

received, a bomb disposal squad
was sent to the spot, which could
not do much.
“The local unit of the air force
wasalerted,butofficialssaidthat
thebombdidnotbelongtothem,”
the official added.
Now, the police are searching
for isolated locations where the
bombscouldbetakenfordisposal
once the army sends its team.
Forensic teams have visited the

spot and taken samples.
A police source claimed that
the bombs being found in the
openwascurious,asusuallysuch
shells are found buried deep in
the ground. He also pointed out
that a part of the bomb was relatively new, while another part
was rusted.
“Thecasemeritsdeeperinvestigation,” this officer, who
refused to be named, said.

shailee.dogra@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI :As the date of the Lok
Sabha elections nears, senior
officials in the Mohali district administration — be it
the senior superintendent of
police or the deputy commissioner — have been bombarded with applications
from employees seeking
exemption from poll duty.
As many as 110 such
requests received already,
both the DC, Gurpreet Kaur
Sapra, and the SSP, HS Bhullar, are getting around eight
more daily.

Mohali is a part of the
Anandpur Sahib constituency and will go to polls
along with the rest of Punjab
and neighbouring Chandigarh on May 19.
Reluctant to do poll duty,
government employees are
coming up with all sorts of
excuses in their applications
for exemption.
From health issues to
child’s birthday, from need
to take care of an infant or
cook for parents to attend to a
pregnant wife, there is no
dearth of excuses.
“The other day, a Punjab
Police constable walked into
the Mohali SSP’s office, seeking exemption on the ground
that he a sportsperson and
thus should not be put on
election duty,” said a police
official, who did not wish to
be named.

›

I am not entertaining
any request for
exemption. I have asked
my staff not to send such
applications to me, but
people keep turning up
in person.

›

I have already made
it clear that no
employee would be
granted leave unless the
reason is genuine
and supported by
documentary proof.

HS BHULLAR, Mohali senior
superintendent of police

GURPREET KAUR SAPRA , Mohali
deputy commissioner

Though his application
was not accepted, given the
fact that he has to practise
martial arts, he managed to
extract a two-hour exemption in the morning.
Meanwhile, an employee
of a prominent college moved
an application, citing diabetes and hypertension as reasons to seek exemption. A

local bodies department
staffer wanted to be
exempted on the ground that
she is staying with her
in-laws and thus has to cook
for them, said another
official.
“To dodge poll duty,
employees come up with all
sorts of health problems,
such as toothache, stomach

pain, bladder stone and even
viral fever,” said a senior
officer in the district administration, on the condition of
anonymity. “As the date of
polling nears, medical certificates also start pouring in.”
“I am not entertaining any
request from the employees
seeking exemption from election duty,” said SSP Bhullar.
“I have asked my staff not to
send such requests to me, but
still people keep turning up
in person.”
Meanwhile, DC Gurpreet
Kaur Sapra said: “According
to the election commission
directives, government
employees have to attend
election duty. I have already
made it clear that no
employee would be granted
leave unless the reason is
genuine and supported by
documentary proof.”
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Chief vigilance officer
should conduct deeper
probe, says report
FOUL PLAY NGO, doctor, carcass contractor statements don’t match
Hillary Victor
n

hillary.victor@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : The inquiry report into

the deaths of 279 stray cattle in
January and February at cow
shelter, Industrial Area, Phase
1, stated that chief vigilance officer of local bodies department
should conduct an in-depth
inquiry because the statements
of non-governmental organisation (NGO) Gouri Shankar Sewa
Dal, Dr Harpreet Singh, who conducted the postmortem, and carcass contractor Malkiat Singh do
not match.
The report submitted by MC
joint commissioner Kanu Thind
to principal secretary of the local
bodies, mayor and deputy
mayor, holds the NGO accountable as it failed to comply with the
agreement with MC.
The report also found gross
negligence on the part of MC officials including chief sanitary
inspectors, sanitary inspectors

›

It is clear from the
report that animals
have not died. Either they
were sold or sent to some
other place without
informing MC.
MANJIT SINGH SETHI ,
deputy mayor, Mohali

and supervisor as they failed to
check the cow shelter on daily
basis and did not report the
deaths to the concerned officers.
The report stated that NGO
Gouri Shankar Sewa Dal, organisation running the cow shelter, informed the MC in March
that 279 cattle had died of footand-mouth disease (FMD), but
did not inform the concerned
authority on time.
Dr Harpreet Singh, who conducted the postmortem and visits guashala daily, said in his

Woman acquitted
in attempt to
murder case

statement that he has conducted
the postmortem of only 10 animals.
Even the carcass contractor
Malkiat Singh stated that he is
not aware of any deaths as he
does not have any record.
Deputy mayor Manjit Singh
Sethi said, “It is clear from the
report that animals have not
died. Either they were sold or
sent to some other place without
informing MC. I demand criminal case against the said persons
responsible for missing cattle as
we will not tolerate this.”
The doctor in his statement
said that he found 30kg to 40kg of
plastic bags inside one animal
during the postmortem. “We
even found blades from their
stomach,” he stated.
The NGO had adopted the
gaushala in July 2017 and the
civic body had been paying them
₹13 per animal per day. Since
July 2017, around 800 stray cattle have died at the gaushala.
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STAFFER HELD
WITH DRUGS
DURING RAID AT
CHEMIST SHOP
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

No decrease in
pollution level
in three rivulets
HT Correspondent
n

CHANDIGARH : A man was arrested
from a chemist shop in Sector
33 here for allegedly possessing
illicit drug substances during
a raid by the Chandigarh
police.
When the cops raided the
shop, Satnam Medicines, only
one employee Harjot Singh was
present. The police seized at
least 600 bottles of codeine syrup
and 400 tramadol capsules from
his car.
Cops claimed that no pharmacist was present at the
shop. Harjot was booked under
the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS)
Act. The owner of the shop is
being ascertained, the police
said. Cops said only very small
quantity of these medicines can
be kept in the shops as the syrup
is used by drug addicts. Similarly, tramadol capsules are
also frequently used by addicts.

COPS CLAIM AMOUNT OF
CODEINE SYRUP AND
TRAMADOL CAPSULES
WAS ABOVE THE LIMIT

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:The latest inspection

by the Chandigarh Pollution Control Committee (CPCC) at city’s
three seasonal rivulets — Sukhna
Choe, N Choe and Patiala Ki Rao
— revealed that there is no
decrease in the biochemical oxygen demand (BoD) or pollution
level in these rivulets.
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
or BOD is the amount of dissolved
oxygen needed by aerobic biological organisms to break down
organic material present in a
given water sample at certain
temperature over a specific time
period.
BOD level indicates the presence of bad particles in the running water, which is bad not only
for aquatic life but also affects
people.
Sukhna Choe with has over 200
mg/l BOD level, which is highest
among all the three streams
in Chandigarh, a CPCC official
said.
Even as MC claimed that most
of 11 illegal sewer discharge
points that pollute Sukhna Choe
have been plugged, the BoD level
will not come down until all the

Woman held with
50 gram heroin
from Phase 8

LEAP OF FAITH

HT Correspondent

CHANDIGARH : The district court

has acquitted Rameshwari in an
attempt to murder case. Two
others were released on probation as the prosecution failed to
provide evidence, leading to
acquittal.
Rameshwari, her husband
Raj Pal, her two sons Mannu
and Vicky were booked in
attempt to murder case of her
son-in-law Rinku. Raj Pal was
not chagesheeted in the case.
Rinku in his complaint had
said that he had a love married
with Rameshwari’s daughter in
2004 and the family members
had an enmity with him since
then.
He said on March 2, 2018, all
the accused had started stone
pelting outside his house and
when he came out, they hit him
on his head and stomach.
As the prosecution failed to
prove its case, the court
acquitted Rameshwari and
her sons were released on
HTC
probation.

n

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

AMBALA : A member of the Hary-

ana State Commission for Protection of Child Rights (HSCPR)
visited the Child Observation
Home in Ambala on Saturday, a
day after some juvenile inmates
creates ruckus there.
Some inmates had indulged in
a fight on Friday evening and had
allegedly even broken televisions
and CCTV cameras inside the
facility.
Women and child development district programme officer
(DPO) Baljeet Kaur said some
inmates above the age of 18 have
formed competing groups inside
the facility.
“The children fought after
some children were shifted from
a room which had TV to another
room, which did not have TV,”
she said.
The DPO said, “We are conducting regular counselling ses-

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : The Special Task Force

n

Devotees thronged Mansa Devi Temple in Panchkula on the eighth and penultimate day of Navratri fair on Saturday.

DPO SAYS THE INCIDENT
OCCURRED AT AMBALA
FACILITY DUE TO THE
ADULT BOYS WHO
DOMINATE MINORS
sions. But this happened because
some adult boys are dominating
minors and are dividing them
into groups. We have already
written to the senior officials to
adjust the boys above 18 years of
age to some other facility.”
She said nobody received injuries. Four wardens and a superintendent has been deployed for 70
children.
However, as per sources, the
children were beaten by police
and several children received
injuries.
“The children had only damaged the TV, whereas the observation home authorities turnedoff and damaged the camera fol-

lowing which the children were
thrashed,” the official pleading
anonymity said.
There is no counsellor posted
at this observation home since
quite some time as the post is
vacant.
A member of HSCPR on anonymity said, “A member of
HSCPR has visited the observation home and several problems
have been identified at the facility. Some children have also complained that they have been
thrashed by police. We have submitted a report to the HSCPR
chairperson Jyoti Bainda.”
The members of district child
welfare committee said they have
not been informed about the incident by any officials. The CWC
members said, “We only came to
know about this incident from the
media persons. We would be visiting the observation home on Sunday. If any negligence is found on
anybody’s part, we would recommend registration of FIR.”

SANT ARORA/HT

(STF), Mohali, on Saturday
arrested a woman with 50 gram
heroin from Phase 8.
Kawaljit Kaur of Pathankot
took over her husband Sandeep
Kumar alias Sandy’s drug
supply trade after his arrest,
police said.
Kaur was arrested when she
had come to old bus stand, Phase
8, to supply drugs.
After getting arrested, she
was produced before Mohali
court and was sent to two-day
custody.
A case under the Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act (NDPS), 1985, was registered.
Kaur’s husband was arrested
by the special task force on
March 8 with 180 gram heroin and
₹2.20 lakh.
He is presently lodged in
Patiala jail.

Celebrate the biggest
festival of democracy

C

handigarh, which goes to polls on May 19, has always
had a good turnout of over 50% ever since residents
here started exercising their franchise from 1967,
except in 1999, when just 48% of those eligible cast their vote.
The city’s highest turnout ever of 74% was reported in 2014,
but then the northern “VIP” sectors, where the educated and
the well-heeled live, put up a poor show, with a turnout below
70%. The densely populated southern sectors showed a slight
improvement of 73%. However, the colonies and villages did
much better, with Indira Colony, Maloya, Vikas Nagar and
Kaimbwala village recording a turnout of above 80%, much
higher than sectors 10, 11, 14, 18
and other parts of the city. The
Ram Darbar colony area with
more than 20,000 votes had a
turnout of almost 80%.
While this definitely skews
VOTER TURNOUT
up the numbers, one is hard put
to explain why the educated
and so-called privileged classes
WHY CAN’T
shied away from participating
in this greatest festival of
CHANDIGARH
democracy. Were they not
DO BETTER?
shirking their responsibility
Chandigarh registered a 74% in
towards the country and their
the 2014 polls, which was not as communities to take a well-inimpressive as that of, say
formed decision and vote for a
Nagaland, with 88.6%. What
leader fit enough to represent
will it take to achieve 100%
the city in Parliament? Why
polling this time around?
was it that the densely populated southern sectors such as
Send in your inputs in more
than 150 words to
42 and 43 with 65% and 66%
chandigarh@hindustanturnover, respectively, last
times.com by April 19.
time, not match up to the colonies?
The educated class creates
opinion; it also influences the
youth, who are change agents and change seekers. By not
voting it gives up its right to complain when leaders and politicians fail to deliver on their promises. Participation in the
poll process is essential for Chandigarhians who are by and
large perceived as progressive and forward-thinking.
What will it take for them to turn out in large numbers, voting as an educated and well-informed people for a person who
will serve them for the next five years, hopefully tackling the
spiralling crime rates; the parking, waste management and
other important issues?
During the last Parliamentary polls, show by smaller
states and UTs had been impressive. The voter turnout at
Nagaland was 88.6%; at Lakshadweep it was 86.8%, Tripura
recorded 84.3%, Dadra and Nagar Haveli notched up 84.1%,
followed by Puducherry with 82.2%. Even a large state such
as West Bengal put up an impressive turnout of 81%.

debate of
the week

Two arrested for
possessing drugs
CHANDIGARH : Two persons were
arrested in separate cases for possessing drugs. Rajan Kumar, 24,
resident of Phase 9, Industrial
area, was arrested near Sehaj
Safai Kendra, Sector 47/C, following a tip off. Police said 2.1 gram
heroin was recovered from his
possession. “An official said, “He
consumes and sells drugs in the
area. We are trying to ascertain

Sunny Enclave

MOHALI : A fire broke out on the

Rajanbir Singh

second floor of a house in Sector
125, Sunny Enclave, Kharar, on
Saturday afternoon, gutting the
lone room. The tenant, a
40-year-old man employed with
a private company, was out at
the time of the incident. Tenants
on the ground floor said the
blaze started around 1pm.
“I was having nap in my room
at the ground floor, when a
shopkeeper from outside the
house called me, informing me
of the blaze,” said Sohan Singh,
50, who has been staying there
for six months. “We went
upstairs and saw everything in
flames. We called up the fire service, which took half an hour
reach the spot. By then, we had
called up the police. Officials
from the police doused the fire,”
Sohan claimed. A short-circuit
is believed to have caused the
HTC
fire.

n

rajanbir.singh@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : New clothes,
exchanging sweets and pleasantries with friends and acquaintances mark the Pratistha Diwas,
Pohela Boishakh or the Bengali
new year but this year celebrations at Kalibari Temple near
Sector 31, are special as the temple completed its golden jubilee
year on the first day of the Bengali new year on Saturday.
The day one of the celebration
consisted an eye camp, a blood
donation camp and a play ‘Bimbo
Pratibimbo’ was also staged.
Built in 1969, Burail village sarpanch had donated the land for
the temple. A photo gallery will
be inaugurated at the temple on
Sunday to showcase the land
before the temple was built and
the journey of building the temple, secretary of the temple exec-

n

Kalibari Temple was built in 1969 on the land donated by then Burail
HT FILE
village sarpanch.

utive board Rajesh Roy said.
20 MEMBERS TO BE
FELICITATED
They will also felicitate 20 members of over 80 years of age, who
worked to build the temple from
the beginning. Bibobhondu

Bhattacharya and his troupe
from Kolkata will also preform
on Sunday. Pratishtha Diwas
will be celebrated with pooja
pushopanjali and yagya in the
presence of Swami Goraknath
Saraswati on Monday.
Ashok Baruah, one of the

Youth dies of
suspected drug
overdose

Bhagat Singh’s nephew says it’s time for youth ‘kranti’

drug overdose in village Kumbra
of Mohali on Saturday, police
said. The deceased Rakesh
Kumar, 25, of Morinda, rushed to
civil hospital in Phase 6, Mohali,
where he was declared brought
dead. The victim worked as an
attendant with private hospital.
He had gone to Kumbra to meet
his friend.
HTC

CHANDIGARH : “Around 75 % of

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI:A youth died of suspected

India’s population is in their
youth right now. This is the time
for kranti. After a few years,
they won’t be able to do it,” said
freedom fighter Bhagat Singh’s
nephew Abhay Singh during a
programme to commemorate
Jallianwala Bagh centenary,
here on Saturday.
Organised by Panjab University (PU), the programme commenced with a pledge ceremony
by members of National Service
Scheme (NSS), National Cadet
Corps (NCC) and youth clubs of
the varsity.
Abhay Singh was honoured
during the programme by vicechairman (V-C) Raj Kumar. The
V-C, in his address, said the
Jallianwala massacre which
happened 100 years ago, still
creates anguish in the hearts of
Indians. He urged the youths to
become aware of the history to
disseminate information fur-

the source from where he procured" the drugs.” In another
case, Balbir Singh, 29, of village
Kaimbala, was arrested from the
backside of Sports Complex in
Sector 50, after he was found with
20gm heroin. Both the accused
were booked under the Narcotics
Drugs Psychotropic Substances
(NDPS) and have been sent to
HTC
judicial custody.

Kalibari Temple celebrates golden
jubilee year with Bengali new year

Child rights body member visits
Room on 2nd floor
juvenile home after reports of ruckus of house gutted in
HT Correspondent

illegal points are not blocked,
CPCC official said.
The NGT team clearly told
CPCC on Friday to penalise MC if
they think that they are unable to
meet deadlines to stop pollution
in choes.
BOD level in N Choe that originates from Bougainvillea Garden
in Sector 3 is nearly 80 mg/l. Sources said there are two to three
points between Sector 42 and Sector 53 which also need to be
tapped to stop illegal discharge of
sewerage water into the N Choe.
It was also that the illegal sewer of
few eateries in Sector 10 is also
discharged in N Choe.
Meanwhile, for pollution in
Patiala Ki Rao, which has BoD
level to around 170mg/l, Mohali
authorities are as much responsible as Chandigarh.
The stream which originates
in Mohali district’s Nayagaon
area near the PGIMER and enters
Mohali city via Chandigarh’s
Dhanas and other peripheral
areas.
As per officials, the untreated
sewage from Nayagaon is the
main reason for pollution.
Despite a population of two lakh,
the area has no sewage treatment
plant, officials said.

ourtake

founding members of the temple,
said,“We used to congregate at
Sector-35 community centre
before this but volunteers would
work on building the temple
every day. We worked on the
basis of donations. A shivling
was also brought from Rajasthan
to appeal the local residents.”
Recalling playing carom in
the temple, he said the temple
courtyard used to serve as a
place for people to sit and chat.
Samin Paul, one of the volunteers, said the ‘baisakh’ function
is of immense importance to the
community. “Everyone will congregate at the temple on Monday
in new clothes. Business owners
will bring copies of their ledgers
and pooja will be done for good
fortune. Usually, we celebrate
our new year next day after the
Punjabi new year, but due to leap
year, the date was shifted by two
days this year,” he said.

Police cremate
body recovered
from Jayanti
Majri dam

MOHALI : Police on Saturday cre-

n

Vice-chancellor Raj Kumar presenting a book to Bhagat Singh’s
nephew Abhay Singh during an event organised to commemorate
the Jallianwala Bagh centenary at Panjab University, Sector 14,
Chandigarh, on Saturday. (Right) Students performing during the
programme.
ANIL DAYAL/HT

ther, be it in the form of music,
dance or theatre. He said that all
departments of the PU will organise a series of programmes
throughout the year.

Central University of Himachal Pradesh chancellor Harmohinder Singh Bedi said the
incident was one of the darkest
chapters in India’s freedom

struggle against the British
occupation. Giving a detailed
account of the suffering caused
by the massacre, he said that the
day of sacrifice can never be forgotten by India and also stressed

upon the contribution of Punjabis.
Students of the colleges affiliated to the PU paid tributes to
people who lost their lives in the
incident, with music, dance and

theatre performances. The
event was held under the coordination of director youth welfare Nirmal Jaura in collaboration with Sangeet Natak Akademi, Chandigarh.

mated the unidentified body of a
35-year-old man that was recovered from Jayanti Majri dam in
Mullanpur on Sunday.
“After completing all the legal
formalities, we cremated the
body with the help of municipal
committee at a cremation ground
in Kharar,” said investigating
officer Sanjeev Kumar. “We
couldn’t know the whereabouts
of the deceased as nobody from
his family approached us,” he
said. “We were informed by a passerby who saw the body floating
in water. Following the information, a police team recovered the
body which was kept at the mortuary in Civil Hospital, Kharar.
The postmortem was conducted
and the medical report is yet to
come” the police said. Inquest
proceedings have been initiated
under the CrPC.
HTC
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CITIZENS’ AGENDA: WHAT DO THE CHANDIGARH VOTERS WANT

TEACHERS NEED PERMANENT JOBS, EVERYONE NEEDS BETTER EDUCATION, HEALTHCARE
FOR A BETTER LIFE Residents’ wish list includes no long queues of patients at PGIMER, a Tribune Chowk free of congestion and adequate funding for Panjab University
STUDENTS
SUFFER DUE TO
CORRUPTION

BUILD TRIBUNE
FLYOVER
QUICKLY

NEED FOR GOOD
EDUCATION,
HEALTHCARE

PARKING LOTS IN
COMMUNITY
CENTRES

Gaurav Sharma, 23,
BA-II student, DAV
College, Sector 10

Jagdish Singh Sarpal, 75,
President, Double 3
Resident Welfare Association, Sector 33
I feel the current MP didn’t
do everything she could
have for the city because of
her professional commitments, so it’s important to
elect an MP who is based in
Chandigarh. Completion of
the Tribune flyover is on top
of my wish list. The roads
near our sector are jammed
with highway traffic
coming from Tribune Chowk
and the flyover will definitely sort out the problem.
The RWAs also need to be
consulted when it comes to
decision-making. The
administration is quick to
increase our taxes, but does
not take the trouble to hold
any meaningful discussions
with us.

Vikas Chatrath, 49,
Sector- 21 resident

Ankush Chopra, 32,
PR professional

City beautiful as the name
suggests should be beautiful in all aspects: Social,
education and health. The
aspirations of all residents
from posh areas to slums
may be different but the
bottom line would be
wellness in all spheres.
Water, electricity and roads
are the lifelines, with
quality health and education also factored in when it
comes to enjoying a good
lifestyle. The same should
be within the reach of the
aam aadmi. Connectivity to
the city for everyone by bus
, train and flights should be
affordable and more
accessible. The public
transport system should be
improved so that people
don’t use personal vehicles.

The current government
has failed drastically when
it comes to parking problems and I urge the next MP
to do something about it.
Earlier parking tickets cost
₹5 for a car and ₹2 for a
motorcyle, and now the
prices have been increased
up to ₹40 at some parking
lots, while no extra facilities
have been given. Parking
lots in community centres
must be opened up for
people living in rented
accommodation if there’s
no space available outside
residences to park their cars.
A monthly fee can be
charged for this. Rather
than paying a fee each time
I visit a market, I would
rather have a monthly pass
for convenience.

I think that as a successful
MP, one thing that is very
important is overcoming
corruption in the system,
because of which everyone,
especially students, suffer.
One hears of corruption in
institutes of higher education, specially in colleges
and universities; of teachers
being appointed as additional and assistant professors because they happen
to be sons and daughters of
powerful people. This
culture needs to be
stopped. Also, more hostels
for boys and girls should be
opened in the city as
young people from all
across the region come to
the city to study and need a
place to stay.

REGULARISE
TEACHERS’
JOBS
Swati Sharma, 23,
Student at coaching
centre
IOur MP should belong to
Chandigarh and be easily
accessible. I have seen
current MP Kirron Kher only
on the TV screen. If she had
been permanently based
here then she could have
taken up some of the city’s
critical issues. I remember
reading in newspapers
about how Kher had promised to help contractual
teachers in order to adopt a
policy of regularisation. The
teachers are harassed at
every point. If they think
their careers are not worth
their while, then who will
take care of India’s future?
Healthcare in the city, too
needs attention. Look at the
huge queues at PGIMER. We
do need affordable and
accessible healthcare.

Bank guard held for
stealing jewellery
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : A security guard

has been arrested for stealing
jewellery worth ₹11 lakh from
the locker room at a bank in
Manimajra.
The guard has been identified
as Ashok Kumar, 56, of Sector 4,
Panchkula. He had been working at the bank for the past eight
months.
On March 13, Devika Mahajan, a resident of Sector 6, Panchkula, submitted a complaint
about thetheftat the Chandigarh
Police’s public window.
Mahajan alleged that she had
gone to operate her locker at the
bank on March 7. When she
again went to the bank on March
13, she found her box of

THE ACCUSED WAS
CAUGHT WHEN HE
ATTEMPTED TO SELL THE
JEWELLERY IN MARKET
bangles missing.
She later remembered that
she had left the box in the locker
room on the previous visit. It
contained eleven gold bangles
and a diamond bangle.
After an FIR was registered,
the Manimajra police received a
tip-off that a man was trying to
sell some stolen jewellery. The
accused were arrested from near
the civil hospital and he turned
out to the bank’s security guard.
Cops recovered the stolen
items from a washing machine at
Ashok’s house.

tricitytoday
APRIL 14, 2019

COLOURS OF UTTARAKHAND

Kumaon Sanskritik Rangmanch in association with the UT cultural
department is organising a cultural display of Uttarakhand. Artistes
from the hill state will perform folk dances and songs.
When: 4pm onwards Where: Tagore Theatre, Sector 18

RUN FOR KESARI
NGO Tushar Foundation will
organise a 5km run to commemorate 100 years of the Jallianwala
Bagh massacre.
Where: Assemble at Chandigarh
Club (parking area), Sector 1
When: 6am

GO GREEN
A function is being organised to inculcate such habits among children
that will reduce pollution. Children from various schools, colleges, slums,
NGOs and special children will participate in various competitions like
painting and ‘best out of waste’ competition.
Where: Punjab Kala Bhawan, Sector 16 When: 9.30am

PRESS CLUB INSTALLATION

When: 8pm onwards

APNI MANDI

Mohali: Phase 8,
Phase 11

Chandigarh

Sector 34A
Phase 8
Mohali

Phase 11

Ram Darbar

To list events write to us at tricityevents@gmail.com

PU NEEDS 100%
CENTRAL
FUNDING
Yograj Angrish, 52,
Chairperson, School of
Punjabi Studies, Panjab
University
The new MP should ensure
that work is speeded up to
make Chandigarh a smart
city. A policy should be
drawn up quickly for
resolving traffic congestion in the city. In the long
run, a metro will also be
needed to connect the
tricity area to decongest
the roads. Also, Panjab
University serves Chandigarh and the four states of
the region. The next MP
should either ensure
Central university status
for Panjab University or
100% Central funding so
that the institute’s financial crunch can be sorted
out and problems related
to higher education in the
region can be sorted out.

REVAMP
RAILWAY
STATION
Ashok Goyal, 39,
advocate
The condition of the city’s
railway station is very bad
and it needs a major revamp
that should be of international standards. There is
also an urgent need to
resolve the parking issue of
the city as the current
administration has failed in
its attempts to sort out the
problem with no immediate
solution in sight. Parking
rates should also be kept
nominal. The new MP should
also focus on improving the
local transport system and
reduce dependency on
private vehicles to decongest the roads. He or she
should also be more approachable to the citizens
and interact with them
regularly in comparison to
the sitting MP, who hardly
meets people.

COMPILED BY SRISHTI JASWAL, RAJANBIR SINGH, ARSHDEEP ARSHI, SURENDER SHARMA AND SHUB KARMAN DHALIWAL

4-corneredcontest
inAnandpurSahib

POLLBUZZ

UT to keep at least 10% EVMs in
reserve to deal with poll day glitches
As technical snags in Electronic Voting Machines
(EVMs) and Voter Verifiable
Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT)
marred voting in the first
phase on Thursday, the UT will
keep at least 10% reserve stock
of these machines to deal with
any glitches on the D-Day.
Additional chief electoral offi-

NEW SEAT Constituency hasn’t been a bastion of any party
election
2019

cer-cum-deputy commissioner
Mandip Brar said although all
machines are being repeatedly
checked, they will have 10-15%
of these in reserve for immediate replacement. Chandigarh
has 597 booths against 519 in
the last election. The total
number of EVMs expected to
be used is 2,000.

BATTLEFIELD PUNJAB

Tewari starts campaign tomorrow

Hillary Victor
n

Former union minister and Congress candidate from Anandpur
Sahib Manish Tewari will start his campaign after paying obeisanceattheTakhtSriKeshgarhSahibinAnandpurSahibonApril
15 (Monday). “I thank my party for granting me the wish to contest
from here,” he said, expressing gratitude to all his well-wishers
and supporters.

hillary.victor@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : The Anandpur Sahib
seat is set to witness a four-cornered contest with the Congress
fielding former Union minister
Manish Tewari against Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD)’s sitting
MP Prem Singh Chandumajra, former Punjab deputy
speaker Bir Devinder of the SAD
Taksali and Aam Aadmi Party’s
Narinder Shergill in the Lok
Sabha elections.
The constituency, comprising
14 lakh voters, goes to polls with
the rest of Punjab and neighbouring Chandigarh on May 19.
Created during delimitation
ahead of the 2009 Lok Sabha elections, the parliamentary constituency covers four districts —
Mohali, Ropar, Garhshankar of
Hoshiapur district and Banga,
Nawanshahr and Balachaur of
Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar.
Home to Takht Sri Keshgarh
Sahib, Anandpur Sahib has not
been a stronghold of any particular party. In 2009, Ravneet Singh
Bittu of the Congress got elected
while in 2014, Chandumajra
grabbed the seat for Akalis.
After Tewari’s nomination
earlier this week, a confident
Chandumajra said the Congress
has given the SAD a walkover.
However, Tewari, who has earlier been an MP from Ludhiana,
is confident of his party not only
winning from Anandpur Sahib
but all over Punjab.
“With Manish Tewari in the
fray, the battle has become more
interesting,” said Bir Devinder.
“But it will not affect our winning chances as he has to start
his campaigning from the

n

Prem Singh Chandumajra
(SAD) is the sitting MP

n

Bir Devinder (SAD Taksali) is
former Punjab deputy speaker

Kataria, Vij share stage in Ambala

n

Manish Tewari (Congress) is a
former Union minister

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: As summers sets in,
the number of patients in neurology out patient departments
(OPDs) across hospitals doubles,
said experts of the department
on the second day of ‘Brainstorm
2019’ at Postgraduate Institute of
Medical Education and
Research (PGIMER).
A sharp rise is seen in the
patients complaining headaches
or infections, the experts further
said. Neurology department
head Dr Vivek Lal said that in
summers, footfall of patients in
the neurology OPD increases
from 300 to 600 per day.
“If from October to March, we
examine 20-30 new patients per
OPD, from April to September,
we see not less than 100 new

Putting to rest speculation of
factionalism in the BJP’s
Ambala parliamentary unit,
Haryana health minister and
Ambala cantonment legislator
Anil Vij and sitting MP Rattan
Lal Kataria shared the stage at
the inauguration programme
of a party office in Ambala. The
two leaders have not always
been on the best of terms, with
Vij even calling Kataria a

Narinder Shergill (AAP) is a
former sarpanch

HOW PARTIES FARED IN PAST
The parliamentary seat was created ahead of 2009 LS poll

‘Gumshuda’ (missing person)
nearly two years ago for what
he claimed was his absence
from the constituency. Vij was
also missingfrom aVijaySankalp rally held in Yamunanagar
last week after the announcement of Kataria’s candidature
from Ambala.
COMPILED BY VIVEK
GUPTA, BAHADURJEET
SINGH AND SUNIL RAHAR

UT’s funding
suffered under
BJP: Bansal
Funding to the UT suffered
during the BJP government
at the centre, Congress Lok
Sabha candidate from Chandigarh Pawan Kumar Bansal
claimed on Saturday. He told
a public gathering in Sector
20 that the annual plan size
increased during his successive terms as MP, the Centre
cut the plan to ₹623 crore in
2014-15. Since then, the trend
had continued, he told the
audience.

UT targets three
pink booths
To encourage women voter
participation, the Chandigarh election department is
likely to set up three pink
booths, managed entirely by
women staff. The DC added
that the purpose was to help
women showcase their abilities. “The final decision
about location and staff to be
appointed will be taken in a
meeting next week,” said the
DC. Of 6.2 lakh voters, 2.91
lakh (47%) are women.

2014
CANDIDATES

PARTY

VOTES

Prem Singh Chandumarja

SAD

3,47,394

Ambika Soni

Congress

3,23,697

Himmat Singh Shergill

AAP

3,06,008

Ravneet Singh Bittu

Congress

4,04,836

Daljit Singh Cheema

SAD

2009
3,37,632

Chandigarh, again
number 1: Bansal’s
slogan jibe at BJP

PEDESTRIAN
KILLED IN
HIT-AND-RUN
IN PANCHKULA

Vivek Gupta

HT Correspondent

n

scratch.”
While both Chandumajra and
Bir Devinder tagged the Congress leader as an outsider,
AAP’s Narinder Shergill said
after the announcement of
Tewari’s candidature, he has
received many calls from local
Congress leaders who want to
support the AAP.

In 2014, AAP’s Himmat Singh
Shergill had managed to poll
over 3 lakh votes, coming third
but making it a close contest
between Chandumajra and Congress’s Ambika Soni (see box).
Also, out of the nine assemblies
in the constituency, five were
won by the Congress, three by
AAP and one by SAD.

Neurological health problems
double during summer season
n

Where: Chandigarh Press Club, Sector 27

Ram Darbar

Kedarnath Sharma, 82,
Vice chairman, FOSWAC
The current government has
started some great projects
which are sure to bear fruit
in the coming years, but
right now a lot more needs
to be done. I would expect
the next MP to address the
deteriorating law and order
issue. Increasing cases of
crime, especially snatching
and thefts have made
residents insecure and the
police need more resources
and better direction to deal
with the problem. The
waste management system
has been hanging fire and
the new MP must resolve
this issue with special focus
on waste segregation.
Chandigarh’s markets have
also been taken over by
vendors and the new MP
must see to it that they are
relocated quickly to designated spots.

HT Correspondent

Chandigarh Press Club is holding a ceremony for
the newly elected governing council to take
charge

Chandigarh:
Sector 34 A

SORT OUT LAW
AND ORDER
SITUATION

patients per OPD. Migraine and
headache cases increase from 50
to 100, then infection or post
infection complications also
double in summer,” said Dr Lal.
He added that in the neurology OPD, maximum number of
cases witnessed are of headaches, followed by epilepsy,
stroke and remaining disorders.
He also said that headaches
among children have also
become common.
“Five years ago, I used to
examine one child per month,
but now, the number is as high as
10 cases per OPD. This is because
of excessive use of smart phones
and disturbed sleeping habits.”
A doctor from All India Institutes of Medical Sciences
(AIIMS) said that increased use
of phones is also one of the most
common risk factors for photo-

sensitive epilepsy among children.
A neurologist from PGI, Dr
Modi, said, “To avoid migraine,
one should avoid sudden change
of temperature and direct sunlight as these are the two most
common triggers.”
GOLDEN HOUR CRITICAL
FOR STROKE PATIENTS
Neurology experts concurred
that it was important that a
stroke was recognised as such
during the first hour of its start
in a patient for it treatment to be
really effective.
On the second day of the
event, professors Ramesh Madhvan, Kameshwar Prasad,
Dheeraj Khurana and Rohit
spoke on evidence-based medicine for stroke — ‘Fine tips for
students’.

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :Slogans define poli-

PANCHKULA : A 23-year-old pedes-

tics and add to the spice of electioneering. Intelligent, thoughtfully-crafted slogans can hit the
opponentwhereithurtsthemost
and also catch him/her
off-balance.
Congress candidate Pawan
Bansal is certainly played mindgames with the BJP, even taking
a jibe at what he perceives as the
party’s below par performance
in Chandigarh with his two main
election slogans —‘#ApnaChandigarh #Phir Se Number 1’ (My
Chandigarhagainnumber1)and
‘Mera Kaam, Meri Pehchan’ (My
Work, My Identity).
Insiders say these two catchy
slogans, to be used tactfully, will
feature in all his publicity material both in digital and print and
target the BJP on several fronts.
With ‘Apna Chandigarh’,
Bansal wants to convey that he
has been the person next door
throughout his 40-year political
career in the city.
‘Phir Se Number 1’ is Bansal’s
strategy to hit out at the BJP for
the city’s poor ranking in
national surveys. Since the
announcement of his candidature, Bansal has been repeatedly
saying that the city has been
robbed off its pride under the
BJP rule due to its 20th rank in
Swachh Survekshan and 67th
rank on the Smart City list.
There is also a reference to his
orientation for development and
his contribution to the city’s

trian, Jasbir Singh, of Para Wala
village succumbed to his injuries
after a speeding motorcycle hit
him near Taparia village and
fled. Jasbir was on foot and had
gone to visit the Mata Sharda
devi temple in Trilokpur village
on Friday about 8.30pm. Sources
said the motorcycle had hit him
near the Radha Soami Satsang
Bhawan in Taparia.
Jasbir was hurt on his head
and face after he fell on the road
duetotheimpactandwasrushed
to the Government Medical College and Hospital (GMCH), Sector 32, where he succumbed to
his injuries later in the night.
Jasbir’s friend,Dinesh Kumar
of Parvala, informed the family
about the death about 11.30pm.
His father, Naresh Kumar, a
44-year-old daily wager was
inconsolable.
Police have booked an unidentified man under sections 279
(rash driving or riding on a public way) and 304-A (causingdeath
by negligence) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) at the
Raipur Rani police station on
Saturday.

›

I have been known for
my work and will leave
no stone unturned to
restore Chandigarh to its
previous glory, if given a
chance this time.
PAWAN KUMAR BANSAL,
Congress candidate

progress during his 20-year tenure as MP, first from 1991-1996
and then from 1999-2014 through
‘Mera Kaam Meri Pehchaan’.
Such slogan carving is also the
Congress’ attempt to counter the
BJP’s strategy of highlighting
controversies related to his tenure as Union minister, especially
the Railgate scam. Even though
Bansal claimed that he was the
victim of political controversy, it
affected him in 2014; he lost to the
BJP’s Kirron Kher by 70,000
votes.
Bansal said, “I have always
tried to be the person next door.
I have been known for my work
and will leave no stone unturned
to restore Chandigarh to its previous glory.”

THE MOTORCYCLE
HAD HIT HIM NEAR
THE RADHA SOAMI
SATSANG BHAWAN IN
TAPARIA VILLAGE
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TRICITYBUZZ

HT REPORTERS’ TRACKER ON ALL THOSE MAKING, OR FAKING, NEWS
MONEY GONE ‘WASTE’?
Officials of the Haryana urban local
bodies (ULB) and Panchkula municipal corporation (MC) are in the mood
for a foreign jaunt and have been making appropriate noises for a visit to
France to review technology related to
a waste processing plant. As plans are
being firmed up sources say they will
be visiting a French company to verify
if it is capable of installing the technology required. One question that comes
to mind is, exactly how many tours are
needed for the plant? In April last year,
an MC delegation including local MLA
Gian Chand Gupta had visited Hyderabad to review the plant there and later
in December, a delegation headed by
MC commissioner Rajesh Jogpal and
Gupta had been to Nashik, Maharashtra, to check out another waste processing facility. If so much money is
wasted in just ‘reviewing’ waste management technology, how much will it
actually cost to actually set up the
plant?

POLL KA TOLL

ILLUSTRATION: BISWAJIT DEBNATH/HT

‘WhatsAppening’ with
VC Raj Kumar?

PU administration’s WhatsApp group
as soon as he had been added to it. The
message communicated then to the
rest of the users was clear: That the VC
prefers going incommunicado.

At a recent colloquium held at UICET
Auditorium in Panjab University
(PU), BK Kuthiala, former vice-chancellor of Makhanlal Chaturvedi
National University of Journalism
and Communication, Bhopal, while
holding forth on ways of communication, said, “Even no response is a communication.” As an example, he
added, “If you send a text to the vice
chancellor and he does not respond,
then that no response is also a
response.” As some members of he
audience suppressed their smiles, one
wondered if Kuthiala knew VC Raj
Kumar’s tech-unfriendly ways of not
responding to WhatsApp messages; or
the quick exit he made from the

TAKING CREDIT WHERE
IT’S NOT DUE?
More on the VC: At the colloquium lecture at PU, Raj Kumar waxed eloquent
on the Atal Ranking of Institutions on
Innovation Achievements released by
MHRD in which his university was
ranked nine among the top ten institutions. “When I came to PU I started
talking about research and innovation. See, I brought PU to ninth rank,”
he crowed, hogging all the credit for
the achievement in one telling sentence, leaving the others gobsmacked,
wondering what they had been doing
for the university all these years.

Election duties have meant extra work
for UT Administration officials. “We
have routine departmental duties and
in addition to that we are managing
the election process. The most timeconsuming work, however, is making
detailed reports for the election commission (EC) as it can ask for such
information immediately,” says a senior official of the administration. Most
of the officials, it’s believed, have made
it a matter of prestige to despatch the
reports promptly to the EC. As a
result, in spite of the numerous administrative tasks it handles, the staff is
busy compiling relevant data and
information, proofreading it and writing out reports. Tough job, you can
say. This poll is certainly taking its toll
on the poor staff members!

CROSS CONNECTION
MP Prem Singh Chandumajra’s wife
Balwinder Kaur was certainly not
ready for a stern lecture on the
“wrongs” done by the Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD) when she telephoned
Mohali SAD councillor Harvinder
Kaur Lang to seek support for her husband. Unfortunately for her, Lang’s
son picked up the phone and listed out,
in no uncertain terms, everything that
had gone wrong with the SAD rule,
including its failure to prevent the 2015
Guru Granth Sahib sacrilege and pardoning of Dera Sacha Sauda chief Gurmeet Ram Rahim in 2007. Though Balwinder Kaur repeatedly insisted that

‘I’ll ensure Ludhiana tops all charts’
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA:“I will continue to seek

votes in the name of former Punjab chief minister Beant Singh,”
said sitting member of Parliament (MP) and Congress candidate Ravneet Singh Bittu, while
inaugurating his election office at
Welkom Palace on Malhar Road
on Saturday.
Since his selection as the Congress candidate for the Lok Sabha
elections on April 2, Bittu has
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been under fire from the SADBJP combine, who accused him
of not taking up development
works in the constituency, and
only seeking sympathy votes in
the name of his grandfather
Beant Singh. In response, Bittu
on Saturday said Ludhiana will
top the charts in every aspect in
the coming five years if he was
given another chance to serve the
constituency.
“On the one hand, my grandfather laid down his life for the
state’s peace and harmony, and

on the other hand, SAD-BJP
leaders have not sacrificed anything for the state, and had
rather looted it,” said Bittu after
inauguration of his election
office. “Special initiatives will be
taken to find a solution for traffic
congestion, and incentives will be
provided to industries for their
efforts to control rising pollution.
I appeal to the voters to give me
another chance to serve and
strengthen the hands of Congress
president Rahul Gandhi,”
he said.

Balbir Singh to take him home and
reunite him with the family, proving
the point that even though he’s now an
NRI, UT police still cares for him.

things would change, the young man
said he would prefer NOTA to supporting Chandumajra. Now that was one
‘cross’ person Balwinder Kaur must
be wishing she had not connected to.

THERE’S NO SPACE FOR
UNDERPRIVILEGED KIDS

CAN’T DO WITHOUT
CHANDUMAJRA
Looking to repeat a term as MP, Prem
Singh Chandumajra feels Anandpur
Sahib is lucky as the party whose candidate wins this seat is also known to
form the government at the Centre.”.
In his rallies he is heard saying “Jida
desh ki majboori hai Modi ko jeetana
zaroori hai, uda hi Modi says Chandumjra zaroori hai (the country is
compelled to make Modi win, but Modi
himself says Chandumajra is needed
to win the seat).”

POLICE COORDINATION
ON TWITTER
While Chandigarh has two SSPs to
deal with crime and for traffic, many
people tend to get confused and end up
tagging SSP traffic Shashank Anand,
who is more active on Twitter, in their
complaints. Anand recently received
one such complaint from a gentleman
who alleged that his landowners
weren’t returning his security deposit
and even though he also tagged ex DGP
of Chandigarh, Tejinder Singh Luthra,
without missing a beat, he (Anand)
directed the complainant to email SSP
Nilambari Jagdale. A good job done in
managing Twitter traffic too!

BACK TO LEGAL AFFAIRS
Justice Rajive Bhalla (retd) has been
unable to stay away from the courtrooms. Exactly three years after he
retired from the Punjab and Haryana
high court in March 2016, the venerable judge has moved to the Supreme
Court (SC) to practice law again. In
between, before joining SC, the former
judge, known for his long proceedings
on traffic and
transport infrastructure
related issues
of Punjab,
Haryana and
Chandigarh,
headed the
Punjab Education Tribunal.
Here’s wishing
him a great stint
at the SC.
n

Justice Rajive Bhalla (retd)

n

Chandigarh MP Kirron Kher

CONGRESS WANTS
KHER TO CONTEST
Kirron Kher’s supporters are not the
only ones keeping their fingers
crossed, hoping that the BJP MP contests from the city. Some Congress
leaders in the city, it has been learnt,
also want her to get the ticket as they
feel their nominee Pawan Bansal’s
chances to win against her are bright
as resentment has built up against her
due to her inaccessibility to the aam
janta and poor performance. A new
player will complicate things, they
say, something that Kher’s supporters
call mere political propaganda, insisting that she will win again this time.

Parks are for everyone, the rich and
the poor, but a resident of Phase 5,
Mohali, has taken it upon himself to
not allow children of domestic helpers
and ragpickers into the green spaces,
believing that they are going to throw
litter there and that the only way to
keep the place clean is by keeping
them out. This is certainly unfortunate and shows how, in making their
surroundings beautiful, people have
forgotten kindness. Time the RWA got
involved and sorted out the problem.

SWEET SUCCESS
UPSC candidate Preety Yadav, who
cleared the tough exam this year, happens to be a student of district education officer Anujit Kaur, who taught
her at Government Model Senior Secondary School, Sector 16. The moment
she got her results, Yadav lost no time
in visiting Kaur’s office to convey the
good news to her. “How sweet of her,”
said a staffer at the DEO office in Sector 19. “You get what you give, if you
are giving respect, you get respect in
return.” Definitely keeps the gurushishya parampara going, we say

LOST AT THE LAKE
Australian citizen Gaurav, who was in
the city recently to meet his family in
Sector 47, seems to have stayed away
for so long that he’s forgotten everything about the nooks and crannies of
this place. On a night out for sightseeing at Sukhna Lake to take in the
breeze and the sound of the rippling
water, Gaurav realised at a very late
hour that he had no idea how to get
home. So confused did he get that the
gentleman had to call the Sector 26
police station to ask for help. It was
finally up to a kindly head constable

n

Stray dog menace fails to end in tricity.

NO DATA ON DOG BITES
Two weeks ago, a colleague who went
to the Anti Rabies Clinic in Sector 19,
Chandigarh, to collect data on cases of
dog bite in Nayagaon was shocked to
learn from the vets there that no data
had been segregated till date. Much to
his amusement, he was then handed
over a huge file and asked to segregate
data himself - and told “if our seniors
ask us to do it then we’ll analyse the
data.” Given the fact that the stray dog
issue has not been completely sorted
out in the city, lack of information on
something as serious as canine attacks
are indicative of the apathy of authorities in dealing with the situation.
COMPILED BY ARSHDEEP ARSHI,
MUNIESHWER A SAGAR,
SURENDER SHARMA,
YUVRAJ KAUSHAL, HILLARY
VICTOR, RAJANBIR SINGH, SRISHTI
JASWAL, IDREES BUKHTIYAR,
SHAILEE DOGRA, SHUB KARMAN
DHALIWAL, RACHNA VERMA AND

Rape bid on govt school student:
Edu dept prepares draft report
HEINOUS CRIME There was a delay in reporting the matter to police, says report
Srishti Jaswal
n

Srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : Nearly three
months after Chandigarh Commission for Protection of Child
Rights (CCPCR) had marked an
inquiry to education secretary,
Chandigarh, in rape bid on a
Class 1 student inside a government school washroom, the
education department has compiled a draft report which
clearly shows that there was a
delay in reporting the matter to
police.
According to the draft report,
a copy of which is with Hindustan Times, in-charge of the concerned government high school
had intimated district education
officer (DEO) that a girl of Class
1 was sexually abused by a Class
7 child with special need.
The incident took place on
October 12, 2018, and parents of
the girl verbally informed the

IN OCTOBER 2018, A
CLASS 7 CHILD WITH
SPECIAL NEEDS
ATTEMPTED TO RAPE A
CLASS 1 GIRL INSIDE A
SCHOOL WASHROOM
school on October 22. The DEO
reported the matter to director
school education (DSE),
Chandigarh administration,
along with a photocopy of medical examination OPD card of
Government Multi Specialty
Hospital, Sector 16, and a report
of Kureway Labs.
The draft report read,
“Director school education,
Chandigarh, sent back the letter
with remarks, saying, “Discussed with education secretary, let school head immediately report the incident to con-

cerned SHO, thereafter, DEO to
re-submit the case to the office.”
“In-charge of the school was
then directed by DEO on October 26, 2018, to inform the incident to concerned SHO of the
area. Complying with instructions of the department, the
complaint was lodged against
the accused, a student of Class 7,
on October 29, 2018, with SSP,
Chandigarh, Sector 9,” the
report stated.
In its letter to the education
department, the CCPCR panel
had asked to take strict action
against the school in-charge and
the education department officials for failing to report the
case.
It had also suggested the education department to ask the
engineering department to
construct new toilets and provide the requisite staff for
smooth functioning of the
school.

schoolnotes
SHIVALIK PUBLIC SCHOOL

Founder’s day
celebrations
MOHALI : Celebrations were held at
Shivalik Public School to mark its
49th founder’s day and the festival
of Baisakhi, on Saturday. The day
commenced with a religious congregation organised in the hostel mess.
Students recited shabads and paid
tributes to people who lost their
lives in Jallianwal Bagh massacre,
through a presentation, poetry
recitation and a play. Students
presented a dance performance on
Punjabi folk music. The school flag
was unfurled at the sports complex
by director DS Bedi. It was followed
by a march past by the students. A
PowerPoint presentation which
showcased the strides taken by the
school during last 49 years was
shown to the attendees in the
auditorium.

GOVT COLLEGE
GETS 30 MORE
SEATS IN FOOD
PRODUCTIONS
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : Government College,

Phase 6, the only government college in Mohali, has got an
approval for 30 additional seats in
diploma in food productions
under the hospitality and tourism department.
The college received an
approval letter from the Punjabi
University, Patiala, this week.
Principal Komal Broca said,
“We had written to the concerned
authorities almost two months
back, demanding more seats in
the course as students had shown
a keen interest in it.” The
18-month course already had 30
seats. The college has also submitted its processing and late fee.

FOR 2019-20 SESSION,
THE COURSE WILL
COMMENCE FROM JULY

campusconnect
students and teachers. He encouraged the students to imbibe the
teachings of BR Ambedkar in their
lives.
AKSIPS-41 SMART SCHOOL

Orientation programme
CHANDIGARH : An orientation
programme for the parents of Class
11 students was organised at
AKSIPS-41 Smart School on Saturday.
The objective of the programme
was to acquaint the parents with
the curriculum and schedule
planned for the students of Class 11
for the upcoming session. Executive
director of AKSIPS group of schools,
Jasdeep Kalra, welcomed the
parents and advised them to
monitor their wards in a friendly
but firm manner. Principal Ritu Bali
encouraged the parents to stress
upon building up emotional
quotient of the children.

₹5,000 for participating in National
Integration Camp, Amritsar. Principal
Seema Biji lauded their efforts and
congratulated them and their
associate NCC officer Sukhpal.
THE BRITISH SCHOOL

Principal participates
in leadership summit
PANCHKULA : Director- principal of
The British School, Panchkula,
Geetika Sethi, participated in 11th
School Leadership Summit,
Chandigarh, 2019, on Saturday. A
group of panellists held discussions
on different topics related to
education. The principal spoke on
the topic -- ‘The evolving classroom:
Creating experiential learning
spaces’. She apprised the audience
of various ways in which experiential learning helps the students to
fully immerse themselves in the
learning experience.

MRA MODEL SCHOOL

GURUKUL GLOBAL SCHOOL

Special assembly held

NCC cadets
bring accolades

Baisakhi celebrations

PANCHKULA : A special assembly
was organised to mark Baisakhi and
BR Ambedkar anniversary celebrations at St Vivekanand Millennium
School, HMT Township, Pinjore, on
Saturday. Students of Himalaya
House presented a dance performance and recited poems on the
occasion. The students were
apprised of life and works of
Ambedkar. Principal Piyush Punj
extended his congratulations to the

CHANDIGARH : The students of MRA
Model School, Sector 27, who
brought laurels to the school for
their performance in National Cadet
Corps (NCC) national camps held
during 2018-19, were honoured by
the principal on Saturday. Cadet
Anshika Bhatnagar was awarded
₹3,500 for winning the best cadet
title and bagged the second position as well. Cadets Sheetal Sharma
and Jasmeet Kaur were awarded

ST VIVEKANAND MILLENNIUM

REPORT YET TO
BE SUBMITTED
The report from the education
department is yet to be submitted, confirmed CCPCR chairperson Harjinder Kaur. She
further said, “We had asked
them (education department) to
take action. There is no information from the education
department as of yet.”
DEO Anujit Kaur refused to
comment on the matter, while
DSE Rubinderjit Singh Brar
said, “We can look into the delay
and fix the responsibility, if it so
leads to.”
When the girl, who studied in
evening shift of the school, had
entered the washroom, there
was no one around. The boy,
reportedly, followed and
sexually abused her, however,
she managed to escape.
The boy later confessed to the
crime and was rusticated from
the school.

VIVEK GUPTA

MANIMAJRA : The students of
Gurukul Global School celebrated
Baisakhi on Saturday. A special
assembly was conducted for them.
Students apprised their fellow
students of the importance of the
festival through a PowerPoint
presentation. They also gave dance
performances on Punjabi folk music.
All the students were dressed in
traditional Punjabi attire. Principal
Urvashi Kakkar lauded efforts of the
students.

TELEMEDICINE
DEPT OF PGIMER
HOLDS LECTURE
CHANDIGARH: The department of
telemedicine, Postgraduate Institute
of Medical Education and Research
(PGIMER), organised first foundation
day lecture at APC auditorium, here
on Saturday. Emeritus professor SK
Jindal delivered a lecture which was
followed by a continuing medical
education attended by participants
from various medical colleges of the
region, health departments of states,
other stake holders and collaborators.

English, cultural studies
dept holds literary festival
CHANDIGARH: The department of
English and cultural studies, Panjab
University (PU), conducted a two-day
annual literary festival ‘Eunoia’.
Various competitions were organised
as part of the festival. Professor
Pushpinder Syal was in attendance
during a spell bee competition won
by Tuba Rizvi of DAV College, Sector
10. Shivani Pathania from the department of English and cultural studies
won the photography competition.

Faculty training school
concludes at UIPS
CHANDIGARH: A week-long training
school under UGC networking
resource centre in pharmaceutical
sciences on the theme ‘Innovation
and Entrepreneurship’ conducted by
the University Institute of Pharma-

ceutical Sciences (UIPS), Panjab
University (PU), concluded at Golden
Jubilee Seminar Hall on Saturday.
Speakers from various academic
institutions and research organisations with expertise in diverse
disciplines of pharmaceutical sciences,
along with the UIPS faculty addressed
the attendees.

Workshop on antibiotics
conducted at PGIMER
CHANDIGARH: A day-long workshop
‘Antimicrobial Stewardship: From
Principle to Practice’ was organised at
Postgraduate Institute of Medical
Education and Research (PGIMER),
Chandigarh, on Saturday. The event
was organised by Antimicrobial
Stewardship Committee, PGIMER, and
sponsored by Indian Council of
Medical Research. The workshop
aimed to promote the judicious use of
antibiotics among healthcare providers with an aim of improving patient
outcomes as well as containment of
drug resistance.

UIET wins Smart
India Hackathon
CHANDIGARH: A student team of
University Institute of Engineering
and Technology (UIET), Panjab
University (PU), was declared the
winner of problem statement given
by the ministry of external affairs
during ‘Smart India nationwide
hackathon’ organised by the All India
Council for Technical Education and
ministry of human resource development’s innovation cell.
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NIRUPAMA DUTT

WHEN THE WRITE STUFF IN THE
ELECTION SEASON IS RIGHT

POTPOURRI

W

riters have been more active in
this season than at other times,
even if it be on social media, but
then this is the age of social
media for politicians and poets
alike. The difference between these two species
dealing in words is that poets are supposed to
show the way and guide people. Politicians have
the reputation of only ‘misguiding’ the populace. Anyway words spelled on Twitter or Facebook seem to go a long way with the lettered.

RATIONALIST MM KALBURGI WAS
SHOT DEAD AT HOME IN DHARWAD,
KARNATAKA, IN 2015. RATIONALISTS
AND ACTIVISTS NARENDRA
DABHOLKAR AND GOVIND PANSARE
WERE KILLED IN MAHARASHTRA IN
2013 AND 2015, RESPECTIVELY

THERE’S A COCKTAIL
PARTY TO GO TO

poll parroting. But coming back to the heart of
the matter: Writers, artists, filmmakers, students and activists have been a harried lot for
some time now. They have been hounded,
intimidated and censored in more ways than
one. Writers who have been served death at
their doorstep are rationalist MM Kalburgi ,
who was shot dead at home in Dharwad, Karnataka, in 2015. Rationalists and activists Narendra Dabholkar and Govind Pansare were
killed in Maharashtra in 2013 and 2015, respectively. Journalist Gauri Lankesh fell to bullets
outside her home in Benglauru in 2017. One of

For the unlettered too there’s no dearth of visuals, words or song and dance once again on
social media. So one is free to say what one will
and for others to hear what they will. Well, that
is what democracy is all about. However, in the
midst of all this trading and counter-trading of
words, some exasperated netizen cries out:
‘BJP Party, Congress Party, This Party, That
Party!! Call out to me only if there is some Cocktail Party!!’
Well some laughs are needed to relieve the

the election motivational posters show the picture of this firebrand journalist saying: ‘I am
Gauri Lankesh. I was killed. Think of me before
you cast your vote!’
Of course, there are many, some privileged,
among my near and dear ones. My revered Big
Brother, all of 79, happily poses for Facebook
pictures with his son and daughter-in-law
showing their indelible-ink-smeared index fingers and crying out with joy : ‘The Dutts have
voted for Stability, Safety and Prosperity of
India!’

n

What matters is giving peace a chance.

Famous poet K Satchidanandan and fiction
writer Gita Hariharan, who edit the alternate
literary journal Guftagu say: “The upcoming
election finds our country at the crossroads –
between inequality, injustice and lack of freedom on the one hand; and on the other hand,
measures to fulfil the promises of our
Constitution. Our Constitution guarantees
all its citizens equal rights, the freedom to eat,
pray and live as they choose, freedom of
expression and the right to dissent. In the last
few years hate politics has been used to divide
the country, create fear, and exclude more
and more people from living as full-fledged
citizens.
“The first step, the one we can all take very

AT THE CROSSROADS:
INEQUALITY AND INJUSTICE
Now let me confess, I never get into arguments
over politics with my near and dear ones. This
so because I know nothing will change with
that. They will shout back or mourn in silence
at how their innocent kid sister has been misled some 64 years of age by this unholy brigade
of so-and-so, blankety-blank award-wapsi lot
of buffoon wordsmiths.
But there’s no harm in brothers and sisters
knowing what these pen-pushers are saying.

FALLING IN LOVE WITH THE WRITTEN WORD
random
forays
VIVEK ATRAY

I

t is a sad truth that in current
times books are sold on pavements, whereas shoes adorn glitzy
showrooms. Books usually cost
much less than even a pair of slippers,
but people tend to splurge on fancy
footwear and other luxuries to the detriment of books. The need for people to
read more, and to thus learn more and
also become more dignified in their
conduct, cannot be overemphasised in
these tumultuous times. But right
from their nascent years, modern children are being allowed to ignore the
reading habit, and they focus more on
video based digital content.
The sight of a young girl chuckling
to herself while leafing through the
pages of an old book is probably one of
the most inspiring sights there can be.
Books are eternal friends and can
bring smiles as well as laughs to the
discerning reader, years after they
had been written or published.
The works of amazing writers like
Enid Blyton, Agatha Christie, PG
Wodehouse, Alistair Maclean, Arthur
Conan Doyle and RK Narayan formed
an integral part of my reading arsenal
as a boy. And I was none the poorer for
it! I recall vividly the thrill, joy and
sheer sense of adventure that I felt
while swimming deep into the oceanic
volumes of their writings, feeling truly

n

Think of the joys of reading Enid Blyton and exploring her magical world of pixies,
GETTY IMAGES
fairies and elves, apart from her engrossing adventure stories.

uplifted each time. Love stories were
largely not for me but some of them
were unmatchable. The well written
word clings to one’s mind much after
one has read it, and one tends to bask
in its afterglow long after.
Wodehouse, for example, would
come up with sentences like: ‘What’s
the use of a great city having temptations if fellows don’t yield to them?!’
and ‘Unseen in the background, Fate
was quietly slipping lead into the boxing glove!’
One would sit and marvel at such
writing for long moments while
savouring the sheer depth, meaning
and might of each sentence. Television
adaptations of Wodehouse’s writings

never quite reproduced the verve,
magic and charm of his written word.
He had the innate talent of infusing a
sense of happiness and laughter in his
readers, and his books continue to
reflect just that.
Christie would enthrall her readers
with astonishing twists in the tale
which never could have crossed their
minds, even remotely. Her leading
light, Hercule Poirot, would live in our
hearts, and still does, along with his
twirls and twitches. We would imagine
his heavily accented one-liners being
mouthed effortlessly, creating the sort
of impact in our minds that only a
great writer could bring about.
Even simple stories like those of the

Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew, as well
as Commando comics and a plethora
of other entertainers, used to make us
feel elevated, excited, and pepped up.
Books were, and are, friends of the
kind that never leave one, and are
accessible at all times.
The irony is that a variety of digital
options have actually made the reading of books easier today. One can read
on the go and on the run. One can read
while waiting for a meeting or appointment. One can read at any time, by just
clicking an icon on the phone. But the
tendency to read is reducing and the
habit of browsing aimlessly through
social media sites has increased
appallingly.
Books can help to fashion personalities and add substance to an individual’s persona. And it is rather easy to
make out that a particular individual
reads a lot, or doesn’t. A conversation
with someone who is an avid reader is
mostly an invigorating experience.
Unless of course he or she has become
over pompous as a result!
The stark fact is that in an era when
impatience and hurriedness appear
to be universal traits, reading books
may even seem to be an unproductive
pursuit. Those who are supposedly
busy might be loath to spending
hours on reading books. But if they
prioritise their lives and take time out
to do just that, they will truly gain
from the experience. My new TEDx
talk is titled Read a Book, Write a
Book. Let’s start a campaign to make
humanity fall in love with books all
over again!
n

vivek.atray@gmail.com

GRANNY’S
BAN ON
OWLS

n

Somya Walia’s painting,
Nyctophiliac Friends, was exhibited
at Government College of Art.
PHOTO: SOMYA WALIA

S

evenyearsback,Kharar-based
artistSomyaWalia’slifewas
threateningtoplungeoffthe
cliffsofdepression.Sherecoveredslowly,agonisinglyandthree
yearshenceherhealingsoulwandered
toowls.Shediscernedthesamenegativity,thesame“outsider”status,the
sameaccusationsof“foolishlikeanullu
(owl)”thathadoncevisitedherravaged

OWL WITHOUT A SCOWL

F

or just a moment, were the
mind to free itself from the
fetters of social and cultural conditioning that
demonises owls, the human eye
would re-perceive the same creature as one possessed with a calm,
noble, even benign gaze.Fact is, it
bears no ill-will against humanity
nor is it a bad omen. Neither is it
sitting in the crops to eat wheat or
admire the wild flowers of a pesky
spring ‘weed’!
A true ‘friend of the farmer’, the
owl undertakes free service by
maintaining a vigil for rodents
that wage a relentless war on
foodgrains. An imposing Indian
Eagle owl was captured in a rare
moment sitting deep in a wheat
field by teacher and keen birder,
Asheem Kumar, near village
Mumara, Faridkot. Kumar could
only find one owl in the area, the
spouse was missing, presumably
dead in a human-effected environment change. “My father told me
that when he was young, there
were many owls in Faridkot. But
now they have gone. I am excited, I
managed to see one,” Kumar told
this writer.
Apart from habitat destruction,
owls suffer due to overuse of pesti-

soultoattendthepopularanddemonisingdiscourseonowls.Itwasnaturalfor
hertoempathisewithowlsandtheartistinherwasirresistiblyluredtothese
misunderstood,mysteriouscreatures.
Buthergrandmother,Sudesh,banned
herfrompaintingowls.
“She would tell me that owls are
‘naash’ (symbols of evil and destruction) and that my obsession would
bring me unhappiness all my life. I
started to hide my owl artworks and

POLITICAL HYSTERIA CAN BE
INJURIOUS TO HEALTH
A small group of 2000 writers and others have
supported this appeal circulating silently on
email. It is yet to be seen what the power or failure of a silent campaign is. However as a writer-journalist jubilantly exclaims: “The political hysteria being whipped up is injurious to
health. Go take a walk, meet a friend or sing a
song: ‘Hum honge kamyab’.”
n

nirupama.dutt@hindustantimes.com

SLEEPLESS IN SUSSEX
TO SELFIE-ISM’S REFLEX
witerati
CHETNA KEER

A

s much of Britain brushes
aside burning national issues
to bustle or bristle with bated
breath for the Sussex baby to
be born and royal couple Prince HarryMeghan Markle proclaim they will
keep the arrival of the newest royal private, it surely must put future parentsto-be in a dilemma in these times of
every Tom, Dick and Harry trending on
Twitter, that sort of makes a mockery of
the word “private”. To top it, the Duke
and Duchess of Sussex have gone to
great ‘lens’ to make it clear they won’t
be posing for a photocall for paparazzi
poised with the progeny on patios of
any hospital, the way Prince William
and Kate did, ironically as much as
iconic-ally.
To be or not to be … nah, not parents,
but private parents … that is the question. Not so much a mega million-dollar
question as much as a mega-pixel question. The Sussex baby sure makes it the
season of showering spotlight on the
species spawned by the social media –
selfie-centred babyhood and cameraready mommy-hood.

SELFIE CONSCIOUS
PRENATAL SYNDROME
This is a species of newborns who pop
onto this planet suffering from severe
selfie-conscious syndrome. Their
penultimate pre-natal perambulations
inside the womb are devoted less to
devouring Vitamins A, B or C and more
to pondering or popping Vitamin Selfie.
More than minerals meant to power
their entry into this universe, their
umbilical cords carry cues to school
them in selfie-readiness for Twitterverse.
These are social media-savvy newborns that sort of arrive suffering from
such severe symptoms of selfie-conscious syndrome that even before the

WILDBUZZ FROM NATURE’S DOMAIN OF WONDERS
VIKRAM JIT SINGH

GETTY IMAGES

soon, is to vote against hate politics. Against
division of our people, against violence,
against intimidation and censorship, against
inequality.”

SPECULATION SURROUNDING
THE SUSSEX ROYAL BABY HAS
THROWN SPOTLIGHT ON
SOCIAL MEDIA-DRIVEN
CAMERA-READY PARENTHOOD

doctor delivering them gets to see their
face, Facebook or FaceTime does. They
skip the customary wailing or whining
upon waddling into this world, and
straightaway deliver gurgles or grins
galore for selfies framing their 15 minutes of newborn fame. This is the curious case of babyhood being to the (Twitterverse) manner born.

CAMERA-READY
COMPULSIVE DISORDER
When Duchess of Cambridge Kate Middleton had ‘delivered’ a blow-dried,
beatific photocall of mommy-hood tottering ‘n’ towering on high heels, baby
camera-ready in arms, barely seven
hours post labour, she set a tall order
for digital-age mommy-hood. With
Kate’s third baby being born, the camera-ready compulsive disorder was in a
new avatar reborn.
In contrast, Meghan’s pledge not to
pose for photocalls of unrealistic mommy-hood spells a sense of sanity for
social media-driven portraits of postpartum parenthood.
It’s another story that the Kate-style
botoxed or blow-dried photo-calls or
the Bollywood-Hollywood anorexic
portraits of yummy-mummy-hood
could any day be put to shame by Punjabi, panjeeri-powered portraitures of
postnatal mummyji-hood. If Kate’s
mommy-hood towered on Gianvito
Rossi pumps, desi selfies come riding
panjeeri-powered post-partum plump.
The salient symptoms of cameraready compulsive syndrome see new
mommy-hood clocking ‘n’ clicking selfies to chronicle second-by-second
action of newborns who are thought
second to none, be it their first hour,
first day, first week or first burp ‘n’ first
slurp. The curious case of selfie-ism
being to the minor born.

STICK TO KICK
POSTNATAL PAPA-HOOD
This is the social media-spawned species of fatherhood that may never have
wielded even a karchhi or chimtaa on
home turf, but they flourish the selfie
stick in maternity wards and beyond
with the aplomb of a Roger Federer
flourishing a Wilson Pro Staff.
From the baby’s pre-natal kick to the
first post-natal trick, this tribe of papahood captures ‘n’ chronicles it all on the
selfie stick.
Theirs is the curious case of cameraready fatherhood being to the Manyavar born.

mailbox
LIVES OF PEDESTRIANS, CYCLISTS AT RISK
n

An Indian Eagle owl in a wheat field.

cides and rodenticides in farming
practises. “By ingesting rodents
that have died due to such pesticides/insecticides, owls suffer
from bioaccumulation or the storage of such chemicals in their tissues leading to breeding failure
and mortality. Also, rodents die
slowly due to ingestion of antico-

owl pendants, earrings etc from
Granny’s hawk eye. Whenever
granny came into my room, I would
quickly shove them away. So much
so, that initially I kept my owl artworks small in size so that I could easily hide them!” Walia, a student of
Government College of Art, Chandigarh, told this writer.
Walia’s mother, Seema, too, joined
hands with Sudesh in an anti-owl-art
solidarity but the budding artist

ASHEEM KUMAR

agulant rat poisons. While owls
may not take a dead rodent, a
struggling, poisoned rodent
will be hunted by owls and the
bird will suffer mortality
from secondary poisoning,”
globally-renowned raptor
specialist, Dr. Vibhu Prakash,
told this writer.

covertly persisted. Her family grudgingly came around and accepted her
intrepid passion. She has 400 owl artworks to her credit, hopefully a world
record! “For me, these cute little
fluffy birds are like soft toys and their
big round eyes have so much to
express,” said Walia.
It is befitting that this artist’s
WhatsApp status boldly declares:
“Dil Ullu ka p..... hai”!
n

The exponential growth of traffic in the tricity, especially in Chandigarh, has become
very risky for pedestrians and cyclists. In this context, I would like to draw the attention
towards a junction at Sector 7 and Sector 8 ( near the Sector 7 petrol pump) where the
crossing for pedestrians and cyclists is somewhat confusing and can cause accidents. It
needs a zebra crossing or traffic lights or the path in the middle should be blocked. The
authorities are requested to do something about it immediately.
Amit Doegar, Chandigarh

Sector 48 hospital should
be made functional
Even after its inauguration the 100 -bed
hospital in Sector-48 has not been
functioning and it’s good news that the
Government Medical College and
Hospital, Sector-32, will take over the
hospital . The administration says that
the new hospital will get equipment and
staff after the elections due to implementation of the code of conduct. The
political parties who are contesting the
Lok Sabha elections from Chandigarh
should raise their voices to ensure that
work at the hospital starts immediately.
M Lal Garg, Chandigarh

No end to corruption
The recent report of two women clerks
from the Punjab labour welfare department in Mohali stealing cash from
ex-gratia, shagun and stipend schemes
to fund a lavish lifestyle gives one food
for thought. All this while we have been
lauding women’s emergence in the
workforce thinking their honesty and
dedication to their jobs will help combat
corruption, but such incidents leave one
wondering if women too will get to be as
corrupt as men. It’s time the corrupt
were given punishment to ensure this
evil is rooted out of our system.
MPS Chadha, Mohali

vjswild1@gmail.com
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Navtej, Param clinch golf titles
BAISAKHI GOLF
Navtej registers
net score of 70.4,
while Param cards
net score of 70

Kapurthala hold
Chandigarh to
draw, Ropar
register easy win

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Navtej Sujlana
with a net score of 70.4 won the
title in the Group A in the 11th
edition of the Baisakhi Invitational Golf tournament held
at the Chandigarh Golf Club on
Saturday.
Navtej, playing with a handicap of 9.6, carded a gross score of
80.
Tony Bedi with a net score of
71.4 came second, while JM
Singh with a net score of 71.6
came a close third.
GS Bakshi (72.2 net) and Col
Ajaytaj (72.2 net) came fourth
and fifth.
Golfers from across the
region competed for the top honours in the one-day event.
Apart from the club members
and other amateur players, the
caddies also competed in the
event.
In Group B, Param Sandhu,
playing with a handicap of 18,
came first with a net score of 70.
HS Bains came second with a
score of 70.8.
Dr Jaspreet Bath came third
with a net score of 71.
Anil Gakhar (71.6) and Vinod
Chaudhary (72.2) came fourth
and fifth, respectively.
An annual feature on Baisakhi, the event is held to
promote golf among the Chandigarh Golf Club members and
caddies.
The tournament was played
on double peoria system the
dress code is maintained while
playing and also at the prize distribution.
The event is a brainchild of
six golfers — SPS Matharoo,
Sanjay Talwar, Ravibir Singh,
Rohit Singh Dagar, GJ Singh
and Gurpreet Bakshi.

n

n

n

Participants during the prize distribution function of the 11th edition of the Baisakhi Invitational Golf tournament held at Chandigarh Golf Club on Saturday.

(Above) Anil Gakhar in action and the winners of the tournament at Chandigarh Golf Club on Saturday.

PHOTOS: SANJEEV SHARMA/HT

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

Replying, Fatehgarh Sahib
were bowled out for 133 in 43.5
ovres with Rimanjit Singh scoring 58. For Ropar, Lovepreet
Singh (3 for 37), Saksham Gupta
(2 for 1) and Ashish Khushwaha
(2 for 14) were the main wickettakers. Following on, Fatehgarh Sahib were bowled out for
99 in 32.3 overs .Yashdeep Singh
(4 for 29) and Saksham Gupta (2
for 8) were the main wicket-takers for winners.

CHANDIGARH: Hosts Chandigarh
played a draw with Kapurthala
in the opening match of the Punjab state U-19 inter-district
cricket tournament for Dhruv
Pandove Trophy at DAV Senior
Secondary School, Sector 8, on
Saturday.
Chandigarh got three points
for the first innings lead, while
Kapurthala got one.
Opener Ishan Goel scored 135
of 208 balls with 19 boundaries
and Akshit Rana 68 of 72 balls
with nine boundaries helped
Chandigarh to score 253 in 65.3
overs.
For Kapurthala, Sukhdeep
Singh (4 for 63), Sameer (3 for
42), Phuman (3 for 48) were the
wicket-takers. Replying, Kapurthala were bowled out for 146 in
78 overs. Rajangad (3 for 47),
Harsimrat (3 for 34) were the
successful bowlers for Chandigarh. Chandigarh, in their second innings, scored 86 for the
loss of one-wicket in 29 overs
when the match ended. Ishan
Goel scored 34 and Harnoor
Singh was unbeaten on 38.

PATIALA DRAW WITH
GURDASPUR
Patiala played a draw with Gurdaspur at Dhruv Pandove Stadium in Patiala. Patiala secured
three points for the first innings
lead. Batting first, Patiala
scored 306 all out in 80.5 overs.
The main contributions came
from Pukhraj Singh (72) and
Fatehveer Singh (96). For Gurdaspur, Madhav Pathania (5 for
99) was the main wicket-taker.
In reply, Gurdaspur scored 263
for nine in 95 overs with Dilpreet
Bajwa remaining unbeaten on
125 of 144 balls with 19 boundaries. Gurdaspur in the second
innings were 40 for four in 13.5
overs when the match ended.

ROPAR THRASH
FATEHGARH SAHIB
In the second match, Ropar
defeated Fatehgarh Sahib by an
innings and 141 runs to garner
seven points including a bonus.
Ropar, winning the toss, scored
373 for five in 82 overs.
Their innings was bolstered
by an opening stand of 265 runs
between Saksham Gupta (130)
and Himanshu Khanna (124).
Ashish Khushwaha scored 58
of 63 balls with five boundaries
and two sixes. Keshav Sharma
(3 for 73) was the pick of the
bowlers for Fatehgarh Sahib.

HOSHIARPUR BEAT
SANGRUR
Hoshiarpur defeated Sangrur
by nine wickets at Government
College, Hoshiarpur, to secure
six points. Batting first, Sangrur
were bowled out for 101 in 49.1
overs. Raghu (6 for 26) was the
pick of the bowlers for Hoshiarpur. Hoshiarpur scored 128 all
out in 51.5 overs. Mohit Sharma
(6 for 59) was the most successful bowler for Sangrur. Sangrur, in their second innings,
scored 120.
Hoshairpur
achieved the target scoring 93
for 1 in 27.2 overs.

ROUNDUP

MAHARASHTRA
REGISTER
MAIDEN WIN

KING KOHLI CONQUERS PUNJAB FOR MAIDEN WIN

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Arif Shaikh’s injury

time strike helped Maharashtra
register their maiden 2-1 victory
in group B against hosts Punjab
at the Guru Nanak Stadium on
the sixth day of the 73rd
National Football Championship – Hero Santosh Trophy, on
Saturday.
Although Maharashtra dominated the match and had maximum possession, they fluffed
their chances in front of the
goal. In the first half, Maharashtra made around 15 attempts,
but didn’t score a single goal.
On the other hand, luck
worked for the struggling Punjab, who managed to dispossess
Maharashtra and Sukhpreet
Singh made no mistake in finding the back of the net in the 39th
minute, giving the hosts a 1-0
lead.
After the first half ended in
favour of Punjab, Maharashtra
again continued their aggressive approach, but couldn’t
make much headway.
In the 78th minute, Arif
Shaikh earned a penalty and he
converted from the spot to
equalise 1-1.
Just when it looked the game
was heading for a draw tie,
Shaikh managed to snatch a victory with a strike in the 90+4
minutes. It was the third match
of Maharashtra in this league
and second of Punjab.
Earlier in the day, in the
group A match, Assam defeated
Sikkim 3-1. Assam’s Milan
Basumatary scored the opening
goal for the team. However, Sikkim was able to bring the match
to an even keel in the 33rd minute of the match by converting a
penalty.
In the second half Assam saw
goals from Sirandeep Moran
and Bishnu Bordoloi in the 85th
minute and 90+2 minutes,
respectively, to seal a facile win.
On Sunday, Meghalaya will
take on Services, while Goa will
lock horns with Odisha.

n

(Above) Spectators paying
tribute to mark the
centenary of the
Jallianwala Bagh massacre
before the start of the IPL
match at PCA Stadium in
Mohali on Saturday.

n

Fans enjoy during an IPL
match between Kings XI
Punjab and Royal
Challengers Bangalore at IS
Bindra Punjab Cricket
Association (PCA) Stadium
in Mohali on Saturday.
Coming into the match,
RCB had lost six
consecutive games but
skipper Virat Kohli led from
the front to help his side
register first win of the
season. PHOTOS: RAVI KUMAR/HT

JASKEERAT ENTERS
SEMIFINALS
CHANDIGARH: Jaskeerat defeated
Mehtab 5-2, while Akhil blanked
Paras 5-0 to enter the semifinals
in the boys U-10 age group in the
Amor-St Peter Tennis Academy
Tennis tournament on Saturday.
In other matches, Harmahir
beat Naman 5-3, while Kavin
outplayed Sahil 5-0.
In girls’ under-10 semifinals,
Japleen beat Anahita Mahajan
5-0, while Adhya Bisht defeated
Muskaan 5-2.
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SAD ACCUSES SIMARJEET BAINS OF TRYING TO
GRAB FARMERS’ LAND NEAR HIS FACTORY
>>p4

FALLING IN
LOVE WITH
WRITTEN WORD

SAMRALA LAD WINS GOLD IN MINI GOLF
64TH NATIONAL SCHOOL GAMES CONCLUDE IN CITY >>p4

>>p2
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HIGH

31.7°C

LOW

19.9°C

FORECAST: PARTLY CLOUDY SKY
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BAINS TRYING TO GRAB FARMERS’ LAND: SAD

shortstories
WI-FI AT SARABHA
NAGAR MARKET
LLUDHIANA: As part of the plan to
revamp the Sarabha Nagar
market under the Smart City
mission, free wi-fi facility through
a smart pole has been installed at
the market by a private firm, KEC
International Ltd. The wi-fi
password is “Kipps@1234567”.
Running on solar energy, the pole
displays temperature and pollution level, and has a camera. HTC

Undertrial’s death: Jail
inmates questioned
LUDHIANA : A day after a special
investigation team was formed to
probe the death of undertrial
Livtar Singh at the Ludhiana
Central Jail, jail superintendent
Shamsher Singh Boparai questioned some inmates on Saturday
and recorded their statements.
Livtar’s mother had alleged
involvement of some jail inmates
in his death, as he had a scuffle
with them two weeks ago. HTC

debate of
the week
CONSERVATION

HOW TO DEAL
WITH WATER
WASTAGE?
Every summer we see
residents wasting water.
While motors are kept
running with tanks overflowing, there is no dearth of
people washing their vehicles
with running water. What
innovative solutions can the
citizens adopt to save water?
What stringent steps do the
authorities need to take?
Send your views to ludhiana@hindustantimes.com
by 4pm on April 14.

Sunset on Sunday
Sunrise on Monday

6:53am
6:01am

SCHOOL GAMES: SAMRALA BOY CLINCHES GOLD IN MINI GOLF

>>p4

Vegetable market
contract quashed,
still no end to fleecing

>>p4

BAISAKHI BEATS

NO RELIEF Vendors had gone on strike on Monday against
overcharging, and complained to market committee secretary
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Taking note of vegetable vendors’ complaints of overcharging by the contractor at the
city’s main vegetable market on
Jalandhar Bypass, the Mandi
Board cancelled the contract on
Friday evening and took over the
market operations.
The Rehri Fadi Welfare Association of fruit and vegetable vendors had gone on strike on Monday to protest against the contractor for allegedly charging up
to ₹300 as fees, against the ₹100
prescribed by the Mandi Board
for allowing installation of vends
at the market.
However, Congress MLA Sanjay Talwar and additional deputy
commissioner of police (ADCP)
Gurpreet Singh Sikand had
intervened and pacified the
vendors.
Even after they called off the
strike on Tuesday afternoon, vendors alleged that the contractor
was still fleecing them, and
on Wednesday filed a written
complaint to the market committee secretary, Amandeep Sandhu, who had then marked an
inquiry into the matter.
On Saturday, Sandhu said in
the wake of complaints of over-

n

n

Vegetable vendors complaining of overcharging to officials at the
Sabzi Mandi on Jalandhar Bypass in Ludhiana on Saturday. HT PHOTO

charging and resentment among
the Rehri Fadi Union members,
the contract of Seerat Infrastructure had been cancelled with
immediate effect. The Mandi
Board had awarded the contract
to Seerat Infrastructure nine
months ago.
Since the contractor took over
allotment of space to install vends
in 2018, the vegetable vendors had
been complaining that the contractor charged them ₹1,600 a
week for 48 square feet space to
set up vends, against the prescribed fee of ₹100 a day.
Meanwhile, though the Mandi
Board is running operations at
the vegetable market, traders

said fleecing was still on. Vendors
said on Saturday, they were
charged ₹150 as user charges
against the fixed fee of ₹100.
Ujagar Singh, who he sells vegetables at the market, said some
people charged him ₹150 as user
charges and did not hand him any
slip for it.
User charges were also collected from vendors who have
established make-shift shops on
the roadside near the market.
Uttam Kumar, a vendor, said
they paid ₹1,600 to the MC as
annual fee for selling vegetables
on the roadside, but the Mandi
Board was still forcing them to
pay user charges.

Women celebrating Baisakhi, which marks the harvest season, in Ludhiana on Saturday.

GURPREET SINGH/HT

52 bags of subsidised urea seized from factory
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : A raiding team led by
sub-divisional magistrate (SDM
West) Amrinder Singh Malhi
recovered 52 bags of agriculture
grade urea from the premises of
a factory in Humbran on Friday.
The urea, provided by the
government on subsidised
rates, was meant only for use by
farmers. Some documents
recovered from the factory
revealed that the urea had been
sent to the factory from Moga.
The team has not been able to
identify the owner of the fac-

THE UREA, PROVIDED BY
THE GOVERNMENT ON
SUBSIDISED RATES,
IS MEANT ONLY FOR
USE BY FARMERS
tory. But, a case has been lodged
against him at the Ladhowal
police station. The factory also
had no board regarding its
name.
The documents showed that
at least 500 bags of urea were
delivered to the factory and the
owner had used 448 bags for pro-

ducing some chemical or
another product.
A case was registered under
Sections 9 of the Fertilizers
(Control) Act, Sections 3 and 4 of
the Essential Commodities Act,
and Section 420 (cheating) of the
Indian Penal Code.
The FIR was lodged on the
statement of the compost
inspector, who alleged that he
received a tip-off that agriculture grade urea was stored at a
factory in Humbran.
After the information was
given to deputy commissioner
Pradeep Kumar Agrawal, he
deputed SDM West to conduct a

raid. No one, except a security
guard, was present at the factory when it was raided.
Security guard, identified as
Ujagar Singh of Bhundri village,
had no information about the
name and address of the factory
owner.
Assistant sub-inspector
(ASI) Harmesh Singh of Ladhowal police station, who is
investigating the case, said the
documents mentioned two
names — Jarnail Singh and Jaspreet Singh — as suppliers of the
bags from Moga. “We are working to identify the owner of factory,” he said.

I’ll ensure Ludhiana tops every chart: Bittu
HT Correspondent
n

n

Ludhiana AAP president Daljit Singh Bhola Grewal with chief minister Capt Amarinder Singh after
HT PHOTO
joining the Congress at the CM residence in Chandigarh on Saturday.

Jolt for AAP, district chief,
state spokesman join Cong
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA:Struggling to find a face
to fight the Lok Sabha elections
from Ludhiana constituency, the
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) has suffered a major jolt with its district
president Daljit Singh Bhola
Grewal and Punjab spokesperson
Darshan Singh Shankar resigning from the party to join the
Congress.
While Grewal resigned from
the party on Friday night,
Shankar walked out on Saturday
morning, after sending resignations to AAP Punjab president
Bhagwant Mann.
Grewal joined the Congress in
the presence of chief minister
Capt Amarinder Singh, Ludhiana MP Ravneet Singh Bittu
and several MLAs at the CM
residence in Chandigarh on
Saturday.
Having joined the AAP in June
2016, Grewal was appointed the
district chief in 2017. Before this,
Grewal was a close aide of Lok
Insaaf Party (LIP) president and
Atam Nagar MLA Simarjeet
Singh Bains.
Grewal’s wife Balwinder Kaur
is the lone AAP councillor in the
Ludhiana Municipal Corpora-

WHILE GREWAL LEFT
AAP ON FRIDAY NIGHT,
SHANKAR WALKED OUT
ON SATURDAY, AFTER
SENDING RESIGNATIONS
TO STATE PRESIDENT
BHAGWANT MANN
tion (MC). He had contested the
2017 assembly elections from
Ludhiana (East) on an AAP
ticket, but lost to Congress MLA
Sanjay Talwar by just 1,581 votes.
‘AAP HAS BECOME WEAK’
Shankar, who was serving at different party posts, including Punjab spokesperson, member, state
committee and media cell, said
internal politics in the party had
resulted in its downfall. “The
party has become so weak that it
is not able to take action against
rebel AAP MLAs (Sukhpal Singh
Khaira, Dharamvira Gandhi and
Kanwar Sandhu) just to save its
chair of leader of Opposition in
the Vidhan Sabha,” he added.
“Lack of knowledge of statelevel affairs and failure of AAP
high command led by Arvind Kejriwal in strengthening the orga-

nisational structural had also left
the local leadership in
despair,” Shankar said.
Refusing to comment on AAP,
Grewal said he had decided to
leave the party after discussions
with his relatives and supporters.
NO ANNOUNCEMENT
ON CANDIDATE
Meanwhile, AAP continues to
scramble to find a popular face for
the Ludhiana seat since the
departure of HS Phoolka, who in
the last general elections had got
the most votes after Congress’
Ravneet Singh Bittu, leaving
behind even SAD’s Manpreet
Singh Ayali and Simarjeet Singh
Bains, who had contested independently.
According to sources, AAP
had offered the Ludhiana seat to
Grewal, but he turned it down.
Following his resignation on Friday night, both Shiromani Akali
Dal and Congress were in touch
with Grewal, who settled for Congress on Saturday.
In the four-cornered contest in
Ludhiana, while Bittu is again in
the fray from Congress, SAD has
fielded Maheshinder Singh
Grewal, and Bains will contest
the elections from the Punjab
Democratic Alliance.

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA:“I will continue to seek
votes in the name of former Punjab chief minister Beant Singh,”
said sitting member of Parliament (MP) and Congress candidate Ravneet Singh Bittu, while
inaugurating his election office at
Welkom Palace on Malhar Road
on Saturday.
Since his selection as the Congress candidate for the Lok Sabha
elections on April 2, Bittu has
been under fire from the SADBJP combine, who accused him
of not taking up development
works in the constituency, and
only seeking sympathy votes in
the name of his grandfather
Beant Singh.
In response, Bittu on Saturday
said Ludhiana will top the charts
in every aspect in the coming five
years if he was given another
chance to serve the constituency.
“On the one hand, my grandfather laid down his life for the
state’s peace and harmony, and
on the other hand, SAD-BJP
leaders have not sacrificed anything for the state, and had
rather looted it,” said Bittu after
inauguration of his election

n

Congress candidate Ravneet Singh Bittu, along with party leaders, at the inauguration of his election
GURPREET SINGH/HT
office at Welkom Palace on Malhar Road in Ludhiana on Saturday.

office, where he also performed
Kanjak Poojan on the eighth day
of Navratras.
“Special initiatives will be
taken to find a solution for the
traffic congestion, and incentives
will be provided to industries for
their efforts to control the rising
pollution. I appeal to the voters to
give me another chance to serve
and strengthen the hands of Con-

4 train thieves held
with mobile phones
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA :The Government Rail-

way Police arrested four men on
charges of thefts and snatchings
on board trains and at platforms
of the Ludhiana railway station.
The accused were identified as
Harkinder Singh and Harmeet
Singh, alias Monu, of Ludhiana,
Arun Kumar of Jalandhar, and
Monu Kumar of Dehradun. Police recovered six
mobile phones, a knife and a
knuckle punch from them.
Sub-inspector Balvir Singh,
station house officer (SHO),
GRP, Ludhiana, said following a
tip-off, a GRP team conducted
checks on Platform 1, and found
the four men idling near the Rail
Mail Services (RMS) office. “The
accused are habitual thieves,

GOVERNMENT
RAILWAY POLICE ALSO
RECOVERED A KNIFE AND
A KNUCKLE PUNCH FROM
THE ACCUSED, WHO
WERE CAUGHT FROM
THE RAILWAY STATION
and were planning to execute
more snatchings and thefts on
trains and platforms,” he added.
A case under Sections 401
(Punishment for belonging to
gang of thieves), 411 (dishonestly
receiving stolen property) of the
Indian Penal Code, and Section
25 of the Arms Act has been registered at the GRP police station.
The accused are being questioned for more information.

gress president Rahul Gandhi,”
he said.
Commenting on the policies of
the BJP-led Modi government at
the Centre, Bittu said demonetisation and GST had ruined the
middle and small-scale businesses. “Ludhiana is the worstaffected by these anti-people
steps taken by the BJP government. Now, the people will

avenge what Modi has done to the
industry. While a few big industrialists are being favoured by
Modi, the remaining are on ‘ventilator’. Congress should be voted
to power at the Centre to help the
industry flourish,” he said.
Taking a dig on the SAD-BJP in
the state, Bittu said, “Jinke khud
ke ghar sheeshe ke hon unhe
doosron par pathar nahin

marne chahiye (those who live in
glass houses should not throw
stones). SAD president Sukhbir
Singh Badal should first place his
house (party) in order.”
On SAD-BJP’s protest over the
stranded city buses, Bittu said it
was mere drama by Ranjit Singh
Dhillon to get party ticket from
Ludhiana. On allegations of having no permanent office in Ludhiana, Bittu said he was always
present for the residents, and the
way to his house was always open
to the public.
Speaking on Rahul Gandhi’s
visit to the Golden Temple and
SAD’s allegations over Operation
Blue Star, Bittu said Sonia Gandhi and Rahul Gandhi had
expressed regret for the loss, but
SAD had never apologised for the
sacrilege incidents reported in
the state. “Badals should first
apologise for the sacrilege incidents and then level allegations
against others,” he remarked.
Meanwhile, as Bittu reached
the election office with his posse
of party workers, traffic went for
a toss due to their wrongly parked
vehicles on Malhar Road.
Serpentine queues of vehicles
formed in no time, leaving commuters fuming.

Four illegal meat shops gutted
LUDHIANA : Five hens were

charred to death after a fire
broke out at four illegal meat
shops in Makkar Colony, Giaspura, on late Friday night.
The fire broke out around
11pm when the owners or their
relatives were sleeping inside
the make-shift slaughter shops
where hens were caged.
Though they managed to
escape the shops in the nick of
time, five hens were burnt alive.
One of the men suffered a minor
injury on an arm.
SAD leader Sandeep Shukla,
who reached the spot, said initially it seemed like the fire had
spread to the kiosks from garbage dumped in the area. However, locals and shop owners
suspected that someone deliberately initiated the fire. But, no
police complaint was lodged.
Fireman Mandeep said a fire
tender was rushed to the spot,
and the flames were doused in 30
minutes.
HTC

n

The fire broke out at the make-shift meat shops in Makkar Colony,
HT PHOTO
Giaspura, in Ludhiana on Friday night.
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NIRUPAMA DUTT

WHEN THE WRITE STUFF IN THE
ELECTION SEASON IS RIGHT

POTPOURRI

W

riters have been more active in
this season than at other times,
even if it be on social media, but
then this is the age of social
media for politicians and poets
alike. The difference between these two species
dealing in words is that poets are supposed to
show the way and guide people. Politicians have
the reputation of only ‘misguiding’ the populace. Anyway words spelled on Twitter or Facebook seem to go a long way with the lettered.

RATIONALIST MM KALBURGI WAS
SHOT DEAD AT HOME IN DHARWAD,
KARNATAKA, IN 2015. RATIONALISTS
AND ACTIVISTS NARENDRA
DABHOLKAR AND GOVIND PANSARE
WERE KILLED IN MAHARASHTRA IN
2013 AND 2015, RESPECTIVELY

THERE’S A COCKTAIL
PARTY TO GO TO

poll parroting. But coming back to the heart of
the matter: Writers, artists, filmmakers, students and activists have been a harried lot for
some time now. They have been hounded,
intimidated and censored in more ways than
one. Writers who have been served death at
their doorstep are rationalist MM Kalburgi ,
who was shot dead at home in Dharwad, Karnataka, in 2015. Rationalists and activists Narendra Dabholkar and Govind Pansare were
killed in Maharashtra in 2013 and 2015, respectively. Journalist Gauri Lankesh fell to bullets
outside her home in Benglauru in 2017. One of

For the unlettered too there’s no dearth of visuals, words or song and dance once again on
social media. So one is free to say what one will
and for others to hear what they will. Well, that
is what democracy is all about. However, in the
midst of all this trading and counter-trading of
words, some exasperated netizen cries out:
‘BJP Party, Congress Party, This Party, That
Party!! Call out to me only if there is some Cocktail Party!!’
Well some laughs are needed to relieve the

the election motivational posters show the picture of this firebrand journalist saying: ‘I am
Gauri Lankesh. I was killed. Think of me before
you cast your vote!’
Of course, there are many, some privileged,
among my near and dear ones. My revered Big
Brother, all of 79, happily poses for Facebook
pictures with his son and daughter-in-law
showing their indelible-ink-smeared index fingers and crying out with joy : ‘The Dutts have
voted for Stability, Safety and Prosperity of
India!’

n

What matters is giving peace a chance.

Famous poet K Satchidanandan and fiction
writer Gita Hariharan, who edit the alternate
literary journal Guftagu say: “The upcoming
election finds our country at the crossroads –
between inequality, injustice and lack of freedom on the one hand; and on the other hand,
measures to fulfil the promises of our
Constitution. Our Constitution guarantees
all its citizens equal rights, the freedom to eat,
pray and live as they choose, freedom of
expression and the right to dissent. In the last
few years hate politics has been used to divide
the country, create fear, and exclude more
and more people from living as full-fledged
citizens.
“The first step, the one we can all take very

AT THE CROSSROADS:
INEQUALITY AND INJUSTICE
Now let me confess, I never get into arguments
over politics with my near and dear ones. This
so because I know nothing will change with
that. They will shout back or mourn in silence
at how their innocent kid sister has been misled some 64 years of age by this unholy brigade
of so-and-so, blankety-blank award-wapsi lot
of buffoon wordsmiths.
But there’s no harm in brothers and sisters
knowing what these pen-pushers are saying.

FALLING IN LOVE WITH THE WRITTEN WORD
random
forays
VIVEK ATRAY

I

t is a sad truth that in current
times books are sold on pavements, whereas shoes adorn glitzy
showrooms. Books usually cost
much less than even a pair of slippers,
but people tend to splurge on fancy
footwear and other luxuries to the detriment of books. The need for people to
read more, and to thus learn more and
also become more dignified in their
conduct, cannot be overemphasised in
these tumultuous times. But right
from their nascent years, modern children are being allowed to ignore the
reading habit, and they focus more on
video based digital content.
The sight of a young girl chuckling
to herself while leafing through the
pages of an old book is probably one of
the most inspiring sights there can be.
Books are eternal friends and can
bring smiles as well as laughs to the
discerning reader, years after they
had been written or published.
The works of amazing writers like
Enid Blyton, Agatha Christie, PG
Wodehouse, Alistair Maclean, Arthur
Conan Doyle and RK Narayan formed
an integral part of my reading arsenal
as a boy. And I was none the poorer for
it! I recall vividly the thrill, joy and
sheer sense of adventure that I felt
while swimming deep into the oceanic
volumes of their writings, feeling truly

n

Think of the joys of reading Enid Blyton and exploring her magical world of pixies,
GETTY IMAGES
fairies and elves, apart from her engrossing adventure stories.

uplifted each time. Love stories were
largely not for me but some of them
were unmatchable. The well written
word clings to one’s mind much after
one has read it, and one tends to bask
in its afterglow long after.
Wodehouse, for example, would
come up with sentences like: ‘What’s
the use of a great city having temptations if fellows don’t yield to them?!’
and ‘Unseen in the background, Fate
was quietly slipping lead into the boxing glove!’
One would sit and marvel at such
writing for long moments while
savouring the sheer depth, meaning
and might of each sentence. Television
adaptations of Wodehouse’s writings

never quite reproduced the verve,
magic and charm of his written word.
He had the innate talent of infusing a
sense of happiness and laughter in his
readers, and his books continue to
reflect just that.
Christie would enthrall her readers
with astonishing twists in the tale
which never could have crossed their
minds, even remotely. Her leading
light, Hercule Poirot, would live in our
hearts, and still does, along with his
twirls and twitches. We would imagine
his heavily accented one-liners being
mouthed effortlessly, creating the sort
of impact in our minds that only a
great writer could bring about.
Even simple stories like those of the

Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew, as well
as Commando comics and a plethora
of other entertainers, used to make us
feel elevated, excited, and pepped up.
Books were, and are, friends of the
kind that never leave one, and are
accessible at all times.
The irony is that a variety of digital
options have actually made the reading of books easier today. One can read
on the go and on the run. One can read
while waiting for a meeting or appointment. One can read at any time, by just
clicking an icon on the phone. But the
tendency to read is reducing and the
habit of browsing aimlessly through
social media sites has increased
appallingly.
Books can help to fashion personalities and add substance to an individual’s persona. And it is rather easy to
make out that a particular individual
reads a lot, or doesn’t. A conversation
with someone who is an avid reader is
mostly an invigorating experience.
Unless of course he or she has become
over pompous as a result!
The stark fact is that in an era when
impatience and hurriedness appear
to be universal traits, reading books
may even seem to be an unproductive
pursuit. Those who are supposedly
busy might be loath to spending
hours on reading books. But if they
prioritise their lives and take time out
to do just that, they will truly gain
from the experience. My new TEDx
talk is titled Read a Book, Write a
Book. Let’s start a campaign to make
humanity fall in love with books all
over again!
n

vivek.atray@gmail.com

GRANNY’S
BAN ON
OWLS

n

Somya Walia’s painting,
Nyctophiliac Friends, was exhibited
at Government College of Art.
PHOTO: SOMYA WALIA

S

evenyearsback,Kharar-based
artistSomyaWalia’slifewas
threateningtoplungeoffthe
cliffsofdepression.Sherecoveredslowly,agonisinglyandthree
yearshenceherhealingsoulwandered
toowls.Shediscernedthesamenegativity,thesame“outsider”status,the
sameaccusationsof“foolishlikeanullu
(owl)”thathadoncevisitedherravaged

OWL WITHOUT A SCOWL

F

or just a moment, were the
mind to free itself from the
fetters of social and cultural conditioning that
demonises owls, the human eye
would re-perceive the same creature as one possessed with a calm,
noble, even benign gaze. Fact is, it
bears no ill-will against humanity
nor is it a bad omen. Neither is it
sitting in the crops to eat wheat or
admire the wild flowers of a pesky
spring ‘weed’!
A true ‘friend of the farmer’, the
owl undertakes free service by
maintaining a vigil for rodents
that wage a relentless war on
foodgrains. An imposing Indian
Eagle owl was captured in a rare
moment sitting deep in a wheat
field by teacher and keen birder,
Asheem Kumar, near village
Mumara, Faridkot. Kumar could
only find one owl in the area, the
spouse was missing, presumably
dead in a human-effected environment change. “My father told me
that when he was young, there
were many owls in Faridkot. But
now they have gone. I am excited, I
managed to see one,” Kumar told
this writer.
Apart from habitat destruction,
owls suffer due to overuse of pesti-

soultoattendthepopularanddemonisingdiscourseonowls.Itwasnaturalfor
hertoempathisewithowlsandtheartistinherwasirresistiblyluredtothese
misunderstood,mysteriouscreatures.
Buthergrandmother,Sudesh,banned
herfrompaintingowls.
“She would tell me that owls are
‘naash’ (symbols of evil and destruction) and that my obsession would
bring me unhappiness all my life. I
started to hide my owl artworks and

POLITICAL HYSTERIA CAN BE
INJURIOUS TO HEALTH
A small group of 2000 writers and others have
supported this appeal circulating silently on
email. It is yet to be seen what the power or failure of a silent campaign is. However as a writer-journalist jubilantly exclaims: “The political hysteria being whipped up is injurious to
health. Go take a walk, meet a friend or sing a
song: ‘Hum honge kamyab’.”
n

nirupama.dutt@hindustantimes.com

SLEEPLESS IN SUSSEX
TO SELFIE-ISM’S REFLEX
witerati
CHETNA KEER

A

s much of Britain brushes
aside burning national issues
to bustle or bristle with bated
breath for the Sussex baby to
be born and royal couple Prince HarryMeghan Markle proclaim they will
keep the arrival of the newest royal private, it surely must put future parentsto-be in a dilemma in these times of
every Tom, Dick and Harry trending on
Twitter, that sort of makes a mockery of
the word “private”. To top it, the Duke
and Duchess of Sussex have gone to
great ‘lens’ to make it clear they won’t
be posing for a photocall for paparazzi
poised with the progeny on patios of
any hospital, the way Prince William
and Kate did, ironically as much as
iconic-ally.
To be or not to be … nah, not parents,
but private parents … that is the question. Not so much a mega million-dollar
question as much as a mega-pixel question. The Sussex baby sure makes it the
season of showering spotlight on the
species spawned by the social media –
selfie-centred babyhood and cameraready mommy-hood.

SELFIE CONSCIOUS
PRENATAL SYNDROME
This is a species of newborns who pop
onto this planet suffering from severe
selfie-conscious syndrome. Their
penultimate pre-natal perambulations
inside the womb are devoted less to
devouring Vitamins A, B or C and more
to pondering or popping Vitamin Selfie.
More than minerals meant to power
their entry into this universe, their
umbilical cords carry cues to school
them in selfie-readiness for Twitterverse.
These are social media-savvy newborns that sort of arrive suffering from
such severe symptoms of selfie-conscious syndrome that even before the

WILDBUZZ FROM NATURE’S DOMAIN OF WONDERS
VIKRAM JIT SINGH

GETTY IMAGES

soon, is to vote against hate politics. Against
division of our people, against violence,
against intimidation and censorship, against
inequality.”

SPECULATION SURROUNDING
THE SUSSEX ROYAL BABY
HAS THROWN SPOTLIGHT
ON SOCIAL MEDIA-DRIVEN
CAMERA-READY PARENTHOOD

doctor delivering them gets to see their
face, Facebook or FaceTime does. They
skip the customary wailing or whining
upon waddling into this world, and
straightaway deliver gurgles or grins
galore for selfies framing their 15 minutes of newborn fame. This is the curious case of babyhood being to the (Twitterverse) manner born.

CAMERA-READY
COMPULSIVE DISORDER
When Duchess of Cambridge Kate Middleton had ‘delivered’ a blow-dried,
beatific photocall of mommy-hood tottering ‘n’ towering on high heels, baby
camera-ready in arms, barely seven
hours post labour, she set a tall order
for digital-age mommy-hood. With
Kate’s third baby being born, the camera-ready compulsive disorder was in a
new avatar reborn.
In contrast, Meghan’s pledge not to
pose for photocalls of unrealistic mommy-hood spells a sense of sanity for
social media-driven portraits of postpartum parenthood.
It’s another story that the Kate-style
botoxed or blow-dried photo-calls or
the Bollywood-Hollywood anorexic
portraits of yummy-mummy-hood
could any day be put to shame by Punjabi, panjeeri-powered portraitures of
postnatal mummyji-hood. If Kate’s
mommy-hood towered on Gianvito
Rossi pumps, desi selfies come riding
panjeeri-powered post-partum plump.
The salient symptoms of cameraready compulsive syndrome see new
mommy-hood clocking ‘n’ clicking selfies to chronicle second-by-second
action of newborns who are thought
second to none, be it their first hour,
first day, first week or first burp ‘n’ first
slurp. The curious case of selfie-ism
being to the minor born.

STICK TO KICK
POSTNATAL PAPA-HOOD
This is the social media-spawned species of fatherhood that may never have
wielded even a karchhi or chimtaa on
home turf, but they flourish the selfie
stick in maternity wards and beyond
with the aplomb of a Roger Federer
flourishing a Wilson Pro Staff.
From the baby’s pre-natal kick to the
first post-natal trick, this tribe of papahood captures ‘n’ chronicles it all on the
selfie stick.
Theirs is the curious case of cameraready fatherhood being to the Manyavar born.

mailbox
WATER CONTAMINATION A CAUSE FOR CONCERN
n

An Indian Eagle owl in a wheat field.

cides and rodenticides in farming
practises. “By ingesting rodents
that have died due to such pesticides/insecticides, owls suffer
from bioaccumulation or the storage of such chemicals in their tissues leading to breeding failure
and mortality. Also, rodents die
slowly due to ingestion of antico-

owl pendants, earrings etc from
Granny’s hawk eye. Whenever
granny came into my room, I would
quickly shove them away. So much
so, that initially I kept my owl artworks small in size so that I could easily hide them!” Walia, a student of
Government College of Art, Chandigarh, told this writer.
Walia’s mother, Seema, too, joined
hands with Sudesh in an anti-owl-art
solidarity but the budding artist

ASHEEM KUMAR

agulant rat poisons. While owls
may not take a dead rodent, a
struggling, poisoned rodent
will be hunted by owls and the
bird will suffer mortality
from secondary poisoning,”
globally-renowned raptor
specialist, Dr. Vibhu Prakash,
told this writer.

covertly persisted. Her family grudgingly came around and accepted her
intrepid passion. She has 400 owl artworks to her credit, hopefully a world
record! “For me, these cute little
fluffy birds are like soft toys and their
big round eyes have so much to
express,” said Walia.
It is befitting that this artist’s
WhatsApp status boldly declares:
“Dil Ullu ka p..... hai”!
n

With the advent of summer, the need for water increases. Yet, it is disappointing to see
that even after seven decades of Independence and several general elections, the
authorities and government have failed to provide clean drinking water to its citizens.
Several areas in Ludhiana get contaminated water, and complaints to authorities have
fallen on deaf ears. Residents are forced to buy packaged drinking water, as there is no
knowing what number of diseases come along with the contaminated water.
Inder Singh Grewal, factory employee, Shivpuri

Vote or don’t complain

Stop dumping waste in the open

The 2019 Lok Sabha elections have
arrived, and it becomes important for
every citizen to utilise their vote. Residents must step out of their homes and
offices to cast their franchise, as every
vote counts. Election Commission has
been taking steps to spread awareness on
importance of voting in the general
elections. Yet, if someone decides not to
vote, they lose the right to complain
about issues around them. While in some
countries, women and minorities were
not allowed to vote for years, Indians got
their right to vote right after Independence, but they seem to take it for granted.

Heaps of garbage are commonplace in
every nook and cranny of the city.
Besides being a breeding ground for
rodents, flies and mosquitoes, that can
lead to a host of diseases, they also
invite stray cows and dogs. While the
Municipal Corporation (MC) has
majorly failed to ensure solid waste
management across the city, residents
could do their part and not dump
garbage in the open. Meanwhile, MC
needs to organise weekly cleanliness
drives to ensure decaying garbage is
removed timely.

Sumit Kumar, shopkeeper, Gandhi Market

Dilbag Singh,
New Model Town

vjswild1@gmail.com
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Bains trying to grab farmers’ land
near his factory in Gill village: SAD
ALLEGATION Says Atam Nagar MLA dumping his unit’s waste on the site to take control of the land

›

HT Correspondent
n

Land owners have
never complained to
me. They have given the
land on contract and
contractor has built labour
houses. There is no
boundary wall, then how
can one allege that I am
trying to grab the land?

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Accusing Lok Insaaf
Party (LIP) president and Atam
Nagar MLA Simarjeet Singh
Bains of trying to grab over 1.5
acres of three farmers’ land
worth crores adjoining his
(Bains') sewing machines factory near the railway station in
Gill village, members of the district unit of the Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) staged a protest at the
land on Saturday.
SAD leaders, led by Youth
Akali Dal district president Gurdeep Singh Gosha, along with
owners of the land Amrik Singh,
Satwinder Singh and Bhag
Singh, alleged that Bains, with
the intention of grabbing the
land, was dumping waste of his
factory there.
Gosha alleged that Bains, by
dumping the waste, had also
damaged the fertile land and was

SIMARJEET SINGH BAINS , MLA

n

SAD activists holding a protest against Lok Insaaf Party leader Simarjeet Singh Bains at Gill village in
GURPREET SINGH/HT
Ludhiana on Saturday.

forcing the owners to sell it to
him at low rates. Gosha alleged
that Bains showcased himself as
the protector of farmers, however, in reality, he was trying to
grab their land. When land own-

ers complained to Bains, he
allegedly threatened them with
dire consequences.
Bains, refuting the allegations, said owners had never
complained to him or his elder

brother MLA Balwinder Bains.
He said the land, measuring 800
yards, had been given on contract by the owners and the contractor has built labour quarters
on that land. The removal of the

waste, if dumped at the site, was
not a big issue, but owners had
never complained about it. “It is
just a political stunt by SAD
workers to impress their senior
leaders. There is no boundary
wall at the land, then how can
anyone allege that I am trying to
grab the land?” Bains said.

n

Bharatiya Janata Yuva Morcha workers protesting against Congress candidate and MP Ravneet Singh
Bittu in Ludhiana on Saturday.
HT PHOTO

BJP accuses Bittu of turning
city into a garbage dump
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Referring to the open

CICU panel dwells
on exporters’
concerns
LUDHIANA:The Chamber of Indus-

trial and Commercial Undertakings (CICU) organised a meeting
of the Exports Promotion Committee (EPC) on Saturday to discuss various issues affecting
exporters in the district.
CICU president Upkar Singh
Ahuja, welcoming committee
members, said the committee
was working to resolve issues of
exporters with the Directorate
General of Foreign Trade
(DGFT), Union ministry of external affairs, and customs department, and shortly a meeting with
top officials of these departments
will be organised.
He exhorted the members to
visit international exhibitions to
promote their trade.
“CICU will arrange group participation in international fairs
for promotion of trade from Punjab, and will also take a delegation
to the international textile
machinery exhibition (ITMA),
Barcelona; EMO, Germany,
and Canton Fair in China,”
he said.
Among various issues, integrated goods and services tax
(IGST) refund, VAT refund, the
customs department’s quick
delivery of drawback, the export
and import data processing and
monitoring system (EDPMS),
RBI guidelines and how to
encourage visits of industrialists
to international exhibitions were
discussed at the meeting.
Co-convener Sarvjit Singh said
most of the issues with regards to
the IGST refund had been sorted
out, except those relating to less
than container load (LCL) shipHTC
ments.

D AY 6 O F H E R O S A N T O S H T R O P H Y

TRIBUTES PAID
TO JALLIANWALA
BAGH MARTYRS

Maharashtra register
maiden victory in league

n

Maharashtra players (in white) playing against Punjab during the Hero Santosh Trophy Football League
at the Guru Nanak Stadium in Ludhiana on Saturday.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

HT Correspondent
n

LUDHIANA : From a poetic sympo-

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A goal by Arif Shaikh in
the extra minutes helped Maharashtra register their maiden victory in the group B match played
here against Punjab at the Guru
Nanak Stadium on the sixth day
of the 73rd National Football
Championship – Hero Santosh
Trophy, on Saturday.
Although Maharashtra boys
displayed wonderful passing
skills and kept maximum possession of the ball, but they missed
their aim to the goal post. In the
first half, Maharashtra made

around 15 attempts, but didn’t
pocket a single point. On the
other hand, luck worked for the
struggling Punjab, who managed
to take away the ball from Maharashtra’s defenders and Sukhpreet Singh of Punjab successfully kicked the ball in the goal
post in the 39th minute, giving a
lead to Punjab 1-0.
After the first half ended in
favour of Punjab, Maharashtra
again continued their aggressive
stance, but they remained hard of
luck. In the 78th minute, Arif
Shaikh earned a penalty and he
turned it into a goal, equalising
the score by 1-1.

It seemed that the game will
end in a tie, but in 90+4 minutes,
Shaikh kicked the winning goal
and pocketed the win. It was the
third match of Maharashtra in
this league and second of Punjab.
In the group A match, Assam
defeated Sikkim 3-1. Assam’s
Milan Basumatary built the pressure on Sikkim in the third minute by scoring a goal. However,
Sikkim was able to tie the score by
earning a penalty in the 33rd minute, but the second half went in
favour of Assam in which Sirandeep Moran and Bishnu Bordoloi
kicked goals in the 85th minute
and 90+2 minutes respectively.

N AT I O N A L S C H O O L G A M E S

Samrala’s Aryan bags gold in mini golf
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Samrala’s Aryan

n

Aryan Bharti

Bharti, 17, clinched gold in the
under-19 mini golf competition
during the 64th National School
Games, that concluded here
on Friday.
A Class 12 (commerce) student
of Delhi Public School (DPS),
Khanna, Bharti participated in
the event for the first time, but
has been practising golf for the

past four years.
Bharti said he had been getting
golf training under coaches
Manjeet Singh and Vipan Dixit
since 2015.
“I have participated in many
state and national golf events,
which were held in Chandigarh
and won medals. Since mini golf
was organised for the first time in
the state, I participated in the
game,” he said.
Bharti said he was getting full
financial and moral support from

sium to a convention, a number of
programmes were held in the city
on Saturday to mark the 100th
anniversary of the Jallianwala
Bagh tragedy on this day in 1919.
The symposium was held at
the Baba Banda Singh Bahadur
Bhawan, Mullanpur. Gurbhajan
Singh Gill, chairman, Punjabi
Folk Heritage Academy, said
British Parliament should apologise for the cowardly act that took
place on the day of creation of the
Khalsa Panth.
Balbir Kaur Pandher, Jaswant
Singh Chhapa, Anil Sharma and
other poets were honoured on the
occasion. Sahit Academy president Ravinder Bhathal said,
“There is a dire need to hold more
symposiums to give the new generation an inkling that freedom
didn’t come easy.” An annual
convention of the Punjab Students Union (PSU) and Mazdoor
Union, Textile Labour and
Farmer Union was held at the
Punjabi Bhawan, where tributes
were paid to the martyrs.
The Beehive Theatre Group
will bring out various aspects of
the massacre through a mime act
on Sunday. Sikander, director of
the group, said, “We are also having a first-ever clown show in the
city to deal with subjects like
dowry, freedom, violence, etc.”

garbage dump site on the service
lane along the National Highway
in Basti Jodhewal, workers of the
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) accused sitting member of
Parliament (MP) and Congress
candidate for ensuing elections
Ravneet Singh Bittu of turning
the city into a garbage dump and
not carrying out development
works in the city during his fiveyear tenure.
Members of the BJP Yuva
Morcha and the Pradhan Mantri
Jankalyankari Yojana Prachar
Prasar Abhiyan, gathered at the
dump site near the Kailash
Chowk in Basti Jodhewal with
posters blaming him for the fail-

RAISING SLOGANS
AGAINST THE MP, BJP
YUVA MORCHA MEN SAY
HE HAS DONE NOTHING
FOR THE CITY DURING
HIS 5-YEAR TENURE
ure of the Smart City project.
Bearing pictures of Bittu, the
posters carried slogans such as
‘Soch ke karo matdan, shahr na
ban jaaye kuradaan (think
before you vote, city should not
turn into a dump)’, ‘Lokan de vich
rosh hai, Bittu da hi dosh hai ‘
(People are angry, Bittu is the
reason).
Vineet Pal Singh Monga, district president, Pradhan Mantri
Jankalyankari Yojana Prachar

Prasar Abhiyan, said earlier
Bittu took credit of bringing the
city under the Smart City project
and made tall claims, but the reality was that he had done nothing
for Ludhiana.
“These open dumps along the
highway are examples of his
development works. Being MP,
he had all powers and used to get
₹5 crore annually for development works under MPLADS,
but he did nothing for the city.
There is no proper solid waste
management system in the city so
far,” he said.
Mahesh Dutt Sharma, president, BJP Yuva Morcha, said they
had launched the ‘Pol Khol Abhiyaan’ against Bittu to show people the real picture of the city, so
that they can make a right choice
in the upcoming elections.

ADMN HOLDS FUNCTION
NDER SVEEP ACTIVITIES
To commemorate 100 years of the
massacre, the administration
held a function at the Sarabha
Nagar market under the SVEEP
activities . ADC Jagraon-cumnodal officer, SVEEP, Neeru
Katyal Gupta, reminded people of
the sacrifices made by the martyrs, and urged them to vote in the
Lok Sabha polls in a free and fair
manner.
HTC

his family, which included his
parents and grandparents. “My
aim is to become an international
sports star in golf,” he said.
On managing studies with
sports, he said he studied
five days a week and devoted
around six hours to sports over
the weekends. Bharti said at the
National School Games, he saw
tough competition from skilled
players from other states, but
managed to win the competition
by giving his best.

schoolnotes
HONORARY DEGREE
FOR PRINCIPAL
LUDHIANA: The principal of Alpine
International Senior Secondary
School, Rajeshwari Dhir, was
honoured with the degree of
Doctor of Letter (D.Litt.) for her
contribution to the fields of
English literature and Education.
She was conferred this degree by
the Regional Research Centre,
University of Asia, Nepal. Dhir
said,”Nothing is impossible, it is
just important to instil and imbibe
a strong character inquisitive
enough to learn with dedication.”

Baisakhi celebrations
at Shamrock school
LUDHIANA: Baisakhi celebrations
were held at Shamrock Christian
Senior Secondary School, Hambran
Road, on Saturday. The kindergarten students came dressed in
Punjabi attire. The students of
Classes 1 and 2 participated in
inter-house solo dance competition on Punjabi folk songs. Students of Classes 3-5 participated in
a rangoli-making activity. They
also performed giddha and
bhangra. Principal P Singh appreciated the performances of all
students and said that such
celebrations are required to instil
cultural background in students.

ON SUNDAY

Green Land Convent
celebrates Baisakhi
LUDHIANA : The students of Green
Land Convent School , Dugri,
celebrated Baisakhi on Saturday.
The celebration commenced with
students reciting shabads. The
students of Class 1 participated in
poetry-recitation competition.
Students of Classes 2 and 3 participated in solo-dance competition
and students of Classes 4-12 took
part in a singing competition.
President, chain of Green Land
Schools, Shabad Rudhra, apprised
the students of the importance of
the day to the school as the
foundation stone of the chain of
Green Land Schools was laid on
April 13, 1992.

Green Grove remembers
Jallianwala massacre victims
KHANNA: A programme was
organised at Green Grove School to
pay tributes to the victims of the
Jallianwala Bagh massacre, on
Saturday. It was presided over by
chairperson Satinderjeet Kaur Jolly.
Students of Class 7 presented a
PowerPoint presentation and
recited patriotic poems. Students
also delivered speeches on the
history and implications of the
massacre. Later, staff and students
observed a minute’s silence in the
memory of the martyrs.

TO BOOK YOUR AD SIMPLY CALL >>

EMPLOYMENT
REQUIRED EXPERIENCED
female IELTS Teacher, Visa Counsellor Receptionist Contact:- Meriton
Consultants, SCF 15 first floor Main
Market (Kips Market) Sarabha Nagar
Ludhiana- 9864600003,
9877412345

0161-5025898
EMPLOYMENT

DETECTIVE

REQUIRED A Proficient IELTS Tutor STAR DETECTIVES, WhatsappProfessional in approach and well
versed in the domain, Salary 30000
plus per month, apply in Confidence
with your updated resume at
india@vlgconnect.com.
0161-4661065.

88724-38091, Secret Investigations
Solutions Matrimonial ? Court
Proofs ? Fraud ? Crimes ?
Surveillance ? Disputes ? Missing ?

EDUCATION

INDEPENDENT YOUNG
Beautiful Girls, Personal Assistants
freshers + Unmarried + PG Residents
preferred. Salary 20,000, Whatsapp62837-04354.

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT : DEEPAK KAUSHAL - 98764-48829

BUSINESS

LEARN COREL Draw Adobe
Photoshop Graphic Designing. Pls.
Call: 98725-25231.

TOLET
FULLY FURNISHED two Rooms,
one store, one bathroom, one
kitchen with all facilities in Dugri
Urban Estate Phase Second contact:
8195831831.

PAYING GUEST
SEPARATE AND shared PG
Accommodation for Girls/ Boys
(Student/ working) available in very
reasonable price at Pakhowal Road,
Ludhiana 9855370088.

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY!
Wanted Financially sound partners,
established branded hospital,
Ludhiana, Good returns, Dr Sofat,
98140-26488.

FOR BUSINESS Set Up In UAE,
Trading, Manufacturing, Real Estate,
Restaurent, IT. 9464688770,
7973016574.

MEDICAL
SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION ?
Hormone, Vacuum, Vibrator,
Shockwave, Sex Therapy, Old Sofat
Clinic, Ludhiana- 79737-12857, Fees55000.
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Forget the usual masala. An engrossing story is
what makes a crime thriller click, say experts

‘Ididnotinitiate
anycomplaint
againstthe
photographers’

FRILLS DON’T
e know that Taimur Ali
Khan happens to be the
most photographed star
kid in Bollywood. While Saif
Ali Khan and Kareena Kapoor
Khan have always said that
nothing can be done about
photographers wanting to take
their child’s picture, a couple of
days ago, Saif reprimanded
photographers at the airport.
He was overheard saying, “Bas
karo yaar, bachcha andha ho
jaayega.” (Stop it, the child will
go blind). Fresh off that
incident, another report says
that a police complaint was
apparently filed against the
photographers for creating a
ruckus outside Saif’s
apartment in Bandra.
Apparently, one of their
neighbours complained to the
authorities after seeing the

W
Pooja Sharma
one are the days when a
Bollywood crime
thriller would heavily
rely on the so-called
commercial frills instead of a
strong, engrossing story. In
the past couple of years,
filmmakers have been able to
dish out some gripping stories,
promising every ingredient
that makes for a nail-biting
crime drama. Here’s a look at
recent hits that have struck a
chord with audiences, and
those that are yet to come in
2019.

G

THE GUESSING GAME
Last year, Andhadhun was
declared one of the biggest
sleeper hits of the year. Not
only was it the critic’s
favourite but it was also a
winner at the box office. With a

collection of ₹74.59 crore and
total business of ₹240.71 crore
worldwide, it proved that a
solid script goes a long way.
“It’s because it’s a lesser seen
genre. If it’s interesting, it’s a
huge advantage. Crime
thrillers engage audiences and
make them participants in the
story. It’s exciting to watch a
film with an unpredictable
ending,” says actor Tabu.
This year Badla stands
strong at the box office. It has
earned ₹86.06 crore at the
ticket counters. Trade analyst
Komal Nahta credits its
success to strong subject.
“There’s an audience for good
thrillers. If the audience can be
engaged in the guessing game,
chances are that the film will
click,” he says. Trade expert
Amul Vikas Mohan says,
“Both, Andhadhun and Badla

were like a breath of fresh air.
They were a success overseas
as well. It shows that the
Indian diaspora enjoy a good
thriller and there is global
recognition for the genre. ”

WORTH THE RISK
What makes a thriller work is
a story that keeps the audience
on tenterhooks, trying to solve
the mystery through mazelike plots. Unless the audience
are not gripped by its climax,
not even the best of
performances can save the
day. “One important thing in
any storytelling is
identification. To invest in a
story, there has to be
something to identify. If one
can do that then that’s a lot of
work done,” says filmmaker

(Top) Still from India’s
Most Wanted; Behind the
scenes from Badla
Sujoy Ghosh. A great script
laced with intriguing
performances is a must-have
to make a thriller, as films
these days are devoid of any
commercial elements, which
makes it a challenging genre to
crack, he says. With the
success of the genre, 2019
further has films such as
India’s Most Wanted, which
also marks Arjun Kapoor’s
maiden attempt at the genre,
and Batla House starring John
Abraham, in the pipeline.
n

photographers.
While Saif did come out to
clear the confusion when the
cops landed up, he has now
issued a formal statement to
say that he did not file a
complaint. “I did not initiate
any police complaint against
the photographers. Kareena
and I live in a respectful
residential area and are a part
of the larger community,
thereby we do also have a
responsibility to emotionally
support our neighbours when
they feel a disturbance to them
is being caused and to be fair,
their sentiments are
understandable.” He added
that he has always been ‘more
than understanding’ when
pictures of Taimur are clicked,
but he insists that some
restraint has to be ensured.

“We have always shared a very
respectful relationship with the
paparazzi. We understand that
it’s their livelihood. However,
it’s important to understand
that kids should enjoy the
basic right of growing up in a
normal atmosphere out of
and away from constant
media glare. I believe I
am well within my
right as a father to
choose to not pose for
the cameras when I
have my son with me
or to inform the
photographers that
the constant flashes
can hurt his eyes. As
media figures, we have to live
with the attention and we
accept that. But our kids
shouldn’t be subjected to it.”

Sneha Mahadevan

Saif Ali Khan was overheard
reprimanding photographers
clicking his son Taimur
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

STOP PRESS

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

L to R : Andhadhun, Batla House

‘They told me, tu television actor
hai, tera kuch nahi hone wala’
Sangeeta Yadav
or actor Mrunal Thakur,
the tag of being a TV actor
proved to be the biggest
hurdle in getting her the
ticket to Bollywood.
“I remember standing in
the queue for the audition and
before my take, the casting
people said, ‘yeh toh TV se
hai, TV ka ek alag folder
banao aur usme iska naam
daal do’ (She is from TV, make
a separate folder for TV and
put her name there),” recalls
the actor, who has worked in
shows such as Mujhse Kuchh
Kehti...Yeh Khamoshiyaan,
and Yug Mein Ayega Ek
Arjun.
She says that her struggle
became difficult when some
people from the industry
looked down upon her. “I
crossed paths with a few
negative people. They said,

F

‘Tu toh TV actor hai, tera
kuch nahi hone wala yahan’.
Stick to TV, do a couple of
shows, earn money and live
your life’,” Mrunal recalls.
However, the 26-year-old
actor didn’t give up.“People
will try to pull you down.
Have faith in yourself,” she
says.
The actor, who is busy with
her two big releases – Super 30
opposite Hrithik Roshan and
Batla House co-starring John
Abraham, shares that all this
happened when she was
jobless for three years in
between 2014 to 2017. “My
struggle started with my
international project, Love
Sonia (2018), which took two
years to release on the big
screen. During that phase, I
was giving auditions,
working on my craft and
travelling,” she says. The
actor struggled to make ends

meet, and adds, “I
thought twice before
spending money. I
thought of taking up
roles just to have some
money coming and make
my presence felt on
screen.”
But things changed
after the success of Love
Sonia. “Those who
pulled me down, now
ask me to meet over a
cup of coffee,” Mrunal
laughs.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

#METOO: ALLEN LOSES
MOVIE DEAL
Woody Allen breached his
four-movie deal with an
online streaming platform
by making statements
about the #MeToo
movement that damaged
prospects for promoting
his films. According to AP,
Allen’s lawyer told the
judge that the deal was
ending because of the
allegations made
against Allen and not
because of his
statement.

HTC

Actor
Mrunal
Thakur

NOTE TO READERS: Some of
the coverage that appears on
our pages is paid for by the
concerned brands. No sponsored
content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared
as such to our valued readers.
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htcity TIME OUT

TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

APRIL 14-20, 2019

Lady Gaga

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
Truth is another name for
bliss. Untruth brings misery.
If you live in lies, you will
live in misery. And if you are
living in misery, remember
and find out on what lies
you have based your life.
Withdraw yourself from
those lies. Don’t waste time
and don’t postpone.
Immediately withdraw, says
Osho, the Zen master.

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last 15 years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sam Smith

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Kanye West

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Perrie Edwards

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SUN DAY, A P R I L 14, 20 1 9

The Tree of Life, an ancient Egyptian hieroglyph,
brings satiety and pleasure to your life as family and
personal relationships come together happily. Some
changes are on the cards as you expand your business
and connections. Old friends and family gather to
celebrate. A sentimental journey down memory lane
takes you back to your childhood. Beware of over
indulgence and habits like smoking and drinking.
Buying or selling a property is gainful at present.
Laziness or delay in dealing with important matters
may mean partial loss in a financial deal. Be total when
making a professional decision or taking a stand.
Lucky number: 10 Good colour: Saffron

LEO

Personal relationships are integrated and flowering
into lasting and loving commitments. A business
partnership or professional collaboration is lucrative.
Good planning and management lead to progressive
and productive ventures. You may take a short break
before starting on a new project to renew your
energy. Good luck in finances and opportunities is
encouraging. A person close to you is in a celebratory
mood but has ambitions etched clearly in his mind.
You still have time to change your mind or clear
doubts about a person who wants to work with you. A
little bit of introspection brings light into darkness.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Cherry red

VIRGO

You are ambitious and ready to achieve professional
goals and targets at any cost this week! You can be
moody and swing to extremes, be aware and remain
balanced. A light and playful rather than heavy and
serious attitude brings success and goodwill. Negative
forces and destructive people can block creative
ventures so keep them at bay with tact. An old work
associate can be too demanding and autocratic in the
work area. Your social life can be busy and scintillating
if you are receptive to new people and connections.
You grow and transform as you pass through a
touching emotional experience.
Lucky number: 15 Good colour: Chocolate brown

LIBRA

This week you are blessed with perfect equilibrium in
Yin and Yang energies that lead you towards
transformation. You are earthy, practical and strong in
professional and business matters. You are generous
and kind to friends and family, diligent at work,
benevolent to staff and preserving in financial and
earthy matters this week. A daughter is ready to make
independent decisions and seeks your blessings. You
are spiritual and earthy, all at once, full of creativity
and cosmic lore. A trip overseas is on the cards. Visitors
and news from far off lands open horizons and new
vistas for business expansion.
Lucky number: 9 Good colours: Forest greens

SCORPIO

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Jennifer Lopez

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Beyonce Knowles

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Eminem

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Katy Perry

TIPSTODEAL WITH A
JEALOUS PARTNER
Abhinav Verma

ealousy is a human trait
and even lovers get jealous.
This can get toxic, if not
addressed on time.
Here are three things
to keep in mind while
dealing with your jealous
partner.
n What triggers envy: Rather
than accusing your partner of
jealousy, try to figure out
what acts of yours triggers
jealousy in him/her. For
example, you talking to you
ex. Once, you have figured
out the trigger, explain to
them in a non-accusatory
tone.
n Insecurities lead to
jealousy: Your partner may
simply be insecure. In this

J

STAR MOVIES
1123 Big Hero 6
1320 Cars
1536 Inspector
Gadget
1707 Ice Age
1852 Commando
2050 Titanic
WB
1039 Van Wilder: Freshman
Year
1321 Troy

SAGITTARIUS

You make important changes in personal and
professional situations by integrating contrasting
elements. You can be solitary and courageous, also
docile and diplomatic when you need to be. You are
ready to face professional competition or rivalry and
go to war, so to say. Victory and success are on the
cards after a short period of strife. You are original,
energetic and ambitious instilling a personal style and
vitality in whatever you do. Beware of over-weaning
pride, rashness and ill-temper. A bit of introspection
challenges you to be courageous and take
responsibility for who you are and to live your truth.
Lucky number: 4 Good colour: Gold

CAPRICORN

It is best not to encounter people, blocks or
situations at work, but rather go around them and
beyond them. Legalities and regulations need to be
attended to now or they become stressful at a later
date. Your social life is busy, interesting but
exhausting. Health and finances need to be
conserved for now. You realise that there is no point
in fighting with the challenges of life or trying to
avoid or deny them. They are there to go through
for the seed to become a flower. Have the courage
to grow into the flower you are meant to be.
Lucky number: 8 Good colours: Blues and pinks

AQUARIUS

A time of endings and beginnings can be exciting and
rejuvenating this week! Redecorating office space,
spring cleaning and moving things around at home
changes ambience and energy. A need for change in
routines and schedules allows you to reassess
situations, targets and responsibilities. You also look
at dark corners and cobwebs within the mind to
uproot old ideas and judgments that are obsolete
now. Priorities need to be kept in mind when making
major changes! You meet new people and make
friends easily. You make fresh business connections
and liaison with important people in your field.
Lucky number: 6 Good colours: Rainbow pastels

PISCES

SONY PIX
1101 Jurassic Park 3
1300 The Man from
U.N.C.L.E
1546 Final
Destination 5
1724 Battleship
2017 The Mummy
Returns

PHOTO: ISTOCK

& PICTURES
1120 Batti Gul Meter
Chalu
1431 Dhadak
1725 Dayaalu
2034 Bruce Lee - The
Fighter
STAR GOLD
1210 Thor: Ragnarok
1550 IPL 2019
1915 Super
Funday
1950 IPL 2019
ZEE CINEMA
1132 Hum Saath Saath Hain
1517 Pad Man
1806 Businessman 2
2100 Satyameva
Jayate

PHOTO: HTCS

T

horoscopes in each category
(marriage, job, business,
ailments, etc). Now if one
reads ten horoscopes a day,
then he or she would need
3,000 days or 10 years to go
through those many
horoscopes. The further catch
is to have those many unique
horoscopes to view, which
again is an uphill task. And
that’s why sometimes
different astrologers hold
different opinions about the
same horoscope.
For a comprehensive
reading, a well-experienced
astrologer should know about
all the techniques or modes
such as the Bhrighu, the
Parashari, the
Krishnamoorthy, the Jamini,
the Asthakvarga, the
Prashana and the South
Indian Nadis. Although all
styles are comprehensive in
giving a precise reading,

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Justin Timberlake

You might feel shaky as though the earth were
rocking beneath your feet this week as there is
destruction followed by restructuring in professional
and personal situations. Your sense of security is being
challenged as changes look imminent and its best to
flow into them. Allow important inner and outer
transformation and move into new situations. Health
and energy need to be replenished with planned diets
and fitness routines. A short trip is on the cards! Work
collaborations, priorities, plans and relationships go
through transformation. A new person or opportunity
leads to renewed interest in creative fields.
Lucky number: 16 Good colour: Fiery red

This is a good time to tackle difficult tasks that need
your expertise, time and energy! You make an impact
on people and situations this week. You make swift
changes and decisions as you are in a great hurry to
achieve targets. Beware of making rash judgments
and impetuous commitments. There is intensity and
passion in personal relationships. You can say more
than you mean to friends and take on more than you
can handle in the work area, be aware! It’s best to
conserve energy and finances for important projects
and priorities. Relaxed evenings with family and
friends are rejuvenating.
Lucky number: 14 Good colour: Dark brown

You are enthused with youthful energy in professional
matters and passion in relationships. Since you have
an elusive and elastic mind you can be unstable of
purpose and support various and contradictory
opinions, people and situations at the same time.
Don’t allow your mind to dictate the heart in
emotional matters and personal relationships or you
stand to lose love and trust of people who count. A
logical but clear approach, however, is best when
resolving conflicts at work. Future plans and financial
budgets should be drafted so you are ready for action
when you get the green signal or order from a client.
Lucky number: 5 Good colour: Turquoise

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898, 26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

Meeting a good astrologer is fate

here is always a constant
debate around the
authenticity of
astrological sciences. People
who have experienced its
miracles believe in it, and
those who are dependent on
karma and are yet to suffer
the negativity discard the
theory altogether. In my
astrological journey spanning
over two-and-a-half decades, I
have seen many non-believers
queuing up in my office when
their karma bears no fruit.
So, the belief of the
staunchest of the nonbelievers gets shaken up in
the times of non-fruitfulness.
The search for a good
astrologer lands up many
people in front of amateurs,
who are still in their study
and experiment mode. Even
some self-styled astrologers,
who have invested a good 10
years, fall short of experience.
I say so because without
gazing enough horoscopes
(about thousands of them),
how could one read-predict
and cure the client? I
remember a verse, in which
Lord Vishnu preaches that to
become an able astrologer and
be able to read God’s
directives along with
providing remedial measures,
one must analyse 30,000
horoscopes and 3,000

Taylor Swift

Youthful energy take you towards professional
success and meaningful relationships this week. You
are looked upon as a leader and gain respect of people
around you. You can be passionate and total in
promoting a cause or actualizing a plan and nothing
better come in your way! You manage to make
mundane situations look exciting and interesting! This
ability works like a magic charm in personal and
professional aspects. Travel plans are in the pipeline.
Whatever you undertake now with your creative
energy brings gain to you and to the lives of others. A
work opportunity comes as a happy surprise.
Lucky number: 7 Good colour: Orange

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

JEALOUSY IS A
HUMAN TRAIT AND
EVEN LOVERS GET
JEALOUS

1606 Euro Trip
1728 Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles II: The
Secret of
the Ooze
1858 Blended
2100 Once Upon
A Time
in China II

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

DAILY HOROSCOPE

case, they would need
reassurance from you. Don’t
push them away by being
argumentative, rather give
them the assurance that you
are committed.
n Be supportive: Set
boundaries, be clear about
your likes and dislikes and
expectations. This brings
clarity in relationships.
(With inputs from relationship
expert Pulkit Sharma)

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1117 Shaolin Soccer
1300 Desperado
1448 Annabelle: Creation
1642 Mission
Impossible – Ghost
Protocol
1900 Rampage
2100 Zathura: A Space
Adventure

You tend to go over the top this week as you overreact
emotionally and indulge in excesses. Others also
overreact as they mirror your reactions. It is time to
come back to your inner centre to regain physical
strength, mental balance, emotional harmony and
spiritual awareness. Your projections are confused by
your emotions and you create hazy images of people
and situations, preventing yourself from seeing
reality or the truth. Deep personal relationships are
supportive and understanding, providing you with
the affirmation you need. The arts are inviting and
involving as you channelise your creative energy!
Lucky number: 7 Good colour: Surf white

amalgamating all for
validating the predictions
gives a definite edge to the
astrologers using these.
Mastering these techniques
require a lot of time and is
known as ‘Sadhna’. Whether
you will find the right
astrologer or not, depends on
the stars in the horoscope and
the current transiting stars. A
glimpse of my involvement
with each subject of the
human domain along with my
methodology of approach can
be read on my blog (www.
vinaybajrangi.com/blog).
The author of this article, Dr
Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology. Website:
www.vinaybajrangi.com, call:
9278665588, 9278555588.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You can become
oversensitive to wasteful
expenditure and keep a track
of the money you waste
iin impulsive buying.
There is a likelihood
of reshuffling at
work, which might
affect you. You can
get enamoured with
g
someone you have been
som
meeting regularly. A long
standing property dispute is
likely to get sorted.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Rose

Finding ways to enhance
income will help you gain
some extra cash. Keep your
sup
pporters close to
sstrengthen your
position at work.
Spending time with
your lover after a
long time will be
fruitful. Getting
involved in someone
invo
else’s turbulent marital
affair might get the worst of
it for you.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Cream

It’s time to stop wasteful
expenditure if you want
stability. You will be able to
coordinate teamwork
tto get a project on
the tracks on the
professional front.
Keep your jealous
nature under leash or
itt might ruin your
relationship with your
rela
lover. Participating in special
occasion at home cannot be
ruled out for some.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Lemon

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Impulse buying can hit you
hard on your budget. Efforts
on the fitness front will bear
positive results. Your
performance at work
is likely to be lauded
and rewarded.
Romance will prove
fulfilling. Constant
travelling for work will
ble
make you uncomfortable
now. Don’t plan any property
dealing for today as it is not
a very good day for it.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Violet

Some additional financial
options not just make you
monetarily strong, but also
recharge your vigour.
Not according an
important
assignment due
urgency can put you
in the dock. You will
do much to bring
n
peace and harmony on
the home front. Someone
can ease your commuting
problems by offering a ride.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Sky Blue

Meeting family friends after
a long break is likely to make
the day perfect for some. It
is likely to be a bad daay
for some on the
romantic front. Total
satisfaction is in
store for those who
have purchased any
property. It is better iff
you shelve your travell
plans for the moment.
Difficulties faced on the
work front are likely to end.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Beige

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

You are likely to offend
someone today by your
speech or action at work. You
might have to wait
ssome more for your
romance to blossom.
You are likely to be
game for planning a
party at home and
in
nviting your near and
dear ones. A property
dispute is likely to get
sorted. Some can lag on the
academic front.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Peach

You will be at ease with your
current financial situation.
Your recent achievements
are
e likely to add to your
ccareer profile. Being
impatient with lover
might get you into
trouble. Don’t travel
without adequate
preparation. Health of
p
a fa
family elder might be
of concern today. It is likely
not a good day to make any
travel plans.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Orange

Money saved will come in
handy now. Some of you can
remain too busy in
com
mpleting a task given
on the professional
o
front. There are
times when you
want the clock to
stop on the romantic
front; today may be
that day. You need to be
patient to keep family
happy. Your holiday plan
might not serve you well.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Money coming from a
number of sources is likely to
raise your spirits. This is the
time to wait and watch
h
on the professional
front, if you want to
make your mark.
Romance is likely to
bloom for
newlyweds. A drive for
fun can land you into
unwanted stress due to a car
breakdown. A good day to
purchase a property.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: White

Financial hardship might
stay for some more time.
You may not be involved in
an important project
on the professional
front, but may be
asked for advice.
Lonely hearts can
feel a bit frustrated.
Mixing work with
in
pleasure is likely to ruin
both today. A business trip is
likely to bag you a good
deal.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Financial situation may
become worrisome for
some. Going on the
professional will be
easy today and give
you time to clear
the backlog. Lover
can get extra cosy.
Something you want
to do on the home
he
front might not get the
approval of your family.
Travelling for fun is on the
cards for some.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown
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Hubby calls Mandy
bravest, bestest

‘PLAYING A MUCH
OLDER LEAD WAS
DIFFICULT’
Sangeeta Yadav
very now and then, fresh
faces get launched on the
small screen and many
make their debut at quite a
young age.
Such was the case with
actor Helly Shah who had her
first tryst with acting back in
2010 at the age of 15. But she
got the lead role in the TV
show Zindagi Ka Har
Rang...Gulaal.
“When I started acting, I
was 15 years old and studying
in Class 9. There were no
plans of acting in my head
back then and I only aspired
to be a doctor. I call myself
actor by chance and since

E

andy Moore’s husband
Taylor Goldsmith has
described the singeractor as the “bravest and
baddest” wife.
The singer paid tribute to
his wife with a romantic
message on her 35th birthday,
which was on April 10.
“Happy Birthday to the
bravest, baddest, bestest wife
a guy could ever dream of,” the
Dawes lead singer said in a
post shared on Instagram.
“I love you more and more
with each moment I get to
spend in your presence.
Thanks for showing me (and

M

then there was no looking
back,” Helly says.
For Helly, playing
characters eight-to-10years older than herself made
her feel out of place.
“It would often get
confusing to understand the
mindset of a 22-year-old. But
there were people on the set
who would explain to me why
that character is like this. In
some places, I used to get
confused because I wasn’t in
that age zone. But then,
slowly and gradually picked
up everything and eventually,
everything fell in place.
It wasn’t that difficult,”
Helly says.
The biggest challenge for
her was to manage her studies
and work.
“Since I had opted for
Science in school, I used to
travel a lot back and forth
from Ahmedabad to Mumbai
to give my exams and attend

school whenever I was not
shooting. Even while doing
Bachelor’s in Chemistry, it
was challenging to make
time for studies back then. All
this happened because of
immense support I got from
school,” the 23-year-old actor
says, adding she made sincere
efforts to fare well in studies
as well.
By starting off her career at
such an early age, Helly feels

03

she learned a lot and it helped
to strengthen her base. “I
learned about managing time
and keeping a balance
between work and studies.
Eventually when you grow
and do shows, your realise
that there is much more you
want. I got this clarity and
worked on moulding myself
according to the industry
needs and requirements,”
Helly signs off.

anyone else who knows you)
what it looks like to step into
every day committed to being
the best version of yourself at
all times. And you do it so
gracefully too,” he added.
Goldsmith said Moore’s
“kindness and wisdom truly
know no bounds”.
“I’m so stoked I get to know
you forever. Thanks for
hanging out with me,” he
added in the post.
Moore, getting applause for
the drama series This Is Us,
and Goldsmith exchanged
vows in 2018.

IANS
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THE INDIAN
APPRAISAL
LEAGUE
Here’s explaining
appraisals in the
language our
nation understands
best — cricket!

he period when human
beings at the workplace
exhibit scientifically
documented, yet
unexplained, traits of extreme
weird behaviour is formally
known as ‘appraisals’ in
several English-speaking
nations of the world.
There is something in the
term itself that makes our
blood pressure fluctuate, being
high or low, depending on
whether you are the one ‘doing
it’ or ‘giving it’. Sorry if that
sounded inappropriate but
then, sane, sensible stuff isn’t
exactly the forte of this
column. Especially, when half
the people around me are
walking like zombies taking
printouts of their appraisal
forms, as I write this. With an
expression more dead than
Urmila Matondkar’s acting
career.
And the other half,
interestingly, are gathered
around the TV screen in the
newsroom, watching a cricket
match with more interest than
what they collectively showed
towards work in the past 364
days. What is it with cricket,
man, that death-by-appraisal
looming large in the near

T

A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
future is also not a deterrent? I
got more clarity on this
evidently and eminently
ponderable thought when
Abhishek Duggal — the
colleague who can survive
longer without speaking a
word than any other human
being I know — dropped by.
In his inimitable shy style,
Abhishek mumbled a few
words about the similarity
between appraisals and
cricket. And I could only
marvel at the genius of his
thought. Here’s the thing —
there’s such a common thread
between the game and what I
would also like to call ‘the
game’ at workplace, this time
every year. A bit of picking the
brains of Samarth, Aditya,
Medha, and Abhinav in my
team gave me such an insight
into terms used in cricket that
could be applied as well to
appraisals. Tell me if you
agree.
Final over slogging:
Saara saal toh kaam kiya
nahi, appraisal se two weeks
pehle some people start to slog,
or rather show, as if they are
the only saviours left of the
Hard Workers Inc. I don’t
know if you’d get the connect
but it’s like Ravi Shastri going
excruciatingly slow — tip-tiptip — through the innings and

1

then hitting a six in the last
over, to then sit on the
teammates’ shoulder and go
roaring around the stadium.
The final over-sloggers are
smart enough to smell the
March-April air, and suddenly
their good-mornings to the
boss start to sound sweeter
than the cuckoo in a barren
land. The forgetful, Godfearing creatures that bosses
are, they get so enamoured by
the last month mehnat that
they forget and forgive the
slogger who would be back to
vella-giri right from Labour
Day onwards.
Doosra: All those who
have the hidden gene for a
split personality disorder turn
into a doosra before appraisals
and change their game to
surprise not just the boss, but
those colleagues who have
been observing their
chaalupanti all through the
year. People who specialise in
the working strategy of ‘we
shall deliver only what we are
supposed to’ all through the
year suddenly become
proactive and start
volunteering to take
responsibility for more work.
Itne proactive? September
mein kahan the?
Sledging: Directly toh
kuchh keh nahi sakte but,

2
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‘I had a complete breakdown’
Actor Zoa
MoraniI talks
about how she
dealt with a
failed start in
Bollywood
Juhi Chakraborty

I swear, the kind of underhand
sledging that the poor HR
department has to bear after
the letters are handed out! It’s
worse than Dhoni’s angry
stares and Virat Kohli’s
colourful MC-BC tributes to
the bowlers. It’s as if the HR is
responsible for not just the
measly raise, but everything
that’s wrong in the world!
Appeal: This phase starts
when the appraisal letter
comes in hand and the khoon
in the veins starts to boil. Itna
kam? For a person like me who
gave her best to the
organisation, I did not even go
to the toilet sometimes to
finish reports and projects.
How could this umpire be so
heartless? I will cry, I will
scream, I will sulk, I will
threaten to leave. There has to
be God existing in the form of a
third-umpire somewhere.
Insaaf milega yah I shall resort
to raising slogans against the
gross injustice of the boss, the
company, the society, the
capitalists. Who else?
Googly: I love this one.
For all the sledging, this
could be HR’s way of serving
you aam papad in the
packaging of Ferrero Rochers
if you’ve messed through the
year and not done justice to
your job. The appraisal could
show a hike, in a big font size,
with stars dazzling next to the
big numbers. What the stars
indicate, however, is the
googly. Go to the bottom of the
page and borrow the reading
glasses from mummy. The fine

4
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print might just show the
break-up of the ‘conditional’
hike. If the economy of the
country will be good and there
will be rain every single day in
April, you will get the hike.
What? Who said rain at night
will be counted? Bahut dukh
diya na boss aur HR ko? Ab ye
lo. Vaise you’re still better off
facing a googly than those who
sometimes get out for a duck.
For them, zeroes don’t get
added in the salary figure, the
word zero comes and sits
before the word appraisal.
Count your blessings, and
work hard this year.
Howzzat: The way a
bowler who is confident of
having got the batsman out
keeps screaming howzzat in all
directions with hopeful eyes,
some people keep looking at all
their colleagues to know how
their appraisal went. Mujhe
prasaad mein six toffees mili,
tumhe kya mila? The
colleagues, like the heartless
umpire, keep shaking their
heads till the howzzat guy
stops asking and makes peace
with destiny. Till next
appraisal season. Howzzat?
Sonal Kalra disclaims
having written any of the
above, as she has no
knowledge about cricket and
genuinely loves the appraisal
season. Please don’t make her
face the chin music. Mail her
at sonal.kalra
@hindustantimes.com or
facebook.com/
sonalkalraofficial. Follow
on Twitter @sonalkalra
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I am ready to go the extra mile to make my
characters connect with audience: Karan
Shreya Mukherjee
he web space is becoming a
huge platform for talents
and Karan Wahi is one
such actor who is dabbling with
the medium. He says that the
web has become “huge” these
days and the reason is the kind
of content being generated.
The actor currently has
three web series in the pipeline
and is considering more offers.
Talking about his upcoming
web shows, the actor says, “I
am glad to have come across
such roles where I can be
experimental with my
approach. Every role demands
something new and expects a
different version of me, web as
a platform, expects you to be on
your feet all the time. The
results are quick and organic. I
am glad I have got some of the
good projects and can’t wait for
my fans to see them.”
The actor further adds that
times have changed and the
actors now need to put in
“every bit of that extra effort
that is required”. Karan shares
that he, too, is ready to go the
extra mile to make his
characters connect with the
audience in every aspect.
Given that he has done a lot
of TV shows, such as Remix
and Dill Mill Gayye, how does
he approach his roles? “TV is

T

I am glad to have come
across such roles in
this stage of my career
where I can be
experimental with my
approach with each
one of them. Every
role demands
something new.
KARAN WAHI ACTOR
an everyday medium where
prepping time is very less. In
most cases, scripts come to us
at the last minute. Even minute
changes can be done depending
on what one is portraying. For
me, I haven’t ever got
something drastically different
on TV so didn’t get the
opportunity to experiment
much,” he says.
When asked whether he will
take up less work on TV given
his commitments, Karan says,
“I never left TV. I have just
finished anchoring one show
and have been approached
for a few others. Let’s hope we
roll them soon,” signs off the
actor.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

WHAT ‘CAPTAIN’
BRIE LARSON
FINDS BOGUS

er entry into Bollywood
with Always Kabhi
Kabhi (2011) was a
dream debut on
paper, as she was launched
in a Shah Rukh Khan
production.
However, actor Zoa
Morani’s career took a sad
turn when her first film failed,
which was followed
by the debacle of her second
film, Bhaag Johnny (2015).
And Zoa admits that
she was devastated
after the back-to-back
failures.
“When I was making my
debut, I had a feeling that I
have arrived. And when it
didn’t work out, it was such a
big dhamaka in my life. It was
very difficult to deal with
failure. It was the lowest
phase of my life. I had a
complete breakdown. I did
not expect a result like that at
all,” shares the actor.
But she used the time for
some self-introspection in
order to deal with the “dark
period in her life” and also
started doing theatre with
Salim Arif.
“There was an entire
phase where I was not
getting any good roles. I
decided to take a back seat
and started doing yoga and
working on myself. I started
doing theatre to work on my
own craft because acting is
my love. Salim sir’s plays
were very much like
Bollywood films and I
enjoyed doing that. It made
me a very confident actor,”
she adds.
And it was after
three years of doing
theatre that she
realised she wanted
to get back to films
and face the camera
again. “I didn’t want
to lose touch with the
camera, and decided
to move on; randomly
I got a web series,
Akoori and another
one. Things just fell
into place for me,”
says Zoa, who is also
part of an upcoming
Sanjay Leela Bhansali
film, which marks the
debut of Poonam
Dhillon’s son Anmol
Thakeria.

H

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

The actor turned to theatre to deal with her dark phase; (inset) Still
from Always Kabhi Kabhi
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ZOAMORANI

aptain Marvel star Brie
Larson has said it is
amusing to her that some
people are not able to
comprehend that her film has
crossed over $1bn at the global
box office. The 29-year-old
actor said she initially felt the
pressure to deliver when she
started shooting for the project
but believes the notion that
women-fronted films cannot
get good openings at the ticket
window is “bogus”. “We put
unnecessary pressure on
ourselves. I understand film
history. I know that the film
industry started with a
majority of women,” she said.
“I don’t know why that was so
hard to comprehend in the
first place. It’s just like we’re
human, whatever. If people
needed this to be another
reminder this decade (that
minority groups can open
movies and make a billion
dollars) then great, I’m here, I
PTI
did it,” she added.

C

Actor Karan Wahi says the web is now huge
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‘Nepotismhas
neverbeena
hindrancetome’

‘IAM NOT
DATING
Boman Irani’s blast PARTH’
from the past

Erica Fernandes, who is unfazed by
the link-up rumours, says she is just
great friends with her co-star

Kavita Awaasthi

Kavita Awaasthi

efore Boman Irani’s
became a household name
with Munna Bhai
M.B.B.S. (2003), he worked as a
waiter and a photographer.
Not many know that the senior
actor’s father ran a bakery and
snack shop which Boman
handled till he was in his early
thirties. And right after
college, the actor worked as a
waiter and in room service
professional in a five-star hotel
for two years.
And now, Boman has been
invited for a motivational talk
at the annual conference of the
former company in Delhi. A
source says, “Boman is a
grounded person and never
forgets his roots. Right after
college, he started working in
the hotel, later moved on to
photography and finally
became a renowned actor,
who has also started a
production house recently. It
will be a huge nostalgic

B

moment for him.”
Talking about his initial
days as young man and
reflecting on his past, Boman
says, “When I received the
invitation of delivering a
speech at the hotel in Delhi, I
was overwhelmed as it
brought back so many
memories. Working there was
a learning experience for me
and now delivering a
motivational speech, sure is
going to be quite exciting. I
hope to meet all the budding
young people and be inspired
by them.”

THE SENIOR ACTOR’S
FATHER RAN A
BAKERY AND SNACK
SHOP WHICH BOMAN
HANDLED TILL HE
WAS IN HIS EARLY 30S

rica Fernandes is no
stranger to link-up
stories. There were many
rumours about her close
friendship with co-star
Shaheer Sheikh while working
on the TV drama, Kuch Rang
Pyaar Ke Aise Bhi. The duo
refuted them often but to no
avail. And now, history seems
to be repeating itself as now
speculation about Erica and
her co-star Parth Samthaan
refused to die down.
Rumours are that the couple
who have sizzling chemistry
onscreen as dating off screen.
They arrive together, eat
together and are holed up in
their make-up rooms together
during breaks. “It is news to me
that such rumours are out
there. But, I guess, rumours are
a part and parcel of the
entertainment industry,” says
Erica, refuting rumours of the
link-up. “I have known Parth
since we started working

E

together on our TV show and
we shoot every day. We are
good friends and have a great
working relationship.
Whenever we chill together, we
have a whole bunch of people
with us. When we go for events,
we are often leaving from our
set, so yes, we do leave
together. That doesn’t mean we
go home together. In fact, we
live in different parts of the
city.” Erica remains unfazed
with the speculation and takes
it in her stride. “People believe
what they want to believe. We
are good friends but we are not
dating. I can’t stop them nor
can I explain things to
everyone. From day one, we got
along well. And link-ups are a
common occurrence in shows
with romantic storylines. It
doesn’t bother me as I know the
truth and I can’t stop them.”
Ask her if she would date an
actor and she says, “I can’t say
who I would date or not. For
me, the person is important, his
profession is not.”

Kavita Awaasthi

niruddh Dave has been
acting in TV shows for
over ten years and he feels
every character and every role
makes a difference to an
actor’s talent and popularity.
The Y.A.R.O Ka Tashan actor
wants to be known as actor
from a different league and a
good performer. He says,
“Becoming the flavour of the
season is more about the
viewership your show gets
than you. I don’t run after
awards and I don’t chase the
‘actor to look out for’ tag. What
I want to do,
is stand out for my work.
For me, that’s what a good
actor is.”
While nepotism exists in
Bollywood, it is not prevalent
in television.
Aniruddh,
who has
done two
feature films,
doesn’t feel
that he lost out
on roles due to

A

nepotism. “I am not in that
league of actors so nepotism
has never been a hindrance in
my career. I have done two
films and the directors signed
me because they loved my
work. I never made any effort
from my side to get those films.
So, the scenario that I was
supposed to get a role and
someone’s son got it, never
happened to me. I believe
talent is talent and it can’t be
ignored. I agree, connections
do make it easy for star kids to
get a break. A child of a doctor
or engineer most often ends up
in the same profession as
they see their parents in that
job and are aware of the
intricacies, too. As far as
television is concerned, just
won’t get work because of
their famous parents
because there is
no dearth of
talent in our
industry.”

People believe what
they want to believe.
We are good friends
but we are not dating...
link-ups are a common
occurrence in shows
with romantic
storylines. It doesn’t
bother me.
Erica Fernandes and Parth
Samthan PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/IAM_EJF

ERICA FERNANDES,
ACTOR
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I was seen as a trendsetter because of Khallas: Isha Himanshu and I are
The actor believes being a mother has been the best role of
her life and swears by her father’s mantra of taking time by
the forelock, balancing family, work and everything
ctor Isha Koppikar may
have starred in several
Bollywood films, but a
film isn’t where she got to
play her best role. “Being a
mother to Rianna, my
daughter, has been the best
role of my life,” she says.
“You cannot imagine how
beautiful an experience it has
been so far. To think of it, I
had played a mother before
becoming a mother, and it’s
really like living your
childhood again. I spend
every moment with Rianna,”
the actor says.
Isha is currently working
on a Tamil film. Asked if it
gets hectic juggling both
professional and personal
commitments, the actor
says, “It does get hectic, but
time hota nahi hai nikaalna

A

padta hai, I really believe in
that. My father says ‘catch
time by its forelock’. It’s
important
to manage your time, and
not waste even a minute. Life
should be a balance of
family, work and everything.
I think I am managing it quite
well.”
The actor shot to fame with
songs such as Khallas
(Company, 2002) and Ishq
Samundar (Kaante, 2002).
However, she doesn’t agree
that at any point she was
typecast in such glamorous
songs and roles. “I wasn’t
typecast, but seen as a
trendsetter. I did Khallas; that
was an iconic song and kind of
set standards for a song.
People used to say ‘Khallas ke
jaise gaana chahiye’ or ‘Do it

like Khallas, come into the
camera and kick’. I wouldn’t
think typecast… you can
always say no if you get
similar work,” she
explains.
Isha further goes on to add,
“I did a lot of films. I got a call
from Javed Akhtar ji and
Shabana ji on my landline,
since they couldn’t get my
number. For my role in D
(2005), they said ‘you have
done a fantastic role, even if it
was a special appearance
where you cried, and didn’t
put glycerine as that shot
went on for much longer’.
That was an award for me,
them calling. Then, I got a
handwritten letter from
Hema [Malini] ji, for Kya Kool
Hain Hum (2005).”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

totally opposite
personalities: Swara
Pooja Sharma

wara Bhasker recently
celebrated her birthday
(April 9). The actor had a
great time as her close friends
and boyfriend Himanshu made
it quite memorable for her.
Talking about her day, Swara
says, “Himanshu surprised me
and everyone by just showing
up at 11.30pm on the night of
April 8, to ring in my birthday.
It was a wonderful and lovely
gesture because I was going to
Bihar the next morning and
would be spending my birthday
travelling. It was a pleasant
shock to me and I literally
screamed when I saw him
(laughs). I spent the my
birthday in Begusarai, Bihar
campaigning for Kanhaiyya
[Kumar; politician].” On
personal front, Swara has been
in a relation with screenwriter
Himanshu Sharma for over
four years now. Talking about
her boyfriend, she says,
“Himanshu and I are totally
opposite personalities but I
think that gives a real zing to
our relationship. He is a super
patient and an understanding
person, and deserves an award
for dealing with me.” Talking
about the qualities that drew
Swara to him, she adds,
“Himanshu’s wit and nonjudgemental attitude are his
most attractive qualities, and
also his sheer decency of
conduct. I wish I could imbibe
his language and writing
skills.”

S

Swara
Bhasker

wara
a cuts her birthday cake with boyfriend Himanshu
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‘I CAN’T PLAYMOM TO A 20-YR-OLD’
Says Meera Deosthale, who has quit her hit television show after playing the lead for over three years
Kavita Awaasthi
was crying non-stop on
the last day of my shoot,”
says actor Meera
Deosthale, who rose to
fame with an ongoing hit TV
drama that she was
part of for over three years.
The show showcased the
problem
of bonded labour in
villages. Talking about
her decision, she says, “I
didn’t want to quit the show
but the makers were planning
a leap in the
show. And that would have
meant that I would be playing
a mother to a 20-year-old girl.
I am 23, so
I can’t be playing mother
to someone so close to my age.
It was a conscious decision to
quit after discussion with the
producers. It was an
emotional decision to take. I
was quite attached to the

I

show as I was playing the lead
role for such a long time.
Today, it’s been a week since I
am at home
and I am fine. Life has to go
on,” she says. Meera sees her
exit as a chance to focus on
her health which she couldn’t
do while shooting for the daily
during the past few years.
As the series has been
on air since 2014, it is one
of the longest running shows
on television. Ask Meera if
she would like to be part of
long-running shows on TV
and she quickly replies in
affirmative. “I would love to
be part of a series that is
interesting and challenging
for me. My show had many
arc and graphs and amazing
storyline. I was not bored
on the set even for one
day. The engaging stories
were equally exciting
actors and viewers,” she says.
n

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com

I didn’t want to quit the show but the makers were
planning a leap in the show... It was a conscious
decision to quit after discussion with the producers. It
was an emotional decision to take.
MEERA DEOSTHALE, ACTOR

Peter Dinklage correctly guessed his
character’s fate

Peter
Dinklage

eter Dinklage used to jump
to the end of a Game Of
Thrones script to find out
whether his character, Tyrion
Lannister, survived the axe of
showrunners David Benioff
and Dan B Weiss or not.
But the actor, who shot to
international fame with the hit
series, said he did not follow
this ritual with the script of the
final season as he was
“probably terrified”.
“This is the first time ever
that I didn’t skip to the end,”
Dinklage said in an interview.
“Why? I was probably
terrified. We all feel we’re the
leads of our own show. As the
seasons have gone on, we’ve all
thought how it’s going to end.
Who’s going to be alive? If you
die, how do you die? Ten years
we’ve been doing this and it
can drive you mad, because
(Benioff and Weiss) don’t tell
us and sometimes they change

P

PHOTO: AFP

THE ACTOR PLAYS
TYRION LANNISTER
IN TV SERIES GAME
OF THRONES
their mind,” he added.
“I had all these ideas in my
head and a version of one of
them is how it ends up (for
Tyrion). David and Dan have a
brilliant version of what I
had,” he said.
Dinklage said it is
“beautiful” how Benioff
and Weiss had turned the
standard formula of “bad guys
dying and good guys living” on
its head”.
“If I use any adjectives it
will give it away. But I love
how it ended up. And how it
ends up for everybody," he
— ANI
added.

Prince Harry and Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex

PHOTO: AFP

Harry, Meghan to keep
baby arrival plans private
rince Harry and his
pregnant wife Meghan,
the Duchess of Sussex,
have said that they have
decided to keep plans around
their first baby’s arrival
private. Kensington Palace
officials said in a statement
that Harry and Meghan
“look forward” to sharing the
news of their baby’s birth
once they have had a chance
to celebrate privately as a
new family.
The decision means that
Harry and Meghan are not
likely to pose for the world’s
photographers and TV crews
on the hospital steps with
their newborn, a break from
the royal tradition followed
by Prince William and his
wife Kate, the duchess of
Cambridge, when she gave
birth to their three children.
As a future king, William is
expected to help mark great
occasions, while Harry has
more leeway. Both have in the
past expressed deep
misgivings about intrusive
press coverage.
Harry and Meghan tied the

P

THE DECISION
MEANS THAT THE
COUPLE ARE NOT
LIKELY TO POSE FOR
PHOTOGRAPHS.
knot in May last year at
Windsor Castle, UK.
They are expecting their
first child in late April or
early May.
The palace press office
has announced very few
details about their plans,
refusing to comment on
unconfirmed British press
reports that Meghan may opt
for a home birth.
Harry and Meghan have
said that they have not
learned the gender of
their baby.
The couple have asked
people who want to send them
gifts to donate them to
selected charities for children
and parents in need.

-ANI
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Abrushwithdeathled
tothisbookandshow
Writer Priya Kumar
talks about how
she finds answers
to her problems
through the
characters in her
books
Naina Arora
here was this one flight
that was so turbulent that
oxygen masks came
down. I was convinced I
was going to die. When you’re
in a near-death situation, there
always hangs a question of
what could have been? The
flight kept coming back to me.
And I said ‘Ok, let me crash the
flight in my book’ and put that
story to rest,” says Priya
Kumar, author of the book, I
Will Go With You, which was
recently adapted into the web
series, titled The Final Call,
starring actors Arjun Rampal
and Sakshi Tanwar.
For Kumar, writing is a
cathartic process as she
projects her problems on to the
characters in her books. “The
book was a personal handling
of an incident where I was in a
near-death situation. All my
characters come from my
problems. I write a book to
solve my problems. I give all
my problems to my main
protagonist,” she says.
And what was the problem
she aimed to solve through this
book? “What would have
happened had the flight
crashed? Will it [death] be the
end of the body, or is there
more? I found the answer in the
book,” Kumar says.
The protagonist in the story
— portrayed by Arjun Rampal
in the show — wants to end his
life. So, does the tale aim to
highlight the issue of mental
health? “It’s not that my show
especially highlights [mental
health]. I wanted to highlight

T

Every time we think
that it’s only us, it’s not
true. It’s the choices
we make and the walls
that we build around
ourselves [that make a
difference].

A still from The Final Call web
seriaes; (Inset) The book on
which the show is based
that, while the pilot wanted to
o
commit suicide and not crash
h
the plane, he was so disturbed
d
that he thought death was the
solution to his misery. Every
time we think that it’s only us,
it’s not true. It’s the choices we
e
make and the walls that we
build around ourselves [that
make a difference],” she says.
Believe it or not, this author
writes a book in maximum
“five days”. Kumar — who has
already written 10 books this
year — says, “That’s all I do,
nothing else (laughs). I want to
be creative first, and then
support [myself] with facts.”
The Chandigarh-born
author loves the charm of
Delhi. “I love the food in Delhi.
Every time I am here, I eat
street food,” she signs off.
n

PRIYA KUMAR WRITER

Writer Priya
Kumar says life
everyday is
another page
in the story of
her book

naina.arora@htdigital.in
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“I took
k the
engine from
him, and
d that
is pullin
ng my
entire trrain”
Sonu Nigam

—

+

“He’s my
spiiritual guru,
but has a
wicked sense
off humour!”
—Shaan

EL FOCUS

FOR THE
METHING
ELLER
GE 18
In an exclusive shoot
for HT Brunch, singers
Shaaan, Hariharan
and Sonu Nigam
comee together to pay
a tribbute to Ustad
Ghulaam Mustafa Khan

[ THE MUSIC SPECIAL ]

USTADON KE USTAD!

IN A RARE OUTING, USTAD GHULAM MUSTAFA KHAN, GURU TO
INDIAN MUSIC’S CURRENT GREATS, TELLS US SOME HEARTWARMING TALES
AN HT BRUNCH EXCLUSIVE!
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BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS
To read Brunch stories online, log on to hindustantimes.com/brunch. Follow @HTBrunch on Twitter and Instagram

HEROES OF THE BOOK
Last to last week in HT Brunch, male authors picked their favourite literary
sheroes. This week, ﬁve female writers pick the male characters they love

YEARS OF

Stuff You Said
Last Sunday

2004-2019

By Sarah Mirza

Anita Nair

Rakhshanda Jalil

BERTIE WOOSTER
FROM JEEVES SERIES
Kiran Manral
“Bertie Wooster from P.G. Wodehouse is a
boy who never quite grew up and never will,
he definitely does elevate and, for all his
muddle headedness and confusion he holds a
right mirror to us trying to get out of various
situations life throws at us, unfortunately not always
with the hilarity that ensues when he does.”

BHIMA IN RANDAMOOZHAM
Anita Nair
“Traditionally Bhima has always
been portrayed as a man with more
brawn than anything else. But
M.T.’s Bhima is a man who shrugs
off his epic veneer and thus allowed
me to realise how human his
feelings are. And therefore how real.
His frustrations and anger were
mine; his triumphs and joys mine. I think
I fell in love with this Bhima for he is one of
those rare creatures – a kind man.”

RHETT BUTLER
IN GONE WITH THE WIND
Rakhshanda Jalil
“I love the character of Rhett Butler from

Andaleeb Wajid

Abeer Hoque

Gone with the Wind. He’s loving, caring, respectful
of women, swashbuckling, has a sense of humour
and is, of course, handsome too!”

SYDNEY CARTON IN
A TALE OF TWO CITIES
Andaleeb Wajid
“It’s been a while since I re-read it but
right from the time I was in college,
my favourite male literary character
is Sydney Carton from A Tale of Two
Cities. The doomed lawyer, the bad
boy-turned-do-gooder showed the promise of an
intense lover too, which was sadly never fulfilled.”

freddy_birdy OMG! Alltime favourite travel writer!!

THE PROFESSOR IN THE
HOUSEKEEPER AND THE PROFESSOR
Abeer Hoque
“The Professor from Japanese novel The
Housekeeper and The Professor by Yoko Ogawa is
my favourite. I have always loved math and I’m
obsessed with memory, so it’s
probably no surprise that one of
my favourite literary characters
is a mathematician with severe
memory loss. The Professor is an
elderly eccentric who displays a
fierce, tender, and illuminating
love for numbers and children.”

Shereen Bhan

TAP
Cat memes still
win the Internet!
@myroommateisacat
for the most hilarious
and relatable content.
Cole M. Sprouse
@colesprouse

WATCH
The trailer of Joker starring
Joaquin Phoenix haunting you with a
little comedy and a little tragedy.
Cover photograph shot exclusively for
HT Brunch by PRABHAT SHETTY
(Shaan, Ustadji & Namrata) Make-up and hair by
ASHISH MOITRA
(Sonu Nigam) Make-up by SAURABH BERDE,
Hair by AALIM HAKIM
(Clockwise from left) Shaan: Outfit, Instant Moksha; watch, Franck
Muller; shoes, Regal; Sonu Nigam: Outfit, Madhurima Nigam;
Ustadji: Outfit, Namrata Gupta Khan; watch, Rado; shoes, Shoe Biz

Follow

How you supposed to
get dates with a na
like Scooter?

EDITORIAL: Ananya Ghosh,
Drishti Vij, Jamal Shaikh
(National Editor – Brunch and
New Media Initiatives), Lubna
Salim, Samreen Tungekar,
Veenu Singh

DESIGN: Ashutosh Sapru
(National Editor, Design),
Amit Malik, Kishore Rawat,
Shailesh Sharma,
Sunil Kumar Mallik
(Art Director – Brunch)

Follow

@ShereenBhan

Wonderful Pico Iyer cover story @dpanjana!
Made my morning! Thank you! @HTBrunch
I have a simple rule - Discover 3 new things
every day. Thanks to this morning’s
@HTBrunch that has been achieved
by 8.47am this morning. This morning’s
issue of @HTBrunch is perhaps one of
its finest ever. Woohoo!
@swapanseth

WTF Curating the best of the Internet for your Sunday viewing beneﬁts
WATCH. TAP. FOLLOW.

anilsrinivasan one of
my favourites

@HTBrunch even the cover is spectacular!
This article gives a new insight into travelling
@jainneha86
@HTBrunch another great edition. A
page-magazine with wonderful articles.
Have been reading from the day it launched.
Great going team for the super awesome
content all these years! #Kudos
@AnubhaBangia
#Sundayconfessions Loved the article in today’s
HT Brunch! Look forward to many more
@Sanjyots

FOLLOW
Cole Sprouse’s
tweets
@colesprouse)
to realise that
celebrities are just
like us!
DROP US A LINE AT:
brunchletters@hindustantimes.
com or to 18-20 Kasturba
Gandhi Marg, New Delhi 110001

Sunday+Coffee+HT Brunch = Perfect
@HTBrunch You are love!
@rehana_munir You are amazing!
@sparklevaish
Find Hindustan Times Brunch on Facebook,
follow @htbrunch on Instagram or tweet to
@HTBrunch or...

Note: Some social media posts have been edited to correct spelling and grammar

Kiran Manral

FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT:
National - Bhavna Darira: bhavna.d@livemint.com
North - Shaila Thakur: shaila.thakur@hindustantimes.com
West - Rekha Upreti: rekha.upreti@hindustantimes.com
South - Sharbani Ghosh: sharbani.ghosh@hindustantimes.com
Marketing/Events - Puneet Uppal: puneet.uppal@hindustantimes.com
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COVER STORY

[ THE MUSIC S

THE LEGEN

THE NAME USTAD GHULAM MUSTAFA KHAN MIGHT NOT M
IT WAS HE WHO TAUGHT MOST OF O
Text by Ana
anya
Photos shot exclusively for HT B

In an exclusive shoot
for HT Brunch,
singers Shaan
(from left), Hariharan
and Sonu Nigam
come together for
the first time for a
pic with their guru
Ustad Ghulam
Mustafa Khan

JOIN IN THE
CONVERSATION USING
#TheLegendMaker
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C SPECIAL ]

ND MAKER

YEARS OF
2004-2019

OT MEAN MUCH TO YOU – EXCEPT FOR THE FACT THAT
OF OUR MUSIC CELEBS TO SING!
Ana
anya Ghosh
or HT Brunch by Prabhat Shetty

Outfit,
Madhurima Nigam

Outfit, Instant
Moksha; watch,
Franck Muller
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ThE
MAESTRO’S
MuSIcAL LEANINGS

FAMILY
BEFORE FILMS
It is not every day that you get
Sonu Nigam, Hariharan, and
Shaan, three extremely busy
singers, under the same roof. “But
if Papa asks them to do something,
they can’t possibly say no!” laughs
Rabbani. Who is this man who
makes India’s music celebs jump to
his will?
Ustad Ghulam Mustafa Khan,
88, is these three celebs’ music
guru. His students also include
Asha Bhosle, Geeta Dutt, Manna
Dey, A.R. Rahman, and even Lata
Mangeshkar. You would expect

“ShE (LATA
MANGEShkAR)
wAS LOSING
cONFIdENcE. I
juST hELpEd
hER OuT A
LITTLE, ThAT’S
ABOuT IT”
—USTAD GHULAM
MUSTAFA KHAN
the person who has trained such
great singers to be pompous. But
Ustadji stumps you with his humility. When we mention Lata Mangeshkar, he says, “She was losing
confidence. I just helped her out a
little, that’s about it.” Prod him to
share some anecdotes and all he
says is: “Beta, gaana gaate gaate
aur memories kahan reh jaati
hai (When you are busy singing
over the years, you lose track
of memories)!”
In A Dream I Lived Alone,
Ustadji’s biography written by his
daughter-in-law, Namrata Gupta
Khan, tabla maestro Ustad Zakir
Hussain credits him for his first
ever recording as a classical musician: “I remember going for the
recording in my school uniform,
carrying the tablas in my arms…,”
he’s quoted as saying.
But all this praise, and even the
popularity of his students, seem

hardly of any consequence to this
man. “I am a teacher and it brings
me immense joy to see my students
excel in their work,” he says.
He himself seldom sang playback. “I had a greater responsibility in upholding and carrying
forward the legacy of our gharana,” says the Padma Vibhushan
awardee. “I sang a few songs and
some became rather popular but
I had my family’s name to live up
to. Paisa bohut kuch hai, par sab
kuch nahi (money is important
but not everything).”
His first playback was a Marathi song. “As I reached the studio
I overheard someone saying: ‘You
have called a classical singer and
now see how much time he will
take to do his warm up exercises’.
I went in and promptly started

Participate in

#BrunchBookChallenge
Visit online: read.ht/yrz

recording. It was okayed in one
take. Even the music director was
surprised. I told him that mera
gala hamesha garam rehta hai (my
throat is always warmed up)!” He
laughs and adds: “A good artist is
always prepared.”
He also sang for a few Gujarati
and Hindi films. “I got many offers
but I am a traditional artist. My
forefathers dedicated their entire
lives to develop our gharana. It is
my duty to maintain that tradition,” says Ustadji.

BORN TO SING
Born in Badaun on March 3, 1931,
Ustad Ghulam Mustafa Khan
literally started singing before he
started to talk. “The story goes that
I was two years old and had still not
spoken a word. I was supposed to
carry on the legacy of the RampurSahaswan gharana. The family had
started fearing the worst.
“But my father Ustad Waris
Hussain Khan sahab would put me
on his chest, face down, and sing to
me. Slowly, I started to sing back
to him, although I would still not
speak words!”

Make-up and hair: Ashish Moitra; For Sonu Nigam: Make-up, Saurabh Berde; hair: Aalim Hakim

I

n the green room at the
studio, singers Shaan and
Sonu Nigam are chatting
over chai and sandwiches.
But they shush each other often,
so the person downstairs is not
disturbed by their chatter.
Downstairs, an older man is
tuning his sur bahar. He is supposed to just pose with the instrument, but the octogenarian won’t
budge until the sur bahar is on
the right pitch. Then he faces the
camera. His son, Rabbani, suggests
he take off his hearing aid. But
without that he is unable to hear the
photographer’s instructions.
Hariharan, who has just
walked in, puts the flurried old
man at ease. Soon his fingers strum
the sur bahar and he breaks into a
bandish. The mood is set.

Ustad Ghulam Mustafa Khan was born
into music royalty. His grandfather, Ustad
Inayat Hussain Khan, was regarded as the
founder of the Rampur-Sahaswan gharana.
Ustad Inayat Hussain Khan trained under
Ustad Bahadur Hussain Khan, a descendent of Tansen. Ustad Ghulam Mustafa
Khan considers his cousin, Padma
Bhushan Ustad Nissar Hussain
Khan, as his formal guru.

april 14, 2019
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As soon as he started speaking,
his parents started his classical
music training. “My training was
whatever my father and my tauji
(Ustad Fida Hussain Khan) taught
me, and the orders of my ustadji (Ustad Nissar Hussain Khan).
Whatever field you are in, guru ka
hukum maanna zaroori hai (it’s
necessary to obey the guru).”
His parents were serious about
his training. “My dad had standing
instructions for our neighbours
that if anyone saw me out and

house would ever dare to ask him
about his girlfriends and affairs …
which he never had! Papa knows
very well that I have no reference
points and I will not be judgmental.
But I had to actually bully him into
telling me stuff.”

THE TEACHER,
THE STUDENT
Today Ustadji is one of the most
revered classical music gurus in the
country. But he says that an ustad is
first and foremost a student. “The

“IF YOU ARE CAPABLE OF PULLING
OFF A CLASSICAL CONCERT,
wHY wON’T YOU BE ABLE TO DO
FUSION? TIMES CHANGE AND ONE
MUST CHANGE wITH TIME.”
—USTAD GHULAM MUSTAFA KHAN

MakE up anD HaiR: AsHisH MOiTRa; fOR SOnu Nigam: MakE up, SauRabH BERDE; HaiR: Aalim hakim

d
e
na.
er
d-

about, they were to drag me back
home to do my riyaz,” recalls Ustadji. “My mom was also very strict.
She wouldn’t hesitate to complain
to my dad if I slacked in my riyaz.
“My teachers were stern as
well. Once, my teacher, Ustad Nisar
Hussain Khan sahab, saw that I was
straining my eyes while singing.
He threatened to lash me if I kept
distorting my face while singing.
He then put a mirror in front of me
so I could keep a check on myself.
Now when I sing, I sit in padmasan
ow I realise
and don’t move at all. No
how their strict orders helped me
become what I am today
y,” he says.

TALK ABOUT IT
But he could be quite a rebel. In
those days, student musiicians were
part of their guru’s famiily, and were
assigned daily chores. “II must have
been about 14 when I ran
n away from
home,” recalls Ustadji. “I was so
consumed by my love forr music that
these other activities had
d started to
really bother me.”
He took a bus to thee small
town of Sitapur. “The za
amindar
there was my grandfath
her’s disciple.” And he stayed there and
practiced music until hee got a
call from Radio Lucknow
w.
In her book, Namra
ata
meticulously records
the eventful life of the
maestro. “It took me
five years to get all the
material for the book!”
exclaims Namrata. “Un-like other members of th
family, I was not in awe
him. No one else in the

real teacher, the biggest teacher is
Allah, he keeps imparting knowledge and that is what keeps you
going,” he says firmly.
His approach to teaching is
similar to that of a doctor. “I diagnose who is lacking in what, and
train them to fix that,” he says.
He stresses that riyaz is the

off the record
In her book, Namrata Gupta
Khan, Ustadji’s daughter-in-law,
meticulously records
his eventful life
(on NamRaTa):
ouTFiT, NamRaTa
GupTa KHan;
waTCH, raDO;
sHOEs, SHOE Biz

THREE OF INDIA’S “I AM A TEACHER
BEST COME
AND IT BRINGS
TOGETHER TO
ME IMMENSE
PAY A TRIBUTE TO
jOY TO SEE
THE MASTER
MY
STUDENTS
In what will be an HT
ExCEL IN
Brunch cover for posterity,
Hariharan, Shaan and
THEIR wORK”
Sonu Nigam come together
to pose with their Ustad.
Here’s what they said…

HariHaran
“i’ve been learning from
him since i was 17. i am 63
now! Whatever i know is
based on his teachings. His
approach is very precise. He
will give each student exactly what he
needs. He ﬁnds what is lacking in you
and gives you a speciﬁc riyaz to ﬁx it.
Once he had come for one of my
concerts. next morning he asked me
to come to his place, where he gave
me some new paltas/lessons to learn.
Then he told me that there had been
something missing in my performance
the previous night and these lessons
would take care of that.”

SHaan
“i started training at 32,
when i already had a career,
family and kids, and it was
difﬁcult to ﬁnd much time
and dedication. But he has
been extremely patient with me. To me
he is also a spiritual guru. The way he
has led his life, devoid of prejudices, is
a lesson in goodness.
also, he has a wicked sense of
humour. i’d just bought a house, and
guruji said he’d visit. When he came,
there was nobody else there, so i made
him some tea. He had a sip, put the
cup down, and we chatted. after some
time, my wife came home. He said,
‘Dulhan, ek chai pilado (Can i have a
cup of tea, daughter-in law),’ i was like,
but guruji i made tea for you! He smiled
and said: “Beta woh toh tumhara pyaar
hai, abh thodi chai bhi peeni hain (Son,
that’s your love for me. now i want to
have some tea)!”

SOnu nigam

:
a
OE aR

“guruji knows the grammar
and ﬁnesse of music and
the soul of singing. He plays
a very important part in teaching me how to do my riyaz: the correct
balance of the throw of your voice,
how much your mouth should open,
the amount of air that should come
out of your vocal chords and even the
expression on your face…. You can say
i took the engine from him and that is
pulling my entire train.”

—USTAD GHULAM
MUSTAFA KHAN
ultimate solution for every singing-related issue. “Jaldi ka kaam
shaitaan ka kaam (haste makes
waste),” he says. But he also
points out that although training
hones one’s voices, “learning is
not about memorising the notes
and the ragas, but reaching a better understanding of those.”
Unlike some classical musicians, Ustadji is open to all kinds
of music. “I have sung in movies.
I have sung for the radio. I have
sung ghazals and bhajans. If your
base is strong, you can do any
kind of singing for any medium,”
he says. “Any kind of music is
music and I have no qualms about
any form enjoying more popularity than another. I don’t object to
film music at all.”
But he rues the fact that the
audience for classical music in
India is dwindling. “Outside India, the audiences are a bit more
appreciative of Indian classical
music,” he says. “I remember one
concert in Paris where I had to
come back to the stage 12 times
on audience request! In India,
attending a classical concert is
becoming a status symbol. A
major chunk of the audience is
not composed of music lovers but
musician lovers.”
In 2013, the ustad, along with
his sons, Murtuza Mustafa, Qadir
Mustafa, Rabbani Mustafa, Hasan
Mustafa, and grandson, Faiz
Mustafa came together for a Coke
Studio session that was composed
and produced by his student A.R.
Rahman. “If a person can write
a thesis but is not able to write a
letter, then he must have cheated
while writing the thesis! If you are
capable of pulling off a classical
concert, why won’t you be able to
do fusion?” he exclaims. “Times
change and one needs to change
with time!”
ananya.ghosh@htlive.com
Follow @ananya1281 on Twitter
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FOR THE FIRST TIME

VAIDYARATNAM THE LEGEND IN
AYURVEDA HAS OPENED ITS
TREATMENT CENTRE IN NEW DELHI

“

C-7 Green Park Extn, Near Gurudwara Sikh Sanggat, New Delhi
Contact: 011 49058023 Email: vosdelhitc@gmail.com
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ir sanghvi

Woes Of An
Air Traveller
From mindless designs to badly-trained
staff, airports all over the world could
really do with a makeover

N

o matter how much I write about my experiences
as a traveller, it is the one subject I still get the most
requests about on Twitter. “Why can’t you do a piece
on how bad immigration is at most airports? “Why
are airline seats so bad?” And so on.
And God knows I too have suffered enough while travelling,
so here is a list of the things I find most annoying these days.
I don’t mind air travel. It is the airports that I hate. And I
hate most of them to varying degrees (though of the ones I use
regularly, the honourable exceptions are Singapore’s Changi,
Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi Airport and Delhi’s IGI).
The basic problems with all airports, the world over, is that
they are designed by people with no vision. Ask why any airport
is so overcrowded and you will get the same response: “This
airport was designed to handle X numbers of passengers but
traffic has shot up so much that we now have 3X passengers.”
All of which begs the question: “Why didn’t you correctly
calculate the estimated passenger traffic to begin with?” I have
never got a satisfactory answer.
Retail dominates the public areas of modern airports. The
people who own the airports (and more and more of them, the
world over, are privately owned) make more money from renting out shops than they do from the passengers. So it is clear
what their priorities are. Any journey to the aircraft gate or,
at arrival, to the exit, will become an obstacle course at many
airports. Like some hurdler, you will have
to negotiate stands and stalls of liquor
and perfume all being sold at
so-called duty-free prices.
At Delhi, for instance, the
moment you clear
immigration, you will have
to walk past a persistent
mob of salesmen insisting that you go to the
duty-free shop before you get
to the baggage area.
At most airports, the concern
for buyers ends the moment you have
made your purchase. The salesperson

Photos: shutterstock
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the real glitch
One of the problems
with all airports
is that they are
designed without
an estimate of
passenger traffic

pocket
pinch
In many
European
countries,
airports charge
for trolleys

will make sure that his or her name is on your invoice (many
of them are so persistent because they work on commissions)
and then leave you to line up at an overcrowded cash desk. Why
don’t they just build more cash desks? Well, because they would
rather use the space for retail display.
In the rush to make money, airports ignore the things that
passengers really need. Bookshops have become smaller and
smaller. Some of them are theoretical bookshops – 75 per cent of
the space is given to other items. There just isn’t enough money
in books for airport operators to bother.
My great other bugbear is trolleys. All good airports
should offer lots of trolleys for free. But try finding a trolley in
the International Arrivals section of most Indian airports at
around midnight.
Some, like Goa, are so badly managed that you have to say a
silent prayer to St. Francis Xavier or whoever to make sure you
find a trolley at any time. Sometimes it is inefficiency. Often it
is criminal behaviour. The porters hide the trolleys so that you
are forced to hire them. Two English friends who departed Goa
recently were hassled by a porter who demanded £10 sterling (in
British currency) for carrying two bags.
Worst of all are airports that charge for trolleys. If you have
just arrived in a strange country, you are unlikely to have local
coins in your pocket. Yet, in France, Italy and many European
countries, you can only get a trolley if you have the right
change. At some American airports a trolley costs five dollars.
I have never understood why airports do this. They make
so much money from landing charge and shop rents. Do they
really need to screw every passenger on arrival?
Immigration often can be a problem. In India, it is the weak
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all for comfort
A few airlines such as Emirates have held out for
very good lounges of their own

shopaholics haven
Retail and duty-free shops dominate the public
areas of modern airports

link in the system, staffed by semi-literate men who stare at
their keyboards in dull incomprehension and treat passengers
with contempt. It is changing for the better, but all it needs is for
one officer to behave badly for the system to collapse.
There are simple solutions. The first is to train the officers
to use computers. They don’t know how to handle them and
that accounts for their frustration and hostility. The second is
to teach them how to talk. Apparently, they are obliged to ask
departing passengers what the purpose of their trip is. I don’t
see why this question is necessary at all but they can be taught
to ask it in a nice (Business or holiday?) way not in an interrogatory “state purpose of trip” way. And when they go too far, they
should be disciplined. At Bengaluru, one officer was refusing to
let premium passengers board their flights unless they showed
him confirmed return tickets to India.
Abroad, the basic problem with immigration is not that the
officers are rude (in most of Europe they hardly speak to you)
but that airports allot too little space and too few staff to
immigration areas. Sometimes Heathrow can be the Black Hole
of Hounslow because the lines are so long. And often, even at
peak times, many desks remain unmanned.

T

he worst immigration officers are of course the Italians,
who are lazy, bureaucratic and really don’t give a damn.
I have seen passengers fainting in the immigration hall
at Rome because it was so hot and overcrowded. But not one
officer gave a damn. (The single worst immigration experience
I have ever encountered was at Dulles International Airport in
Washington but we will deal with that next week.)
One of the few departments that has consistently improved
over the last ten years is customs. I have travelled through Delhi
and Bengaluru airport several times and rarely have I seen them
hassle passengers. (Well, once. But once in ten years is not a bad
record given how much I travel). But even here, there is huge
scope for improvement.
The main problem is the X-ray. You may notice that often your
luggage takes a long time to come and that when it does appear,
some bags have chalk crosses on them. This means that a customs
officer has X-rayed the bags before they went on the carousel and
marked those bags that he believed contained contraband.
This is fine. If they have tips, then they must catch smugglers. My objection is to their laziness. The last time I came back
from Bangkok they took one hour to X-ray the bags. Every 10
minutes or so, a clump for four bags would hit the belt. Then,
nothing for 10 minutes. Then another six bags. And so on. It
need not take this long.
I also have a problem with the exit X-ray at Mumbai airport.
At Delhi (as in say, London, Singapore, Paris etc.) you walk through
the green channel. If the customs officer believes you are

taking off happy
Two decades ago, no one could have
imagined the Delhi airport will be this great

gourmet on the go
Gordon Ramsay (left) runs a restaurant, Gordon Ramsay Plane Food,
at Heathrow airport in London

Will airports
ever get
better? Some
will, I think.
But it will
vary from
country to
country...
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carrying contraband, he stops you and sends your bags to an X ray.
At Mumbai last week, I discovered that they wanted all passengers’
hand-baggage (and perhaps check-in bags too) to go through an
X-ray near the exit. This led to queues. Old ladies found there was
no one to help them put their bags on the belts etc.
If you don’t need to do it in Delhi why do it in Mumbai? Does
the customs department believe that Mumbai people are more
inherently dishonest?
You would think that with this explosion of fancy retail
space, airports would also be full of nice restaurants. It hasn’t
really worked out that way at international airports in India.
The restaurants that exist are mainly fast food places and there
are relatively few nice bars or coffee shops where you can wait
for your flight. It is not like say, Heathrow, where Gordon
Ramsay runs a restaurant.
In the old days, Business Class passengers (to say
nothing of First Class) had it easy because their airlines gave
them airport lounges. That is vanishing. Airports are selling
one or two lounge spaces to general operators who then do deals
with the airlines. If you travel Jet from Delhi or Mumbai, the
airline’s biggest centres, there is no designated lounge. You use
something like the Park Plaza lounge, which anyone can pay
and use and is therefore always full. A few airlines (Emirates, for
instance) have held out for very good lounges of their own at
Delhi airport and Air India insists on creating its own lounges.
But whereas once, airport lounges were symbols of luxury,
they are now dirty, overcrowded places where it is hard to find
a seat and you have to beg for a Diet Coke. There is no glamour
left. And sadly, there isn’t much comfort left either.
Will airports ever get better? Well, some will, I think. Two
decades ago, who would have imagined that Delhi would have
such a great airport? But it will vary from country to country
and from government department to government department.
And if you are asking as a passenger whether air journeys
will ever become painless, there is only one answer.
No.
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shoba narayan

Nothing
Personal

You know what unites India? Older
aunties who make intensely rude
comments about a person’s appearance
Photo: GETTY IMAGES

I

t was while stuffing my face at Bukhara in Delhi that the
thought occurred to me: what unites India? A love of spicy
food and maa ki dal for sure. Cricket and Bollywood perhaps.
What else?
Then the aunties walked in. There must have been about 20 of
them. Clearly this was a ritual, a kitty party perhaps, because they
all sat down around a long table with the ease and familiarity of
people who had known each other a long time. With their short grey
hair and neat salwar kameezes, they looked cool and elegant. So
dignified, I thought, until the comments started flying.
“Look at her dress. So short. And such fat legs.”
“Reminds me of Rachna’s daughter-in-law. You know that one
who looks cross-eyed.”
“But this one’s face is broader. And flat. Like someone has
slapped her hard from front.”
“Her eyes are like an owl’s. So bulging.”
I thought it was only my family ladies who did this but these
Sindhi-Punjabi-Delhi women were no different.
You know what unites India? It is all these older aunties who
make intensely personal comments about a person’s appearance.
Nobody is spared. But generally, it is women who get the brunt of
these comments.
Family weddings are the worst because young women who
are already self-conscious are targets – like sitting ducks. They are
wearing costumes that are a far cry from their school uniforms.
They walk in awkwardly and these old ladies who have nothing
better to do gleefully pass remarks. It is like taking knife to butter.
“Your hair used to be so nice, beta. What happened? Have an oil
bath once a week.”
“And use sandalwood paste for your pimples. Such nice skin
your sister has.”
“With this much weight, at least you won’t have to worry about
boys chasing you. Hahaha. Just a joke.”
The cruelty is so casual. The comments rush out like a tsunami,
flattening young and fragile egos.
I used to make excuses for this behaviour. I used to try to
forgive my aunts for their insensitive comments. They are old.
They don’t know what they are saying. It is Indian culture.
We don’t have boundaries or privacy. These oldies are being
straightforward and transparent. In America or Europe, they will
pass comments behind your back but will gush to your face. I used
to try many things to explain away this behaviour. But now I am
tired of it. Why can’t all these old crones just shut up? Why must
young women be subject to detailed, specific and bitchy comments
about their hair, skin and nails? All this masked as affection. As
if saying “bachcha,” or “kanna,” or “puttar,” makes these vicious
comments suddenly seem okay.
The worst part is that no retaliation is possible. After all, we

WORDS OR
WHIPLASHES?
The comments rush
out like a tsunami,
flattening young
and fragile egos

The worst
part is that
no retaliation
is possible.
After all, we
have this
hypocritical
concept called
“respect for
elders”
in India
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have this hypocritical concept called “respect for elders” in India.
This means that you have to take whatever rudeness is doled out
to you by some corpulent aunt who you want to slap. But you have
to smile sweetly and touch her feet. You cannot call her half of the
names that she is calling you.
Why do Indian women do this? And, yes, it is unfortunately more
women than men. Why do they get so stuck on appearance, whether
it is a continuous running commentary on how the heroines of
television serials look, or stupid remarks to that unsuspecting young
girl who knocks on the door.
All of us who have been subjected to this develop a thick skin
and some self-defense techniques. One friend of mine walks in and
profusely praises all the aunties. It distracts them, she says, and
prevents them from speaking about her appearance. Another friend
in Chennai has mastered the art of giving as good as she gets, all
under a veneer of respectfulness.
“You have put on weight, kanna.”
“And you need glasses, aunty.”
It still hurts, she says. These comments sting because they hit
close to home, because they say things that we already know but don’t
want to confront.
At Bukhara, I tried to do something I have never done before. I
walked up to the aunties’ table. My plan was to educate them about
how unfair and unnecessary it was to make these personal remarks
about young women. I wanted to remind them that they had been
young once. Didn’t they remember how hurtful it was to be called
“buck-teethed,” or “fat” or whatever? Why not focus on a person’s
accomplishments or character instead of appearance, I would tell
them. And why do this to girls more than boys? Didn’t they realise
that women in India were being objectified already? They were just
adding fuel to the fire.
As I walked up, one lady piped up and said. “Look, Black Rahul
and White Rahul have just walked in (kala/gora).”
Where do I even begin?
Aunties, if you are reading this, just stop with the personal remarks.
(This column addresses the issue of parenting our parents and other unique facets of
This Indian Life and our culture. If you have stories about the weird and wonderful
relationships that enrich or enervate your life, write in.)

This Indian Life appears every fortnight
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rajiv makhni

Creepy Eerie Future Tech
It’s time to reconsider our open-arm invitation to every new next big thing

T

hink about this. All the innovation the world has ever seen.
From the dawn of mankind. All of it put together. It pales
in insignificance compared to the innovation the world has
seen in just the last five years. Completely dwarfed. That’s
because we are in the single greatest phase of breakthrough leading
edge technology the world has ever seen. And it’s compounding at
an astonishing rate. Artificial intelligence, robotics, self driving
vehicles, flying cars, gene editing, Internet of things, electric
transportation, hyperloop trains faster than airplanes, foldable
screens, self-healing materials, fusion batteries – it’s a smorgasbord
of jaw-dropping tech that literally ‘changes everything’!
But in this furious pursuit of multiple ‘next big things’, are we
losing sight of what kind of new world we may end up creating? A
very creepy dystopian future.
Here are some of the jaw-droppers around the corner that seem
incredible, but if you add a little stillness into the thought process –
they are all very (very!) creepy.

FACE RECOGNITION
Nope, not the one on your phone that unlocks it (even though the
principle is the same). This is FR on super steroids. It’s being used in
airports, rail stations, stadiums and entire cities. China’s police force
has advanced facial recognition surveillance
with more than 170 million cameras installed
around the country, and can recognise and pick
up a person within minutes irrespective of where
they are. Taylor Swift has used it at her concerts
to photograph every fan and cross-reference it
with known stalkers. Security companies are
using it at sports stadiums. All of this is being
done under the famous guise of ‘better security for all’, but in effect
this destroys every single law of privacy and human rights. Imagine
your picture, data and all information about you available to anyone
and everyone. Imagine being arrested for a major crime because the
software screwed up. Try talking your way out of that one.

DEEP FAKES
In a world already brimming with fake news, there is a new
dystopian champion. Deep fake. Videos so authentic, so real,
so perfectly created that it’s impossible to tell that they aren’t
real. Videos of people that can be made to
say inflammatory, controversial and very
hurtful things. With perfect expressions, voice,
mannerisms and body language. And it doesn’t
need a special effects team and movie studio to
do it. Software can do it and do it now. Imagine a
ruling political party creating fake videos of the
opposition leader, imagine a cricketer dissing
his own team, imagine a movie star ‘confessing’ he’s slept with his
married co-star. Imagine anything, and deep fake can deliver and
spread it over social media and WhatsApp within seconds.

REALITY CHECK
Tech that might seem
incredible is actually
going to freak you out

In this furious
pursuit, we
may end up
creating a
very eerie
dystopian
future
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CRISPR BABIES
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First, some knowledge dispensing. CRISPR (and yes, it’s
pronounced exactly like you’re thinking – ‘crisper’ and thankfully

The views expressed by
the columnist are personal

it’s not about baby tempura) is the acronym for Clustered
Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats, which at
its most layman level is genome editing technology. It’s almost
God-like in its scope, where scientists can change an organism’s
very DNA. With this, sperm cells
or eggs can be manipulated to
completely eliminate all human
genetic diseases, rewrite the
chicken genome to eliminate the
proteins that cause egg allergies,
create fruits and vegetables that are
resistant to all disease, edit soybeans so that they have a fat profile
similar to that of olive oil – and a million other radical changes.
Absolutely astounding. And yet, it could well be catastrophic too.
A short while back, a Chinese researcher announced he had used
CRISPR to create human babies whose future offspring would be
resistant to the AIDS virus. Still sounds good, right? Not at all! The
risks, the danger of misuse, the chances of abuse by rich parents
wanting perfect designer babies is too high. Even more, a wrong
mutation could put the entire world at risk.
There are many more. The proliferation of Amazon Echo
and Google Home-like devices, that are constantly listening to
every word spoken in your home and office (this will not end
well), simulated digital TV anchors that look and talk just like the
real thing (I could be out of a job very soon), Google Duplex voice
technology that can make calls (or receive them) and there is no way
to know it isn’t a human on the other side having a conversation
with you, wearable tech and humanoid sex toys (which sound and
work exactly as it reads), genetic testing that may sound amazing
but once your most important data is out there and hacked...
Yes, it’s a minefield out there. Innovation isn’t going to stop and
shouldn’t. We just don’t need to embrace every new thing with such
enthusiasm. A little more thought, a little more cause and effect
thinking may well be needed. We are hurtling towards a creepy
Black Mirror-ish world! It’s time to reconsider our open-arms
invitation to every new next big thing!
Rajiv Makhni is managing editor, Technology, NDTV,
and the anchor of Gadget Guru, Cell Guru and Newsnet 3
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TRAVEL

Winter in Paris
Despite the chill of February winds, the City of Lights sets out a warm welcome
Text and photos by Saubhadra Chatterji

aFter eiGHt
For the best view of
Paris at night, go to the
Montparnasse Tower
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inally, after 43 years, I take a
metro, climb up the station’s
dirty stairs, and ignore
the drizzle to goggle at the
Bastille square.
Parts of this urban patch are
being repaired. Dumped wires and
pipes, fresh coats of cement, long
barricades and traffic diversions
are everywhere. The golden statue
of Mercury atop a column stands as
if a traffic cop is watching the grey
morning’s hustle and bustle.
This can be a slice of any city’s
life, except that I am standing right
on the old cobblestone outline on an
otherwise neat pavement near Rue
Saint-Antoine. Most Parisians believe these stones are the marks of
the iconic Bastille fort – the centrestage of the French Revolution!
I should have had goosebumps.
But ever since I got married, my
revolutionary spirit has been
all but dead.
Also, it’s too cold. And as I have

F

Results of their dramatic
love story adorn the walls of
the Picasso Museum, the house
where Picasso shifted after a stint
with Montmartre.
A small hotel on a narrow
street has a plaque of another genius: Oscar Wilde. The author spent
his last few months here. Terminally ill, Wilde didn’t let go of his
wit. “Either the wall paper goes or I
go,” he announced. Unfortunately,
he went first.
Facing the Seine, Shakespeare
and Company is a reincarnation
of the original bookstore that shut
down during World War II. From
George Bernard Shaw to Ernest
Hemingway to James Joyce, the
doyens of literature had often
visited the original store. The new
version is a Mecca for the world’s
book lovers.
My wife too, enters the store.
After half an hour she comes out
without a purchase. “I can get all

PLACE DES VOSGES, A SMALL,
PRETTY SQUARE, BOASTS OF
A BEAUTIFUL, HUGE PARK,
INNUMERABLE ART GALLERIES AND
THE HOUSE OF VICTOR HUGO

IN TO THE MADDING CROWD
For most time of the day, Montmartre
is teeming with visitors

BIBLIOPHILE’S PARADISE
Shakespeare and Company is the
Mecca of book lovers in Paris

put fashion over utility, the chilling gusts of February wind easily
pierce through my two layers of
flimsy winter wear.

ART OF LIVING
A small, pretty square is tucked
behind those typical Parisian highrises, away from the big Bastille
roundabout. It has a few lively
cafés, a macaroon store and busy
pedestrians – everything that
makes this neighbourhood, Marais,
so attractive.
We walk past the smallest gas
station – two machines with three
short barriers on the footpath –
towards a larger square, Place des
Vosges that boasts a beautiful, huge
park, innumerable art galleries and
the house of Victor Hugo.
Paris celebrates art and literature more than any other city. The
city has been home to many of the
world’s top-notch artists, painters,
poets and authors. It’s here, at the
gates of Galeries Lafayette, the
city’s foremost departmental store,
that Pablo Picasso, 45 and famous,
spotted a 17-year old Marie-Thérèse
Walter and said, “I am Picasso”.
The girl retorted: “Who?”

STRONG CONNECT
The metro of Paris is the
city’s lifeline
these books on Amazon,” says the
pragmatic woman.
By now, I desperately need a
pair of gloves to prevent my hands
from freezing. Ruchira doesn’t
appreciate big brands. So I locate a
cheap store that, from the outside,
seems to offer a variety of choices.
The shopkeeper finds one pair
that fits me. I pay 5 euros and wear
them immediately. Later, after
many women give me a strange
look in the queue to enter Pompidou Centre, I realise it’s a pair of
lady’s gloves.
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TRAVEL

NARROW ESCAPE
The popularity of Victor
Hugo’s novel saved
Notre-Dame cathedral
from demolition

ART FACTS
Paris, just like Brussels, has
a lot of graffiti on its walls

FEELS LIKE HOME
My Schengen visa is about to expire,
I am in my early 40s and flight tickets are ludicrously cheap: these were
reasons enough to go to Paris.
Some friends disapprove the
idea of tourism in the bitter Paris
winter. Many more offer encouragement. Padma Rao, my colleague
at Hindustan Times, tries to give
me a crash course in the French
language and concludes, “You are
hopeless.” Kunal Pradhan, another
colleague, enthusiastically suggests
two excellent restaurants (I try
one of them for coq au vin). Padma
also introduces me to her friend,

CHILL SCENES
Montmartre is a
popular hang-out
spot with a lot of
cultural talent
protests. Sure enough,
the suave Parisian, bewildered by the riot of outrageous
colours, puts it mildly, “I really
like your jacket!”
Olivier and his beautiful wife
Sylvie invite us to their home for
dinner. Over champagne and a
sumptuous dinner prepared by Sylvie, we chat for hours about life in
Paris. She tells us that the best way
to enjoy Paris is to sit at a café and

OLIVIER [AN AUTHOR] DESCRIBES
PARISIANS AS ALWAYS COMPLAINING
ABOUT THE TRAFFIC. “THEN THEY’RE
LIKE DELHIITES!” I WONDER
Parisian author Olivier Cabiro. We
quickly exchange a few mails to fix a
morning meeting.
I pull out my nuclear option
against winter: a Jeremy Scott
jacket with fluorescent yellow, pink
and green splashed over thick layers of lining. I got it at 90 per cent
discount at a stock clearance sale
in Delhi, simply because no other
customers touched it.
We meet at République, one of
the epicentres of the ‘yellow vest’

indulge in people-watching.
Olivier describes Parisians as
an unhappy lot always complaining about either the traffic or the
government or the metro. “Then the
Parisians must be like the Delhiites,
na?” I wonder.

THE DIWALI OF LIFE
One day we reach the top floor of the
sun-baked Eiffel Tower. On another,
we climb up the Arc de Triomphe.
The two iconic monuments highlight

different shades of Paris. One gives
you a sense of detachment, the other
makes you feel like a local.
We also spend hours at the Louvre but end up loving Musée d’Orsay
more. We shun many touristy places
to visit the Panthéon. The final resting place for many French doyens
(Hugo, Alexandre Dumas, Marie and
Pierre Curie, to name a few) is right
next to the University of Paris.
The location can’t be
better. Before one
enters the underground crypt
containing the
tombs, one
has to walk
through the
bustling energy of youth,
signifying the
unstoppable
cycle of life.
Since I am not so
philosophical, I concentrate
on a small café that sells only crêpes.
It’s a runaway hit among students.
I follow Sylvie’s advice and spend a
long time there with a huge crêpe
and a cup of coffee till my wife complains that I am ignoring her and
only looking at other women.
We complete six days in Paris
and feel happy that we’ve seen a lot.
We come to Montmartre on the last
day of our trip. And after an hour,
everything we’ve seen so far starts
fading away.
It’s a festival of colours. It’s a
Diwali of human life on the undulating terrains of Paris. A woman is
blowing soap-bubbles for unknown
children to play with. Couples are
head over heels looking at the dazzling city down below. The painters
are everywhere with their myriad
colours. Many are eager to sketch
portraits, others are immersed in
their creations.
The narrow lanes brew romance
and vitality. The buildings look very
different and the city’s character has
changed for good. There’s a positive
vibe all around.

We walk down to a small, flat
piece of land surrounded by trees
and small houses. The hill rolls
down further. Under the sunshine,
the plaza looks like a smiling bride.
There’s a small café with a long line
of customers eager to sit down and
soak in the surreal beauty. This postcard of daily life in Paris seems to be
straight from a Claude Monet studio.

GLOVES AND LOVE
In the evening, we choose a tiny
café, La Petite Rose des Sables,
for our last dinner in Paris. It
has four small tables and is run
by a lady old enough to be my
grandma. A placard says, “Mama
can’t speak English”.
We order chicken, meatballs
and wine. Old Madame Zouzou
brings two shot glasses brimming
with liquor to the table before
disappearing behind pink
chequered curtains.
After some time, she returns
with our food and wine. Halfway
through our meal, she offers mushroom salad and with a broad smile
says in French, “On the house.”
This, we realise later, is the beginning of a long journey of complimentary food, cakes and drinks.
It makes no commercial sense for
her, but the old lady’s eyes glitter as
her last two patrons for the evening
enjoy a hearty dinner.
We somehow finish our meal
consisting of several courses and
ask for the cheque. Old mama
instead brings a pair of plastic red
roses. Sensing that it must be very
cold outside, she also gets woollen
caps for us. For free, of course.
We try to pay for the caps. She
refuses to take any extra money
and tells Ruchira that she looks a
lot like her daughter.
I am definitely coming back to
Paris, to spend hours at that treelined Montmartre plaza and have a
meal at grandma’s kitchen.
saubhadra.chatterji@htlive.com
Follow @SaubhadraC on Twitter
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My Favourites
CUISINE: Indian
DESTINATION: Any warm beach with
blue waters, what a cliché!
BOOK: Philip Caputo’s Acts Of Faith
SONG: All of Sia’s songs
STREET FOOD: Chaat
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AMRITSAR
‘Ididnotinitiate
anycomplaint
againstthe
photographers’

Forget the usual masala. An engrossing story is
what makes a crime thriller click, say experts

FRILLS DON’T
Pooja Sharma
one are the days when a
Bollywood crime thriller
would heavily rely on
the so-called commercial
frills instead of a strong,
engrossing story. In the past
couple of years, filmmakers
have been able to dish out some
gripping stories, promising
every ingredient that makes for
a nail-biting crime drama.
Here’s a look at recent hits that
have struck a chord with
audiences, and those that are
yet to come in 2019.

G

THE GUESSING GAME
Last year, Andhadhun was
declared one of the biggest
sleeper hits of the year. Not
only was it the critic’s favourite
but it was also a winner at the
box office. With a collection of

₹74.59 crore and total business
of ₹240.71 crore worldwide, it
proved that a solid script goes a
long way. “It’s because it’s a
lesser seen genre. If it’s
interesting, it’s a huge
advantage. Crime thrillers
engage audiences and make
them participants in the story.
It’s exciting to watch a film
with an unpredictable ending,”
says actor Tabu.
This year Badla stands
strong at the box office. It has
earned ₹86.06 crore at the ticket
counters. Trade analyst Komal
Nahta credits its success to
strong subject. “There’s an
audience for good thrillers. If
the audience can be engaged in
the guessing game, chances are
that the film will click,” he

says. Trade expert Amul Vikas
Mohan says, “Both,
Andhadhun and Badla were
like a breath of fresh air. They
were a success overseas as
well. It shows that the Indian
diaspora enjoy a good thriller
and there is global recognition
for the genre. ”

WORTH THE RISK
What makes a thriller work is a
story that keeps the audience
on tenterhooks, trying to solve
the mystery through maze-like
plots. Unless the audience are
not gripped by its climax, not
even the best of performances
can save the day. “One
important thing in any
storytelling is identification.
To invest in a story, there has

(Top) Still from India’s
Most Wanted; Behind the
scenes from Badla
to be something to identify. If
one can do that then that’s a lot
of work done,” says filmmaker
Sujoy Ghosh. A great script
laced with intriguing
performances is a must-have to
make a thriller, as films these
days are devoid of any
commercial elements, which
makes it a challenging genre to
crack, he says. With the
success of the genre, 2019
further has films such as
India’s Most Wanted, which
also marks Arjun Kapoor’s
maiden attempt at the genre,
and Batla House starring John
Abraham, in the pipeline.
n

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

e know that Taimur Ali
Khan happens to be the
most photographed star
kid in Bollywood. While Saif
Ali Khan and Kareena Kapoor
Khan have always said that
nothing can be done about
photographers wanting to take
their child’s picture, a couple of
days ago, Saif reprimanded
photographers at the airport.
He was overheard saying, “Bas
karo yaar, bachcha andha ho
jaayega.” (Stop it, the child will
go blind). Fresh off that
incident, another report says
that a police complaint was
apparently filed against the
photographers for creating a
ruckus outside Saif’s
apartment in Bandra.
Apparently, one of their
neighbours complained to the
authorities after seeing the

W

photographers.
While Saif did come out to
clear the confusion when the
cops landed up, he has now
issued a formal statement to
say that he did not file a
complaint. “I did not initiate
any police complaint against
the photographers. Kareena
and I live in a respectful
residential area and are a part
of the larger community,
thereby we do also have a
responsibility to emotionally
support our neighbours when
they feel a disturbance to them
is being caused and to be fair,
their sentiments are
understandable.” He added
that he has always been ‘more
than understanding’ when
pictures of Taimur are clicked,
but he insists that some
restraint has to be ensured.

“We have always shared a very
respectful relationship with the
paparazzi. We understand that
it’s their livelihood. However,
it’s important to understand
that kids should enjoy the
basic right of growing up in a
normal atmosphere out of
and away from constant
media glare. I believe I
am well within my
right as a father to
choose to not pose for
the cameras when I
have my son with me
or to inform the
photographers that
the constant flashes
can hurt his eyes. As
media figures, we have to live
with the attention and we
accept that. But our kids
shouldn’t be subjected to it.”

Sneha Mahadevan

Saif Ali Khan was overheard
reprimanding photographers
clicking his son Taimur
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.
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htcity TIME OUT

TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

APRIL 14-20, 2019

Lady Gaga

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
Truth is another name for
bliss. Untruth brings misery.
If you live in lies, you will
live in misery. And if you are
living in misery, remember
and find out on what lies
you have based your life.
Withdraw yourself from
those lies. Don’t waste time
and don’t postpone.
Immediately withdraw, says
Osho, the Zen master.

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last 15 years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sam Smith

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Kanye West

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Perrie Edwards

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
SUN DAY, A P R I L 14, 20 1 9

The Tree of Life, an ancient Egyptian hieroglyph,
brings satiety and pleasure to your life as family and
personal relationships come together happily. Some
changes are on the cards as you expand your business
and connections. Old friends and family gather to
celebrate. A sentimental journey down memory lane
takes you back to your childhood. Beware of over
indulgence and habits like smoking and drinking.
Buying or selling a property is gainful at present.
Laziness or delay in dealing with important matters
may mean partial loss in a financial deal. Be total when
making a professional decision or taking a stand.
Lucky number: 10 Good colour: Saffron

LEO

Personal relationships are integrated and flowering
into lasting and loving commitments. A business
partnership or professional collaboration is lucrative.
Good planning and management lead to progressive
and productive ventures. You may take a short break
before starting on a new project to renew your
energy. Good luck in finances and opportunities is
encouraging. A person close to you is in a celebratory
mood but has ambitions etched clearly in his mind.
You still have time to change your mind or clear
doubts about a person who wants to work with you. A
little bit of introspection brings light into darkness.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Cherry red

VIRGO

You are ambitious and ready to achieve professional
goals and targets at any cost this week! You can be
moody and swing to extremes, be aware and remain
balanced. A light and playful rather than heavy and
serious attitude brings success and goodwill. Negative
forces and destructive people can block creative
ventures so keep them at bay with tact. An old work
associate can be too demanding and autocratic in the
work area. Your social life can be busy and scintillating
if you are receptive to new people and connections.
You grow and transform as you pass through a
touching emotional experience.
Lucky number: 15 Good colour: Chocolate brown

LIBRA

This week you are blessed with perfect equilibrium in
Yin and Yang energies that lead you towards
transformation. You are earthy, practical and strong in
professional and business matters. You are generous
and kind to friends and family, diligent at work,
benevolent to staff and preserving in financial and
earthy matters this week. A daughter is ready to make
independent decisions and seeks your blessings. You
are spiritual and earthy, all at once, full of creativity
and cosmic lore. A trip overseas is on the cards. Visitors
and news from far off lands open horizons and new
vistas for business expansion.
Lucky number: 9 Good colours: Forest greens

SCORPIO

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Jennifer Lopez

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Beyonce Knowles

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Eminem

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Katy Perry

TIPSTODEAL WITH A
JEALOUS PARTNER
Abhinav Verma

ealousy is a human trait
and even lovers get jealous.
This can get toxic, if not
addressed on time.
Here are three things
to keep in mind while
dealing with your jealous
partner.
n What triggers envy: Rather
than accusing your partner of
jealousy, try to figure out
what acts of yours triggers
jealousy in him/her. For
example, you talking to you
ex. Once, you have figured
out the trigger, explain to
them in a non-accusatory
tone.
n Insecurities lead to
jealousy: Your partner may
simply be insecure. In this

J

STAR MOVIES
1123 Big Hero 6
1320 Cars
1536 Inspector
Gadget
1707 Ice Age
1852 Commando
2050 Titanic
WB
1039 Van Wilder: Freshman
Year
1321 Troy

SAGITTARIUS

You make important changes in personal and
professional situations by integrating contrasting
elements. You can be solitary and courageous, also
docile and diplomatic when you need to be. You are
ready to face professional competition or rivalry and
go to war, so to say. Victory and success are on the
cards after a short period of strife. You are original,
energetic and ambitious instilling a personal style and
vitality in whatever you do. Beware of over-weaning
pride, rashness and ill-temper. A bit of introspection
challenges you to be courageous and take
responsibility for who you are and to live your truth.
Lucky number: 4 Good colour: Gold

CAPRICORN

It is best not to encounter people, blocks or
situations at work, but rather go around them and
beyond them. Legalities and regulations need to be
attended to now or they become stressful at a later
date. Your social life is busy, interesting but
exhausting. Health and finances need to be
conserved for now. You realise that there is no point
in fighting with the challenges of life or trying to
avoid or deny them. They are there to go through
for the seed to become a flower. Have the courage
to grow into the flower you are meant to be.
Lucky number: 8 Good colours: Blues and pinks

AQUARIUS

A time of endings and beginnings can be exciting and
rejuvenating this week! Redecorating office space,
spring cleaning and moving things around at home
changes ambience and energy. A need for change in
routines and schedules allows you to reassess
situations, targets and responsibilities. You also look
at dark corners and cobwebs within the mind to
uproot old ideas and judgments that are obsolete
now. Priorities need to be kept in mind when making
major changes! You meet new people and make
friends easily. You make fresh business connections
and liaison with important people in your field.
Lucky number: 6 Good colours: Rainbow pastels

PISCES

SONY PIX
1101 Jurassic Park 3
1300 The Man from
U.N.C.L.E
1546 Final
Destination 5
1724 Battleship
2017 The Mummy
Returns

PHOTO: ISTOCK

& PICTURES
1120 Batti Gul Meter
Chalu
1431 Dhadak
1725 Dayaalu
2034 Bruce Lee - The
Fighter
STAR GOLD
1210 Thor: Ragnarok
1550 IPL 2019
1915 Super
Funday
1950 IPL 2019
ZEE CINEMA
1132 Hum Saath Saath Hain
1517 Pad Man
1806 Businessman 2
2100 Satyameva
Jayate

PHOTO: HTCS
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horoscopes in each category
(marriage, job, business,
ailments, etc). Now if one
reads ten horoscopes a day,
then he or she would need
3,000 days or 10 years to go
through those many
horoscopes. The further catch
is to have those many unique
horoscopes to view, which
again is an uphill task. And
that’s why sometimes
different astrologers hold
different opinions about the
same horoscope.
For a comprehensive
reading, a well-experienced
astrologer should know about
all the techniques or modes
such as the Bhrighu, the
Parashari, the
Krishnamoorthy, the Jamini,
the Asthakvarga, the
Prashana and the South
Indian Nadis. Although all
styles are comprehensive in
giving a precise reading,

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Justin Timberlake

You might feel shaky as though the earth were
rocking beneath your feet this week as there is
destruction followed by restructuring in professional
and personal situations. Your sense of security is being
challenged as changes look imminent and its best to
flow into them. Allow important inner and outer
transformation and move into new situations. Health
and energy need to be replenished with planned diets
and fitness routines. A short trip is on the cards! Work
collaborations, priorities, plans and relationships go
through transformation. A new person or opportunity
leads to renewed interest in creative fields.
Lucky number: 16 Good colour: Fiery red

This is a good time to tackle difficult tasks that need
your expertise, time and energy! You make an impact
on people and situations this week. You make swift
changes and decisions as you are in a great hurry to
achieve targets. Beware of making rash judgments
and impetuous commitments. There is intensity and
passion in personal relationships. You can say more
than you mean to friends and take on more than you
can handle in the work area, be aware! It’s best to
conserve energy and finances for important projects
and priorities. Relaxed evenings with family and
friends are rejuvenating.
Lucky number: 14 Good colour: Dark brown

You are enthused with youthful energy in professional
matters and passion in relationships. Since you have
an elusive and elastic mind you can be unstable of
purpose and support various and contradictory
opinions, people and situations at the same time.
Don’t allow your mind to dictate the heart in
emotional matters and personal relationships or you
stand to lose love and trust of people who count. A
logical but clear approach, however, is best when
resolving conflicts at work. Future plans and financial
budgets should be drafted so you are ready for action
when you get the green signal or order from a client.
Lucky number: 5 Good colour: Turquoise

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898, 26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

Meeting a good astrologer is fate

here is always a constant
debate around the
authenticity of
astrological sciences. People
who have experienced its
miracles believe in it, and
those who are dependent on
karma and are yet to suffer
the negativity discard the
theory altogether. In my
astrological journey spanning
over two-and-a-half decades, I
have seen many non-believers
queuing up in my office when
their karma bears no fruit.
So, the belief of the
staunchest of the nonbelievers gets shaken up in
the times of non-fruitfulness.
The search for a good
astrologer lands up many
people in front of amateurs,
who are still in their study
and experiment mode. Even
some self-styled astrologers,
who have invested a good 10
years, fall short of experience.
I say so because without
gazing enough horoscopes
(about thousands of them),
how could one read-predict
and cure the client? I
remember a verse, in which
Lord Vishnu preaches that to
become an able astrologer and
be able to read God’s
directives along with
providing remedial measures,
one must analyse 30,000
horoscopes and 3,000

Taylor Swift

Youthful energy take you towards professional
success and meaningful relationships this week. You
are looked upon as a leader and gain respect of people
around you. You can be passionate and total in
promoting a cause or actualizing a plan and nothing
better come in your way! You manage to make
mundane situations look exciting and interesting! This
ability works like a magic charm in personal and
professional aspects. Travel plans are in the pipeline.
Whatever you undertake now with your creative
energy brings gain to you and to the lives of others. A
work opportunity comes as a happy surprise.
Lucky number: 7 Good colour: Orange

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

JEALOUSY IS A
HUMAN TRAIT AND
EVEN LOVERS GET
JEALOUS

1606 Euro Trip
1728 Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles II: The
Secret of
the Ooze
1858 Blended
2100 Once Upon
A Time
in China II

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

DAILY HOROSCOPE

case, they would need
reassurance from you. Don’t
push them away by being
argumentative, rather give
them the assurance that you
are committed.
n Be supportive: Set
boundaries, be clear about
your likes and dislikes and
expectations. This brings
clarity in relationships.
(With inputs from relationship
expert Pulkit Sharma)

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1117 Shaolin Soccer
1300 Desperado
1448 Annabelle: Creation
1642 Mission
Impossible – Ghost
Protocol
1900 Rampage
2100 Zathura: A Space
Adventure

You tend to go over the top this week as you overreact
emotionally and indulge in excesses. Others also
overreact as they mirror your reactions. It is time to
come back to your inner centre to regain physical
strength, mental balance, emotional harmony and
spiritual awareness. Your projections are confused by
your emotions and you create hazy images of people
and situations, preventing yourself from seeing
reality or the truth. Deep personal relationships are
supportive and understanding, providing you with
the affirmation you need. The arts are inviting and
involving as you channelise your creative energy!
Lucky number: 7 Good colour: Surf white

amalgamating all for
validating the predictions
gives a definite edge to the
astrologers using these.
Mastering these techniques
require a lot of time and is
known as ‘Sadhna’. Whether
you will find the right
astrologer or not, depends on
the stars in the horoscope and
the current transiting stars. A
glimpse of my involvement
with each subject of the
human domain along with my
methodology of approach can
be read on my blog (www.
vinaybajrangi.com/blog).
The author of this article, Dr
Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology. Website:
www.vinaybajrangi.com, call:
9278665588, 9278555588.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You can become
oversensitive to wasteful
expenditure and keep a track
of the money you waste
iin impulsive buying.
There is a likelihood
of reshuffling at
work, which might
affect you. You can
get enamoured with
g
someone you have been
som
meeting regularly. A long
standing property dispute is
likely to get sorted.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Rose

Finding ways to enhance
income will help you gain
some extra cash. Keep your
sup
pporters close to
sstrengthen your
position at work.
Spending time with
your lover after a
long time will be
fruitful. Getting
involved in someone
invo
else’s turbulent marital
affair might get the worst of
it for you.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Cream

It’s time to stop wasteful
expenditure if you want
stability. You will be able to
coordinate teamwork
tto get a project on
the tracks on the
professional front.
Keep your jealous
nature under leash or
itt might ruin your
relationship with your
rela
lover. Participating in special
occasion at home cannot be
ruled out for some.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Lemon

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Impulse buying can hit you
hard on your budget. Efforts
on the fitness front will bear
positive results. Your
performance at work
is likely to be lauded
and rewarded.
Romance will prove
fulfilling. Constant
travelling for work will
ble
make you uncomfortable
now. Don’t plan any property
dealing for today as it is not
a very good day for it.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Violet

Some additional financial
options not just make you
monetarily strong, but also
recharge your vigour.
Not according an
important
assignment due
urgency can put you
in the dock. You will
do much to bring
n
peace and harmony on
the home front. Someone
can ease your commuting
problems by offering a ride.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Sky Blue

Meeting family friends after
a long break is likely to make
the day perfect for some. It
is likely to be a bad daay
for some on the
romantic front. Total
satisfaction is in
store for those who
have purchased any
property. It is better iff
you shelve your travell
plans for the moment.
Difficulties faced on the
work front are likely to end.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Beige

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

You are likely to offend
someone today by your
speech or action at work. You
might have to wait
ssome more for your
romance to blossom.
You are likely to be
game for planning a
party at home and
in
nviting your near and
dear ones. A property
dispute is likely to get
sorted. Some can lag on the
academic front.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Peach

You will be at ease with your
current financial situation.
Your recent achievements
are
e likely to add to your
ccareer profile. Being
impatient with lover
might get you into
trouble. Don’t travel
without adequate
preparation. Health of
p
a fa
family elder might be
of concern today. It is likely
not a good day to make any
travel plans.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Orange

Money saved will come in
handy now. Some of you can
remain too busy in
com
mpleting a task given
on the professional
o
front. There are
times when you
want the clock to
stop on the romantic
front; today may be
that day. You need to be
patient to keep family
happy. Your holiday plan
might not serve you well.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Money coming from a
number of sources is likely to
raise your spirits. This is the
time to wait and watch
h
on the professional
front, if you want to
make your mark.
Romance is likely to
bloom for
newlyweds. A drive for
fun can land you into
unwanted stress due to a car
breakdown. A good day to
purchase a property.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: White

Financial hardship might
stay for some more time.
You may not be involved in
an important project
on the professional
front, but may be
asked for advice.
Lonely hearts can
feel a bit frustrated.
Mixing work with
in
pleasure is likely to ruin
both today. A business trip is
likely to bag you a good
deal.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Financial situation may
become worrisome for
some. Going on the
professional will be
easy today and give
you time to clear
the backlog. Lover
can get extra cosy.
Something you want
to do on the home
he
front might not get the
approval of your family.
Travelling for fun is on the
cards for some.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown
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PRIYANKA:SEXUAL
HARASSMENTHAD
BECOMETHENORM
The actor says women are
finally heard thanks to #MeToo

ctor Priyanka Chopra
Jonas says putting up
with sexual
harassment had
become a ‘norm’, but people
can’t shut women now.
Priyanka opened up
about the #MeToo
movement, her career, her
relationship with husband
Nick Jonas, and gender
equality during a
conversation with Women
in the World founder Tina
Brown at the Women in
World Summit 2019 in
New York.
“We always had a voice.
Just nobody heard us. Now
because of the support
we’re giving each other,
nobody can shut us down.
And that’s an incredibly
powerful thing to see. Now
if I have a story I don’t feel
I’m alone — and I’m not
ashamed of it,” she said.
Asked if she ever faced
sexual harassment, she
raised her hand saying
everybody in this room has

A

probably faced it.
Priyanka also said she’s
glad Nick is very supportive
as a husband. She shared an
anecdote from one of their
first dates. They were out
with friends, and Priyanka
had a meeting. She dropped
hints about needing an
excuse to cancel her
meeting, but Nick wasn’t
taking it. “Finally he pulled
me aside and was like, ‘I
know what you’re trying to
do. But I will never be the
one that tells you to cancel
work, because I know how
hard you work to be where
you are’. I was like, this is
the first person who gave
me credit for what I’ve
done,” Priyanka said.
Meanwhile, Priyanka
and Mindy Kaling are
working on a new
Hollywood comedy
about Indian
weddings. The film
will also be coproduced by Priyanka.

Priyanka
Chopra
Jonas AP

IANS
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Aliahascomeintoherownnow,
saysproud motherSoniRazdan
Juhi Chakraborty
e it her film choices or
her roles, Alia Bhatt has
effortlessly established
herself as one of the top actors
in Bollywood in the last seven
years she has been here. And
the one who is most happy to
see her growth as an actor, is
her mother, actor Soni
Razdan.
“I watch in amazement. As
parents, both Mahesh [Bhatt]
and I, are happy she has come
into her own now. She has
made very different choices
when it comes to films and
she has got a lovely mix
basket of movies in her kitty.
I am so very proud of her,”
shares Soni.
So, how is life being a
Bollywood star’s mother? “It
is hectic,” says Soni, adding,
“There are certain things that
I do for her. I am not part of
her management team but
there are things I take care of
and it takes up a lot of time.
And I am happy that it does.”
Besides helping Alia in her
daily functioning, Soni
herself has her hands full
when it comes to her acting
career.
“The other part of my life
involves stuff that I do for
myself. I have been working a
lot in the last two years. I am
also developing my own
content. I am really never
free,” says the actor, with a
laugh.
While she, her husband
and younger daughter
[Alia] are part of the film
industry, Soni’s elder
daughter, Shaheen has
stayed away from
Bollywood and is
currently in London

B

pursuing a course in interior
designing.
“She is very talented in
that field. I hope she takes it
further. I don’t think she
wants to get into films. She is
a very good writer. She has
got a very sharp mind. That is
where her calling lies, maybe.
She is more interested in nonfiction. I am very proud
of her. She is also
going to start this
campaign related
to depression. She
wants to do
something in that
area as she wants
to help people. As
a mom I couldn’t
have asked for
more,” Soni signs off.
n

PHOTO:
YOGEN SHAH

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

Alia Bhatt
PHOTO: SUJIT
JAISWAL / AFP

‘Playing a much older lead was difficult’
Sangeeta Yadav
very now and then, fresh
faces get launched on the
small screen and many
make their debut at quite a
young age.
Such was the case with
actor Helly Shah who had her
first tryst with acting back in
2010 at the age of 15. But she
got the lead role in the TV
show Zindagi Ka Har
Rang...Gulaal.
“When I started acting, I
was 15 years old and studying
in Class 9. There were no
plans of acting in my head
back then and I only aspired
to be a doctor. I call myself
actor by chance and since
then there was no looking
back,” Helly says.
For Helly, playing
characters eight-to-10years older than herself made
her feel out of place.
“It would often get
confusing to understand the
mindset of a 22-year-old. But
there were people on the set
who would explain to me why
that character is like this. In
some places, I used to get

E

confused because I wasn’t in
that age zone. But then,
slowly and gradually picked
up everything and eventually,
everything fell in place.
It wasn’t that difficult,”
Helly says.
The biggest challenge for
her was to manage her studies
and work. “Since I had opted
for Science in school, I used to
travel a lot back and forth
from Ahmedabad to Mumbai
to give my exams and attend
school whenever I was not
shooting.”
“Even while doing
Bachelor’s in Chemistry, it
was challenging to make
time for studies back then. All
this happened because of
immense support I got from
school,” the 23-year-old actor
says, adding she made sincere
efforts to fare well in studies
as well.
By starting off her career
at such an early age, Helly
feels she learned a lot and
it helped to strengthen her
base.
“I learned about managing
time and keeping a balance
between work and studies.

Helly Shah (left) and a still from the show
Eventually when you grow
and do shows, your realise
that there is much more you
want. I got this clarity and

INSTAGRAM/HELLYSHAHOFFICIAL

worked on moulding myself
according to the industry
needs and requirements,”
Helly signs off.

Hubby calls Mandy
bravest, bestest

andy Moore’s husband
Taylor Goldsmith has
described the singeractor as the “bravest and
baddest” wife.
The singer paid tribute to
his wife with a romantic
message on her 35th birthday,
which was on April 10.
“Happy Birthday to the
bravest, baddest, bestest wife
a guy could ever dream of,” the
Dawes lead singer said in a
post shared on Instagram.
“I love you more and more
with each moment I get to
spend in your presence.
Thanks for showing me (and

M

anyone else who knows you)
what it looks like to step into
every day committed to being
the best version of yourself at
all times. And you do it so
gracefully too,” he added.
Goldsmith said Moore’s
“kindness and wisdom truly
know no bounds”.
“I’m so stoked I get to know
you forever. Thanks for
hanging out with me,” he
added in the post.
Moore, getting applause for
the drama series This Is Us,
and Goldsmith exchanged
vows in 2018.

IANS
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THE REAL GLITCH
One of the problems with all
airports is that they are
designed without an
estimate of passenger traffic

■

ALL FOR COMFORT
A few airlines such as Emirates
have held out for very good
lounges of their own

■

Woes Of An Air Traveller

■

SHOPAHOLICS HAVEN
Retail and duty-free shops
dominate the public areas
of modern airports

TAKING OFF HAPPY
Two decades ago, no one
could have imagined the Delhi
airport will be this great

FROM MINDLESS designs to badly-trained staff, airports all over the world could really do with a makeover

RUDE TRAVEL

Vir Sanghvi

N

o matter how much I write
about my experiences as a
traveller, it is the one subject I still get the most
requests about on Twitter. “Why
can’t you do a piece on how bad
immigration is at most airports?
“Why are airline seats so bad?” And
so on.
And God knows I too have suffered enough while travelling, so
here is a list of the things I find most
annoying these days.
I don’t mind air travel. It is the
airports that I hate. And I hate most
of them to varying degrees (though
of the ones I use regularly, the honourable exceptions are Singapore’s
Changi, Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi
Airport and Delhi’s IGI).
The basic problems with all airports, the world over, is that they are
designed by people with no vision.
Ask why any airport is so overcrowded and you will get the same
response: “This airport was designed
to handle X numbers of passengers but traffic has shot up so
much that we now have 3X
passengers.”
All of which begs the
question: “Why didn’t
you correctly calculate
the estimated passenger
traffic to begin with?” I have
never got a satisfactory answer.
Retail dominates the public
areas of modern airports. The people who own the airports (and more
and more of them, the world over,
are privately owned) make more
money from renting out shops than
they do from the passengers. So it is
clear what their priorities are. Any
journey to the aircraft gate or, at
arrival, to the exit, will become an
obstacle course at many airports.

Like some hurdler, you will have to
negotiate stands and stalls of liquor
and perfume all being sold at socalled duty-free prices.
At Delhi, for instance, the
moment you clear immigration, you
will have to walk past a persistent
mob of salesmen insisting that
you go to the duty-free shop before
you get to the baggage area.
At most airports, the concern
for buyers ends the moment you
have made your purchase. The salesperson will make sure that his or
her name is on your invoice (many
of them are so persistent because
they work on commissions) and then
leave you to line up at an overcrowded cash desk. Why don’t they just
build more cash desks? Well, because
they would rather use the space for
retail display.
In the rush to make money, airports ignore the things that passengers really need. Bookshops have
become smaller and smaller. Some
of them are theoretical bookshops –
75 per cent of the space is given to
other items. There just isn’t enough
money in books for airport operators to bother.
My great other bugbear is trolleys. All good airports should offer
lots of trolleys for free. But try finding a trolley in the International

Photos: SHUTTERSTOCK
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POCKET PINCH
In many European countries, airports
charge for trolleys

Arrivals section of most Indian airports at around midnight.
Some, like Goa, are so badly
managed that you have to say a
silent prayer to St. Francis Xavier or
whoever to make sure you find a
trolley at any time. Sometimes it is
inefficiency. Often it is criminal
behaviour. The porters hide the trolleys so that you are forced to hire
them. Two English friends who
departed Goa recently were hassled
by a porter who demanded £10 sterling (in British currency) for carrying two bags.
Worst of all are airports that
charge for trolleys. If you have just
arrived in a strange country, you are
unlikely to have local coins in your
pocket. Yet, in France, Italy and
many European countries, you can
only get a trolley if you have the
right change. At some American airports a trolley costs five dollars.
I have never understood why
airports do this. They make so much
money from landing charge and
shop rents. Do they really need to
screw every passenger on arrival?
Immigration often can be a problem. In India, it is the weak link in
the system, staffed by semi-literate
men who stare at their keyboards in
dull incomprehension and treat passengers with contempt. It is changing for the better, but all it needs is
for one officer to behave badly for
the system to collapse.
There are simple solutions. The first is to train the
officers to use computers.
They don’t know how to handle them and that accounts
for their frustration and
hostility. The second is
to teach them how to
talk. Apparently, they
are obliged to ask
departing passengers
what the purpose of
their trip is. I don’t see
why this question is necessary at all but they can
be taught to ask it in a
nice (Business or holiday?) way not in an interrogatory “state purpose
of trip” way. And when
they go too far, they
should be disciplined. At
Bengaluru, one officer was
refusing to let premium passengers board their flights unless they
showed him confirmed return tickets to India.

Abroad, the basic problem with
immigration is not that the officers
are rude (in most of Europe they
hardly speak to you) but that airports allot too little space and too
few staff to immigration areas.
Sometimes Heathrow can be the
Black Hole of Hounslow because the
lines are so long. And often, even at
peak times, many desks remain
unmanned.
The worst immigration officers
are of course the Italians, who are
lazy, bureaucratic and really don’t
give a damn. I have seen passengers
fainting in the immigration hall at
Rome because it was so hot and overcrowded. But not one officer gave a
damn. (The single worst immigration experience I have ever encountered was at Dulles International
Airport in Washington but we will
deal with that next week.)
One of the few departments that
has consistently improved over the
last ten years is customs. I have travelled through Delhi and Bengaluru
airport several times and rarely
have I seen them hassle passengers.
(Well, once. But once in ten years is
not a bad record given how much I
travel). But even here, there is huge
scope for improvement.
The main problem is the X-ray.
You may notice that often your luggage takes a long time to come and
that when it does appear, some bags
have chalk crosses on them. This
means that a customs officer has
X-rayed the bags before they went on
the carousel and marked those bags
that he believed contained contraband.
This is fine. If they have tips,
then they must catch smugglers. My
objection is to their laziness. The
last time I came back from Bangkok
they took one hour to X-ray the bags.
Every 10 minutes or so, a clump for
four bags would hit the belt. Then,
nothing for 10 minutes. Then another six bags. And so on. It need not
take this long.
I also have a problem with the
exit X-ray at Mumbai airport. At
Delhi (as in say, London, Singapore,
Paris etc.) you walk through the
green channel. If the customs officer believes you are carrying contraband, he stops you and sends your
bags to an X ray. At Mumbai last
week, I discovered that they wanted
all passengers’ hand-baggage (and
perhaps check-in bags too) to go
through an X-ray near the exit. This

■

led to queues. Old ladies found there
was no one to help them put their
bags on the belts etc.
If you don’t need to do it in Delhi
why do it in Mumbai? Does the customs department believe that
Mumbai people are more inherently
dishonest?
You would think that with this
explosion of fancy retail space, airports would also be full of nice restaurants. It hasn’t really worked out
that way at international airports in
India. The restaurants that exist are
mainly fast food places and there are
relatively few nice bars or coffee
shops where you can wait for your
flight. It is not like say, Heathrow,
where Gordon Ramsay runs a restaurant.
In the old days, Business Class
passengers (to say nothing of First

GOURMET ON THE GO
Gordon Ramsay (left) runs a
restaurant, Gordon Ramsay Plane Food
(above), at Heathrow airport in London

Class) had it easy because their airlines gave them airport lounges.
That is vanishing. Airports are
selling one or two lounge spaces to
general operators who then do
deals with the airlines. If you travel
Jet from Delhi or Mumbai, the airline’s biggest centres, there is no
designated lounge. You use something like the Park Plaza lounge,
which anyone can pay and use and
is therefore always full. A few
airlines (Emirates, for instance)
have held out for very good lounges
of their own at Delhi airport
and Air India insists on creating its
own lounges.
But whereas once, airport
lounges were symbols of luxury,
they are now dirty, overcrowded
places where it is hard to find a seat
and you have to beg for a Diet Coke.
There is no glamour left. And sadly,
there isn’t much comfort left either.
Will airports ever get better?
Well, some will, I think. Two decades
ago, who would have imagined that
Delhi would have such a great airport? But it will vary from country to
country and from government department to government department.
And if you are asking as a passenger whether air journeys will
ever become painless, there is only
one answer.
No.

Creepy Eerie Future Tech

IT’S TIME to reconsider our open-arm invitation to every new next big thing
pers around the corner that seem
incredible, but if you add a little stillness into the thought process – they
are all very (very!) creepy.

FACE RECOGNITION

TECHILICIOUS

Rajiv Makhni

T

hink about this. All the innovation the world has ever
seen. From the dawn of mankind. All of it put together. It
pales in insignificance compared to
the innovation the world has seen in
just the last five years. Completely
dwarfed. That’s because we are in the
single greatest phase of breakthrough leading edge technology the
world has ever seen. And it’s compounding at an astonishing rate.
Artificial intelligence, robotics, self
driving vehicles, flying cars, gene
editing, Internet of things, electric
transportation, hyperloop trains faster than airplanes, foldable screens,
self-healing materials, fusion batteries – it’s a smorgasbord of jaw-dropping tech that literally ‘changes
everything’!
But in this furious pursuit of
multiple ‘next big things’, are we losing sight of what kind of new world
we may end up creating? A very
creepy dystopian future.
Here are some of the jaw-drop-

Nope, not the one on your phone that
unlocks it (even though the principle
is the same). This is FR on super steroids. It’s being used in airports, rail
stations, stadiums and entire cities.
China’s police force has advanced
facial recognition surveillance with
more than 170 million cameras
installed around the country, and can
recognise and pick up a person within minutes irrespective of where
they are. Taylor Swift has used it at
her concerts to photograph every fan
and cross-reference it with known
stalkers. Security companies are
using it at sports stadiums. All of
this is being done under the famous
guise of ‘better security for all’, but
in effect this destroys every single
law of privacy and human rights.
Imagine your picture, data and all
information about you available to
anyone and everyone. Imagine being
arrested for a major crime because
the software screwed up. Try talking
your way out of that one.

DEEP FAKES
In a world already brimming with fake
news, there is a new dystopian champion. Deep fake. Videos so authentic,
so real, so perfectly created that it’s
impossible to tell that they aren’t real.
Videos of people that can be made to
say inflammatory, controversial and

very hurtful things. With perfect
expressions, voice, mannerisms and
body language. And it doesn’t need a
special effects team and movie studio
to do it. Software can do it and do it
now. Imagine a ruling political party
creating fake videos of the opposition
leader, imagine a cricketer dissing his
own team, imagine a movie star ‘confessing’ he’s slept with his married costar. Imagine anything, and deep fake
can deliver and spread it over social
media and WhatsApp within seconds.

CRISPR BABIES
First, some knowledge dispensing.
CRISPR (and yes, it’s pronounced
exactly like you’re thinking – ‘crisper’
and thankfully it’s not about baby
tempura) is the acronym for Clustered
Regularly
Interspaced
Short
Palindromic Repeats, which at its
most layman level is genome editing

technology. It’s almost God-like in its
scope, where scientists can change an
organism’s very DNA. With this,
sperm cells or eggs can be manipulated to completely eliminate all human
genetic diseases, rewrite the chicken
genome to eliminate the proteins that
cause egg allergies,
create fruits and vegetables that are resistant to all disease,
edit soybeans so that
they have a fat profile
similar to that of
olive oil – and a million other radical
changes. Absolutely
astounding. And yet,
it could well be catastrophic too. A short while back, a
Chinese researcher announced he had
used CRISPR to create human babies
whose future offspring would be resistant to the AIDS virus. Still sounds

good, right? Not at all! The risks, the
danger of misuse, the chances of
abuse by rich parents wanting perfect
designer babies is too high. Even
more, a wrong mutation could put the
entire world at risk.
There are many more. The proliferation of Amazon
Echo and Google
Home-like devices,
that are constantly
listening to every
word spoken in your
home and office (this
will not end well),
simulated digital TV
anchors that look
and talk just like the
real thing (I could be
out of a job very soon), Google Duplex
voice technology that can make calls
(or receive them) and there is no way
to know it isn’t a human on the other
side having a conversation with you,

■

REALITY CHECK
Tech that might seem incredible is
actually going to freak you out

wearable tech and humanoid sex toys
(which sound and work exactly as it
reads), genetic testing that may sound
amazing but once your most important data is out there and hacked...
Yes, it’s a minefield out there.
Innovation isn’t going to stop and
shouldn’t. We just don’t need to embrace
every new thing with such enthusiasm.
A little more thought, a little more
cause and effect thinking may well be
needed. We are hurtling towards a
creepy Black Mirror-ish world! It’s time
to reconsider our open-arms invitation
to every new next big thing!
Rajiv Makhni is managing editor, Technology, NDTV,
and the anchor of Gadget Guru, Cell Guru and Newsnet 3
Techilicious appears every fortnight
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Winter In Paris
DESPITE THE chill of February winds, the City of

Lights sets out a warm welcome
Text and photos by Saubhadra Chatterji

adorn the walls of the Picasso Museum,
the house where Picasso shifted after a
stint with Montmartre.
A small hotel on a narrow street has
a plaque of another genius: Oscar Wilde.
The author spent his last few months
here. Terminally ill, Wilde didn’t let go
of his wit. “Either the wall paper goes
or I go,” he announced. Unfortunately, he
went ﬁrst.
Facing the Seine, Shakespeare and
Company is a reincarnation of
the original bookstore that
shut down during World
War II. From George
Bernard Shaw to Ernest Hemingway to
James Joyce, the
doyens of litera■
CHILL
SCENES
Montmartre is a
popular hang-out
spot with a lot of
cultural talent

■ TASTEFUL TOUCHES
Every street of the French
capital has at least one
café and art gallery

FEELS LIKE HOME

am ignoring her and only looking at other
women.
We complete six days in Paris and
feel happy that we’ve seen a lot. We come
to Montmartre on the last day of our trip.
And after an hour, everything we’ve seen
so far starts fading away.
It’s a festival of colours. It’s a Diwali
of human life on the undulating terrains
of Paris. A woman is blowing soap-bubbles for unknown children to play with.
Couples are head over heels looking at
the dazzling city down below. The painters are everywhere with their myriad colours. Many are eager to sketch portraits,
others are immersed in their creations.
The narrow lanes brew romance and
vitality. The buildings look very different
and the city’s character has changed for
good. There’s a positive vibe all around.
We walk down to a small, ﬂat piece
of land surrounded by trees and small
houses. The hill rolls down further. Under
the sunshine, the plaza looks like a smiling bride. There’s a small café with a long
line of customers eager to sit down and
soak in the surreal beauty. This postcard
of daily life in Paris seems to be straight
from a Claude Monet studio.

My Schengen visa is about to expire, I
am in my early 40s and ﬂight tickets are
ludicrously cheap: these were reasons
enough to go to Paris.
Some friends disapprove the idea of
tourism in the bitter Paris winter. Many
more offer encouragement. Padma Rao,
my colleague at Hindustan Times, tries
to give me a crash course in the French
language and concludes, “You are hopeless.” Kunal Pradhan, another colleague,
enthusiastically suggests two excellent
restaurants (I try one of them for coq au
vin). Padma also introduces me to her
friend, Parisian author Olivier Cabiro.
We quickly exchange a few mails to ﬁx a
morning meeting.
I pull out my nuclear option against
winter: a Jeremy Scott jacket with ﬂuorescent yellow, pink and green splashed
over thick layers of lining. I got it at 90
per cent discount at a stock clearance sale
in Delhi, simply because no other customers touched it.
We meet at République, one of the epicentres of the ‘yellow vest’ protests. Sure
enough, the suave Parisian, bewildered
by the riot of outrageous colours, puts it
mildly, “I really like your jacket!”
Olivier and his beautiful wife Sylvie
invite us to their home for dinner. Over
champagne and a sumptuous dinner prepared by Sylvie, we chat for hours about
life in Paris. She tells us that the best
way to enjoy Paris is to sit at a café and
indulge in people-watching.
Olivier describes Parisians as an
unhappy lot always complaining about either the trafﬁc or the government or the
metro. “Then the Parisians must be like
the Delhiites, na?” I wonder.

GLOVES AND LOVE
In the evening, we choose a tiny café,
La Petite Rose des Sables, for our last
dinner in Paris. It has four small tables
and is run by a lady old enough to be
my grandma. A placard says, “Mama
can’t speak English”.
We order chicken, meatballs and
wine. Old Madame Zouzou brings two
shot glasses brimming with liquor to
the table before disappearing behind
pink chequered curtains.
After some time, she returns with
our food and wine. Halfway through
our meal, she offers mushroom salad
and with a broad smile says in French,
“On the house.” This, we realise later,
is the beginning of a long journey of
complimentary food, cakes and drinks.
It makes no commercial sense for her,
but the old lady’s eyes glitter as her
last two patrons for the evening enjoy
a hearty dinner.
We somehow ﬁnish our meal consisting of several courses and ask for
the cheque. Old mama instead brings a
pair of plastic red roses. Sensing that it
must be very cold outside, she also gets
woollen caps for us. For free, of course.
We try to pay for the caps. She
refuses to take any extra money and
tells Ruchira that she looks a lot like
her daughter.
I am deﬁnitely coming back to
Paris, to spend hours at that tree-lined
Montmartre plaza and have a meal at
grandma’s kitchen.
saubhadra.chatterji@htlive.com
Follow @SaubhadraC on Twitter

THE DIWALI OF LIFE
■

F

inally, after 43 years, I take a metro, climb up the station’s dirty
stairs, and ignore the drizzle to
goggle at the Bastille square.
Parts of this urban patch are being
repaired. Dumped wires and pipes, fresh
coats of cement, long barricades and trafﬁc diversions are everywhere. The golden
statue of Mercury atop a column stands
as if a trafﬁc cop is watching the grey
morning’s hustle and bustle.
This can be a slice of any city’s life,
except that I am standing right on the
old cobblestone outline on an otherwise
neat pavement near Rue Saint-Antoine.
Most Parisians believe these stones are
the marks of the iconic Bastille fort – the
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AFTER EIGHT
For the best view of
Paris at night, go to the
Montparnasse Tower

We walk past the smallest gas station
– two machines with three short barriers
on the footpath –towards a larger square,
Place des Vosges that boasts a beautiful,
huge park, innumerable art galleries and
the house of Victor Hugo.
Paris celebrates art and literature
more than any other city. The city has
been home to many of the world’s topnotch artists, painters, poets and authors.
It’s here, at the gates of Galeries Lafayette, the city’s foremost departmental
store, that Pablo Picasso, 45 and famous,
spotted a 17-year old Marie-Thérèse Walter and said, “I am Picasso”. The girl retorted: “Who?”
Results of their dramatic love story

centre-stage of the French Revolution!
I should have had goosebumps. But
ever since I got married, my revolutionary spirit has been all but dead.
Also, it’s too cold. And as I have put
fashion over utility, the chilling gusts of
February wind easily pierce through my
two layers of ﬂimsy winter wear.

ART OF LIVING
A small, pretty square is tucked behind
those typical Parisian high-rises, away
from the big Bastille roundabout. It
has a few lively cafés, a macaroon store
and busy pedestrians – everything that
makes this neighbourhood, Marais, so
attractive.

ture had often visited the original store. The
new version is a Mecca for the world’s book
lovers.
My wife too, enters the store. After half
an hour she comes out without a purchase.
“I can get all these books on Amazon,” says
the pragmatic woman.
By now, I desperately need a pair of
gloves to prevent my hands from freezing.
Ruchira doesn’t appreciate big brands. So I
locate a cheap store that, from the outside,
seems to offer a variety of choices.
The shopkeeper ﬁnds one pair that ﬁts
me. I pay 5 euros and wear them immediately. Later, after many women give me a
strange look in the queue to enter Pompidou
Centre, I realise it’s a pair of lady’s gloves.

One day we reach the top ﬂoor of the
sun-baked Eiffel Tower. On another, we
climb up the Arc de Triomphe. The two
iconic monuments highlight different
shades of Paris. One gives you a sense
of detachment, the other makes you feel
like a local.
We also spend hours at the Louvre
but end up loving Musée d’Orsay more.
We shun many touristy places to visit
the Panthéon. The ﬁnal resting place for
many French doyens (Hugo, Alexandre
Dumas, Marie and Pierre Curie, to name
a few) is right next to the University of
Paris. The location can’t be better. Before one enters the underground crypt
containing the tombs, one has to walk
through the bustling energy of youth,
signifying the unstoppable cycle of life.
Since I am not so philosophical, I
concentrate on a small café that sells
only crêpes. It’s a runaway hit among students. I follow Sylvie’s advice and spend
a long time there with a huge crêpe and a
cup of coffee till my wife complains that I

Travel
Tales

PERSONAL AGENDA

Actress

Minissha Lamba
DATE OF BIRTH
January 18

SUN SIGN

PLACE OF BIRTH

Capricorn

Aurangabad

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

Photo: SHUTTERSTOCK

Chettinad Vidyashram, Chennai/Miranda House, Delhi

THREE-WHEELING CONVERSATIONS
Some of these auto experiences have
been unnerving. Hailing one at the Pali
market in Bandra a few years ago, I was
taken aback when the driver asked,
head focused on the road: “Are you Rehana or Mariam?” Turns out my sister
and I used to ride the auto frequently
back from our Hill Road school, and
had taken to teaching the driver English
phrases. What gave me an initial fright
was actually a non-threatening reunion.
Only in Bandra.
Then there was a more confusing
ride. The auto driver was making all
sorts of bigoted comments about Muslims, and I was about to reveal my own
identity to him when a strange thing
happened. He received a phone call. It
was from his village. He had had twins!
He stopped at the corner ecstatically, ran
to the kirana shop and offered me a Dairy
Milk chocolate. Here was this life-changing news and I was sharing it with him.
Bewildering are the ways of the road.

BUSKYA
Call me romantic, but seeing a dimly-lit
bus on an empty road in the night makes
me want to hop on. I don’t, sadly. I’m not
cool enough to pull off aimless bus rides
like a character in an Edward Hopper
painting. Also, Hopper paintings tend to
be far safer than even Mumbai’s roads

When people thought I was
written off

What do you like best
about Bollywood?
It’s not monotonous.

rewarding experience. By Rehana Munir

“I

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE

My debut as a theatre artist

If not an actress, what
would you have been?
A war correspondent.

NEGOTIATING MUMBAI via public transport is a

once tried to write a poem in a
Bangalore auto but it refused
to follow the meter.” I invented this ﬂippant line during a
short-lived move to the southern city. I
had to return to Mumbai quite quickly to
attend to a crisis, but I was very relieved
that I didn’t have to deal with the auto
guys in Bengaluru any more. By and
large, my experiences with Mumbai’s
public transport have been rewarding.
Quite literally, too. I once left a laptop in
an auto and the driver returned it, after
ﬁguring out my address. In fact, when
I think about it, I’ve spent a signiﬁcant
part of my life weaving in and out of
trafﬁc in these diesel-powered lifesavers.
(Car owners, scoff all you like.)

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE

in the night. Back when double-decker
buses still plied, I’d run up the stairs to
catch the “frontest” seat – the ﬁrst one on
the upper level. These were usually afternoon rides back from Kalina University.
Punishing heat, soporiﬁc lectures and
the ennui of pre-employment life were a
heady combination. The picture window
was a highlight of the day.
Then there was the time that I ran
into my father on the 222 bus starting
at Yari Road. A veteran of city travel
from CST to Mira Road, he kept me entertained with wickedly funny observations about travel, including a hilarious
strategy to employ on long distance train
journeys: “Offer somebody a banana or
biscuits early in the journey. That will
ensure you a portion of the keema-parathas that are sure to emerge from their
dabbas later.” It’s a treat to run into family you actually like in unexpected places.

Who are the sexiest actors,
according to you?
Daniel Craig, Idris Elba and
Salman Khan.
Are you a romantic or
a realist?
I’m realistically romantic!
A song you can’t get out of
your head...?
Bird Set Free by Sia.

What’s your social
media strategy?
Less is more. But today, social
media is all about ‘more
is more’.
And one thing you always
do on social media?
I try to be politically correct.
Though I think I shouldn’t.
What’s the point of being on
social media if it’s always just
to say pretty stuff.
What’s the craziest thing a
fan has done for you?
Sent me a vial of blood... Of
course, it completely dried
up by the time it came
to me.
An advice
about
relationships
your mother
gave you...?
To always be
independent
ﬁnancially.

ON TRACK
So much has been said about Mumbai’s
trains that anything I add will sound
like a cliché. Well, almost anything.
There was this one time when the train
was departing Vile Parle station, heading towards Andheri, when all of a
sudden there was a commotion. A boy
had entered the compartment, hawking
hair clips. Dozens of enraged women
in rush-hour impatience began to push
the boy away. Somehow, I got caught
in the mess and was hurled out of the
compartment and onto the tracks that
ran parallel to my train. I managed to
clamber on to the platform, bruised
but breathing.
But that, of course, is an exception.
I’ve spent college afternoons riding
back home lightheaded with romance.
Returned late from cricket matches
in noisy compartments. Had friendly
conversations, angry interactions, leisurely joyrides. The world keeps changing at such a dizzying pace, I don’t know
what I can hold on to any more. It’s good
to know that there still exists a train
that will deposit me from one end of the
city to the other in the same amount of
time as it always has.

years than bad with your
partner, that’s love for me.

My Favourites
CUISINE: Indian
DESTINATION: Any warm beach with
blue waters, what a cliché!
BOOK: Philip Caputo’s Acts Of Faith
SONG: All of Sia’s songs
STREET FOOD: Chaat

Photo: SANJEEV VERMA
Outfit, a boutique in
London

If you have a Tinder
account, who’d you
swipe right on?
Idris Elba!
Tell us three things
you look for in a
man.
Emotional loyalty,
someone you can have
conversations with on a
variety of subjects and
someone who opens up
my world to new ideas,
experiences, etc.
What is love for you?
When you have more good

And, what’s your most
favourite thing about
Delhi?
The food and the love
people gave me when
I performed my ﬁrst
Hindi play Hello
Zindagi.
Your strategy in a crisis
is…?
To panic!
And how do you de-stress?
By taking long, hot showers.

Interviewed by Veenu Singh
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THE INDIAN
APPRAISAL
LEAGUE
Here’s explaining
appraisals in the
language our
nation understands
best — cricket!

he period when human
beings at the workplace
exhibit scientifically
documented, yet
unexplained, traits of extreme
weird behaviour is formally
known as ‘appraisals’ in
several English-speaking
nations of the world.
There is something in the
term itself that makes our
blood pressure fluctuate, being
high or low, depending on
whether you are the one ‘doing
it’ or ‘giving it’. Sorry if that
sounded inappropriate but
then, sane, sensible stuff isn’t
exactly the forte of this
column. Especially, when half
the people around me are
walking like zombies taking
printouts of their appraisal
forms, as I write this. With an
expression more dead than
Urmila Matondkar’s acting
career.
And the other half,
interestingly, are gathered
around the TV screen in the
newsroom, watching a cricket
match with more interest than
what they collectively showed
towards work in the past 364
days. What is it with cricket,
man, that death-by-appraisal
looming large in the near

T

A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
future is also not a deterrent? I
got more clarity on this
evidently and eminently
ponderable thought when
Abhishek Duggal — the
colleague who can survive
longer without speaking a
word than any other human
being I know — dropped by.
In his inimitable shy style,
Abhishek mumbled a few
words about the similarity
between appraisals and
cricket. And I could only
marvel at the genius of his
thought. Here’s the thing —
there’s such a common thread
between the game and what I
would also like to call ‘the
game’ at workplace, this time
every year. A bit of picking the
brains of Samarth, Aditya,
Medha, and Abhinav in my
team gave me such an insight
into terms used in cricket that
could be applied as well to
appraisals. Tell me if you
agree.
Final over slogging:
Saara saal toh kaam kiya
nahi, appraisal se two weeks
pehle some people start to slog,
or rather show, as if they are
the only saviours left of the
Hard Workers Inc. I don’t
know if you’d get the connect
but it’s like Ravi Shastri going
excruciatingly slow — tip-tiptip — through the innings and

1

then hitting a six in the last
over, to then sit on the
teammates’ shoulder and go
roaring around the stadium.
The final over-sloggers are
smart enough to smell the
March-April air, and suddenly
their good-mornings to the
boss start to sound sweeter
than the cuckoo in a barren
land. The forgetful, Godfearing creatures that bosses
are, they get so enamoured by
the last month mehnat that
they forget and forgive the
slogger who would be back to
vella-giri right from Labour
Day onwards.
Doosra: All those who
have the hidden gene for a
split personality disorder turn
into a doosra before appraisals
and change their game to
surprise not just the boss, but
those colleagues who have
been observing their
chaalupanti all through the
year. People who specialise in
the working strategy of ‘we
shall deliver only what we are
supposed to’ all through the
year suddenly become
proactive and start
volunteering to take
responsibility for more work.
Itne proactive? September
mein kahan the?
Sledging: Directly toh
kuchh keh nahi sakte but,

2
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‘I had a complete breakdown’
Actor Zoa
MoraniI talks
about how she
dealt with a
failed start in
Bollywood
Juhi Chakraborty

I swear, the kind of underhand
sledging that the poor HR
department has to bear after
the letters are handed out! It’s
worse than Dhoni’s angry
stares and Virat Kohli’s
colourful MC-BC tributes to
the bowlers. It’s as if the HR is
responsible for not just the
measly raise, but everything
that’s wrong in the world!
Appeal: This phase starts
when the appraisal letter
comes in hand and the khoon
in the veins starts to boil. Itna
kam? For a person like me who
gave her best to the
organisation, I did not even go
to the toilet sometimes to
finish reports and projects.
How could this umpire be so
heartless? I will cry, I will
scream, I will sulk, I will
threaten to leave. There has to
be God existing in the form of a
third-umpire somewhere.
Insaaf milega yah I shall resort
to raising slogans against the
gross injustice of the boss, the
company, the society, the
capitalists. Who else?
Googly: I love this one.
For all the sledging, this
could be HR’s way of serving
you aam papad in the
packaging of Ferrero Rochers
if you’ve messed through the
year and not done justice to
your job. The appraisal could
show a hike, in a big font size,
with stars dazzling next to the
big numbers. What the stars
indicate, however, is the
googly. Go to the bottom of the
page and borrow the reading
glasses from mummy. The fine

4
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print might just show the
break-up of the ‘conditional’
hike. If the economy of the
country will be good and there
will be rain every single day in
April, you will get the hike.
What? Who said rain at night
will be counted? Bahut dukh
diya na boss aur HR ko? Ab ye
lo. Vaise you’re still better off
facing a googly than those who
sometimes get out for a duck.
For them, zeroes don’t get
added in the salary figure, the
word zero comes and sits
before the word appraisal.
Count your blessings, and
work hard this year.
Howzzat: The way a
bowler who is confident of
having got the batsman out
keeps screaming howzzat in all
directions with hopeful eyes,
some people keep looking at all
their colleagues to know how
their appraisal went. Mujhe
prasaad mein six toffees mili,
tumhe kya mila? The
colleagues, like the heartless
umpire, keep shaking their
heads till the howzzat guy
stops asking and makes peace
with destiny. Till next
appraisal season. Howzzat?
Sonal Kalra disclaims
having written any of the
above, as she has no
knowledge about cricket and
genuinely loves the appraisal
season. Please don’t make her
face the chin music. Mail her
at sonal.kalra
@hindustantimes.com or
facebook.com/
sonalkalraofficial. Follow
on Twitter @sonalkalra
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I am ready to go the extra mile to make my
characters connect with audience: Karan
Shreya Mukherjee
he web space is becoming a
huge platform for talents
and Karan Wahi is one
such actor who is dabbling with
the medium. He says that the
web has become “huge” these
days and the reason is the kind
of content being generated.
The actor currently has
three web series in the pipeline
and is considering more offers.
Talking about his upcoming
web shows, the actor says, “I
am glad to have come across
such roles where I can be
experimental with my
approach. Every role demands
something new and expects a
different version of me, web as
a platform, expects you to be on
your feet all the time. The
results are quick and organic. I
am glad I have got some of the
good projects and can’t wait for
my fans to see them.”
The actor further adds that
times have changed and the
actors now need to put in
“every bit of that extra effort
that is required”. Karan shares
that he, too, is ready to go the
extra mile to make his
characters connect with the
audience in every aspect.
Given that he has done a lot
of TV shows, such as Remix
and Dill Mill Gayye, how does
he approach his roles? “TV is

T

I am glad to have come
across such roles in
this stage of my career
where I can be
experimental with my
approach with each
one of them. Every
role demands
something new.
KARAN WAHI ACTOR
an everyday medium where
prepping time is very less. In
most cases, scripts come to us
at the last minute. Even minute
changes can be done depending
on what one is portraying. For
me, I haven’t ever got
something drastically different
on TV so didn’t get the
opportunity to experiment
much,” he says.
When asked whether he will
take up less work on TV given
his commitments, Karan says,
“I never left TV. I have just
finished anchoring one show
and have been approached
for a few others. Let’s hope we
roll them soon,” signs off the
actor.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

WHAT ‘CAPTAIN’
BRIE LARSON
FINDS BOGUS

er entry into Bollywood
with Always Kabhi
Kabhi (2011) was a
dream debut on
paper, as she was launched
in a Shah Rukh Khan
production.
However, actor Zoa
Morani’s career took a sad
turn when her first film failed,
which was followed
by the debacle of her second
film, Bhaag Johnny (2015).
And Zoa admits that
she was devastated
after the back-to-back
failures.
“When I was making my
debut, I had a feeling that I
have arrived. And when it
didn’t work out, it was such a
big dhamaka in my life. It was
very difficult to deal with
failure. It was the lowest
phase of my life. I had a
complete breakdown. I did
not expect a result like that at
all,” shares the actor.
But she used the time for
some self-introspection in
order to deal with the “dark
period in her life” and also
started doing theatre with
Salim Arif.
“There was an entire
phase where I was not
getting any good roles. I
decided to take a back seat
and started doing yoga and
working on myself. I started
doing theatre to work on my
own craft because acting is
my love. Salim sir’s plays
were very much like
Bollywood films and I
enjoyed doing that. It made
me a very confident actor,”
she adds.
And it was after
three years of doing
theatre that she
realised she wanted
to get back to films
and face the camera
again. “I didn’t want
to lose touch with the
camera, and decided
to move on; randomly
I got a web series,
Akoori and another
one. Things just fell
into place for me,”
says Zoa, who is also
part of an upcoming
Sanjay Leela Bhansali
film, which marks the
debut of Poonam
Dhillon’s son Anmol
Thakeria.

H

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

The actor turned to theatre to deal with her dark phase; (inset) Still
from Always Kabhi Kabhi
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ZOAMORANI

aptain Marvel star Brie
Larson has said it is
amusing to her that some
people are not able to
comprehend that her film has
crossed over $1bn at the global
box office. The 29-year-old
actor said she initially felt the
pressure to deliver when she
started shooting for the project
but believes the notion that
women-fronted films cannot
get good openings at the ticket
window is “bogus”. “We put
unnecessary pressure on
ourselves. I understand film
history. I know that the film
industry started with a
majority of women,” she said.
“I don’t know why that was so
hard to comprehend in the
first place. It’s just like we’re
human, whatever. If people
needed this to be another
reminder this decade (that
minority groups can open
movies and make a billion
dollars) then great, I’m here, I
PTI
did it,” she added.

C

Actor Karan Wahi says the web is now huge
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‘Nepotismhas
neverbeena
hindrancetome’

‘IAM NOT
DATING
Boman Irani’s blast PARTH’
from the past

Erica Fernandes, who is unfazed by
the link-up rumours, says she is just
great friends with her co-star

Kavita Awaasthi

Kavita Awaasthi

efore Boman Irani’s
became a household name
with Munna Bhai
M.B.B.S. (2003), he worked as a
waiter and a photographer.
Not many know that the senior
actor’s father ran a bakery and
snack shop which Boman
handled till he was in his early
thirties. And right after
college, the actor worked as a
waiter and in room service
professional in a five-star hotel
for two years.
And now, Boman has been
invited for a motivational talk
at the annual conference of the
former company in Delhi. A
source says, “Boman is a
grounded person and never
forgets his roots. Right after
college, he started working in
the hotel, later moved on to
photography and finally
became a renowned actor,
who has also started a
production house recently. It
will be a huge nostalgic

B

moment for him.”
Talking about his initial
days as young man and
reflecting on his past, Boman
says, “When I received the
invitation of delivering a
speech at the hotel in Delhi, I
was overwhelmed as it
brought back so many
memories. Working there was
a learning experience for me
and now delivering a
motivational speech, sure is
going to be quite exciting. I
hope to meet all the budding
young people and be inspired
by them.”

THE SENIOR ACTOR’S
FATHER RAN A
BAKERY AND SNACK
SHOP WHICH BOMAN
HANDLED TILL HE
WAS IN HIS EARLY 30S

rica Fernandes is no
stranger to link-up
stories. There were many
rumours about her close
friendship with co-star
Shaheer Sheikh while working
on the TV drama, Kuch Rang
Pyaar Ke Aise Bhi. The duo
refuted them often but to no
avail. And now, history seems
to be repeating itself as now
speculation about Erica and
her co-star Parth Samthaan
refused to die down.
Rumours are that the couple
who have sizzling chemistry
onscreen as dating off screen.
They arrive together, eat
together and are holed up in
their make-up rooms together
during breaks. “It is news to me
that such rumours are out
there. But, I guess, rumours are
a part and parcel of the
entertainment industry,” says
Erica, refuting rumours of the
link-up. “I have known Parth
since we started working

E

together on our TV show and
we shoot every day. We are
good friends and have a great
working relationship.
Whenever we chill together, we
have a whole bunch of people
with us. When we go for events,
we are often leaving from our
set, so yes, we do leave
together. That doesn’t mean we
go home together. In fact, we
live in different parts of the
city.” Erica remains unfazed
with the speculation and takes
it in her stride. “People believe
what they want to believe. We
are good friends but we are not
dating. I can’t stop them nor
can I explain things to
everyone. From day one, we got
along well. And link-ups are a
common occurrence in shows
with romantic storylines. It
doesn’t bother me as I know the
truth and I can’t stop them.”
Ask her if she would date an
actor and she says, “I can’t say
who I would date or not. For
me, the person is important, his
profession is not.”

Kavita Awaasthi

niruddh Dave has been
acting in TV shows for
over ten years and he feels
every character and every role
makes a difference to an
actor’s talent and popularity.
The Y.A.R.O Ka Tashan actor
wants to be known as actor
from a different league and a
good performer. He says,
“Becoming the flavour of the
season is more about the
viewership your show gets
than you. I don’t run after
awards and I don’t chase the
‘actor to look out for’ tag. What
I want to do,
is stand out for my work.
For me, that’s what a good
actor is.”
While nepotism exists in
Bollywood, it is not prevalent
in television.
Aniruddh,
who has
done two
feature films,
doesn’t feel
that he lost out
on roles due to

A

nepotism. “I am not in that
league of actors so nepotism
has never been a hindrance in
my career. I have done two
films and the directors signed
me because they loved my
work. I never made any effort
from my side to get those films.
So, the scenario that I was
supposed to get a role and
someone’s son got it, never
happened to me. I believe
talent is talent and it can’t be
ignored. I agree, connections
do make it easy for star kids to
get a break. A child of a doctor
or engineer most often ends up
in the same profession as
they see their parents in that
job and are aware of the
intricacies, too. As far as
television is concerned, just
won’t get work because of
their famous parents
because there is
no dearth of
talent in our
industry.”

People believe what
they want to believe.
We are good friends
but we are not dating...
link-ups are a common
occurrence in shows
with romantic
storylines. It doesn’t
bother me.
Erica Fernandes and Parth
Samthan PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/IAM_EJF

ERICA FERNANDES,
ACTOR
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I was seen as a trendsetter because of Khallas: Isha Himanshu and I are
The actor believes being a mother has been the best role of
her life and swears by her father’s mantra of taking time by
the forelock, balancing family, work and everything
ctor Isha Koppikar may
have starred in several
Bollywood films, but a
film isn’t where she got to
play her best role. “Being a
mother to Rianna, my
daughter, has been the best
role of my life,” she says.
“You cannot imagine how
beautiful an experience it has
been so far. To think of it, I
had played a mother before
becoming a mother, and it’s
really like living your
childhood again. I spend
every moment with Rianna,”
the actor says.
Isha is currently working
on a Tamil film. Asked if it
gets hectic juggling both
professional and personal
commitments, the actor
says, “It does get hectic, but
time hota nahi hai nikaalna

A

padta hai, I really believe in
that. My father says ‘catch
time by its forelock’. It’s
important
to manage your time, and
not waste even a minute. Life
should be a balance of
family, work and everything.
I think I am managing it quite
well.”
The actor shot to fame with
songs such as Khallas
(Company, 2002) and Ishq
Samundar (Kaante, 2002).
However, she doesn’t agree
that at any point she was
typecast in such glamorous
songs and roles. “I wasn’t
typecast, but seen as a
trendsetter. I did Khallas; that
was an iconic song and kind of
set standards for a song.
People used to say ‘Khallas ke
jaise gaana chahiye’ or ‘Do it

like Khallas, come into the
camera and kick’. I wouldn’t
think typecast… you can
always say no if you get
similar work,” she
explains.
Isha further goes on to add,
“I did a lot of films. I got a call
from Javed Akhtar ji and
Shabana ji on my landline,
since they couldn’t get my
number. For my role in D
(2005), they said ‘you have
done a fantastic role, even if it
was a special appearance
where you cried, and didn’t
put glycerine as that shot
went on for much longer’.
That was an award for me,
them calling. Then, I got a
handwritten letter from
Hema [Malini] ji, for Kya Kool
Hain Hum (2005).”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

totally opposite
personalities: Swara
Pooja Sharma

wara Bhasker recently
celebrated her birthday
(April 9). The actor had a
great time as her close friends
and boyfriend Himanshu made
it quite memorable for her.
Talking about her day, Swara
says, “Himanshu surprised me
and everyone by just showing
up at 11.30pm on the night of
April 8, to ring in my birthday.
It was a wonderful and lovely
gesture because I was going to
Bihar the next morning and
would be spending my birthday
travelling. It was a pleasant
shock to me and I literally
screamed when I saw him
(laughs). I spent the my
birthday in Begusarai, Bihar
campaigning for Kanhaiyya
[Kumar; politician].” On
personal front, Swara has been
in a relation with screenwriter
Himanshu Sharma for over
four years now. Talking about
her boyfriend, she says,
“Himanshu and I are totally
opposite personalities but I
think that gives a real zing to
our relationship. He is a super
patient and an understanding
person, and deserves an award
for dealing with me.” Talking
about the qualities that drew
Swara to him, she adds,
“Himanshu’s wit and nonjudgemental attitude are his
most attractive qualities, and
also his sheer decency of
conduct. I wish I could imbibe
his language and writing
skills.”

S

Swara
Bhasker

wara
a cuts her birthday cake with boyfriend Himanshu
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‘I CAN’T PLAYMOM TO A 20-YR-OLD’
Says Meera Deosthale, who has quit her hit television show after playing the lead for over three years
Kavita Awaasthi
was crying non-stop on
the last day of my shoot,”
says actor Meera
Deosthale, who rose to
fame with an ongoing hit TV
drama that she was
part of for over three years.
The show showcased the
problem
of bonded labour in
villages. Talking about
her decision, she says, “I
didn’t want to quit the show
but the makers were planning
a leap in the
show. And that would have
meant that I would be playing
a mother to a 20-year-old girl.
I am 23, so
I can’t be playing mother
to someone so close to my age.
It was a conscious decision to
quit after discussion with the
producers. It was an
emotional decision to take. I
was quite attached to the

I

show as I was playing the lead
role for such a long time.
Today, it’s been a week since I
am at home
and I am fine. Life has to go
on,” she says. Meera sees her
exit as a chance to focus on
her health which she couldn’t
do while shooting for the daily
during the past few years.
As the series has been
on air since 2014, it is one
of the longest running shows
on television. Ask Meera if
she would like to be part of
long-running shows on TV
and she quickly replies in
affirmative. “I would love to
be part of a series that is
interesting and challenging
for me. My show had many
arc and graphs and amazing
storyline. I was not bored
on the set even for one
day. The engaging stories
were equally exciting
actors and viewers,” she says.
n

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com

I didn’t want to quit the show but the makers were
planning a leap in the show... It was a conscious
decision to quit after discussion with the producers. It
was an emotional decision to take.
MEERA DEOSTHALE, ACTOR

Peter Dinklage correctly guessed his
character’s fate

Peter
Dinklage

eter Dinklage used to jump
to the end of a Game Of
Thrones script to find out
whether his character, Tyrion
Lannister, survived the axe of
showrunners David Benioff
and Dan B Weiss or not.
But the actor, who shot to
international fame with the hit
series, said he did not follow
this ritual with the script of the
final season as he was
“probably terrified”.
“This is the first time ever
that I didn’t skip to the end,”
Dinklage said in an interview.
“Why? I was probably
terrified. We all feel we’re the
leads of our own show. As the
seasons have gone on, we’ve all
thought how it’s going to end.
Who’s going to be alive? If you
die, how do you die? Ten years
we’ve been doing this and it
can drive you mad, because
(Benioff and Weiss) don’t tell
us and sometimes they change

P

PHOTO: AFP

THE ACTOR PLAYS
TYRION LANNISTER
IN TV SERIES GAME
OF THRONES
their mind,” he added.
“I had all these ideas in my
head and a version of one of
them is how it ends up (for
Tyrion). David and Dan have a
brilliant version of what I
had,” he said.
Dinklage said it is
“beautiful” how Benioff
and Weiss had turned the
standard formula of “bad guys
dying and good guys living” on
its head”.
“If I use any adjectives it
will give it away. But I love
how it ended up. And how it
ends up for everybody," he
— ANI
added.

Prince Harry and Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex

PHOTO: AFP

Harry, Meghan to keep
baby arrival plans private
rince Harry and his
pregnant wife Meghan,
the Duchess of Sussex,
have said that they have
decided to keep plans around
their first baby’s arrival
private. Kensington Palace
officials said in a statement
that Harry and Meghan
“look forward” to sharing the
news of their baby’s birth
once they have had a chance
to celebrate privately as a
new family.
The decision means that
Harry and Meghan are not
likely to pose for the world’s
photographers and TV crews
on the hospital steps with
their newborn, a break from
the royal tradition followed
by Prince William and his
wife Kate, the duchess of
Cambridge, when she gave
birth to their three children.
As a future king, William is
expected to help mark great
occasions, while Harry has
more leeway. Both have in the
past expressed deep
misgivings about intrusive
press coverage.
Harry and Meghan tied the

P

THE DECISION
MEANS THAT THE
COUPLE ARE NOT
LIKELY TO POSE FOR
PHOTOGRAPHS.
knot in May last year at
Windsor Castle, UK.
They are expecting their
first child in late April or
early May.
The palace press office
has announced very few
details about their plans,
refusing to comment on
unconfirmed British press
reports that Meghan may opt
for a home birth.
Harry and Meghan have
said that they have not
learned the gender of
their baby.
The couple have asked
people who want to send them
gifts to donate them to
selected charities for children
and parents in need.

-ANI
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Abrushwithdeathled
tothisbookandshow
Writer Priya Kumar
talks about how
she finds answers
to her problems
through the
characters in her
books
Naina Arora
here was this one flight
that was so turbulent that
oxygen masks came
down. I was convinced I
was going to die. When you’re
in a near-death situation, there
always hangs a question of
what could have been? The
flight kept coming back to me.
And I said ‘Ok, let me crash the
flight in my book’ and put that
story to rest,” says Priya
Kumar, author of the book, I
Will Go With You, which was
recently adapted into the web
series, titled The Final Call,
starring actors Arjun Rampal
and Sakshi Tanwar.
For Kumar, writing is a
cathartic process as she
projects her problems on to the
characters in her books. “The
book was a personal handling
of an incident where I was in a
near-death situation. All my
characters come from my
problems. I write a book to
solve my problems. I give all
my problems to my main
protagonist,” she says.
And what was the problem
she aimed to solve through this
book? “What would have
happened had the flight
crashed? Will it [death] be the
end of the body, or is there
more? I found the answer in the
book,” Kumar says.
The protagonist in the story
— portrayed by Arjun Rampal
in the show — wants to end his
life. So, does the tale aim to
highlight the issue of mental
health? “It’s not that my show
especially highlights [mental
health]. I wanted to highlight

T

Every time we think
that it’s only us, it’s not
true. It’s the choices
we make and the walls
that we build around
ourselves [that make a
difference].

A still from The Final Call web
seriaes; (Inset) The book on
which the show is based
that, while the pilot wanted to
o
commit suicide and not crash
h
the plane, he was so disturbed
d
that he thought death was the
solution to his misery. Every
time we think that it’s only us,
it’s not true. It’s the choices we
e
make and the walls that we
build around ourselves [that
make a difference],” she says.
Believe it or not, this author
writes a book in maximum
“five days”. Kumar — who has
already written 10 books this
year — says, “That’s all I do,
nothing else (laughs). I want to
be creative first, and then
support [myself] with facts.”
The Chandigarh-born
author loves the charm of
Delhi. “I love the food in Delhi.
Every time I am here, I eat
street food,” she signs off.
n

PRIYA KUMAR WRITER

Writer Priya
Kumar says life
everyday is
another page
in the story of
her book

naina.arora@htdigital.in
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Forget the usual masala. An engrossing story is
what makes a crime thriller click, say experts

‘Ididnotinitiate
anycomplaint
againstthe
photographers’

FRILLSDON’T

Pooja Sharma
e know that Taimur Ali
Khan happens to be the
most photographed star
kid in Bollywood. While Saif
Ali Khan and Kareena Kapoor
Khan have always said that
nothing can be done about
photographers wanting to take
their child’s picture, a couple
of days ago, Saif reprimanded
photographers at the airport.
He was overheard saying,
“Bas karo yaar, bachcha
andha ho jaayega.” (Stop it, the
child will go blind). Fresh off
that incident, another report
says that a police complaint
was apparently filed against
the photographers for creating
a ruckus outside Saif’s
apartment in Bandra.
Apparently, one of their
neighbours complained to the
authorities after seeing the

W

photographers.
While Saif did come out to
clear the confusion when the
cops landed up, he has now
issued a formal statement to
say that he did not file a
complaint. “I did not initiate
any police complaint against
the photographers. Kareena
and I live in a respectful
residential area and are a part
of the larger community,
thereby we do also have a
responsibility to emotionally
support our neighbours when
they feel a disturbance to them
is being caused and to be fair,
their sentiments are
understandable.” He added
that he has always been ‘more
than understanding’ when
pictures of Taimur are clicked,
but he insists that some
restraint has to be ensured.

‘They told
me, tu toh
TV actor
hai, tera
kuch nahi
hone wala’

“We have always shared a very
respectful relationship with
the paparazzi. We understand
that it’s their livelihood.
However, it’s important to
understand that kids should
enjoy the basic right of
growing up in a normal
atmosphere out of and
away from constant
media glare. I believe I
am well within my right
as a father to choose to
not pose for the
cameras when I have
my son with me or to
inform the
photographers that the
constant flashes can hurt his
eyes. As media figures, we have
to live with the attention and
we accept that. But our kids
shouldn’t be subjected to it.”

Sneha Mahadevan

one are the days when a
Bollywood crime
thriller would heavily
rely on the so-called
commercial frills instead of a
strong, engrossing story. In
the past couple of years,
filmmakers have been able to
dish out some gripping stories,
promising every ingredient
that makes for a nail-biting
crime drama. Here’s a look at
recent hits that have struck a
chord with audiences, and
those that are yet to come in
2019.

G

THE GUESSING GAME

Saif Ali Khan was overheard
reprimanding photographers
clicking his son Taimur

Last year, Andhadhun was
declared one of the biggest
sleeper hits of the year. Not
only was it the critic’s
favourite but it was also a
winner at the box office. With a

collection of ₹74.59 crore and
total business of ₹240.71 crore
worldwide, it proved that a
solid script goes a long way.
“It’s because it’s a lesser seen
genre. If it’s interesting, it’s a
huge advantage. Crime
thrillers engage audiences and
make them participants in the
story. It’s exciting to watch a
film with an unpredictable
ending,” says actor Tabu.
This year Badla stands
strong at the box office. It has
earned ₹86.06 crore at the
ticket counters. Trade analyst
Komal Nahta credits its
success to strong subject.
“There’s an audience for good
thrillers. If the audience can be
engaged in the guessing game,
chances are that the film will
click,” he says. Trade expert

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

(Top) Still from India’s
Most Wanted; Behind the
scenes from Badla
Amul Vikas Mohan says,
“Both, Andhadhun and Badla
were like a breath of fresh air.
They were a success overseas
as well. It shows that the
Indian diaspora enjoy a good
thriller and there is global
recognition for the genre. ”

WORTH THE RISK
What makes a thriller work is
a story that keeps the audience
on tenterhooks, trying to solve
the mystery through mazelike plots. Unless the audience
are not gripped by its climax,
not even the best of
performances can save the
day. “One important thing in
any storytelling is
identification. To invest in a
story, there has to be

something to identify. If one
can do that then that’s a lot of
work done,” says filmmaker
Sujoy Ghosh. A great script
laced with intriguing
performances is a must-have
to make a thriller, as films
these days are devoid of any
commercial elements, which
makes it a challenging genre to
crack, he says. With the
success of the genre, 2019
further has films such as
India’s Most Wanted, which
also marks Arjun Kapoor’s
maiden attempt at the genre,
and Batla House starring John
Abraham, in the pipeline.
n

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

PHOTO:
THESHILPASHETTY/
INSTAGRAM

PHOTO:
YOGEN
SHAH

L to R : Stills from Andhadhun
and Batla House

STOP PRESS

Fashion forwards give a
thumbs up to ruffle saris

Actor
Mrunal
Thakur

PHOTO: FOTOCORP

Sangeeta Yadav
or actor Mrunal
Thakur, the tag of being
a TV actor proved to be
the biggest hurdle in getting
her the ticket to Bollywood.
“I remember standing in
the queue for the audition
and before my take, the
casting people said, ‘yeh toh
TV se hai, TV ka ek alag
folder banao aur usme iska
naam daal do’ (She is from
TV, make a separate folder
for TV and put her name
there),” recalls the actor,
who has worked in shows
such as Mujhse Kuchh
Kehti...Yeh Khamoshiyaan,
and Yug Mein Ayega Ek
Arjun.
She says that her struggle
became difficult when some
people from the industry
looked down upon her. “I
crossed paths with a few
negative people. They said,
‘Tu toh TV actor hai, tera
kuch nahi hone wala
yahan’. Stick to TV, do a
couple of shows, earn
money and live your life’,”
Mrunal recalls. However,
the 26-year-old actor didn’t

F

give up.“People will try to
pull you down. Have faith in
yourself,” she says.
The actor, who is busy
with her two big releases –
Super 30 opposite Hrithik
Roshan and Batla House costarring John Abraham,
shares that all this
happened when she was
jobless for three years in
between 2014 to 2017. “My
struggle started with my
international project, Love
Sonia (2018), which took two
years to release on the big
screen. During that phase, I
was giving auditions,
working on my craft and
travelling,” she says. The
actor struggled to make
ends meet, and adds, “I
thought twice before
spending money. I thought
of taking up roles just to
have some money coming
and make my presence felt
on screen.”
But things changed after
the success of Love Sonia.
“Those who pulled me
down, now ask me to meet
over a cup of coffee,”
Mrunal laughs.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

(L-R) Alia
Bhatt, Shilpa
Shetty
Kundra,
Sonakshi
Sinha and
Isha Ambani
Piramal
make a case
for ruffle
saris

Akshay Kaushal
ove over pre-stitched
saris. With their
romantic, fairytale
perfect vibe, ruffle saris are
having a moment in the
fashion world. They are equal
parts elegant and dramatic.
The frontrunners of this trend
are Bollywood’s fashion
forwards — Alia Bhatt, Shilpa
Shetty Kundra, and Sonakshi
Sinha.
Designer Suneet Verma,
who has created some
gorgeous ruffle saris as part of
his collection says, “Though
ruffle saris have a Bollywood
influence from the 60s, I would
like to call it the modern
version of sari. For me, sari is
six yards of mystique. Team it
with a corset or layer it with a
trench coat and it will have its
own uniqueness in every look.
That’s the beauty of saris.”
When making ruffle sari,
the choice of the fabric has to
be wise. You can’t make a
ruffle sari from silk. “Ruffle
saris have a very romantic
vibe. They are mostly made in
georgette, satin
and chiffon.
Pick printed
ruffle saris for a
day event.

M

Solids will look best for an
evening soiree. Saris are being
reimagined in various
styles. Traditional saris
are getting a modern
update which will
encourage more
youngsters to
wear the
outfit,” says
designer
Vaishali
Shadangule.
Ruffle saris
hug your
body in all the
right places and
flatter most
body types.
“Select a
blouse which
is not too
dramatic
because it
will make it
over the top.
Go strapless
or
sleeveless,”
says designer
Jenjum Gadi.
n

akshay.kaushal
@htlive.com
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#METOO: ALLEN LOSES
MOVIE DEAL
Woody Allen breached his
four-movie deal with an
online streaming platform
by making statements
about the #MeToo
movement that damaged
prospects for promoting his
films. According to AP,
Allen’s lawyer told the
judge that the deal was
ending because of the
allegations made against
Allen and not because of his
statement.

HTC
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TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

APRIL 14-20, 2019

Lady Gaga

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
Truth is another name for
bliss. Untruth brings misery.
If you live in lies, you will
live in misery. And if you are
living in misery, remember
and find out on what lies
you have based your life.
Withdraw yourself from
those lies. Don’t waste time
and don’t postpone.
Immediately withdraw, says
Osho, the Zen master.

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last 15 years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sam Smith

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Kanye West

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Perrie Edwards
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The Tree of Life, an ancient Egyptian hieroglyph,
brings satiety and pleasure to your life as family and
personal relationships come together happily. Some
changes are on the cards as you expand your business
and connections. Old friends and family gather to
celebrate. A sentimental journey down memory lane
takes you back to your childhood. Beware of over
indulgence and habits like smoking and drinking.
Buying or selling a property is gainful at present.
Laziness or delay in dealing with important matters
may mean partial loss in a financial deal. Be total when
making a professional decision or taking a stand.
Lucky number: 10 Good colour: Saffron

LEO

Personal relationships are integrated and flowering
into lasting and loving commitments. A business
partnership or professional collaboration is lucrative.
Good planning and management lead to progressive
and productive ventures. You may take a short break
before starting on a new project to renew your
energy. Good luck in finances and opportunities is
encouraging. A person close to you is in a celebratory
mood but has ambitions etched clearly in his mind.
You still have time to change your mind or clear
doubts about a person who wants to work with you. A
little bit of introspection brings light into darkness.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Cherry red

VIRGO

You are ambitious and ready to achieve professional
goals and targets at any cost this week! You can be
moody and swing to extremes, be aware and remain
balanced. A light and playful rather than heavy and
serious attitude brings success and goodwill. Negative
forces and destructive people can block creative
ventures so keep them at bay with tact. An old work
associate can be too demanding and autocratic in the
work area. Your social life can be busy and scintillating
if you are receptive to new people and connections.
You grow and transform as you pass through a
touching emotional experience.
Lucky number: 15 Good colour: Chocolate brown

LIBRA

This week you are blessed with perfect equilibrium in
Yin and Yang energies that lead you towards
transformation. You are earthy, practical and strong in
professional and business matters. You are generous
and kind to friends and family, diligent at work,
benevolent to staff and preserving in financial and
earthy matters this week. A daughter is ready to make
independent decisions and seeks your blessings. You
are spiritual and earthy, all at once, full of creativity
and cosmic lore. A trip overseas is on the cards. Visitors
and news from far off lands open horizons and new
vistas for business expansion.
Lucky number: 9 Good colours: Forest greens

SCORPIO

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Jennifer Lopez

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Beyonce Knowles

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Eminem

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Katy Perry

TIPSTODEAL WITH A
JEALOUS PARTNER
Abhinav Verma

ealousy is a human trait
and even lovers get jealous.
This can get toxic, if not
addressed on time.
Here are three things
to keep in mind while
dealing with your jealous
partner.
n What triggers envy: Rather
than accusing your partner of
jealousy, try to figure out
what acts of yours triggers
jealousy in him/her. For
example, you talking to you
ex. Once, you have figured
out the trigger, explain to
them in a non-accusatory
tone.
n Insecurities lead to
jealousy: Your partner may
simply be insecure. In this

J

STAR MOVIES
1123 Big Hero 6
1320 Cars
1536 Inspector
Gadget
1707 Ice Age
1852 Commando
2050 Titanic
WB
1039 Van Wilder: Freshman
Year
1321 Troy

SAGITTARIUS

You make important changes in personal and
professional situations by integrating contrasting
elements. You can be solitary and courageous, also
docile and diplomatic when you need to be. You are
ready to face professional competition or rivalry and
go to war, so to say. Victory and success are on the
cards after a short period of strife. You are original,
energetic and ambitious instilling a personal style and
vitality in whatever you do. Beware of over-weaning
pride, rashness and ill-temper. A bit of introspection
challenges you to be courageous and take
responsibility for who you are and to live your truth.
Lucky number: 4 Good colour: Gold

CAPRICORN

It is best not to encounter people, blocks or
situations at work, but rather go around them and
beyond them. Legalities and regulations need to be
attended to now or they become stressful at a later
date. Your social life is busy, interesting but
exhausting. Health and finances need to be
conserved for now. You realise that there is no point
in fighting with the challenges of life or trying to
avoid or deny them. They are there to go through
for the seed to become a flower. Have the courage
to grow into the flower you are meant to be.
Lucky number: 8 Good colours: Blues and pinks

AQUARIUS

A time of endings and beginnings can be exciting and
rejuvenating this week! Redecorating office space,
spring cleaning and moving things around at home
changes ambience and energy. A need for change in
routines and schedules allows you to reassess
situations, targets and responsibilities. You also look
at dark corners and cobwebs within the mind to
uproot old ideas and judgments that are obsolete
now. Priorities need to be kept in mind when making
major changes! You meet new people and make
friends easily. You make fresh business connections
and liaison with important people in your field.
Lucky number: 6 Good colours: Rainbow pastels

PISCES

SONY PIX
1101 Jurassic Park 3
1300 The Man from
U.N.C.L.E
1546 Final
Destination 5
1724 Battleship
2017 The Mummy
Returns

PHOTO: ISTOCK

& PICTURES
1120 Batti Gul Meter
Chalu
1431 Dhadak
1725 Dayaalu
2034 Bruce Lee - The
Fighter
STAR GOLD
1210 Thor: Ragnarok
1550 IPL 2019
1915 Super
Funday
1950 IPL 2019
ZEE CINEMA
1132 Hum Saath Saath Hain
1517 Pad Man
1806 Businessman 2
2100 Satyameva
Jayate

PHOTO: HTCS
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horoscopes in each category
(marriage, job, business,
ailments, etc). Now if one
reads ten horoscopes a day,
then he or she would need
3,000 days or 10 years to go
through those many
horoscopes. The further catch
is to have those many unique
horoscopes to view, which
again is an uphill task. And
that’s why sometimes
different astrologers hold
different opinions about the
same horoscope.
For a comprehensive
reading, a well-experienced
astrologer should know about
all the techniques or modes
such as the Bhrighu, the
Parashari, the
Krishnamoorthy, the Jamini,
the Asthakvarga, the
Prashana and the South
Indian Nadis. Although all
styles are comprehensive in
giving a precise reading,

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Justin Timberlake

You might feel shaky as though the earth were
rocking beneath your feet this week as there is
destruction followed by restructuring in professional
and personal situations. Your sense of security is being
challenged as changes look imminent and its best to
flow into them. Allow important inner and outer
transformation and move into new situations. Health
and energy need to be replenished with planned diets
and fitness routines. A short trip is on the cards! Work
collaborations, priorities, plans and relationships go
through transformation. A new person or opportunity
leads to renewed interest in creative fields.
Lucky number: 16 Good colour: Fiery red

This is a good time to tackle difficult tasks that need
your expertise, time and energy! You make an impact
on people and situations this week. You make swift
changes and decisions as you are in a great hurry to
achieve targets. Beware of making rash judgments
and impetuous commitments. There is intensity and
passion in personal relationships. You can say more
than you mean to friends and take on more than you
can handle in the work area, be aware! It’s best to
conserve energy and finances for important projects
and priorities. Relaxed evenings with family and
friends are rejuvenating.
Lucky number: 14 Good colour: Dark brown

You are enthused with youthful energy in professional
matters and passion in relationships. Since you have
an elusive and elastic mind you can be unstable of
purpose and support various and contradictory
opinions, people and situations at the same time.
Don’t allow your mind to dictate the heart in
emotional matters and personal relationships or you
stand to lose love and trust of people who count. A
logical but clear approach, however, is best when
resolving conflicts at work. Future plans and financial
budgets should be drafted so you are ready for action
when you get the green signal or order from a client.
Lucky number: 5 Good colour: Turquoise

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898, 26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

Meeting a good astrologer is fate

here is always a constant
debate around the
authenticity of
astrological sciences. People
who have experienced its
miracles believe in it, and
those who are dependent on
karma and are yet to suffer
the negativity discard the
theory altogether. In my
astrological journey spanning
over two-and-a-half decades, I
have seen many non-believers
queuing up in my office when
their karma bears no fruit.
So, the belief of the
staunchest of the nonbelievers gets shaken up in
the times of non-fruitfulness.
The search for a good
astrologer lands up many
people in front of amateurs,
who are still in their study
and experiment mode. Even
some self-styled astrologers,
who have invested a good 10
years, fall short of experience.
I say so because without
gazing enough horoscopes
(about thousands of them),
how could one read-predict
and cure the client? I
remember a verse, in which
Lord Vishnu preaches that to
become an able astrologer and
be able to read God’s
directives along with
providing remedial measures,
one must analyse 30,000
horoscopes and 3,000

Taylor Swift

Youthful energy take you towards professional
success and meaningful relationships this week. You
are looked upon as a leader and gain respect of people
around you. You can be passionate and total in
promoting a cause or actualizing a plan and nothing
better come in your way! You manage to make
mundane situations look exciting and interesting! This
ability works like a magic charm in personal and
professional aspects. Travel plans are in the pipeline.
Whatever you undertake now with your creative
energy brings gain to you and to the lives of others. A
work opportunity comes as a happy surprise.
Lucky number: 7 Good colour: Orange

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

JEALOUSY IS A
HUMAN TRAIT AND
EVEN LOVERS GET
JEALOUS

1606 Euro Trip
1728 Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles II: The
Secret of
the Ooze
1858 Blended
2100 Once Upon
A Time
in China II

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

DAILY HOROSCOPE

case, they would need
reassurance from you. Don’t
push them away by being
argumentative, rather give
them the assurance that you
are committed.
n Be supportive: Set
boundaries, be clear about
your likes and dislikes and
expectations. This brings
clarity in relationships.
(With inputs from relationship
expert Pulkit Sharma)

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1117 Shaolin Soccer
1300 Desperado
1448 Annabelle: Creation
1642 Mission
Impossible – Ghost
Protocol
1900 Rampage
2100 Zathura: A Space
Adventure

You tend to go over the top this week as you overreact
emotionally and indulge in excesses. Others also
overreact as they mirror your reactions. It is time to
come back to your inner centre to regain physical
strength, mental balance, emotional harmony and
spiritual awareness. Your projections are confused by
your emotions and you create hazy images of people
and situations, preventing yourself from seeing
reality or the truth. Deep personal relationships are
supportive and understanding, providing you with
the affirmation you need. The arts are inviting and
involving as you channelise your creative energy!
Lucky number: 7 Good colour: Surf white

amalgamating all for
validating the predictions
gives a definite edge to the
astrologers using these.
Mastering these techniques
require a lot of time and is
known as ‘Sadhna’. Whether
you will find the right
astrologer or not, depends on
the stars in the horoscope and
the current transiting stars. A
glimpse of my involvement
with each subject of the
human domain along with my
methodology of approach can
be read on my blog (www.
vinaybajrangi.com/blog).
The author of this article, Dr
Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology. Website:
www.vinaybajrangi.com, call:
9278665588, 9278555588.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You can become
oversensitive to wasteful
expenditure and keep a track
of the money you waste
iin impulsive buying.
There is a likelihood
of reshuffling at
work, which might
affect you. You can
get enamoured with
g
someone you have been
som
meeting regularly. A long
standing property dispute is
likely to get sorted.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Rose

Finding ways to enhance
income will help you gain
some extra cash. Keep your
sup
pporters close to
sstrengthen your
position at work.
Spending time with
your lover after a
long time will be
fruitful. Getting
involved in someone
invo
else’s turbulent marital
affair might get the worst of
it for you.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Cream

It’s time to stop wasteful
expenditure if you want
stability. You will be able to
coordinate teamwork
tto get a project on
the tracks on the
professional front.
Keep your jealous
nature under leash or
itt might ruin your
relationship with your
rela
lover. Participating in special
occasion at home cannot be
ruled out for some.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Lemon

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Impulse buying can hit you
hard on your budget. Efforts
on the fitness front will bear
positive results. Your
performance at work
is likely to be lauded
and rewarded.
Romance will prove
fulfilling. Constant
travelling for work will
ble
make you uncomfortable
now. Don’t plan any property
dealing for today as it is not
a very good day for it.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Violet

Some additional financial
options not just make you
monetarily strong, but also
recharge your vigour.
Not according an
important
assignment due
urgency can put you
in the dock. You will
do much to bring
n
peace and harmony on
the home front. Someone
can ease your commuting
problems by offering a ride.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Sky Blue

Meeting family friends after
a long break is likely to make
the day perfect for some. It
is likely to be a bad daay
for some on the
romantic front. Total
satisfaction is in
store for those who
have purchased any
property. It is better iff
you shelve your travell
plans for the moment.
Difficulties faced on the
work front are likely to end.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Beige

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

You are likely to offend
someone today by your
speech or action at work. You
might have to wait
ssome more for your
romance to blossom.
You are likely to be
game for planning a
party at home and
in
nviting your near and
dear ones. A property
dispute is likely to get
sorted. Some can lag on the
academic front.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Peach

You will be at ease with your
current financial situation.
Your recent achievements
are
e likely to add to your
ccareer profile. Being
impatient with lover
might get you into
trouble. Don’t travel
without adequate
preparation. Health of
p
a fa
family elder might be
of concern today. It is likely
not a good day to make any
travel plans.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Orange

Money saved will come in
handy now. Some of you can
remain too busy in
com
mpleting a task given
on the professional
o
front. There are
times when you
want the clock to
stop on the romantic
front; today may be
that day. You need to be
patient to keep family
happy. Your holiday plan
might not serve you well.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Money coming from a
number of sources is likely to
raise your spirits. This is the
time to wait and watch
h
on the professional
front, if you want to
make your mark.
Romance is likely to
bloom for
newlyweds. A drive for
fun can land you into
unwanted stress due to a car
breakdown. A good day to
purchase a property.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: White

Financial hardship might
stay for some more time.
You may not be involved in
an important project
on the professional
front, but may be
asked for advice.
Lonely hearts can
feel a bit frustrated.
Mixing work with
in
pleasure is likely to ruin
both today. A business trip is
likely to bag you a good
deal.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Financial situation may
become worrisome for
some. Going on the
professional will be
easy today and give
you time to clear
the backlog. Lover
can get extra cosy.
Something you want
to do on the home
he
front might not get the
approval of your family.
Travelling for fun is on the
cards for some.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown
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PRIYANKA:SEXUAL
HARASSMENTHAD
BECOMETHENORM
The actor says women are
finally heard thanks to #MeToo

ctor Priyanka Chopra
Jonas says putting up
with sexual
harassment had
become a ‘norm’, but people
can’t shut women now.
Priyanka opened up
about the #MeToo
movement, her career, her
relationship with husband
Nick Jonas, and gender
equality during a
conversation with Women
in the World founder Tina
Brown at the Women in
World Summit 2019 in
New York.
“We always had a voice.
Just nobody heard us. Now
because of the support
we’re giving each other,
nobody can shut us down.
And that’s an incredibly
powerful thing to see. Now
if I have a story I don’t feel
I’m alone — and I’m not
ashamed of it,” she said.
Asked if she ever faced
sexual harassment, she
raised her hand saying
everybody in this room has

A

probably faced it.
Priyanka also said she’s
glad Nick is very supportive
as a husband. She shared an
anecdote from one of their
first dates. They were out
with friends, and Priyanka
had a meeting. She dropped
hints about needing an
excuse to cancel her
meeting, but Nick wasn’t
taking it. “Finally he pulled
me aside and was like, ‘I
know what you’re trying to
do. But I will never be the
one that tells you to cancel
work, because I know how
hard you work to be where
you are’. I was like, this is
the first person who gave
me credit for what I’ve
done,” Priyanka said.
Meanwhile, Priyanka
and Mindy Kaling are
working on a new
Hollywood comedy
about Indian
weddings. The film
will also be coproduced by Priyanka.

IANS

Priyanka
Chopra
Jonas AP
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Aliahascomeintoherownnow,
saysproud motherSoniRazdan
Juhi Chakraborty
e it her film choices or her
roles, Alia Bhatt has
effortlessly established
herself as one of the top actors
in Bollywood in the last seven
years she has been here. And
the one who is most happy to
see her growth as an actor, is
her mother, actor Soni Razdan.
“I watch in amazement. As
parents, both Mahesh [Bhatt]
and I, are happy she has come
into her own now. She has
made very different choices
when it comes to films and she
has got a lovely mix basket of
movies in her kitty. I am so
very proud of her,” shares
Soni.
So, how is life being a
Bollywood star’s mother? “It is
hectic,” says Soni, adding,
“There are certain things that I
do for her. I am not part of her
management team but there
are things I take care of and it
takes up a lot of time. And I am
happy that it does.”
Besides helping Alia in her
daily functioning, Soni herself
has her hands full when it
comes to her acting career.
“The other part of my life
involves stuff that I do for
myself. I have been working a
lot in the last two years. I am
also developing my own
content. I am really never
free,” says the actor, with a
laugh.
While she, her husband
and younger daughter [Alia]
are part of the film industry,
Soni’s elder daughter, Shaheen
has stayed away from
Bollywood and is currently in
London pursuing a course in
interior designing.
“She is very talented in that
field. I hope she takes it
further. I don’t think she
wants to get into films. She is
a very good writer. She has

B

got a very sharp mind. That is
where her calling lies, maybe.
She is more interested in nonfiction. I am very proud of
her. She is also going to
start this campaign
related to
depression. She
wants to do
something in that
area as she wants
to help people. As a
mom I couldn’t have
asked for more,” Soni
signs off.
n

PHOTO:
YOGEN SHAH

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

Alia Bhatt
PHOTO: SUJIT
JAISWAL / AFP

HUBBY CALLS
MANDY MOORE
BRAVEST,
BADEST AND
BESTEST
andy Moore’s husband
Taylor Goldsmith has
described the singeractor as the “bravest and
baddest” wife.
The singer paid tribute to
his wife with a romantic
message on her 35th birthday,
which was on April 10.
“Happy Birthday to the
bravest, baddest, bestest wife
a guy could ever dream of,” the
Dawes lead singer said in a
post shared on Instagram.
“I love you more and more
with each moment I get to
spend in your presence.
Thanks for showing me
(and anyone else who knows
you) what it looks like to step
into every day committed to
being the best version of
yourself at all times. And you
do it so gracefully too,” he
added.
Goldsmith said Moore’s
“kindness and wisdom truly
know no bounds”.
“I’m so stoked I get to know
you forever. Thanks for
hanging out with me,” he
added in the post.
Moore, getting applause for
the drama series This Is Us,
and Goldsmith exchanged
vows in 2018.

M
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THE SINGER PAID
TRIBUTE TO HIS
WIFE WITH A
ROMANTIC MESSAGE
ON HER 35TH
BIRTHDAY, WHICH
WAS ON APRIL 10
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INDULGE
■

ON SUNDAY

THE REAL GLITCH
One of the problems with all
airports is that they are
designed without an
estimate of passenger traffic

■

ALL FOR COMFORT
A few airlines such as Emirates
have held out for very good
lounges of their own

■

Woes Of An Air Traveller

■

SHOPAHOLICS HAVEN
Retail and duty-free shops
dominate the public areas
of modern airports

TAKING OFF HAPPY
Two decades ago, no one
could have imagined the Delhi
airport will be this great

FROM MINDLESS designs to badly-trained staff, airports all over the world could really do with a makeover

RUDE TRAVEL

Vir Sanghvi

N

o matter how much I write
about my experiences as a
traveller, it is the one subject I still get the most
requests about on Twitter. “Why
can’t you do a piece on how bad
immigration is at most airports?
“Why are airline seats so bad?” And
so on.
And God knows I too have suffered enough while travelling, so
here is a list of the things I find most
annoying these days.
I don’t mind air travel. It is the
airports that I hate. And I hate most
of them to varying degrees (though
of the ones I use regularly, the honourable exceptions are Singapore’s
Changi, Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi
Airport and Delhi’s IGI).
The basic problems with all airports, the world over, is that they are
designed by people with no vision.
Ask why any airport is so overcrowded and you will get the same
response: “This airport was designed
to handle X numbers of passengers but traffic has shot up so
much that we now have 3X
passengers.”
All of which begs the
question: “Why didn’t
you correctly calculate
the estimated passenger
traffic to begin with?” I have
never got a satisfactory answer.
Retail dominates the public
areas of modern airports. The people who own the airports (and more
and more of them, the world over,
are privately owned) make more
money from renting out shops than
they do from the passengers. So it is
clear what their priorities are. Any
journey to the aircraft gate or, at
arrival, to the exit, will become an
obstacle course at many airports.

Like some hurdler, you will have to
negotiate stands and stalls of liquor
and perfume all being sold at socalled duty-free prices.
At Delhi, for instance, the
moment you clear immigration, you
will have to walk past a persistent
mob of salesmen insisting that
you go to the duty-free shop before
you get to the baggage area.
At most airports, the concern
for buyers ends the moment you
have made your purchase. The salesperson will make sure that his or
her name is on your invoice (many
of them are so persistent because
they work on commissions) and then
leave you to line up at an overcrowded cash desk. Why don’t they just
build more cash desks? Well, because
they would rather use the space for
retail display.
In the rush to make money, airports ignore the things that passengers really need. Bookshops have
become smaller and smaller. Some
of them are theoretical bookshops –
75 per cent of the space is given to
other items. There just isn’t enough
money in books for airport operators to bother.
My great other bugbear is trolleys. All good airports should offer
lots of trolleys for free. But try finding a trolley in the International

Photos: SHUTTERSTOCK
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POCKET PINCH
In many European countries, airports
charge for trolleys

Arrivals section of most Indian airports at around midnight.
Some, like Goa, are so badly
managed that you have to say a
silent prayer to St. Francis Xavier or
whoever to make sure you find a
trolley at any time. Sometimes it is
inefficiency. Often it is criminal
behaviour. The porters hide the trolleys so that you are forced to hire
them. Two English friends who
departed Goa recently were hassled
by a porter who demanded £10 sterling (in British currency) for carrying two bags.
Worst of all are airports that
charge for trolleys. If you have just
arrived in a strange country, you are
unlikely to have local coins in your
pocket. Yet, in France, Italy and
many European countries, you can
only get a trolley if you have the
right change. At some American airports a trolley costs five dollars.
I have never understood why
airports do this. They make so much
money from landing charge and
shop rents. Do they really need to
screw every passenger on arrival?
Immigration often can be a problem. In India, it is the weak link in
the system, staffed by semi-literate
men who stare at their keyboards in
dull incomprehension and treat passengers with contempt. It is changing for the better, but all it needs is
for one officer to behave badly for
the system to collapse.
There are simple solutions. The first is to train the
officers to use computers.
They don’t know how to handle them and that accounts
for their frustration and
hostility. The second is
to teach them how to
talk. Apparently, they
are obliged to ask
departing passengers
what the purpose of
their trip is. I don’t see
why this question is necessary at all but they can
be taught to ask it in a
nice (Business or holiday?) way not in an interrogatory “state purpose
of trip” way. And when
they go too far, they
should be disciplined. At
Bengaluru, one officer was
refusing to let premium passengers board their flights unless they
showed him confirmed return tickets to India.

Abroad, the basic problem with
immigration is not that the officers
are rude (in most of Europe they
hardly speak to you) but that airports allot too little space and too
few staff to immigration areas.
Sometimes Heathrow can be the
Black Hole of Hounslow because the
lines are so long. And often, even at
peak times, many desks remain
unmanned.
The worst immigration officers
are of course the Italians, who are
lazy, bureaucratic and really don’t
give a damn. I have seen passengers
fainting in the immigration hall at
Rome because it was so hot and overcrowded. But not one officer gave a
damn. (The single worst immigration experience I have ever encountered was at Dulles International
Airport in Washington but we will
deal with that next week.)
One of the few departments that
has consistently improved over the
last ten years is customs. I have travelled through Delhi and Bengaluru
airport several times and rarely
have I seen them hassle passengers.
(Well, once. But once in ten years is
not a bad record given how much I
travel). But even here, there is huge
scope for improvement.
The main problem is the X-ray.
You may notice that often your luggage takes a long time to come and
that when it does appear, some bags
have chalk crosses on them. This
means that a customs officer has
X-rayed the bags before they went on
the carousel and marked those bags
that he believed contained contraband.
This is fine. If they have tips,
then they must catch smugglers. My
objection is to their laziness. The
last time I came back from Bangkok
they took one hour to X-ray the bags.
Every 10 minutes or so, a clump for
four bags would hit the belt. Then,
nothing for 10 minutes. Then another six bags. And so on. It need not
take this long.
I also have a problem with the
exit X-ray at Mumbai airport. At
Delhi (as in say, London, Singapore,
Paris etc.) you walk through the
green channel. If the customs officer believes you are carrying contraband, he stops you and sends your
bags to an X ray. At Mumbai last
week, I discovered that they wanted
all passengers’ hand-baggage (and
perhaps check-in bags too) to go
through an X-ray near the exit. This
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led to queues. Old ladies found there
was no one to help them put their
bags on the belts etc.
If you don’t need to do it in Delhi
why do it in Mumbai? Does the customs department believe that
Mumbai people are more inherently
dishonest?
You would think that with this
explosion of fancy retail space, airports would also be full of nice restaurants. It hasn’t really worked out
that way at international airports in
India. The restaurants that exist are
mainly fast food places and there are
relatively few nice bars or coffee
shops where you can wait for your
flight. It is not like say, Heathrow,
where Gordon Ramsay runs a restaurant.
In the old days, Business Class
passengers (to say nothing of First

GOURMET ON THE GO
Gordon Ramsay (left) runs a
restaurant, Gordon Ramsay Plane Food
(above), at Heathrow airport in London

Class) had it easy because their airlines gave them airport lounges.
That is vanishing. Airports are
selling one or two lounge spaces to
general operators who then do
deals with the airlines. If you travel
Jet from Delhi or Mumbai, the airline’s biggest centres, there is no
designated lounge. You use something like the Park Plaza lounge,
which anyone can pay and use and
is therefore always full. A few
airlines (Emirates, for instance)
have held out for very good lounges
of their own at Delhi airport
and Air India insists on creating its
own lounges.
But whereas once, airport
lounges were symbols of luxury,
they are now dirty, overcrowded
places where it is hard to find a seat
and you have to beg for a Diet Coke.
There is no glamour left. And sadly,
there isn’t much comfort left either.
Will airports ever get better?
Well, some will, I think. Two decades
ago, who would have imagined that
Delhi would have such a great airport? But it will vary from country to
country and from government department to government department.
And if you are asking as a passenger whether air journeys will
ever become painless, there is only
one answer.
No.

Creepy Eerie Future Tech

IT’S TIME to reconsider our open-arm invitation to every new next big thing
pers around the corner that seem
incredible, but if you add a little stillness into the thought process – they
are all very (very!) creepy.

FACE RECOGNITION

TECHILICIOUS

Rajiv Makhni

T

hink about this. All the innovation the world has ever
seen. From the dawn of mankind. All of it put together. It
pales in insignificance compared to
the innovation the world has seen in
just the last five years. Completely
dwarfed. That’s because we are in the
single greatest phase of breakthrough leading edge technology the
world has ever seen. And it’s compounding at an astonishing rate.
Artificial intelligence, robotics, self
driving vehicles, flying cars, gene
editing, Internet of things, electric
transportation, hyperloop trains faster than airplanes, foldable screens,
self-healing materials, fusion batteries – it’s a smorgasbord of jaw-dropping tech that literally ‘changes
everything’!
But in this furious pursuit of
multiple ‘next big things’, are we losing sight of what kind of new world
we may end up creating? A very
creepy dystopian future.
Here are some of the jaw-drop-

Nope, not the one on your phone that
unlocks it (even though the principle
is the same). This is FR on super steroids. It’s being used in airports, rail
stations, stadiums and entire cities.
China’s police force has advanced
facial recognition surveillance with
more than 170 million cameras
installed around the country, and can
recognise and pick up a person within minutes irrespective of where
they are. Taylor Swift has used it at
her concerts to photograph every fan
and cross-reference it with known
stalkers. Security companies are
using it at sports stadiums. All of
this is being done under the famous
guise of ‘better security for all’, but
in effect this destroys every single
law of privacy and human rights.
Imagine your picture, data and all
information about you available to
anyone and everyone. Imagine being
arrested for a major crime because
the software screwed up. Try talking
your way out of that one.

DEEP FAKES
In a world already brimming with fake
news, there is a new dystopian champion. Deep fake. Videos so authentic,
so real, so perfectly created that it’s
impossible to tell that they aren’t real.
Videos of people that can be made to
say inflammatory, controversial and

very hurtful things. With perfect
expressions, voice, mannerisms and
body language. And it doesn’t need a
special effects team and movie studio
to do it. Software can do it and do it
now. Imagine a ruling political party
creating fake videos of the opposition
leader, imagine a cricketer dissing his
own team, imagine a movie star ‘confessing’ he’s slept with his married costar. Imagine anything, and deep fake
can deliver and spread it over social
media and WhatsApp within seconds.

CRISPR BABIES
First, some knowledge dispensing.
CRISPR (and yes, it’s pronounced
exactly like you’re thinking – ‘crisper’
and thankfully it’s not about baby
tempura) is the acronym for Clustered
Regularly
Interspaced
Short
Palindromic Repeats, which at its
most layman level is genome editing

technology. It’s almost God-like in its
scope, where scientists can change an
organism’s very DNA. With this,
sperm cells or eggs can be manipulated to completely eliminate all human
genetic diseases, rewrite the chicken
genome to eliminate the proteins that
cause egg allergies,
create fruits and vegetables that are resistant to all disease,
edit soybeans so that
they have a fat profile
similar to that of
olive oil – and a million other radical
changes. Absolutely
astounding. And yet,
it could well be catastrophic too. A short while back, a
Chinese researcher announced he had
used CRISPR to create human babies
whose future offspring would be resistant to the AIDS virus. Still sounds

good, right? Not at all! The risks, the
danger of misuse, the chances of
abuse by rich parents wanting perfect
designer babies is too high. Even
more, a wrong mutation could put the
entire world at risk.
There are many more. The proliferation of Amazon
Echo and Google
Home-like devices,
that are constantly
listening to every
word spoken in your
home and office (this
will not end well),
simulated digital TV
anchors that look
and talk just like the
real thing (I could be
out of a job very soon), Google Duplex
voice technology that can make calls
(or receive them) and there is no way
to know it isn’t a human on the other
side having a conversation with you,

■

REALITY CHECK
Tech that might seem incredible is
actually going to freak you out

wearable tech and humanoid sex toys
(which sound and work exactly as it
reads), genetic testing that may sound
amazing but once your most important data is out there and hacked...
Yes, it’s a minefield out there.
Innovation isn’t going to stop and
shouldn’t. We just don’t need to embrace
every new thing with such enthusiasm.
A little more thought, a little more
cause and effect thinking may well be
needed. We are hurtling towards a
creepy Black Mirror-ish world! It’s time
to reconsider our open-arms invitation
to every new next big thing!
Rajiv Makhni is managing editor, Technology, NDTV,
and the anchor of Gadget Guru, Cell Guru and Newsnet 3
Techilicious appears every fortnight
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Winter In Paris
DESPITE THE chill of February winds, the City of

Lights sets out a warm welcome
Text and photos by Saubhadra Chatterji

adorn the walls of the Picasso Museum,
the house where Picasso shifted after a
stint with Montmartre.
A small hotel on a narrow street has
a plaque of another genius: Oscar Wilde.
The author spent his last few months
here. Terminally ill, Wilde didn’t let go
of his wit. “Either the wall paper goes
or I go,” he announced. Unfortunately, he
went ﬁrst.
Facing the Seine, Shakespeare and
Company is a reincarnation of
the original bookstore that
shut down during World
War II. From George
Bernard Shaw to Ernest Hemingway to
James Joyce, the
doyens of litera■
CHILL
SCENES
Montmartre is a
popular hang-out
spot with a lot of
cultural talent

■ TASTEFUL TOUCHES
Every street of the French
capital has at least one
café and art gallery

FEELS LIKE HOME

am ignoring her and only looking at other
women.
We complete six days in Paris and
feel happy that we’ve seen a lot. We come
to Montmartre on the last day of our trip.
And after an hour, everything we’ve seen
so far starts fading away.
It’s a festival of colours. It’s a Diwali
of human life on the undulating terrains
of Paris. A woman is blowing soap-bubbles for unknown children to play with.
Couples are head over heels looking at
the dazzling city down below. The painters are everywhere with their myriad colours. Many are eager to sketch portraits,
others are immersed in their creations.
The narrow lanes brew romance and
vitality. The buildings look very different
and the city’s character has changed for
good. There’s a positive vibe all around.
We walk down to a small, ﬂat piece
of land surrounded by trees and small
houses. The hill rolls down further. Under
the sunshine, the plaza looks like a smiling bride. There’s a small café with a long
line of customers eager to sit down and
soak in the surreal beauty. This postcard
of daily life in Paris seems to be straight
from a Claude Monet studio.

My Schengen visa is about to expire, I
am in my early 40s and ﬂight tickets are
ludicrously cheap: these were reasons
enough to go to Paris.
Some friends disapprove the idea of
tourism in the bitter Paris winter. Many
more offer encouragement. Padma Rao,
my colleague at Hindustan Times, tries
to give me a crash course in the French
language and concludes, “You are hopeless.” Kunal Pradhan, another colleague,
enthusiastically suggests two excellent
restaurants (I try one of them for coq au
vin). Padma also introduces me to her
friend, Parisian author Olivier Cabiro.
We quickly exchange a few mails to ﬁx a
morning meeting.
I pull out my nuclear option against
winter: a Jeremy Scott jacket with ﬂuorescent yellow, pink and green splashed
over thick layers of lining. I got it at 90
per cent discount at a stock clearance sale
in Delhi, simply because no other customers touched it.
We meet at République, one of the epicentres of the ‘yellow vest’ protests. Sure
enough, the suave Parisian, bewildered
by the riot of outrageous colours, puts it
mildly, “I really like your jacket!”
Olivier and his beautiful wife Sylvie
invite us to their home for dinner. Over
champagne and a sumptuous dinner prepared by Sylvie, we chat for hours about
life in Paris. She tells us that the best
way to enjoy Paris is to sit at a café and
indulge in people-watching.
Olivier describes Parisians as an
unhappy lot always complaining about either the trafﬁc or the government or the
metro. “Then the Parisians must be like
the Delhiites, na?” I wonder.

GLOVES AND LOVE
In the evening, we choose a tiny café,
La Petite Rose des Sables, for our last
dinner in Paris. It has four small tables
and is run by a lady old enough to be
my grandma. A placard says, “Mama
can’t speak English”.
We order chicken, meatballs and
wine. Old Madame Zouzou brings two
shot glasses brimming with liquor to
the table before disappearing behind
pink chequered curtains.
After some time, she returns with
our food and wine. Halfway through
our meal, she offers mushroom salad
and with a broad smile says in French,
“On the house.” This, we realise later,
is the beginning of a long journey of
complimentary food, cakes and drinks.
It makes no commercial sense for her,
but the old lady’s eyes glitter as her
last two patrons for the evening enjoy
a hearty dinner.
We somehow ﬁnish our meal consisting of several courses and ask for
the cheque. Old mama instead brings a
pair of plastic red roses. Sensing that it
must be very cold outside, she also gets
woollen caps for us. For free, of course.
We try to pay for the caps. She
refuses to take any extra money and
tells Ruchira that she looks a lot like
her daughter.
I am deﬁnitely coming back to
Paris, to spend hours at that tree-lined
Montmartre plaza and have a meal at
grandma’s kitchen.
saubhadra.chatterji@htlive.com
Follow @SaubhadraC on Twitter

THE DIWALI OF LIFE
■

F

inally, after 43 years, I take a metro, climb up the station’s dirty
stairs, and ignore the drizzle to
goggle at the Bastille square.
Parts of this urban patch are being
repaired. Dumped wires and pipes, fresh
coats of cement, long barricades and trafﬁc diversions are everywhere. The golden
statue of Mercury atop a column stands
as if a trafﬁc cop is watching the grey
morning’s hustle and bustle.
This can be a slice of any city’s life,
except that I am standing right on the
old cobblestone outline on an otherwise
neat pavement near Rue Saint-Antoine.
Most Parisians believe these stones are
the marks of the iconic Bastille fort – the
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AFTER EIGHT
For the best view of
Paris at night, go to the
Montparnasse Tower

We walk past the smallest gas station
– two machines with three short barriers
on the footpath –towards a larger square,
Place des Vosges that boasts a beautiful,
huge park, innumerable art galleries and
the house of Victor Hugo.
Paris celebrates art and literature
more than any other city. The city has
been home to many of the world’s topnotch artists, painters, poets and authors.
It’s here, at the gates of Galeries Lafayette, the city’s foremost departmental
store, that Pablo Picasso, 45 and famous,
spotted a 17-year old Marie-Thérèse Walter and said, “I am Picasso”. The girl retorted: “Who?”
Results of their dramatic love story

centre-stage of the French Revolution!
I should have had goosebumps. But
ever since I got married, my revolutionary spirit has been all but dead.
Also, it’s too cold. And as I have put
fashion over utility, the chilling gusts of
February wind easily pierce through my
two layers of ﬂimsy winter wear.

ART OF LIVING
A small, pretty square is tucked behind
those typical Parisian high-rises, away
from the big Bastille roundabout. It
has a few lively cafés, a macaroon store
and busy pedestrians – everything that
makes this neighbourhood, Marais, so
attractive.

ture had often visited the original store. The
new version is a Mecca for the world’s book
lovers.
My wife too, enters the store. After half
an hour she comes out without a purchase.
“I can get all these books on Amazon,” says
the pragmatic woman.
By now, I desperately need a pair of
gloves to prevent my hands from freezing.
Ruchira doesn’t appreciate big brands. So I
locate a cheap store that, from the outside,
seems to offer a variety of choices.
The shopkeeper ﬁnds one pair that ﬁts
me. I pay 5 euros and wear them immediately. Later, after many women give me a
strange look in the queue to enter Pompidou
Centre, I realise it’s a pair of lady’s gloves.

One day we reach the top ﬂoor of the
sun-baked Eiffel Tower. On another, we
climb up the Arc de Triomphe. The two
iconic monuments highlight different
shades of Paris. One gives you a sense
of detachment, the other makes you feel
like a local.
We also spend hours at the Louvre
but end up loving Musée d’Orsay more.
We shun many touristy places to visit
the Panthéon. The ﬁnal resting place for
many French doyens (Hugo, Alexandre
Dumas, Marie and Pierre Curie, to name
a few) is right next to the University of
Paris. The location can’t be better. Before one enters the underground crypt
containing the tombs, one has to walk
through the bustling energy of youth,
signifying the unstoppable cycle of life.
Since I am not so philosophical, I
concentrate on a small café that sells
only crêpes. It’s a runaway hit among students. I follow Sylvie’s advice and spend
a long time there with a huge crêpe and a
cup of coffee till my wife complains that I

Travel
Tales

PERSONAL AGENDA

Actress

Minissha Lamba
DATE OF BIRTH
January 18

SUN SIGN

PLACE OF BIRTH

Capricorn

Aurangabad

SCHOOL/COLLEGE
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Chettinad Vidyashram, Chennai/Miranda House, Delhi

THREE-WHEELING CONVERSATIONS
Some of these auto experiences have
been unnerving. Hailing one at the Pali
market in Bandra a few years ago, I was
taken aback when the driver asked,
head focused on the road: “Are you Rehana or Mariam?” Turns out my sister
and I used to ride the auto frequently
back from our Hill Road school, and
had taken to teaching the driver English
phrases. What gave me an initial fright
was actually a non-threatening reunion.
Only in Bandra.
Then there was a more confusing
ride. The auto driver was making all
sorts of bigoted comments about Muslims, and I was about to reveal my own
identity to him when a strange thing
happened. He received a phone call. It
was from his village. He had had twins!
He stopped at the corner ecstatically, ran
to the kirana shop and offered me a Dairy
Milk chocolate. Here was this life-changing news and I was sharing it with him.
Bewildering are the ways of the road.

BUSKYA
Call me romantic, but seeing a dimly-lit
bus on an empty road in the night makes
me want to hop on. I don’t, sadly. I’m not
cool enough to pull off aimless bus rides
like a character in an Edward Hopper
painting. Also, Hopper paintings tend to
be far safer than even Mumbai’s roads

When people thought I was
written off

What do you like best
about Bollywood?
It’s not monotonous.

rewarding experience. By Rehana Munir

“I

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE

My debut as a theatre artist

If not an actress, what
would you have been?
A war correspondent.

NEGOTIATING MUMBAI via public transport is a

once tried to write a poem in a
Bangalore auto but it refused
to follow the meter.” I invented this ﬂippant line during a
short-lived move to the southern city. I
had to return to Mumbai quite quickly to
attend to a crisis, but I was very relieved
that I didn’t have to deal with the auto
guys in Bengaluru any more. By and
large, my experiences with Mumbai’s
public transport have been rewarding.
Quite literally, too. I once left a laptop in
an auto and the driver returned it, after
ﬁguring out my address. In fact, when
I think about it, I’ve spent a signiﬁcant
part of my life weaving in and out of
trafﬁc in these diesel-powered lifesavers.
(Car owners, scoff all you like.)

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE

in the night. Back when double-decker
buses still plied, I’d run up the stairs to
catch the “frontest” seat – the ﬁrst one on
the upper level. These were usually afternoon rides back from Kalina University.
Punishing heat, soporiﬁc lectures and
the ennui of pre-employment life were a
heady combination. The picture window
was a highlight of the day.
Then there was the time that I ran
into my father on the 222 bus starting
at Yari Road. A veteran of city travel
from CST to Mira Road, he kept me entertained with wickedly funny observations about travel, including a hilarious
strategy to employ on long distance train
journeys: “Offer somebody a banana or
biscuits early in the journey. That will
ensure you a portion of the keema-parathas that are sure to emerge from their
dabbas later.” It’s a treat to run into family you actually like in unexpected places.

Who are the sexiest actors,
according to you?
Daniel Craig, Idris Elba and
Salman Khan.
Are you a romantic or
a realist?
I’m realistically romantic!
A song you can’t get out of
your head...?
Bird Set Free by Sia.

What’s your social
media strategy?
Less is more. But today, social
media is all about ‘more
is more’.
And one thing you always
do on social media?
I try to be politically correct.
Though I think I shouldn’t.
What’s the point of being on
social media if it’s always just
to say pretty stuff.
What’s the craziest thing a
fan has done for you?
Sent me a vial of blood... Of
course, it completely dried
up by the time it came
to me.
An advice
about
relationships
your mother
gave you...?
To always be
independent
ﬁnancially.

ON TRACK
So much has been said about Mumbai’s
trains that anything I add will sound
like a cliché. Well, almost anything.
There was this one time when the train
was departing Vile Parle station, heading towards Andheri, when all of a
sudden there was a commotion. A boy
had entered the compartment, hawking
hair clips. Dozens of enraged women
in rush-hour impatience began to push
the boy away. Somehow, I got caught
in the mess and was hurled out of the
compartment and onto the tracks that
ran parallel to my train. I managed to
clamber on to the platform, bruised
but breathing.
But that, of course, is an exception.
I’ve spent college afternoons riding
back home lightheaded with romance.
Returned late from cricket matches
in noisy compartments. Had friendly
conversations, angry interactions, leisurely joyrides. The world keeps changing at such a dizzying pace, I don’t know
what I can hold on to any more. It’s good
to know that there still exists a train
that will deposit me from one end of the
city to the other in the same amount of
time as it always has.

years than bad with your
partner, that’s love for me.

My Favourites
CUISINE: Indian
DESTINATION: Any warm beach with
blue waters, what a cliché!
BOOK: Philip Caputo’s Acts Of Faith
SONG: All of Sia’s songs
STREET FOOD: Chaat

Photo: SANJEEV VERMA
Outfit, a boutique in
London

If you have a Tinder
account, who’d you
swipe right on?
Idris Elba!
Tell us three things
you look for in a
man.
Emotional loyalty,
someone you can have
conversations with on a
variety of subjects and
someone who opens up
my world to new ideas,
experiences, etc.
What is love for you?
When you have more good

And, what’s your most
favourite thing about
Delhi?
The food and the love
people gave me when
I performed my ﬁrst
Hindi play Hello
Zindagi.
Your strategy in a crisis
is…?
To panic!
And how do you de-stress?
By taking long, hot showers.

Interviewed by Veenu Singh
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htcity ENTERTAINMENT

THE INDIAN
APPRAISAL
LEAGUE
Here’s explaining
appraisals in the
language our
nation understands
best — cricket!

he period when human
beings at the workplace
exhibit scientifically
documented, yet
unexplained, traits of extreme
weird behaviour is formally
known as ‘appraisals’ in
several English-speaking
nations of the world.
There is something in the
term itself that makes our
blood pressure fluctuate, being
high or low, depending on
whether you are the one ‘doing
it’ or ‘giving it’. Sorry if that
sounded inappropriate but
then, sane, sensible stuff isn’t
exactly the forte of this
column. Especially, when half
the people around me are
walking like zombies taking
printouts of their appraisal
forms, as I write this. With an
expression more dead than
Urmila Matondkar’s acting
career.
And the other half,
interestingly, are gathered
around the TV screen in the
newsroom, watching a cricket
match with more interest than
what they collectively showed
towards work in the past 364
days. What is it with cricket,
man, that death-by-appraisal
looming large in the near

T

A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
future is also not a deterrent? I
got more clarity on this
evidently and eminently
ponderable thought when
Abhishek Duggal — the
colleague who can survive
longer without speaking a
word than any other human
being I know — dropped by.
In his inimitable shy style,
Abhishek mumbled a few
words about the similarity
between appraisals and
cricket. And I could only
marvel at the genius of his
thought. Here’s the thing —
there’s such a common thread
between the game and what I
would also like to call ‘the
game’ at workplace, this time
every year. A bit of picking the
brains of Samarth, Aditya,
Medha, and Abhinav in my
team gave me such an insight
into terms used in cricket that
could be applied as well to
appraisals. Tell me if you
agree.
Final over slogging:
Saara saal toh kaam kiya
nahi, appraisal se two weeks
pehle some people start to slog,
or rather show, as if they are
the only saviours left of the
Hard Workers Inc. I don’t
know if you’d get the connect
but it’s like Ravi Shastri going
excruciatingly slow — tip-tiptip — through the innings and

1

then hitting a six in the last
over, to then sit on the
teammates’ shoulder and go
roaring around the stadium.
The final over-sloggers are
smart enough to smell the
March-April air, and suddenly
their good-mornings to the
boss start to sound sweeter
than the cuckoo in a barren
land. The forgetful, Godfearing creatures that bosses
are, they get so enamoured by
the last month mehnat that
they forget and forgive the
slogger who would be back to
vella-giri right from Labour
Day onwards.
Doosra: All those who
have the hidden gene for a
split personality disorder turn
into a doosra before appraisals
and change their game to
surprise not just the boss, but
those colleagues who have
been observing their
chaalupanti all through the
year. People who specialise in
the working strategy of ‘we
shall deliver only what we are
supposed to’ all through the
year suddenly become
proactive and start
volunteering to take
responsibility for more work.
Itne proactive? September
mein kahan the?
Sledging: Directly toh
kuchh keh nahi sakte but,
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‘I had a complete breakdown’
Actor Zoa
MoraniI talks
about how she
dealt with a
failed start in
Bollywood
Juhi Chakraborty

I swear, the kind of underhand
sledging that the poor HR
department has to bear after
the letters are handed out! It’s
worse than Dhoni’s angry
stares and Virat Kohli’s
colourful MC-BC tributes to
the bowlers. It’s as if the HR is
responsible for not just the
measly raise, but everything
that’s wrong in the world!
Appeal: This phase starts
when the appraisal letter
comes in hand and the khoon
in the veins starts to boil. Itna
kam? For a person like me who
gave her best to the
organisation, I did not even go
to the toilet sometimes to
finish reports and projects.
How could this umpire be so
heartless? I will cry, I will
scream, I will sulk, I will
threaten to leave. There has to
be God existing in the form of a
third-umpire somewhere.
Insaaf milega yah I shall resort
to raising slogans against the
gross injustice of the boss, the
company, the society, the
capitalists. Who else?
Googly: I love this one.
For all the sledging, this
could be HR’s way of serving
you aam papad in the
packaging of Ferrero Rochers
if you’ve messed through the
year and not done justice to
your job. The appraisal could
show a hike, in a big font size,
with stars dazzling next to the
big numbers. What the stars
indicate, however, is the
googly. Go to the bottom of the
page and borrow the reading
glasses from mummy. The fine
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print might just show the
break-up of the ‘conditional’
hike. If the economy of the
country will be good and there
will be rain every single day in
April, you will get the hike.
What? Who said rain at night
will be counted? Bahut dukh
diya na boss aur HR ko? Ab ye
lo. Vaise you’re still better off
facing a googly than those who
sometimes get out for a duck.
For them, zeroes don’t get
added in the salary figure, the
word zero comes and sits
before the word appraisal.
Count your blessings, and
work hard this year.
Howzzat: The way a
bowler who is confident of
having got the batsman out
keeps screaming howzzat in all
directions with hopeful eyes,
some people keep looking at all
their colleagues to know how
their appraisal went. Mujhe
prasaad mein six toffees mili,
tumhe kya mila? The
colleagues, like the heartless
umpire, keep shaking their
heads till the howzzat guy
stops asking and makes peace
with destiny. Till next
appraisal season. Howzzat?
Sonal Kalra disclaims
having written any of the
above, as she has no
knowledge about cricket and
genuinely loves the appraisal
season. Please don’t make her
face the chin music. Mail her
at sonal.kalra
@hindustantimes.com or
facebook.com/
sonalkalraofficial. Follow
on Twitter @sonalkalra
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I am ready to go the extra mile to make my
characters connect with audience: Karan
Shreya Mukherjee
he web space is becoming a
huge platform for talents
and Karan Wahi is one
such actor who is dabbling with
the medium. He says that the
web has become “huge” these
days and the reason is the kind
of content being generated.
The actor currently has
three web series in the pipeline
and is considering more offers.
Talking about his upcoming
web shows, the actor says, “I
am glad to have come across
such roles where I can be
experimental with my
approach. Every role demands
something new and expects a
different version of me, web as
a platform, expects you to be on
your feet all the time. The
results are quick and organic. I
am glad I have got some of the
good projects and can’t wait for
my fans to see them.”
The actor further adds that
times have changed and the
actors now need to put in
“every bit of that extra effort
that is required”. Karan shares
that he, too, is ready to go the
extra mile to make his
characters connect with the
audience in every aspect.
Given that he has done a lot
of TV shows, such as Remix
and Dill Mill Gayye, how does
he approach his roles? “TV is

T

I am glad to have come
across such roles in
this stage of my career
where I can be
experimental with my
approach with each
one of them. Every
role demands
something new.
KARAN WAHI ACTOR
an everyday medium where
prepping time is very less. In
most cases, scripts come to us
at the last minute. Even minute
changes can be done depending
on what one is portraying. For
me, I haven’t ever got
something drastically different
on TV so didn’t get the
opportunity to experiment
much,” he says.
When asked whether he will
take up less work on TV given
his commitments, Karan says,
“I never left TV. I have just
finished anchoring one show
and have been approached
for a few others. Let’s hope we
roll them soon,” signs off the
actor.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

WHAT ‘CAPTAIN’
BRIE LARSON
FINDS BOGUS

er entry into Bollywood
with Always Kabhi
Kabhi (2011) was a
dream debut on
paper, as she was launched
in a Shah Rukh Khan
production.
However, actor Zoa
Morani’s career took a sad
turn when her first film failed,
which was followed
by the debacle of her second
film, Bhaag Johnny (2015).
And Zoa admits that
she was devastated
after the back-to-back
failures.
“When I was making my
debut, I had a feeling that I
have arrived. And when it
didn’t work out, it was such a
big dhamaka in my life. It was
very difficult to deal with
failure. It was the lowest
phase of my life. I had a
complete breakdown. I did
not expect a result like that at
all,” shares the actor.
But she used the time for
some self-introspection in
order to deal with the “dark
period in her life” and also
started doing theatre with
Salim Arif.
“There was an entire
phase where I was not
getting any good roles. I
decided to take a back seat
and started doing yoga and
working on myself. I started
doing theatre to work on my
own craft because acting is
my love. Salim sir’s plays
were very much like
Bollywood films and I
enjoyed doing that. It made
me a very confident actor,”
she adds.
And it was after
three years of doing
theatre that she
realised she wanted
to get back to films
and face the camera
again. “I didn’t want
to lose touch with the
camera, and decided
to move on; randomly
I got a web series,
Akoori and another
one. Things just fell
into place for me,”
says Zoa, who is also
part of an upcoming
Sanjay Leela Bhansali
film, which marks the
debut of Poonam
Dhillon’s son Anmol
Thakeria.

H

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

The actor turned to theatre to deal with her dark phase; (inset) Still
from Always Kabhi Kabhi
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ZOAMORANI

aptain Marvel star Brie
Larson has said it is
amusing to her that some
people are not able to
comprehend that her film has
crossed over $1bn at the global
box office. The 29-year-old
actor said she initially felt the
pressure to deliver when she
started shooting for the project
but believes the notion that
women-fronted films cannot
get good openings at the ticket
window is “bogus”. “We put
unnecessary pressure on
ourselves. I understand film
history. I know that the film
industry started with a
majority of women,” she said.
“I don’t know why that was so
hard to comprehend in the
first place. It’s just like we’re
human, whatever. If people
needed this to be another
reminder this decade (that
minority groups can open
movies and make a billion
dollars) then great, I’m here, I
PTI
did it,” she added.

C

Actor Karan Wahi says the web is now huge
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‘IAM NOT
DATING
Boman Irani’s blast PARTH’
from the past

Erica Fernandes, who is unfazed by
the link-up rumours, says she is just
great friends with her co-star

Kavita Awaasthi

Kavita Awaasthi

efore Boman Irani’s
became a household name
with Munna Bhai
M.B.B.S. (2003), he worked as a
waiter and a photographer.
Not many know that the senior
actor’s father ran a bakery and
snack shop which Boman
handled till he was in his early
thirties. And right after
college, the actor worked as a
waiter and in room service
professional in a five-star hotel
for two years.
And now, Boman has been
invited for a motivational talk
at the annual conference of the
former company in Delhi. A
source says, “Boman is a
grounded person and never
forgets his roots. Right after
college, he started working in
the hotel, later moved on to
photography and finally
became a renowned actor,
who has also started a
production house recently. It
will be a huge nostalgic

B

moment for him.”
Talking about his initial
days as young man and
reflecting on his past, Boman
says, “When I received the
invitation of delivering a
speech at the hotel in Delhi, I
was overwhelmed as it
brought back so many
memories. Working there was
a learning experience for me
and now delivering a
motivational speech, sure is
going to be quite exciting. I
hope to meet all the budding
young people and be inspired
by them.”

THE SENIOR ACTOR’S
FATHER RAN A
BAKERY AND SNACK
SHOP WHICH BOMAN
HANDLED TILL HE
WAS IN HIS EARLY 30S

rica Fernandes is no
stranger to link-up
stories. There were many
rumours about her close
friendship with co-star
Shaheer Sheikh while working
on the TV drama, Kuch Rang
Pyaar Ke Aise Bhi. The duo
refuted them often but to no
avail. And now, history seems
to be repeating itself as now
speculation about Erica and
her co-star Parth Samthaan
refused to die down.
Rumours are that the couple
who have sizzling chemistry
onscreen as dating off screen.
They arrive together, eat
together and are holed up in
their make-up rooms together
during breaks. “It is news to me
that such rumours are out
there. But, I guess, rumours are
a part and parcel of the
entertainment industry,” says
Erica, refuting rumours of the
link-up. “I have known Parth
since we started working

E

together on our TV show and
we shoot every day. We are
good friends and have a great
working relationship.
Whenever we chill together, we
have a whole bunch of people
with us. When we go for events,
we are often leaving from our
set, so yes, we do leave
together. That doesn’t mean we
go home together. In fact, we
live in different parts of the
city.” Erica remains unfazed
with the speculation and takes
it in her stride. “People believe
what they want to believe. We
are good friends but we are not
dating. I can’t stop them nor
can I explain things to
everyone. From day one, we got
along well. And link-ups are a
common occurrence in shows
with romantic storylines. It
doesn’t bother me as I know the
truth and I can’t stop them.”
Ask her if she would date an
actor and she says, “I can’t say
who I would date or not. For
me, the person is important, his
profession is not.”

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht

‘Nepotismhas
neverbeena
hindrancetome’
Kavita Awaasthi

niruddh Dave has been
acting in TV shows for
over ten years and he feels
every character and every role
makes a difference to an
actor’s talent and popularity.
The Y.A.R.O Ka Tashan actor
wants to be known as actor
from a different league and a
good performer. He says,
“Becoming the flavour of the
season is more about the
viewership your show gets
than you. I don’t run after
awards and I don’t chase the
‘actor to look out for’ tag. What
I want to do,
is stand out for my work.
For me, that’s what a good
actor is.”
While nepotism exists in
Bollywood, it is not prevalent
in television.
Aniruddh,
who has
done two
feature films,
doesn’t feel
that he lost out
on roles due to

A

nepotism. “I am not in that
league of actors so nepotism
has never been a hindrance in
my career. I have done two
films and the directors signed
me because they loved my
work. I never made any effort
from my side to get those films.
So, the scenario that I was
supposed to get a role and
someone’s son got it, never
happened to me. I believe
talent is talent and it can’t be
ignored. I agree, connections
do make it easy for star kids to
get a break. A child of a doctor
or engineer most often ends up
in the same profession as
they see their parents in that
job and are aware of the
intricacies, too. As far as
television is concerned, just
won’t get work because of
their famous parents
because there is
no dearth of
talent in our
industry.”

People believe what
they want to believe.
We are good friends
but we are not dating...
link-ups are a common
occurrence in shows
with romantic
storylines. It doesn’t
bother me.
Erica Fernandes and Parth
Samthan PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/IAM_EJF

ERICA FERNANDES,
ACTOR
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I was seen as a trendsetter because of Khallas: Isha Himanshu and I are
The actor believes being a mother has been the best role of
her life and swears by her father’s mantra of taking time by
the forelock, balancing family, work and everything
ctor Isha Koppikar may
have starred in several
Bollywood films, but a
film isn’t where she got to
play her best role. “Being a
mother to Rianna, my
daughter, has been the best
role of my life,” she says.
“You cannot imagine how
beautiful an experience it has
been so far. To think of it, I
had played a mother before
becoming a mother, and it’s
really like living your
childhood again. I spend
every moment with Rianna,”
the actor says.
Isha is currently working
on a Tamil film. Asked if it
gets hectic juggling both
professional and personal
commitments, the actor
says, “It does get hectic, but
time hota nahi hai nikaalna

A

padta hai, I really believe in
that. My father says ‘catch
time by its forelock’. It’s
important
to manage your time, and
not waste even a minute. Life
should be a balance of
family, work and everything.
I think I am managing it quite
well.”
The actor shot to fame with
songs such as Khallas
(Company, 2002) and Ishq
Samundar (Kaante, 2002).
However, she doesn’t agree
that at any point she was
typecast in such glamorous
songs and roles. “I wasn’t
typecast, but seen as a
trendsetter. I did Khallas; that
was an iconic song and kind of
set standards for a song.
People used to say ‘Khallas ke
jaise gaana chahiye’ or ‘Do it

like Khallas, come into the
camera and kick’. I wouldn’t
think typecast… you can
always say no if you get
similar work,” she
explains.
Isha further goes on to add,
“I did a lot of films. I got a call
from Javed Akhtar ji and
Shabana ji on my landline,
since they couldn’t get my
number. For my role in D
(2005), they said ‘you have
done a fantastic role, even if it
was a special appearance
where you cried, and didn’t
put glycerine as that shot
went on for much longer’.
That was an award for me,
them calling. Then, I got a
handwritten letter from
Hema [Malini] ji, for Kya Kool
Hain Hum (2005).”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

totally opposite
personalities: Swara
Pooja Sharma

wara Bhasker recently
celebrated her birthday
(April 9). The actor had a
great time as her close friends
and boyfriend Himanshu made
it quite memorable for her.
Talking about her day, Swara
says, “Himanshu surprised me
and everyone by just showing
up at 11.30pm on the night of
April 8, to ring in my birthday.
It was a wonderful and lovely
gesture because I was going to
Bihar the next morning and
would be spending my birthday
travelling. It was a pleasant
shock to me and I literally
screamed when I saw him
(laughs). I spent the my
birthday in Begusarai, Bihar
campaigning for Kanhaiyya
[Kumar; politician].” On
personal front, Swara has been
in a relation with screenwriter
Himanshu Sharma for over
four years now. Talking about
her boyfriend, she says,
“Himanshu and I are totally
opposite personalities but I
think that gives a real zing to
our relationship. He is a super
patient and an understanding
person, and deserves an award
for dealing with me.” Talking
about the qualities that drew
Swara to him, she adds,
“Himanshu’s wit and nonjudgemental attitude are his
most attractive qualities, and
also his sheer decency of
conduct. I wish I could imbibe
his language and writing
skills.”

S

Swara
Bhasker

wara
a cuts her birthday cake with boyfriend Himanshu
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‘I CAN’T PLAYMOM TO A 20-YR-OLD’
Says Meera Deosthale, who has quit her hit television show after playing the lead for over three years
Kavita Awaasthi
was crying non-stop on
the last day of my shoot,”
says actor Meera
Deosthale, who rose to
fame with an ongoing hit TV
drama that she was
part of for over three years.
The show showcased the
problem
of bonded labour in
villages. Talking about
her decision, she says, “I
didn’t want to quit the show
but the makers were planning
a leap in the
show. And that would have
meant that I would be playing
a mother to a 20-year-old girl.
I am 23, so
I can’t be playing mother
to someone so close to my age.
It was a conscious decision to
quit after discussion with the
producers. It was an
emotional decision to take. I
was quite attached to the

I

show as I was playing the lead
role for such a long time.
Today, it’s been a week since I
am at home
and I am fine. Life has to go
on,” she says. Meera sees her
exit as a chance to focus on
her health which she couldn’t
do while shooting for the daily
during the past few years.
As the series has been
on air since 2014, it is one
of the longest running shows
on television. Ask Meera if
she would like to be part of
long-running shows on TV
and she quickly replies in
affirmative. “I would love to
be part of a series that is
interesting and challenging
for me. My show had many
arc and graphs and amazing
storyline. I was not bored
on the set even for one
day. The engaging stories
were equally exciting
actors and viewers,” she says.
n

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com

I didn’t want to quit the show but the makers were
planning a leap in the show... It was a conscious
decision to quit after discussion with the producers. It
was an emotional decision to take.
MEERA DEOSTHALE, ACTOR

Peter Dinklage correctly guessed his
character’s fate

Peter
Dinklage

eter Dinklage used to jump
to the end of a Game Of
Thrones script to find out
whether his character, Tyrion
Lannister, survived the axe of
showrunners David Benioff
and Dan B Weiss or not.
But the actor, who shot to
international fame with the hit
series, said he did not follow
this ritual with the script of the
final season as he was
“probably terrified”.
“This is the first time ever
that I didn’t skip to the end,”
Dinklage said in an interview.
“Why? I was probably
terrified. We all feel we’re the
leads of our own show. As the
seasons have gone on, we’ve all
thought how it’s going to end.
Who’s going to be alive? If you
die, how do you die? Ten years
we’ve been doing this and it
can drive you mad, because
(Benioff and Weiss) don’t tell
us and sometimes they change

P
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THE ACTOR PLAYS
TYRION LANNISTER
IN TV SERIES GAME
OF THRONES
their mind,” he added.
“I had all these ideas in my
head and a version of one of
them is how it ends up (for
Tyrion). David and Dan have a
brilliant version of what I
had,” he said.
Dinklage said it is
“beautiful” how Benioff
and Weiss had turned the
standard formula of “bad guys
dying and good guys living” on
its head”.
“If I use any adjectives it
will give it away. But I love
how it ended up. And how it
ends up for everybody," he
— ANI
added.

Prince Harry and Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex

PHOTO: AFP

Harry, Meghan to keep
baby arrival plans private
rince Harry and his
pregnant wife Meghan,
the Duchess of Sussex,
have said that they have
decided to keep plans around
their first baby’s arrival
private. Kensington Palace
officials said in a statement
that Harry and Meghan
“look forward” to sharing the
news of their baby’s birth
once they have had a chance
to celebrate privately as a
new family.
The decision means that
Harry and Meghan are not
likely to pose for the world’s
photographers and TV crews
on the hospital steps with
their newborn, a break from
the royal tradition followed
by Prince William and his
wife Kate, the duchess of
Cambridge, when she gave
birth to their three children.
As a future king, William is
expected to help mark great
occasions, while Harry has
more leeway. Both have in the
past expressed deep
misgivings about intrusive
press coverage.
Harry and Meghan tied the

P

THE DECISION
MEANS THAT THE
COUPLE ARE NOT
LIKELY TO POSE FOR
PHOTOGRAPHS.
knot in May last year at
Windsor Castle, UK.
They are expecting their
first child in late April or
early May.
The palace press office
has announced very few
details about their plans,
refusing to comment on
unconfirmed British press
reports that Meghan may opt
for a home birth.
Harry and Meghan have
said that they have not
learned the gender of
their baby.
The couple have asked
people who want to send them
gifts to donate them to
selected charities for children
and parents in need.

-ANI
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Abrushwithdeathled
tothisbookandshow
Writer Priya Kumar
talks about how
she finds answers
to her problems
through the
characters in her
books
Naina Arora
here was this one flight
that was so turbulent that
oxygen masks came
down. I was convinced I
was going to die. When you’re
in a near-death situation, there
always hangs a question of
what could have been? The
flight kept coming back to me.
And I said ‘Ok, let me crash the
flight in my book’ and put that
story to rest,” says Priya
Kumar, author of the book, I
Will Go With You, which was
recently adapted into the web
series, titled The Final Call,
starring actors Arjun Rampal
and Sakshi Tanwar.
For Kumar, writing is a
cathartic process as she
projects her problems on to the
characters in her books. “The
book was a personal handling
of an incident where I was in a
near-death situation. All my
characters come from my
problems. I write a book to
solve my problems. I give all
my problems to my main
protagonist,” she says.
And what was the problem
she aimed to solve through this
book? “What would have
happened had the flight
crashed? Will it [death] be the
end of the body, or is there
more? I found the answer in the
book,” Kumar says.
The protagonist in the story
— portrayed by Arjun Rampal
in the show — wants to end his
life. So, does the tale aim to
highlight the issue of mental
health? “It’s not that my show
especially highlights [mental
health]. I wanted to highlight

T

Every time we think
that it’s only us, it’s not
true. It’s the choices
we make and the walls
that we build around
ourselves [that make a
difference].

A still from The Final Call web
seriaes; (Inset) The book on
which the show is based
that, while the pilot wanted to
o
commit suicide and not crash
h
the plane, he was so disturbed
d
that he thought death was the
solution to his misery. Every
time we think that it’s only us,
it’s not true. It’s the choices we
e
make and the walls that we
build around ourselves [that
make a difference],” she says.
Believe it or not, this author
writes a book in maximum
“five days”. Kumar — who has
already written 10 books this
year — says, “That’s all I do,
nothing else (laughs). I want to
be creative first, and then
support [myself] with facts.”
The Chandigarh-born
author loves the charm of
Delhi. “I love the food in Delhi.
Every time I am here, I eat
street food,” she signs off.
n

PRIYA KUMAR WRITER

Writer Priya
Kumar says life
everyday is
another page
in the story of
her book

naina.arora@htdigital.in
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JALANDHAR
‘Ididnotinitiate
anycomplaint
againstthe
photographers’

Forget the usual masala. An engrossing story is
what makes a crime thriller click, say experts

FRILLS DON’T
Pooja Sharma
one are the days when a
Bollywood crime thriller
would heavily rely on
the so-called commercial
frills instead of a strong,
engrossing story. In the past
couple of years, filmmakers
have been able to dish out some
gripping stories, promising
every ingredient that makes for
a nail-biting crime drama.
Here’s a look at recent hits that
have struck a chord with
audiences, and those that are
yet to come in 2019.

G

THE GUESSING GAME
Last year, Andhadhun was
declared one of the biggest
sleeper hits of the year. Not
only was it the critic’s favourite
but it was also a winner at the
box office. With a collection of

₹74.59 crore and total business
of ₹240.71 crore worldwide, it
proved that a solid script goes a
long way. “It’s because it’s a
lesser seen genre. If it’s
interesting, it’s a huge
advantage. Crime thrillers
engage audiences and make
them participants in the story.
It’s exciting to watch a film
with an unpredictable ending,”
says actor Tabu.
This year Badla stands
strong at the box office. It has
earned ₹86.06 crore at the ticket
counters. Trade analyst Komal
Nahta credits its success to
strong subject. “There’s an
audience for good thrillers. If
the audience can be engaged in
the guessing game, chances are
that the film will click,” he

says. Trade expert Amul Vikas
Mohan says, “Both,
Andhadhun and Badla were
like a breath of fresh air. They
were a success overseas as
well. It shows that the Indian
diaspora enjoy a good thriller
and there is global recognition
for the genre. ”

WORTH THE RISK
What makes a thriller work is a
story that keeps the audience
on tenterhooks, trying to solve
the mystery through maze-like
plots. Unless the audience are
not gripped by its climax, not
even the best of performances
can save the day. “One
important thing in any
storytelling is identification.
To invest in a story, there has

(Top) Still from India’s
Most Wanted; Behind the
scenes from Badla
to be something to identify. If
one can do that then that’s a lot
of work done,” says filmmaker
Sujoy Ghosh. A great script
laced with intriguing
performances is a must-have to
make a thriller, as films these
days are devoid of any
commercial elements, which
makes it a challenging genre to
crack, he says. With the
success of the genre, 2019
further has films such as
India’s Most Wanted, which
also marks Arjun Kapoor’s
maiden attempt at the genre,
and Batla House starring John
Abraham, in the pipeline.
n

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

e know that Taimur Ali
Khan happens to be the
most photographed star
kid in Bollywood. While Saif
Ali Khan and Kareena Kapoor
Khan have always said that
nothing can be done about
photographers wanting to take
their child’s picture, a couple of
days ago, Saif reprimanded
photographers at the airport.
He was overheard saying, “Bas
karo yaar, bachcha andha ho
jaayega.” (Stop it, the child will
go blind). Fresh off that
incident, another report says
that a police complaint was
apparently filed against the
photographers for creating a
ruckus outside Saif’s
apartment in Bandra.
Apparently, one of their
neighbours complained to the
authorities after seeing the

W

photographers.
While Saif did come out to
clear the confusion when the
cops landed up, he has now
issued a formal statement to
say that he did not file a
complaint. “I did not initiate
any police complaint against
the photographers. Kareena
and I live in a respectful
residential area and are a part
of the larger community,
thereby we do also have a
responsibility to emotionally
support our neighbours when
they feel a disturbance to them
is being caused and to be fair,
their sentiments are
understandable.” He added
that he has always been ‘more
than understanding’ when
pictures of Taimur are clicked,
but he insists that some
restraint has to be ensured.

“We have always shared a very
respectful relationship with the
paparazzi. We understand that
it’s their livelihood. However,
it’s important to understand
that kids should enjoy the
basic right of growing up in a
normal atmosphere out of
and away from constant
media glare. I believe I
am well within my
right as a father to
choose to not pose for
the cameras when I
have my son with me
or to inform the
photographers that
the constant flashes
can hurt his eyes. As
media figures, we have to live
with the attention and we
accept that. But our kids
shouldn’t be subjected to it.”

Sneha Mahadevan

Saif Ali Khan was overheard
reprimanding photographers
clicking his son Taimur
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.
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TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

APRIL 14-20, 2019

Lady Gaga

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
Truth is another name for
bliss. Untruth brings misery.
If you live in lies, you will
live in misery. And if you are
living in misery, remember
and find out on what lies
you have based your life.
Withdraw yourself from
those lies. Don’t waste time
and don’t postpone.
Immediately withdraw, says
Osho, the Zen master.

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last 15 years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sam Smith

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Kanye West

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Perrie Edwards
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The Tree of Life, an ancient Egyptian hieroglyph,
brings satiety and pleasure to your life as family and
personal relationships come together happily. Some
changes are on the cards as you expand your business
and connections. Old friends and family gather to
celebrate. A sentimental journey down memory lane
takes you back to your childhood. Beware of over
indulgence and habits like smoking and drinking.
Buying or selling a property is gainful at present.
Laziness or delay in dealing with important matters
may mean partial loss in a financial deal. Be total when
making a professional decision or taking a stand.
Lucky number: 10 Good colour: Saffron

LEO

Personal relationships are integrated and flowering
into lasting and loving commitments. A business
partnership or professional collaboration is lucrative.
Good planning and management lead to progressive
and productive ventures. You may take a short break
before starting on a new project to renew your
energy. Good luck in finances and opportunities is
encouraging. A person close to you is in a celebratory
mood but has ambitions etched clearly in his mind.
You still have time to change your mind or clear
doubts about a person who wants to work with you. A
little bit of introspection brings light into darkness.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Cherry red

VIRGO

You are ambitious and ready to achieve professional
goals and targets at any cost this week! You can be
moody and swing to extremes, be aware and remain
balanced. A light and playful rather than heavy and
serious attitude brings success and goodwill. Negative
forces and destructive people can block creative
ventures so keep them at bay with tact. An old work
associate can be too demanding and autocratic in the
work area. Your social life can be busy and scintillating
if you are receptive to new people and connections.
You grow and transform as you pass through a
touching emotional experience.
Lucky number: 15 Good colour: Chocolate brown

LIBRA

This week you are blessed with perfect equilibrium in
Yin and Yang energies that lead you towards
transformation. You are earthy, practical and strong in
professional and business matters. You are generous
and kind to friends and family, diligent at work,
benevolent to staff and preserving in financial and
earthy matters this week. A daughter is ready to make
independent decisions and seeks your blessings. You
are spiritual and earthy, all at once, full of creativity
and cosmic lore. A trip overseas is on the cards. Visitors
and news from far off lands open horizons and new
vistas for business expansion.
Lucky number: 9 Good colours: Forest greens

SCORPIO

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Jennifer Lopez

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Beyonce Knowles

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Eminem

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Katy Perry

TIPSTODEAL WITH A
JEALOUS PARTNER
Abhinav Verma

ealousy is a human trait
and even lovers get jealous.
This can get toxic, if not
addressed on time.
Here are three things
to keep in mind while
dealing with your jealous
partner.
n What triggers envy: Rather
than accusing your partner of
jealousy, try to figure out
what acts of yours triggers
jealousy in him/her. For
example, you talking to you
ex. Once, you have figured
out the trigger, explain to
them in a non-accusatory
tone.
n Insecurities lead to
jealousy: Your partner may
simply be insecure. In this

J

STAR MOVIES
1123 Big Hero 6
1320 Cars
1536 Inspector
Gadget
1707 Ice Age
1852 Commando
2050 Titanic
WB
1039 Van Wilder: Freshman
Year
1321 Troy

SAGITTARIUS

You make important changes in personal and
professional situations by integrating contrasting
elements. You can be solitary and courageous, also
docile and diplomatic when you need to be. You are
ready to face professional competition or rivalry and
go to war, so to say. Victory and success are on the
cards after a short period of strife. You are original,
energetic and ambitious instilling a personal style and
vitality in whatever you do. Beware of over-weaning
pride, rashness and ill-temper. A bit of introspection
challenges you to be courageous and take
responsibility for who you are and to live your truth.
Lucky number: 4 Good colour: Gold

CAPRICORN

It is best not to encounter people, blocks or
situations at work, but rather go around them and
beyond them. Legalities and regulations need to be
attended to now or they become stressful at a later
date. Your social life is busy, interesting but
exhausting. Health and finances need to be
conserved for now. You realise that there is no point
in fighting with the challenges of life or trying to
avoid or deny them. They are there to go through
for the seed to become a flower. Have the courage
to grow into the flower you are meant to be.
Lucky number: 8 Good colours: Blues and pinks

AQUARIUS

A time of endings and beginnings can be exciting and
rejuvenating this week! Redecorating office space,
spring cleaning and moving things around at home
changes ambience and energy. A need for change in
routines and schedules allows you to reassess
situations, targets and responsibilities. You also look
at dark corners and cobwebs within the mind to
uproot old ideas and judgments that are obsolete
now. Priorities need to be kept in mind when making
major changes! You meet new people and make
friends easily. You make fresh business connections
and liaison with important people in your field.
Lucky number: 6 Good colours: Rainbow pastels

PISCES

SONY PIX
1101 Jurassic Park 3
1300 The Man from
U.N.C.L.E
1546 Final
Destination 5
1724 Battleship
2017 The Mummy
Returns

PHOTO: ISTOCK

& PICTURES
1120 Batti Gul Meter
Chalu
1431 Dhadak
1725 Dayaalu
2034 Bruce Lee - The
Fighter
STAR GOLD
1210 Thor: Ragnarok
1550 IPL 2019
1915 Super
Funday
1950 IPL 2019
ZEE CINEMA
1132 Hum Saath Saath Hain
1517 Pad Man
1806 Businessman 2
2100 Satyameva
Jayate

PHOTO: HTCS

T

horoscopes in each category
(marriage, job, business,
ailments, etc). Now if one
reads ten horoscopes a day,
then he or she would need
3,000 days or 10 years to go
through those many
horoscopes. The further catch
is to have those many unique
horoscopes to view, which
again is an uphill task. And
that’s why sometimes
different astrologers hold
different opinions about the
same horoscope.
For a comprehensive
reading, a well-experienced
astrologer should know about
all the techniques or modes
such as the Bhrighu, the
Parashari, the
Krishnamoorthy, the Jamini,
the Asthakvarga, the
Prashana and the South
Indian Nadis. Although all
styles are comprehensive in
giving a precise reading,

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Justin Timberlake

You might feel shaky as though the earth were
rocking beneath your feet this week as there is
destruction followed by restructuring in professional
and personal situations. Your sense of security is being
challenged as changes look imminent and its best to
flow into them. Allow important inner and outer
transformation and move into new situations. Health
and energy need to be replenished with planned diets
and fitness routines. A short trip is on the cards! Work
collaborations, priorities, plans and relationships go
through transformation. A new person or opportunity
leads to renewed interest in creative fields.
Lucky number: 16 Good colour: Fiery red

This is a good time to tackle difficult tasks that need
your expertise, time and energy! You make an impact
on people and situations this week. You make swift
changes and decisions as you are in a great hurry to
achieve targets. Beware of making rash judgments
and impetuous commitments. There is intensity and
passion in personal relationships. You can say more
than you mean to friends and take on more than you
can handle in the work area, be aware! It’s best to
conserve energy and finances for important projects
and priorities. Relaxed evenings with family and
friends are rejuvenating.
Lucky number: 14 Good colour: Dark brown

You are enthused with youthful energy in professional
matters and passion in relationships. Since you have
an elusive and elastic mind you can be unstable of
purpose and support various and contradictory
opinions, people and situations at the same time.
Don’t allow your mind to dictate the heart in
emotional matters and personal relationships or you
stand to lose love and trust of people who count. A
logical but clear approach, however, is best when
resolving conflicts at work. Future plans and financial
budgets should be drafted so you are ready for action
when you get the green signal or order from a client.
Lucky number: 5 Good colour: Turquoise

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898, 26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

Meeting a good astrologer is fate

here is always a constant
debate around the
authenticity of
astrological sciences. People
who have experienced its
miracles believe in it, and
those who are dependent on
karma and are yet to suffer
the negativity discard the
theory altogether. In my
astrological journey spanning
over two-and-a-half decades, I
have seen many non-believers
queuing up in my office when
their karma bears no fruit.
So, the belief of the
staunchest of the nonbelievers gets shaken up in
the times of non-fruitfulness.
The search for a good
astrologer lands up many
people in front of amateurs,
who are still in their study
and experiment mode. Even
some self-styled astrologers,
who have invested a good 10
years, fall short of experience.
I say so because without
gazing enough horoscopes
(about thousands of them),
how could one read-predict
and cure the client? I
remember a verse, in which
Lord Vishnu preaches that to
become an able astrologer and
be able to read God’s
directives along with
providing remedial measures,
one must analyse 30,000
horoscopes and 3,000

Taylor Swift

Youthful energy take you towards professional
success and meaningful relationships this week. You
are looked upon as a leader and gain respect of people
around you. You can be passionate and total in
promoting a cause or actualizing a plan and nothing
better come in your way! You manage to make
mundane situations look exciting and interesting! This
ability works like a magic charm in personal and
professional aspects. Travel plans are in the pipeline.
Whatever you undertake now with your creative
energy brings gain to you and to the lives of others. A
work opportunity comes as a happy surprise.
Lucky number: 7 Good colour: Orange

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

JEALOUSY IS A
HUMAN TRAIT AND
EVEN LOVERS GET
JEALOUS

1606 Euro Trip
1728 Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles II: The
Secret of
the Ooze
1858 Blended
2100 Once Upon
A Time
in China II

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

DAILY HOROSCOPE

case, they would need
reassurance from you. Don’t
push them away by being
argumentative, rather give
them the assurance that you
are committed.
n Be supportive: Set
boundaries, be clear about
your likes and dislikes and
expectations. This brings
clarity in relationships.
(With inputs from relationship
expert Pulkit Sharma)

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1117 Shaolin Soccer
1300 Desperado
1448 Annabelle: Creation
1642 Mission
Impossible – Ghost
Protocol
1900 Rampage
2100 Zathura: A Space
Adventure

You tend to go over the top this week as you overreact
emotionally and indulge in excesses. Others also
overreact as they mirror your reactions. It is time to
come back to your inner centre to regain physical
strength, mental balance, emotional harmony and
spiritual awareness. Your projections are confused by
your emotions and you create hazy images of people
and situations, preventing yourself from seeing
reality or the truth. Deep personal relationships are
supportive and understanding, providing you with
the affirmation you need. The arts are inviting and
involving as you channelise your creative energy!
Lucky number: 7 Good colour: Surf white

amalgamating all for
validating the predictions
gives a definite edge to the
astrologers using these.
Mastering these techniques
require a lot of time and is
known as ‘Sadhna’. Whether
you will find the right
astrologer or not, depends on
the stars in the horoscope and
the current transiting stars. A
glimpse of my involvement
with each subject of the
human domain along with my
methodology of approach can
be read on my blog (www.
vinaybajrangi.com/blog).
The author of this article, Dr
Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology. Website:
www.vinaybajrangi.com, call:
9278665588, 9278555588.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You can become
oversensitive to wasteful
expenditure and keep a track
of the money you waste
iin impulsive buying.
There is a likelihood
of reshuffling at
work, which might
affect you. You can
get enamoured with
g
someone you have been
som
meeting regularly. A long
standing property dispute is
likely to get sorted.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Rose

Finding ways to enhance
income will help you gain
some extra cash. Keep your
sup
pporters close to
sstrengthen your
position at work.
Spending time with
your lover after a
long time will be
fruitful. Getting
involved in someone
invo
else’s turbulent marital
affair might get the worst of
it for you.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Cream

It’s time to stop wasteful
expenditure if you want
stability. You will be able to
coordinate teamwork
tto get a project on
the tracks on the
professional front.
Keep your jealous
nature under leash or
itt might ruin your
relationship with your
rela
lover. Participating in special
occasion at home cannot be
ruled out for some.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Lemon

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Impulse buying can hit you
hard on your budget. Efforts
on the fitness front will bear
positive results. Your
performance at work
is likely to be lauded
and rewarded.
Romance will prove
fulfilling. Constant
travelling for work will
ble
make you uncomfortable
now. Don’t plan any property
dealing for today as it is not
a very good day for it.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Violet

Some additional financial
options not just make you
monetarily strong, but also
recharge your vigour.
Not according an
important
assignment due
urgency can put you
in the dock. You will
do much to bring
n
peace and harmony on
the home front. Someone
can ease your commuting
problems by offering a ride.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Sky Blue

Meeting family friends after
a long break is likely to make
the day perfect for some. It
is likely to be a bad daay
for some on the
romantic front. Total
satisfaction is in
store for those who
have purchased any
property. It is better iff
you shelve your travell
plans for the moment.
Difficulties faced on the
work front are likely to end.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Beige

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

You are likely to offend
someone today by your
speech or action at work. You
might have to wait
ssome more for your
romance to blossom.
You are likely to be
game for planning a
party at home and
in
nviting your near and
dear ones. A property
dispute is likely to get
sorted. Some can lag on the
academic front.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Peach

You will be at ease with your
current financial situation.
Your recent achievements
are
e likely to add to your
ccareer profile. Being
impatient with lover
might get you into
trouble. Don’t travel
without adequate
preparation. Health of
p
a fa
family elder might be
of concern today. It is likely
not a good day to make any
travel plans.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Orange

Money saved will come in
handy now. Some of you can
remain too busy in
com
mpleting a task given
on the professional
o
front. There are
times when you
want the clock to
stop on the romantic
front; today may be
that day. You need to be
patient to keep family
happy. Your holiday plan
might not serve you well.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Money coming from a
number of sources is likely to
raise your spirits. This is the
time to wait and watch
h
on the professional
front, if you want to
make your mark.
Romance is likely to
bloom for
newlyweds. A drive for
fun can land you into
unwanted stress due to a car
breakdown. A good day to
purchase a property.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: White

Financial hardship might
stay for some more time.
You may not be involved in
an important project
on the professional
front, but may be
asked for advice.
Lonely hearts can
feel a bit frustrated.
Mixing work with
in
pleasure is likely to ruin
both today. A business trip is
likely to bag you a good
deal.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Financial situation may
become worrisome for
some. Going on the
professional will be
easy today and give
you time to clear
the backlog. Lover
can get extra cosy.
Something you want
to do on the home
he
front might not get the
approval of your family.
Travelling for fun is on the
cards for some.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown
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PRIYANKA:SEXUAL
HARASSMENTHAD
BECOMETHENORM
The actor says women are
finally heard thanks to #MeToo

ctor Priyanka Chopra
Jonas says putting up
with sexual
harassment had
become a ‘norm’, but people
can’t shut women now.
Priyanka opened up
about the #MeToo
movement, her career, her
relationship with husband
Nick Jonas, and gender
equality during a
conversation with Women
in the World founder Tina
Brown at the Women in
World Summit 2019 in
New York.
“We always had a voice.
Just nobody heard us. Now
because of the support
we’re giving each other,
nobody can shut us down.
And that’s an incredibly
powerful thing to see. Now
if I have a story I don’t feel
I’m alone — and I’m not
ashamed of it,” she said.
Asked if she ever faced
sexual harassment, she
raised her hand saying
everybody in this room has

A

probably faced it.
Priyanka also said she’s
glad Nick is very supportive
as a husband. She shared an
anecdote from one of their
first dates. They were out
with friends, and Priyanka
had a meeting. She dropped
hints about needing an
excuse to cancel her
meeting, but Nick wasn’t
taking it. “Finally he pulled
me aside and was like, ‘I
know what you’re trying to
do. But I will never be the
one that tells you to cancel
work, because I know how
hard you work to be where
you are’. I was like, this is
the first person who gave
me credit for what I’ve
done,” Priyanka said.
Meanwhile, Priyanka
and Mindy Kaling are
working on a new
Hollywood comedy
about Indian
weddings. The film
will also be coproduced by Priyanka.

Priyanka
Chopra
Jonas AP
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Aliahascomeintoherownnow,
saysproud motherSoniRazdan
Juhi Chakraborty
e it her film choices or
her roles, Alia Bhatt has
effortlessly established
herself as one of the top actors
in Bollywood in the last seven
years she has been here. And
the one who is most happy to
see her growth as an actor, is
her mother, actor Soni
Razdan.
“I watch in amazement. As
parents, both Mahesh [Bhatt]
and I, are happy she has come
into her own now. She has
made very different choices
when it comes to films and
she has got a lovely mix
basket of movies in her kitty.
I am so very proud of her,”
shares Soni.
So, how is life being a
Bollywood star’s mother? “It
is hectic,” says Soni, adding,
“There are certain things that
I do for her. I am not part of
her management team but
there are things I take care of
and it takes up a lot of time.
And I am happy that it does.”
Besides helping Alia in her
daily functioning, Soni
herself has her hands full
when it comes to her acting
career.
“The other part of my life
involves stuff that I do for
myself. I have been working a
lot in the last two years. I am
also developing my own
content. I am really never
free,” says the actor, with a
laugh.
While she, her husband
and younger daughter
[Alia] are part of the film
industry, Soni’s elder
daughter, Shaheen has
stayed away from
Bollywood and is
currently in London

B

pursuing a course in interior
designing.
“She is very talented in
that field. I hope she takes it
further. I don’t think she
wants to get into films. She is
a very good writer. She has
got a very sharp mind. That is
where her calling lies, maybe.
She is more interested in nonfiction. I am very proud
of her. She is also
going to start this
campaign related
to depression. She
wants to do
something in that
area as she wants
to help people. As
a mom I couldn’t
have asked for
more,” Soni signs off.
n

PHOTO:
YOGEN SHAH

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

Alia Bhatt
PHOTO: SUJIT
JAISWAL / AFP

‘Playing a much older lead was difficult’
Sangeeta Yadav
very now and then, fresh
faces get launched on the
small screen and many
make their debut at quite a
young age.
Such was the case with
actor Helly Shah who had her
first tryst with acting back in
2010 at the age of 15. But she
got the lead role in the TV
show Zindagi Ka Har
Rang...Gulaal.
“When I started acting, I
was 15 years old and studying
in Class 9. There were no
plans of acting in my head
back then and I only aspired
to be a doctor. I call myself
actor by chance and since
then there was no looking
back,” Helly says.
For Helly, playing
characters eight-to-10years older than herself made
her feel out of place.
“It would often get
confusing to understand the
mindset of a 22-year-old. But
there were people on the set
who would explain to me why
that character is like this. In
some places, I used to get

E

confused because I wasn’t in
that age zone. But then,
slowly and gradually picked
up everything and eventually,
everything fell in place.
It wasn’t that difficult,”
Helly says.
The biggest challenge for
her was to manage her studies
and work. “Since I had opted
for Science in school, I used to
travel a lot back and forth
from Ahmedabad to Mumbai
to give my exams and attend
school whenever I was not
shooting.”
“Even while doing
Bachelor’s in Chemistry, it
was challenging to make
time for studies back then. All
this happened because of
immense support I got from
school,” the 23-year-old actor
says, adding she made sincere
efforts to fare well in studies
as well.
By starting off her career
at such an early age, Helly
feels she learned a lot and
it helped to strengthen her
base.
“I learned about managing
time and keeping a balance
between work and studies.

Helly Shah (left) and a still from the show
Eventually when you grow
and do shows, your realise
that there is much more you
want. I got this clarity and

INSTAGRAM/HELLYSHAHOFFICIAL

worked on moulding myself
according to the industry
needs and requirements,”
Helly signs off.

Hubby calls Mandy
bravest, bestest

andy Moore’s husband
Taylor Goldsmith has
described the singeractor as the “bravest and
baddest” wife.
The singer paid tribute to
his wife with a romantic
message on her 35th birthday,
which was on April 10.
“Happy Birthday to the
bravest, baddest, bestest wife
a guy could ever dream of,” the
Dawes lead singer said in a
post shared on Instagram.
“I love you more and more
with each moment I get to
spend in your presence.
Thanks for showing me (and

M

anyone else who knows you)
what it looks like to step into
every day committed to being
the best version of yourself at
all times. And you do it so
gracefully too,” he added.
Goldsmith said Moore’s
“kindness and wisdom truly
know no bounds”.
“I’m so stoked I get to know
you forever. Thanks for
hanging out with me,” he
added in the post.
Moore, getting applause for
the drama series This Is Us,
and Goldsmith exchanged
vows in 2018.
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ON SUNDAY

THE REAL GLITCH
One of the problems with all
airports is that they are
designed without an
estimate of passenger traffic

■

ALL FOR COMFORT
A few airlines such as Emirates
have held out for very good
lounges of their own

■

Woes Of An Air Traveller

■

SHOPAHOLICS HAVEN
Retail and duty-free shops
dominate the public areas
of modern airports

TAKING OFF HAPPY
Two decades ago, no one
could have imagined the Delhi
airport will be this great

FROM MINDLESS designs to badly-trained staff, airports all over the world could really do with a makeover

RUDE TRAVEL

Vir Sanghvi

N

o matter how much I write
about my experiences as a
traveller, it is the one subject I still get the most
requests about on Twitter. “Why
can’t you do a piece on how bad
immigration is at most airports?
“Why are airline seats so bad?” And
so on.
And God knows I too have suffered enough while travelling, so
here is a list of the things I find most
annoying these days.
I don’t mind air travel. It is the
airports that I hate. And I hate most
of them to varying degrees (though
of the ones I use regularly, the honourable exceptions are Singapore’s
Changi, Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi
Airport and Delhi’s IGI).
The basic problems with all airports, the world over, is that they are
designed by people with no vision.
Ask why any airport is so overcrowded and you will get the same
response: “This airport was designed
to handle X numbers of passengers but traffic has shot up so
much that we now have 3X
passengers.”
All of which begs the
question: “Why didn’t
you correctly calculate
the estimated passenger
traffic to begin with?” I have
never got a satisfactory answer.
Retail dominates the public
areas of modern airports. The people who own the airports (and more
and more of them, the world over,
are privately owned) make more
money from renting out shops than
they do from the passengers. So it is
clear what their priorities are. Any
journey to the aircraft gate or, at
arrival, to the exit, will become an
obstacle course at many airports.

Like some hurdler, you will have to
negotiate stands and stalls of liquor
and perfume all being sold at socalled duty-free prices.
At Delhi, for instance, the
moment you clear immigration, you
will have to walk past a persistent
mob of salesmen insisting that
you go to the duty-free shop before
you get to the baggage area.
At most airports, the concern
for buyers ends the moment you
have made your purchase. The salesperson will make sure that his or
her name is on your invoice (many
of them are so persistent because
they work on commissions) and then
leave you to line up at an overcrowded cash desk. Why don’t they just
build more cash desks? Well, because
they would rather use the space for
retail display.
In the rush to make money, airports ignore the things that passengers really need. Bookshops have
become smaller and smaller. Some
of them are theoretical bookshops –
75 per cent of the space is given to
other items. There just isn’t enough
money in books for airport operators to bother.
My great other bugbear is trolleys. All good airports should offer
lots of trolleys for free. But try finding a trolley in the International

Photos: SHUTTERSTOCK
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POCKET PINCH
In many European countries, airports
charge for trolleys

Arrivals section of most Indian airports at around midnight.
Some, like Goa, are so badly
managed that you have to say a
silent prayer to St. Francis Xavier or
whoever to make sure you find a
trolley at any time. Sometimes it is
inefficiency. Often it is criminal
behaviour. The porters hide the trolleys so that you are forced to hire
them. Two English friends who
departed Goa recently were hassled
by a porter who demanded £10 sterling (in British currency) for carrying two bags.
Worst of all are airports that
charge for trolleys. If you have just
arrived in a strange country, you are
unlikely to have local coins in your
pocket. Yet, in France, Italy and
many European countries, you can
only get a trolley if you have the
right change. At some American airports a trolley costs five dollars.
I have never understood why
airports do this. They make so much
money from landing charge and
shop rents. Do they really need to
screw every passenger on arrival?
Immigration often can be a problem. In India, it is the weak link in
the system, staffed by semi-literate
men who stare at their keyboards in
dull incomprehension and treat passengers with contempt. It is changing for the better, but all it needs is
for one officer to behave badly for
the system to collapse.
There are simple solutions. The first is to train the
officers to use computers.
They don’t know how to handle them and that accounts
for their frustration and
hostility. The second is
to teach them how to
talk. Apparently, they
are obliged to ask
departing passengers
what the purpose of
their trip is. I don’t see
why this question is necessary at all but they can
be taught to ask it in a
nice (Business or holiday?) way not in an interrogatory “state purpose
of trip” way. And when
they go too far, they
should be disciplined. At
Bengaluru, one officer was
refusing to let premium passengers board their flights unless they
showed him confirmed return tickets to India.

Abroad, the basic problem with
immigration is not that the officers
are rude (in most of Europe they
hardly speak to you) but that airports allot too little space and too
few staff to immigration areas.
Sometimes Heathrow can be the
Black Hole of Hounslow because the
lines are so long. And often, even at
peak times, many desks remain
unmanned.
The worst immigration officers
are of course the Italians, who are
lazy, bureaucratic and really don’t
give a damn. I have seen passengers
fainting in the immigration hall at
Rome because it was so hot and overcrowded. But not one officer gave a
damn. (The single worst immigration experience I have ever encountered was at Dulles International
Airport in Washington but we will
deal with that next week.)
One of the few departments that
has consistently improved over the
last ten years is customs. I have travelled through Delhi and Bengaluru
airport several times and rarely
have I seen them hassle passengers.
(Well, once. But once in ten years is
not a bad record given how much I
travel). But even here, there is huge
scope for improvement.
The main problem is the X-ray.
You may notice that often your luggage takes a long time to come and
that when it does appear, some bags
have chalk crosses on them. This
means that a customs officer has
X-rayed the bags before they went on
the carousel and marked those bags
that he believed contained contraband.
This is fine. If they have tips,
then they must catch smugglers. My
objection is to their laziness. The
last time I came back from Bangkok
they took one hour to X-ray the bags.
Every 10 minutes or so, a clump for
four bags would hit the belt. Then,
nothing for 10 minutes. Then another six bags. And so on. It need not
take this long.
I also have a problem with the
exit X-ray at Mumbai airport. At
Delhi (as in say, London, Singapore,
Paris etc.) you walk through the
green channel. If the customs officer believes you are carrying contraband, he stops you and sends your
bags to an X ray. At Mumbai last
week, I discovered that they wanted
all passengers’ hand-baggage (and
perhaps check-in bags too) to go
through an X-ray near the exit. This

■

led to queues. Old ladies found there
was no one to help them put their
bags on the belts etc.
If you don’t need to do it in Delhi
why do it in Mumbai? Does the customs department believe that
Mumbai people are more inherently
dishonest?
You would think that with this
explosion of fancy retail space, airports would also be full of nice restaurants. It hasn’t really worked out
that way at international airports in
India. The restaurants that exist are
mainly fast food places and there are
relatively few nice bars or coffee
shops where you can wait for your
flight. It is not like say, Heathrow,
where Gordon Ramsay runs a restaurant.
In the old days, Business Class
passengers (to say nothing of First

GOURMET ON THE GO
Gordon Ramsay (left) runs a
restaurant, Gordon Ramsay Plane Food
(above), at Heathrow airport in London

Class) had it easy because their airlines gave them airport lounges.
That is vanishing. Airports are
selling one or two lounge spaces to
general operators who then do
deals with the airlines. If you travel
Jet from Delhi or Mumbai, the airline’s biggest centres, there is no
designated lounge. You use something like the Park Plaza lounge,
which anyone can pay and use and
is therefore always full. A few
airlines (Emirates, for instance)
have held out for very good lounges
of their own at Delhi airport
and Air India insists on creating its
own lounges.
But whereas once, airport
lounges were symbols of luxury,
they are now dirty, overcrowded
places where it is hard to find a seat
and you have to beg for a Diet Coke.
There is no glamour left. And sadly,
there isn’t much comfort left either.
Will airports ever get better?
Well, some will, I think. Two decades
ago, who would have imagined that
Delhi would have such a great airport? But it will vary from country to
country and from government department to government department.
And if you are asking as a passenger whether air journeys will
ever become painless, there is only
one answer.
No.

Creepy Eerie Future Tech

IT’S TIME to reconsider our open-arm invitation to every new next big thing
pers around the corner that seem
incredible, but if you add a little stillness into the thought process – they
are all very (very!) creepy.

FACE RECOGNITION

TECHILICIOUS

Rajiv Makhni

T

hink about this. All the innovation the world has ever
seen. From the dawn of mankind. All of it put together. It
pales in insignificance compared to
the innovation the world has seen in
just the last five years. Completely
dwarfed. That’s because we are in the
single greatest phase of breakthrough leading edge technology the
world has ever seen. And it’s compounding at an astonishing rate.
Artificial intelligence, robotics, self
driving vehicles, flying cars, gene
editing, Internet of things, electric
transportation, hyperloop trains faster than airplanes, foldable screens,
self-healing materials, fusion batteries – it’s a smorgasbord of jaw-dropping tech that literally ‘changes
everything’!
But in this furious pursuit of
multiple ‘next big things’, are we losing sight of what kind of new world
we may end up creating? A very
creepy dystopian future.
Here are some of the jaw-drop-

Nope, not the one on your phone that
unlocks it (even though the principle
is the same). This is FR on super steroids. It’s being used in airports, rail
stations, stadiums and entire cities.
China’s police force has advanced
facial recognition surveillance with
more than 170 million cameras
installed around the country, and can
recognise and pick up a person within minutes irrespective of where
they are. Taylor Swift has used it at
her concerts to photograph every fan
and cross-reference it with known
stalkers. Security companies are
using it at sports stadiums. All of
this is being done under the famous
guise of ‘better security for all’, but
in effect this destroys every single
law of privacy and human rights.
Imagine your picture, data and all
information about you available to
anyone and everyone. Imagine being
arrested for a major crime because
the software screwed up. Try talking
your way out of that one.

DEEP FAKES
In a world already brimming with fake
news, there is a new dystopian champion. Deep fake. Videos so authentic,
so real, so perfectly created that it’s
impossible to tell that they aren’t real.
Videos of people that can be made to
say inflammatory, controversial and

very hurtful things. With perfect
expressions, voice, mannerisms and
body language. And it doesn’t need a
special effects team and movie studio
to do it. Software can do it and do it
now. Imagine a ruling political party
creating fake videos of the opposition
leader, imagine a cricketer dissing his
own team, imagine a movie star ‘confessing’ he’s slept with his married costar. Imagine anything, and deep fake
can deliver and spread it over social
media and WhatsApp within seconds.

CRISPR BABIES
First, some knowledge dispensing.
CRISPR (and yes, it’s pronounced
exactly like you’re thinking – ‘crisper’
and thankfully it’s not about baby
tempura) is the acronym for Clustered
Regularly
Interspaced
Short
Palindromic Repeats, which at its
most layman level is genome editing

technology. It’s almost God-like in its
scope, where scientists can change an
organism’s very DNA. With this,
sperm cells or eggs can be manipulated to completely eliminate all human
genetic diseases, rewrite the chicken
genome to eliminate the proteins that
cause egg allergies,
create fruits and vegetables that are resistant to all disease,
edit soybeans so that
they have a fat profile
similar to that of
olive oil – and a million other radical
changes. Absolutely
astounding. And yet,
it could well be catastrophic too. A short while back, a
Chinese researcher announced he had
used CRISPR to create human babies
whose future offspring would be resistant to the AIDS virus. Still sounds

good, right? Not at all! The risks, the
danger of misuse, the chances of
abuse by rich parents wanting perfect
designer babies is too high. Even
more, a wrong mutation could put the
entire world at risk.
There are many more. The proliferation of Amazon
Echo and Google
Home-like devices,
that are constantly
listening to every
word spoken in your
home and office (this
will not end well),
simulated digital TV
anchors that look
and talk just like the
real thing (I could be
out of a job very soon), Google Duplex
voice technology that can make calls
(or receive them) and there is no way
to know it isn’t a human on the other
side having a conversation with you,

■

REALITY CHECK
Tech that might seem incredible is
actually going to freak you out

wearable tech and humanoid sex toys
(which sound and work exactly as it
reads), genetic testing that may sound
amazing but once your most important data is out there and hacked...
Yes, it’s a minefield out there.
Innovation isn’t going to stop and
shouldn’t. We just don’t need to embrace
every new thing with such enthusiasm.
A little more thought, a little more
cause and effect thinking may well be
needed. We are hurtling towards a
creepy Black Mirror-ish world! It’s time
to reconsider our open-arms invitation
to every new next big thing!
Rajiv Makhni is managing editor, Technology, NDTV,
and the anchor of Gadget Guru, Cell Guru and Newsnet 3
Techilicious appears every fortnight
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ON SUNDAY

Winter In Paris
DESPITE THE chill of February winds, the City of

Lights sets out a warm welcome
Text and photos by Saubhadra Chatterji

adorn the walls of the Picasso Museum,
the house where Picasso shifted after a
stint with Montmartre.
A small hotel on a narrow street has
a plaque of another genius: Oscar Wilde.
The author spent his last few months
here. Terminally ill, Wilde didn’t let go
of his wit. “Either the wall paper goes
or I go,” he announced. Unfortunately, he
went ﬁrst.
Facing the Seine, Shakespeare and
Company is a reincarnation of
the original bookstore that
shut down during World
War II. From George
Bernard Shaw to Ernest Hemingway to
James Joyce, the
doyens of litera■
CHILL
SCENES
Montmartre is a
popular hang-out
spot with a lot of
cultural talent

■ TASTEFUL TOUCHES
Every street of the French
capital has at least one
café and art gallery

FEELS LIKE HOME

am ignoring her and only looking at other
women.
We complete six days in Paris and
feel happy that we’ve seen a lot. We come
to Montmartre on the last day of our trip.
And after an hour, everything we’ve seen
so far starts fading away.
It’s a festival of colours. It’s a Diwali
of human life on the undulating terrains
of Paris. A woman is blowing soap-bubbles for unknown children to play with.
Couples are head over heels looking at
the dazzling city down below. The painters are everywhere with their myriad colours. Many are eager to sketch portraits,
others are immersed in their creations.
The narrow lanes brew romance and
vitality. The buildings look very different
and the city’s character has changed for
good. There’s a positive vibe all around.
We walk down to a small, ﬂat piece
of land surrounded by trees and small
houses. The hill rolls down further. Under
the sunshine, the plaza looks like a smiling bride. There’s a small café with a long
line of customers eager to sit down and
soak in the surreal beauty. This postcard
of daily life in Paris seems to be straight
from a Claude Monet studio.

My Schengen visa is about to expire, I
am in my early 40s and ﬂight tickets are
ludicrously cheap: these were reasons
enough to go to Paris.
Some friends disapprove the idea of
tourism in the bitter Paris winter. Many
more offer encouragement. Padma Rao,
my colleague at Hindustan Times, tries
to give me a crash course in the French
language and concludes, “You are hopeless.” Kunal Pradhan, another colleague,
enthusiastically suggests two excellent
restaurants (I try one of them for coq au
vin). Padma also introduces me to her
friend, Parisian author Olivier Cabiro.
We quickly exchange a few mails to ﬁx a
morning meeting.
I pull out my nuclear option against
winter: a Jeremy Scott jacket with ﬂuorescent yellow, pink and green splashed
over thick layers of lining. I got it at 90
per cent discount at a stock clearance sale
in Delhi, simply because no other customers touched it.
We meet at République, one of the epicentres of the ‘yellow vest’ protests. Sure
enough, the suave Parisian, bewildered
by the riot of outrageous colours, puts it
mildly, “I really like your jacket!”
Olivier and his beautiful wife Sylvie
invite us to their home for dinner. Over
champagne and a sumptuous dinner prepared by Sylvie, we chat for hours about
life in Paris. She tells us that the best
way to enjoy Paris is to sit at a café and
indulge in people-watching.
Olivier describes Parisians as an
unhappy lot always complaining about either the trafﬁc or the government or the
metro. “Then the Parisians must be like
the Delhiites, na?” I wonder.

GLOVES AND LOVE
In the evening, we choose a tiny café,
La Petite Rose des Sables, for our last
dinner in Paris. It has four small tables
and is run by a lady old enough to be
my grandma. A placard says, “Mama
can’t speak English”.
We order chicken, meatballs and
wine. Old Madame Zouzou brings two
shot glasses brimming with liquor to
the table before disappearing behind
pink chequered curtains.
After some time, she returns with
our food and wine. Halfway through
our meal, she offers mushroom salad
and with a broad smile says in French,
“On the house.” This, we realise later,
is the beginning of a long journey of
complimentary food, cakes and drinks.
It makes no commercial sense for her,
but the old lady’s eyes glitter as her
last two patrons for the evening enjoy
a hearty dinner.
We somehow ﬁnish our meal consisting of several courses and ask for
the cheque. Old mama instead brings a
pair of plastic red roses. Sensing that it
must be very cold outside, she also gets
woollen caps for us. For free, of course.
We try to pay for the caps. She
refuses to take any extra money and
tells Ruchira that she looks a lot like
her daughter.
I am deﬁnitely coming back to
Paris, to spend hours at that tree-lined
Montmartre plaza and have a meal at
grandma’s kitchen.
saubhadra.chatterji@htlive.com
Follow @SaubhadraC on Twitter

THE DIWALI OF LIFE
■

F

inally, after 43 years, I take a metro, climb up the station’s dirty
stairs, and ignore the drizzle to
goggle at the Bastille square.
Parts of this urban patch are being
repaired. Dumped wires and pipes, fresh
coats of cement, long barricades and trafﬁc diversions are everywhere. The golden
statue of Mercury atop a column stands
as if a trafﬁc cop is watching the grey
morning’s hustle and bustle.
This can be a slice of any city’s life,
except that I am standing right on the
old cobblestone outline on an otherwise
neat pavement near Rue Saint-Antoine.
Most Parisians believe these stones are
the marks of the iconic Bastille fort – the
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AFTER EIGHT
For the best view of
Paris at night, go to the
Montparnasse Tower

We walk past the smallest gas station
– two machines with three short barriers
on the footpath –towards a larger square,
Place des Vosges that boasts a beautiful,
huge park, innumerable art galleries and
the house of Victor Hugo.
Paris celebrates art and literature
more than any other city. The city has
been home to many of the world’s topnotch artists, painters, poets and authors.
It’s here, at the gates of Galeries Lafayette, the city’s foremost departmental
store, that Pablo Picasso, 45 and famous,
spotted a 17-year old Marie-Thérèse Walter and said, “I am Picasso”. The girl retorted: “Who?”
Results of their dramatic love story

centre-stage of the French Revolution!
I should have had goosebumps. But
ever since I got married, my revolutionary spirit has been all but dead.
Also, it’s too cold. And as I have put
fashion over utility, the chilling gusts of
February wind easily pierce through my
two layers of ﬂimsy winter wear.

ART OF LIVING
A small, pretty square is tucked behind
those typical Parisian high-rises, away
from the big Bastille roundabout. It
has a few lively cafés, a macaroon store
and busy pedestrians – everything that
makes this neighbourhood, Marais, so
attractive.

ture had often visited the original store. The
new version is a Mecca for the world’s book
lovers.
My wife too, enters the store. After half
an hour she comes out without a purchase.
“I can get all these books on Amazon,” says
the pragmatic woman.
By now, I desperately need a pair of
gloves to prevent my hands from freezing.
Ruchira doesn’t appreciate big brands. So I
locate a cheap store that, from the outside,
seems to offer a variety of choices.
The shopkeeper ﬁnds one pair that ﬁts
me. I pay 5 euros and wear them immediately. Later, after many women give me a
strange look in the queue to enter Pompidou
Centre, I realise it’s a pair of lady’s gloves.

One day we reach the top ﬂoor of the
sun-baked Eiffel Tower. On another, we
climb up the Arc de Triomphe. The two
iconic monuments highlight different
shades of Paris. One gives you a sense
of detachment, the other makes you feel
like a local.
We also spend hours at the Louvre
but end up loving Musée d’Orsay more.
We shun many touristy places to visit
the Panthéon. The ﬁnal resting place for
many French doyens (Hugo, Alexandre
Dumas, Marie and Pierre Curie, to name
a few) is right next to the University of
Paris. The location can’t be better. Before one enters the underground crypt
containing the tombs, one has to walk
through the bustling energy of youth,
signifying the unstoppable cycle of life.
Since I am not so philosophical, I
concentrate on a small café that sells
only crêpes. It’s a runaway hit among students. I follow Sylvie’s advice and spend
a long time there with a huge crêpe and a
cup of coffee till my wife complains that I

Travel
Tales

PERSONAL AGENDA

Actress

Minissha Lamba
DATE OF BIRTH
January 18

SUN SIGN

PLACE OF BIRTH

Capricorn

Aurangabad

SCHOOL/COLLEGE
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Chettinad Vidyashram, Chennai/Miranda House, Delhi

THREE-WHEELING CONVERSATIONS
Some of these auto experiences have
been unnerving. Hailing one at the Pali
market in Bandra a few years ago, I was
taken aback when the driver asked,
head focused on the road: “Are you Rehana or Mariam?” Turns out my sister
and I used to ride the auto frequently
back from our Hill Road school, and
had taken to teaching the driver English
phrases. What gave me an initial fright
was actually a non-threatening reunion.
Only in Bandra.
Then there was a more confusing
ride. The auto driver was making all
sorts of bigoted comments about Muslims, and I was about to reveal my own
identity to him when a strange thing
happened. He received a phone call. It
was from his village. He had had twins!
He stopped at the corner ecstatically, ran
to the kirana shop and offered me a Dairy
Milk chocolate. Here was this life-changing news and I was sharing it with him.
Bewildering are the ways of the road.

BUSKYA
Call me romantic, but seeing a dimly-lit
bus on an empty road in the night makes
me want to hop on. I don’t, sadly. I’m not
cool enough to pull off aimless bus rides
like a character in an Edward Hopper
painting. Also, Hopper paintings tend to
be far safer than even Mumbai’s roads

When people thought I was
written off

What do you like best
about Bollywood?
It’s not monotonous.

rewarding experience. By Rehana Munir

“I

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE

My debut as a theatre artist

If not an actress, what
would you have been?
A war correspondent.

NEGOTIATING MUMBAI via public transport is a

once tried to write a poem in a
Bangalore auto but it refused
to follow the meter.” I invented this ﬂippant line during a
short-lived move to the southern city. I
had to return to Mumbai quite quickly to
attend to a crisis, but I was very relieved
that I didn’t have to deal with the auto
guys in Bengaluru any more. By and
large, my experiences with Mumbai’s
public transport have been rewarding.
Quite literally, too. I once left a laptop in
an auto and the driver returned it, after
ﬁguring out my address. In fact, when
I think about it, I’ve spent a signiﬁcant
part of my life weaving in and out of
trafﬁc in these diesel-powered lifesavers.
(Car owners, scoff all you like.)

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE

in the night. Back when double-decker
buses still plied, I’d run up the stairs to
catch the “frontest” seat – the ﬁrst one on
the upper level. These were usually afternoon rides back from Kalina University.
Punishing heat, soporiﬁc lectures and
the ennui of pre-employment life were a
heady combination. The picture window
was a highlight of the day.
Then there was the time that I ran
into my father on the 222 bus starting
at Yari Road. A veteran of city travel
from CST to Mira Road, he kept me entertained with wickedly funny observations about travel, including a hilarious
strategy to employ on long distance train
journeys: “Offer somebody a banana or
biscuits early in the journey. That will
ensure you a portion of the keema-parathas that are sure to emerge from their
dabbas later.” It’s a treat to run into family you actually like in unexpected places.

Who are the sexiest actors,
according to you?
Daniel Craig, Idris Elba and
Salman Khan.
Are you a romantic or
a realist?
I’m realistically romantic!
A song you can’t get out of
your head...?
Bird Set Free by Sia.

What’s your social
media strategy?
Less is more. But today, social
media is all about ‘more
is more’.
And one thing you always
do on social media?
I try to be politically correct.
Though I think I shouldn’t.
What’s the point of being on
social media if it’s always just
to say pretty stuff.
What’s the craziest thing a
fan has done for you?
Sent me a vial of blood... Of
course, it completely dried
up by the time it came
to me.
An advice
about
relationships
your mother
gave you...?
To always be
independent
ﬁnancially.

ON TRACK
So much has been said about Mumbai’s
trains that anything I add will sound
like a cliché. Well, almost anything.
There was this one time when the train
was departing Vile Parle station, heading towards Andheri, when all of a
sudden there was a commotion. A boy
had entered the compartment, hawking
hair clips. Dozens of enraged women
in rush-hour impatience began to push
the boy away. Somehow, I got caught
in the mess and was hurled out of the
compartment and onto the tracks that
ran parallel to my train. I managed to
clamber on to the platform, bruised
but breathing.
But that, of course, is an exception.
I’ve spent college afternoons riding
back home lightheaded with romance.
Returned late from cricket matches
in noisy compartments. Had friendly
conversations, angry interactions, leisurely joyrides. The world keeps changing at such a dizzying pace, I don’t know
what I can hold on to any more. It’s good
to know that there still exists a train
that will deposit me from one end of the
city to the other in the same amount of
time as it always has.

years than bad with your
partner, that’s love for me.

My Favourites
CUISINE: Indian
DESTINATION: Any warm beach with
blue waters, what a cliché!
BOOK: Philip Caputo’s Acts Of Faith
SONG: All of Sia’s songs
STREET FOOD: Chaat

Photo: SANJEEV VERMA
Outfit, a boutique in
London

If you have a Tinder
account, who’d you
swipe right on?
Idris Elba!
Tell us three things
you look for in a
man.
Emotional loyalty,
someone you can have
conversations with on a
variety of subjects and
someone who opens up
my world to new ideas,
experiences, etc.
What is love for you?
When you have more good

And, what’s your most
favourite thing about
Delhi?
The food and the love
people gave me when
I performed my ﬁrst
Hindi play Hello
Zindagi.
Your strategy in a crisis
is…?
To panic!
And how do you de-stress?
By taking long, hot showers.

Interviewed by Veenu Singh
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THE INDIAN
APPRAISAL
LEAGUE
Here’s explaining
appraisals in the
language our
nation understands
best — cricket!

he period when human
beings at the workplace
exhibit scientifically
documented, yet
unexplained, traits of extreme
weird behaviour is formally
known as ‘appraisals’ in
several English-speaking
nations of the world.
There is something in the
term itself that makes our
blood pressure fluctuate, being
high or low, depending on
whether you are the one ‘doing
it’ or ‘giving it’. Sorry if that
sounded inappropriate but
then, sane, sensible stuff isn’t
exactly the forte of this
column. Especially, when half
the people around me are
walking like zombies taking
printouts of their appraisal
forms, as I write this. With an
expression more dead than
Urmila Matondkar’s acting
career.
And the other half,
interestingly, are gathered
around the TV screen in the
newsroom, watching a cricket
match with more interest than
what they collectively showed
towards work in the past 364
days. What is it with cricket,
man, that death-by-appraisal
looming large in the near

T

A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
future is also not a deterrent? I
got more clarity on this
evidently and eminently
ponderable thought when
Abhishek Duggal — the
colleague who can survive
longer without speaking a
word than any other human
being I know — dropped by.
In his inimitable shy style,
Abhishek mumbled a few
words about the similarity
between appraisals and
cricket. And I could only
marvel at the genius of his
thought. Here’s the thing —
there’s such a common thread
between the game and what I
would also like to call ‘the
game’ at workplace, this time
every year. A bit of picking the
brains of Samarth, Aditya,
Medha, and Abhinav in my
team gave me such an insight
into terms used in cricket that
could be applied as well to
appraisals. Tell me if you
agree.
Final over slogging:
Saara saal toh kaam kiya
nahi, appraisal se two weeks
pehle some people start to slog,
or rather show, as if they are
the only saviours left of the
Hard Workers Inc. I don’t
know if you’d get the connect
but it’s like Ravi Shastri going
excruciatingly slow — tip-tiptip — through the innings and

1

then hitting a six in the last
over, to then sit on the
teammates’ shoulder and go
roaring around the stadium.
The final over-sloggers are
smart enough to smell the
March-April air, and suddenly
their good-mornings to the
boss start to sound sweeter
than the cuckoo in a barren
land. The forgetful, Godfearing creatures that bosses
are, they get so enamoured by
the last month mehnat that
they forget and forgive the
slogger who would be back to
vella-giri right from Labour
Day onwards.
Doosra: All those who
have the hidden gene for a
split personality disorder turn
into a doosra before appraisals
and change their game to
surprise not just the boss, but
those colleagues who have
been observing their
chaalupanti all through the
year. People who specialise in
the working strategy of ‘we
shall deliver only what we are
supposed to’ all through the
year suddenly become
proactive and start
volunteering to take
responsibility for more work.
Itne proactive? September
mein kahan the?
Sledging: Directly toh
kuchh keh nahi sakte but,

2
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‘I had a complete breakdown’
Actor Zoa
MoraniI talks
about how she
dealt with a
failed start in
Bollywood
Juhi Chakraborty

I swear, the kind of underhand
sledging that the poor HR
department has to bear after
the letters are handed out! It’s
worse than Dhoni’s angry
stares and Virat Kohli’s
colourful MC-BC tributes to
the bowlers. It’s as if the HR is
responsible for not just the
measly raise, but everything
that’s wrong in the world!
Appeal: This phase starts
when the appraisal letter
comes in hand and the khoon
in the veins starts to boil. Itna
kam? For a person like me who
gave her best to the
organisation, I did not even go
to the toilet sometimes to
finish reports and projects.
How could this umpire be so
heartless? I will cry, I will
scream, I will sulk, I will
threaten to leave. There has to
be God existing in the form of a
third-umpire somewhere.
Insaaf milega yah I shall resort
to raising slogans against the
gross injustice of the boss, the
company, the society, the
capitalists. Who else?
Googly: I love this one.
For all the sledging, this
could be HR’s way of serving
you aam papad in the
packaging of Ferrero Rochers
if you’ve messed through the
year and not done justice to
your job. The appraisal could
show a hike, in a big font size,
with stars dazzling next to the
big numbers. What the stars
indicate, however, is the
googly. Go to the bottom of the
page and borrow the reading
glasses from mummy. The fine

4
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print might just show the
break-up of the ‘conditional’
hike. If the economy of the
country will be good and there
will be rain every single day in
April, you will get the hike.
What? Who said rain at night
will be counted? Bahut dukh
diya na boss aur HR ko? Ab ye
lo. Vaise you’re still better off
facing a googly than those who
sometimes get out for a duck.
For them, zeroes don’t get
added in the salary figure, the
word zero comes and sits
before the word appraisal.
Count your blessings, and
work hard this year.
Howzzat: The way a
bowler who is confident of
having got the batsman out
keeps screaming howzzat in all
directions with hopeful eyes,
some people keep looking at all
their colleagues to know how
their appraisal went. Mujhe
prasaad mein six toffees mili,
tumhe kya mila? The
colleagues, like the heartless
umpire, keep shaking their
heads till the howzzat guy
stops asking and makes peace
with destiny. Till next
appraisal season. Howzzat?
Sonal Kalra disclaims
having written any of the
above, as she has no
knowledge about cricket and
genuinely loves the appraisal
season. Please don’t make her
face the chin music. Mail her
at sonal.kalra
@hindustantimes.com or
facebook.com/
sonalkalraofficial. Follow
on Twitter @sonalkalra
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I am ready to go the extra mile to make my
characters connect with audience: Karan
Shreya Mukherjee
he web space is becoming a
huge platform for talents
and Karan Wahi is one
such actor who is dabbling with
the medium. He says that the
web has become “huge” these
days and the reason is the kind
of content being generated.
The actor currently has
three web series in the pipeline
and is considering more offers.
Talking about his upcoming
web shows, the actor says, “I
am glad to have come across
such roles where I can be
experimental with my
approach. Every role demands
something new and expects a
different version of me, web as
a platform, expects you to be on
your feet all the time. The
results are quick and organic. I
am glad I have got some of the
good projects and can’t wait for
my fans to see them.”
The actor further adds that
times have changed and the
actors now need to put in
“every bit of that extra effort
that is required”. Karan shares
that he, too, is ready to go the
extra mile to make his
characters connect with the
audience in every aspect.
Given that he has done a lot
of TV shows, such as Remix
and Dill Mill Gayye, how does
he approach his roles? “TV is

T

I am glad to have come
across such roles in
this stage of my career
where I can be
experimental with my
approach with each
one of them. Every
role demands
something new.
KARAN WAHI ACTOR
an everyday medium where
prepping time is very less. In
most cases, scripts come to us
at the last minute. Even minute
changes can be done depending
on what one is portraying. For
me, I haven’t ever got
something drastically different
on TV so didn’t get the
opportunity to experiment
much,” he says.
When asked whether he will
take up less work on TV given
his commitments, Karan says,
“I never left TV. I have just
finished anchoring one show
and have been approached
for a few others. Let’s hope we
roll them soon,” signs off the
actor.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

WHAT ‘CAPTAIN’
BRIE LARSON
FINDS BOGUS

er entry into Bollywood
with Always Kabhi
Kabhi (2011) was a
dream debut on
paper, as she was launched
in a Shah Rukh Khan
production.
However, actor Zoa
Morani’s career took a sad
turn when her first film failed,
which was followed
by the debacle of her second
film, Bhaag Johnny (2015).
And Zoa admits that
she was devastated
after the back-to-back
failures.
“When I was making my
debut, I had a feeling that I
have arrived. And when it
didn’t work out, it was such a
big dhamaka in my life. It was
very difficult to deal with
failure. It was the lowest
phase of my life. I had a
complete breakdown. I did
not expect a result like that at
all,” shares the actor.
But she used the time for
some self-introspection in
order to deal with the “dark
period in her life” and also
started doing theatre with
Salim Arif.
“There was an entire
phase where I was not
getting any good roles. I
decided to take a back seat
and started doing yoga and
working on myself. I started
doing theatre to work on my
own craft because acting is
my love. Salim sir’s plays
were very much like
Bollywood films and I
enjoyed doing that. It made
me a very confident actor,”
she adds.
And it was after
three years of doing
theatre that she
realised she wanted
to get back to films
and face the camera
again. “I didn’t want
to lose touch with the
camera, and decided
to move on; randomly
I got a web series,
Akoori and another
one. Things just fell
into place for me,”
says Zoa, who is also
part of an upcoming
Sanjay Leela Bhansali
film, which marks the
debut of Poonam
Dhillon’s son Anmol
Thakeria.

H

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

The actor turned to theatre to deal with her dark phase; (inset) Still
from Always Kabhi Kabhi
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ZOAMORANI

aptain Marvel star Brie
Larson has said it is
amusing to her that some
people are not able to
comprehend that her film has
crossed over $1bn at the global
box office. The 29-year-old
actor said she initially felt the
pressure to deliver when she
started shooting for the project
but believes the notion that
women-fronted films cannot
get good openings at the ticket
window is “bogus”. “We put
unnecessary pressure on
ourselves. I understand film
history. I know that the film
industry started with a
majority of women,” she said.
“I don’t know why that was so
hard to comprehend in the
first place. It’s just like we’re
human, whatever. If people
needed this to be another
reminder this decade (that
minority groups can open
movies and make a billion
dollars) then great, I’m here, I
PTI
did it,” she added.

C

Actor Karan Wahi says the web is now huge
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‘Nepotismhas
neverbeena
hindrancetome’

‘IAM NOT
DATING
Boman Irani’s blast PARTH’
from the past

Erica Fernandes, who is unfazed by
the link-up rumours, says she is just
great friends with her co-star

Kavita Awaasthi

Kavita Awaasthi

efore Boman Irani’s
became a household name
with Munna Bhai
M.B.B.S. (2003), he worked as a
waiter and a photographer.
Not many know that the senior
actor’s father ran a bakery and
snack shop which Boman
handled till he was in his early
thirties. And right after
college, the actor worked as a
waiter and in room service
professional in a five-star hotel
for two years.
And now, Boman has been
invited for a motivational talk
at the annual conference of the
former company in Delhi. A
source says, “Boman is a
grounded person and never
forgets his roots. Right after
college, he started working in
the hotel, later moved on to
photography and finally
became a renowned actor,
who has also started a
production house recently. It
will be a huge nostalgic

B

moment for him.”
Talking about his initial
days as young man and
reflecting on his past, Boman
says, “When I received the
invitation of delivering a
speech at the hotel in Delhi, I
was overwhelmed as it
brought back so many
memories. Working there was
a learning experience for me
and now delivering a
motivational speech, sure is
going to be quite exciting. I
hope to meet all the budding
young people and be inspired
by them.”

THE SENIOR ACTOR’S
FATHER RAN A
BAKERY AND SNACK
SHOP WHICH BOMAN
HANDLED TILL HE
WAS IN HIS EARLY 30S

rica Fernandes is no
stranger to link-up
stories. There were many
rumours about her close
friendship with co-star
Shaheer Sheikh while working
on the TV drama, Kuch Rang
Pyaar Ke Aise Bhi. The duo
refuted them often but to no
avail. And now, history seems
to be repeating itself as now
speculation about Erica and
her co-star Parth Samthaan
refused to die down.
Rumours are that the couple
who have sizzling chemistry
onscreen as dating off screen.
They arrive together, eat
together and are holed up in
their make-up rooms together
during breaks. “It is news to me
that such rumours are out
there. But, I guess, rumours are
a part and parcel of the
entertainment industry,” says
Erica, refuting rumours of the
link-up. “I have known Parth
since we started working

E

together on our TV show and
we shoot every day. We are
good friends and have a great
working relationship.
Whenever we chill together, we
have a whole bunch of people
with us. When we go for events,
we are often leaving from our
set, so yes, we do leave
together. That doesn’t mean we
go home together. In fact, we
live in different parts of the
city.” Erica remains unfazed
with the speculation and takes
it in her stride. “People believe
what they want to believe. We
are good friends but we are not
dating. I can’t stop them nor
can I explain things to
everyone. From day one, we got
along well. And link-ups are a
common occurrence in shows
with romantic storylines. It
doesn’t bother me as I know the
truth and I can’t stop them.”
Ask her if she would date an
actor and she says, “I can’t say
who I would date or not. For
me, the person is important, his
profession is not.”

Kavita Awaasthi

niruddh Dave has been
acting in TV shows for
over ten years and he feels
every character and every role
makes a difference to an
actor’s talent and popularity.
The Y.A.R.O Ka Tashan actor
wants to be known as actor
from a different league and a
good performer. He says,
“Becoming the flavour of the
season is more about the
viewership your show gets
than you. I don’t run after
awards and I don’t chase the
‘actor to look out for’ tag. What
I want to do,
is stand out for my work.
For me, that’s what a good
actor is.”
While nepotism exists in
Bollywood, it is not prevalent
in television.
Aniruddh,
who has
done two
feature films,
doesn’t feel
that he lost out
on roles due to

A

nepotism. “I am not in that
league of actors so nepotism
has never been a hindrance in
my career. I have done two
films and the directors signed
me because they loved my
work. I never made any effort
from my side to get those films.
So, the scenario that I was
supposed to get a role and
someone’s son got it, never
happened to me. I believe
talent is talent and it can’t be
ignored. I agree, connections
do make it easy for star kids to
get a break. A child of a doctor
or engineer most often ends up
in the same profession as
they see their parents in that
job and are aware of the
intricacies, too. As far as
television is concerned, just
won’t get work because of
their famous parents
because there is
no dearth of
talent in our
industry.”

People believe what
they want to believe.
We are good friends
but we are not dating...
link-ups are a common
occurrence in shows
with romantic
storylines. It doesn’t
bother me.
Erica Fernandes and Parth
Samthan PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/IAM_EJF

ERICA FERNANDES,
ACTOR
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I was seen as a trendsetter because of Khallas: Isha Himanshu and I are
The actor believes being a mother has been the best role of
her life and swears by her father’s mantra of taking time by
the forelock, balancing family, work and everything
ctor Isha Koppikar may
have starred in several
Bollywood films, but a
film isn’t where she got to
play her best role. “Being a
mother to Rianna, my
daughter, has been the best
role of my life,” she says.
“You cannot imagine how
beautiful an experience it has
been so far. To think of it, I
had played a mother before
becoming a mother, and it’s
really like living your
childhood again. I spend
every moment with Rianna,”
the actor says.
Isha is currently working
on a Tamil film. Asked if it
gets hectic juggling both
professional and personal
commitments, the actor
says, “It does get hectic, but
time hota nahi hai nikaalna

A

padta hai, I really believe in
that. My father says ‘catch
time by its forelock’. It’s
important
to manage your time, and
not waste even a minute. Life
should be a balance of
family, work and everything.
I think I am managing it quite
well.”
The actor shot to fame with
songs such as Khallas
(Company, 2002) and Ishq
Samundar (Kaante, 2002).
However, she doesn’t agree
that at any point she was
typecast in such glamorous
songs and roles. “I wasn’t
typecast, but seen as a
trendsetter. I did Khallas; that
was an iconic song and kind of
set standards for a song.
People used to say ‘Khallas ke
jaise gaana chahiye’ or ‘Do it

like Khallas, come into the
camera and kick’. I wouldn’t
think typecast… you can
always say no if you get
similar work,” she
explains.
Isha further goes on to add,
“I did a lot of films. I got a call
from Javed Akhtar ji and
Shabana ji on my landline,
since they couldn’t get my
number. For my role in D
(2005), they said ‘you have
done a fantastic role, even if it
was a special appearance
where you cried, and didn’t
put glycerine as that shot
went on for much longer’.
That was an award for me,
them calling. Then, I got a
handwritten letter from
Hema [Malini] ji, for Kya Kool
Hain Hum (2005).”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

totally opposite
personalities: Swara
Pooja Sharma

wara Bhasker recently
celebrated her birthday
(April 9). The actor had a
great time as her close friends
and boyfriend Himanshu made
it quite memorable for her.
Talking about her day, Swara
says, “Himanshu surprised me
and everyone by just showing
up at 11.30pm on the night of
April 8, to ring in my birthday.
It was a wonderful and lovely
gesture because I was going to
Bihar the next morning and
would be spending my birthday
travelling. It was a pleasant
shock to me and I literally
screamed when I saw him
(laughs). I spent the my
birthday in Begusarai, Bihar
campaigning for Kanhaiyya
[Kumar; politician].” On
personal front, Swara has been
in a relation with screenwriter
Himanshu Sharma for over
four years now. Talking about
her boyfriend, she says,
“Himanshu and I are totally
opposite personalities but I
think that gives a real zing to
our relationship. He is a super
patient and an understanding
person, and deserves an award
for dealing with me.” Talking
about the qualities that drew
Swara to him, she adds,
“Himanshu’s wit and nonjudgemental attitude are his
most attractive qualities, and
also his sheer decency of
conduct. I wish I could imbibe
his language and writing
skills.”

S

Swara
Bhasker

wara
a cuts her birthday cake with boyfriend Himanshu
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‘I CAN’T PLAYMOM TO A 20-YR-OLD’
Says Meera Deosthale, who has quit her hit television show after playing the lead for over three years
Kavita Awaasthi
was crying non-stop on
the last day of my shoot,”
says actor Meera
Deosthale, who rose to
fame with an ongoing hit TV
drama that she was
part of for over three years.
The show showcased the
problem
of bonded labour in
villages. Talking about
her decision, she says, “I
didn’t want to quit the show
but the makers were planning
a leap in the
show. And that would have
meant that I would be playing
a mother to a 20-year-old girl.
I am 23, so
I can’t be playing mother
to someone so close to my age.
It was a conscious decision to
quit after discussion with the
producers. It was an
emotional decision to take. I
was quite attached to the

I

show as I was playing the lead
role for such a long time.
Today, it’s been a week since I
am at home
and I am fine. Life has to go
on,” she says. Meera sees her
exit as a chance to focus on
her health which she couldn’t
do while shooting for the daily
during the past few years.
As the series has been
on air since 2014, it is one
of the longest running shows
on television. Ask Meera if
she would like to be part of
long-running shows on TV
and she quickly replies in
affirmative. “I would love to
be part of a series that is
interesting and challenging
for me. My show had many
arc and graphs and amazing
storyline. I was not bored
on the set even for one
day. The engaging stories
were equally exciting
actors and viewers,” she says.
n

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com

I didn’t want to quit the show but the makers were
planning a leap in the show... It was a conscious
decision to quit after discussion with the producers. It
was an emotional decision to take.
MEERA DEOSTHALE, ACTOR

Peter Dinklage correctly guessed his
character’s fate

Peter
Dinklage

eter Dinklage used to jump
to the end of a Game Of
Thrones script to find out
whether his character, Tyrion
Lannister, survived the axe of
showrunners David Benioff
and Dan B Weiss or not.
But the actor, who shot to
international fame with the hit
series, said he did not follow
this ritual with the script of the
final season as he was
“probably terrified”.
“This is the first time ever
that I didn’t skip to the end,”
Dinklage said in an interview.
“Why? I was probably
terrified. We all feel we’re the
leads of our own show. As the
seasons have gone on, we’ve all
thought how it’s going to end.
Who’s going to be alive? If you
die, how do you die? Ten years
we’ve been doing this and it
can drive you mad, because
(Benioff and Weiss) don’t tell
us and sometimes they change

P

PHOTO: AFP

THE ACTOR PLAYS
TYRION LANNISTER
IN TV SERIES GAME
OF THRONES
their mind,” he added.
“I had all these ideas in my
head and a version of one of
them is how it ends up (for
Tyrion). David and Dan have a
brilliant version of what I
had,” he said.
Dinklage said it is
“beautiful” how Benioff
and Weiss had turned the
standard formula of “bad guys
dying and good guys living” on
its head”.
“If I use any adjectives it
will give it away. But I love
how it ended up. And how it
ends up for everybody," he
— ANI
added.

Prince Harry and Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex

PHOTO: AFP

Harry, Meghan to keep
baby arrival plans private
rince Harry and his
pregnant wife Meghan,
the Duchess of Sussex,
have said that they have
decided to keep plans around
their first baby’s arrival
private. Kensington Palace
officials said in a statement
that Harry and Meghan
“look forward” to sharing the
news of their baby’s birth
once they have had a chance
to celebrate privately as a
new family.
The decision means that
Harry and Meghan are not
likely to pose for the world’s
photographers and TV crews
on the hospital steps with
their newborn, a break from
the royal tradition followed
by Prince William and his
wife Kate, the duchess of
Cambridge, when she gave
birth to their three children.
As a future king, William is
expected to help mark great
occasions, while Harry has
more leeway. Both have in the
past expressed deep
misgivings about intrusive
press coverage.
Harry and Meghan tied the

P

THE DECISION
MEANS THAT THE
COUPLE ARE NOT
LIKELY TO POSE FOR
PHOTOGRAPHS.
knot in May last year at
Windsor Castle, UK.
They are expecting their
first child in late April or
early May.
The palace press office
has announced very few
details about their plans,
refusing to comment on
unconfirmed British press
reports that Meghan may opt
for a home birth.
Harry and Meghan have
said that they have not
learned the gender of
their baby.
The couple have asked
people who want to send them
gifts to donate them to
selected charities for children
and parents in need.

-ANI
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Abrushwithdeathled
tothisbookandshow
Writer Priya Kumar
talks about how
she finds answers
to her problems
through the
characters in her
books
Naina Arora
here was this one flight
that was so turbulent that
oxygen masks came
down. I was convinced I
was going to die. When you’re
in a near-death situation, there
always hangs a question of
what could have been? The
flight kept coming back to me.
And I said ‘Ok, let me crash the
flight in my book’ and put that
story to rest,” says Priya
Kumar, author of the book, I
Will Go With You, which was
recently adapted into the web
series, titled The Final Call,
starring actors Arjun Rampal
and Sakshi Tanwar.
For Kumar, writing is a
cathartic process as she
projects her problems on to the
characters in her books. “The
book was a personal handling
of an incident where I was in a
near-death situation. All my
characters come from my
problems. I write a book to
solve my problems. I give all
my problems to my main
protagonist,” she says.
And what was the problem
she aimed to solve through this
book? “What would have
happened had the flight
crashed? Will it [death] be the
end of the body, or is there
more? I found the answer in the
book,” Kumar says.
The protagonist in the story
— portrayed by Arjun Rampal
in the show — wants to end his
life. So, does the tale aim to
highlight the issue of mental
health? “It’s not that my show
especially highlights [mental
health]. I wanted to highlight

T

Every time we think
that it’s only us, it’s not
true. It’s the choices
we make and the walls
that we build around
ourselves [that make a
difference].

A still from The Final Call web
seriaes; (Inset) The book on
which the show is based
that, while the pilot wanted to
o
commit suicide and not crash
h
the plane, he was so disturbed
d
that he thought death was the
solution to his misery. Every
time we think that it’s only us,
it’s not true. It’s the choices we
e
make and the walls that we
build around ourselves [that
make a difference],” she says.
Believe it or not, this author
writes a book in maximum
“five days”. Kumar — who has
already written 10 books this
year — says, “That’s all I do,
nothing else (laughs). I want to
be creative first, and then
support [myself] with facts.”
The Chandigarh-born
author loves the charm of
Delhi. “I love the food in Delhi.
Every time I am here, I eat
street food,” she signs off.
n

PRIYA KUMAR WRITER

Writer Priya
Kumar says life
everyday is
another page
in the story of
her book

naina.arora@htdigital.in
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‘DID NOT INITIATE COMPLAINT AGAINST LENSMEN’

shortstories
WOMAN HELD WITH
50-GM HEROIN
MOHALI: The Special Task Force
(STF), Mohali, on Saturday arrested
a woman with 50 gram heroin
from Phase 8. Kawaljit Kaur of
Pathankot took over her husband
Sandeep Kumar alias Sandy’s drug
supply trade after his arrest, police
said. Kaur was arrested when she
had come to old bus stand, Phase
8, to supply drugs. After getting
arrested, she was produced before
Mohali court and was sent to
two-day custody. A case under the
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances Act (NDPS), 1985, was
registered. Kaur’s husband was
arrested by the STF on March 8
with 180 gram heroin and ₹2.20
lakh. He is presently lodged in
HTC
Patiala jail.

2 held for possessing drugs
CHANDIGARH: Two persons were
arrested in separate cases for
possessing drugs. Rajan Kumar, 24,
resident of Phase 9, Industrial area,
was arrested near Sehaj Safai
Kendra, Sector 47/C, following a tip
off. Police said 2.1 gram heroin was
recovered from his possession. “An
official said, “He consumes and
sells drugs in the area. We are
trying to ascertain the source from
where he procured” the drugs.” In
another case, Balbir Singh, 29, of
village Kaimbala, was arrested
from the backside of Sports
Complex in Sector 50, after he was
found with 20gm heroin. Both the
accused were booked under the
NDPS Act and have been sent to
HTC
judicial custody.

Mohali college gets 30 more
seats in food prod diploma
MOHALI: Government College,
Mohali, got approval for 30 more
seats in diploma in food productions at hospitality and tourism
department. The college received
an approval letter from Punjabi
University, Patiala, this week.
Principal Komal Broca said, “We
had written to the authorities two
months back, demanding more
seats in the course.” The 18-month
course already had 30 seats. The
college has also submitted its
processing and late fee to the
HTC
varsity.
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FRILLS DON’T SERVE UP THRILLS ANYMORE: B’WOOD

Development projects
announced before poll
declaration yet to start
POLL CODE IN PLACE After SAD filed complaints against Cong
claiming they violated poll code, EC had asked for project records
Navrajdeep Singh
n

navrajdeep.singh@htlive.com

PATIALA: Even though the Con-

gress leaders went on a foundation stone laying spree of development works few days before
the announcement of Lok Sabha
elections, the works that were
awarded before poll code
came into force are yet to be
started in district.
In view of the elections scheduled on May 19 in Punjab, the
Congress-led state government
had launched a spree of development projects in the home bastion of chief minister Captain
Amarinder Singh.
Patiala municipal corporation (MC) engineer MM Syal said
that the tenders and work orders
related to development projects
worth ₹44 crore have already
been awarded to contractors.
“The works were delayed due
to some last minute formalities,”
said Syal.
One of the officials, pleading
anonymity, said that a complaint
filed by the Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) related to awarding development tenders in haste was one
of the main reason behind development projects being delayed.
“The state election commission had asked the civic body to
submit records related to the
projects mentioned in the complaint twice,” the official added.
FOUNDATION STONES
LAID BEFORE POLLS
The project related to upgrade of

SIGNIFICANCE OF MANDOLI PROJECT
n The ₹475 crore canal based

water supply is one of the major
projects announced in the past
20 days.
n The first surface water supply
project will cover 92 villages,
with a target population of 1.10
lakh in Khera and Bassi Pathana
blocks of Fatehgarh Sahib, at a
cost of ₹112 crore.
n The second project will cover
204 villages in Ghanaur, Rajpura,
Sanaur, Shambhu Kalan and
Patiala blocks of Patiala, for a
design population of 3.64 lakh,
at ₹241 crore.
n The third project will reach out
to 112 villages in Rajpura,

a sewerage treatment plant
worth ₹15 crore on March 9.
On March 4, development projects worth ₹10 crore were
launched in the Sanaur assembly segment.
When it comes to the Patiala
municipal corporation, it has
also initiated development
works, worth ₹30 crore, in all 60
wards under its jurisdiction.
On February 28, the Patiala
municipal corporation (MC) had
issued work orders for five
major development projects
worth ₹37 crore.
The civic body had given work
orders for the much awaited
dairy-shifting project worth
₹13.50 crore, door-to-door collection of solid waste, installation of

Patiala, Shambhu Kalan and
Sirhind blocks of Patiala and
Fatehgarh Sahib, covering a
population of 1.54 lakh, at ₹122
crore.
n These schemes are designed for
a life span of 30 years, with
service level of 70-l per capita
per day. All three projects have
been tendered on a design
build, operate, maintain and
transfer (DBOM&T) basis.
n They are being executed
through funding from the
World Bank, the National Water
Quality Sub-Mission and the
National Rural Drinking Water
Supply programme.

semi-smart underground waste
bins and compactors for ₹5.25
crore, development of slum colonies worth ₹9 crore.
On February 19, Punjab chief
minister Captain Amarinder
Singh had laid foundation
stones of three canal-based
water supply projects, worth
₹475 crore, at Mandoli village in
Ghanaur assembly segment of
the district.
On completion, the projects
will benefit as many as 409 villages in the Patiala and Fatehgarh
Sahib districts.
The CM had also inaugurated
a sewerage project, worth
₹45 crore, for a cluster of 10
villages near Bahadurgarh in
Patiala district.

HT Correspondent
patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: The Karantikari Kisan
Union, a farmer organisation of
Punjab, took out a protest
march near Moti Bagh Palace,
the residence of chief minister
Captain Amarinder Singh in
Patiala on Saturday.
The farmer organisation has
put forward a list of over 50
demands including insisting
bank to stop obtaining blank
cheques from the farmers while
advancing loans.
They want the banks to
return the cheques that have
already been obtained from the
agricultural community.
The protesters gathered
near the statue of Sewa Singh
Thikriwala (a leader of the
Praja Mandal movement in
Patiala) and put garlands on
the statue.
Following this, they continued the protest march towards
Captain Amarinder Singh’s residence, where the local police
force stopped them at the barrier gate and allowed only a fivemember delegation to give the
requisition form to Captain’s
OSD Rajesh Kumar.
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HYMN TO THE GURU

n

Devotees taking part in a nagar kirtan on the occasion of Baisakhi in Patiala on Saturday. >>MORE ON P2

n

Members of Karantikari Kisan Union protesting against the Punjab government in Patiala on
Saturday.

The committee’s district
head Harbhajan Singh Buttar,
Sonar block head Sukhwinder
Singh Tulewal, Smana head Tek

Singh, Patran head Harbhajan
Singh and Patiala block head
Gurmit Singh were also present
during the protest.

HT PHOTO

“The farm debt waiver
offered by Punjab government
is apathetic. It does not give any
benefit or protection to

BHARAT BHUSHAN/HT

JA L L I A N WA L A BA G H C E N T E N A RY

‘Majithia’s grandfather hosted Gen Dyer
for dinner after massacre, must apologise’
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

SANGRUR: Aam Aadmi Party

n

Bhagwant Mann (right)

Farmers take out protest march near CM’s house
n

6:47pm
6:01am

aggrieved farmers, who fail to
repay the loan,”the protesting
farmers said.
“Many farmers end up committing suicide because if they
fail to repay loans or their
cheque bounces, a case is filed
against them and they are
arrested or their land is auctioned,” the protesters added.
“Farmers are not committing
suicide just because of their
incapability to repay the loan,
but also because of their inability to provide basic amenities to
their families. Also, due to
lack of proper education and
employment options, youth of
Punjab is engaged in criminal
and drug activities and is losing
moral values at a young age,”
said Harinder Singh, a committee member.
The farmers said that some of
their major issues include mismanagement of cattle and other
stray animals.
They said that there is no initiative taken by the state government to create some facility
for stray cattle. Cattle crossing
highways often lead to accidents
as they appear suddenly in front
of vehicles and the drivers end
up losing control.

chief Bhagwant Mann has
sought an apology from
former cabinet minister
Bikram Singh Majithia on
behalf of his grandfather
Sunder Singh Majithia for allegedly hosting Gen Dyer for

COUPLE BOOKED
FOR FORGING
DOCUMENTS
SANGRUR: Police have booked a

couple for allegedly submitting
fake document at a local
branch of the State Bank of
India to get a loan of ₹13.71 lakh,
here on Friday.
The accused duo has been
identified as Pawan Kumar and
Kanta Rani, of Sunam.
Sunam city station house officer (SHO) Gurpreet Singh said
that the accused couple had
made fake papers of registration
of their house. Using this, they
took a loan of ₹13.71 lakh from
the Hindu Sabha School,
Sunam, branch.
“A case has been registered
after detailed inquiry into the
matter. No arrest has been made
so far,” the SHO added.
The accused have been
booked under Sections 420
(cheating), 465 (forgery), 467
(forgery of valuable security),
468 (forgery for purpose of
cheating) and 471 (using as genuine a forged document or electronic record) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) at the city
police station in Sunam. HTC

dinner post Jallianwala Bagh
massacre in 1919.
In a video uploaded on social
media on Saturday, Mann can
be seen paying tribute to the
hundreds killed by British.
He also claimed that
Sunder Singh Majithia had
hosted dinner for Dyer
on the very same night, when
the incident took place on

April 13, 1919.
“Dyer was hosted for dinner
at the Majithia family residence
after the massacre. They invited
the murderer of hundreds Punjabis for dinner. It means a 100
years of that dinner have
also been competed today. I
demand Majithia apologise to
all Indians instead of just Punjabis,” said Mann.

MLA Surjit Dhiman’s
son upset over ticket
to Kewal Dhillon
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustamtimes.com

SANGRUR: A couple of days after

the announcement of Congress
candidature from Sangrur seat
to Kewal Singh Dhillon, Youth
Congress leader and member of
the Punjab Pradesh Congress
Committee (PPCC) Jaswinder
Singh Dhiman termed the decision as unjust to the backward
communities, here on Saturday.
Dhiman is the son of Amargarh MLA (member legislative
assembly) Surjit Singh Dhiman.
“There is no backward community candidate in the list of
Congress candidates. We were
hoping that the party will deliver
justice but the community was
ignored by the high command,”
Jaswinder said.
Meanwhile, businessmanturned-politician Kewal Dhillon
has decided to hold a roadshow
on April 15 which the junior Dhiman has decided not to join.
“It is a betrayal to the back-

n

Jaswinder Singh Dhiman

ward community. I have covered
over 600 villages spreading a
word in the party’s favour since
past one year. There are
1.5 lakh Ramgarhia voters
in the Sangrur constituency and
over 5.5 lakh voters are from the
backward communities. The
party has lost a seat that could
have been won easily,” Jaswinder added.
The junior Dhiman said that
he will hold a meeting with his
community members and supporters and will announce the
next strategy within 2-3 days.

Police arrest Dhuri man for Gang of burglars busted, 4 juveniles among 8 held
killing 30-year-old neighbour
HT Correspondent
n

HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

SANGRUR: A few days after the
murder of a 30-year-old man,
police have solved the case and
arrested his neighbour here
on Saturday. The accused has
been identified as Gurdeep
Singh, 35, of Kaleran village in
Dhuri subdivision.
On Wednesday, a Satnam

Singh’s body was found from
his residence in the same village. He was reportedly
thrashed to death using some
‘mechanical tool’.
“Gurdeep was the victim’s
neighbour. The accused suspected that Satnam had bad
intentions towards his wife and
murdered him. He was
arrested from Kaleran village.
The police team has started fur-

ther probe into the matter,” said
station house officer (SHO) Harwinder Singh.
After recovery of the body,
police had registered a case
under Section 302 (punishment
for murder) and 34 (acts
done by several persons in furtherance of common intention) of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) at the Sadar police
station in Dhuri.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : The Chandigarh
police on Saturday solved
eight cases of burglary with
the arrest of a gang of eight,
including four juveniles and a
scrap dealer.
All the crimes were
committed at the Industrial
Area, Chandigarh.
The accused have been
identified as Deepak, alias
Balgali, 19, who has eight cases
registered against his name;

Raj Kumar alias Napali, 19, an
ice-cream vendor named
in nine cases; and Pardeep, alias
Bihari, 19, who is already
booked in 10 cases.
Besides the four juveniles,
police have also arrested a
scrap dealer, Vikas Vakeel, who
used to buy the stolen items
from them.
Police said they received a
tip-off on Friday that
the seven youths were playing
cards in the ground near
Research Centre Building at the
3BRD Gate.

ACCUSED HAVE
CONFESSED TO THEIR
INVOLVEMENT IN
MULTIPLE BURGLARIES
AT DIFFERENT PLOTS
IN THE INDUSTRIAL
AREA IN CHANDIGARH

Following this, the police
from the Sector 31 police station
raided the area and apprehended them.

Upon stringent questioning,
they confessed to have committed a theft at a factory in the
Industrial Area, Phase 2, on the
night of March 23.
The accused confessed to the
investigating cops that they had
fled with 40kg bronze, 15kg
bronze scrap and around 300
plated handles after breaking
the factory wall.
All these items were
recovered from the forest area
in Ram Darbar.
Probing officials from the
Sector 31 police station said

the accused went on to confess
their involvement in seven
more burglaries at different
plots in the Industrial Area,
Chandigarh.
Police said after the
thefts, the accused used to keep
the stolen articles in the nearby
jungle area for some time
and ultimately sold them to
Vikas Vakeel.
The four minors have been
sent to the juvenile home in
Sector 25 while the remaining
four have been sent to judicial
remand.
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HARVEST OF HAPPINESS

n

Punjab girls, boys lift hockey titles
of 64th National School Games
DOUBLE DELIGHT In the finals, boys team drub Chandigarh 3-0, while girl squad defeat Haryana 2-1
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Punjab boys’ and girls’

teams lifted the hockey titles of
the 64th National School Games
played at the Prithipal Singh
hockey stadium, PAU.
In the finals played on Friday,
Punjab boys clinched an easy
victory over Chandigarh by 3-0,
while Punjab girls defeated
Haryana by 2-1.
In the boys’ match, Punjab
took the lead over Chandigarh in
the very first minute of the
match when Angadveer took the
ball in the shooting circle and
hit the ball successfully into the
goal post.
Chandigarh boys failed to
earn the point whereas Punjab
continued to add points to their
tally.
Gursarnpreet Singh of Punjab
grabbed the score in the 13th
minute by taking the penalty
corner. Further in 19th minute
Sudarshan Singh hit the ball the
net giving Punjab a lead by 3-0.
The match went on for a few
more minutes and Chandigarh
soon gave up, ending the match
in favour of Punjab.
In the finals of girls, Punjab
and Haryana had a tough fight
with both the teams struggling to
get a goal.
The first half ended at 0-0.
Punjab girls, who had shown

n

Players from Punjab team in a jubilant mood after winning the National School Games hockey title in Ludhiana on Friday.

their offensive stance in the second half of their previous match
against Chandigarh in the semifinals, made a powerful comeback in the second half.
In the 32nd minute, Chewang
Tamang of Punjab potted the ball

in the net without making any
mistake while taking the penalty
corner.
In the 37th minute, Pooja
added another point in Punjab’s
tally during a penalty corner.
Haryana tried to make a

comeback when Tannu scored a
goal in the 52nd minute of the
match, but they failed to earn
more points in the last eight
minutes.
In the match for the third position, Uttar Pradesh defeated

GURPREET SINGH/HT

Rajasthan by 8-1 among boys,
and among girls Chandigarh
won over Tamil Nadu by 1-0.
The winners were awarded by
DPI elementary Inderjit Singh,
who was the chief guest at the
closing ceremony.

LOT TO LEARN
FROM FIRST JOB:
MITTAL TO KIDS
LUDHIANA: Make a big difference,
run business in a transparent
manner and empower your
team, said Bharti Enterprises
vice-chairman and alumnus
Rakesh Bharti Mittal while
interacting with the students of
Satish Chander Dhawan (SCD)
Government College on Friday.
As part of centenary celebrations, the college authorities
organised an interactive session
with Mittal at the college’s Sahir
Auditorium.
Mittal advised the students to
remain focused and have
patience to become successful in
life. He further told the students
not to be quitters because initial
jobs offered extreme learning.
Aspirations must be bigger than
your resources.
Mittal said, “Leadership is
also missing in our country and
youngsters must think about
the nation. Youngsters can
make a difference and can help
in the growth of the nation.”
Mittal also shared the turning point of his life when he
decided to become an entrepreneur and started a telecommunication company. He also
advice the students to convert
their ideas into business opportunities as new start ups should
be started. “There is a need to
provide exposure to the students and visit to industry is
must. The syllabus should be
changed according to the
demand and most of times, students are not well equipped with
the industrial requirements,”
he said.
HTC

(Clockwise from left) Historic Gurdwara Dukhniwaran Sahib
illuminated on the occasion of Baisakhi; a devotees during a
nagar kirtan; farmers harvesting wheat using a combine at
Assarpur village; and youngsters dressed in traditional attires
celebrating the festival of harvest at Baran village, in Patiala
BHARAT BHUSHAN/HT
on Saturday.

Kila Raipur Games
called off, athletes
return dejected
Amarpal Singh
n

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: Unaware of the fact

that the Kila Raipur Games, that
were scheduled on April 13 and
14, were cancelled, a number of
athletes turned up at the venue
on Friday, only to return
disappointed.
A video went viral on social
media, wherein a member of the
Youth Club Kila Raipur and an
85-year-old athlete were seen
despondent after they came to
know that the games were cancelled, and sought clarification
from the government that why a
no-objection certificate (NOC)
was not issued for organising the
games.
In the video, an 85-year-old,
Teja Singh, was seen wearing
medals that he had won in various athletics events.
Singh said he, along with many
other veteran athletes from
Bathinda and Kapurthala, had
come to participate in the event,
but were surprised to find that the
games were cancelled.
“It is sad to know that the organisers have not got the permission for the games,” he said.
In the same video, Dilpreet
Singh, a member of the Youth
Club, Kila Raipur, said on the one
hand the government was
encouraging youths to participate in sports to reduce drug
menace, and on the other hand,
the local authorities did not issue

KILA RAIPUR SPORTS
SOCIETY PRESIDENT
ALLEGES THAT DUE
TO CONSPIRACY OF
PREVIOUS ORGANISERS,
NOC WAS NOT ISSUED
FOR THE RURAL GAMES
an NOC for organising the rural
games.
“We need clarification why
the permission was not granted
and an inquiry should be
marked in the matter by the
chief minister,” he said. Kila Raipur Sports Society (Patti Sohaviya) president Colonel Surinder Singh Grewal (retd) said dozens of athletes and some
participants for tractor race
reached at the venue but
returned disappointed.
Grewal addressed the public
through a video on social media
where he alleged that due to
political interference and conspiracy of previous organisers,
who deliberately made false
objections, the NOC was not
issued.
He said the society will continue their efforts for organising
the games and after seeking permission, the dates will be
announced.
Meanwhile, members of the
Grewal Sports Association
denied the allegations.
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Forget the usual masala. An engrossing story is
what makes a crime thriller click, say experts

FRILLSDON’T

‘Ididnotinitiate
anycomplaint
againstthe
photographers’

Pooja Sharma
one are the days when a
Bollywood crime
thriller would heavily
rely on the so-called
commercial frills instead of a
strong, engrossing story. In
the past couple of years,
filmmakers have been able to
dish out some gripping stories,
promising every ingredient
that makes for a nail-biting
crime drama. Here’s a look at
recent hits that have struck a
chord with audiences, and
those that are yet to come in
2019.

G
e know that Taimur Ali
Khan happens to be the
most photographed star
kid in Bollywood. While Saif
Ali Khan and Kareena Kapoor
Khan have always said that
nothing can be done about
photographers wanting to take
their child’s picture, a couple
of days ago, Saif reprimanded
photographers at the airport.
He was overheard saying,
“Bas karo yaar, bachcha
andha ho jaayega.” (Stop it, the
child will go blind). Fresh off
that incident, another report
says that a police complaint
was apparently filed against
the photographers for creating
a ruckus outside Saif’s
apartment in Bandra.
Apparently, one of their
neighbours complained to the
authorities after seeing the

W

photographers.
While Saif did come out to
clear the confusion when the
cops landed up, he has now
issued a formal statement to
say that he did not file a
complaint. “I did not initiate
any police complaint against
the photographers. Kareena
and I live in a respectful
residential area and are a part
of the larger community,
thereby we do also have a
responsibility to emotionally
support our neighbours when
they feel a disturbance to them
is being caused and to be fair,
their sentiments are
understandable.” He added
that he has always been ‘more
than understanding’ when
pictures of Taimur are clicked,
but he insists that some
restraint has to be ensured.

“We have always shared a very
respectful relationship with
the paparazzi. We understand
that it’s their livelihood.
However, it’s important to
understand that kids should
enjoy the basic right of
growing up in a normal
atmosphere out of and
away from constant
media glare. I believe I
am well within my right
as a father to choose to
not pose for the
cameras when I have
my son with me or to
inform the
photographers that the
constant flashes can hurt his
eyes. As media figures, we have
to live with the attention and
we accept that. But our kids
shouldn’t be subjected to it.”

Sneha Mahadevan

THE GUESSING GAME
Last year, Andhadhun was
declared one of the biggest
sleeper hits of the year. Not
only was it the critic’s
favourite but it was also a
winner at the box office. With a

or actor Mrunal Thakur,
the tag of being a TV actor
proved to be the biggest
hurdle in getting her the
ticket to Bollywood.
“I remember standing in
the queue for the audition and
before my take, the casting
people said, ‘yeh toh TV se
hai, TV ka ek alag folder
banao aur usme iska naam
daal do’ (She is from TV, make
a separate folder for TV and
put her name there),” recalls
the actor, who has worked in
shows such as Mujhse Kuchh
Kehti...Yeh Khamoshiyaan,
and Yug Mein Ayega Ek
Arjun.
She says that her struggle
became difficult when some
people from the industry
looked down upon her.
“I crossed paths with
a few negative people. They
said, ‘Tu toh TV actor hai,
tera kuch nahi hone wala
yahan’. Stick to TV, do a
couple of shows, earn
money and live your life’,”

F

Mrunal recalls. However, the
26-year-old actor didn’t give
up.
“People will try to pull you
down. Have faith in yourself,”
she says.
The actor, who is busy
with her two big releases –
Super 30 opposite Hrithik
Roshan and Batla House costarring John Abraham,
shares that all this
happened when she was
jobless for three years in
between 2014 to 2017. “My
struggle started with my
international project, Love
Sonia (2018), which took two
years to release on the big
screen. During that phase, I
was giving auditions,
working on my craft and
travelling,” she says.
The actor struggled to
make ends meet, and adds,
“I thought twice before
spending money. I thought
of taking up roles just to
have some money
coming and make my
presence felt on screen.”
But things changed after

the success of
Love Sonia.
“Those who
pulled me
down, now
ask me to
meet over a
cup of coffee,”
Mrunal laughs.

Amul Vikas Mohan says,
“Both, Andhadhun and Badla
were like a breath of fresh air.
They were a success overseas
as well. It shows that the
Indian diaspora enjoy a good
thriller and there is global
recognition for the genre. ”

WORTH THE RISK
What makes a thriller work is
a story that keeps the audience
on tenterhooks, trying to solve
the mystery through mazelike plots. Unless the audience
are not gripped by its climax,
not even the best of
performances can save the
day. “One important thing in
any storytelling is
identification. To invest in a
story, there has to be

something to identify. If one
can do that then that’s a lot of
work done,” says filmmaker
Sujoy Ghosh. A great script
laced with intriguing
performances is a must-have
to make a thriller, as films
these days are devoid of any
commercial elements, which
makes it a challenging genre to
crack, he says. With the
success of the genre, 2019
further has films such as
India’s Most Wanted, which
also marks Arjun Kapoor’s
maiden attempt at the genre,
and Batla House starring John
Abraham, in the pipeline.
n

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

Saif Ali Khan was overheard
reprimanding photographers
clicking his son Taimur
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

‘They told me, tu toh TV actor hai, tera
kuch nahi hone wala’
Sangeeta Yadav

collection of ₹74.59 crore and
total business of ₹240.71 crore
worldwide, it proved that a
solid script goes a long way.
“It’s because it’s a lesser seen
genre. If it’s interesting, it’s a
huge advantage. Crime
thrillers engage audiences and
make them participants in the
story. It’s exciting to watch a
film with an unpredictable
ending,” says actor Tabu.
This year Badla stands
strong at the box office. It has
earned ₹86.06 crore at the
ticket counters. Trade analyst
Komal Nahta credits its
success to strong subject.
“There’s an audience for good
thrillers. If the audience can be
engaged in the guessing game,
chances are that the film will
click,” he says. Trade expert

(Top) Still from India’s
Most Wanted; Behind the
scenes from Badla

L to R : Stills from Andhadhun
and Batla House

Actor
Mrunal
Thakur

sangeeta.yadav@hindusta
ntimes.com

n

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid
for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in
any part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.
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TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

APRIL 14-20, 2019

Lady Gaga

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
Truth is another name for
bliss. Untruth brings misery.
If you live in lies, you will
live in misery. And if you are
living in misery, remember
and find out on what lies
you have based your life.
Withdraw yourself from
those lies. Don’t waste time
and don’t postpone.
Immediately withdraw, says
Osho, the Zen master.

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last 15 years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sam Smith

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Kanye West

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Perrie Edwards

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SUN DAY, A P R I L 14, 20 1 9

The Tree of Life, an ancient Egyptian hieroglyph,
brings satiety and pleasure to your life as family and
personal relationships come together happily. Some
changes are on the cards as you expand your business
and connections. Old friends and family gather to
celebrate. A sentimental journey down memory lane
takes you back to your childhood. Beware of over
indulgence and habits like smoking and drinking.
Buying or selling a property is gainful at present.
Laziness or delay in dealing with important matters
may mean partial loss in a financial deal. Be total when
making a professional decision or taking a stand.
Lucky number: 10 Good colour: Saffron

LEO

Personal relationships are integrated and flowering
into lasting and loving commitments. A business
partnership or professional collaboration is lucrative.
Good planning and management lead to progressive
and productive ventures. You may take a short break
before starting on a new project to renew your
energy. Good luck in finances and opportunities is
encouraging. A person close to you is in a celebratory
mood but has ambitions etched clearly in his mind.
You still have time to change your mind or clear
doubts about a person who wants to work with you. A
little bit of introspection brings light into darkness.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Cherry red

VIRGO

You are ambitious and ready to achieve professional
goals and targets at any cost this week! You can be
moody and swing to extremes, be aware and remain
balanced. A light and playful rather than heavy and
serious attitude brings success and goodwill. Negative
forces and destructive people can block creative
ventures so keep them at bay with tact. An old work
associate can be too demanding and autocratic in the
work area. Your social life can be busy and scintillating
if you are receptive to new people and connections.
You grow and transform as you pass through a
touching emotional experience.
Lucky number: 15 Good colour: Chocolate brown

LIBRA

This week you are blessed with perfect equilibrium in
Yin and Yang energies that lead you towards
transformation. You are earthy, practical and strong in
professional and business matters. You are generous
and kind to friends and family, diligent at work,
benevolent to staff and preserving in financial and
earthy matters this week. A daughter is ready to make
independent decisions and seeks your blessings. You
are spiritual and earthy, all at once, full of creativity
and cosmic lore. A trip overseas is on the cards. Visitors
and news from far off lands open horizons and new
vistas for business expansion.
Lucky number: 9 Good colours: Forest greens

SCORPIO

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Jennifer Lopez

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Beyonce Knowles

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Eminem

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Katy Perry

TIPSTODEAL WITH A
JEALOUS PARTNER
Abhinav Verma

ealousy is a human trait
and even lovers get jealous.
This can get toxic, if not
addressed on time.
Here are three things
to keep in mind while
dealing with your jealous
partner.
n What triggers envy: Rather
than accusing your partner of
jealousy, try to figure out
what acts of yours triggers
jealousy in him/her. For
example, you talking to you
ex. Once, you have figured
out the trigger, explain to
them in a non-accusatory
tone.
n Insecurities lead to
jealousy: Your partner may
simply be insecure. In this

J

STAR MOVIES
1123 Big Hero 6
1320 Cars
1536 Inspector
Gadget
1707 Ice Age
1852 Commando
2050 Titanic
WB
1039 Van Wilder: Freshman
Year
1321 Troy

SAGITTARIUS

You make important changes in personal and
professional situations by integrating contrasting
elements. You can be solitary and courageous, also
docile and diplomatic when you need to be. You are
ready to face professional competition or rivalry and
go to war, so to say. Victory and success are on the
cards after a short period of strife. You are original,
energetic and ambitious instilling a personal style and
vitality in whatever you do. Beware of over-weaning
pride, rashness and ill-temper. A bit of introspection
challenges you to be courageous and take
responsibility for who you are and to live your truth.
Lucky number: 4 Good colour: Gold

CAPRICORN

It is best not to encounter people, blocks or
situations at work, but rather go around them and
beyond them. Legalities and regulations need to be
attended to now or they become stressful at a later
date. Your social life is busy, interesting but
exhausting. Health and finances need to be
conserved for now. You realise that there is no point
in fighting with the challenges of life or trying to
avoid or deny them. They are there to go through
for the seed to become a flower. Have the courage
to grow into the flower you are meant to be.
Lucky number: 8 Good colours: Blues and pinks

AQUARIUS

A time of endings and beginnings can be exciting and
rejuvenating this week! Redecorating office space,
spring cleaning and moving things around at home
changes ambience and energy. A need for change in
routines and schedules allows you to reassess
situations, targets and responsibilities. You also look
at dark corners and cobwebs within the mind to
uproot old ideas and judgments that are obsolete
now. Priorities need to be kept in mind when making
major changes! You meet new people and make
friends easily. You make fresh business connections
and liaison with important people in your field.
Lucky number: 6 Good colours: Rainbow pastels

PISCES

SONY PIX
1101 Jurassic Park 3
1300 The Man from
U.N.C.L.E
1546 Final
Destination 5
1724 Battleship
2017 The Mummy
Returns

PHOTO: ISTOCK

& PICTURES
1120 Batti Gul Meter
Chalu
1431 Dhadak
1725 Dayaalu
2034 Bruce Lee - The
Fighter
STAR GOLD
1210 Thor: Ragnarok
1550 IPL 2019
1915 Super
Funday
1950 IPL 2019
ZEE CINEMA
1132 Hum Saath Saath Hain
1517 Pad Man
1806 Businessman 2
2100 Satyameva
Jayate

PHOTO: HTCS

T

horoscopes in each category
(marriage, job, business,
ailments, etc). Now if one
reads ten horoscopes a day,
then he or she would need
3,000 days or 10 years to go
through those many
horoscopes. The further catch
is to have those many unique
horoscopes to view, which
again is an uphill task. And
that’s why sometimes
different astrologers hold
different opinions about the
same horoscope.
For a comprehensive
reading, a well-experienced
astrologer should know about
all the techniques or modes
such as the Bhrighu, the
Parashari, the
Krishnamoorthy, the Jamini,
the Asthakvarga, the
Prashana and the South
Indian Nadis. Although all
styles are comprehensive in
giving a precise reading,

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Justin Timberlake

You might feel shaky as though the earth were
rocking beneath your feet this week as there is
destruction followed by restructuring in professional
and personal situations. Your sense of security is being
challenged as changes look imminent and its best to
flow into them. Allow important inner and outer
transformation and move into new situations. Health
and energy need to be replenished with planned diets
and fitness routines. A short trip is on the cards! Work
collaborations, priorities, plans and relationships go
through transformation. A new person or opportunity
leads to renewed interest in creative fields.
Lucky number: 16 Good colour: Fiery red

This is a good time to tackle difficult tasks that need
your expertise, time and energy! You make an impact
on people and situations this week. You make swift
changes and decisions as you are in a great hurry to
achieve targets. Beware of making rash judgments
and impetuous commitments. There is intensity and
passion in personal relationships. You can say more
than you mean to friends and take on more than you
can handle in the work area, be aware! It’s best to
conserve energy and finances for important projects
and priorities. Relaxed evenings with family and
friends are rejuvenating.
Lucky number: 14 Good colour: Dark brown

You are enthused with youthful energy in professional
matters and passion in relationships. Since you have
an elusive and elastic mind you can be unstable of
purpose and support various and contradictory
opinions, people and situations at the same time.
Don’t allow your mind to dictate the heart in
emotional matters and personal relationships or you
stand to lose love and trust of people who count. A
logical but clear approach, however, is best when
resolving conflicts at work. Future plans and financial
budgets should be drafted so you are ready for action
when you get the green signal or order from a client.
Lucky number: 5 Good colour: Turquoise

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898, 26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

Meeting a good astrologer is fate

here is always a constant
debate around the
authenticity of
astrological sciences. People
who have experienced its
miracles believe in it, and
those who are dependent on
karma and are yet to suffer
the negativity discard the
theory altogether. In my
astrological journey spanning
over two-and-a-half decades, I
have seen many non-believers
queuing up in my office when
their karma bears no fruit.
So, the belief of the
staunchest of the nonbelievers gets shaken up in
the times of non-fruitfulness.
The search for a good
astrologer lands up many
people in front of amateurs,
who are still in their study
and experiment mode. Even
some self-styled astrologers,
who have invested a good 10
years, fall short of experience.
I say so because without
gazing enough horoscopes
(about thousands of them),
how could one read-predict
and cure the client? I
remember a verse, in which
Lord Vishnu preaches that to
become an able astrologer and
be able to read God’s
directives along with
providing remedial measures,
one must analyse 30,000
horoscopes and 3,000

Taylor Swift

Youthful energy take you towards professional
success and meaningful relationships this week. You
are looked upon as a leader and gain respect of people
around you. You can be passionate and total in
promoting a cause or actualizing a plan and nothing
better come in your way! You manage to make
mundane situations look exciting and interesting! This
ability works like a magic charm in personal and
professional aspects. Travel plans are in the pipeline.
Whatever you undertake now with your creative
energy brings gain to you and to the lives of others. A
work opportunity comes as a happy surprise.
Lucky number: 7 Good colour: Orange

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

JEALOUSY IS A
HUMAN TRAIT AND
EVEN LOVERS GET
JEALOUS

1606 Euro Trip
1728 Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles II: The
Secret of
the Ooze
1858 Blended
2100 Once Upon
A Time
in China II

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

DAILY HOROSCOPE

case, they would need
reassurance from you. Don’t
push them away by being
argumentative, rather give
them the assurance that you
are committed.
n Be supportive: Set
boundaries, be clear about
your likes and dislikes and
expectations. This brings
clarity in relationships.
(With inputs from relationship
expert Pulkit Sharma)

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1117 Shaolin Soccer
1300 Desperado
1448 Annabelle: Creation
1642 Mission
Impossible – Ghost
Protocol
1900 Rampage
2100 Zathura: A Space
Adventure

You tend to go over the top this week as you overreact
emotionally and indulge in excesses. Others also
overreact as they mirror your reactions. It is time to
come back to your inner centre to regain physical
strength, mental balance, emotional harmony and
spiritual awareness. Your projections are confused by
your emotions and you create hazy images of people
and situations, preventing yourself from seeing
reality or the truth. Deep personal relationships are
supportive and understanding, providing you with
the affirmation you need. The arts are inviting and
involving as you channelise your creative energy!
Lucky number: 7 Good colour: Surf white

amalgamating all for
validating the predictions
gives a definite edge to the
astrologers using these.
Mastering these techniques
require a lot of time and is
known as ‘Sadhna’. Whether
you will find the right
astrologer or not, depends on
the stars in the horoscope and
the current transiting stars. A
glimpse of my involvement
with each subject of the
human domain along with my
methodology of approach can
be read on my blog (www.
vinaybajrangi.com/blog).
The author of this article, Dr
Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology. Website:
www.vinaybajrangi.com, call:
9278665588, 9278555588.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You can become
oversensitive to wasteful
expenditure and keep a track
of the money you waste
iin impulsive buying.
There is a likelihood
of reshuffling at
work, which might
affect you. You can
get enamoured with
g
someone you have been
som
meeting regularly. A long
standing property dispute is
likely to get sorted.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Rose

Finding ways to enhance
income will help you gain
some extra cash. Keep your
sup
pporters close to
sstrengthen your
position at work.
Spending time with
your lover after a
long time will be
fruitful. Getting
involved in someone
invo
else’s turbulent marital
affair might get the worst of
it for you.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Cream

It’s time to stop wasteful
expenditure if you want
stability. You will be able to
coordinate teamwork
tto get a project on
the tracks on the
professional front.
Keep your jealous
nature under leash or
itt might ruin your
relationship with your
rela
lover. Participating in special
occasion at home cannot be
ruled out for some.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Lemon

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Impulse buying can hit you
hard on your budget. Efforts
on the fitness front will bear
positive results. Your
performance at work
is likely to be lauded
and rewarded.
Romance will prove
fulfilling. Constant
travelling for work will
ble
make you uncomfortable
now. Don’t plan any property
dealing for today as it is not
a very good day for it.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Violet

Some additional financial
options not just make you
monetarily strong, but also
recharge your vigour.
Not according an
important
assignment due
urgency can put you
in the dock. You will
do much to bring
n
peace and harmony on
the home front. Someone
can ease your commuting
problems by offering a ride.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Sky Blue

Meeting family friends after
a long break is likely to make
the day perfect for some. It
is likely to be a bad daay
for some on the
romantic front. Total
satisfaction is in
store for those who
have purchased any
property. It is better iff
you shelve your travell
plans for the moment.
Difficulties faced on the
work front are likely to end.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Beige

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

You are likely to offend
someone today by your
speech or action at work. You
might have to wait
ssome more for your
romance to blossom.
You are likely to be
game for planning a
party at home and
in
nviting your near and
dear ones. A property
dispute is likely to get
sorted. Some can lag on the
academic front.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Peach

You will be at ease with your
current financial situation.
Your recent achievements
are
e likely to add to your
ccareer profile. Being
impatient with lover
might get you into
trouble. Don’t travel
without adequate
preparation. Health of
p
a fa
family elder might be
of concern today. It is likely
not a good day to make any
travel plans.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Orange

Money saved will come in
handy now. Some of you can
remain too busy in
com
mpleting a task given
on the professional
o
front. There are
times when you
want the clock to
stop on the romantic
front; today may be
that day. You need to be
patient to keep family
happy. Your holiday plan
might not serve you well.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Money coming from a
number of sources is likely to
raise your spirits. This is the
time to wait and watch
h
on the professional
front, if you want to
make your mark.
Romance is likely to
bloom for
newlyweds. A drive for
fun can land you into
unwanted stress due to a car
breakdown. A good day to
purchase a property.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: White

Financial hardship might
stay for some more time.
You may not be involved in
an important project
on the professional
front, but may be
asked for advice.
Lonely hearts can
feel a bit frustrated.
Mixing work with
pleasure is likely to ruin
in
both today. A business trip is
likely to bag you a good
deal.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Financial situation may
become worrisome for
some. Going on the
professional will be
easy today and give
you time to clear
the backlog. Lover
can get extra cosy.
Something you want
to do on the home
front might not get the
he
approval of your family.
Travelling for fun is on the
cards for some.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown
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THE REAL GLITCH
One of the problems with all
airports is that they are
designed without an
estimate of passenger traffic

■

ALL FOR COMFORT
A few airlines such as Emirates
have held out for very good
lounges of their own

■

Woes Of An Air Traveller

■

SHOPAHOLICS HAVEN
Retail and duty-free shops
dominate the public areas
of modern airports

TAKING OFF HAPPY
Two decades ago, no one
could have imagined the Delhi
airport will be this great

FROM MINDLESS designs to badly-trained staff, airports all over the world could really do with a makeover

Vir Sanghvi

N

o matter how much I write
about my experiences as a
traveller, it is the one subject I still get the most
requests about on Twitter. “Why
can’t you do a piece on how bad
immigration is at most airports?
“Why are airline seats so bad?” And
so on.
And God knows I too have suffered enough while travelling, so
here is a list of the things I find most
annoying these days.
I don’t mind air travel. It is the
airports that I hate. And I hate most
of them to varying degrees (though
of the ones I use regularly, the honourable exceptions are Singapore’s
Changi, Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi
Airport and Delhi’s IGI).
The basic problems with all airports, the world over, is that they are
designed by people with no vision.
Ask why any airport is so overcrowded and you will get the same
response: “This airport was designed
to handle X numbers of passengers but traffic has shot up so
much that we now have 3X
passengers.”
All of which begs the
question: “Why didn’t
you correctly calculate
the estimated passenger
traffic to begin with?” I have
never got a satisfactory answer.
Retail dominates the public
areas of modern airports. The people who own the airports (and more
and more of them, the world over,
are privately owned) make more
money from renting out shops than
they do from the passengers. So it is
clear what their priorities are. Any
journey to the aircraft gate or, at
arrival, to the exit, will become an
obstacle course at many airports.

Photos: SHUTTERSTOCK

RUDE TRAVEL

Like some hurdler, you will have to
negotiate stands and stalls of liquor
and perfume all being sold at socalled duty-free prices.
At Delhi, for instance, the
moment you clear immigration, you
will have to walk past a persistent
mob of salesmen insisting that
you go to the duty-free shop before
you get to the baggage area.
At most airports, the concern
for buyers ends the moment you
have made your purchase. The salesperson will make sure that his or
her name is on your invoice (many
of them are so persistent because
they work on commissions) and then
leave you to line up at an overcrowded cash desk. Why don’t they just
build more cash desks? Well, because
they would rather use the space for
retail display.
In the rush to make money, airports ignore the things that passengers really need. Bookshops have
become smaller and smaller. Some
of them are theoretical bookshops –
75 per cent of the space is given to
other items. There just isn’t enough
money in books for airport operators to bother.
My great other bugbear is trolleys. All good airports should offer
lots of trolleys for free. But try finding a trolley in the International

■

POCKET PINCH
In many European countries, airports
charge for trolleys

Arrivals section of most Indian airports at around midnight.
Some, like Goa, are so badly
managed that you have to say a
silent prayer to St. Francis Xavier or
whoever to make sure you find a
trolley at any time. Sometimes it is
inefficiency. Often it is criminal
behaviour. The porters hide the trolleys so that you are forced to hire
them. Two English friends who
departed Goa recently were hassled
by a porter who demanded £10 sterling (in British currency) for carrying two bags.
Worst of all are airports that
charge for trolleys. If you have just
arrived in a strange country, you are
unlikely to have local coins in your
pocket. Yet, in France, Italy and
many European countries, you can
only get a trolley if you have the
right change. At some American airports a trolley costs five dollars.
I have never understood why
airports do this. They make so much
money from landing charge and
shop rents. Do they really need to
screw every passenger on arrival?
Immigration often can be a problem. In India, it is the weak link in
the system, staffed by semi-literate
men who stare at their keyboards in
dull incomprehension and treat passengers with contempt. It is changing for the better, but all it needs is
for one officer to behave badly for
the system to collapse.
There are simple solutions. The first is to train the
officers to use computers.
They don’t know how to handle them and that accounts
for their frustration and
hostility. The second is
to teach them how to
talk. Apparently, they
are obliged to ask
departing passengers
what the purpose of
their trip is. I don’t see
why this question is necessary at all but they can
be taught to ask it in a
nice (Business or holiday?) way not in an interrogatory “state purpose
of trip” way. And when
they go too far, they
should be disciplined. At
Bengaluru, one officer was
refusing to let premium passengers board their flights unless they
showed him confirmed return tickets to India.

Abroad, the basic problem with
immigration is not that the officers
are rude (in most of Europe they
hardly speak to you) but that airports allot too little space and too
few staff to immigration areas.
Sometimes Heathrow can be the
Black Hole of Hounslow because the
lines are so long. And often, even at
peak times, many desks remain
unmanned.
The worst immigration officers
are of course the Italians, who are
lazy, bureaucratic and really don’t
give a damn. I have seen passengers
fainting in the immigration hall at
Rome because it was so hot and overcrowded. But not one officer gave a
damn. (The single worst immigration experience I have ever encountered was at Dulles International
Airport in Washington but we will
deal with that next week.)
One of the few departments that
has consistently improved over the
last ten years is customs. I have travelled through Delhi and Bengaluru
airport several times and rarely
have I seen them hassle passengers.
(Well, once. But once in ten years is
not a bad record given how much I
travel). But even here, there is huge
scope for improvement.
The main problem is the X-ray.
You may notice that often your luggage takes a long time to come and
that when it does appear, some bags
have chalk crosses on them. This
means that a customs officer has
X-rayed the bags before they went on
the carousel and marked those bags
that he believed contained contraband.
This is fine. If they have tips,
then they must catch smugglers. My
objection is to their laziness. The
last time I came back from Bangkok
they took one hour to X-ray the bags.
Every 10 minutes or so, a clump for
four bags would hit the belt. Then,
nothing for 10 minutes. Then another six bags. And so on. It need not
take this long.
I also have a problem with the
exit X-ray at Mumbai airport. At
Delhi (as in say, London, Singapore,
Paris etc.) you walk through the
green channel. If the customs officer believes you are carrying contraband, he stops you and sends your
bags to an X ray. At Mumbai last
week, I discovered that they wanted
all passengers’ hand-baggage (and
perhaps check-in bags too) to go
through an X-ray near the exit. This

■

led to queues. Old ladies found there
was no one to help them put their
bags on the belts etc.
If you don’t need to do it in Delhi
why do it in Mumbai? Does the customs department believe that
Mumbai people are more inherently
dishonest?
You would think that with this
explosion of fancy retail space, airports would also be full of nice restaurants. It hasn’t really worked out
that way at international airports in
India. The restaurants that exist are
mainly fast food places and there are
relatively few nice bars or coffee
shops where you can wait for your
flight. It is not like say, Heathrow,
where Gordon Ramsay runs a restaurant.
In the old days, Business Class
passengers (to say nothing of First

GOURMET ON THE GO
Gordon Ramsay (left) runs a
restaurant, Gordon Ramsay Plane Food
(above), at Heathrow airport in London

Class) had it easy because their airlines gave them airport lounges.
That is vanishing. Airports are
selling one or two lounge spaces to
general operators who then do
deals with the airlines. If you travel
Jet from Delhi or Mumbai, the airline’s biggest centres, there is no
designated lounge. You use something like the Park Plaza lounge,
which anyone can pay and use and
is therefore always full. A few
airlines (Emirates, for instance)
have held out for very good lounges
of their own at Delhi airport
and Air India insists on creating its
own lounges.
But whereas once, airport
lounges were symbols of luxury,
they are now dirty, overcrowded
places where it is hard to find a seat
and you have to beg for a Diet Coke.
There is no glamour left. And sadly,
there isn’t much comfort left either.
Will airports ever get better?
Well, some will, I think. Two decades
ago, who would have imagined that
Delhi would have such a great airport? But it will vary from country to
country and from government department to government department.
And if you are asking as a passenger whether air journeys will
ever become painless, there is only
one answer.
No.

Creepy Eerie Future Tech

IT’S TIME to reconsider our open-arm invitation to every new next big thing
pers around the corner that seem
incredible, but if you add a little stillness into the thought process – they
are all very (very!) creepy.

FACE RECOGNITION

TECHILICIOUS

Rajiv Makhni

T

hink about this. All the innovation the world has ever
seen. From the dawn of mankind. All of it put together. It
pales in insignificance compared to
the innovation the world has seen in
just the last five years. Completely
dwarfed. That’s because we are in the
single greatest phase of breakthrough leading edge technology the
world has ever seen. And it’s compounding at an astonishing rate.
Artificial intelligence, robotics, self
driving vehicles, flying cars, gene
editing, Internet of things, electric
transportation, hyperloop trains faster than airplanes, foldable screens,
self-healing materials, fusion batteries – it’s a smorgasbord of jaw-dropping tech that literally ‘changes
everything’!
But in this furious pursuit of
multiple ‘next big things’, are we losing sight of what kind of new world
we may end up creating? A very
creepy dystopian future.
Here are some of the jaw-drop-

Nope, not the one on your phone that
unlocks it (even though the principle
is the same). This is FR on super steroids. It’s being used in airports, rail
stations, stadiums and entire cities.
China’s police force has advanced
facial recognition surveillance with
more than 170 million cameras
installed around the country, and can
recognise and pick up a person within minutes irrespective of where
they are. Taylor Swift has used it at
her concerts to photograph every fan
and cross-reference it with known
stalkers. Security companies are
using it at sports stadiums. All of
this is being done under the famous
guise of ‘better security for all’, but
in effect this destroys every single
law of privacy and human rights.
Imagine your picture, data and all
information about you available to
anyone and everyone. Imagine being
arrested for a major crime because
the software screwed up. Try talking
your way out of that one.

DEEP FAKES
In a world already brimming with fake
news, there is a new dystopian champion. Deep fake. Videos so authentic,
so real, so perfectly created that it’s
impossible to tell that they aren’t real.
Videos of people that can be made to
say inflammatory, controversial and

very hurtful things. With perfect
expressions, voice, mannerisms and
body language. And it doesn’t need a
special effects team and movie studio
to do it. Software can do it and do it
now. Imagine a ruling political party
creating fake videos of the opposition
leader, imagine a cricketer dissing his
own team, imagine a movie star ‘confessing’ he’s slept with his married costar. Imagine anything, and deep fake
can deliver and spread it over social
media and WhatsApp within seconds.

CRISPR BABIES
First, some knowledge dispensing.
CRISPR (and yes, it’s pronounced
exactly like you’re thinking – ‘crisper’
and thankfully it’s not about baby
tempura) is the acronym for Clustered
Regularly
Interspaced
Short
Palindromic Repeats, which at its
most layman level is genome editing

technology. It’s almost God-like in its
scope, where scientists can change an
organism’s very DNA. With this,
sperm cells or eggs can be manipulated to completely eliminate all human
genetic diseases, rewrite the chicken
genome to eliminate the proteins that
cause egg allergies,
create fruits and vegetables that are resistant to all disease,
edit soybeans so that
they have a fat profile
similar to that of
olive oil – and a million other radical
changes. Absolutely
astounding. And yet,
it could well be catastrophic too. A short while back, a
Chinese researcher announced he had
used CRISPR to create human babies
whose future offspring would be resistant to the AIDS virus. Still sounds

good, right? Not at all! The risks, the
danger of misuse, the chances of
abuse by rich parents wanting perfect
designer babies is too high. Even
more, a wrong mutation could put the
entire world at risk.
There are many more. The proliferation of Amazon
Echo and Google
Home-like devices,
that are constantly
listening to every
word spoken in your
home and office (this
will not end well),
simulated digital TV
anchors that look
and talk just like the
real thing (I could be
out of a job very soon), Google Duplex
voice technology that can make calls
(or receive them) and there is no way
to know it isn’t a human on the other
side having a conversation with you,

■

REALITY CHECK
Tech that might seem incredible is
actually going to freak you out

wearable tech and humanoid sex toys
(which sound and work exactly as it
reads), genetic testing that may sound
amazing but once your most important data is out there and hacked...
Yes, it’s a minefield out there.
Innovation isn’t going to stop and
shouldn’t. We just don’t need to embrace
every new thing with such enthusiasm.
A little more thought, a little more
cause and effect thinking may well be
needed. We are hurtling towards a
creepy Black Mirror-ish world! It’s time
to reconsider our open-arms invitation
to every new next big thing!
Rajiv Makhni is managing editor, Technology, NDTV,
and the anchor of Gadget Guru, Cell Guru and Newsnet 3
Techilicious appears every fortnight
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htcity ENTERTAINMENT

THEINDIAN
APPRAISAL
LEAGUE
Here’s explaining
appraisals in the
language our
nation understands
best — cricket!

he period when human
beings at the workplace
exhibit scientifically
documented, yet
unexplained, traits of extreme
weird behaviour is formally
known as ‘appraisals’ in
several English-speaking
nations of the world.
There is something in the
term itself that makes our
blood pressure fluctuate, being
high or low, depending on
whether you are the one ‘doing
it’ or ‘giving it’. Sorry if that
sounded inappropriate but
then, sane, sensible stuff isn’t
exactly the forte of this
column. Especially, when half
the people around me are
walking like zombies taking
printouts of their appraisal
forms, as I write this. With an
expression more dead than
Urmila Matondkar’s acting
career.
And the other half,
interestingly, are gathered
around the TV screen in the
newsroom, watching a cricket
match with more interest than
what they collectively showed
towards work in the past 364
days. What is it with cricket,
man, that death-by-appraisal
looming large in the near

T

A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
future is also not a deterrent? I
got more clarity on this
evidently and eminently
ponderable thought when
Abhishek Duggal — the
colleague who can survive
longer without speaking a
word than any other human
being I know — dropped by.
In his inimitable shy style,
Abhishek mumbled a few
words about the similarity
between appraisals and
cricket. And I could only
marvel at the genius of his
thought. Here’s the thing —
there’s such a common thread
between the game and what I
would also like to call ‘the
game’ at workplace, this time
every year. A bit of picking the
brains of Samarth, Aditya,
Medha, and Abhinav in my
team gave me such an insight
into terms used in cricket that
could be applied as well to
appraisals. Tell me if you
agree.
Final over slogging:
Saara saal toh kaam kiya
nahi, appraisal se two weeks
pehle some people start to slog,
or rather show, as if they are
the only saviours left of the
Hard Workers Inc. I don’t
know if you’d get the connect
but it’s like Ravi Shastri going
excruciatingly slow — tip-tiptip — through the innings and

1

then hitting a six in the last
over, to then sit on the
teammates’ shoulder and go
roaring around the stadium.
The final over-sloggers are
smart enough to smell the
March-April air, and suddenly
their good-mornings to the
boss start to sound sweeter
than the cuckoo in a barren
land. The forgetful, Godfearing creatures that bosses
are, they get so enamoured by
the last month mehnat that
they forget and forgive the
slogger who would be back to
vella-giri right from Labour
Day onwards.
Doosra: All those who
have the hidden gene for a
split personality disorder turn
into a doosra before appraisals
and change their game to
surprise not just the boss, but
those colleagues who have
been observing their
chaalupanti all through the
year. People who specialise in
the working strategy of ‘we
shall deliver only what we are
supposed to’ all through the
year suddenly become
proactive and start
volunteering to take
responsibility for more work.
Itne proactive? September
mein kahan the?
Sledging: Directly toh
kuchh keh nahi sakte but,
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‘Ihadacompletebreakdown’
Actor Zoa
MoraniI talks
about how she
dealt with a
failed start in
Bollywood
Juhi Chakraborty

I swear, the kind of underhand
sledging that the poor HR
department has to bear after
the letters are handed out! It’s
worse than Dhoni’s angry
stares and Virat Kohli’s
colourful MC-BC tributes to
the bowlers. It’s as if the HR is
responsible for not just the
measly raise, but everything
that’s wrong in the world!
Appeal: This phase starts
when the appraisal letter
comes in hand and the khoon
in the veins starts to boil. Itna
kam? For a person like me who
gave her best to the
organisation, I did not even go
to the toilet sometimes to
finish reports and projects.
How could this umpire be so
heartless? I will cry, I will
scream, I will sulk, I will
threaten to leave. There has to
be God existing in the form of a
third-umpire somewhere.
Insaaf milega yah I shall resort
to raising slogans against the
gross injustice of the boss, the
company, the society, the
capitalists. Who else?
Googly: I love this one.
For all the sledging, this
could be HR’s way of serving
you aam papad in the
packaging of Ferrero Rochers
if you’ve messed through the
year and not done justice to
your job. The appraisal could
show a hike, in a big font size,
with stars dazzling next to the
big numbers. What the stars
indicate, however, is the
googly. Go to the bottom of the
page and borrow the reading
glasses from mummy. The fine
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print might just show the
break-up of the ‘conditional’
hike. If the economy of the
country will be good and there
will be rain every single day in
April, you will get the hike.
What? Who said rain at night
will be counted? Bahut dukh
diya na boss aur HR ko? Ab ye
lo. Vaise you’re still better off
facing a googly than those who
sometimes get out for a duck.
For them, zeroes don’t get
added in the salary figure, the
word zero comes and sits
before the word appraisal.
Count your blessings, and
work hard this year.
Howzzat: The way a
bowler who is confident of
having got the batsman out
keeps screaming howzzat in all
directions with hopeful eyes,
some people keep looking at all
their colleagues to know how
their appraisal went. Mujhe
prasaad mein six toffees mili,
tumhe kya mila? The
colleagues, like the heartless
umpire, keep shaking their
heads till the howzzat guy
stops asking and makes peace
with destiny. Till next
appraisal season. Howzzat?
Sonal Kalra disclaims
having written any of the
above, as she has no
knowledge about cricket and
genuinely loves the appraisal
season. Please don’t make her
face the chin music. Mail her
at sonal.kalra
@hindustantimes.com or
facebook.com/
sonalkalraofficial. Follow
on Twitter @sonalkalra
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‘Playing much older lead was tough’
Sangeeta Yadav
very now and then, fresh
faces get launched on the
small screen and many
make their debut at quite a
young age.
Such was the case with
actor Helly Shah who had her
first tryst with acting back in
2010 at the age of 15. But she
got the lead role in the TV
show Zindagi Ka Har
Rang...Gulaal.
“When I started acting, I
was 15 years old and studying
in Class 9. There were no
plans of acting in my head
back then and I only aspired
to be a doctor. I call myself
actor by chance and since
then there was no looking
back,” Helly says.
For Helly, playing
characters eight-to-10-years
older than herself made her
feel out of place.
“It would often get
confusing to understand
the mindset of a 22-year-old.
But there were people on the
set who would explain to me
why that character is like
this. In some places, I used
to get confused because I
wasn’t in that age zone. But
then, slowly and gradually
picked up everything and
eventually, everything fell in
place.
It wasn’t that difficult,”
Helly says.
The biggest challenge for
her was to manage her studies

E

and work. “Since I had opted
for Science in school, I used to
travel a lot back and forth
from Ahmedabad to Mumbai
to give my exams and attend
school whenever I was not
shooting.”
“Even while doing
Bachelor’s in Chemistry, it
was challenging to make
time for studies back then.
All this happened because of
immense support I got from
school,” the 23-year-old
actor says, adding she made
sincere efforts to fare well in
studies as well.
By starting off her career
at such an early age, Helly
feels she learned a lot and
it helped to strengthen her
base.
“I learned about
managing time and keeping
a balance between work and
studies. Eventually when
you grow and do shows,
your realise that there is
much more you want. I got
this clarity and worked
on moulding myself
according to the industry
needs and requirements,”
Helly signs off.

Helly Shah (left) and a still from the show

INSTAGRAM/HELLYSHAHOFFICIAL

er entry into Bollywood
with Always Kabhi
Kabhi (2011) was a
dream debut on
paper, as she was launched
in a Shah Rukh Khan
production.
However, actor Zoa
Morani’s career took a sad
turn when her first film failed,
which was followed
by the debacle of her second
film, Bhaag Johnny (2015).
And Zoa admits that
she was devastated
after the back-to-back
failures.
“When I was making my
debut, I had a feeling that I
have arrived. And when it
didn’t work out, it was such a
big dhamaka in my life. It was
very difficult to deal with
failure. It was the lowest
phase of my life. I had a
complete breakdown. I did
not expect a result like that at
all,” shares the actor.
But she used the time for
some self-introspection in
order to deal with the “dark
period in her life” and also
started doing theatre with
Salim Arif.
“There was an entire
phase where I was not
getting any good roles. I
decided to take a back seat
and started doing yoga and
working on myself. I started
doing theatre to work on my
own craft because acting is
my love. Salim sir’s plays
were very much like
Bollywood films and I
enjoyed doing that. It made
me a very confident actor,”
she adds.
And it was after
three years of doing
theatre that she
realised she wanted
to get back to films
and face the camera
again. “I didn’t want
to lose touch with the
camera, and decided
to move on; randomly
I got a web series,
Akoori and another
one. Things just fell
into place for me,”
says Zoa, who is also
part of an upcoming
Sanjay Leela Bhansali
film, which marks the
debut of Poonam
Dhillon’s son Anmol
Thakeria.

H

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

The actor turned to theatre to deal with her dark phase; (inset) Still
from Always Kabhi Kabhi
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ZOAMORANI

THE BIGGEST
CHALLENGE FOR HER
WAS TO MANAGE HER
STUDIES AND WORK

Hubby calls Mandy
bravest, bestest
andy Moore’s husband
Taylor Goldsmith has
described the singer-actor
as the “bravest and baddest”
wife. The singer paid tribute to
his wife with a romantic
message on her 35th birthday,
which was on April 10.
“Happy Birthday to the
bravest, baddest, bestest wife
a guy could ever dream of,” the
Dawes lead singer said in a post
shared on Instagram.
“I love you more and more
with each moment I get to
spend in your presence.
Thanks for showing me (and
anyone else who knows you)
what it looks like to step into
every day committed to being
the best version of yourself at
all times. And you do it so
gracefully too,” he added.

M

Goldsmith said Moore’s
“kindness and wisdom truly
know no bounds”.“I’m so
stoked I get to know you
forever. Thanks for hanging
out with me,” he added in the
post. Moore, getting applause
for the drama series This Is Us,
and Goldsmith exchanged
vows in 2018.
IANS
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from the past
Kavita Awaasthi

Kavita Awaasthi

efore Boman Irani’s
became a household name
with Munna Bhai
M.B.B.S. (2003), he worked as a
waiter and a photographer.
Not many know that the senior
actor’s father ran a bakery and
snack shop which Boman
handled till he was in his early
thirties. And right after
college, the actor worked as a
waiter and in room service
professional in a five-star hotel
for two years.
And now, Boman has been
invited for a motivational talk
at the annual conference of the
former company in Delhi. A
source says, “Boman is a
grounded person and never
forgets his roots. Right after
college, he started working in
the hotel, later moved on to
photography and finally
became a renowned actor,
who has also started a
production house recently. It
will be a huge nostalgic

B

moment for him.”
Talking about his initial
days as young man and
reflecting on his past, Boman
says, “When I received the
invitation of delivering a
speech at the hotel in Delhi, I
was overwhelmed as it
brought back so many
memories. Working there was
a learning experience for me
and now delivering a
motivational speech, sure is
going to be quite exciting. I
hope to meet all the budding
young people and be inspired
by them.”

THE SENIOR ACTOR’S
FATHER RAN A
BAKERY AND SNACK
SHOP WHICH BOMAN
HANDLED TILL HE
WAS IN HIS EARLY 30S

rica Fernandes is no
stranger to link-up
stories. There were many
rumours about her close
friendship with co-star
Shaheer Sheikh while working
on the TV drama, Kuch Rang
Pyaar Ke Aise Bhi. The duo
refuted them often but to no
avail. And now, history seems
to be repeating itself as now
speculation about Erica and
her co-star Parth Samthaan
refused to die down.
Rumours are that the couple
who have sizzling chemistry
onscreen as dating off screen.
They arrive together, eat
together and are holed up in
their make-up rooms together
during breaks. “It is news to me
that such rumours are out
there. But, I guess, rumours are
a part and parcel of the
entertainment industry,” says
Erica, refuting rumours of the
link-up. “I have known Parth
since we started working

E

together on our TV show and
we shoot every day. We are
good friends and have a great
working relationship.
Whenever we chill together, we
have a whole bunch of people
with us. When we go for events,
we are often leaving from our
set, so yes, we do leave
together. That doesn’t mean we
go home together. In fact, we
live in different parts of the
city.” Erica remains unfazed
with the speculation and takes
it in her stride. “People believe
what they want to believe. We
are good friends but we are not
dating. I can’t stop them nor
can I explain things to
everyone. From day one, we got
along well. And link-ups are a
common occurrence in shows
with romantic storylines. It
doesn’t bother me as I know the
truth and I can’t stop them.”
Ask her if she would date an
actor and she says, “I can’t say
who I would date or not. For
me, the person is important, his
profession is not.”

www.youtube.com/user/ht

‘Nepotismhas
neverbeena
hindrancetome’

‘IAM NOT
DATING
Boman Irani’s blast PARTH’
Erica Fernandes, who is unfazed by
the link-up rumours, says she is just
great friends with her co-star

instagram.com/htcity

Kavita Awaasthi
niruddh Dave has been
acting in TV shows for
over ten years and he feels
every character and every role
makes a difference to an
actor’s talent and popularity.
The Y.A.R.O Ka Tashan actor
wants to be known as actor
from a different league and a
good performer. He says,
“Becoming the flavour of the
season is more about the
viewership your show gets
than you. I don’t run after
awards and I don’t chase the
‘actor to look out for’ tag. What
I want to do,
is stand out for my work.
For me, that’s what a good
actor is.”
While nepotism exists in
Bollywood, it is not prevalent
in television. Aniruddh, who
has done two feature films,
doesn’t feel that he lost out on

A

roles due to nepotism. “I am
not in that league of actors so
nepotism has never been a
hindrance in my career. I have
done two films and the
directors signed me because
they loved my work. I never
made any effort from my side
to get those films. So, the
scenario that I was supposed to
get a role and someone’s son
got it, never happened to me. I
believe talent is talent and it
can’t be ignored. I agree,
connections do make it easy
for star kids to get a break. A
child of a doctor or engineer
most often ends up in the same
profession as
they see their parents in that
job and are aware of the
intricacies, too. As far as
television is concerned, just
won’t get work because of
their famous parents because
there is no dearth of talent in
our industry.”

People believe what
they want to believe.
We are good friends
but we are not dating...
link-ups are a common
occurrence in shows
with romantic
storylines. It doesn’t
bother me.
E i Fernandes and Parth
Erica
Samthan PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/IAM_EJF

ERICA FERNANDES,
ACTOR
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I was seen as a trendsetter because of Khallas: Isha Himanshu and I are
The actor believes being a mother has been the best role of
her life and swears by her father’s mantra of taking time by
the forelock, balancing family, work and everything
ctor Isha Koppikar may
have starred in several
Bollywood films, but a
film isn’t where she got to
play her best role. “Being a
mother to Rianna, my
daughter, has been the best
role of my life,” she says.
“You cannot imagine how
beautiful an experience it has
been so far. To think of it, I
had played a mother before
becoming a mother, and it’s
really like living your
childhood again. I spend
every moment with Rianna,”
the actor says.
Isha is currently working
on a Tamil film. Asked if it
gets hectic juggling both
professional and personal
commitments, the actor
says, “It does get hectic, but
time hota nahi hai nikaalna

A

padta hai, I really believe in
that. My father says ‘catch
time by its forelock’. It’s
important
to manage your time, and
not waste even a minute. Life
should be a balance of
family, work and everything.
I think I am managing it quite
well.”
The actor shot to fame with
songs such as Khallas
(Company, 2002) and Ishq
Samundar (Kaante, 2002).
However, she doesn’t agree
that at any point she was
typecast in such glamorous
songs and roles. “I wasn’t
typecast, but seen as a
trendsetter. I did Khallas; that
was an iconic song and kind of
set standards for a song.
People used to say ‘Khallas ke
jaise gaana chahiye’ or ‘Do it

like Khallas, come into the
camera and kick’. I wouldn’t
think typecast… you can
always say no if you get
similar work,” she
explains.
Isha further goes on to add,
“I did a lot of films. I got a call
from Javed Akhtar ji and
Shabana ji on my landline,
since they couldn’t get my
number. For my role in D
(2005), they said ‘you have
done a fantastic role, even if it
was a special appearance
where you cried, and didn’t
put glycerine as that shot
went on for much longer’.
That was an award for me,
them calling. Then, I got a
handwritten letter from
Hema [Malini] ji, for Kya Kool
Hain Hum (2005).”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

totally opposite
personalities: Swara
Pooja Sharma

wara Bhasker recently
celebrated her birthday
(April 9). The actor had a
great time as her close friends
and boyfriend Himanshu made
it quite memorable for her.
Talking about her day, Swara
says, “Himanshu surprised me
and everyone by just showing
up at 11.30pm on the night of
April 8, to ring in my birthday.
It was a wonderful and lovely
gesture because I was going to
Bihar the next morning and
would be spending my birthday
travelling. It was a pleasant
shock to me and I literally
screamed when I saw him
(laughs). I spent the my
birthday in Begusarai, Bihar
campaigning for Kanhaiyya
[Kumar; politician].” On
personal front, Swara has been
in a relation with screenwriter
Himanshu Sharma for over
four years now. Talking about
her boyfriend, she says,
“Himanshu and I are totally
opposite personalities but I
think that gives a real zing to
our relationship. He is a super
patient and an understanding
person, and deserves an award
for dealing with me.” Talking
about the qualities that drew
Swara to him, she adds,
“Himanshu’s wit and nonjudgemental attitude are his
most attractive qualities, and
also his sheer decency of
conduct. I wish I could imbibe
his language and writing
skills.”

S

Swara
Bhasker

wara
a cuts her birthday cake with boyfriend Himanshu
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‘I CAN’T PLAYMOM TO A 20-YR-OLD’
Says Meera Deosthale, who has quit her hit television show after playing the lead for over three years
Kavita Awaasthi
was crying non-stop on
the last day of my shoot,”
says actor Meera
Deosthale, who rose to
fame with an ongoing hit TV
drama that she was
part of for over three years.
The show showcased the
problem
of bonded labour in
villages. Talking about
her decision, she says, “I
didn’t want to quit the show
but the makers were planning
a leap in the
show. And that would have
meant that I would be playing
a mother to a 20-year-old girl.
I am 23, so
I can’t be playing mother
to someone so close to my age.
It was a conscious decision to
quit after discussion with the
producers. It was an
emotional decision to take. I
was quite attached to the

I

show as I was playing the lead
role for such a long time.
Today, it’s been a week since I
am at home
and I am fine. Life has to go
on,” she says. Meera sees her
exit as a chance to focus on
her health which she couldn’t
do while shooting for the daily
during the past few years.
As the series has been
on air since 2014, it is one
of the longest running shows
on television. Ask Meera if
she would like to be part of
long-running shows on TV
and she quickly replies in
affirmative. “I would love to
be part of a series that is
interesting and challenging
for me. My show had many
arc and graphs and amazing
storyline. I was not bored
on the set even for one
day. The engaging stories
were equally exciting
actors and viewers,” she says.
n

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com

I didn’t want to quit the show but the makers were
planning a leap in the show... It was a conscious
decision to quit after discussion with the producers. It
was an emotional decision to take.
MEERA DEOSTHALE, ACTOR

Peter Dinklage correctly guessed his
character’s fate

Peter
Dinklage

eter Dinklage used to jump
to the end of a Game Of
Thrones script to find out
whether his character, Tyrion
Lannister, survived the axe of
showrunners David Benioff
and Dan B Weiss or not.
But the actor, who shot to
international fame with the hit
series, said he did not follow
this ritual with the script of the
final season as he was
“probably terrified”.
“This is the first time ever
that I didn’t skip to the end,”
Dinklage said in an interview.
“Why? I was probably
terrified. We all feel we’re the
leads of our own show. As the
seasons have gone on, we’ve all
thought how it’s going to end.
Who’s going to be alive? If you
die, how do you die? Ten years
we’ve been doing this and it
can drive you mad, because
(Benioff and Weiss) don’t tell
us and sometimes they change

P

PHOTO: AFP

THE ACTOR PLAYS
TYRION LANNISTER
IN TV SERIES GAME
OF THRONES
their mind,” he added.
“I had all these ideas in my
head and a version of one of
them is how it ends up (for
Tyrion). David and Dan have a
brilliant version of what I
had,” he said.
Dinklage said it is
“beautiful” how Benioff
and Weiss had turned the
standard formula of “bad guys
dying and good guys living” on
its head”.
“If I use any adjectives it
will give it away. But I love
how it ended up. And how it
ends up for everybody," he
— ANI
added.

Prince Harry and Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex

PHOTO: AFP

Harry, Meghan to keep
baby arrival plans private
rince Harry and his
pregnant wife Meghan,
the Duchess of Sussex,
have said that they have
decided to keep plans around
their first baby’s arrival
private. Kensington Palace
officials said in a statement
that Harry and Meghan
“look forward” to sharing the
news of their baby’s birth
once they have had a chance
to celebrate privately as a
new family.
The decision means that
Harry and Meghan are not
likely to pose for the world’s
photographers and TV crews
on the hospital steps with
their newborn, a break from
the royal tradition followed
by Prince William and his
wife Kate, the duchess of
Cambridge, when she gave
birth to their three children.
As a future king, William is
expected to help mark great
occasions, while Harry has
more leeway. Both have in the
past expressed deep
misgivings about intrusive
press coverage.
Harry and Meghan tied the

P

THE DECISION
MEANS THAT THE
COUPLE ARE NOT
LIKELY TO POSE FOR
PHOTOGRAPHS.
knot in May last year at
Windsor Castle, UK.
They are expecting their
first child in late April or
early May.
The palace press office
has announced very few
details about their plans,
refusing to comment on
unconfirmed British press
reports that Meghan may opt
for a home birth.
Harry and Meghan have
said that they have not
learned the gender of
their baby.
The couple have asked
people who want to send them
gifts to donate them to
selected charities for children
and parents in need.

-ANI
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Abrushwithdeathled
tothisbookandshow
Writer Priya Kumar
talks about how
she finds answers
to her problems
through the
characters in her
books
Naina Arora
here was this one flight
that was so turbulent that
oxygen masks came
down. I was convinced I
was going to die. When you’re
in a near-death situation, there
always hangs a question of
what could have been? The
flight kept coming back to me.
And I said ‘Ok, let me crash the
flight in my book’ and put that
story to rest,” says Priya
Kumar, author of the book, I
Will Go With You, which was
recently adapted into the web
series, titled The Final Call,
starring actors Arjun Rampal
and Sakshi Tanwar.
For Kumar, writing is a
cathartic process as she
projects her problems on to the
characters in her books. “The
book was a personal handling
of an incident where I was in a
near-death situation. All my
characters come from my
problems. I write a book to
solve my problems. I give all
my problems to my main
protagonist,” she says.
And what was the problem
she aimed to solve through this
book? “What would have
happened had the flight
crashed? Will it [death] be the
end of the body, or is there
more? I found the answer in the
book,” Kumar says.
The protagonist in the story
— portrayed by Arjun Rampal
in the show — wants to end his
life. So, does the tale aim to
highlight the issue of mental
health? “It’s not that my show
especially highlights [mental
health]. I wanted to highlight

T

Every time we think
that it’s only us, it’s not
true. It’s the choices
we make and the walls
that we build around
ourselves [that make a
difference].

A still from The Final Call web
seriaes; (Inset) The book on
which the show is based
that, while the pilot wanted to
o
commit suicide and not crash
h
the plane, he was so disturbed
d
that he thought death was the
solution to his misery. Every
time we think that it’s only us,
it’s not true. It’s the choices we
e
make and the walls that we
build around ourselves [that
make a difference],” she says.
Believe it or not, this author
writes a book in maximum
“five days”. Kumar — who has
already written 10 books this
year — says, “That’s all I do,
nothing else (laughs). I want to
be creative first, and then
support [myself] with facts.”
The Chandigarh-born
author loves the charm of
Delhi. “I love the food in Delhi.
Every time I am here, I eat
street food,” she signs off.
n

PRIYA KUMAR WRITER

Writer Priya
Kumar says life
everyday is
another page
in the story of
her book

naina.arora@htdigital.in
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